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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Development Control Plan (DCP) is to provide detailed guidance and
provisions for the use of land. The controls in this DCP inform design and assessment of
new development.
Advisory Note: You should also refer to the supporting
document: Shoalhaven DCP 2014 Matrix.
The Shoalhaven DCP 2014 Matrix has been prepared to assist
users understand which Generic Chapters must be considered or
should be referred to for different types of development.

2

Name of this Development Control Plan

This plan is known as Shoalhaven Development Control Plan (DCP) 14. Shoalhaven DCP
2014 was adopted by Council on 14 October 2014 and came into effect on 22 October
2014.

3

Application

The Shoalhaven DCP 2014 applies to all land within the Shoalhaven Local Government
Area (LGA).
Local Environmental Plans that cover the Shoalhaven LGA include:
Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014;
Shoalhaven Local Environmental (Jerberra Estate) 2014; and,
Areas deferred from Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 1985
immediately before Shoalhaven LEP 2014.

4

the Plan in force

Statutory Framework

This DCP has been made in accordance with Section 74C of the Environmental Planning
Assessment (EP&A) Act 1979 and complements the provisions of
Environmental Plans. Each Development Application (DA) will be assessed having regard
to SLEP 2014, this DCP, other matters listed in Section 79C of the Act, and any other
policies adopted by Council. Section 79C of the EPA Act contains maters that must be
considered in assessing a development application.

5

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
To provide criteria for the assessment of development applications;
ii. Build upon the SLEP 2014 by providing detailed objectives, and controls for
development;
iii. Foster ecologically sustainable development (ESD);
iv.
Ensure development responds to the qualities of the subject site and to the
character of the surrounding neighbourhood;
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v.
vi.
vii.

Encourage innovative housing, commercial and industrial design; and
Maintain and enhance the natural, built and cultural significance of heritage items.
Manage the risks to new development from natural hazards including coastal, flood
and bushfire risks.

6

Relationship of the DCP with other legislation/DCPs/policies

State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPPs) may also apply to certain lands in
Shoalhaven LGA. The statutory provisions of any SEPP or State Code will also prevail
over this DCP, in the event of any inconsistency. Different SEPPs cover a range of
development including but not limited to secondary dwelling, boarding houses, education
facilities, hospitals, seniors living, infrastructure and complying development.
The Shoalhaven Contributions Plan 2010 (Contributions Plan) allows Council to levy
contributions on development consents issued for land within Shoalhaven. These
contributions assist the provision of community facilities or infrastructure to meet demand
created by development.

7

How the DCP applies to development

The DCP applies to all development that may be carried out with development consent,
and certain exempt development in Chapter 3. See Figure 1 to identify in which situations
the DCP would apply. Council must consider this DCP when assessing your development
application under Section 79C(1)(a)(iii) of the EP&A Act 1979.
Any application for development in the Shoalhaven LGA will need to address the
provisions contained in this DCP. Throughout this DCP you may find a combination of
Objectives, Mandatory Controls, Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions.
Objectives: For each Section or topic of relevance, objectives will clearly state what
Council seeks to achieve once the Controls or the Performance Criteria are met.
Mandatory Controls: Are specific, prescriptive measures required for achieving the
desired objectives.
Performance Criteria: Identify how a development should perform so that the desired
objectives can be achieved.
Acceptable Solutions: Indicate how the development can achieve the desired
performance and objectives.
A number of chapters in this DCP reply upon supporting maps and documents for
supplementary development controls. These supporting maps and documents are
referred to in each chapter where applicable and must be addressed in your application.
identified in the State
Environmental Planning Policy 2008 (Exempt & Complying Development Codes) or
Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014, however Council recommends that other
public authorities take this DCP into account when determining activities under Part 5 of
the EP&A Act 1979.
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8

How to use the DCP

This DCP is divided into the following Parts and Chapters
Introduction
General and Environmental Considerations
Exempt Development
Generic Controls
Area Specific Controls
Dictionary/Glossary of Terms
You will need to comply with the requirements of all relevant parts of the DCP. Your
development application must demonstrate compliance with the provisions contained in
Shoalhaven DCP 2014 however may not guarantee that your application will be approved.

8.1 Definitions
Terms within the DCP have been highlighted a certain colour to indicate the location of the
definition:
Terms in the DCP that are defined within the DCP dictionary have been highlighted
green.
Terms in the DCP that are defined in the Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan
(SLEP) 2014 Dictionary have been highlighted blue.

9

Development Application Process

The development application process is summarised below:
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10

Savings and Transitional Provisions

Shoalhaven DCP 2014 does not apply to any development application that was lodged
with Council before the commencement of this Plan on 22 October 2014.
Any application lodged before the commencement of this plan will be assessed in
accordance with any previous development control plan/s, technical policy or other Council
policy which applied to the site at the time of application lodgement including exhibited
draft plans and policies.

11

Variations to provisions in the DCP

The DCP aims to allow flexibility in the application of such development controls to
promote innovation and design excellence. Council may consider variations to the
requirements of the Shoalhaven DCP 2014 in certain circumstances. In special
circumstances, flexibility can produce improved and innovative solutions for particular
sites.
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the respective performance criteria and objectives. Council can consider alternative
solutions in certain circumstances provided the objectives and performance criteria are
and relevant performance criteria will be achieved must be provided with the application.
The Variation Statement must address the following matters:
a. The control being varied;
b. The extent of the proposed variation and the unique circumstances as to why the
variation is being sought;
c. Demonstrate how the relevant objectives and performance criteria are being met
with the proposed variations; and,
d. Demonstrate that the development will not have any additional adverse impacts as
a result of the variation.
The Variation Statement must be contained within the Statement of Environmental Effects
(SEE) that accompanies the development application, and is to be supported by other
documentation as necessary. This may include but not be limited to: a detailed site
analysis, supporting expert reports, photographs, plans, engineering details etc.
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1 Purpose
The purpose of this Chapter is to outline a number of general and environmental matters
for you to consider when preparing your development application. These matters include:
 Potentially contaminated land;
 European heritage;
 Aboriginal cultural heritage; and
 Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design.

2 Potentially contaminated land
Contaminated land can have major economic, legal and planning implications for the
community. Contamination can limit land use potential or increase costs for developers
and councils. Their investigation and clean-up is important to protect human health and the
environment.
Although contaminated sites may occur anywhere, they are typically clustered in areas
which have been used for heavy industry, mining, chemically intensive agriculture and the
storage of chemicals, petroleum based products or waste products. They may also include
residential properties, for example, from flaking of lead-based paints, use of contaminated
fill, or excessive pesticide use.
2.1

Application

This Section applies to all land within the City of Shoalhaven.
2.2

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

2.3

Consider the likelihood of contamination upfront in the planning and development
process.
Ensure that planning decision-making takes into account all relevant information
relating to the likelihood of site contamination.
Ensure that any proposed development on an identified contaminated site will not
result in any unacceptable levels of risk to human health or the environment.
Avoid inappropriate restrictions on the development of known or potential
contaminated sites.
Ensure site investigations and remediation work is carried out in a satisfactory
manner and where appropriate is subject to independent validation and site audit
certification by contaminated site remediation experts.
Ensure Council exercises its functions relating to the assessment of known or
potentially contaminated sites with a reasonable standard of care and due diligence.
Advisory information

Council must give consideration to a range of planning instruments, policies and guidelines
when assessing rezoning and development applications over land that is potential
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contaminated. These documents are outlined in Table 1 below for you to consider when
preparing your application.
Council’s Contaminated Lands Policy (POL12/326) clearly explains the initial investigation
process and subsequent remediation action (if required) for your development. In the first
instance you should review Appendix 1 of this Policy which contains a minimal initial
evaluation checklist.
Table 1: Potentially contaminated land - planning instruments, policies and guidelines for consideration

Council Policies
& Guidelines



POL12/326 Contaminated Land Policy

External Policies
& Guidelines



Managing Land Contamination - Planning Guidelines (1998)



Guidelines for the Vertical Mixing of Soil on Former Broad-acre
Agricultural Land (January 1995)



Sampling Design Guidelines (September 1995)



Guidelines for Consultants Reporting on Contaminated Sites (reprinted
August 2011)



Guidelines for Assessing Former Orchards and Market Gardens (June
2005)



Guidelines for the NSW Site Auditor Scheme, 2nd edition (April 2006)



Guidelines for the Assessment and Management of Groundwater
Contamination (March 2007)



Guidelines on the Duty to Report Contamination under the Contaminated
Land Management Act 1997 (June 2009)



State Environmental Planning Policy No. 55 – Remediation of Land



Contaminated Land Management Act 1997



Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979

Legislation

3 European heritage
There are a number of heritage items and heritage conservation areas identified
throughout the Shoalhaven. These buildings, works, relics, places and conservation areas
hold heritage significance because of their associations, their history, or their intrinsic
qualities. Any new development is to maintain the heritage significance that already exists
and conservation is encouraged.
3.1

Application

This Section applies to heritage items and heritage conservation areas identified in the
Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014.
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3.2

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
3.3

to ensure the significance of heritage items is identified and retained;
to ensure the special streetscape, pastoral or natural character of the conservation
areas is maintained:
to ensure alterations and extensions to existing buildings respect those buildings
and do not compromise the significance and character of the individual items or of
the conservation areas;
to ensure new development respects its context and is sympathetic in terms of
form, scale, bulk, fabric, colours and textures and does not mimic or adversely
affect the significance of heritage items and conservation areas and their settings;
to encourage a high quality of design for any new development in achieving
compatibility with the heritage significance of individual heritage items and
conservation areas;
To provide guidelines for assessment of demolition applications.
Advisory information

3.3.1 Assessment considerations
Note: Clause 5.10 of Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan
2014 outlines the assessment and consent requirements for
heritage items and heritage conservation areas, including
development in the vicinity of these items/areas.

Council must give consideration to a range of matters when assessing an application in
relation to any heritage items or within any heritage conservation area including natural
and pastoral landscapes. Council will make an assessment of:
 the heritage significance of the item as a heritage item or as a component of a
heritage conservation area of the City of Shoalhaven (urban, pastoral or natural);
and
 the impact the proposed development will have on the historic, scientific, cultural,
social, archaeological, architectural, natural or aesthetic significance of the heritage
item and its site or the heritage conservation area (urban, pastoral or natural); and
 the impact the proposed development will have on any stylistic, horticultural or
archaeological features of the heritage item or its site or the heritage conservation
area (urban, pastoral or natural); and
 the measures proposed to conserve the heritage significance of the item and its
setting or the conservation area; and
 The extent to which the carrying out of the proposed development would affect the
form of a historic subdivision.
When assessing an application to alter a building that is a heritage item or is a component
of a heritage conservation area, including natural and pastoral landscapes, Council will
assess:
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the colour, texture, size, style and type of finish of any materials to be used on the
exterior of the building; and
the effect the use of those materials will have on the appearance of the exterior of
the building and of any other building in its vicinity; and
the size, style, proportion and position of openings for any windows and doors
which will result from, or be affected by, the carrying out of the development; and
The pitch and form of the roof.

3.3.2 Demolition
Council will generally not support the demolition of heritage items or significant buildings in
conservation areas.
All development applications for the total demolition of a heritage item or a property within
a conservation area are to be supported by a heritage impact statement (see Section
3.3.5) justifying the proposed demolition and are to include:
 a detailed analysis of the cultural heritage significance of the item, and/or its
contribution to a conservation area; and
 a report from a structural engineer specialising in work on heritage items detailing
the structural condition of the item (if you are proposing that it is beyond repair); and
 evidence from a structural engineer specialising in work on heritage items that
stabilisation and/or the retention of the building is unreasonable; and
 an assessment showing that adoptive reuse of the building is not feasible; and
 a statement showing the description and location of other representative examples
of the item in the locality; and
 Other consultants’ reports where relevant eg archaeologist, historian.
Note: If an application for demolition of a heritage item is
made, the preparation of a full archival and photographic
record of the existing buildings and grounds (in accordance
with the NSW Heritage Manual Guidelines) may be required to
be submitted with the application.

3.3.3 Development in the Vicinity of a Heritage Item
Where development is to occur within the vicinity of a heritage item Council must make an
assessment of the effect the carrying out of that development would have on the
significance of the heritage item, its site and its setting. Such developments will need to
provide a heritage impact statement (see Section 3.3.5) addressing the effect of the
development.
Note: Most developments that adjoin or are close to a
heritage item or heritage conservation area will require
consent and you will, therefore, need to provide a heritage
impact statement. If in doubt, discuss your proposal with
Council’s Development Services Section.
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3.3.4 Subdivision
Subdivision applications for land containing heritage items or which are in the vicinity of
should be accompanied by adequate plans showing existing contours or levels, buildings,
works, trees, and site features (e.g. dams), future building envelopes and the siting and
setbacks of any proposed buildings. A heritage impact statement (see Section 3.3.5)
should also be provided and demonstrate to Council’s satisfaction:
 that the proposed curtilage allowed around the heritage item is appropriate; and
 That the subdivision will not compromise the significance of the heritage item.
When assessing subdivisions applications, Council will consider:
 the allotment and building spacing (e.g. frontage widths, side and front boundary
setbacks) that maintain the rhythm of buildings in the streetscape or conservation
areas;
 The potential for vistas and views of heritage items, especially the principal
elevations of buildings, to be interrupted or obscured;
 The landscape quality of the streetscape, pastoral or natural landscape in heritage
conservation areas, the setting of the heritage item and a satisfactory curtilage,
including important landscape and garden elements;
 The subdivision will not require demolition of existing building stock, which
contribute to the heritage significance of the item, rearranged vehicular access or
car parking (on or off the site of the proposal), which would adversely affect the
streetscape in heritage conservation areas or the significance of any heritage item;
 That the subdivision patterns prevailing in the area have been considered.
3.3.5 Heritage Impact Statements
The key objective of your application is to provide clear information in drawings, text and
photographs which will explain your intentions in the simplest way. Council is required to
assess the impact of the proposed works on the heritage significance of any heritage item
or conservation area. This is best addressed in a Heritage Impact Statement as part of
your development application.
The Heritage Impact Statement should be prepared in accordance with NSW Heritage
Manual “Statements of Heritage Impact” and “Assessing Heritage Significance Guidelines”
and the principles of The Burra Charter. It should include a Statement of Significance
which is a concise summary of the cultural significance of a place and includes an
assessment of aesthetic, historic, scenic and cultural values and comparative criteria. The
Heritage Impact Statement should address:
 The history and development of the place.
 The fabric of the place in terms of its original configuration and later alterations.
 The cultural significance of the place.
 A description of the proposed works.
 An assessment of the impact of the proposed works on the cultural significance of
the item or place.
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Note: The assessment of significance should be carried out using
the seven criteria developed by the Heritage Branch. An item may
not meet all of the criteria to be assessed as being of local or state
significance and this should be stated in the assessment.
For larger or more complex development, or for development
involving items of state significance, Council may require the
preparation of a Conservation Management Plan.
Council’s heritage advisor can advise on the type of supporting
document required for a development.

3.3.6 Planning instruments, policies and guidelines for consideration
Table 2: European Heritage - planning instruments, policies and guidelines for consideration

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Shoalhaven Heritage Study

External Policies
& Guidelines



NSW Heritage Manual - Assessing Heritage Significance Guidelines
(2001)



NSW Heritage Manual - Statements of Heritage Impact (2002)



The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural
Significance 2013



Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014



Heritage Act 1977

Legislation

4 Aboriginal cultural heritage
Aboriginal cultural heritage is legally protected in NSW. There are many sites of special
significance to Aboriginal communities in the Shoalhaven. These sites should be
preserved for all people, as a part of our heritage.
The National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NPW Act), administered by the NSW Office of
Environment and Heritage (OEH) is the primary legislation for managing and conserving
Aboriginal objects or places. It is your responsibility to seek the necessary approval under
the NPW Act, separate to Council’s Development Assessment process.
OEH maintains a register of notified Aboriginal objects and declared Aboriginal places in
NSW - the Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS). You can
search AHIMS to discover if an Aboriginal object has been recorded or an Aboriginal place
declared on a parcel of land.
4.1

Application

This Section applies to all land within the City of Shoalhaven.
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4.2

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
Consider the effect of the proposal on the heritage significance of any Aboriginal
object or site known or reasonably likely to be located at the site.
Note: Clause 5.10(8) of Shoalhaven Local Environmental
Plan 2014 outlines the consent requirements for carrying out
development in an Aboriginal place of heritage significance.

4.3

Assessment considerations

Aboriginal sites may exist on a parcel of land in the Shoalhaven even though they have not
been recorded in AHIMS. For this reason, you should exercise due diligence under the
NPW Act and you should consider submitting an aboriginal heritage assessment if your
application is affected by any of the following:







Recorded Aboriginal objects or places on AHIMS; or
within 200m of a waterbody; or
within a sand dune system; or
on a ridge top, ridge line or headland; or
within 200m below or above a cliff face; or
within 20m of or in a cave, rock shelter, or a cave mouth.
Note: You should also consider contacting the local Aboriginal Land
Council for additional information relating to Aboriginal cultural
heritage at your site.

4.4

Planning instruments, policies and guidelines for consideration

Table 3: Aboriginal Heritage - planning instruments, policies and guidelines for consideration

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

External Policies
& Guidelines




NSW Atlas of Aboriginal Places



Due diligence code of practice for protection of Aboriginal objects in NSW



Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014



National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974

Legislation

Guide to investigating, assessing and reporting on Aboriginal cultural
heritage in NSW
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5 Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) incorporates basic design
principles which contribute to the safety and security to users and the community and seek
to minimise crime risk. There are four broad principles of CPTED: surveillance, access
control, territorial re-enforcement and space management.
Surveillance

People feel safe in areas when they can see and interact with others. This
principle can be integrated into the design of a building or place through
passive, technical or formal surveillance opportunities.
Passive surveillance includes the orientation of buildings, use of windows
and entrances, street design, landscaping, building layout, permeable
fencing and natural lighting. Technical surveillance includes CCTV, mirrored
building panels and lighting. Formal surveillance includes on-site
supervisors (i.e. security guards).

Access Control

Access control refers to the use of physical, human or psychological
barriers to discourage unauthorised access to a building or place. Clear
distinctions between ‘public’ and ‘private’ area makes it clear where people
can and cannot go and makes it difficult for criminals to target potential
properties or victims.
Access control can be integrated into the design of a building or place
through garden strips, ground markings, fences, walls, boom-gates, and
target hardening measures such as locks and alarms.

Territorial
enforcement

Re- Territorial re-enforcement relates to the community ownership of a public
space. Places that people have a connection or affinity to are cared for and
are likely to be used, enjoyed and revisited.
Territorial re-enforcement uses actual and symbolic markers and spatial
legibility to ‘connect’ people with space, and to encourage communal
responsibility for public areas and facilities. It is also used to convey to
people where they should or should not be and what activities are
appropriate.

Space
Management

Space management involves the formal supervision, control and care of the
development, e.g. ongoing maintenance / general cleanliness, graffiti
abatement, and renewal of decayed physical elements. This principle
encourages generation and maintenance of activity, opportunity for
surveillance and natural community control.

Crime prevention in relation to likely impacts of a development and the public interest is an
assessment consideration under Section 79C of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 (Act). Applications will need to consider CPTED and some may be
referred to the NSW Police Local Area Command for assessment and comment.
5.1

Application

This Section applies to all land within the City of Shoalhaven.
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5.2
Objectives
The objectives are to:
i. enhance and improve community safety;
ii. encourage a built environment that encourages a sense of community safety;
iii. address community safety and crime prevention;
iv. minimise crime risk in the City of Shoalhaven; and
v. prevent the opportunity for crime and antisocial behaviour.
5.3
Assessment considerations
Council is required by legislation to consider crime prevention when determining all
applications. Where issues of crime prevention are specifically relevant to a development,
an application should address how the development incorporates principles of CPTED.
Each application will be considered on its individual merits, having regard to Section 79C
of the Act, relevant Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plans, and other chapters in this
DCP. Council will specifically consider how the principles of CPTED have been addressed
in the Statement of Environmental Effects, and where relevant, comments received from
the NSW Police Local Area Command.
Where a development is likely to create a risk or increase risk of crime, a formal crime risk
assessment may be required as part of a Development Application. This may include the
following development types:
 a new, extension or refurbishment of a shopping centre or transport interchange;
 residential flat buildings or medium density developments containing 20 or more
dwellings;
 mixed use developments containing 20 or more dwellings;
 clubs or hotels;
 large sports or community facilities;
 service station or convenience stores;
 hospitals;
 miscellaneous developments (including sex services premises, restricted premises,
twenty-four hour take away food and drink premises); and
 any other development considered on merit to create or increase crime risk.
5.4

Planning instruments, policies and guidelines for consideration

Table 4: CPTED - planning instruments, policies and guidelines for consideration

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

External Policies
& Guidelines






Safer by Design by NSW Police
Crime Prevention and the Assessment of Development Applications
AS/NZS 4360:1999 - Risk Management - Principles and Guidelines

Legislation



Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
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1 Purpose
The purpose of this Chapter is to identify exempt development in addition to those
identified in the State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying
Development Codes) 2008 (Codes SEPP), Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan (LEP)
2014 and Shoalhaven LEP (Jerberra Estate) 2014.

2

Application

Except as provided in Section 5, this Chapter applies to all land within the Shoalhaven
local government area.

3 Objectives
The objectives are to:
i.
ii.

Detail circumstances when Council’s approval is not required pursuant to the
provisions of the Environmental Planning and Assessment (EP&A) Act 1979 for
development that is of minimal environmental impact.
To make Council’s policies and requirements for exempt development readily
accessible and easy for the public to understand.

4 Context
Exempt development is development that has been classified as being very low impact
development. As long as the development meets specific standards/criteria (see Sections
5 and 6), consent may not be required from Council. If the criteria and standards for the
particular exempt development type cannot be met, a proposal can only be undertaken as
development with consent, either as complying development or after approval is obtained
from Council for a development application.
The Codes SEPP identifies the majority of development types that can be undertaken as
exempt development in NSW. The Shoalhaven LEP 2014, Shoalhaven LEP (Jerberra
Estate) 2014 and Shoalhaven DCP 2014 identify additional development types to the
Codes SEPP that can be undertaken as exempt development in Shoalhaven.
Exempt development is not exempt from any approval, licence, permit or authority that is
required under any other Act and adjoining owners’ property rights and the common law
still apply.

5 General requirements for exempt development
For exempt development to be carried out on your site, you must comply with the
requirements of Section 76 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 and
Part 3 of the Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014, specifically clauses 3.1(3),
3.1(4), 3.1(5) and 3.3.
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6 Exempt Schedule
6.1

Garage Sales

6.1.1 Objectives
The objectives are to:
i.
ii.

Ensure that garage sales do not become pseudo shops and to discourage unfair
competition with existing commercial centres;
Minimise disturbance to neighbours from noise, traffic and headlight glare.

6.1.2 Exemption Criteria
Type of development

Exemption Criteria

Garage Sales



A maximum of two (2) garage sales from any one residential
property within a 12 month period.



Is restricted to daylight hours.



The maximum period allowed for the garage sale is two (2)
consecutive days, except over weekends affected by public
holidays, in which case it may extend to three (3) consecutive
days.
Note: Refer to Section 6.2 for exempt criteria for temporary directional
signs for garage sales.

6.2

Advertising signage and structures

6.2.1 Traffic, security and safety signs
Traffic, security and safety signs do not require development consent if they do not
advertise, describe or promote a business, product or service. Traffic, security and safety
signs can include internal traffic (regulatory and advisory) signs, security signs, warning
signs and safety signs required by relevant Acts.
Traffic, security and safety signs do not contribute to the total sign face area permitted on
a property.
6.2.2 Change of message content
A change to the message content of a sign is exempt development, provided that the
proposed sign is not prohibited in the zone. Council may, however, lodge an objection to
the advertising standards bureau if a proposed sign contains language or symbols that, in
the opinion of Council, have the potential to cause offence.
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6.2.3 Other Signage
For other types of signage to be exempt under this Chapter, you also must satisfy the
following exemption criteria and the requirements of Section 6.2.4. Your signage proposal:










Must have the consent in writing of the owner of the land on which the sign is to be
located and, if the sign or part of the sign projects over adjoining land, the consent
of the owner of the adjoining land.
Must be approved under section 138 of the Roads Act 1993, if the sign or part of
the sign projects over a public road, including a footway.
Is not to be carried out on or in relation to a building being used as restricted
premises.
Is not to cover any mechanical ventilation inlets or outlets located on any building
on which it is carried out.
Is not to obstruct or interfere with any traffic sign.
Is not to restrict any vehicular or pedestrian access to or from the site.
Is not to obstruct stormwater drainage.
Is not to be carried out within 1m of any easement.

6.2.4 Exemption Criteria
Type of development

Exemption Criteria

All Commercial and Industrial Zones
Small Flags



Located at head height at either side of the ground floor entrance
to a shop or office.

“A” board signs



Maximum sign face area of 1m2 each side.



Maximum width of 750mm.



Not located in road reserves, footpath or on public property.



One per property.



Not displayed for more than 10 consecutive days and not more
than three (3) periods in any one (1) calendar year.



Wholly contained within the property boundaries (i.e. not within
the road reserve).



Complies with WorkCover Authority requirements.



Airborne devices are licensed by the appropriate authority.



A dedicated public liability insurance policy of $10 million for the
device.

Inflatables

Note: Inflatable means any fixed or captive balloon, blimp, kite or cold air
inflatable or the like and includes lighter than air devices used for short
term promotional purposes.
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Type of development

Exemption Criteria

All Residential, Special Purposes and Recreation Zones
Free-standing business
or building identification
signs



Sign is well maintained and sign content is legible, not offensive
and applicable to the business at all times.



Sign is not floodlit or illuminated in any way.



Sign face area does not exceed 0.75m2.



One sign per premises or for premises containing more than one
tenant:


One sign per tenant; and



A maximum combined sign face area of 1m2.



The sign is to be erected within the property boundaries.



Maximum height of 2.4m.



Design is consistent with the design guidelines outlined in this
Chapter.
Note: An illuminated sign describes the method of presentation and means
any sign that is illuminated either internally or externally by static or moving
lights and includes floodlit signs, neon, flashing, chasing, or animated
signs and colour changing fibre optic displays.

Rural and Environment Protection Zones
Free-standing business
or building identification
sign



Sign is well maintained and sign content is legible, not offensive
and applicable to the business at all times.



Sign is not floodlit or illuminated in any way.



Sign face area does not exceed 0.75m2.



One sign per premises or for premises containing more than one
tenant:


One sign per tenant; and



A maximum combined sign face area of 1m2.



The sign is to be erected within the property boundaries.



Maximum height of 2.4m.



Design is consistent with the design guidelines outlined in this
Chapter.
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Type of development

Exemption Criteria

Public Footpaths (includes all land within the public road reserve)
Illuminated Advertising
(Identilite) Sign



The sign is to be erected in accordance with Council’s Interim
Policy for Public Information Signs.

Signs on Bus Shelters
and Seats



The sign is to be erected in accordance with Council’s Interim
Policy for Public Information Signs.



The sign is subject to any contractual arrangements with Council.



Includes street signs comprising name plates, directional signs
and advance traffic warning signs, and warning, advisory and
regulatory signs.



Construction by or for Council or the Roads and Maritime Service
(RMS) in accordance with the RMS Guidelines and Council’s
Interim Policy for Public Information Signs.



The street sign must be designed, fabricated and installed in
accordance with relevant RMS and Shoalhaven City Council
standards.



Sign face area is not to exceed 0.36m2.



A sign may be erected at each turnoff and at each corner but
must be well clear of the carriageway and not obstruct foot traffic.



Signs are prohibited within the boundaries of classified main
roads and state highways.



Signs must not be erected on roundabouts, median strips, affixed
to trees, lighting standards, guideposts or power poles in road
reserves.



Signs may be erected during the period between midday on the
last working day prior to a weekend (including long weekends)
and is removed prior to midday on the first working day after a
weekend.



Advertisements on motor vehicles are used principally for the
conveyance of goods or passengers.



The vehicle is able to be driven with the sign displayed.



The vehicle must not be parked for extended periods of time for
the purpose of an advertising structure.

Street Signs
Including Fingerboard
Directional Signs

Other Signs
Temporary directional
signs for markets and
garage sales

Motor Vehicle Signs

Note: A motor vehicle sign means any sign fitted to, placed upon or beside
a motor vehicle, caravan or trailer stopped on a public road or private
property for the primary purpose of displaying such sign but does not
include any sign on a motor vehicle which is able to be driven on public
roads with the sign displayed.
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Type of development

Exemption Criteria

Public Notice on Public
Land



Informational, directional or security signs displayed by a public
authority on public land are to have a sign face area not
exceeding 8m2 in urban areas and 6m2 in rural areas.



Design is consistent with the design guidelines outlined in this
Chapter.



Are not permitted at town entry and other “gateway sites” unless
the site is up for sale. This includes locations where there are
town entry signs, landscaping and structures, and includes the
Nowra Gateway at the corner of Princes Highway and Pleasant
Way adjacent to the helicopter garden.



Directional signs may be erected at each turnoff and at each
corner leading to a sales point, open house, etc.



Directional signs are not to exceed 0.36m2 in sign face area.



Directional signs are prohibited within the boundaries of classified
main roads and state highways.



Directional signs may be erected during the period between
midday on the last working day prior to a weekend (including long
weekends) and is removed prior to midday on the first working
day after a weekend.



Directional signs must be well clear of the carriageway and not
obstruct foot traffic.



Fence signs are to face inwards towards a playing field or
spectator enclosure and not visible beyond the site.



The sign is to be temporary and only erected during the course of
sporting fixtures.



The sign is to be well maintained and the sign content legible.



The sign message or content is not to be offensive.



Sign message or content is not to relate to the use of substances
which may be harmful to health such as alcoholic beverages,
cigarettes, tobacco and the like.



Council has not required the sign to be removed.

Directional Real Estate
Agent Signs

Fence signs on Public
Land

Note: A fence sign is a sign painted on or otherwise affixed to a fence that
is:




Designed and constructed to permanently delineate and identify a
boundary alignment or enclosure.
Purpose built and designed as a backdrop to a display area (eg
motor vehicle sales yard) and is not more than 4 m in height; and
Not within 20 m of a front property boundary, a temporary fence or
hoarding to delineate and protect a construction site.
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6.3

Subdivision

6.3.1 Exemption Criteria
Type of development

Exemption Criteria

Boundary adjustment
between two allotments



Will not result in any building contravening the deemed to satisfy
provisions of the Building Code of Australia.



Will not create any additional allotments.



The area of each allotment is not changed by more than 10%.



Medium density development only for which an Occupation
Certificate has been issued.



Does not apply to tourist accommodation or dual occupancy
development.



Will not increase the number of allotments with frontage to a
watercourse or waterfront lands.

A strata plan or strata
plan of subdivision within
the meaning of the Strata
Schemes (Freehold
Development) Act 1973
or the Strata Schemes
(Leasehold
Development) Act, 1986

7 Planning instruments, policies and guidelines for consideration
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application.

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Interim Policy for Public Information Signs

External Policies
& Guidelines



Building Code of Australia

Legislation



Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014



Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan (Jerberra Estate) 2014



State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying
Development Codes) 2008



Strata Schemes (Freehold Development) Act 1973



Strata Schemes (Leasehold Development) Act 1986



Local Government Act 1993
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to outline controls for the management of the natural and
built environment. This Chapter provides controls particularly for:




2

Site analysis.
Energy efficiency and solar access.
Building materials in rural and coastal areas.

Application

This Chapter applies to all development applications for:









3

Subdivision;
Multi-dwelling housing;
Dwelling houses;
Dual occupancy;
Tourist and visitor accommodation;
Commercial premises;
Industrial development; and
Any other land use applications.

Context

Site analysis assists in considering the characteristics of the site and adjacent or adjoining
sites at the outset of the design process as well as any constraints or opportunities to
ensure that these are reflected in the design. An effective site analysis can assist in
implementing long-lasting sustainable building design principles, such as solar passive
design to increase energy efficiency and solar access, ultimately resulting in long-term
environmental and financial savings.
The type and quality of materials in coastal and rural areas is also important to Council.
The location of a building and choice of materials help to maintain and protect views and
provide amenity to surrounding residents.
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4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

Consider the constraints and opportunities of the site for the proposed
development.
Ensure compatibility between the site and the proposal.
Maximise the potential for energy efficiency and conservation in building design.
Minimise overshadowing impacts of a development on adjoining dwellings.
Preserve solar access to north facing solar collectors serving adjoining dwellings
e.g. solar hot water panels, photovoltaic cells.
Ensure development is compatible with the natural landscape and any identified
natural hazards.
Ensure buildings are constructed of such materials and finishes and are not
intrusive upon the landscape.
Ensure that views from public road, public places and private properties are
protected from highly reflective building materials.

5

Controls

5.1

Site Analysis

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 To ensure that the characteristics
of the site and its surrounds have
been adequately considered
through preparation of a thorough
site analysis (refer examples in
Figure 1 to Figure 3)

A1.1

A site analysis is provided with a development
application that shows the following constraints
and opportunities:
Constraints (including but not limited to):
 Location of services such as power, sewer,
water and drainage lines.
 Existing vegetation within and adjacent to the
land being developed.
Natural hazards which are likely to impact upon
the development such as bushfire prone land,
coastal hazard areas or flood prone land,
particularly in regard to solar access and
existing mature vegetation.
Note: You should consider clauses 7.5 Terrestrial
biodiversity and 7.6 Riparian land and
watercourses of Shoalhaven LEP 2014 when
preparing your site analysis. You should also
consider the Office of Water’s Guidelines for
Riparian Corridors on Waterfront Land.
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Opportunities (including but not limited to)
 Views from the site.
 Solar access.
 Existing mature vegetation.
A1.2

For development other than for a single dwelling
house and associated structures, your
development application should show:
 Topographical features such as slope,
existing natural vegetation and opportunities
for the creation of views and vistas.
 Opportunities to orientate buildings and
private open spaces having regard to solar
access, winds and views.
 The character of the surrounding
development, particularly to setbacks and
subdivision layout.
 The likely impact on surrounding
development, particularly with regard to
overshadowing, privacy and obstruction of
views.
 The extent to which driveways and/or parking
areas are likely to dominate the appearance
of the development.
 The visibility, width and design speed of
proposed roads and/or driveways.

 Bush fire, flooding and drainage constraints,
easements for services and extent of
contaminated land.
 The character of any adjacent public
land/reserves, particularly the location of
mature trees in relation to the proposed
development.
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Figure 1: Example of a site analysis plan
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Figure 2: Example of a site analysis plan
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Figure 3: Site Development Plan
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5.2

Energy Efficiency & Solar Access

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P2

A2.1

P3

P4

To ensure that dwellings are
designed to achieve the
efficient use of energy and
water, and to provide
thermal comfort to
occupants.
To ensure that dwellings are
designed and sited to
maximise solar access to the
north-facing windows of
living areas of open space
having regard to slope,
views, existing vegetation
and overshadowing.
To ensure that dwellings are
sited to minimise the
overshadowing of
neighbouring dwellings, such
that the impact on adjoining
residences is not
unreasonable.

The dwelling complies with the NSW Building
Sustainability Index (see www.basix.nsw.gov.au).
Note: For residential development, the Building
Sustainability Index (BASIX) reduces water and energy
consumption in homes across NSW. A BASIX
assessment must be completed online and the BASIX
certificate lodged with your development application.

A3.1 Your dwelling design should be based on the NSW
Land & Environment Court Planning Principle ‘Impact
on Solar Access of Neighbours’ from Parsonage v
Ku-ring-gai [2004] NSWLEC 347.
Note: Council will use the above principles to determine
the impact of development upon adjoining land.

A4.1

50 % of the area of the windows or glazed doors of
north facing living areas and principal open space of
adjoining dwellings do not have their sunlight
reduced to less than three hours of sun between the
hours of 9am and 3pm on the 21st June (winter
solstice).

A4.2

Where there are solar hot water collectors and/or
photovoltaic cells on an adjoining property that may
be impacted by the development structures, the
application demonstrates there be no impact on the
collectors and cells.

Principles of energy efficiency and solar access are provided in Figure 4 and Figure 5.
Note: You may need to submit an accurate shadow diagram for




Two-storey development particularly developments of
streets running north-south
Development on sloping lots with south-east to south-west
aspects
Development within the minimum setbacks to southern
boundaries.
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Figure 4: Solar Access
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Figure 5: Energy Efficient Site Design

5.3

Building Materials in Rural and Environmental Areas

This control provides guidelines to ensure that appropriate choice of building materials and
site design are used in new developments and additions to existing structures, when in
Council’s opinion, they are of a substantial nature. The control applies to all development
in the rural and environmental zones in Shoalhaven and all coastal areas.
Note: If your property is mapped in the Shoalhaven LEP 2014 as
‘Scenic Protection’ on the Scenic Protection Area Map, your
application must also demonstrate compliance with Clause 7.8 in
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
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Performance Criteria
P5

To ensure that buildings are
designed, constructed and
sited to compliment the
landscape and minimise
impacts on visual amenity
from public places and private
property.

Acceptable Solutions
A5.1 The building design satisfies the following to ensure
the development does not detract from the scenicvalue of the landscape:


Siting – Buildings are suitably sited (i.e. below
ridgelines and/or knolls) in a location which
does not unreasonably impact on the outlook of
any other dwelling house or a vista from a
public road, public place or place frequented by
the public;
Note: Development including subdivisions,
will not be permitted on headlands or other
prominent coastal features – other than those
which have already been subdivided and
zoned for urban purposes



Screening – Utilise existing vegetation to
provide a backdrop and/or for screening of
buildings. Additional landscaping may also be
used to implement screening;



Design – roof pitch and orientation are
designed to minimise or mitigate glare;



Materials and colours – materials and colours
are appropriate to the local landscape and or
background to ensure that the building does
not significantly detract from the scenic value of
that landscape. Structures should not strongly
contrast with the background whether by
location, colour or choice of materials; and



Access roads and services – designed and
located to minimise soil and vegetation
disturbance and visual impact.
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P6 To minimise the use of highly
reflective building materials
(e.g. galvanised steel) to
protect views and the natural
character of coastal and rural
areas.

A6.1 A visual assessment has been undertaken by the
applicant which demonstrates that the building will
not have a significant visual impact when viewed
from any public road, public place, private property
to which the public has access, National Park,
walking trail or other dwelling.
Note: Use of traditional building materials, such as
galvanised steel may be permitted in certain
circumstances if it is justified in the context of the
design of the building and/or it complements the
heritage character of the building or area.
Some lighter colours in the range of pre-coloured
metal products are usually not acceptable in prominent
locations. The use of zincalume is generally not
supported by Council.

6

Advisory Information

6.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

External Policies
& Guidelines



NSW Land & Environment Court Planning Principle ‘Impact on Solar
Access of Neighbours’

Legislation



State Environmental Planning Policy (Building Sustainability Index:
BASIX) 2004
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to:




Give applicants guidance about how to implement sustainable stormwater
management in the development application process.
Provide design principles for stormwater management that assist development.
Outline controls for the management of stormwater (including water quality,
waterway stability, detention, erosion and sediment control).
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to the supporting documents/checklists:




2

Supporting Document 1: Development Application and
Construction Certificate Checklist.
Supporting Document 2: Sustainable Stormwater Technical
Guidelines.
Supporting Document 3: Stormwater Protection on Construction
Sites.

Application

This Chapter applies to all development in Shoalhaven. Different sections of the Chapter
will apply depending on the scale, location and type of the development.
Note: For areas that are located within the Sydney Drinking Water
Catchment (SDWC) Area, specifically Kangaroo Valley and parts of
Sassafras, the SDWC SEPP will apply and prevail where it conflicts
with this Chapter.

3

Context

Stormwater is a generic term for rainfall that is concentrated after it runs off all urban
surfaces such as roofs, pavements, carparks, roads, gardens and vegetated open space
and includes water in stormwater pipes and channels. Stormwater represents a significant
proportion of the natural water cycle.
To some degree, all development has an impact on the behaviour of stormwater through
the addition of impervious surfaces, diversions and drainage and through changes to water
quality. Sustainable stormwater management is the application of controls on stormwater
to mitigate, manage and control changes to the natural water cycle, to protect
environmental values and to protect human life and assets.
Note: Impervious means a surface that does not allow water to
infiltrate into the ground, including roofs, roads, pavements, hard
surfaced sports courts, any “sealed” areas and permanent water
bodies such as swimming pools.
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4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.

Manage stormwater flow paths and systems to ensure the safety of people and
property.

ii.

Protect and enhance natural watercourses and their associated ecosystems and
ecological processes.

iii. Maintain, protect and/or rehabilitate modified watercourses and their associated
ecosystems and ecological processes towards a natural state.
iv. Mitigate the impacts of development on water quality and quantity.
v.

Encourage the reuse of stormwater.

vi. Integrate water cycle management measures into the landscape and urban design
to maximise amenity.
vii. Minimise soil erosion and sedimentation resulting from site disturbing activities.
viii. Minimise the potential impacts of development and other associated activities on
the aesthetic, recreational and ecological values of receiving water.
ix. Ensure the principles of ecologically sustainable development are applied in
consideration of economic, social and environmental values in water cycle
management.
x.

Ensure stormwater systems and infrastructure are designed, installed and
maintained so as not to increase the risk to life or safety or people.

xi. Provide Green and Golden Bell Frog (GGBF) friendly stormwater detention ponds in
areas where GGBF are present.

5
5.1

Controls
Stormwater

5.1.1 Minor and Major Systems Design
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

General

To ensure the appropriate
design of minor and major
drainage systems
including:
 The development will
not increase the risk to
life or safety of persons
during a storm event

A1.1

The design and construction of minor and major
drainage systems are to be in accordance with
proposed stormwater controls in this Chapter and
Council’s Engineering Design Specification.

Minor System Drainage
A1.2

For residential and rural residential areas, the
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Performance Criteria
(see section 4.1.1 of
Sustainable Stormwater
Technical Guidelines).
 Stormwater discharge
from the development
or work will be
managed to safely
convey stormwater
flows.
 Runoff from the
development is
discharged without
adverse impacts on
existing infrastructure
and neighbouring
properties.

Acceptable Solutions
drainage must be designed to cater for a 5 year ARI
event.
A1.3

For mixed residential/commercial, commercial and
industrial development, the drainage must be
designed to cater for a 10 year ARI event.

A1.4

Runoff from impervious areas must not be
concentrated or directed onto neighbouring properties.

A1.5

Kerb and gutters may not be required if it is proven
that soil permeability is sufficient to allow natural
infiltration of stormwater runoff without causing
adverse impacts onsite or to neighbouring properties.

A1.6

Runoff from roof gutters and downpipes can be
directed to an existing or proposed stormwater
system, when it can be proved that the systems
design capacity is not exceeded.

 Ensure continuity of
overland flow paths
where possible.

Major System Drainage
A1.7

Major system drainage must be designed for a 100
year ARI event.

 Ensure stormwater
systems are designed
in accordance with
industry standards.

A1.8

Trunk stormwater systems, which include open
channels, large conduits and overland flow paths are
designed for storms up to 100 year ARI event.

A1.9

It is unacceptable to provide overland flow paths on
private land within subdivisions. The following
overland flow paths may be used to act as major
system flow routes;
 Roadways including footpath,
 Pathways and
 Parkland or open space.

A1.10 Flow paths must be designed to ensure a velocity
depth product of less than 0.3m2/s for a 100 year ARI
storm event.
A1.11 Runoff from impervious areas must not be
concentrated or directed onto neighbouring properties.
A1.12 Consideration must be given to continuity of the
overland flow path and as such where, for example, a
roadway acting as an overland flow path discharges
stormwater to a pathway, park, stormwater reserve,
etc., the footpath must have a reverse crossfall to
facilitate the overland flow. Other obstructions, such as
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
fences, must not traverse these flow paths.
A1.13 Consideration must be given to low points near kerb
returns i.e. the grading of the kerb return must be such
that water flows around the return and away before it
breaks over the top of the kerb at the low point.
Note: An overland flow path is the path that stormwater may take if
the piped or channelled stormwater system becomes blocked or its
capacity exceeded. Overland flow paths provide a fail safe system
to ensure that stormwater is not likely to cause flood damage.

5.1.2 Climate Change Controls
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P2

Major system design must
consider the impact of
changes to rainfall
intensity due to climate
change.

A2.1

Climate change impacts, such as changes to rainfall
intensity, are incorporated into system design as per
relevant policies and/or Australian Rainfall & Runoff
(AR&R) Guidelines.

P3

Where relevant, major and
minor system design must
consider the impact of sea
level rise.

A3.1

Sea level rise is incorporated into system design as
per relevant policies and/or AR&R Guidelines.

5.1.3 Onsite Stormwater Detention (OSD)
Note: Detention is the collection and temporary storage of
stormwater to reduce the peak runoff from a site. Stormwater
detention measures temporarily detain stormwater onsite in order to
prevent flooding and erosion further downstream..

Onsite Stormwater Detention may be required for all development except:
(a) For alterations, additions, ancillary structures and second storey additions in areas
within the 5 year ARI flood extents as identified in a flood study or floodplain risk
management study adopted by Council where:
(i)
The addition is less than 10% of the existing development footprint; and
(ii)
The overall site impervious areas are less than 50% of the site.
(b) For change of use where no increase in impervious area is proposed;
(c) For new developments in subdivisions where OSD has already been provided for
the entire subdivision.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P4

A4.1

OSD is to be sized to match pre-development peak
flow rates for the 5, 20 and 100 year ARI rain events
for that site.

A4.2

For development other than subdivision, pre and
post-development peak flow calculations must be
based on the impervious percentages (as outlined
below) or the actual impervious surface area
(whichever is greater) as detailed on development
plans.

A4.3

For subdivisions, pre and post-development peak
flow calculations must be based on the impervious
percentages as outlined below.

To ensure that the use of
onsite stormwater detention
(OSD) is appropriate the
needs of the development
including:
 Post development peak
flow should match as
closely as possibly predevelopment peak flow.
 OSD measures are
made safe.
 The development does
not place an
unacceptable financial
burden on landowners or
the community.

Area impervious:







 OSD designed in
accordance with industry
standards.

Open Space – 25%
Normal residential – 60%
Half width road reserve – 95%
Medium density residential lots – 80%
Commercial areas – 90%
Industrial areas – 80%

A4.4

OSD design must consider downstream boundary
conditions for the 100 year ARI level of the receiving
water.

A4.5

Detention storage must be located at a level above
the 5 year ARI flood level.

A4.6

If OSD is provided in landscaped areas, the desirable
maximum depth of ponding under design conditions
is 300mm, this can be increased to 1200mm provided
that site slopes of the basin are ≥1:6, or the provided
storage is fenced off.

A4.7

For subdivisions it is recommended that OSD is at the
individual dwelling scale. Where OSD is proposed on
public land, the OSD system must be kept to a
minimum.

A4.8

50% of any retention volume can contribute towards
the OSD volume required for the development,
provided the systems are interconnected.

Note: Peak flow is the maximum instantaneous outflow from a
catchment during a storm event.
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5.2

Stormwater Reuse

This section applies to all development that is not subject to BASIX.
Note: The Building Sustainability Index (BASIX) applies to
residential development. For more information, see State
Environmental Planning Policy (Building Sustainability Index: BASIX)
2004.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P5

A5.1

Residential buildings not affected by BASIX are
encouraged to install rainwater tanks to meet a portion
of supply such as outdoor use, toilets, laundry.

A5.2

Any overflow from rainwater tanks will be directed into
an existing stormwater system where possible,
alternatively the overflow will be managed so that it
does not cause nuisance to neighbouring properties
(see Sustainable Stormwater Technical Guidelines).

A5.3

Stormwater use within public open space (irrigation,
street cleaning, public amenities) is encouraged.

5.3

To optimise the reuse of
stormwater to provide an
alternative water supply.

Stormwater Quality and Waterway Protection

This section aims to encourage a decentralised approach to stormwater management that
considers the natural hydrological and ecological processes of the surrounding
environment. This may include onsite collection, treatment and utilisation of water flows as
part of an integrated treatment train provided either in addition to or in lieu of conventional
stormwater treatment measures.
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5.3.1 Erosion and Sediment Control
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P6

A6.1

The development or work
will not cause erosion and
siltation.

An erosion and sediment control plan or soil and
water management plan must be prepared in
accordance with:
 Managing Urban Stormwater: Soils and
Construction Volume 1 (Landcom 2004) (Blue
Book Vol. 1)
 Managing Urban Stormwater: Soils and
Construction Volume 2 (DECCW, 2008) (Blue
Book Vol. 2) and,
 Council’s policy on Stormwater Protection on
Construction Sites
Note: An erosion and sediment control plan is a set
of drawings showing how soil and water is to be
managed during construction of a development.
A soil and water management plan is a document
which sets out strategies and controls for a
development or site to prevent pollution of the
environment from all pollutants during the
construction stage.
Where a conflict arises between guiding documents
the ‘Blue Book’ will take precedence. The above
standards are minimum requirements. Additional
works may be required depending upon exposed
areas and prevailing weather conditions (refer to
Sustainable Stormwater Technical Guidelines).

5.3.2 Stormwater Retention - General
This section applies to all development where the amount of impervious surfaces postdevelopment will be greater than the amount of impervious surfaces pre-development.
Note: See section 3.1 for a definition of “impervious”.
Retention is the storing of water for beneficial use. Retention can
apply to all forms of water including rainwater, stormwater and
recycled water. It may occur by storing water in a tank, which is used
for a purpose such as irrigation, or infiltration.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P7

A7.1

Adequate retention storage

The volume of retention storage provided is to be
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equal to or greater than:

is provided in the
development.

[storage depth*] X [increase in impervious surfaces
compared to pre-development]
*as outlined below (refer to Sustainable Stormwater
Technical Guidelines for further details).
Development Type

Storage Depth

Alterations, additions, auxiliary

10mm

structures & second storey additions
Single dwelling & dual occupancy

10mm

Medium Density

9mm

High Density

8mm

Industrial

6mm

5.3.3 Small/medium scale development – Site Discharge Index
This section applies to small/medium scale development. You can check if your
development is small/medium scale by reviewing the diagram in Section 6. This section
does not apply to alterations, additions, ancillary structures and second storey additions
where:
a) The addition is less than 10% of the existing development footprint; and
b) The overall site impervious areas are less than 50% of the site.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P8

A8.1

Site discharge will have a
minimal impact on
receiving waterways and
stormwater systems.

Development should be designed to achieve a site
discharge index (SDI) that does not exceed 0.1 (refer
to Sustainable Stormwater Technical Guidelines for
further details).

Note: Permissible Site Discharge is the maximum discharge from
the site during a 1 in 5 year ARI storm event under predevelopment (existing) site conditions.

5.3.4 Large scale development
This section applies to large scale development. You can check if your development is
large scale by reviewing the diagram in Section 6.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P9

A9.1

To ensure that large scale
development minimises its
impacts by:
 Post development
pollutant loads being
minimised so as to not
unduly impact on the
quality of receiving
waterways.
 Protecting stream
stability and habitats by
providing retention,
infiltration and detention
to limit post development
flows.

Pollutant load reduction must be a minimum
percentage reduction of the post development average
annual load of pollutants in accordance with those
outlined below; or
Pollutant

post development average
annual load reduction

Gross pollutants

90%

Total suspended solids

85%

Total phosphorus

65%

Total nitrogen

45%

Total hydrocarbons

90%

A9.2

For development within Sydney’s drinking water
supply catchments, a neutral or beneficial effect must
be demonstrated in accordance with the State
Environmental Planning Policy (Sydney Drinking
Water Catchment) 2011; and

A9.3

Water quality modelling, demonstrates reductions in
pollutant loads (refer to Sustainable Stormwater
Technical Guidelines); and

A9.4

For greenfield sites or sites draining to a natural
stream of 3rd order or lower, the 1.5 year ARI predevelopment peak discharge must be maintained; and

A9.5

For development discharging to a natural stream of
3rd order or lower that is not tidal, the post
development duration of stream forming flows must be
no greater than 2 times the pre-development duration
of stream forming flows at the site discharge point, i.e.
a stream erosion index of 2; and

A9.6

For development discharging to a tidal area, outlets
must be designed to limit erosion and sedimentation at
the discharge point.

Note: Infiltration means the downward movement of water from the
surface to the subsoil.
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5.3.5 Design and maintenance of stormwater treatment measures
This section sets out controls for large scale development that require stormwater
treatment measures. You can check if your development is large scale by reviewing the
diagram in Section 6.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P10

A10.1 Where practicable, trunk drainage is to be provided as
a natural vegetated stable channel; and

To ensure that stormwater
treatment measures for
large scale development
are appropriately designed
and able to be maintained
including:
 All stormwater
treatment measures
must be able to be
maintained
appropriately to ensure
their optimal efficiency.
 Protect permanent
stormwater treatment
against siltation/
sedimentation and
clogging during
construction.
 Stormwater treatment
measures do not unduly
increase health and
safety risks.
 The development will
not unduly increase
maintenance
requirements of
stormwater
infrastructure by
Council.
 Stormwater treatment
devices are designed in
accordance with best
industry practices.

Note: Trunk drainage is generally defined as stormwater
drainage beyond immediate property and street drainage.

A10.2 An Operation and Maintenance Plan is submitted to
Council for all stormwater treatment measures
proposed, whether remain in private ownership or to
be handed over to Council; and
A10.3 System design allows for maintenance (i.e. access
and room to operate safely) at all times; and
A10.4 Stormwater treatment measures must not be
connected until the majority of catchment
infrastructure is completed and landforms stabilised;
and
A10.5 Where the development is staged, sacrificial zones
must be included in the design of the stormwater
treatment measures. Sacrificial zones are to be
rectified upon completion of development at the
developers cost; and
A10.6 Structural stormwater treatment measures must be
able to bypass flows in excess of the design discharge
with negligible afflux resulting from over topping or
blockage of the device; and
A10.7 In the event of a stormwater discharge, structure
stormwater treatment measures must not allow the
release of any previously trapped material and must
be designed to prevent or manage any additional
surcharge from any inlet or pit; and
A10.8 Stormwater treatment measures must consider
mosquito control in their design. Designs should
consider:





Permanent water ponding;
Water depth;
Exposure to sunlight and wind; and
Proximity to residential development.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
Reference to expert advice is to be made where
necessary; and
A10.9 Development must provide for stormwater treatment
measures to be contained on the lot unless otherwise
agreed to by Council, prior to granting development
approval; and
A10.10 Development must provide for stormwater treatment
measures to be contained on the lot unless otherwise
agreed to by Council, prior to granting development
approval; and
A10.11 All filter media used in stormwater treatment measures
must meet the current specifications of the Guidelines
for filter media in biofiltration systems (Version 3.01)
(Facility for Advancing Water Filtration 2009) or a
demonstrated equivalent, verified by a soil laboratory
registered by the National Association of Testing
Authorities; and
A10.12 Design of stormwater treatment measures is in
accordance with Sustainable Stormwater Technical
Guidelines.

5.4

Waterfront Land

This section applies to all waterfront land.
Note: Waterfront land is defined by the Water Management Act
2000.

Where the development is on waterfront land, watercourses must be defined according to:




Shoalhaven LEP 2014 Natural Resource Sensitivity – Water Map; or
The Water Management Act 2000; or
Where necessary, the relevant NSW State Government agency must be consulted
to determine the appropriate classification.

The watercourse category is the rank of the stream based on environmental and riparian
value. Category 1 being the highest, most valuable, and category 3 being the lowest. The
category will determine the core riparian zone (CRZ) which must be protected/rehabilitated
and a vegetated buffer width provided as outlined in Table 1- Watercourses and CPZ.
Note: The core riparian zone is the area beyond the top of bank of a
watercourse that is to be protected under the Water Management
Act 2000.
The size of the core riparian zone relates to stream category and
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stream order. The watercourse categories identified in Table 1 refers
to the SLEP 2014 Watercourse Categories.
The Water Management Act 2000 uses a different method to order
streams – the Strahler Method. This method ranks the stream
based on the number of upstream tributaries draining to it at that
point.

Table 1: Watercourses and CPZ
Watercourse type

Width of core
riparian zone

Vegetated buffer width

Sensitive area (watercourse category 1) –
Environmental Corridor

40m

10m

Sensitive area (watercourse category 2) –
Terrestrial and Aquatic Habitat

20m

10m

Sensitive area (watercourse category 3) – Bank
Stability and Water Quality

10m

Merit based

5.4.1 Development on waterfront land
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P11

To effectively provide for
buffers and setbacks to
watercourses through:

A11.1 The minimum width of the CRZ is in accordance with
the above Table or as specified by the Water
Management Act 2000; and

 Core riparian zones
(CRZ) areas being
established or
maintained in
accordance with the
relevant guidelines; and

A11.2 The CRZ must be maintained, restored or rehabilitated
using appropriate local species with a range of
canopy, understorey and groundcover species to
enable a healthy and diverse ecosystem; and

 Development or works
on waterfront land
complying with State
Government legislation
and guidelines.

A11.3 Where appropriate, applicants must re-use topsoil
from the development site that contains known or
potential seedbank on the development site; and
A11.4 Transport infrastructure and services (i.e. sewer,
electricity, gas and communication) should preferably
be located outside the CRZ. Where services must
traverse the CRZ it must be demonstrated that there
will be minimal impact on the function and integrity of
the CRZ; and
A11.5 In general, pathways, cycleways and pervious
recreational areas are not permitted in the CRZ except
where an opportunity presents for the community to
connect with and explore the watercourse in a
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
strategic location. It must also be demonstrated that
there will be minimal impact on the riparian function
and that the integrity of the riparian land is maintained;
and
Note: Pervious means a surface that permits water to
infiltrate into the ground.

A11.6 Bushfire asset protection zones (APZ) are not
permitted within the CRZ or vegetated buffer and
should be incorporated into the development footprint;
and
A11.7 Crossings of waterways or other activities must have
regard to the requirements for fish passage. Minimum
structures for fish passage must be provided in
accordance with relevant NSW state government
requirements; and
A11.8 Works carried out on waterfront land comply with the
Water Management Act 2000. Refer to Council’s
Sustainable Stormwater Technical Guidelines and the
NSW Office of Water website, specifically for:
 In-stream works
 Laying pipes and cables in watercourses
 Outlet structures
 Riparian corridors
 Vegetation Management Plans
 Watercourse crossings
A11.9 Stormwater disposal over/across/through public
waterfront reserves should be avoided to prevent
erosion and need for remedial actions.
Note: Where there is no other option but to dispose of
stormwater over/across/through public waterfront
reserves this may be supported through the creation of
an easement (88B Instrument).

5.4.2 Coastal Areas
This section applies to all development discharging stormwater to coastal cliffs or coastal
dunes.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P12

A12.1 The quantity of stormwater discharged to the cliffs or
dune face is limited by complying with the controls for
waterfront land in this Chapter; and

Stormwater discharge will
not cause significant
erosion of the cliff or dune
face.

A12.2 Stormwater is discharged to stable well vegetated
areas and/or energy dissipation structures are
provided; and

A12.3 Maximise the capture and discharge of roof and
surface flow stormwater to the street, or if not away
from the cliff line, discharging to the bottom of the cliff.
A12.4 A development must not direct stormwater
discharges to the base of a dune or cliff where the cliff
or dune is Crown land.
Note: Where there is no other option but to discharge to
the base of a dune or cliff, additional approvals/licences
may be required from Council or Crown Lands.

6
6.1

Advisory Information
Development Application Documents

The information you must submit with your development application depends upon the
scale of your development. Figure 1 on the following page will help you to determine
whether, for the purposes of stormwater management, your proposed development is a
large scale or a small/medium scale development.
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Figure 1: Determining whether your development is small/medium scale or larger scale
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Scale of development

Development Application Documents

Large scale

An integrated water cycle management strategy (IWCMS)
Note: Integrated water cycle management is the management of the
water cycle in the urban and industrial context as a whole, including
water use, water collection, water recycling and disposal.
An IWCMS must include a report and drawing demonstrating how the
development meets the relevant stormwater controls (refer to Council’s
Sustainable Stormwater Technical Guidelines).

Small/medium scale

A stormwater management plan (SMP)
Note: A SMP may comprise a concise report and/or drawing/s that
provide sufficient information to demonstrate how the development meets
the relevant stormwater controls (refer to Council’s Sustainable
Stormwater Technical Guidelines).

6.2

Construction Certificate Documents

The information you must submit with your construction certification application depends
upon the type of development activity you will carry out. The following table provides
guidance on the information to be submitted:
Development activity

Construction Certificate Documents

Installation of stormwater
controls including
drainage, water quality,
waterway stability,
detention.

For all proposed stormwater treatment measures, regardless of
whether they will remain in private ownership, or be handed over to
Council:



Drainage design drawings; and
Operation and maintenance plan for large scale development or
for small/medium scale development only if proposed
stormwater treatment measures are being handed over to
Council.

Disturbance of soil
surfaces, cut or
placement of fill, or
storage of materials on
any land



Erosion and sediment control plan where less than 2,500m2 of
land is to be disturbed
Soil and water management plan where more than 2,500m2 of
land is to be disturbed

Onsite detention



Onsite detention drawings and calculations

Design of major drainage
systems



Calculations for design events and 100 year ARI flows, including
the calculated flow path extents.



Note: See Section 5.3 above for a definition of these plans.
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6.3

Occupation Certificate and/or Subdivision Certificate Plans

You must submit works as executed plans (being a topographic survey of the constructed
elements of a stormwater system) before Council can issue an occupation and/or
subdivision certificate. Further details are included in the Sustainable Stormwater
Technical Guidelines.
6.4

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines
External Policies
& Guidelines

Legislation



Engineering Design Specifications



Sustainable Stormwater Technical Guidelines



Stormwater Protection on Construction Sites



Australian Rainfall & Runoff (AR&R) Guidelines



Guidelines for filter media in biofiltration systems - Facility for Advancing
Water Filtration



Managing Urban Stormwater: Soils and Construction Volume 1 (Landcom
2004) (Blue Book Vol. 1)



Managing Urban Stormwater: Soils and Construction Volume 2 (DECCW,
2008) (Blue Book Vol. 2)



State Environmental Planning Policy (Building Sustainability Index:
BASIX) 2004



State Environmental Planning Policy (Sydney Drinking Water Catchment)
2011



Water Management Act 2000
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1

Purpose

This purpose of this Chapter is to outline considerations for the landscaping of proposed
development. The objectives and controls will assist you to meet your application
requirements when preparing development and building plans.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to all development in Shoalhaven.

3

Context

The impact of development on surrounding environments can be reduced through
appropriate integration of landscaping, building design and land use planning. Before
determining your development application Council will consider the suitability of the
proposed development, including:


The impact of the development on the environment;



The effect of the development on the landscape or scenic quality of the locality;



The character, location, siting, bulk, scale, shape, size, height, density, design or
external appearance of that development; and



Whether adequate provision has been made for the landscaping of the land to
which the development application relates and whether any trees or vegetation on
the land should be preserved.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.

5

Blend new developments, where appropriate, into the existing streetscape and
neighbourhood character.
Enhance the appearance, amenity and energy efficiency of new developments
for the users and for the community in general.
Provide landscaping within a development that relates to the scale and type of
existing elements in the neighbouring landscape.

Controls
Note: New landscape elements should consist of non-invasive
species. Refer to the Noxious Weeds Act 1993, Noxious Weeds
Regulation 2008, noxious weeds declarations and the NSW
Department of Primary Industry’s website.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

To minimise site disturbance and
preserve the existing landscape
elements which make a positive
contribution to the character of
the area through appropriate site
design.

A1.1

Existing trees and landscape elements which
make a positive contribution to the character of
the area should be retained and integrated into
the redevelopment of the land. Proposals to
remove exiting trees and landscape elements
must propose suitable landscaping to retain
streetscape character.

P2

To undertake landscaping that is
designed to meet user
requirements taking into account
maintenance, exercise
opportunities, shade provision
and aesthetic quality.

A2.1

For development other than a new dwelling
house, alterations and additions to a dwelling
house or a dual occupancy, landscaping must be
in accordance with an approved landscape plan
for the site, prepared by a qualified landscape
architect or designer. The plans should meet the
performance criteria and show:

P3

To enhance the appearance and
to integrate the development into
the streetscape through the
provision of substantial
landscaping to the street
frontage.

A3.1



The street reserve, carriageway, parking
bays, footpaths, cycleway systems, street
lighting and driveways;



Existing vegetation and proposed general
character of tree planting and landscape
treatment (including proposed species);



Existing trees and significant vegetation
on the site and identify those to be
retained and those proposed to be
removed;



General arrangement of hard landscaping
elements and major earth cuts, fills and
mounding;



Indicative treatment of any floodway and
drainage lines; and



General information on fencing, access
points furniture, pavement materials and
on-going maintenance requirements.

A landscape plan must be submitted with the
development application illustrating the following
landscape principles:


The location, height and species of all
existing and proposed vegetation;



Methods employed to minimise soil
erosion; and



Cross section through entire site
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Acceptable Solutions
indicating major level changes, existing
retained and proposed landscaping that
demonstrates the proposed finished
landscape (hard and soft).

P4

To use landscape design that
specifies the location and
species of trees, shrubs and
ground cover in a way that:
 Uses vegetation types and
landscaping styles that blend
the development in with the
streetscape;
 Complements the functions of
the street and reinforce
desired traffic speed and
behaviour;
 Is an appropriate scale
relative to both the street
reserve width and the
building bulk
 Considers personal safety
(safety by design) by
ensuring good visibility and
lighting at dwelling entries,
along paths and driveways
and avoids shrubby
landscaping near
thoroughfares;
 Contributes to energy
efficiency and amenity by
providing substantial shade in
summer especially to westfacing windows and open car
park areas and admitting
winter sunlight to outdoor and
indoor living areas;
 Improves privacy and
minimises overlooking
between dwellings;
 Minimises risk of damage to
proposed buildings, overhead
and underground power lines

A4.1

No recommended acceptable solution. Each
situation requires an individual approach.
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Performance Criteria


P5.1

P5.2

Acceptable Solutions

and other services; and
Minimises the risk of damage
due to bushfire if the land is
within a bushfire prone area
as mapped by Council.

Where paving is provided to
driveways, walkways and in the
vicinity of garbage bin
enclosures, letterboxes and
clotheslines such paving should
be:
 In materials and colours
which complement the
development;
 In nonslip finishes and
suitable for use by people
with disabilities.
To minimise maintenance
requirements where appropriate
and practical, taking into account
the ownership and proposed
management of the landscaped
area, particularly in bushfire
prone areas.

A5.1

No recommended acceptable solution. Each
situation requires an individual approach.

6

Advisory Information

6.1

Landscape plan and planting schedule

The landscape plan should relate to the site plan for the proposed development.
Depending on the scale of the development, the landscape plan should include:


Detailed location of building structures, storage areas including information on the
treatment of these with external materials and screens.



Detailed design of road, parking areas and landscaping including edging and
surface treatment and drainage.



Detailed site contours and design of earth cuts and fills and mounding within
landscaping areas together with instruction on soil preparation.



Arrangement and specification of all plant material including trees, shrubs and
ground covers.
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A planting schedule should also be included (see example below). In table format,
an identification symbol, a botanical and common name, pot size, estimated mature
height, spacing and quantity of each species proposed.



Layout and selection of outdoor furniture, lighting, signs, etc.



Cross section through entire site indicating major level changes, existing retained
and proposed landscaping that demonstrates the proposed finished landscape
(hard and soft).



Existing trees and significant vegetation on the site and identify those to be retained
and those proposed to be removed.

It is advisable to prepare separate plans to show planting (trees, shrubs etc.) and hard
landscaping elements (roads, paving, etc). The north point and scale of the drawing should
be either 1:100 or 1:200 to enable sufficient detail to be shown. Example of planting
schedule required to be submitted:
Planting Schedule
Symbol

Botanical Name

Common
name

Pot Size

Mature
Height

Spacing

Quantity

CG

Casuarina glauca

Casuarina

200mm

10.0m

1000mm

3

An example of a landscape plan is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Example of Landscape Plan

6.2

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application
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Council Policies
& Guidelines



Town Street Tree Planting Strategy Policy - POL12/177



Shoalhaven Plant Species List



Grow me instead brochure

External Policies
& Guidelines



Environmental Weeds

Legislation



Noxious Weeds Act 1993



Noxious Weeds Regulation 2008
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to provide information and assistance to applicants and
decision makers who may be required to consider the effect of a proposed development,
activity or action on threatened species, populations and endangered ecological
communities (EECs), or their habitats.
This Chapter provides Council’s guidelines for the preparation of Flora and Fauna
Assessment and accompanying Assessments of Significance (AoS), also known as 7 Part
Tests, for threatened flora and fauna species and EECs.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to all development proposals in Shoalhaven that propose to remove
native vegetation (including native grasses, shrubs or trees that may provide habitat for
threatened species) or are close to an area of native bushland or known threatened
species habitat.

3

Context

Shoalhaven is home to numerous threatened species, populations and EECs. These form
part of the natural setting of Shoalhaven and their protection, in accordance with local
policies, State and Commonwealth legislation is important to the long term sustainability of
these systems.
Shoalhaven has 18 Endangered Ecological Communities (EEC) in the Shoalhaven Listed
under the TSC Act 1995. These communities are:














Robertson Basalt Tall Open Forest
Robertson Rainforest
Sydney Freshwater Wetlands in the Sydney Basin Bioregion
Illawarra Lowlands Grassy Woodlands
Illawarra Subtropical Rainforest
Milton Ulladulla Subtropical Rainforest
Coastal Saltmarsh NSW North Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner
bioregions
Littoral Rainforest NSW North Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner
bioregions
Freshwater wetlands on coastal floodplains NSW North Coast, Sydney Basin and
South East Corner bioregions
Montane Peatlands and swamps of the New England Tablelands, NSW North
Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner bioregions
River flat Eucalypt forest on NSW North Coast, Sydney Basin and South East
Corner bioregions
Swamp Oak floodplain forest of the NSW North Coast, Sydney Basin and South
East Corner bioregions
Bangalay sand forest of the Sydney Basin and South East Corner bioregions
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Themeda grassland on seacliffs and coastal headlands in the NSW North Coast,
Sydney Basin and South East Corner Bioregions
Swamp Sclerophyll Forest on Coastal Floodplains
Tableland Basalt Forest in the Sydney Basin and South Eastern Highlands
Bioregions
Tablelands Snow Gum, Black Sallee, Candlebark and Ribbon Gum Grassy
Woodland in the South Eastern Highlands, Sydney Basin, South East Corner and
NSW South Western Slopes Bioregions
Coastal Upland Swamps in the Sydney Basin Bioregion

Shoalhaven has two critically endangered ecological communities listed under the
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. These communities are:



4

White Box-Yellow Box – Blakely’s Red Gum Grassy Woodland and Derived Native
Grassland
Littoral Rainforest and Coastal Vine Thickets of Eastern Australia

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
ii.

5

Mitigate impacts to threatened species, populations and EECs generated by
development.
Ensure that developments which have the potential to impact upon threatened
species, populations or EECs are assessed in accordance with legislative
requirements.

Controls

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

A.1.1 A development application is supported by an
appropriate level of analysis consistent with Council
and other legislative requirements.

6

To ensure that threatened
species, populations and
EECs are protected from
the impacts generated by
development.

Note: The advisory information of this Chapter contains further
details of these requirements.

Advisory Information
Note: Council’s website includes a range of advisory information
including the threatened species statutory framework, known
threatened species that live in Shoalhaven and threatened flora that
live in Shoalhaven. Refer to Section 6.4 below.
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6.1

Development application documents

6.1.1 Flora and Fauna Assessment
6.1.1.1 When is a Flora and Fauna Assessment required?
You must lodge a Flora and Fauna Assessment with any development application where:
a) There is a potential impact on threatened species either directly or indirectly; or
b) There is proposed direct or indirect impacts on native vegetation or fauna habitats
such as water bodies, watercourses or dams; or
c) For any proposal that may have a significant effect on matters of national
environmental significance and/or actions that have a significant effect on the
environment of Commonwealth land, under the EPBC Act.
The Flora and Fauna Assessment must address the proposed subject site and study area.
That is, the area directly affected by the proposal and any additional areas which are likely
to be affected, either directly or indirectly.
6.1.1.2 When is an Assessment of Significance or 7 Part Test required?
An AoS or ‘7 Part Test’ is required for each species, EEC or endangered population listed
under the TSC Act or the FMA Act which is likely to be impacted, directly or indirectly, by
the proposal. The aim of undertaking an AoS is to improve the consideration and
protection afforded to threaten species in planning and decision-making processes. The
outcome of any threatened species assessment should be that developments, activities
and actions are undertaken in an environmentally sensitive manner and that appropriate
measures are adopted to avoid or minimise adverse effects on threatened species.
The OEH’s “Threatened Species Survey and Assessment Guidelines” (April 2009) are
recommended as a basis to the preparation of an AoS. The guidelines can be accessed
via the OEH website.
The AoS should be undertaken by specialist officers or suitably qualified ecologist/
consultant.
A Section 91 licence is required to harm of pick a threatened species, population or
ecological community or damage habitat under the TSC Act. When applying for a Section
91 licence under the TSC Act, the applicant provides the licensing authority with the AoS.
6.1.1.3 What is required in a Flora and Fauna Assessment?
Flora and Fauna Assessments should be consistent with the survey methodology
requirements contained in OEH’s “Draft Threatened Biodiversity Survey and Assessment:
Guidelines for Developments and Activities” (2004) and “Threatened Species Survey and
Assessment Guidelines: Field Survey Methods for Fauna: Amphibians” (2009).
For further information on survey methodology and requirements, please contact Council’s
Environmental Assessment Unit on (02) 4429 3209.
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Step 1: Desktop research
Preliminary desktop research is recommended as the first step in order to identify all
threatened species, populations or EECs within a ten (10) kilometre radius of the site.
a) Search the OEH Threatened Species website for information on known or predicted
threatened species and ecological communities in the Local Land Service (formerly
Catchment Management Authority) area:
b) Search the ATLAS of NSW Wildlife/Bionet for threatened species, ecological
communities in a 10km radius of the affected area.
c) Consider habitat requirements and distribution of threatened species, populations
and ecological communities to decide whether assessment of these is required.
The data source and date of searched should be clearly stated in the report.
Step 2: Compile list of threatened species, populations, EECs
Following a desktop review, a list of potentially threatened flora and fauna species,
endangered populations and/or EECs should be included in the flora and fauna
assessment.
Step 3: Conduct flora and fauna surveys and habitat assessments
Surveys should be conducted to assess habitats on the site and should be designed to
target potential threatened species identified above. Survey methods are to meet OEH’s
(formerly NSW DECCW) “Draft Threatened Biodiversity Survey and Assessment:
Guidelines for Developments and Activities” (2004). Survey methods need to be stated
clearly in the report.
Once surveys are conducted, refine the list of species and communities identified above
and make a statement as to whether or not habitat exists to support the species or
community.
A relevant literature review should also be undertaken for any identified potential
threatened species, population or EEC. All data sources and their associated limitations
should be stated.
6.1.1.4 Mapping requirements (in support of any Flora and Fauna Assessment and 7
Part Tests)
A locality features map should be prepared that shows the study area in relation to any
significant landform, other topographical features or existing remnant vegetation
communities, creek lines or intermittent watercourses.
A vegetation communities map is required that shows the extent and location of all
vegetation communities (especially any EEC) within the study area, and the location of any
identified threatened flora or fauna species or population. Where submitted vegetation
mapping differs from existing published maps, these differences should be justified with
vegetation plot/quadrant data.
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A survey map is also required that shows the flora transects and quadrants and fauna trap
sites and any incidental sightings of fauna species. This map should also be crossreferenced with the written survey results in the report.
Flora and fauna maps are required that identify the exact location (i.e. with GPS coordinates & datum) of each identified threatened flora and fauna species or population
and/or endangered ecological community within the study area.
An aerial photograph of the study area and adjoining lands is also required.
A layout or building footprint map should be included in the Flora and/or Fauna
Assessment. This should clearly show the proposed building layout or envelope, as well as
asset protection buffer zones, drainage and road works, and other ancillary works such as
fencing, on-site sewage management systems utility service trenches etc. particularly in
relation to any surrounding remnant vegetation.
6.1.1.5 General requirements for Flora and Fauna Assessments
All preliminary Flora or Fauna Assessments must include AoS/7 Part Tests for all
threatened species, populations or EECs and their habitats that are likely to be impacted
by the proposal. 7 Part Tests are to be done individually for each species and their
habitats and should be undertaken by suitably qualified and experienced ecologists or
consultants. The AoS/7 Part Tests must be accurate and based on current knowledge and
information to allow for proper consideration of the likely impacts of the proposal on
threatened species, populations and ecological communities and their habitats.
The preliminary Flora and Fauna Assessment shall identify and consider all direct, indirect
and cumulative impacts for each relevant threatened flora and fauna species, populations
and/or EECs and their habitats from the proposed development. This assessment is
required to be included in all 7 Part Tests for all relevant flora and fauna species,
populations and/or EECs.
Direct impacts should include all key threatening processes identified under the TSC Act
that are relevant to the specific species or populations, as well as other readily identifiable
impacts from the development.
Indirect impacts may include cumulative impacts of ongoing clearing and fragmentation of
remnant vegetation communities, potential sedimentation or nutrient water pollution
issues, noise and vibration disturbances during or post construction on roosting sites for
bats or arboreal mammals etc.
Cumulative impacts generally occur from the accumulation of losses and depletions of
individuals, populations and ecological communities and their habitats occurring at a local
level from the proposed activity or development and from other activities or developments
within the wider locality.
All preliminary Flora and Fauna Assessments shall be presented in the following format:
a) All reports, plans, aerial photographs and survey fieldwork notes shall be dated;
b) All plans and/or aerial photography shall include the location and layout of the
proposed development, current and proposed access arrangements, define existing
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c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

landholding boundaries and the location of all watercourses and natural landform
features and other topographical features;
All plans or maps are required to be at an appropriate scale depending upon the
size of the study area; e.g. 1:100, 1:200, 1:500 or 1:1000;
All reports shall contain scaled maps showing the location of survey transects and
plots;
All plans shall contain all GPS co-ordinates (and associated datum) for locations
where threatened species, population or ecological communities are identified;
All reports shall contain the full list of any identified threatened species, population
or ecological community; and
All reports shall provide a comprehensive description of the survey methodologies
including survey effort, survey dates, weather conditions etc.

6.1.1.6 Limitations of survey works to be recorded in Flora and Fauna Assessments
The Flora and Fauna Assessment must include details of all limitations associated with the
survey work and findings in the report. The data collected for the purposes of the report
shall include categories where the presence or absence of such species is recorded.
Failure to detect a species does not necessarily mean that the species is not present
within the study area, especially if the study area falls within the distributional range of the
species and the site contains suitable habitat. In this case, the precautionary principle is to
be applied and hence, the species should be assumed to be present within the study area.
This may necessitate further survey work to be conducted during more favourable weather
conditions or another season, particularly if the species is listed as critically endangered or
endangered where the determination of the existence of the species within the study area
is critical prior to decision-making on a proposed development.
If the species is not detected during the survey but the study area falls within the species
normal distributional range, then an appropriate 7 Part Test will be required to be carried
out.
6.1.2 Determination of 7 Part Test findings
For proponents or applicants:
a) The threatened species AoS should not be considered a pass or fail test.
Consideration of the factors will inform the decision making process of the likelihood
of significant effect. Where necessary, the process will trigger further assessment in
the form of a species impact statement (SIS).
b) The AoS should not be used as a substitute for a SIS. Application of the
precautionary principle requires that a lack of scientific certainty about the potential
impacts of an action does not itself justify a decision that the action is not likely to
have a significant impact. If information is not available to conclusively determine
that there will not be a significant impact on a threatened species, population or
ecological community, or its habitat, then it should be assumed that a significant
impact is likely and a SIS should be prepared.
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c) Proposed measures that mitigate, improve or compensate for the action,
development or activity should not be considered in determining the degree of the
effect on threatened species, populations or ecological communities, unless the
measure has been successfully considered for that species in a similar situation.
d) In many cases where complex mitigating, ameliorative or compensatory measures
are required, such as bush restoration or purchase of land, further assessment
through the SIS or development assessment process may be required.
Following the review and assessment of any 7 Part Test for threatened species, population
and/or EECs, the courses of action Council may take include:
a) If any of the 7 Part Test factors (individually or in combination) confirm that a
development proposal or an activity is likely to have a significant effect upon a
threatened species, population or EEC or their habitats, a SIS is required to be
prepared.
b) A SIS must be prepared in accordance with the requirements of the DG of OEH and
must contain all relevant information as set out in the TSC Act; OR
c) If the development or activity can be modified such that a significant effect upon any
threatened species, population or endangered ecological community or their
habitats is unlikely, then a revised 7 Part Test is required to be undertaken in
respect to the revised proposal; OR
d) If the development proposal or activity is likely to have a significant effect upon any
threatened species, population or EEC or their habitats and the proponent is not
prepared to modify the proposal or prepare the required SIS, then Council may
proceed to determination of the application in which case refusal is likely; OR
e) If the 7 Part Test confirms that the development or activity is unlikely to have any
significant effect on any threatened species, population or EEC or their habitats,
Council may proceed with the determination.
The AoS Guidelines (OEH, formerly NSW Department of Environment, Climate Change
and Water (DECCW), 2009) will be used when making a determination.
Council as the determining authority holds ultimate responsibility for the determination of a
significant impact and hence is empowered to determine whether a 7 Part Test has
satisfactorily proven whether a SIS is necessary or not.
6.1.3 Independent review/assessment
Council may require an independent review of a preliminary Flora and Fauna Assessment
and accompanying 7 Part Test. This review (if necessary) will be required to be
undertaken, prior to the final assessment and determination of any development
application.
The purpose of any independent review will be to:
a) Assess the accuracy and/or adequacy of any preliminary Flora and Fauna
Assessment and accompanying 7 Part Test, particularly in respect to the survey
work/methodology, findings and/or conclusions for specific threatened species,
populations or EECs.
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b) Identify any additional threatened species, populations or EECs or their habitats
which may require survey work and 7 Part Test assessment.
c) Recommend any additional survey work program to be undertaken to properly
assess the proposal’s potential impact upon any specific threatened species,
population or ecological community.
d) Confirm whether the proposal is likely to significantly affect any threatened species,
population and/or EEC.
e) Recommend any abatement or mitigation measures to any identified threatened
species, population or ecological community.
The independent consultant is to be engaged by Council and will report to Council,
throughout the term of the review.
The engagement of the independent consultant will only take place after communication
between Council and the applicant. Council will advise the applicant of the short-list of
independent consultants, the receipt of the written quotation from the selected
independent consultant, and subsequent written acceptance of the quotation by the
applicant.
If the applicant does not provide written agreement for independent review of the Flora and
Fauna Assessment and accompanying 7 Part Test, then Council will determine the
application on the basis of available information. An application may be refused should
insufficient information be submitted.
6.2

Requirements for the preparation of a species impact statement

The preparation of a SIS is required if any of the 7 Part Test factors, either individually or
in combination, indicate that a proposed development or activity is likely to significantly
affect any threatened species, population or EEC or their habitats (including critical
habitat).
The SIS must be prepared in consultation with the DG of the OEH as to the form and
content of the SIS (as per Section 111 of the TSC Act). The request for the DG
requirement must be made by:
a) The person applying for a Section 91 licence under the TSC Act;
b) The applicant seeking development consent under Part 4 of the EP&A Act; or
c) The proponent of the activity proposed to be carried out under Part 5 of the EP&A
Act.
Written details of the location, nature and scale of the proposal should be supplied to the
DG when requesting these requirements, along with all relevant information such as the
AoS, any Statement of Environmental Effects (SEE) or Review of Environmental Factors
(REF).
The SIS must be prepared in accordance with Sections 109 and 110 of the TSC Act, and
must comply with any requirements notified by the DG of OEH. It is the responsibility of the
determining or consent authority to ensure that a draft or final SIS complies with the
requirements issued by the DG.
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If Council ultimately considers that a development or activity is acceptable following its
assessment of the SIS, the formal concurrence of the DG of the NPWS is required prior to
the final determination of the application.
6.3

Additional resources

Threatened species profiles, identification guidelines and environmental impact
assessment (EIA) guidelines for threatened species, populations and ecological
communities can be accessed through OEH threatened species website. The EIA
guidelines in particular contain ecological information that will further assist in the survey
and assessment of individual species, populations and ecological communities and can
also be found through the OEH threatened species website.
6.4

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines
External Policies
& Guidelines

Legislation



Threatened Species Statutory Framework



Known Threatened Species that live in Shoalhaven



Threatened flora that live in Shoalhaven



Draft Threatened Biodiversity Survey and Assessment: Guidelines for
Developments and Activities.



Threatened Species Survey and Assessment Guidelines: Field Survey
Methods for Fauna: Amphibians



Threatened Species Assessment Guidelines – The Assessment of
Significance



Fisheries Management Act 1994



National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974



Native Vegetation Act 2003



State Environmental Planning Policy No. 14 – Coastal Wetlands



State Environmental Planning Policy No. 44 – Koala Habitat Protection



Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995



Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act 1999
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to provide guidelines for areas of coastal management
throughout Shoalhaven. This Chapter specifically addresses:




Development in areas of coastal management;
Residential development in foreshore areas; and
Building on sand dunes.
Advisory notes:
In addition to the provisions outlined in this chapter, you
must refer to the supporting documentation on
Council’s website.
Please note that Council has adopted new sea level
rise benchmarks and will be revising its coastal hazard
and flood mapping to incorporate these new
benchmarks.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to areas of Shoalhaven coastline as defined in different sections of
the Chapter.

3

Context

The Shoalhaven coastline has evolved over the past 120,000 years with beaches and
lakes formed by landward sand movement (marine transgression) driven by sea level rise.
Coastal dynamics are complicated and unpredictable and will include periods of accretion
where dunes grow and where beaches widen then periods of catastrophic storm erosion
leading to the whole beach receding landward.
Sand dune systems are nature’s buffer strip between the sea and land and they are vital
as a defence mechanism against the erosional actions of the sea and the inland drifting of
sand caused by wind erosion. Wind can blow away sand from de-vegetated beach-dune
systems, cause recession of the shoreline and deplete sand reserves. This and the
removal of vegetation may lead to undermining of buildings during extreme storm events.
Human interference with sand dunes by the removal of vegetation and the construction of
roads and houses can have a substantial effect on dunal stability. The removal of
vegetation coupled with exposure to the wind can lead to the erosion of the sand dune,
and can undermine the foundations under buildings. Once this action commences,
immediate engineering works are required to stabilise the situation to prevent possible
collapse of a building. Vegetation plays a vital role in keeping sand dunes stable by
holding the sand together and shielding it from the wind.
Enabling a balance between the use and protection of foreshore areas, both for the
present day and future generations, is important to enabling a sustainable future for
Shoalhaven’s coastline.
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4

Key objectives

The objectives are to:
i.

Ensure that future development in areas of coastal management considers the risks
associated with coastal processes and is sympathetic to the physical constraints.
Consider local physical coastal processes and hazards to avoid significant adverse
impacts from these processes.
Consider ecological processes and avoid significant adverse effects on the
environment.
Ensure that future developments in the coastal zone consider the risks associated
with local coastal hazards such as coastal erosion, shoreline recession, coastal
inundation, coastal entrance migration, slope instability and stormwater erosion and
their potential increase with projected Sea Level Rise.
Provide correct management techniques for coastal management.

ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

5

Controls

5.1

Areas of coastal erosion and shoreline recession
Note: This section is supplementary to Clause 7.4 Coastal Risk
Planning in SLEP 2014.

This section applies to land affected by beach erosion and/or coastal instability. These
areas are identified on the Shoalhaven LEP Clauses Map.




Areas of beach erosion and/or oceanic inundation:
o Collers Beach
o Shoalhaven Heads
o Culburra Beach
o Warrain Beach
o Currarong Beach
o Callala Beach
o Collingwood Beach
o Narrawallee Beach
o Mollymook Beach
Areas of cliff/slope instability:
o Penguin Head
o Plantation Point
o Hyams Beach
o Berrara Bluff
o Inyadda Point
o Bannisters Point
o Collers Beach Headland
o Rennies Beach
o Racecourse Beach
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Other areas of potential coastal instability
o Properties identified but studies not yet undertaken (shown hatched in SMEC
2009 Coastal Hazards Maps); and
o Other areas subjected to coastal instability not previously identified.
Note: If individual site investigations reveal that subsurface
conditions are other than sand, the coastal instability lines can be
reviewed with geotechnical and coastal engineering advice.

The specific objectives are to:
i.

Maintain existing coastal processes and to avoid significant adverse impacts from
those coastal processes.
Enable safe evacuation of coastal risk areas in an emergency.
Avoid significant adverse effects on the environment.
Ensure that future developments on the coastal zone consider the risks associated
with coastal processes such as coastal inundation, slope instability and coastal
erosion and that the resilience to such events is maximised.
Guide foreshore development in areas of risk, from coastal hazards identified in this
Chapter.
Ensure minimal risk to buildings, private properties, other public assets and existing
natural features arising from coastal risks identified in this Chapter.
Ensure that the predicted impacts of climate change are recognised and reasonable
risk management is observed; and measures put in place in order to protect lives
and assets.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

5.1.1 Areas of beach erosion and/or oceanic inundation
The areas identified as being affected by beach erosion can be broken into three different
levels of risk:






Precinct 1 High Risk - Foreshore building exclusion areas (seaward of the 2025
ZRFC), where no new development within that part of an allotment of land is
permitted, except for minor alterations to existing buildings or structures.
Precinct 2 Moderate Risk – Restricted development area (landward of Precinct 1
between the 2025 and the 2100 ZRFC), where prescribed alterations to existing
buildings, demolition and erection of new replacement buildings (where existing
buildings are lawful) and outbuildings, located wholly or in part within Precinct 2,
may be considered.
Precinct 3 Low Risk – Sites landward of Precinct 2 (landward of 2100 ZRFC), no
restriction.

These precincts are shown on the SMEC 2009 Coastal Hazards Maps .
Where buildings lie partly in both high risk and moderate risk areas, the controls that relate
to that particular risk area will apply to that part of the building within that area. A summary
of the controls for various risk areas is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Summary controls for beach erosion and/or oceanic inundation areas

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1.1

Precinct 1 High Risk – seaward of the 2025 Zone of
Reduced Foundation Capacity (ZRFC)

P1.2

P1.3

Development avoids or
minimises exposure to
immediate coastal risks
(within the immediate hazard
area).
Development provides for
the safety of residents,
workers or other occupants
on-site from risks associated
with coastal processes.
Development does not
increase coastal risks to
properties adjoining or within
the locality of the site.

A1.1

No new development is permitted; and

A1.2

Development that includes internal fitouts; and/or
minor alterations; and/or additions or extensions to
existing buildings or structures that are landward of
the seaward alignment of existing buildings or
structures (see Figure 2) must:
 Address performance criteria P1.1-P1.7.
 Submit a coastal engineering report that has
been prepared by a suitably qualified engineer.
The report is to also address the development
application information requirements outlined in
Section 6.1.
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Performance Criteria
P1.4

Infrastructure, services and
utilities on-site maintain their
function and achieve their
intended design
performance.

P1.5

Development
accommodates natural
coastal processes including
those associated with
projected sea level rise.

P1.6

P1.7

Coastal ecosystems are
protected from development
impacts.

Acceptable Solutions
 Not include a net increase in floor area for that
part of the building in the high risk area of greater
than 10% (see Figure 3); and
Note: In some circumstances it may not be possible
to increase the floor area due to the specific site
risks

A1.3

A management response and adaption strategy
relevant to the proposal is to be submitted with a
development application that addresses this policy’s
objectives and NSW Coastal Planning Guideline:
Adapting to Sea Level Rise August 2010 (eg.
planned retreat, relocatable structures, lightweight
construction etc.); and

A1.4

A current condition report is to be submitted for the
existing building prepared by a suitably qualified
person that addresses:

Existing public beach,
foreshore or waterfront
access and amenity is
maintained.

 the general condition of the building;
 the presence of any building defects associated
with or due to deterioration of building members
or materials or pests such as subterranean
termites; and
 non-compliances with current Building Code of
Australia requirements, including footings, slabs,
termite barriers, subfloor, walls and roof
framework, structural steel, and any other
structural elements such as posts or columns.
Note: The current condition report is to specifically
address those parts of the existing building that are
proposed to be retained.

Precinct 2 Moderate Risk – land between the 2025 and
2100 ZRFC
A1.5

Foundations for new development are to be
designed by a professional structural engineer to
carry all foundation loads into the 2100 Safe
Foundation Zone (SFZ) except where inappropriate
due to management responses and adaption
strategies incorporated into design.

A1.6

A management response and adaption strategy
relevant to the proposal is to be submitted with the
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
development application that addresses this policy’s
objectives and NSW Coastal Planning Guideline:
Adapting to Sea Level Rise August 2010 (eg.
planned retreat, relocatable structures, lightweight
construction etc.).
A1.7

Development applications will be assessed on their
merits against the performance criteria P1.1-P1.7
for internal fit outs, minor alterations, additions or
extensions to existing buildings or structures.
Note: Additional coastal engineering studies are unlikely
to be required for development landward of 2050 ZRFC.
This will be at the discretion of Council.

Precinct 3 Low Risk – land beyond the 2100 ZRFC
A1.8

There are no restrictions under this section. A
development application will be assessed on merit.

Figure 2: A typical cross-section of a sand dune
(Source: Coastal Risk Management Guide, Department of Environment, Climate Change and Water NSW 2010)
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Figure 3: Plan indicating area of building in high risk area

5.1.2 Areas of cliff/slope instability
The areas identified as being affected by cliff/slope instability can be broken into two
different levels of risk:


Precinct 1 High Risk – Foreshore building exclusion area (seaward of the 50 year
50% line), where no development within that part of an allotment of land is
permitted.



Precinct 2 Moderate Risk – Restricted development area (landward of Precinct 1 50
year 50% line), where any development in this area requires a geotechnical report
prepared by a professional geotechnical engineer.

The areas identified as being affected by cliff/slope instability are identified on the SLEP
2014 Coastal Risk Planning Map.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P2.1

A2.1

Development avoids or
minimises exposure to

A geotechnical report prepared by a professional
geotechnical engineer is to be submitted with a
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

immediate coastal risks
(within the immediate
hazard area or floodway).
P2.2

development application. The report is to:
 Analyse the existing site stability and the suitability
of the proposed development and its likely impact
on that site stability. The report is to make
reference to:

Development provides for
the safety of residents,
workers or other occupants
on-site from risks
associated with coastal
processes.

P2.3

Development does not
increase coastal risks to
properties adjoining or
within the locality of the site.

P2.4

Infrastructure, services and
utilities on-site maintain
their function and achieve
their intended design
performance.

P2.5

Development
accommodates natural
coastal processes including
those associated with
projected sea level rise.

P2.6

Coastal ecosystems are
protected from development
impacts.

P2.7

Existing public beach,
foreshore or waterfront
access and amenity is
maintained.



Shoalhaven City Council Coastal Zone
Management Study and Plan – Coastal Slope
Instability Hazard Study Final Report (SMEC
August 2008); and



Douglas Partners Report – Supplementary
Geotechnical Observations Project 72051-1
July 2011; and



Douglas Partners Report – Scoping Study
and Stability Assessment Project 78319 –
Dec 2011.

 Provide recommendations for engineering design
of the proposal. This is to include building
foundation design and stormwater drainage
design; andBe prepared in accordance with the
Guideline for Landslide Susceptibility, Hazard and
Risk Zoning for Land Use Planning Accompanying
Commentaries and Practice Note (Australian
Geomechanics Society, 2007).

5.1.3 Other areas of potential coastal instability
If the site is located in an area of potential coastal instability, a site specific coastal hazard
study and/ or geotechnical report must be carried out to identify the coastal hazard risks
and to enable the relevant development standards of this Section to be applied.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P3.1

A3.1

Development avoids or
minimises exposure to
immediate coastal risks

A site specific coastal instability study and/or
geotechnical report is to be submitted with a
development application that:
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(within the immediate
hazard area or floodway).
P3.2

Development provides for
the safety of residents,
workers or other occupants
on-site from risks
associated with coastal
processes.

P3.3

Development does not
increase coastal risks to
properties adjoining or
within the locality of the site.

P3.4

Infrastructure, services and
utilities on-site maintain
their function and achieve
their intended design
performance.

P3.5

Development
accommodates natural
coastal processes including
those associated with
projected sea level rise.

P3.6

Coastal ecosystems are
protected from development
impacts.

P3.7

Existing public beach,
foreshore or waterfront
access and amenity is
maintained.

5.2

Acceptable Solutions
 Identifies the coastal instability risks; and
 Addresses performance criteria P1.1-P1.7 for
assessment based on merit.

Residential Development in Foreshore Areas

This section applies to all residential development located on land that is the first lot back
from a waterfront, where residential accommodation is permissible with development
consent. This includes any subdivision of these lots by strata or dual occupancy.
The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.

Preserve the appearance and amenity of the foreshore by limiting the height and
bulk of development.
Ensure that development is sympathetic to the physical constraints encountered
along foreshore areas.
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iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.
xiii.
xiv.

Encourage innovative design in residential development which reflects the need to
preserve the amenity of these areas, whilst having due regard to the physical
constraints encountered in these areas.
Set appropriate environmental criteria for residential development in foreshore
areas.
Provide a comprehensive design oriented approach to residential development in
foreshore areas.
Achieve a site layout that provides a pleasant, attractive, manageable and resource
efficient living environment.
Encourage development that considers the environmental attributes of a subject
site.
Ensure that development integrates with the landscape.
Encourage the use of building materials and colours that complement the natural
landscape and foreshore environment.
Ensure that materials are suitable to withstand coastal weather conditions.
Preserve, where possible, trees and vegetation along foreshore areas.
Minimise excessive clearing of vegetation along foreshore areas.
Provide essential stability and ground cover to highly erodible and unstable soils.
Improve the appearance of development in foreshore areas through landscape
works.

5.2.1 Site Planning and Layout
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P4.1

A4.1

The site layout integrates
with the surrounding
environment through
buildings, streetscape and
landscape design relating to
topography and to the
surrounding neighbourhood
character.

P4.2

The site layout takes into
account on-site features
identified by the site
analysis.

P4.3

Dwellings are sited and
designed to maximise solar
access to living areas.

A detailed site development plan should be prepared
that addresses the issues outlined within this
Chapter and reflects your site analysis.
Note: Refer to Chapter G1: Site Analysis, Sustainable
Design and Building Materials in Rural, Coastal and
Environmental Areas for information on the preparation
of a site analysis.
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5.2.2 Building Envelope and Siting
Performance Criteria
P5.1

Acceptable Solutions

Buildings are so located, and Building Envelope
are of such length and height A5.1 Buildings are sited within a building envelope
that there is no significant
determined by the following method. Planes are
loss of amenity to foreshore
projected at 45 degrees from a height of 3.5 metres
areas, and adjoining
above existing ground level at the front, side and
development. This can be
rear boundaries (See Figure 4).
achieved through –
Allowable Encroachments to Envelopes
 Building siting and height A5.2 Provided the distance to the boundary is not less
that are related to land
than 900mm for a wall and 675 mm for a gutter,
form, with minimal cut and
fascias, gutters, downpipes, eaves up to 0.6 m,
fill.
masonry chimneys, flues, pipes, domestic fuel tanks,
 Building bulk that is
generally distributed to
reduce impact on
foreshore areas, adjoining
properties and the public
street.
 Building heights similar to
those in the public
streetscape, with higher
components of buildings
setback, and out of direct
view from the street and
foreshore area.
 Building forms that enable
a sharing of views with
neighbours.
 Walls, limited in length
and height, to minimise
the impacts on foreshore
areas, adjoining
development and public
street.

P5.2

To make provision for
innovative design, as well as
giving consideration to
difficulties that may arise in
connection with steeply
sloping properties, buildings
may encroach the general
building envelope, but only

cooling or heating appliances or other services may
encroach beyond the building envelope. The
following may encroach without restriction –
 Screens or sunblinds, light fittings, electricity or
gas meters, aerials; and
 Unroofed terraces, landings, steps or ramps not
more than 1 metre in height.
A5.3

Variations will be considered where minimum floor
levels are required in flood prone areas. Where such
levels may necessitate two storey construction or
elevated construction, consideration will still be
required to be given to issues of privacy,
overshadowing, and visual impact.

A5.4

Any proposed 2 storey building will require the
following additional detail:


A visual analysis, including a photographic
assessment, that outlines how the proposal will
not be visually prominent from the foreshore, or
adversely affect the visual amenity of the locality.

 Details outlining how the proposal will not
adversely affect the privacy of adjoining
development.
 Details, including a shadow diagram outlining that
excessive overshadowing is not likely to occur as
a result of the proposal. In this regard it would be
expected that living areas as well as useable
open space areas of neighbouring dwellings do
not have their sunlight reduced to less than 3
hours between 9.00 am and 3.00 pm on June 21.
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Acceptable Solutions

where it is demonstrated that
the proposal will not
adversely affect the visual
amenity of the area in
general; and
P5.3

The proposed development
will not adversely impact on
adjoining development
having regard to privacy,
overshadowing and/or solar
access.

Note: Where a 2 storey building is proposed, it is
recommended that preliminary consultation is
undertaken with Council. Applicants are urged also to
consult with adjoining land owners likely to be affected
by their proposal prior to lodging an application with
Council. Such consultation will allow the concerns of
affected parties to be taken into account during the
design process and may thereby minimise the delays
in the processing of the application.

Figure 4: Example of building envelope

5.2.3 Site Setbacks
This control does not apply to foreshore blocks that are located on the landward side of the
road that is opposite a waterfront reserve, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Example of land where side setback controls do not apply

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P6.1

A6.1

The building is to be sited to provide one minimum
side setback equivalent to 10% of the width of the
allotment, and up to a maximum of 3.5m in any case
(see Figure 6).

A6.2

In cases where allotments are irregular in shape and
the width varies, the width of the allotment for the
purposes of calculating the side setback is the
average width of the allotment over the length of the
building.

A6.3

Where possible, side setbacks should be provided
along a side boundary with an adjoining dwelling
which has a similar corresponding side setback, so

Buildings are so located,
and are of such width so as
to provide opportunities for
intermittent views from the
public street through to the
water.
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Acceptable Solutions
as to maximise the view corridor. This side setback
is not to be built out with any structure.

Figure 6: Side setback calculation

5.2.4 Building Materials
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P7.1

A7.1

P7.2

Where development is
located in essentially native
bushland situations,
consideration should be
given to utilising materials
and colours that reflect the
characteristics of the native
vegetation that surround the
development site.

Details of the intended materials and colours to be
used for a proposed development will be submitted
with the development application.
Note: Highly reflective materials are not acceptable in
most situations.

Materials should be salt
tolerant.

5.2.5 Trees and Vegetation
Note: Refer to Chapter G1: Site Analysis, Sustainable Design and
Building Materials in Rural, Coastal and Environmental Areas and
Chapter G4: Removal and Amenity of Trees for more information
on site analysis and tree management.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P8.1

Development should be
sited in a manner which
minimises the removal of
trees and native vegetation
on the site.

A8.1

P8.2

No clearing of the site is to
be undertaken until such
time as plans and
specifications have been
approved.

P8.3

No vegetation located on
public land is to be
damaged, disturbed or
removed.

P8.4

Mangroves, salt marsh,
casuarinas and riparian
vegetation are to be
preserved in their natural
state.

Details are to be provided with any development
application to Council outlining existing vegetation on
the site, and indicating what vegetation will be
removed and retained
Note: Refer to Chapter G1 for more information for site
analysis information required.

A8.2

Measures including the use of plastic type fencing
should be utilised for the protection of vegetation
during construction phase.

5.2.6 Landscaping
Note: The controls in this section are in addition to those detailed
in the following Chapters:




Chapter G3:Landscaping Design Guidelines;
Chapter G4: Removal and Amenity of Trees; and
Chapter G5: Threatened Species Impact Assessment.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P9.1

Exotic species of vegetation
should be limited to feature
trees or shrubs within a
native setting.

A9.1

P9.2

Following construction, any
exposed areas must be
stabilised by the use of
ground covering plants or
mulches to minimise the
effects of erosion.

P9.3

Access to public land by
members of the public is to
be preserved.

A concept landscape plan should be submitted with
development, particularly where it is proposed to
develop sites which have been undeveloped, and
consist largely of native bushland foreshore
vegetation.
Note: Council has prepared suitable plant species lists
for the various towns and villages within Shoalhaven.
Advice regarding these lists is available from Council.

A9.2

Access to public foreshore reserves by the public is
not to be restricted by the extension of landscaping,
or other works, onto public land from private property.

A9.3

All work associated with a proposal are to be
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Acceptable Solutions
confined on private property.

5.2.7 Site Stability, Excavation and Soil and Water Management
Note: The controls in this Section are in addition to those outlined
in Chapter G2: Sustainable Stormwater Management and
Erosion/Sediment Control and Chapter G26: Acid Sulfate Soils and
Geotechnical (Site Stability) Guidelines of this DCP.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P10.1 Developments must be
designed to utilise
construction techniques
which reflect the slope of
the land, and not introduce
measures which require
excessive disturbance to
the natural slope of a site.

A10.1 Maximum cut and fill permitted for a site is 1m.
Details will be required detailing cut and fill, and
indicating how cut and fill areas will be stabilised.
(see Figure 7).

P10.2 Developments must be
designed and constructed
to reflect specific
geotechnical difficulties that
may exist in an area.

A10.2 Excavated fill or other material is not to be placed or
fall onto adjoining lands.
A10.3 All stormwater quality controls are to be contained
within the development site, and discharge is not to
be concentrated onto adjoining lands.

P10.3 Measures must be utilised
both during and after
construction to control
erosion and sedimentation
of local water courses and
drainage systems.

Figure 7: Cut and fill
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5.3

Building on Sand Dunes

This control applies to all land on a sand dune area where development is permissible with
development consent.
The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Make people aware of the problems and risks associated with sand dunes.
Outline the importance of sand dune systems to the coastal environment.
Provide details for the placement of houses on sand dunes.
Detail the correct management techniques for the short and long term stability of
sand dune systems.

5.3.1 General
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P11.1 Development has a minimal
effect on the dune and
adjoining properties.

A11.1 Bare dune areas should be replanted with
recommended species and gradually remove other
vegetation that is not appropriate (bitou bush,
asparagus fern, lantana etc).

P11.2 Areas of dunal vegetation
are protected and
replanted.

Note: This work should only be done in consultation
with Council’s Natural Resources Section and the NSW
Office of Environment and Heritage.

A11.2 Buildings should be sited in an area which will have
minimal effect on the dune and adjoining properties.
Sufficient space should be left between the building
and the dividing boundary to allow vegetation to
assist in stabilising the dune.
A11.3 Batters should not exceed 1:4.
A11.4 Reshaping of dunes is not permitted unless you have
obtained approval from Council and NSW Office of
Environment and Heritage.
Note: You should only use pathways set aside by
Council for access to the beach. Do not cut your own
access as this will destabilise the dune and cause sand
to drift inland.

A11.5 Access roads should be kept to an absolute minimum
and share access ways where practical.
A11.6 New and innovative building designs which may be
more compatible with the topography and risk should
be considered in the design of new
buildings/structures.
Note: Buildings using pole or demountable construction
are suggested.
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5.3.2 Species Recommended for Planting on Sand Dunes
The vegetation between houses (and other developments) and the beach (usually within a
reserve) is particularly vital for dune stabilisation and care should be taken not to disturb
this area. Replanting of bare areas on the dune is recommended for dune stability and
habitat protection.
Council recommends the following species when planting or replanting a sand dune area.
Table 1: Recommended species for planting or replanting

Primary/Urgent Care

Secondary Planting

Tertiary Planting

Spinifex sericus

Letospermum laevigatum

Banksia integrifolia

(Spinifex Grass)

(Coast Tea-Tree)

(Coast Banksia)

Ammophila arenaria

Westringa fruticosa

Melaleuca armilaris

(Marram Grass)

(Coast Rosemary)

(Bracelet Honey Myrtle)

Carpobrotus glaucescens

Acacia sophorae

Eucalyptus botryoides

(Pigface Creeper)

(Coast Wattle)

(Southern Mahogany)

Carey pumila
(Carex Grass)

6

Advisory Information

6.1

Development Application requirements

In addition to application requirements outlined throughout this Chapter, an application for
development in coastal instability areas must also show that:



The proposal meets the objectives of this Chapter; and
Complies with the NSW Coastal Planning Guideline: Adapting to Sea Level Rise
August 2010.

Applications for development in areas of coastal instability must show that the proposal
satisfies the relevant Performance Criteria in this Chapter. In order to do so, the following
information is to be submitted with the DA, as part of the Statement of Environmental
Effects, as appropriate to the scale and location of the proposal:
1. Information outlining the type of proposed development including:
 nature, bulk, scale and location of proposed development; and
 Proposed use and occupation of buildings, and those on adjoining land.
2. Plans illustrating the position and configuration of the proposed development in relation
to coastal risks including:
 position of the 2100, 2050 and 2025 ZRFC lines in relation to the property
boundaries prepared by a registered Land Surveyor;
 position of the existing and proposed buildings;
 existing ground levels related to Australian Height Datum (AHD) around the
perimeter of the building;
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existing or proposed floor levels related to AHD;
foundation type; and
Topographic levels of the site to an accuracy of 0.1m, and structures to an accuracy
of 0.01m, showing relative levels related to AHD.
3. A report on the following hazards (if relevant) at the site and their potential increase in
the future due to projected Sea Level Rise:
 projected increase in Sea Level Rise and its influence (if any) on the local tidal
range;
 soft coast erosion – beach and fore dune loss and/or migration, shoreline recession,
beach realignment;
 coastal flooding;
 coastal entrance behaviour;
 reconfiguration of intermittently open and closed lakes and lagoons;
 cliff and slope instability;
Groundwater elevation and/or salinisation. The report should also demonstrate
whether the development proposal:
 is consistent with the relevant coastline or flood risk management plan;
 is consistent with any relevant section of this plan that relates to coastal or
flood issues;
 meets the coastal protection and flood risk management requirements of the
LEP; and
Incorporates appropriate management responses and adaptation strategies.




6.2

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application
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Council Planning
Studies, Policies
& Guidelines

External Policies
& Guidelines

Legislation



SMEC, August 2008, Shoalhaven City Council Coastal Slope Instability
Hazard Study – Final Report



Umwelt, August 2008, Draft Shoalhaven Coastal Zone Management Plan
– Priorities for a Sustainable Shoalhaven Coastline



SMEC, December 2007, Shoalhaven Coastal Hazard Study – Summary
Report -Report No. 3001209-018



SMEC, January 2008, Shoalhaven Coastal Hazard Study – Summary
Report



SMEC, 2003, Callala Beach Erosion Study



Shoalhaven Coastal Zone Management Plan: Coastal Hazard Study
Summary Report (July 2009)



SMEC 2009 Coastal Hazards Maps



Report on Scoping Study and Stability Assessment on Various Lots
Surfers Ave, Tallwood Ave and Bannister Head Rd Narrawallee -Douglas
Partners – 78319 January 2012



Report on Supplementary Geotechnical Observations – Coastal Slope
Instability Hazard Study Various Sites Shoalhaven City Council LGA –
Douglas Partners – Project 72051-1 July 2011



NSW Sea Level Rise Policy



NSW Coastal Planning Guidelines: Adapting to Sea Level Rise (August
2010)



NSW Coastal Policy 2009



Guideline for Landslide Susceptibility, Hazard and Risk Zoning for Land
Use Planning Accompanying Commentaries and Practice Note
(Australian Geomechanics Society, 2007)



Coastal Protection Act 1979
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to ensure waste is minimised through increased recovery of
resources and improved waste management.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to the supporting document: Chapter G7 - Waste
Minimisation and Management Guidelines.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to all development in Shoalhaven.

3

Context

Shoalhaven residents and businesses generate a large amount of waste per year to
landfill. This waste often contains resources that could be recovered and diverted from
landfill. Recovering, recycling and reusing these as secondary resources is a key element
in working towards an ecologically sustainable future.
Federal and State Government legislation and strategies guide Council’s approach to
waste minimisation and management. The requirements and strategies set waste
reduction targets and diverts priority and hazardous waste types from landfill.
Note: ‘Waste’ has the same meaning as the Protection of the
Environment Operations Act 1997.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Reduce the amount of waste generated and the demand for landfill disposal.
Maximise recovery, reuse and recycling of building/construction materials,
household generated waste and industrial/commercial waste.
Assist in achieving Federal and State Government recovery targets and directive
outcomes.
Provide guidelines on the preparation of waste minimisation and management
plans, matters for assessment, and the reduction and handling of waste.
Minimise the overall environmental impacts and foster the principles of ecologically
sustainable development.
Achieve source separation and improve design and location standards, which
complement waste collection and management services, offered by Council and/or
private service providers.
Encourage building designs and construction techniques which will maximise future
resource recovery.
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viii.

Encourage the use of materials made from recycled products and materials that can
be recycled and reused.
Provide on-going management for waste handling and recovery on site (at the
source).

ix.

5

Controls

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

A.1.1 A waste minimisation and management plan is
submitted with the development application in
accordance with Council’s Waste Minimisation and
Management Guidelines 2009.

To ensure that development
appropriately accounts for
waste generation in a way
that meets the objectives of
this Chapter.

Note: The advisory information of this Chapter contains
further details of the requirements of the waste plan.

6

Advisory Information

6.1

Development application documents

Development applications must be accompanied by a waste minimisation and
management plan in accordance with the Waste Minimisation and Management
Guidelines 2009. The Guidelines contain general advice for applications including
separation, demolition, construction, design, siting of waste storage and recycling areas,
reuse and recovery facilities.
A waste plan provides Council with information relating to the waste generated during:





demolition; and
construction; and
ongoing use of the site/premises; or
other waste generated by a community, residential, commercial or industrial activity.

Your plan must consider, but is not limited to:




The type and volume of the waste
Reuse, recovery and recycling options and intentions
The scale of the proposed development

The amount of detail required in the plan will depend on the scale of the development. A
sample plan is available in the Guidelines.
6.2

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application
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Council Policies
& Guidelines



Waste Minimisation and Management Guidelines 2009

External Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

Legislation



Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to set out the environmental and public health requirements
for the on-site storage, processing, re-use or discharge of sewage or by-products of
sewage.
Note: Sewage includes any effluent of the kind referred to in
paragraph (a) of the definition of ‘waste’ in the dictionary to the Local
Government Act 1993.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to all land in Shoalhaven or as specified under the various controls.
Note: This Chapter does not apply to land where the following
exemptions apply:
1. Activities identified in clause 48 of the Local Government
(General) Regulation 2005:
(a) The installation, construction or alteration of a waste
treatment device, if that installation, construction or
alteration is done:
(i) under the authority of a licence in force under the
Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997, or
(ii) in a vessel used for navigation, or
(iii) In a motor vehicle registered under the Roads Transport
(Vehicle Registration) Act 1997 that is used primarily for
road transport.
(b) To operate a system of sewage management so that much
of the operation of a system of sewage management is
limited to an action carried out:
(i) under the authority of a licence in force under the
Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997, or
(ii) in a vessel used for navigation, or
(iii) In a motor vehicle registered under the Roads Transport
(Vehicle Registration) Act 1997 that is used primarily for
road transport.
2. Lands reserved or dedicated under the National Parks and
Wildlife Act 1974, with the exemption of karst conservation
reserves (Clause 163B of the National Parks and Wildlife Act
1974).
3. The diversion of domestic grey water in accordance with the
requirements detailed in clause 75A(2) of the Local Government
(General) Regulation 2005.
4.

An exemption from this section approved by Council resolution.
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3

Context

This Chapter outlines the provisions that must be addressed in an application for a sewage
management system.
A sewage management system also includes grey water systems. The whole on-site
sewage management system is comprised of three phases using:
Phase 1 drains capturing wastewater from the fittings and conveying the wastewater
to the storage or treatment device. Drains may be absent for a waterless
composting toilet.
Phase 2 a human waste storage facility or treatment device.
Phase 3 drains representing the method of application or disposal of treated
wastewater.
If not managed properly, the on-site application of effluent has the potential to degrade the
environment and create a public risk. Waterways may not only suffer environmental
degradation from a large individual point source, but also as a result of incremental
pollution from multiple sources.
Note: As an example of the above, a subdivision or development
proposal need not be located adjacent to waterways to be impacted
upon by effluent. Physical features such as poor soils, steep slopes
and fractured bedrock can aid the rapid transmission of effluent to a
waterbody, even though the site may be quite distant. It is therefore
important that such features are identified and managed so that
effluent cannot pollute the natural environment.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.

ii.

iii.
iv.
v.

Minimise the risk to public health. Contact with effluent, particularly by children, the
elderly and immune-compromised members of our community, is to be minimised
or eliminated. The application of effluent and its by-products is to be managed
carefully.
Prevent the deterioration of land and decline in vegetation quality through soil
structure degradation, salinisation, waterlogging, chemical contamination or soil
erosion.
Protect surface waters from contamination from any flow from treatment systems
and land application areas.
Protect ground waters from contamination from any flow from treatment systems
and land application areas.
Conserve water resources and reuse domestic wastewater (including nutrients,
organic matter and water) where possible and within the constraints of other
performance objectives.
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vi. Protect community amenity by not unreasonably interfering with quality of life and
by giving consideration to aesthetics, odours, dust, vectors and excessive noise
which may impact on the local amenity.

5

Controls

5.1

General

The following controls apply to all applications to install or construct whole or part of a
sewage management system, including:




Applications associated with a dwelling house, tourist/commercial developments
and subdivisions.
Applications for temporary facilities.
Applications to alter an existing sewage management system.

Performance Criteria
P1

Acceptable Solutions

The system is designed and A1.1
located to protect the quality
of water bodies. Adequate
separation is to be provided
between effluent application A1.2
areas and water bodies.
Note: A buffer distance is
measured as a ground
surface flow line and is not
based on the closest
measured distance.

P2

The system is designed and A2.1
located to protect the quality
of groundwater. Adequate
separation is to be provided
between effluent application A2.2
areas and ground water.

A minimum buffer distance of 100 metres is provided
between effluent application areas (particularly land
application areas) and any perennial watercourse or
water body.
A minimum buffer distance of 40 metres is provided
between effluent application areas and any
intermittent watercourse or water body.
Note: A special policy applies to land within Sydney’s
Drinking Water Catchments in relation to buffers – see
Table 1 and Section 5.2.

The minimum depth to ground water is 1.2 metres
(absorption trenches) or 0.6 metres (application of
secondary quality effluent with disinfection and from
the base of a mound system).
The minimum soil depth to bedrock (of low strength
or harder) or other confining layer is1.2 metres (for
absorption trenches) or 0.5 metres (for application of
secondary quality effluent with disinfection and from
the base of a mound system).
Note: AS/NZS 1547:2012 gives a range of acceptable
depths depending on a number of factors, including, but
not limited to, soil type, quality of the effluent and
application method
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P3

A3.1

The system is designed and
located to ensure adequate
separation between the
application areas and
property boundaries, pools,
other buildings and other
effluent application areas.
Note: A buffer distance is
measured as a ground
surface flow line and is not
based on the closest
measured distance

P4

Wastewater treatment
systems and application
areas are not to be
adversely affected during
flood periods.

A3.2 In the case of allotments being generated through
subdivision, an additional horizontal setback distance
applies where a plan has been submitted showing the
proposed location of on-site systems. A minimum
buffer distance between potential effluent application
areas and proposed diversion drains on separate
allotments is to be 40 metres.

A4.1

Catchment-wide
consideration is
incorporated in the
selection, design, siting,
construction, operation and
maintenance of wastewater
management systems.

All wastewater treatment systems and application
areas are located above the 1 in 20 year flood level.
Systems with electrical components are located
above the 1 in 100 year flood level.
Note: Sealed submerged pumping facilities may be
located below the 1 in 100 year flood levels with
appropriate flood protection.

Note: Where the land
identified for wastewater
treatment or application is
flood prone land, a flood
certificate is required and
the projected 2050 flood
levels are to be adopted.

P5

A minimum horizontal setback distance from the
perimeter of any application area is provided in
accordance with Table 1.

A5.1

Irrigation areas are to be as level as possible, with a
maximum slope of 12% in areas used for spray
irrigation. Sub-surface irrigation systems are to be
utilised on steeper slopes where site stability is not
compromised and surfacing of effluent will not occur.

A5.2

Sites are to be contoured to direct surface water flow
away from application areas.

A5.3

The construction of a sewage management system is
to be in accordance with AS/NZS 1546.1 – “On-Site
Domestic Wastewater Treatment Units”.

A5.4

The minimum size of septic tanks and holding tanks
are to be in accordance with AS/NZS 1547 and
Water NSW’s requirements, where the property is
located within Sydney’s Drinking Water Catchment.

A5.5

Effluent application areas (in a location where they
can meet the objectives) are to be designed and
constructed in accordance with the provisions of
AS/NZS 1547 and this policy. Textural classification
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
of the soil profile is to be examined to determine the
long-term acceptance rate and to assist in the design
of the sewage management system.
A5.6

Where soils exhibit a high permeability (greater than
3.5 m/day) the applicant is to demonstrate through
further investigation that pollution of groundwater will
not occur.

A5.7

A reserve (secondary) area of 100 % of the design
area is to be identified upon the site for expansion
and contingencies. The reserve area is to be
protected from any development that would prevent
its use in the future.
Note: Reserve area is based upon hydraulic
calculations.

P6

Sufficient area is provided
for sub-surface absorption
and irrigation of effluent so
that effluent is not
transported off the site.

A5.8

On small allotments it may not be possible to provide
a reserve area. The designer, in consultation with
Council, is to assess the options available for the site.
The designer is to propose an appropriate design that
provides security in the case of unsatisfactory
performance.

A5.9

The proposed and future developments of the
allotments can be accommodated. For example, a
proposal may include a dwelling, outbuildings,
driveways, sealed areas and primary recreation area
in addition to the on-site sewage management area.
More than one type of effluent application system can
be achieved for each allotment.

A6.1

To determine suitable application areas, a minimum
available irrigation area is calculated utilising water
balance and nutrient balances, as specified within the
Environmental Health Protection Guidelines (1998)
and AS/NZS 1547.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P7

A7.1

Appropriate provision is
made for wet weather
storage of treated effluent
during wet weather periods
when it is inappropriate to
spray irrigate.
Assessment of the need for
wet weather storage is
based upon an accepted
standard and criteria.
Population, rainfall,
evaporation, soil
permeability, soil depth and
effluent quality must be
used.

P8

Effluent is wholly contained
within the boundaries of the
site. The application area is
designed to ensure that
ponding of effluent or
waterlogging of the soil
profile does not occur.

Wet weather storage is provided for surface irrigation
systems for periods of wet weather and when soils in
the application area will become saturated. Wet
weather storage is provided in accordance with the
recommendations of the Environment and Health
Protection Guidelines (1998).
Note: Systems designed for wet weather storage may
range from impervious storage either above or below
ground, to subsurface storage/disposal systems. Details
of the wet weather storage are to be submitted to
Council for approval.

A8.1

Irrigation areas are designed in accordance with this
Chapter and/or AS/NZS 1547 and may be either
surface or sub-surface systems, where sub-surface
systems are generally preferable.

A8.2 In the case of allotments being generated through
subdivision, the minimum size for an allotment is
2500m2.
Note: The minimum lot size has been determined after
considering areas required for elements such as
buildings, outbuildings, set-back distances and
unimpeded open space for private recreation.
Allotments located in Sydney’s drinking water catchment
area that are proposed to be subdivided, are to be
referred to Water NSW.

P9

People, their pets or other
objects to which people
may be exposed are not to
come into contact with nondisinfected wastewater,
including grey water.

A9.1

Land application and treatment systems are installed
in accordance with the former NSW Health Advisory
Note 4 Sewage Management Facility Accreditation
Criteria Based on the Final Application of Treated
Effluent and Risk of Disease Transmission (April
2008).

A9.2

Wastewater, that has not been disinfected, is not
applied to the ground surface.

A9.3

Effluent application areas are not used as the primary
recreation areas for a property.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P10

A10.1 Where effluent is applied via spray irrigation, the
application area is to be isolated so as not to be used
for passive or active recreation purposes (fenced off,
delineated garden etc.). Such areas are also to be
stock proof, during and immediately after application.

Areas used for spray
irrigation are not used for
recreation purposes or the
growing of vegetables.

A10.2 The application area is not used to grow vegetables
for human consumption. Use of effluent for fruit trees
complies with the recommendations of AS/NZS 1547.
Note: Effluent disposal under trees is not prohibited.

P11

Surface application/reuse
areas are adequately
signposted.

A11.1 Warning signs are erected within the effluent
application area in accordance with the provisions of
AS/NZS 1547 and AS 1319.

P12

Designs that incorporate
alternative technology
demonstrate best practice.

A12.1 System designs (new or existing) that incorporate
alternative technology do not prejudice the integrity of
the system.

P13

Where permissible, each
dual occupancy site
includes a separate system
that is designed to
incorporate best practice
and adequate separation
between systems.

A13.1 A separate on-site sewage management system is to
be provided for each occupancy/dwelling and
information provided in accordance with section 6.2
of this Chapter.

Note: For application submission requirements for proposals
involving less than 12 persons capacity or subdivisions involving
the creation of 4 lots or less refer to Section 6.2.
For application submission requirements for proposals involving
more than 12 persons capacity or subdivisions involving the
creation of more than 4 allotments or developments in
environmentally sensitive locations refer to Section 6.2.

Table 1 – Required minimum buffer distances for on-site systems
System

Minimum buffer distances1

All land application systems



100 metres to permanent surface waters (eg river,
streams, lakes, etc)



100 metres to any groundwater bores2

1

The buffer distance is measured as a ground surface flow line and is not based on the closest measured distance.
Where a bore is within 100 metres of a proposed effluent management area the application is to include a statement
from the owner that the bore is not used for potable domestic water supply. Alternatively, a ground water drawdown
2
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System

Minimum buffer distances1


40 metres to other waters (eg farm dams, intermittent
waterways; street drainage including gutters, swales
and table drains and drainage channels, etc)

All land application systems located
on land within Sydney’s drinking
water catchment.



Refer to the buffer distances within the Sydney
Catchment Authorities Neutral or Beneficial Effect on
Water Quality Assessment Guidelines

Surface spray irrigation



Secondary treated effluent with
disinfection or higher

6 metres if area4 up-gradient and 3 metres if area4
down-gradient of driveways and property boundaries



15 metres to dwellings



3 metres to paths and walkways



6 metres to swimming pools and buildings



6 metres if area4 up-gradient and 3 metres if area4
down-gradient of swimming pools, property boundaries,
driveways and buildings, including dwellings.



6 metres if area4 up-gradient and 3 metres if area4
down-gradient of swimming pools, property boundaries,
driveways and buildings, including dwellings.



12 metres if area4 up-gradient and 6 metres if area4
down-gradient of property boundary



6 metres if area4 up-gradient and 3 metres if area4
down-gradient of swimming pools, driveways and

(irrigation systems to conform to
AS/NZS 1547)3
Note: Secondary treatment means
anaerobic and aerobic biological
processing and settling or filtering of
effluent received from a primary
treatment unit. Effluent quality
following secondary treatment is
expected to be equal to or better than
20 mg/L five-day biochemical oxygen
demand and 30mg/L suspended
solids.

Surface drip and trickle irrigation
Secondary treated effluent with
disinfection or higher
Sub-surface irrigation
Secondary treated effluent or higher
Absorption system
Primary treated effluent or higher
Note: Primary treatment is the
separation of suspended material

analysis is to be completed using an appropriate methodology such as Cromer, Gardner and Beavers’, 2001 “An
improved viral die-off method to estimate setback distances”
3
Irrigation systems must conform to AS/NZS 1547, in particular:
 Bury distribution lines to a minimum depth of 100mm
 Use sprinklers that throw no more than 2m and produce coarse droplets, with a maximum plume height of
400mm above finished ground level (commercial systems will need to demonstrate method of compliance)
 Do not use standard household hose tape and garden fittings
 Signpost surface irrigation areas with at least two signs, clearly visible to occupants and visitors stating:
Recycled Water
Avoid Contact
DO NOT DRINK
 Subsurface systems are to comply with Appendix M of AS/NZS 1547
4
‘Area’ means ‘effluent disposal area’
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System
from wastewater by settlement and/or
flotation in septic tanks, primary
settling chamber, anaerobic process
of treatment, prior to effluent
discharge to either a secondary
treatment process, or to a land
application system.

5.2

Minimum buffer distances1
buildings, including dwellings.

Development in the Sydney Drinking Water Catchment
Note: From 1 January 2015, the Sydney Catchment Authority ceased
to exist and the concurrence powers under the State Environmental
Planning Policy (Sydney Drinking Water Catchment) 2011 were
transferred to Water NSW, as specified in the Water NSW Act 2014.

Water NSW manages and protects the Sydney drinking water catchment through the
regulation of developments in the catchment, consistent with State Environmental
Planning Policy (Sydney Drinking Water Catchment) 2011 (SEPP). Development requiring
consent in the Sydney drinking water catchment must have a neutral or beneficial effect on
water quality in accordance with the requirements of the SEPP.
Note: A map of the Sydney Drinking Water Catchment area,
including Kangaroo Valley and parts of Sassafras can be found
here.

The SEPP aims to:
 Provide for healthy water catchments that will deliver high quality water, while
permitting development that is compatible with that goal; and
 Provide that a consent authority must not grant consent to a proposed development
unless it is satisfied that the proposed development will have a neutral or beneficial
effect on water quality; and
 Support the maintenance or achievement of the water quality objectives for the
Sydney drinking water catchment.
5.2.1 Requirements under the SEPP
Under the SEPP, Council cannot grant development consent unless it is satisfied the
development will have a neutral or beneficial effect on water quality. A neutral or
beneficial effect on water quality is satisfied if the development:
 has no identifiable impact on water quality, or
 will contain any water quality impact on the development site and stop it from
reaching any watercourse, waterbody or drainage depression on the site, or
 will transfer any water quality impact outside the site where it is treated and
disposed of to standards approved by the consent authority.
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5.2.2 Neutral and Beneficial Effect Guidelines and Tool
The Neutral or Beneficial Effect on Water Quality Assessment Guidelines (NorBE
Guideline) and accompanying software application the Neutral and Beneficial Effect on
Water Quality Assessment Tool (NorBE Tool) assists councils in their assessment of
whether a development has a neutral or beneficial effect on water quality.
The consent authority must refer more complex development applications to Water NSW
for concurrence before it can approve the development. The developments that require
concurrence are determined by applying the NorBE Tool.
5.2.3 Water Cycle Management Study
All developments in the drinking water catchment must be accompanied by a Water Cycle
Management Study. The level of information contained in the Water Cycle Management
Study will vary depending on the complexity and the risk to water quality. The NorBE
Guidelines and publication Developments in the Sydney Drinking Water Catchment –
water quality information requirements categorise development into five modules
according to the complexity and risk to water quality posed by a development. Applicants
and consultants should refer to these publications for further information and modelling
required.
5.3

Effluent pumpout

Pumpout services are made available in towns and villages in Shoalhaven where
reticulated sewerage services are not available. Council may approve of pumpout services
in other circumstances, for example for protection of the environment.
Pumpout services are not cost effective or efficient compared to on-site sewage
management or reticulated sewerage. Transportation of effluent by truck (tanker) creates
traffic and pollution issues. In addition the transport of tradewaste prevents Council from
entering and implementing good management practices outlined in Council’s Liquid
Tradewaste Discharge to the Sewerage System Policy.
The following is required to ensure that the installation of pumpout systems is
environmentally and economically efficient:





New pumpout services must be generally allowed on existing lots within unsewered
residential or commercially zoned land within Shoalhaven that was existing before
the adoption of Council’s former Effluent Pumpout Policy on 28 August 2007.
New pumpout services are not to be provided to new subdivisions or new
rezonings.
Pumpout services are not to be provided to multi-unit housing in villages not
designated for future reticulation services. Future reticulation services are identified
in Council’s adopted 20 year financial and capital works forward plan.

Further to the above, in regard to the provisions of new pumpout services, Council
resolved on 19 December, 1995 that:
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5.4

If Council resolves to allow a new effluent pumpout service for a particular
circumstance which is not in accordance with policy then the pumpout service be at
the full cost of providing the pumpout service and this will be noted on the Section
149 Certificate and Title Deeds.
Other effluent disposal codes and requirements

From time to time site-specific studies are conducted to determine capability to accept
development. These studies examine all aspects of a site and its receiving environment
and establish site-specific effluent disposal criteria. These criteria may be outlined in
further detail in this DCP (for example, Chapter N11: Nowra Hill – Cabbage Tree Land and
Chapter G20: Jerberra Estate), as conditions of development consent or listed as
“restrictions-as-to-user” pursuant to Section 88B of the Conveyancing Act, 1919. These
sources should be checked to determine if specific effluent disposal criteria apply to a
parcel of land.

6
6.1

Advisory Information
Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application.

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Liquid Tradewaste Discharge to the Sewerage System Policy



On-site Sewage Management Local Approvals Policy.



Council brochures and pamphlets

Council
approvals and
other sections of
this DCP



Area Specific Chapters of this DCP, for example - Chapter N11: Nowra
Hill – Cabbage Tree Land and Chapter G20: Jerberra Estate



Conditions of development consent: listed as “restrictions-as-to-user”
pursuant to Section 88B of the Conveyancing Act, 1919.

External Policies
& Guidelines



AS/NZ 1547 On-site domestic wastewater management.



AS/NZ 1546 On-site domestic wastewater treatment units.



Environmental Guidelines for Industry – The Utilisation of Treated
Effluent by Irrigation (Draft) EPA 1995.



Environment and Health Protection Guidelines - On-site Sewage
Management for Single Households 1998.



Interim NSW Guidelines for Management of Private Recycled Water
Schemes 2008.



NSW Guidelines for Greywater Reuse in Sewered, Single Household
Residential Premises 2008.



Designing and Installing On-site Wastewater Systems. A Sydney
Catchment Authority Recommended Practice, Sydney Catchment
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Authority 2012.

Legislation

6.2



Neutral or Beneficial Effect on Water Quality Assessment Guideline
(NorBE), Sydney Catchment Authority 2011.



Developments in Sydney’s Drinking Water Catchment. Water Quality
Information Requirements, Sydney Catchment Authority 2011.



Sydney Drinking Water Catchment area map (including Kangaroo
Valley and parts of Sassafras).



Manual of Practice, Sewer Design” (Department of Public Works,
1984).



Various advisory notes from the NSW Ministry of Health.



National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974



Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997



Roads Transport (Vehicle Registration) Act 1997



Local Government Act 1993



Local Government (General) Regulation 2005



State Environmental Planning Policy (Sydney Drinking Water
Catchment) 2011.



Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979 (Section 91 –
Integrated Development) and Regulation (Schedule 3 – Designated
Development).

Additional Information to be submitted with Applications

6.2.1 Applications – roles and responsibilities
The key stakeholders identified in the application process for approval to install or
construct a sewage management system are defined below. Definitions of other persons
who may have a role to play in managing and implementing processes that lead to the
effective and sustainable performance of on-site systems are given in AS/NZS 1547.
Person

Responsibility

Regulatory authority

Reviews all stages of the process and ensures compliance with this
policy and relevant guidelines and standards.

Site evaluators and soil
assessors

Complete a site assessment and recommend a proposed treatment
system(s) and application area(s) as well as identifying any constraints.

Designers and installers

Complete a detailed design and effluent disposal field layout plan.
Install the system in accordance with the design and provide a
certificate of compliance where required.

Property owners

Consent to the application and confirm which system is to be installed
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on the property; and ensure that the requirements for operation,
maintenance and monitoring are met.

6.2.2 Additional information to be submitted with applications
Where development consent is required, a development application is to be made in
accordance Shoalhaven LEP 2014 and this DCP.
An application for approval to install or construct a sewage management system is to
accompany a development application and is also to be submitted for the construction or
alteration of any on-site sewage management system. Documents to accompany an
application are specified in Clause 26 of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005.
The documents listed under Clause 26 are also to be used as a guide for applications to
alter a sewage management system and when the applicant declares in the application
that the facility will remain on the premises for no more than 12 months.
In order for Council to be able to evaluate a proposed on-site sewage management
system and its potential impact on the environment, the information listed in section are
also to accompany any application for:


Development (including new dwellings, dual occupancy and where there is either; a
proposed change to the type of sewage management system; or there is a proposed
increase in the occupational capacity of the building);



Subdivision;



Rezoning proposal; or



A sewage management system that proposes the use of alternative technology.

Upon request by Council, the information listed in Section 6.3.4 and 6.3.5 is required for
any application to install, construct or alter a sewage management system.
Any report required to be submitted to Council in accordance with these controls, any
other SEPP or Deemed SEPP is to be prepared by a suitably qualified practising person or
persons.
6.2.3 Plan details
In accordance with Clause 26 of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005, the
plan must be to scale and show the location of:
a) The sewage management facility proposed to be installed or constructed on the
premises; and
b) Any related effluent application areas; and
c) Any existing buildings or facilities and any environmentally sensitive areas located
on land within 100 metres of the sewage management facility or related effluent
application areas; and
d) Any related drainage lines or pipework (whether natural or constructed).
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In addition, an effluent disposal field layout plan that has been prepared by the system
designer (which may be combined with the detail above to form one plan), is to be
submitted with the application. The effluent disposal field layout plan must include the
following details:


A hydraulic balance of effluent application components (for example balance
between pump size and number of sprinklers for an aerated waste treatment
system);



All components of the system, including, but not limited to; the treatment tank,
irrigation lines, the exact number of sprinklers proposed, absorption trenches,
diverter valves, rotor valves and moisture sensors;



Areas of land on which effluent will be applied;



Reserve area(s);



Detail of any proposed levelling of the site;



Slope direction and gradient;



Buffer distances; and



Water courses and drainage lines (including stormwater diversion drains/berms).

6.2.4 Standard dwelling/smaller subdivision applications
Applications for proposals involving less than 12 persons capacity or subdivisions involving
the creation of 4 allotments or less in areas that are not environmentally sensitive, are to
be submitted with the following information. Please also refer to G10 – Subdivision of this
DCP.
a)

Hydraulic estimation for the development;

b)

Water balance calculation;

c)

Risk of run-off/percolation outside the site.
Relevant calculations must be included within the report and conform to the
requirements of “Environmental & Health Protection Guidelines” (1998).
Description of climate



Rainfall Median (5 Decile) figures must be utilised. Actual figures from the nearest
Bureau of Meteorology Recording Station should be used where possible.
Representative data for a number of suitable stations within the Shoalhaven are
listed in Appendix 1 of Council’s On-site Sewage Management Local Approval
Policy.
d)

Evapotranspiration – calculated utilising pan evaporation multiplied by the
representative crop factor.

e)

Flood potential – note the location of the projected 2050 1:20 year and 1:100 year
flood level on the contour plan, if appropriate.
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f)

Details of soil suitability for the proposed method of application, including soil
composition pH – many soils in the Shoalhaven have a low pH (are acidic). pH
levels lower than 6.0 or 6.5 may limit the ability of plants to take up nitrogen and
phosphorous; Details of soils and geology (soil profile) – types and description of
soil horizons are necessary. Sufficient bore holes are to be constructed to provide a
representative picture of the soil horizons that exist across the site. Bore logs are to
be submitted with the application and each soil horizon is to be classified according
to its texture, eg sandy clay. See AS 1547 Section 4.1 A4.

g)

Permeability – is to be determined using the procedure specified in AS/NZS 1547.
The standard specifies the circumstance when the procedure is to be adopted.

h)

Cation exchange capacity/phosphorous sorption capacity (mg/kg) and an
assessment made as to the suitability of the soil for removing pollutants like
phosphorous. Refer to Section 6.2.5 for further detail.

i)

Sodicity assessment to determine the suitability of the soils to accept effluent in
the long term. Test holes are to be used to specify ground water depth. The
estimated depth of water table in the vicinity may only be utilised to confirm depth
within high permeable soils. Refer to Section 6.2.5 for further detail.

j)

Depth to bedrock is to be determined after field tests. The minimum soil depth to
bedrock (of low strength or harder) or other confining layer is 1.2m (for absorption
trenches) or 0.5 m (for application of secondary quality effluent with disinfection
and from the base of a mound system);

k)

Location of any bores within 100 m of the disposal field;

l)

Topography and slope;

m)

Details of compliance/performance of existing systems upon the development
site and subdivided land including the residue;

n)

Identification of existing vegetation;

o)

Position of tanks and application areas and their proximity to boundaries, rivers,
watercourses, dwellings and recreation areas;

p)

The type of wastewater treatment and effluent application system together with
details of the system including tanks, pumps, valves, timers etc;

q)

Proposed wet weather storage facilities and management procedures;

r)

The treatment/construction of the application area including materials, size and
ground preparation;

s)

Landscaping treatment of application areas including plants, shrubs and ground
cover;

t)

Proposed maintenance contracts and servicing;

u)

Details outlining how the proposal complies with Section 16.2 of this Chapter
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A thorough assessment of the potential impact of nutrients and a site nutrient
balance from the proposed development must therefore be undertaken. A soil
chemical analysis is required to analyse the ability for phosphorus and nitrogen to
be removed from the soil. Refer to Section 6.2.5 for further detail..
Should the site display extraordinary topographic, geological or other
characteristics, or drain to a sensitive receiving environment (eg. Wetland), Council
may seek further information.
Specific details regarding the SEPP (Sydney Drinking Water Catchment) 2011
requirements are also to be detailed Section 5.2.
6.2.5 Larger dwelling/subdivision applications or other applications
Applications for subdivisions of more than 4 lots, tourist developments, dual
occupancy, developments of more than 12 person capacity and any development or
subdivision application located in an environmentally sensitive area are to be submitted
with the following information. Please also refer to G10 – Subdivision of this DCP.
a)

Costing analysis - where a development proposal is located within close proximity
(relative to the size of the development) of a reticulated sewerage system, costing
analysis is to be made. The costing analysis is to compare the total cost to install,
run and maintain the on-site effluent application option compared to the cost of
providing reticulated sewerage to the proposal (over a substantial period eg. 20
years).

b)

Proposed wastewater treatment and application system.

c)

Details of compliance/performance of existing systems upon the development
site and subdivided land including the residue.

d)

Site information including areas unsuitable for effluent application and possible
area(s) suitable for effluent application purposes (display area in square metres
(m2) and show setback distances).

e)

Details of soils and geology (soil profile) - types and descriptions of soil horizons
are necessary. Sufficient bore holes are to be constructed to provide a
representative picture of the soil horizons that exist across the site. Bore logs are to
be submitted with the application and each soil horizon must be classified according
to its texture, eg sandy clay. See AS/NZS 1547.

f)

Permeability – is to be determined, when appropriate, using the recognised testing
procedures specified in AS/NZS 1547. The standard specifies the circumstance
when the procedures are to be adopted.

g)

Cation exchange capacity/phosphorous sorption capacity and an assessment
made as to the suitability of the soil for removing pollutants, such as phosphorous.
The cation exchange capacity (CEC) is the total number of cations a soil can retain
on its adsorbent complex at a given pH, and is therefore a good measure of a soil’s
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ability to retain specific pollutants. The most abundant cations in soil are calcium,
magnesium, potassium and sodium, and hydrogen and aluminium in acid soils.
A CEC of 15cmol+/kg or less creates limitations for land application systems.
The capacity of a soil to absorb phosphorus is determined from its phosphorus
sorption capacity. P sorption (mg/kg) is used to calculate the P balance using the
procedure specified in the “Environment and Health Protection Guidelines (1998)”.
Phosphorus sorption by the soil is expected to occur up to about a quarter to a half
of the phosphorus sorption capacity. Beyond this, leaching of phosphorus not
utilised by vegetation uptake may occur. A soil having a phosphorus sorption ability
of 50 years (in terms of mg P/g soil), based upon the expected phosphorus load, is
required for land application areas. Rayment and Higginson (1992) provides a
simple test to distinguish soils on the basis of low and high phosphorus retention.
h)

Sodicity is an assessment made as to the suitability of the soils to accept effluent
in the long term. Each soil horizon must be tested to determine if it is prone to
dispersion. This testing must be quantitative and must be conducted as per
Appendix F of AS/NZS 1547. Please note that as well as the classification of
dispersive given in AS/NZS 1547, Northcote and Skene (1972) note that the
exchangeable sodium percentage at which Australian soils tend to disperse is as
low as 6 units (reported in Patterson (1993)). Northcote and Skene (1972) give the
following classifications:
Non-Sodic

< 6.0 me %

Sodic 6–14 me %
Strongly Sodic

> 14

me %

i)

pH – many soils in the Shoalhaven have a low pH (are acidic). pH levels lower than
6.0 or 6.5 may limit the ability of plants to take up nitrogen and phosphorous. Where
acidic soils are encountered in a proposed effluent disposal area their pH should be
raised so that it falls within the range of 6.0 to 7.5. The effect of acidic soils on
infrastructure, such as concrete tanks, is also to be considered.

j)

Depth to ground water – this will be determined after field tests or by local
knowledge. For example, mottling of the soil can indicate the existence of a high
water table from time to time.

k)

Depth to bedrock – as determined after field tests or by general knowledge.
Sometimes rock may be of extremely low strength and act like a soil, considerations
such as depth to bedrock may be estimated to ensure adequate depth is achieved
for a particular method of effluent disposal.

l)

Underlying geology and extent of fracturing – based on field examination and
relevant geology text.
General Information about soils and geology particular to the site should be noted,
eg Hazelton, 1992.
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m)

Topography - ground slope including contour plan – hatch areas greater than 12%.
The contours must be at such intervals so as to allow a thorough assessment of the
site. In many cases the 10 metre contours from the 1:25,000 topographical map will
not be sufficient. The topography of the land surrounding the effluent disposal area
should be evaluated for its potential to add stormwater runoff to the site.

n)

Flood potential – note the location of the projected 2050 1:20 year and 1:100 year
flood level on the contour plan, if appropriate.

o)

Erosion potential – an assessment needs to be made of the potential of the soils
to erode. This must include both an assessment of the soil’s properties as they
relate to erosion (see Hazelton, 1992) as well as landscape properties such as
slope gradient and rainfall characteristics.

p)

Description of climate


Rainfall Median (5 Decile) figures must be utilised. Actual figures from the
nearest Bureau of Meteorology Recording Station should be used where
possible.



Representative data for a number of suitable stations within the Shoalhaven
are listed in Appendix 1 of Council’s On-site Sewage Management Local
Approval Policy.

q)

Evapotranspiration – calculated utilising pan evaporation multiplied by the
representative crop factor.

r)

Assessment of native vegetation – Proximity of native vegetation to effluent
application areas and areas downstream of the site (particularly riparian
vegetation).

s)

Presence of environmentally sensitive vegetation types:

t)

u)



Species which are sensitive to moisture or nutrients;



Threatened flora species;



Proximity of native vegetation to effluent disposal areas.

Location of ground water recharge areas – application of effluent in such areas
should be avoided.


Location, environment and impact at local ground water discharge points.



Depth to ground water.



Location of existing wells on site and adjacent to the site.



Current use of ground water.

Current status of regional ground water (for example, is it potentially high yielding
with low salinity – details may be obtained from NSW Office of Water. Surface
waters


Proposed surface water management.
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v)

w)



Proximity



Current Use



Flow characteristics



Presence of wetlands with conservation significance

Water Balance


Risk of run-off/percolation outside the site.



Relevant calculations must be included within the report and conform to the
requirements of “Environmental & Health Protection Guidelines” (1998).

Effluent load (related to population loads at 100% occupancy. Tourist facilities may
demonstrate seasonal variations if appropriate)


Precipitation



Evapotranspiration



Percolation through to soil (if any)



Run-off (if any)

Used to determine the size of effluent disposal areas and volume of wet weather
storage.
x)

Impact of Nutrients
The escape of nutrients from effluent disposal areas is a major concern as nutrients
pose perhaps the biggest threat to our local waterways. The main nutrients of
concern are nitrogen and phosphorous. Both of these nutrients are in high
concentrations in treated effluent.
Nitrogen will be in a number of forms in effluent. Unless it can be removed, it will
enter the ground water system and eventually surface waters. The main removal
mechanisms are:


Ammonia volatilisation (which is pH dependant and will be significantly less in
acidic conditions – as is the case with many Shoalhaven soils).



Denitrification



Plant uptake

Removal, however is dependant upon the vegetation being removed from the site
as, if the vegetation is cut and left on the irrigation area, it will merely cycle back to
the soils and thus the ground water and surface waters. Calculations have shown
that unless the vegetation is removed from the site (which is extremely difficult to
police) more nitrogen will be applied to the “system” than can be removed and thus
the siting of a development will need particular care to ensure nutrient pollution is
not a problem.
Phosphorous will be removed from the effluent via:
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Chemical precipitation



Adsorption onto soil particles



Plant uptake

A thorough assessment of the potential impact of nutrients and a site nutrient
balance from the proposed development must therefore be undertaken. This will
require a soil chemical analysis to analyse the ability for phosphorus and nitrogen to
be removed from the soil.
A nutrient assessment is not required for proposed septic absorption and septic
pumpout systems.
y)

Details outlining how the proposal complies with Section 5 of this Chapter.

Should the site display extraordinary topographic, geological or other characteristics, or
drain to a sensitive receiving environment (e.g. wetland) Council may seek further
information. Specific details regarding the State Environmental Planning Policy
(Sydney Drinking Water Catchment) 2011 requirements must also be detailed.
After all of the abovementioned issues have been taken into consideration, you may
propose to include measures aimed at improving the quality of the site for the
application of effluent. This may include importing suitable soil or other material for
the effluent application area due to the poor ‘in-situ’ soils or the sensitivity of the
receiving environment.
The effectiveness of such measures is difficult to quantify. In these situations, a much
reduced scale of development or alternatively the “do nothing” option may be the
best option for the receiving environment. Where site works such as those noted
above are proposed, so as to make the proposal acceptable, such works should be
installed at subdivision stage.
This will allow quality control to be maximised (being and important issue for successful
operation.
z)

Wet Weather Storage
Details of wet weather storage. Alternatively if wet weather storage is not provided,
supporting documentation must be supplied which indicates the soils have the
ability to remove pollutants without adverse impact on the receiving environment.
Details of methods to calculate storage are obtained in “Environmental Guidelines
for Industry - The Utilisation of Treated Effluent by Irrigation” EPA (1995).

6.2.6 Site Assessment
After all of the abovementioned issues have been taken into consideration, you may
propose to include measures aimed at improving the quality of the site for the application
of effluent. This may include importing suitable soil or other material for the effluent
application area due to the poor “in-situ” soils or the sensitivity of the receiving
environment. The effectiveness of such measures is difficult to quantify. In these
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situations, a much reduced scale of development or alternatively the “do nothing” option
may be the best option for the receiving environment.
Where site works such as those noted above are proposed, so as to make the proposal
acceptable, such works should be installed at subdivision stage. This will allow quality
control to be maximised (being an important issue for successful operation).
Should the site display extraordinary topographic, geological or other characteristics, or
drain to a sensitive receiving environment (eg. Wetland) Council may seek further
information.
Specific details regarding the State Environmental Planning Policy (Sydney Drinking Water
Catchment) 2011 requirements must also be detailed in accordance with subsection
16.2.2.
6.2.7 Climate data
Representative climate data for a number of suitable weather stations within Shoalhaven
are listed in Appendix 1 of Council’s On-site Sewage Management Local Approval Policy.
6.2.8 Reuse of Effluent
To treat the waste as a resource, please consider opportunities for the reuse of treated
effluent.
6.3

Post approval Effluent Treatment/Application Issues

6.3.1 Installation
Installation must be considered and approved in conjunction with development/sewage
management applications.
Effluent application systems are not to be used until the effluent application area /irrigation
area has been inspected and approved by Council.
6.3.2 Operation
Householders must have approval from Council to operate a system of sewage
management and maintain the renewal of this approval. Please refer to Chapter 7 of the
Local Government Act, 1993 for details on the legal requirements for operating a system of
sewage management: www.legislation.nsw.gov.au.
All systems must be serviced and maintained in accordance with the conditions of
approval to install and operate a sewage management system. Good operation and use of
the system is important for protecting the overall condition of the system.
All domestic effluent treatment/disposal systems rely on natural decomposer microorganisms to break down the effluent. These organisms can be adversely affected by
certain chemicals, such as bleaches, in some cleaning agents.
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The washing powders and detergents used can also influence how an effluent disposal
system works and the potential pollution which is generated. In this regard, Council
encourages the use of readily biodegradable low sodium content washing powders and
detergents.
Details on how to ensure that a domestic effluent treatment and disposal system works
satisfactorily are contained in Council’s pamphlet Septic Tanks – Hints for their Efficient
Operation.
In relation to water conservation measures, Council supports and recommends the
installation of the following devices and maintenance procedure.
a) Toilets to be fitted with a 6/3 litre dual flush system.
b) Devices to Australian Water Conservation Rating ‘AA’ or better, including shower
flow restrictors, tap aerators, water-conserving washing machines
6.3.3 Council monitoring
Council will undertake routine inspections of all sewage management systems as part the
process of obtaining approval to operate a system of sewage management. Council will
notify the owner, or occupier of the property where the system is operated, the result of the
inspection. Any defect or non conformance with NSW Health accreditation of an on-site
sewage management system may be reported by Council to NSW Health.
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1 Purpose
The purpose of this Chapter is to provide information and development controls needed to
prepare and assess development applications on flood prone land.
Notes:
For this purpose of this Chapter, ‘flood prone land’ means the land
susceptible to flooding by the probable maximum flood event (that is,
land within the floodplain) as indicated on the map marked "Flood
Prone Land" deposited in the office of the Council as amended from
time to time.
Please note that Council has adopted new sea level rise
benchmarks and will be revising its coastal hazard and flood
mapping to incorporate these new benchmarks.

2 Application
This Chapter applies to all development on flood prone land within Shoalhaven.
Note: Proposed development on land outside the flood planning
area (see Figure 2) may still be located on land which is classified as
flood prone land if it is below the probable maximum flood (PMF)
level.
Flood prone land is described in detail in Section 6 under the
heading Flood Planning Concepts. Development controls apply for
development in the flood planning area. Additional controls apply to
‘Buildings and activities requiring special evacuation consideration’
(as per Schedule 6) up to the probable maximum food event.
In cases where a site is classified as partially flood affected, it is
strongly recommended to only consider development on the flood
free portion of the allotment.

3 Context
The NSW Flood Prone Land Policy provides a framework for Council to manage flood prone
land. Council is required under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979, and
in various environmental planning instruments including the Shoalhaven LEP 2014, to
ensure that due regard is given to the effect of natural hazards upon development.
Note: Hazard is a source of potential harm or a situation with the
potential to cause loss. In relation to this Chapter the hazard is
flooding which has the potential to cause damage to the community.
Hazard can be categorised as high hazard and low hazard.
 In high hazard areas there is a possible danger to personal
safety, evacuation by trucks is difficult, able bodied adults
would have difficulties wading to safety, and flooding can
cause potential significant structural damage to buildings.
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In low hazard areas, trucks could evacuate people and their
possessions and able bodied adults would have little
difficulty in wading to safety.

A flood is defined by the NSW Floodplain Development Manual as:




a relatively high stream flow which overtops the natural or
artificial banks in any part of a stream, river, estuary, lake or
dam, and/or
local overland flooding associated with major drainage
before entering a watercourse, and/or
coastal inundation resulting from super-elevated sea levels
and/or waves overtopping coastline defences excluding
tsunami

Local overland flooding means inundation by local runoff rather than
overbank discharge from a stream, river, estuary, lake or dam.
Annual exceedance probability (AEP) means the chance of a flood
of a given or larger size occurring in any one year, usually
expressed as a percentage.

4 Objectives
The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Reduce risk to life and property resulting from floods;
Ensure that the impacts of the full range of flood sizes up to and including the PMF
are considered when assessing development on flood prone land;
Ensure that the impact of climate change is considered when assessing
development on flood prone land:
Ensure the future use of flood prone land does not cause undue distress to
individuals or unduly increases potential flood liability to individuals or the
community; and
Incorporate site specific floodplain management recommendations from local
floodplain risk management plans into Council’s overall planning framework.
Note: Risk means the chance of something happening that will have
an impact. It is measured in terms of consequences and probability
(likelihood). In the context of this Chapter, it is the likelihood of
consequences arising from the interaction of floods, communities
and the environment.

5 Controls
5.1

General

The specific objectives are to:
i.

Minimise risk to life and damage to property by controlling development on flood
prone land;
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To ensure that the impacts of the full range of flood sizes up to and including the
PMF are considered when assessing development on flood prone areas within
Shoalhaven;
To ensure that development does not have a significant impact on flood behaviour,
people’s safety, surrounding properties and structures, and the natural environment;
To ensure that the effects of climate change are considered when assessing
development in flood prone land within Shoalhaven;
To ensure that development on the floodplain is consistent with the NSW Flood
Prone Land Policy and NSW Floodplain Development Manual;
To ensure that developers and the community are conscious of the potential flood
hazard and consequent risk associated with the use and development of land within
the floodplain;
To protect the integrity of floodplains and floodways, including riparian vegetation,
fluvial geomorphologic environmental processes and water quality;
To ensure that all land uses and essential services are appropriately sited and
designed in recognition of all potential floods; and
To ensure that development on flood prone land does not place an unacceptable
financial burden on landowners or the community.

ii.

iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

vii.
viii.
ix.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Development or work on flood
prone land will meet the
following:

A1.1

The development satisfies the requirements as shown
in the planning matrix at Schedule 6 including climate
change considerations (See section 7.3); and

The development will not
increase the risk to life or
safety of persons during a
flood event on the
development site and
adjoining land.

A1.2

Buildings and structures are constructed in accordance
with the flood proofing guidelines (see Schedule 4); and







The development or work
will not unduly restrict the
flow behaviour of
floodwaters.
The development or work
will not unduly increase the
level or flow of floodwaters
or stormwater runoff on
land in the vicinity. The
development or work will
not exacerbate the adverse
consequences of
floodwaters flowing on the
land with regard to erosion,

Note: Flood proofing means a combination of measures
incorporated in the design, construction and alteration of
individual buildings or structures subject to flooding, to
reduce or eliminate flood damages.

A1.3

Buildings and structures are constructed in accordance
with the Building Code of Australia - Construction of
Buildings in Flood Hazard Areas – Standard 2012.
The controls in this Chapter are to be used in instances
where this Chapter specifies more stringent controls;
and
Buildings and structures are designed to withstand the
forces of flood waters in accordance with best practice
engineering standards; or

A1.4

Where appropriate structures are designed to collapse
under the force of water to not obstruct the flood flow,
but are sufficiently secured to not become floating
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Performance Criteria
siltation and destruction of
vegetation.




The structural
characteristics of any
building or work that are the
subject of the application
are capable of withstanding
flooding in accordance with
the requirements of the
Council.
The development will not
become unsafe during
floods or result in moving
debris that potentially
threatens the safety of
people or the integrity of
structures.



Potential damage due to
inundation of proposed
buildings and structures is
minimised.



The development will not
obstruct escape routes for
both people and stock in
the event of a flood.



The development will not
unduly increase
dependency on emergency
services.



Interaction of flooding from
all possible sources has
been taken into account in
assessing the proposed
development against risks
to life and property resulting
from any adverse hydraulic
impacts.



The development will not
adversely affect the
integrity of floodplains and

Acceptable Solutions
debris and to not endanger people or animals; or
A1.5

Openings in structures such as fences or the like will be
provided below the flood planning level to allow free
flow of water; and where relevant;

A1.6

Building foundations are designed by a suitably
qualified geotechnical engineer to be suitable for
grounds with potentially reduced bearing capacity
under flooding conditions; and
Note: Bearing capacity is defined in geotechnical engineering as
the capacity of soil to support the loads applied to the ground,
such as the loads from housing foundations for example

A1.7

The development complies with ecological sustainable
development principles, taking into account floodplain
ecology and integrity; and

A1.8

A report demonstrating that all performance criteria
have been met is supplied with the development
application.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

floodways, including
riparian vegetation, fluvial
geomorphologic
environmental processes
and water quality.
Note: Fluvial geomorphology is the branch of geology that
examines the formation and structure of the features of the surface
of the earth which is created by flowing rivers

5.2

Fill or Excavation on the Floodplain

The specific objective is to:
Ensure that filling or excavation within the floodplain does not have a significant
impact on flood behaviour, conveyance and storage capacity, as well as
surrounding properties or structures and the environment in the specific area where
the development is proposed.

i.

Note: Conveyance is a direct measure of the flow carrying capacity
of a particular cross-section of a stream or stormwater channel. (For
example, if the conveyance of a channel cross-section is reduced by
half, then the flow carrying capacity of that channel cross-section will
also be halved).

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P2 Filling or excavation on flood prone
land will meet the following:

A2.1

The development satisfies the requirements as
shown in the planning matrix at Schedule 6.

A2.2

The proposed fill volume occupies less than
the 2050 1% of the available 20%, 5% and 1%
AEP flood volume on the development site and
does not create a depth exceeding 1 metre
above natural ground level or require more
than 250 cubic metres of filling materials.

A2.3

The proposed fill and excavation does not
adversely affect neighbouring properties or the
overall flood behaviour and flood storage
volume.

A2.4

The proposed fill is used only for the purpose
of filling a local depression beneath the
confines of a building within an existing
residential/ commercial area.



High hazard floodway areas are
kept free of fill and/or obstructions.



The proposed fill or excavation will
not unduly restrict the flow
behaviour of floodwaters.



The proposed fill or excavation will
not unduly increase the level or flow
of floodwaters or stormwater runoff
on land in the vicinity, including
adjoining land.



The proposed fill or excavation will
not exacerbate erosion, siltation
and destruction of vegetation
caused by floodwaters flowing on
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

the land.


The proposed fill or excavation will
not be carried out on flood prone
land if sufficient flood free area is
available for development within the
subject property.



The proposed excavation does not
create new habitable rooms, nonhabitable storage areas or carparks
with floor levels below the existing
ground level.
Note: Habitable room has the same meaning as the Building Code
of Australia. This is a room used for normal domestic activities,
other than a bathroom, laundry, toilet, pantry, walk in wardrobe,
hallway, lobby, clothes drying room or other space of a specialised
nature that is not occupied frequently or for extended periods.

5.3

Subdivision in the Floodplain

The specific objective is to:
i.

Ensure that the creation of new lots does not increase potential flood risks to land
owners or the community.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P3.1

A3.1

The development satisfies the requirements
as shown in the planning matrix at Schedule
6; and

A3.2

Flood conditions for the year 2100, which
include sea level rise of 0.9m, are used.

Potential development as a
consequence of a subdivision
proposal must be able to be
undertaken in compliance with this
Chapter.

P3.2

The proposed subdivision will not
create new lots that are affected by
a high hazard area, or floodway in
today’s flood conditions or in
climate change conditions up to the
year 2100.

P3.3

The proposed subdivision will not
increase the potential population
density in any areas (flood prone or
flood free) with restricted
evacuation access
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P4 Lots are provided with flood free
access.

P5 Culverts, roads and other drainage
structures are designed for 20% AEP
storm event.

P6 Bridges to be designed for 1% AEP
storm event.

A4.1

The proposed access to the lots
demonstrates compliance with Chapter G:
Development on Flood Prone Land.

A4.2

All drainage design to be in accordance with
Council’s Engineering Design Specifications,
Chapter 5.

A5.1

Culverts and small bridges within rights of way
are designed for the 20% AEP storm event
and designed to withstand the 1% AEP flow.

A5.2

Overflow over roads is in accordance with
velocity and depth criteria.

A6.1

Bridge design to conform to AUSTROADS Bridge Design Code 1992 and Waterway
Design, 1994.

6 Advisory Information
6.1

Considerations when preparing a development application

In preparing a development application, you will need to make investigations in order to
ensure your application meets Council’s requirements for development on flood prone
land. These considerations are:
6.1.1 My proposal is small scale – do I still need consent?
Some small scale developments such as some fences or drainage works and the like may
not require development consent, however, on flood prone land careful consideration is
needed to ensure that such development does not have a significant impact in relation to
flooding. Please check with Council whether you need consent or meet specific conditions
to minimise flood impact.
6.1.2 What type of flood information is available?
The controls that apply to development on flood prone land will depend on the hydraulic
and hazard categorisations for a site, which can only be determined if flood information is
available. Due to the large number of water bodies within Shoalhaven, the information that
is available for different catchments varies significantly and could range from historical
information to very detailed flood modelling data formulated as part of the floodplain risk
management process.
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It is necessary to determine the type of information available for your site, including
whether or not a floodplain risk management plan has been adopted for your area. This
can be done by checking the most up to date flood maps on Council’s website at
www.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au
For areas where sufficient flood information is available, you will be able to obtain a site
specific flood certificate from Council (please refer to Schedule 2 for information on how to
do this)
There are a number of catchments within Shoalhaven that have not been the subject of a
detailed flood study and will not be studied in the near future. Any development
application proposing works within such an area must therefore be accompanied by a
flood assessment report undertaken by a suitably qualified hydraulic engineer (please refer
to Schedule 3).
6.1.3 What sections of the Chapter apply to my application?
Depending on the type of development proposed as well as the type of flood information
that is available for a particular site, the development application will be assessed against
different sections within the Chapter:




Flood prone land where a floodplain risk management plan has not been
adopted
For areas where Council has not adopted a floodplain risk management plan,
generic development controls as contained in Section 9 and Schedule 6 will apply.
These controls will also apply if the property is within 40m of a watercourse or within
10m of a major drainage system, overland flood path or drainage easement. Please
check www.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au for up to date information on which areas
currently do not have a floodplain risk management plan.
Land where a floodplain risk management plan has been adopted.
For areas where Council has adopted a floodplain risk management plan, site
specific controls will apply in addition to generic controls as mentioned above.
These specific controls are contained in Schedule 5. Please check
www.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au for up to date information on which areas currently do
have an adopted floodplain risk management plan.
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6.2

How to address the requirements of this Chapter

To determine the flood-based development controls that are relevant to a proposed
development and to prepare your submission to Council, the following steps should be
taken:
Step 1:

Read the background information in Section 6 of this Chapter including flood
prone land: The policy context and flood planning concepts.

Step 2:

Determine what flood information is available for your site and whether or not
Council has adopted a floodplain risk management plan for the area via
www.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au
If flood information is available, obtain a flood certificate. If no flood information is
available from Council, you may be required to engage a suitably qualified
engineer recognised under the National Professional Engineers Register (NPER)
to undertake a flood assessment report. Refer to Schedule 4 for more
information on what is required for such an assessment.

Step 3:

Determine the land use category that best fits the proposed development,
keeping in mind that your development may relate to more than one land use
category for example retail outlet plus ancillary car park (refer to Schedule 3 for
assistance).
If a proposed type of development does not fit within one of the categories, the
development will be assessed on a merit basis, however you will be required to
provide additional supporting information as determined by Council. Confirm the
chosen land use category with Council.

Step 4:

From your flood certificate or flood assessment report determine which part of the
floodplain the site is located on. In this regard, the categories are:
i.

Within the flood planning area (refer to Figure 2):
a) High Hazard floodway
b) High Hazard flood storage area
c) High Hazard flood fringe
d) Low Hazard floodway
e) Low Hazard flood storage area
f)

ii.

Step 5:

Low Hazard flood fringe

Outside the flood planning area but within the flood prone area, that is
below the PMF level (refer to Figure 2).

Review the appropriate development performance criteria in Section 5 and
Schedule 6 and determine which criteria are relevant to your proposal.
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Step 6:

If a floodplain risk management plan has been adopted for your area, review all
additional development controls in Schedule 4 and determine which of these
additional criteria are relevant to your proposal. If site specific controls contradict
generic controls determined in Step 5, the site specific controls will prevail.

Step 7:

Compile your flood DCP compliance report for the proposed development, as
outlined in this Chapter.

Step 8:

Ensure that you have included all required documentation with your development
application. Refer to checklist within this Chapter.

Step 9:

Submit all information to Council for assessment.

6.3

Management of development on Flood Prone Land

6.3.1 Flood Prone Land: The Policy Context
This Chapter is based on best practice principles as set out in the NSW Flood Prone Land
Policy and the NSW Floodplain Development Manual. The following provides a summary
of the contents of these documents and shows how this Chapter sits within the overall
policy framework.
6.3.2 Flood Prone Land Policy (1984)
The primary objective of the NSW Flood Prone Land Policy is to reduce the impact of
flooding and flood liability on individual owners and occupiers of flood prone land, and to
reduce private and public losses resulting from floods.
At the same time, the policy recognises the benefits flowing from the limited use,
occupation and development of flood prone land.
The policy promotes the use of a merit approach which balances social, economic,
environmental and flood risk parameters to determine whether a particular development or
use of the floodplain is appropriate and sustainable.
In this way the policy avoids the unnecessary sterilisation of flood prone land. Equally it
ensures that flood prone land is not the subject of uncontrolled development inconsistent
with its exposure to flooding.
The policy requires that:


Both mainstream and overland flooding be addressed in the preparation and
implementation, by councils, of strategically generated floodplain risk management
plans;
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The impact of flooding and flood liability on existing developed areas identified in
floodplain risk management plans be reduced by flood mitigation works and
measures, including on-going emergency management measures, the raising of
houses where appropriate and by development controls; and
The potential for flood losses in all areas proposed for development or
redevelopment be contained by the application of ecologically sensitive planning
and development controls.

6.3.3 NSW Floodplain Development Manual (2005)
The NSW Floodplain Development Manual 2005 (the Manual) is concerned with the
management of the consequences of flooding as they relate to the human occupation of
the floodplain for urban development and agricultural production. The Manual addresses
flood risk. The Manual requires that management decisions taken in respect of the human
occupation of the floodplain need to satisfy the social and economic needs of the
community, as well as being compatible with the maintenance or enhancement of the
natural ecosystems that the floodplain sustains.
The Manual supports the NSW Flood Prone Land Policy in providing for the development
of sustainable strategies for managing human occupation and use of the floodplain
considering risk management principles. These are based upon a hierarchy of avoidance,
minimisation (using planning controls) and mitigation works.
The Manual states that the most effective means of achieving sound flood risk
management outcomes is to formulate and implement management plans through the
floodplain risk management process as shown in Figure 1 below. Due to the level of detail
required; technical studies and other complexities, the process generally takes several
years to be completed.
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Floodplain
Risk
Management
Committee

Established by the
Council, must include
community groups
and state agency
specialists

Floodplain
Risk
Management
Plan

Data
Collection

Flood
Study

Floodplain
Risk
Management
Study

Compilation of
existing data and
collection of
additional data.
Usually
undertaken by
consultants
appointed by the
Council.

Defines the nature
and extent of the
flood problem, in
technical rather
than map form.
Usually
undertaken by
consultants
appointed by the
Council.

Determines
options in
consideration of
social, ecological
and economic
factors relating to
flood risk. Usually
undertaken by
consultants
appointed by the
Council.

Preferred options
publicly exhibited
and subject to
revision in light of
responses. Formally
approved by the
Council after public
exhibition and any
necessary revisions
due to public
comments.

Implementation
of Plan

Flood, response and
property modification
measures including
mitigation works,
planning controls,
flood warnings, flood
readiness and
response plans,
environmental
rehabilitation,
ongoing data
collection and
monitoring.

Figure 1: Floodplain Risk Management Process- Source: 2005 NSW Floodplain Development Manual

A management plan generally involves a mix of options as it is unusual for a single
management option to manage the full range of flood risk. Determining the optimum mix of
measures can require complex studies, exercise of professional judgement and extensive
community consultation. Typical options considered are:
a) Property modification measures such as development controls in new areas or
voluntary purchase and house raising in developed areas;
b) Response modification measures such as evacuation and associated operational
logistics; and
c) Flood modification measures such as levees or bypass channels.
Note: Bypass channels redirect a portion of floodwater away from
areas under threat from flooding, and so reduce flood levels along
the channel downstream of the diversion.

As per the Flood Prone Land Policy, the Manual provides for the application of a “merit
approach” for decisions on the future use of the floodplain. This is an approach which
weighs social, economic, ecological and cultural impacts of land use options for different
flood prone areas together with flood damage, hazard and behaviour implications, and
environmental protection and wellbeing of the State’s rivers and floodplains.
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This "merit approach" operates at two levels:
i.
ii.

the strategic level; and
the site specific level.

At the strategic level, the "merit approach" allows for consideration of social, economic,
ecological, cultural and flooding issues to determine strategies for the management of
continuing and future flood risk. For example, floodplain risk management plans and
Council environmental planning instruments such as the Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
At a site specific level, the "merit approach" involves consideration of the best way of
assessing development allowable under the floodplain risk management plans, the local
floodplain risk management policy and environmental planning Instruments. These
considerations include site specific issues such as minimum floor levels, building location
within the site, access to the site, structural stability, and flood proofing etc, as appropriate.
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6.4

Flood Planning Concepts

6.4.1 Flood Planning Area
The criteria within this Chapter for determining development applications for development
on flood prone land are structured in recognition that different controls are applicable to
different land uses and levels of potential flood inundation and hazard. The following
hydraulic and hazard classifications apply:
a) Within the flood planning area (refer to Figure 2)

Figure 2: Floodplain Aerial View

b) Outside the flood planning area but within the flood prone area, that is below the
PMF level
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Figure 3: Cross Section through floodplain – hydraulic categories within flood planning area

6.4.2 Flood Planning Levels and Freeboard
Flood planning levels are the combination of adopted design flood level plus freeboard.
They determine the area of land (flood planning area) on which specific flood related
development controls will be imposed. They are set during the floodplain risk
management process and are based on a detailed understanding of flood behaviour
across the full range of floods, their probability of occurrence and the social, economic and
ecological consequences associated with those floods.
Freeboard is a factor of safety applied as an additional height to identified flood levels.
The purpose of a freeboard is to cater for uncertainties in the estimation of flood levels
across the floodplain due to wave action, localised hydraulic behaviour such as eddies and
embankment or levee settlement and some of the uncertainties associated with estimating
climate change impacts. The freeboard and flood planning levels can be seen in Figure 3.
Note: Eddies are small whirls caused by movement in a flowing
stream of liquid.

Different development controls apply to different land uses, levels of potential flood
inundation and hazard within the flood planning area. The following hydraulic categories
apply:




Flood fringe
Flood storage area
Floodway
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6.4.3 Climate Change
Climate change is expected to have impacts on sea levels and rainfall intensities, both of
which may influence flood behaviour at specific locations. Potential impacts are therefore
considered during the floodplain risk management process and are taken into account
when design flood levels for each individual catchment are determined.
Current NSW Government legislation requires climate change to be considered.
Figure 4 shows how the 1% AEP flood levels will incrementally factor in sea level rise
planning benchmarks:

Figure 4: Coastal Flooding Consideration in Development Assessment Process
Source: NSW Coastal Planning Guideline: Adapting to Sea Level Rise 2010

Currently no relevant planning benchmarks have been adopted by Government in relation
to rainfall intensity changes. However, NSW State Government guidelines recommend
doing a sensitivity analysis using nominal increases in rainfall intensities. If a flood
assessment report is required, the sensitivity analysis is to be done at this time.
In order to meet the above requirements, the following is to be considered.


For new building applications below 4m AHD, the impact of a 0.4m sea level rise is
to be included when determining the flood planning level. This can be done by
adding 0.4m to identified flood levels or through a flood assessment report which
includes 0.4m sea level rise increase in design flood calculations.
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For applications for subdivision on land below 4m AHD, the impact of a 0.9m sea
level rise is to be included in their design. This can be done by adding 0.9m to
identified flood levels or through a flood assessment report which includes 0.9m sea
level rise increase in design flood calculations.
Note: Australian height datum (AHD) is a common national surface
level datum corresponding approximately to mean sea level.
If a flood certificate provides flood levels for existing conditions as
well as conditions in the year 2050 and 2100, climate change has
already been included when calculating the flood planning level.

Throughout the document various AEP flood events are referred to as well as the flood
planning level. It is up to the applicant to use the appropriate climate change conditions
for these AEP flood events and the flood planning level. For example, if the document
says “1% AEP flood event” this means the 2050 1% AEP flood event if the application is
for a new development or it means the 2100 1% AEP flood event if the application is for a
new subdivision.
6.5

Development application documents
Note: You cannot lodge a development application on flood prone
land without a flood DCP compliance report.

6.5.1 Flood Compliance Report
To enable Council to assess a development proposal, a flood DCP compliance report is to
be provided for every development proposal on flood prone land.
The flood DCP compliance report must include the following compulsory information:
Existing flood information on the site (prior to the proposed development)
The information can be provided as either:
a) A current flood certificate; or
b) A flood assessment report.
Note: Where available, an up to date flood certificate must be
submitted with your development application (refer Schedule 2 for
information on how to obtain this document and whether you need a
basic or detailed certificate)
A flood assessment report is needed in the following two instances:
1. Where flood data is not available but the site:
Is within 40 meters of a creek;
Is within 10 meters of a major drainage system, local
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OR

overland flood path or drainage easement; or
Has a history of flooding; or
Is considered to be flood prone by Council’s Floodplain
Engineer

2. Where flood data is available but my require interpolation,
extrapolation, or refinement to greater detail.
Where a flood assessment report is required, the report must be
submitted with the development application as part of the flood DCP
compliance report.
A flood assessment report must be prepared by a suitable qualified
and experienced engineer recognised under the National
Professional Engineers Register (NPER) in this field. The full name
of the person who prepared the report, relevant qualifications and
registration number are to be provided on the front page of the
report.
Please refer to (Schedule 3 in this Chapter) for a detailed description
on what information is required within such a report.

Compliance
Assessment

A detailed assessment on how the proposed development will achieve all
relevant objectives, performance criteria and/or acceptable solutions of this
Chapter is required. It is expected that you list all relevant performance criteria
and explain how each individual criteria has been met.

Development
Plans

Plans for the proposed development or works that indicate compliance with all
relevant development controls must be submitted.

Survey Details

In addition to the requirement to lodge general survey details with the
development application, the survey plan prepared by a registered surveyor must
also indicate the following:
a) Existing ground levels at each corner of the proposed building envelope;
b) The floor levels of all existing buildings or structures to be retained as well
as proposed floor levels for all new buildings and structures; and
c) The location of any existing buildings or structures.
All levels must be relative to Australian Height Datum (AHD). Levels relating to an
arbitrary assumed datum are not acceptable.
Note: Some applications for minor / ancillary development may not
require survey details if a structural engineering certificate is
provided.

Fill or
Excavation

A development application that includes land filling must be supported by:
a) A site plan drawn to scale showing:
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Details

i.

The extent of the proposed filling or excavation and the existing
contours and levels of the land;

ii.

The proposed contours and levels of the land and the depth and
quantity of the filling, and;

iii.

Details of proposed filling material, the method of compaction and
stabilisation of the filling material.

b) Calculations showing the fill volume and the percentage of the 20%, 5%
and 1% AEP flood volume taken up by the proposed fill material on site
(for climate change conditions);
c) Details of the purpose of the proposed filling;
d) Details of the quality of the proposed fill material; and
e) Details of when the filling will be carried out and any other reasonable
information required by Council.
Note: Land filling means to place or allow to fall upon any land any
ballast, rock, stone, shingle, gravel, sand, clay, earth, cinders, debris
or any other matter or thing so as to alter the contours or levels of
the land.

6.5.2 Other additional development application documents
Note: The reporting requirements vary depending on the nature of the
proposed development. Please confirm with Council which certification
and reporting requirements apply to your specific development
application before commissioning a consultant to undertake the work.

Additional
Survey
Information

For some development the above minimum survey requirements may not be
sufficient to assess the proposed development. Council may ask for the following
additional information to be provided by the applicant:
a) Existing ground levels at 0.2 metre contour intervals across the entire
property (contours are to extend across adjoining land to enable suitable
consideration of the effect of the proposed development);
b) The ceiling heights of existing buildings or structures that are retained as well
as for proposed new buildings and structures;
c) Existing and/or proposed drainage lines (including sizes and if piped or open
channel) or easements and watercourses, or other means of conveying
stormwater that are relevant to the flood characteristics of the site; and,
d) The contour lines showing the 2050/2100 flood planning level and PMF level
if only parts of the property are flood prone.

Hydraulic
Impact
Assessment

Some development (see Schedule 6 Matrix) will require a hydraulic impact
assessment report. A hydraulic impact assessment report is a document prepared
by a suitably qualified hydraulic engineer, detailing how a proposed development will
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Report

change flood behaviour on and off the site as well as how the new development
itself will be impacted by flooding.
Note: A suitably qualified hydraulic engineer means an experienced
and qualified professional engineer, recognised as a chartered
professional engineer by the Institution of Engineers Australia in the
field of civil engineering, flood risk management, emergency
management, structural engineering or similar, acting at all times within
their experience and qualifications, and able to demonstrate to Council
that they have the experience and qualifications to act as required.

The report must demonstrate that the development will not increase flood hazard or
flood damage to other properties or adversely affect flood behaviour for a 5% AEP
up to the PMF scenario (using the relevant 2050 or 2100 climate change conditions).
Note: The report must be prepared by a suitable qualified and
experienced civil engineer recognised under the National Professional
Engineers Register (NPER) in this field. The full name of the person
who prepared the report, relevant qualifications and registration
number are to be provided on the front page of the report.

Please refer to Schedule 3 for a detailed description on what information is required
within such a report.
Note: Hydraulics is a term given to the study of water flow in
waterways. In particular, the evaluation of flow parameters such as
water level and velocity.

Structural
Engineering
Certificate

Some developments may require structural engineering certification to ensure that
the proposed structures can withstand flood forces including debris and buoyancy
forces up to a specified flood scenario. Please refer to Schedule 4 to confirm the
level of certification required. Schedule 4 also provides suggested structural
conditions for developments affected by flood waters. Consultation with the Building
Code of Australia - Construction of Buildings in Flood Hazard Areas – Standard
2012 is also recommended.

Flood
Evacuation
Plan

Some development may require an engineering report demonstrating that
permanent, fail-safe, maintenance free measures are incorporated in the
development to ensure that the timely orderly and safe evacuation of people is
possible from the area and that it will not add significant cost and disruption to the
community or the SES.

Community
Consultation
Details

Some development may require a report on community consultation that was
undertaken as part of the pre-development investigations. It should note all issues
raised and how they were addressed.
Please note that Council may undertake further community consultation in
accordance with Council’s Community Consultation Policy for Subdivision and
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Development Applications.

6.6

Flood DCP Compliance Report Checklist and Schedules

A flood DCP compliance report checklist is provided in this Chapter (Section 8), with
Schedules as identified thereafter.

7 Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines

External Policies
& Guidelines

Legislation



Engineering Guidelines



Floodplain risk management plans for specific areas



Community Consultation Policy for Subdivision and Development
Applications.



NSW Flood Prone Land Policy 1984



NSW Floodplain Development Manual 2005 and other associated
Guidelines



NSW Coastal Planning Guideline: Adapting to Sea Level Rise 2010



NSW Sea Level Rise Policy Statement 2009



Building Code of Australia - Construction of Buildings in Flood Hazard
Areas – Standard 2012.



Nil
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8 Flood Compliance Report Checklist
Please check with Council’s Development Planner, which of the following items you
need to provide with your development application.
Item

Prepared by

Required? Supplied

Current Flood Certificate or Flood Assessment
Report
Compliance Assessment
Development Plans
Survey Details (Some applications for minor /
ancillary development may not require full
survey details if a structural engineering
certificate is provided)
Fill or Excavation Details
Note: The items above are mandatory
information required for a development
application.
The items below may be
required depending on type and scale of
the proposed development.
Additional Survey Details
Hydraulic Impact Assessment Report
Structural Engineering Certificate
Geotechnical Engineering Certificate
Flood Evacuation Plan
Community Consultation Details
Other:
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Schedule 1 – Land Use Categories
The development purpose categories and land use types below are not exhaustive, but
indicative only. Where development does not fit within the categories, assessment
will be undertaken based on merit in accordance with the NSW Floodplain
Development Manual provisions. Council will determine, based on the documentation
provided to Council, which development purpose and land use category the proposal fits
into.
The development purpose categories are based on sensitivity to flood risk and are
different to terms used in planning legislation. The land use types listed are examples of
the possible land use within each development purpose category. Definitions of these land
use types are included in the Standard Instrument (Local Environmental Plans) Order
2006. They are not an exhaustive list and other activities such as stand alone drainage
applications should also comply with this DCP.
DEVELOPMENT
PURPOSE

LAND USE TYPE

A(I)

Single Residential/
Habitable Buildings

New Dwelling, Dwelling house, Exhibition home, Home
business, Home industry, Home occupation, Rural worker’s
dwelling and the like…

A(II)

Other Residential/
Habitable Buildings

Attached dwelling, Bed and breakfast accommodation, Canal
estate development, Dual occupancy, Exhibition village, Farm
stay accommodation, Home-based child care, Hostel, Hotel or
motel accommodation, Multi dwelling housing, Residential flat
building, Secondary dwelling, Semi-detached dwelling, Serviced
apartment, Shop top housing, Tourist and visitor accommodation
and the like…

B

Carpark

Stand alone car park, ancillary car park and the like…

C

Commercial/
Industrial/ Agricultural
Buildings/ Retail

Agricultural produce industry, Agriculture, Airstrip, Amusement
centre, Animal boarding or training establishment, Brothel, Bulky
goods premises, Business Premises, Cellar door premises,
Charter and tourism boating facility, Crematorium, Dairy
(pasture-based), Depot, Entertainment facility, Environmental
facility; Farm building, Food and drink premises, Freight
transport facility, Function centre, Funeral chapel, Funeral home,
Health consulting rooms, Heavy industry, Highway service
centre, Industrial retail outlet, Industry; Information and
education facility, Kiosk, Landscape and garden supplies, Light
industry, Livestock processing industry, Marina, Markets,
Medical centre, Mortuary, Neighbourhood shop, Nightclub,
Office premises, Passenger transport facility, Place of public
entertainment, Place of public worship, Pub, Public
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administration building, Recreation facility, Registered club,
Research station, Restaurant, Restricted dairy, Restriction
facilities, Retail Premises, Rural industry, Sawmill or log
processing works, Self-storage units, Sex service premises,
Shop, Stock and sale yard, Storage premises, Take away food
and drink premises, Timber and building supplies, Transport
depot, Vehicle sales or hire premises, Veterinary hospital,
Warehouse or distribution centre, and the like…
D

Subdivision

Residential subdivision, commercial subdivision and the like…

E

Earthworks

Extractive industry, Mining, Road, drainage works and the like…

F

Resource
Management/
Agriculture/
Recreational
Activities

Aquaculture, Cemetery, Environmental Protection Works,
Extensive agriculture, Feedlot, Forestry, Horticulture, Intensive
livestock agriculture, Intensive plant agriculture, Natural waterbased aquaculture, Open Space, Park, Pond-based aquaculture,
Recreation area, Tank-based aquaculture, Turf farming.

G

Critical Infrastructure
Assets/ Potentially
Polluting Activities

Air transport facility, Airport, Biosolids treatment facility;
Electricity generating works, Hazardous industry, Hazardous
storage establishment, Liquid fuel depot, Offensive industry;
Offensive storage establishment; Public utility undertaking,
Resource recovery facility, Service station, Sewage treatment
plant, Sewerage system, Telecommunications facility, Waste
disposal facility, Waste management facility, Waste or resource
management facility, Waste or resource transfer station, Water
recycling facility, Water reticulation system, Water storage
facility, Water treatment facility.

H

Buildings and
activities requiring
special evacuation
consideration

Child care centre, Community facility, Educational
establishment, Emergency services facility, Health services
facility, Hospital, Residential care facility, Schools, Seniors
housing.

I

Minor Development

Residential
A.

Minor additions:
(i)

Urban and rural residential dwelling:

A cumulative total of habitable additions (since 1988) to an
existing dwelling of no more than 50m2 below the Flood
planning level
or
A cumulative total floor area including all habitable and nonhabitable areas on all storeys of the dwelling of 300 m2 (but with
no more than a cumulative total habitable addition (since 1988)
of 50m2 below the Flood planning level), whichever is the larger
area;
(ii)

Dwelling associated with a bona fide large rural
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enterprise such as dairying:
No more than a cumulative total addition (since 1988) of 100 m2.
B.

Minor alteration:

(i)
Alterations to an existing dwelling comprising
modifications to less than 40% of the internal and/or external
walls (measured in linear metres) or 30 lineal metres whichever
is the greater. Modifications shall include removal of existing
walls and the installation of windows, doors or other openings.
Other Development
(i)
A cumulative total addition below the flood
planning level to the existing premises (since 1988) of not more
than 10 % of the existing floor area.
Any development activities greater than those determined above
shall be considered as major or new development.
Any extension to existing structures, that connect additional
existing structures to the former with the result of one larger
building, are considered as major or new development.
J

Ancillary Structures

Advertising structure, Boat launching ramp, Boat repair facility,
Boat shed, Some Fences, Garage, Jetty, Mooring, Roadside
stall, Signage; Temporary structure, Water recreation structure.

K

Events

i.e. music or art festival
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Schedule 2 – Flood Information Enquiries and Flood Certificates
One component of your application is to determine whether the land proposed for
development is flood prone. To do this you can:
a) Look at Council’s online mapping by:
i.

Searching Councils website www.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au - the zoning details of properties
within the Shoalhaven can be found in the LEP maps online. Where council has flood
information, this is shown on the “flood planning area” Overlay. Alternatively you can look at
the individual catchment maps in the flood risk section.

ii.

Attending Councils Customer Service Counter in the Administration Building to view the
mapping, or

iii.

Contacting Council by either phone, email or in writing and request the flood information for a
subject site.

OR
iv.

Consult the Section 149 Planning Certificate (149 Certificate).

v.

A 149 certificate for a parcel of land may state whether or not the land is subject to “flood
related development controls”.

vi.

Please note that land may still be flood prone even though the 149 Certificate contains no
reference to flooding. Historical information is not contained in certificates and further
research should be undertaken if the property is in the vicinity of a watercourse or if the
contours suggest a local flowpath may cross the land. While existing flood information may
not exist there is the possibility that a property is flood affected and further investigations by
a suitably qualified engineer would be warranted.

vii.

A 149 Certificate can be obtained by contacting Council.

If the property is flood affected you will need to obtain a Flood Certificate from Council. An
application fee applies in accordance with Councils Fees and Charges.

details the procedure for making a flood certificate request.
The Flood Certificate is required to be submitted with your development application.
Please note that there are two types of certificates available and you will need to specify
which type you are applying for:
A basic flood certificate will contain the following information (if available):
a) The 1% AEP flood level and the Flood planning level (including the relevant sea level rise
component when available) for the individual property;
b) The hydraulic and hazard categorisation as per the NSW Floodplain Development Manual for the
individual property; and
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c) The source of the provided data.

OR
A detailed flood certificate will include additional information such as PMF, 5% AEP, 20% AEP flood levels
(including the relevant sea level rise component when available) and flood velocity. This information is
generally required by structural engineers in order to provide hydraulic impact assessment reports for a
development.

Complete a flood certificate request in person from a customer service counter
at Councils administration buildings or access the electronic form online via
Council’s homepage: www.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au

Enter all required information, property details and preferred mode of reply.
Submit the completed form.

You will be sent an invoice; once the invoice has been paid your request will
be completed by a flood engineer within 10 working days.
Figure 5: Procedure for obtaining a Flood Certificate from Council

Note: In order to prevent misunderstandings and in accordance with Council policy, Public
Access to Council Information Policy, no verbal advice will be provided. Instead, you will
be referred to councils relevant LEP, any relevant Flood Study or Floodplain risk
management plan, or you may be requested to obtain a flood certificate.
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Schedule 3 – Technical Reporting Requirements
A - Flood Assessment Report
A Flood Assessment Report must be prepared by a suitable qualified and experienced
engineer recognised under the National Professional Engineers Register (NPER) in this
field. The full name of the person who prepared the report, relevant qualifications and
registration number are to be provided on the front page of the report.
The assessment report provides information on existing flood risk for a catchment and is to
be commensurate with the NSW Floodplain Development Manual and must include the
following information:
(a) A description of the creek or drainage system that is relevant to the flood
characteristics of the site, whether located on, adjacent to or remote from the
development site;
(b) A plan showing cross-sections through site - as a guide, the following cross-section
information should be provided:
–

A minimum of 5 cross-sections, at a maximum distance of 20m apart, should be
taken through the site, perpendicular to the likely flow path (i.e. the direction of
the cross-section may not necessarily be in a single straight line);

–

One cross-section should be at the upstream end and one cross-section at the
downstream end of the proposed development site;

–

Cross-sections should extend at least as high as the highest flood level
available at the site and if possible be wide enough to cover the full width of the
floodplain at that location; and

–

The cross-sections should be plotted at a suitable exaggerated scale (i.e. the
vertical scale is not necessarily the same as the horizontal scale);

(c) Flood levels for the PMF, 1%, 5%, 10% and 20% AEP events for the climate change
pre development scenario (all assumptions, calculations and modelling output tables
must be provided);
(d) Flood velocities and vectors for the 1% AEP event for the climate change pre
development scenario (all assumptions, calculations and modelling output tables must
be provided);
(e) Provisional Hazard categories based on depth and velocity as well as obvious other
hazards such as evacuation difficulties as per the requirements of the 2005 NSW
Floodplain Development Manual;
(f) Provisional Hydraulic categories based on depth and velocity as per the requirements
of the 2005 NSW Floodplain Development Manual; and
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(g) Plans showing the results of (c) to (f) as well as the location of the proposed
development.
Please note for:
dot point a)
The modelling shall include climate change considerations as per
current Government Guidelines for both sea level rise and predicted changes in
rainfall.
dot point b)
The modelling shall include a 50% and 100% blockage analysis of all
existing drainage structures that may affect the development site.
dot point c)
relevant.

Localised flow effects shall be investigated and reported on where

dot point d)
The roughness coefficients used shall allow for fully vegetated stream
conditions in order to account for potential revegetation of degraded areas without
impact on flood levels.
Note: Roughness coefficients describe the resistance of the bed of a channel to the
flow of water within it. They are used in equations calculating energy loss due to
roughness of a surface.
dot point e)
In areas where local sub-catchment flooding, such as flows from
drains, overland flow paths or similar, interact with overall catchment flooding from
waterways and lakes; or, with ocean inundation a joint probability analysis of flood
behaviour shall be undertaken.
B - Hydraulic Impact Assessment Report
For some development a Hydraulic Impact Assessment is required as part of the Flood
Management Report, demonstrating that the development will not increase flood hazard or
flood damage to other properties or adversely affect flood behaviour for a 5% AEP up to
the PMF scenario.
A Hydraulic Impact Assessment Report must be prepared by a suitable qualified and
experienced engineer recognised under the National Professional Engineers Register
(NPER) in this field. The full name of the person who prepared the report, relevant
qualifications and registration number are to be provided on the front page of the report.
This Schedule describes two methods for assessing hydraulic impacts of proposed
developments. The two methods are:
►

►

Assessment Method 1 — Cross-section Analysis (No Computer Modelling);
Assessment Method 2 — Use of Existing Flood Study data or Preparation of SiteSpecific Model (Computer Modelling).
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Method 1 will be sufficient for small scale development proposals. For larger
developments, developments in sensitive areas, or where special circumstances exist,
Council may require assessment method 2 to be used.
Both Assessment Methods need to be carried out by an experienced engineer and are to
be commensurate with the NSW Floodplain Development Manual.
In some
circumstances, Council may determine the method(s) to be used.
Assessment Method 1 - Cross-section Analysis (No Computer Modelling)
In order to satisfy the requirement that the development will not increase flood hazard or
potential flood damage to other properties or adversely affect flood behaviour for the full
range of flood scenarios, the applicant must demonstrate that:
(i)

The proposed development will not involve fill volumes that occupy more
than 1% of the available 20%, 5% and 1% AEP flood volume on the
development site or involve cutting or filling in floodways.
Please note: it is too simplistic to assume that earthworks will have a
negligible impact on the hydraulics of a waterway if the net cut and fill
volumes for the PMF balance out. Hydraulic processes are complex and a
simple “total fill < total cut” equation will not guarantee that the flood storage
capacity of a waterway corridor are maintained. It is therefore necessary to
check net cut and fill volumes within the site over a range of flood events.
Note that ‘hydraulics’ is a term given to the study of water flow in waterways.
In particular, the evaluation of flow parameters such as water level and
velocity.

(ii)

The proposed development will not adversely change flow direction and
velocity or create any new preferential flow paths for the PMF, 1%, 5%, 10%
and 20% AEP events; and

(iii)

The proposed development will not change the flood conveyance at any of
the cross sections up to and including the PMF.
Please note:
Flood conveyance is a direct measure of the flow carrying capacity of a
particular cross-section of a stream or stormwater channel.
The flood conveyance should be calculated at each cross-section for predevelopment and post-development conditions. Flood conveyance should
be calculated at a range of water levels, at each cross-section, including the
1% AEP and PMF. All assumptions, particularly those relating to hydraulic
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roughness, must be documented, especially where the development results
in a change in hydraulic roughness.
In special circumstances, small size developments inside a floodway may not
reduce conveyance (e.g. minor alterations or additions carried out in the ‘lee’
of an existing structure). In such cases, Council may require assessment
using Assessment Method 1 and 2 of this Schedule to demonstrate that
conveyance is not being reduced.
This method does not require computer modelling. It checks for changes in flood storage
volume, flood behaviour and conveyance at critical cross sections only through the
proposed development.
This approach, whilst simpler than computer modelling, assumes a thorough knowledge of
flood behaviour to ensure that the cross-section locations are representative of the
principal impacts of the development.
In addition to the survey details and pre development flood information, the following shall
be submitted, accompanied by appropriate supporting written information:
(a) Post development flood level plots for the PMF, 1%, 5%, 10% and 20% AEP events at
all cross sections (all assumptions, calculations and modelling output tables must be
provided);
(b) Post development in-stream and overbank flow velocity vector plots for the 1% AEP
event at all cross sections (all assumptions, calculations and modelling output tables
must be provided);
(c) Calculation results for all calculations undertaken in order to demonstrate the above
requirements; and
(d) Pre and post development ground surface levels — this information should be shown
on each cross-section, with areas of cut and fill clearly shown.
Assessment Method 2 - Use of Existing Flood Study or Preparation of Site-Specific Flood
Study (Computer Modelling)
This method requires computer modelling. An existing flood study model may be used if
available and suitable (e.g. it contains sufficient local detail).
For large scale developments or developments in critical locations, a flood study using a
fully dynamic one or two dimensional hydraulic computer model may be required. Such a
flood study would be prepared in a manner consistent with the NSW Floodplain
Development Manual, Australian Rainfall and Runoff — A Guide to Flood Estimation
(Institution of Engineers, Australia, 1987) and relevant Council codes.
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In addition to the survey details and pre development flood information, the following shall
be submitted in plan form, accompanied by appropriate supporting written information:
(a) Post development water surface contours — these should be provided in metres to
Australian Height Datum (m AHD);
(b) Post development flood profiles — these should be provided at a suitable vertical and
horizontal scale such that any changes in flood levels are easily identified;
(c) Post development velocity vectors — these show direction and relative size of flood
velocities and should be provided in metres per second (m/s);
(d) Difference plots for flood levels and velocities for the 20% and 1% AEP flood events;
(e) Post development contours of flood velocities multiplied by depth of flooding over
ground level indicating provisional hydraulic categories as per the requirements of the
2005 NSW Floodplain development manual — these should be provided to one
decimal place; and
(f) Post development provisional hazard categories based on depth and velocity as well
as obvious other hazards such as evacuation difficulties as per the requirements of the
2005 NSW Floodplain development manual.
An interpretation of the results clearly indicating the effects of the proposed development
on general and local flood behaviours and potential impacts on neighbouring properties is
to be provided. This interpretation should clearly inform the last section of the Flood DCP
Compliance Report which seeks to provide a detailed assessment of how the proposed
development will achieve the objectives and performance criteria of this DCP.
Please note:


A range of flood sizes should be chosen for the above analyses so that the full
impacts of the development can be assessed. Typically, the flood sizes to be
considered would be: a 20% AEP, 5% AEP, 1% AEP and a probable maximum
flood.



For the post-development scenario, all proposed works and structures, including
any revegetation and enhancements should be included in the analysis.



All assumptions relating to hydraulic roughness should be clearly documented.



Flood levels and velocities need to be computed not only at the site but also at an
appropriate distance upstream and downstream to allow the principal impacts of the
development to be determined.
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C - Structural Conditions for Developments Affected by Flood
A structural engineer should certify that the building will be able to withstand hydrostatic
and hydrodynamic forces of flood waters including debris and buoyancy forces based on
relevant depth, velocity and debris loadings for the specific site.
Some guidance is provided in Appendix A of the Hawkesbury and Nepean floodplain
Management Steering committees. Reducing Vulnerability of Buildings to Flood Damage.
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Schedule 4 – Flood Proofing Guidelines
There are many different ways in which to reduce flood damages and flood proofing is
generally recommended for any building on land that is considered by Council as being
flood prone. Flood proofing refers to the design and construction of buildings with
appropriate water resistant materials such that flood damage to the building is minimised,
should it be inundated. Certain types of materials are better able to withstand inundation
than others, for example, plasterboard and chipboard, both materials commonly used for
the internal wall linings and cupboard fittings of a house, can be badly damaged on
inundation and may have to be replaced. In contrast, double brick construction can
withstand inundation and may only require a hose and scrub down when the flood
subsides.
Adequate flood proofing of buildings in flood liable areas is an effective and equitable
means of reducing flood damage to the structure or building. The following table provides
information on flood proofing measures and flood compatible materials (being those
materials used in building that are resistant to damage when inundated). The table is not
an exhaustive list, however provides an indication of what is considered as suitable in
flood prone areas.
Further reference can be made to the Building Code of Australia - Construction of
Buildings in Flood Hazard Areas – Standard 2012
A)

Construction Methods and Materials

Construction methods and materials listed in the following table are graded into four
classes according to their resistance to floodwaters:
Suitable - the materials or products which are relatively unaffected by submersion and
unmitigated flood exposure and are the best available for the particular application.
Mild effects - where the most suitable materials or products are unavailable or economic
considerations prohibit their use, these materials or products are considered the next best
choice to minimise the damage caused by flooding.
Marked effects - as for "2nd preference" but considered to be more liable to damage
under flood conditions.
Severe effects - the materials or products listed here are seriously affected by floodwaters
and in general have to be replaced if submerged. They are not recommended for use in
flood prone areas.
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COMPONENT
Floor & Sub-Floor
Structure

Floor Coverings

SUITABILITY OF MATERIAL OR CONSTRUCTION METHOD
Suitable


concrete slab-on-ground
monolith construction
where the ground level
allows the Flood
planning level
requirements to be met
note: clay filling is not
permitted beneath slabon-ground construction,
which could be
inundated

Mild Effects


timber floor (T&G boarding,
marine plywood) full epoxy
sealed joints

Marked Effects


timber floor (T&G boarding,
marine plywood) with ends
only epoxy sealed on joints
and provision of side
clearance for board swelling



timber close to ground
surrounding base



timber flooring with ceilings or
soffit linings



timber flooring with seal on top
only



carpeting, glue-down type or
fixed with smooth edge on jute
felts



chipboard (particle board)



cork



linoleum



PVA emulsion cements



vinyl sheets or tiles coated on
cork or wood backings



fibre matting (sea- grass
matting)



suspension reinforced
concrete slab



clay tiles







concrete, precast or in
situ

cement / bituminous
formed-in-place

asphalt tiles with asphaltic
adhesives







concrete tiles

cement / latex formed-inplace



epoxy, formed-in-place





mastic flooring, formedin-place

rubber tiles, with chemical
set adhesive

loose fit nylon or acrylic
carpet with closed cell
rubber underlay



terrazzo



vinyl tile with chemical-set
adhesive



vinyl-asbestos tiles
asphaltic adhesives



loose rugs



ceramic tiles with acid and
alkali-resistant grout



rubber sheets or tiles
with chemical-set
adhesives



silicone floors formed-inplace



vinyl sheets or tiles with
chemical set adhesives



ceramic tiles, fixed with
mortar or chemical set
adhesive

Severe Effects
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COMPONENT

SUITABILITY OF MATERIAL OR CONSTRUCTION METHOD


asphalt tiles, fixed with
water resistant adhesive

Wall Structure (up
to FPL)



solid brickwork, blockwork, reinforced,
concrete or mass
concrete



Roof Structure (for
situations where
FPL is above the
ceiling of an
existing building)



reinforced concrete
construction





galvanised metal
construction

Doors (below FPL)



solid panel with water
proof adhesives



flush door with marine
ply filled with closed cell
foam



painted metal
construction



two skins of brickwork or
block-work with inspection
openings



timber trusses with
galvanised fittings



flush panel or single panel
with marine plywood and
water proof adhesive



T&G lines door, framed
ledged and braced



painted steel



timber frame fully epoxy
sealed before assembly

brick or block-work veneer
construction with inspection
openings



inaccessible cavities



large window openings

traditional timber roof
construction



inaccessible flat roof
construction



ungalvanised steelwork eg.
lintels, arch bars, tie rods,
beams, etc.



unsecured roof tiles



hollow core ply with PVA
adhesives and honeycomb
paper core



fly-wire doors



standard timber frame



aluminium or galvanised
steel frame

Wall & Ceiling



cement board



brick, common



chipboard exterior grade



chipboard

Linings (up to the
FPL)



brick, face or glazed



plastic wall tiles



hardboard exterior grade



fibreboard panels



clay tile glazed in
waterproof mortar



metals, non ferrous



wood, solid (boards or
timber) with allowance for



mineral fibreboard
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COMPONENT

SUITABILITY OF MATERIAL OR CONSTRUCTION METHOD


concrete



rubber mouldings and trim



concrete block





steel and waterproof
applications

wood, solid or exterior
grade plywood fully sealed



stone, natural solid or
veneer, waterproof
ground



glass blocks



glass



plastic sheeting or wall
with waterproof adhesive

Insulation (up to
FPL)



foam or closed cell types



reflective insulation

Windows (below
FPL)



aluminium frame with
stainless steel or brass
rollers or similar
corrosion and water
resistant material



epoxy sealed timber
waterproof glues with
stainless steel or brass
fittings



galvanised or painted steel

Nails, Bolts,





Hinges & Fittings
(below FPL)

brass, nylon or stainless
steel

hot dipped galvanised steel
wire nails



removable pin hinges



aluminium

swelling



paperboard



wood, plywood exterior
grade



plaster-board, gypsum plaster





fibrous plaster board

wall coverings (paper, burlap
cloth types)



wood, standard plywood
strawboard



open cell fibre types



timber with PVA glues mild
steel fittings



mild steel



bat or blanket types

More information on reducing vulnerability of buildings from flood damage please refer to Reducing Vulnerability of Buildings to Flood
Information prepared by the Hawkesbury-Nepean Floodplain Management Steering Committee
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B)

Electrical and Mechanical Equipment

For dwellings constructed on flood liable land, the electrical and mechanical
materials, equipment and installation must conform to the following requirements:
Main power supply - Subject to the approval of the relevant power authority, the
incoming main commercial power service equipment, including all metering
equipment, is to be located above the flood planning level. Means are to be
available to easily disconnect the dwelling from the main power supply.
Wiring - all wiring, power outlets, switches, etc., must, to the maximum extent
possible, be located above the flood planning level. All electrical wiring installed
below the flood planning level must be suitable for continuous submergence in water
and must contain no fibrous components. Only submersible-type splices are to be
used below the Flood planning level. All conduits located below the flood planning
level are to be so installed that they will be self-draining if subjected to flooding.
Equipment - All equipment installed below or partially below the flood planning level
must be capable of disconnection by a single plug and socket assembly.
Reconnection - Should any electrical device and/or part of the wiring be flooded it
must be thoroughly cleaned or replaced and checked by an approved electrical
contractor before reconnection.
C)

Heating and Air Conditioning Systems

Heating and air conditioning systems must, to the maximum extent possible, be
installed in areas and space of the house above the Flood planning level. When this
is not feasible every precaution must be taken to minimise the damage caused by
submersion according to the following guidelines:
Fuel - Heating systems using gas or oil as a fuel must have a manually operated
valve located in the fuel supply line to enable fuel cut-off.
Installation - The heating equipment and fuel storage tanks must be mounted on
and securely anchored to a foundation pad of sufficient mass to overcome buoyancy
and prevent movement that could damage the fuel supply line. All storage tanks
must be vented to an elevation of 0.5m above the Flood planning level.
Ducting - All ductwork located below the Flood planning level must be provided with
openings for drainage and cleaning. Self draining may be achieved by constructing
the ductwork on a suitable grade. Where ductwork must pass through a water-tight
wall or floor below the Flood planning level, the ductwork must be protected by a
closure assembly operated from above Flood planning level.
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Schedule 5 – Flood Related Development Controls – Site Specific
as per the adopted Floodplain Risk Management Plan
This schedule provides site specific flood related development controls as
recommended by Council adopted Floodplain Risk Management Plans (FRMP) that
have been prepared for individual catchments consistent with the NSW Floodplain
Development Manual.
Information for specific areas will be added as Floodplain Risk Management Plans
are completed.
Note: Where the site specific controls are in conflict with the generic
flood related controls in Section 14 – Schedule 6, the site specific
controls will override the generic ones.
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A - Terara Village Floodplain Risk Management Plan
(Adopted in 2002)
Area to which this plan applies:
For a map of the area to which this plan applies, please view Council’s maps on
www.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au
Site specific flood characteristics:
Land within Terara Village becomes a high hazard floodway in a 1% AEP flood
event. Due to the initial protection against direct river flooding from the levee, it is
likely that the community will not be prepared for the sudden change in flood hazard
which may occur with levee overtopping or failure.
Site specific flood related development controls:
Location /
Type of
Development

Specific Controls

 Vacant lots cannot be developed for residential buildings unless Council is
satisfied that the dwelling house is essential for the proper and efficient use of
the land for agriculture or turf farming.

All of Terara
Village FRMP
study area

 Development in a high hazard floodway will only be permitted if it can be
shown that there is no other viable alternative. Further considerations would
then need to be made regarding the specific location of the development.
 The minimum required floor level for infill development and reconstruction in
the Terara village area is the 1 in 100 year pre levee flood level plus a
freeboard of 0.5 m for habitable rooms.

New
residential
buildings
where
approved in
conjunction
with
agricultural
use

 Structural soundness of completed works to withstand water and debris
damage up to the 0.2% AEP (1 in 500 year) event is to be certified by a
suitably qualified structural engineer.
 Owners must have measures in place to enable them to self evacuate so as to
not place additional burden on Emergency Services
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B - Riverview Road Area Floodplain Risk Management Plan:
(Adopted in 2002)
Area to which this plan applies:
For a map of the area to which this plan applies, please view Council’s maps on
www.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au
Site specific flood characteristics:
Land within the Riverview Road Area is currently protected to the 1% AEP level from
direct inundation from the Shoalhaven River by the Riverview Road levee. However,
buildings will be inundated from backwater flooding across Ferry Lane. During larger
events, the area becomes a high hazard floodway and it is likely that the community
will not be prepared for the sudden change in hazard which may occur with levee
overtopping or failure.
Site specific flood related development controls:
Location /
Type of
Development
All of Riverview Road
Area FRMP Study
Area

New residential
buildings where
approved in
accordance with the
zoning requirements

Specific Controls

 No new subdivision approvals will be granted as it would increase the
demand on the rescue services and the risk to life.
 The minimum required floor level for infill development and reconstruction
is the 1 in 100 year pre levee flood level plus a freeboard of 0.5m for
habitable rooms.
 Structural soundness of completed works to withstand water and debris
damage up to the 0.2% AEP (1 in 500 year) event is to be certified by a
suitably qualified structural engineer.
 Owners must have measures in place to enable them to self evacuate to
not place additional burden on Emergency Services

 New residential
buildings within:

– Riverview Road,
– Elia Avenue
– Lyrebird Drive

subdivision
 Lot 7 DP809132
 Lot 1 DP1053438
 Lot 2 DP1053438
 Lot 6 DP538956
 Lot 1 DP449102
 All vacant land within
IDO No.1 not
already subdivided.

 No Dual Occupancies or subdivisions will be permitted
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C - St Georges Basin Floodplain Risk Management Plan:
(Adopted 24th October 2006)
Area to which this plan applies:
For a map of the area to which this plan applies, please view Council’s maps on
www.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au
Site specific flood characteristics:
The majority of the properties affected in the 1% AEP event are associated with the
canal estates and other areas accessed by Jacob Drive at Sussex Inlet. The flood
hazard in this area has been classified as high and there is little which can be done
to mitigate the risks for the existing situation.
Site specific flood related development controls:
Location /
Type of Development
St Georges Basin and tributary
creeks foreshore areas
The Nebraska Estate
Loralyn Avenue properties
Lot 1 DP 1120892 - 9 Fisherman Rd
Home Creek
Lot 89 DP 247696 - 41 Roulstone
Crescent Sanctuary Point
Lot 23 DP 7984 - 20 Kallaroo Rd
Erowal Bay
Lot 5 DP 21261 – 5 Wunda Ave
Sussex Inlet
Lot 9 DP 21261 - 13 Wunda Ave
Sussex Inlet
Lot 143 DP 21038 - 52 Ellmoos Ave
Sussex Inlet
Services infrastructure and utilities,
sports field amenities or similar in
high hazard floodway areas

Specific Controls
 A minimum setback of 40m from Normal Water Level
shall apply for new development (Please check Water
Management Act and Estuary Management Plans for
most up to date setback requirement).
 Only minimal increase in development and population
will be permitted in this area.
 An additional freeboard of 0.3m on top of the Flood
planning level is to be enforced to new development to
account for wind wave conditions.

 House raising by 3m (one floor) should be explored as
part of any new development application for these
properties.

 These will only be permitted if it can be shown that
there is no other viable alternative. A merit based
assessment is to be undertaken and if approved,
conditions to minimise risk to life, property and the
environment will be imposed.
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D - Lower Shoalhaven River Floodplain Risk Management Plan:
(Adopted in 2007)
Area to which this plan applies:
For a map of the area to which this plan applies, please view Council’s maps on
www.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au
Site specific flood characteristics:
The areas most affected by high hazard flood conditions include the main Shoalhaven
River channel from Nowra to the entrance, the Crookhaven River from Culburra Road to
the entrance, Berry’s Canal and the land to the east including the low areas of Comerong
Island and the residential area of Greenwell Point from Greens Road in the west and
South Street in the north through to the waterway as well as Hay Avenue in Shoalhaven
Heads. Remaining areas within the Lower Shoalhaven River floodplain are classified as
high hazard storage areas to low hazard flood fringe.
Site specific flood related development controls:
Location /
Type of
Development

Hay Avenue.
Shoalhaven Heads

Greenwell Point

Specific Controls

 Although not a control, the area falls under high hazard floodway zone and is
currently deferred from the 1985 Local Environmental plan and is
administered under IDO (Interim Development Order) No. 1. Further
development would increase the permanent population to a high hazard
floodway area. Consequently, if the development were to be approved then
there would be increased reliance on rescue services during flood
emergencies. Resolution of an appropriate zoning and development controls
for this area needs to be addressed through an LEP amendment.
 Any further expansion or new development beyond the current residential
zoning will not be permitted.
 No subdivision, dual occupancy or strata development even on flood free
land will be permitted.

Industrial
Development at
Bomaderry

 The potential hydraulic effects of any future construction works shall be
minimised through locating them in the “shadow” of other buildings or away
from the main flow paths where possible.
 Any proposed works must be designed and located to minimise any increase
in flood damages to other users/occupiers of the floodplain.
 A full hydraulic assessment will be required prior to any future development
or redevelopment to assess the potential impacts upon flooding.
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Bomaderry
22, 64 Bolong
Road

 House raising by 3m (one floor) should be explored as part of any new
development application for these properties.

Culburra Beach /
Orient Point
3 Raglan Street
41 Prince Edward
Avenue

All Lower
Shoalhaven
Foreshore areas

Flood Mitigation
Drains

 House raising by 3m (one floor) should be explored as part of any new
development application for these properties.

 A minimum setback should be applied to all new development on the
foreshore and tributary creeks of the Shoalhaven and Crookhaven Rivers
which is consistent with the Water Management Act 2000 (previously Rivers
and Foreshores Improvement Act 1948) which specifies the requirement of a
permit for development within 40 meters of the top of bank or shoreline.
 Inappropriate enlargement of flood mitigation drains may cause removal of
natural wetlands and cause exposure of acid sulphate soils. Local landowner
modifications to the existing mitigation drains will require Council’s written
approval.
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E - Burrill Lake Floodplain Risk Management Study and Plan
(Adopted 26 March 2013)
Location /
Type of
Development

Specific Controls

High Hazard areas

 No intensification of development - no dual occupancies or sub-divisions to
be permitted in high hazard flood zones which would increase potential risk
to life and demands on emergency services.

All areas within
2050 flood
planning area

 No filling – a moratorium on filling is proposed until a long term climate
change adaptation strategy is established.

All new
development

 Emergency plans - a flood emergency response and evacuation plan to be
mandatory for all new development. Such plans would be required to
demonstrate understanding of flood warning, emergency response
procedures, effective evacuation routes and post-flood recovery
considerations.
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F - Conjola Lake Floodplain Risk Management Study and Plan
(Adopted 26 March 2013)
Location /
Type of
Development

Specific Controls

High Hazard areas

 No intensification of development - no dual occupancies or sub-divisions to
be permitted in high hazard flood zones which would increase potential risk
to life and demands on emergency services.

All areas within
2050 flood
planning area

 No filling – a moratorium on filling is proposed until a long term climate
change adaptation strategy is established.

All new
development

 Emergency plans - a flood emergency response and evacuation plan to be
mandatory for all new development. Such plans would be required to
demonstrate understanding of flood warning, emergency response
procedures, effective evacuation routes and post-flood recovery
considerations.
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G - Broughton Creek Floodplain Risk Management Study and Plan
(Adopted 2013)
Location /
Type of
Development

Specific Controls

High Hazard areas

 No intensification of development - no dual occupancies or sub-divisions to
be permitted in high hazard flood zones which would increase potential risk
to life and demands on emergency services.

All areas within
2050 flood
planning area

 No filling – a moratorium on filling is proposed until a long term climate
change adaptation strategy is established.

All new
development

 Emergency plans - a flood emergency response and evacuation plan to be
mandatory for all new development. Such plans would be required to
demonstrate understanding of flood warning, emergency response
procedures, effective evacuation routes and post-flood recovery
considerations.
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FLOOR LEVEL

Hydraulic Impact

ACCESS

FLOOD EVACUATION PLAN

MANAGEMENT & DESIGN

Note:

*

Commercial/ Industrial/Agricultural

Carparks

Critical Infrastructure Assets/ Potentially
Polluting Activities
Buildings and activities requiring special
evacuation consideration

G
H

1
1

BUILDING COMPONENTS
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2

STRUCTURAL SOUNDNESS
2, 4
2, 4
3
2

1
1
1,2

1,2
1,2

1
1

1, 3
1,2,3

Subdivision
Earthworks
Resources Management/ Agriculture/
Recreational Activities
Critical Infrastructure Assets/ Potentially
Polluting Activities
Buildings and activities requiring special
evacuation consideration

D
E
F
G
H

1
1
5
1

1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2

3
2, 4
2, 4
2, 4
2, 4

1
1
1
2
1

3
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2

1
1
1
1
1

1,3
1,3

1

This type of development is not suitable within the risk category however, if existing use rights can be established and there is no other option,
the conditions as per the matrix will apply
1,3

2
1

1,2,3 1,2,3

Not suitable for development

Not required

For definitions of Land Use Categories refer to Schedule 2

** Control No. 1 is desirable however
if this cannot be achieved Control No. 4 is acceptable

J

Ancillary Structures

Minor Development

Commercial/ Industrial/Agricultural
Buildings/Retail

C

High Hazard Floodway

I

Carparks

B

1,2

A(II) Other Residential / Habitable Buildings

1 or 4**

A(I) Single Residential / Habitable Buildings

Ancillary Structures

Resources Management/ Agriculture/
Recreational Activities

F

J

Earthworks

E

Minor Development

Subdivision

D

I

Commercial/ Industrial/Agricultural
Buildings/Retail

C

Risk Category

Existing Use Rights Only!

B(I)* Buildings/Retail

B

A(II) Other Residential / Habitable Buildings

Single Residential / Habitable Buildings

A(I)* Existing Use Rights Only!

A(I) Single Residential / Habitable Buildings

Land Use Category
(As per schedule 2)
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Schedule 6 – Flood Related Development Controls - Generic
High Hazard Flood Storage or Flood Fringe

3
1 or 4**

1, 2
1,2
1, 2
1, 2

3
2,3,4
2
3

1,2
1,2
1

3

1
1

ACCESS

FLOOD EVACUATION PLAN
Carparks
Commercial/ Industrial/Agricultural
Buildings/Retail
Subdivision
Earthworks
Resources Management/ Agriculture/
Recreational Activities
Critical Infrastructure Assets/ Potentially
Polluting Activities
Buildings and activities requiring special
evacuation consideration
Minor Development
Ancillary Structures

C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

STRUCTURAL SOUNDNESS

B

BUILDING COMPONENTS

A(II) Other Residential / Habitable Buildings

FLOOR LEVEL

A(I) Single Residential / Habitable Buildings

Land Use Category
(As per schedule 2)

1
1
5
1

1,2
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2

4
4
3
4

Hydraulic Impact

1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2

MANAGEMENT & DESIGN
1,2

Critical Infrastructure Assets/ Potentially
Polluting Activities
Buildings and activities requiring special
evacuation consideration
Minor Development

Ancillary Structures

G
H
I
J

1

Resources Management/ Agriculture/
Recreational Activities

1,2

F

1

Earthworks

1

E

1, 2

Subdivision

1,2

D

1

C

1

Carparks

4

Commercial/ Industrial/Agricultural
Buildings/Retail

3

B

A(II) Other Residential / Habitable Buildings

1, 2

A(I) Single Residential / Habitable Buildings
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Low Hazard Floodway or Flood Storage or Flood Fringe
(Above the Flood Planning Level but below the PMF)

Outside Flood Planning Area

3
2

4
1

2
1,2

3

1
1

1

1,2,3 1,2,3

Not suitable for development

Not required

For definitions of Land Use Categories refer to Schedule 2

Figure 1 : Matrix to Determine Flood Related Development Controls continued
This type of development is not suitable within the risk category however, if existing use rights can be established and there is no other option,
the conditions as per the matrix will apply
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Development Controls Matrix Legend
Floor Level:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1% AEP flood level + 0.50M freeboard;
Probable maximum flood level;
5% AEP flood level;
Existing habitable floor level or higher as practical; and
2
High enough to ensure a velocity - depth product of less than 0.3 m /s for a 1% AEP flood event.

Building Components:
1. Any portion of the building or structure below the FPL to be built from flood compatible materials
(being those materials used in building that are resistant to damage when inundated ); and
2. All electrical installations to be above the FPL.
Structural Soundness:
1. Appropriate consulting engineer’s report – the building can withstand forces of floodwaters including
debris and buoyancy forces up to the PMF scenario;
2. Appropriate consulting engineer’s report – the building can withstand forces of floodwaters including
debris and buoyancy forces up to the 0.2% AEP flooding scenario;
3. Appropriate consulting engineer’s report – the building can withstand forces of floodwaters including
debris and buoyancy forces up to a 1% AEP flooding scenario;
4. Appropriate consulting engineer’s report – the structure will not become floating debris during a 1%
AEP flooding scenario; and
5. Certification of building foundations by a chartered geotechnical practitioner.
Hydraulic Impact:
1. Appropriate consulting engineer’s report for building footprint areas over 250 square metres, a
footprint length of more than 20 metres or any development that in the view of Council has the
potential to significantly impact on others. The report is to prove that the development will not
increase flood hazard or flood damage to other properties or adversely affect flood behaviour for a
5% AEP up to the PMF scenario.
No hydraulic impact report is required if the proposed building is raised on piers allowing free flood
flow for a 1% AEP flood event.
2. Appropriate consulting engineers report for earthworks of volumes exceeding 250 cubic metres or
with a length of more than 20 metres. The report is to prove that the earthworks will not increase
flood hazard, flood damage or adversely affect other properties for a 5% AEP up to the PMF
scenario.
Access:
1. Reliable emergency vehicle access is required for ambulance, SES, fire brigade, police and other
emergency services during a 1% AEP flood event;
2. Reliable access for pedestrians is required during a 1% AEP flood event; and
3. Reliable access for pedestrians is desirable during a 1% AEP flood event.
Note: Reliable access means the ability for people to safely evacuate an area subject to imminent flooding
within effective warning time having regard to the depth and velocity of floodwaters, the suitability of the
evacuation route, and without the need to travel through areas where the “water depth - velocity product” is
greater than 0.3m2/s. Effective warning time is the time available after receiving advice of an impending flood
and before the floodwaters prevent appropriate flood response actions being undertaken.
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Flood evacuation plan:
1. Appropriate engineers report demonstrating that permanent, fail-safe, maintenance-free measures
are incorporated in the development to ensure that the timely, orderly and safe evacuation of people
is possible from the area and that it will not add significant cost and disruption to the community or
the SES.
Management and design:
1. Applicant to demonstrate that there is an area where hazardous and valuable goods can be stored
above the 1% AEP Flood Level;
2. Bunding to the FPL to be installed around hazardous chemical storage areas or the like; and
Applicant to demonstrate that there is an area where animals can find refuge above the 1% AEP Flood Level
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to outline controls for provide information and development
controls needed to prepare and assess applications for manufactured home estates,
caravan parks, camping grounds, moveable dwellings, rigid annexes and associated
structures on flood prone land.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to the supporting documents/checklists:


Flood Emergency Plan.

Note: Manufactured home estates, caravan parks and camping
grounds will all be referred to as caravan parks from here on.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to caravan park development on flood prone land within Shoalhaven

3

Context

Caravan parks provide a valuable economic and social contribution to a local community.
While there is an overriding body of legislation and policy applicable at the State
Government level, there is a need for more detailed guidelines which apply to caravan
parks within the floodplains of the Shoalhaven local government area (LGA). These more
detailed guidelines address:
The ongoing operation of existing caravan parks,


Proposals for alterations and additions to existing caravan parks,
New installations, and


Proposals for new complexes.
This Chapter recognises the unique use and management of caravan parks compared to
other types of development.

4

Objectives
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.

Reduce the risk to life and damage to property caused by flooding;
Ensure caravan parks are planned and operated in recognition of the full range of
potential floods up to and including the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF);
Provide detailed controls for the assessment of applications subject to this Chapter
and lodged in accordance with the EP&A Act 1979 and the LG Act 1979;
Provide a range of guidelines for the development and operation of caravan parks,
which address the full range of flood events and associated risks;
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v.
vi.

5

Deal equitably and consistently with applications for development and installations
on flood affected land, in accordance with the principles contained in the NSW
Flood Development Manual;
Incorporate the philosophy, that in principle, flood risk to new long-term sites will be
no greater than what would be expected for general residential development as per
Chapter G9: Development on Flood Prone Land. A marginally greater risk could be
acceptable for short-term sites occupied by holiday or park vans as this risk is
usually taken into account as part of an overall business risk assessment within a
business plan.

Application Information

5.1 Considerations when preparing a development application
To prepare your application to Council follow the steps below or alternatively follow the
steps shown in Figure 1:
Step 1:

Read the document carefully and seek assistance from Council officers as
required.

Step 2:

Determine if the property (land) is within Council’s mapped flood extent via
www.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au

Step 3:

If flood information is available, apply for a flood certificate online or in person at
the Nowra or Ulladulla Council administrative buildings.
When applying for a flood certificate, in the comments box, state that the flood
certificate is for a caravan park. This will ensure the caravan park flood risk
precinct is provided.
If no current flood information is available, you may be required to engage a
suitably qualified engineer to undertake a Flood Assessment (see Schedule 2)

Step 4:

Identify the type of approval you are seeking:




approval for a new caravan park, an extension or change of use to
an existing caravan park;
approval for a new installation; or
Approval to operate.

If you are applying for an installation, identify the installation/activity type (see
Schedule 3 of this Chapter)






Long term moveable dwelling or relocatable home;
Privately owned moveable dwelling - short term;
Park owned moveable dwelling - short term;
Rigid annexe;
Minor associated structure; or
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Large associated structure
Note: For, applications relating to substantive structures and
buildings, such as manager’s residence, office, community
building, amenity blocks or emergency refuges please refer to
controls in Chapter G9: Development on Flood Prone land.

You do NOT need approval for the installation of tents, campervans or caravans.
Step 5:

Prepare / review the caravan Flood Emergency Management Plan (See Section 8
of this Chapter)

Step 6:

Determine the Caravan Park Flood Risk Precinct. A property may be located in
more than one Caravan Park Flood Risk Precinct, in which case the assessment
must consider controls relative to each precinct (See Section 5 of this Chapter).

Step 7:

Review the appropriate objectives, performance criteria, prescriptive and
acceptable solutions (See Section 7 of this Chapter) to determine which criteria
are relevant to your proposal.

Step 8:

Determine what type of assessment you are preparing:



Step 9:

performance based assessment (standard)
merit based assessment (non-standard)

Using the appropriate performance criteria compile your Caravan Park
Compliance Report (See Section 8 of this Chapter)
Choose the correct checklist (See Section 9 of this Chapter), to ensure you have
included all the required documentation.

Step 10:

Submit your Caravan Park Compliance Report to Council.
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Is the land within Council’s mapped flood extent?
To check go to: http://goo.gl/vM6DO or http://goo.gl/gt8ud (Schedule 1)
YES

NO

Is the land:
- is within 40 metres of a creek; or
- is within 10 metres of a major drainage system,
local - overland flood path or drainage easement; or
- has a history of flooding

Apply for a flood certificate online or at
the Nowra or Ulladulla Council
administrative buildings.
http://goo.gl/QBSww (Schedule 1)

YES

NO

Suitably qualified engineer to conduct
flood assessment (Schedule 2)
NO

Is the property flood affected?
YES

This DCP/LAP
does NOT apply.
There are no flood
related development
controls for this
property.

What are you seeking approval for?
A) a new caravan park, an extension
or change of use to an existing
caravan park?
B) a new installation?

C) an approval
to operate?

If the development is large scale or will impact on
neighbouring properties, talk to neighbouring
property owners about the proposed
development.

a manager’s residence, office, community
building, amenity block or emergency
refuge? If yes, use Citywide DCP
Chapter G9. Go to http://goo.gl/ObQlN
This DCP/LAP does NOT apply.
Prepare / Review the Caravan Park
Flood Emergency Management Plan
(Section 8)
For A & B
For C

Determine the Caravan Park Flood Risk Precinct (Section 5)
Determine which performance criteria apply to the type of approval you are seeking (Section 7)
Determine what type of assessment you are preparing:
- performance based assessment (standard)
- merit based assessment (non-standard)
Prepare the compliance report for your application (Section 8)
A) for development approval for a new caravan park, an extension or
change of use to an existing caravan park refer to checklist A
B) for a new installation refer to checklist B
C) for an approval to operate refer to checklist C
Submit your compliance report to Council.
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Figure 1: Steps to follow when preparing an application to Council

5.2 Applicant Information
A Development Application is required for:
 Development for an activity involving caravan parks, manufactured homes estates
or the installation of a manufactured home, moveable dwelling or associated
structure;
 New and extensions to caravan parks, camping grounds and manufactured home
estates;
 Converting campsites to short-term or long-term sites;
 Construction of buildings.
 These applications fall under the EP&A Act (1979).
A section 68 application under the LG Act is required for the following circumstances:
 Operation of a caravan park or camping ground (s.68(1) Part F-2);
 Operation of a manufactured home estate (s.68(1) Part F-3);
 Installation of a manufactured home, moveable dwelling or an associated structure
on flood liable land in a manufactured home estate (s.68(1) Part A-1);
 Installation of a relocatable home, rigid annexe or associated structure on flood
liable land in a caravan park or camping ground.
This means that an application must be submitted to Council and approval obtained
prior to any activity, installation or works are carried out.
Note: You DO NOT need consent for the installation of tents,
campervans or caravans (as per exemptions granted under
clause 74 of the Local Government (Manufactured Home
Estate, Caravan Park, Camping Ground and Moveable
Dwellings) Regulation 2005).

5.2.1 How can I get advice on my application?
For advice when preparing small scale applications, speak to one of Council’s
Development Planner’s. For large scale development or installation projects, it may be
beneficial to arrange a meeting with Council's Development Advisory Unit. The Unit is
made up of senior officers of the Council who provide a "one stop" venue for the gathering
of information by prospective applicants and give advice on issues to be addressed in the
application and how particular problems may be resolved.
It is the duty of the applicant to ascertain from Council whether consent for any proposed
development or work is required. You can confirm this with Council's Planning and
Development Group on telephone (02) 4429 3111.
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5.2.2 What notification and consultation do I need to do?
Applicants are urged to consult with adjoining landowners, likely to be affected by the
proposal. Consultation may allow the concerns of affected parties to be taken into account
in the design process and may therefore minimise any delays in the processing of the
application.
All development applications on flood prone land will be advertised publically (in
accordance with Council's Community Consultation Policy for Subdivision & Development
Applications).
Submissions received will be considered by Council. You may be asked by Council to
address particular issues raised in the submissions.

5.2.3 What flood information is available?
Controls that apply to a certain development or installation depend on the caravan park
flood risk precinct/s for that site. This can only be determined if flood information is
available.
Due to the large number of water bodies in the Shoalhaven, available information for
different catchments varies significantly and could range from historical information to very
detailed flood modelling data formulated as part of a Flood Study or Floodplain Risk
Management Study and Plan.
It is therefore necessary to determine what existing flood information is available for your
site. You can determine the type of information available by checking Council’s website at
www.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au
Note: There are a number of areas within the Shoalhaven for
which flood information, specific to the proposed development
or installation is not available. In areas where Council has no
flood information but the land is:





is within 40 metres of a creek; or
is within 10 metres of a major drainage system, local
overland flood path or drainage easement; or
has a history of flooding; or
is considered to be flood prone by Council’s Floodplain
Engineer;

A Flood Assessment Report is required to determine the flood
affectation of the property (See Schedule 2 of this Chapter)
If council has flood information, this can be provided to you in
the form of a flood certificate (See Schedule 1 of this Chapter)
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5.3 Management of Caravan Parks in Flood Prone Areas – Policy Context
This Chapter is based on best practice principles as set out in the NSW Flood Prone Land
Policy and the NSW Floodplain Development Manual. The following provides a summary
of the contents of these documents and shows how this Chapter sits within the overall
policy framework.

5.3.1 NSW Flood Prone Land Policy (1984)
The primary objectives of the 1984 NSW Flood Prone Land Policy (“The Policy”) are to
reduce the impact of flooding and flood liability on individual owners and occupiers of flood
prone property and to reduce private and public losses resulting from floods.
At the same time, The Policy recognises the benefits flowing from the limited use,
occupation and development of flood prone land.
The Policy promotes the use of a merit approach which balances social, economic,
environmental and flood risk parameters to determine whether a particular development or
use of the floodplain is appropriate and sustainable.
In this way The Policy avoids the unnecessary sterilisation of flood prone land. Equally it
ensures that flood prone land is not the subject of uncontrolled development inconsistent
with its exposure to flooding.
The Policy requires that Councils address flooding:
 Through the preparation and implementation of Floodplain Risk Management Plans;
 By reducing the impact of flooding through flood mitigation works, emergency
management, development controls and the raising of houses; and
 By containing potential flood losses through ecologically sensitive planning and
development controls.

5.3.2 NSW Floodplain Development Manual (2005)
The 2005 NSW Floodplain Development Manual (“The Manual”) addresses flood risk. The
Manual supports The Policy in providing for the development of sustainable strategies for
managing human occupation and use of the floodplain considering risk management
principles.
The Manual requires that management decisions regarding occupation of the floodplain
need to satisfy the social and economic needs of the community, as well as being
compatible with the maintenance or enhancement of the natural ecosystems that sustain
the floodplain.
The Manual states that the most effective means of achieving sound flood risk
management outcomes is to formulate and implement management plans through the
Floodplain Risk Management Process as shown in Figure 2 below. Due to the level of
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detail required; technical studies and other complexities, the process generally takes
several years to be completed.
Floodplain
Risk
Management
Committee

Established by the
Council, must include
community groups
and state agency
specialists

Floodplain
Risk
Management
Plan

Data
Collection

Flood
Study

Floodplain
Risk
Management
Study

Compilation of
existing data and
collection of
additional data.
Usually
undertaken by
consultants
appointed by the
Council.

Defines the nature
and extent of the
flood problem, in
technical rather
than map form.
Usually
undertaken by
consultants
appointed by the
Council.

Determines
options in
consideration of
social, ecological
and economic
factors relating to
flood risk. Usually
undertaken by
consultants
appointed by the
Council.

Preferred options
publicly exhibited
and subject to
revision in light of
responses. Formally
approved by the
Council after public
exhibition and any
necessary revisions
due to public
comments.

Implementation
of Plan

Flood, response and
property modification
measures including
mitigation works,
planning controls,
flood warnings, flood
readiness and
response plans,
environmental
rehabilitation,
ongoing data
collection and
monitoring.

Figure 2: Floodplain Risk Management Process
Source: 2005 NSW Floodplain Development Manual

A Floodplain Risk Management Plan generally involves a mix of options as it is unusual for
a single management option to manage the full range of flood risk. Determining the
optimum mix of measures can require complex studies and extensive community
consultation. Typical options considered are:
 Property modification measures such as development controls in new areas or
voluntary purchase and house raising in developed areas;
 Response modification measures such as evacuation and associated operational
logistics; and
 Flood mitigation measures such as levees or bypass channels.
As per The Policy, The Manual provides for the application of a “merit approach” for
decisions on the future use of the floodplain. This “merit approach" operates at two levels:
 The strategic level; and
 The site specific level.
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At the strategic level, the “merit approach" allows for consideration of social, economic,
ecological, cultural and flooding issues to determine strategies for the management of
continuing and future flood risk. Identified strategies are formulated into Floodplain Risk
Management Plans and associated Local Floodplain Risk Management Policy, and then
into Council Environmental Planning Instruments such as the Shoalhaven Local
Environmental Plan (SLEP2014).
At a site specific level, the “merit approach" involves consideration of the best way of
assessing development allowable under the Floodplain Risk Management Plans, the Local
Floodplain Risk Management Policy and Environmental Planning Instruments. These
considerations include site specific issues such as minimum floor levels, building location
within the site, access to the site, structural stability, and flood proofing etc, as appropriate.

5.4 Flood Planning Concepts
The flood planning area is any land identified as being flood affected in the 1% AEP flood
event plus freeboard. It is this area, the area of land below, or islands within, the flood
planning level that are subject to flood related development controls. An aerial view of the
flood planning area can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Floodplain Aerial View – Flood planning area

Flood planning levels are the combination of adopted design flood level plus freeboard.
They determine the area of land (flood planning area) on which specific flood related
development controls will be imposed. They are set during the Floodplain Risk
Management process and are based on a detailed understanding of flood behaviour
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across the full range of floods, their probability of occurrence and the social, economic and
ecological consequences associated with those floods.
Freeboard is a factor of safety applied as an additional height to identified flood levels.
The purpose of a freeboard is to cater for uncertainties in the estimation of flood levels
across the floodplain due to wave action, localised hydraulic behaviour such as eddies and
embankment or levee settlement and some of the uncertainties associated with estimating
climate change impacts. The freeboard and flood planning levels can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Cross section through floodplain - hydraulic categories within flood planning area

Different development controls apply to different land uses, levels of potential flood
inundation and hazard within the flood planning area. The following hydraulic categories
apply:
 Flood Fringe
 Flood Storage
 Floodway (see Figure 4)

5.4.1 Caravan Park Flood Risk Precincts
The floodplain can be further classified according to the potential flood risks specifically
related to caravan parks. The flood risk is not determined from a single flood but from
considering all floods that could possibly occur at a site (up to the PMF).
When determining the caravan park flood risk precinct, the following must be considered:
 flood behaviour, topography and access routes that influence the flood hazard on
the site (such considerations include depths, velocities, time to rise, duration and
other factors noted in Section L6 of The Manual);
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available public warning time for the specific locality (i.e. ignoring any local, site
specific or private flood warning systems that might be available); and
The risk to the site as if fully developed to its current approved community map.

Based on this approach, the flood affected area can be classified into three caravan park
flood risk precincts: ‘high’, ‘medium’ and ‘low’, as discussed below. Figure 5 shows a
schematic approach to determining flood risk precincts.

Figure 5: Determining Caravan Park Flood Risk Precincts (adapted from Caravan Park Food Safety Study
2008)

5.4.2 High Caravan park flood risk precinct
The high caravan park flood risk precinct is an area where high flood damages, potential
risk to life or evacuation problems would be anticipated, or where development/activities
would significantly and adversely affect flood behaviour. Most development/activities are
restricted in this precinct. In this precinct there would be significant damage to
development without compliance to flood related building and planning controls.
This precinct is initially identified as a ‘high hazard floodway’ although:
 It may also include areas of ‘high hazard flood storage’ or ‘high hazard flood fringe’
if dangerous and life threatening evacuation difficulties are identified.
 Some areas of ‘high hazard floodway’ might not be included if sufficient time/access
is available to mitigate the risks to people and property.

5.4.3 Medium Caravan park flood risk precinct
The medium caravan park flood risk precinct would usually comprise land in the flood
planning area that was not classified within the high caravan park flood risk precinct. Note
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that in this precinct there may still be a significant potential for flood damage, but these
damages could be minimised by the application of appropriate development controls.
This precinct initially comprises areas that have been classified by Council in previous
flood studies or in a Flood Assessment Report as ‘high hazard flood storage’, ‘high hazard
flood fringe’, ‘low hazard floodway’, ‘low hazard flood storage’ or ‘low hazard flood fringe’.
The medium caravan park flood risk precinct may also include:
 Some areas previously classified as ‘high hazard floodway’ might be included if
sufficient time/access was available to mitigate the risks to people and property.
 Some of these areas might be classified as high flood risk precinct if dangerous and
life-threatening evacuation difficulties were anticipated.

5.4.4 Low Caravan park flood risk precinct
This precinct is defined as all other land within the floodplain not identified within either the
high or medium caravan park flood risk precinct. This land is above the flood planning
level but below the PMF.
The risk to both people and property is low within this precinct. For example, development
may be above the flood planning area, but may become isolated during a flood event
which is why development controls apply, such as the consideration of evacuation.

5.4.5 Evacuation Capability
Whether a caravan park has adequate or inadequate evacuation capability contributes to
the determination of the caravan park flood risk precinct. Table 1 provides steps on how to
assess the evacuation capability for a caravan park.
When determining the time required for evacuation the SES paper “The Application of
Timelines to Evacuation Planning (Opper, S. 2004)” provides guidelines on the time
required for different aspects of evacuation.
The below have been extracted from the paper and are to be used when determining the
evacuation capability of a caravan park:
 One hour for the warning lag factor, which is the time lag between the delivery of a
warning and when the occupants would be ready to depart from the scene,
 600 vehicles/hour/lane has been allowed for traffic flow,
 5 minutes per team (two people) per door for door knocking.
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Table 1: Determining Evacuation Capability

DETERMINING EVACUATION CAPABILITY – ADEQUATE / INADEQUATE

If you answer Yes to all of the questions in Table 1, your caravan park has adequate evacuation capability.
If you answer No to any of the questions in Table 1, your caravan park has inadequate evacuation capability.
Detailed information and calculations are to be provided in the flood emergency management plan. This will be used to confirm the
information provided below.
QUESTION
Q1. Is a warning system in place?

RESPONSE
Yes/No (circle)

Q2. What is the warning system?

Q3. Warning time:
Q4. Number of people requiring evacuation:
Q5.Time/staff required to evacuate people:

------------------------- hours
-------------------------- people
-----------hours ---------------staff

Q6. ‘Other actions’ to be done during flood:
-----------hours ---------------staff

NOTES
If a warning system is not in place one will
need to be established prior to determining
the evacuation capability for the caravan
park.
Provide brief description (ie. Bureau of
Meteorology weather warnings). Full details
of the system and how it will be triggered
are to be provided in flood emergency
management plan (FEMP)
Provide Source of information in FEMP
Calculate for peak season
Use SES paper to calculate
List (ie. Tie down structures, removal of
structures/vans, relocation of hazardous
goods)
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Q7. Time/staff required to do ‘other actions
Q8. Are the total number of staff (Q5 plus
Q7) available to conduct evacuation and
‘other actions’?

Yes/No (circle)

It is likely Q4 and Q6 will need to be
conducted at the same time, therefore the
number of staff identified in Q5 and Q7
need to be summed.

Q9. Is an evacuation site available?

Yes/No (circle)

Contact the SES to determine whether an
evacuation site is already established for
your area

Q10. What is the evacuation site?

ie. SES identified evacuation site

Q11. If required, do you have permission to
use this site?

Yes/No (circle)

Q12.1. Is there flood free access available
to evacuate the site?

Yes (circle) Go to Q13
OR
answer Q12.2 and Q12.3

Q12.2. How long before access is cut by
flooding?

------------------------- hours

Provide source of information in FEMP

Q12.3. Can all people requiring evacuation
be evacuated before access is cut.

Yes/No (circle)

Only circle yes if time given in Q12.2. is
greater than or the same as Q5.

If yes, provide written consent in the FEMP
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Q13 Can both Q4 and Q6 be done prior to
flood free access being cut?

Yes/No (circle)

Only circle yes if the time to conduct Q4 and
Q6 concurrently is less than Q5 or Q12.2 if
flood free access is not available.
Calculations and timeline to be provided in
FEMP.
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5.4.6 Climate Change Implications
Climate change is expected to have impacts on sea levels and rainfall intensities, both of
which may influence flood behaviour at specific locations. Potential impacts are therefore
considered during the floodplain risk management process and are taken into account
when Design Flood Levels for each individual catchment are determined.
Current NSW Government legislation requires climate change to be considered.
Figure 6 shows how the 1% AEP flood levels will incrementally factor in sea level rise
planning benchmarks:

Figure 6: Coastal Flooding Consideration in Development Assessment Process
Source: NSW Coastal Planning Guideline: Adapting to Sea Level Rise 2010

Currently no relevant planning benchmarks have been adopted by Government in relation
to rainfall intensity changes. However, NSW State Government guidelines recommend
doing a sensitivity analysis using nominal increases in rainfall intensities. If a Flood
Assessment Report is required, the sensitivity analysis is to be done at this time.
In order to meet the above requirements, the following is to be considered.


For new building applications for installations in caravan parks below 4m AHD, the
impact of a 0.4m sea level rise is to be included when determining the flood
planning level. This can be done by adding 0.4m to identified flood levels or
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through a Flood Assessment Report which
increase in design flood calculations.

includes

0.4m

sea

level

rise

Or



demonstrate that the development can be relocated or elevated to the 2050 flood
levels, if directed by Council in the future to comply with future sea level rise
conditions.
For applications for a new complex or extension to an existing complex on land
below 4m AHD, the impact of a 0.9m sea level rise is to be included in their design.
This can be done by adding 0.9m to identified flood levels or through a Flood
Assessment Report which includes 0.9m sea level rise increase in design
calculations.
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6

Definitions

The following key terms will assist in working through the requirements contained in this Chapter. For
the purpose of this Chapter, the following definitions have been adopted:

AEP / Annual exceedance probability means the chance of a flood of a given or larger
size occurring in any one year, usually expressed as a percentage.
Amenity block means a community building used as a shower block, toilet block or
laundry block.
Annexe is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan
Parks, Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005:
Annexe is a moveable dwelling that:
• is an attachment to a re-locatable home or caravan, and
• is used as an extension of the habitable area of the re-locatable home or caravan,
and
• is capable of being erected or removed within 24 hours.
Associated structure is as defined by the Local Government Act 1993:
associated structure means:
• a carport, garage, shed, pergola, veranda or other structure designed to enhance
the amenity of a moveable dwelling and attached to or integrated with, or located on
the same site as, the dwelling concerned, or
• A separating wall between 2 moveable dwellings.
Australian height datum (AHD) is a common national surface level datum corresponding
approximately to mean sea level.
Bearing capacity is defined in geotechnical engineering as the capacity of soil to support
the loads applied to the ground, such as the loads from housing foundations for example.
Bypass channels redirect a portion of floodwater away from areas under threat from
flooding, and so reduce flood levels along the channel downstream of the diversion.
Camp site is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan
Parks, Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005:
camp site means an area of land within a camping ground on which a campervan
or tent may be installed or, in the case of a primitive camping ground, on which a
campervan, tent or caravan may be installed, and that is designated as a camp site
by the approval for the camping ground.
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Caravan is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan
Parks, Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005:
caravan means a moveable dwelling that is designed so as to be registrable as a
trailer under the Road Transport (Vehicle Registration) Act 1997, but does not
include a camper trailer.
Carport means a covered car parking space with no walls other than the abutting walls of
a moveable dwelling from which the structure projects, provided that no more than two
sides of the car port are enclosed.
Community building is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home
Estates, Caravan Parks, Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005:
community building means a building (such as a shower block, toilet block or
laundry block) that is used or intended to be used in connection with a community
amenity, and includes a building that is to be used as a manager’s or caretaker’s
office or residence.
Community map is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates,
Caravan Parks, Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005:
community map means:
(a) in relation to a manufactured home estate – means a scale map that accurately
shows the road reserves, the community amenities and the dwelling sites within the
manufactured home estate, and
(b) in relation to a caravan park or camping ground – means a scale map that
accurately shows:
(i) the access roads, community amenities and community buildings within the
caravan park or camping ground, and
(ii) the number, size, location and dimensions of dwelling sites or camp sites within
the caravan park or camping ground, and
(iii) in relation to a dwelling site or camp site within the caravan park or camping
ground, the particular off-site parking space or spaces (if any) designated for use by
the occupier of the dwelling site or camp site.
Complex in this Policy means a caravan park, camping ground or manufactured home
estate.
Compliance report is a document prepared by a suitably qualified engineer, detailing how
a proposed development complies with the requirements of this Policy.
Conveyance is a direct measure of the flow carrying capacity of a particular cross-section
of a stream or stormwater channel. (For example, if the conveyance of a channel cross-
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section is reduced by half, then the flow carrying capacity of that channel cross-section will
also be halved).
Development is defined in Part 4 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act,
1979.
Development control plan (DCP) is a detailed guideline that includes procedures and
development requirements to be followed when preparing and lodging development
proposals. A DCP can apply to a particular type of development or to a particular area. A
DCP refines or supplements a regional environmental plan or local environmental plan and
is made according to the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. A DCP adds
to the controls in the LEP and cannot therefore include anything that is contrary to the
LEP.
Dwelling site is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates,
Caravan Parks, Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005:
dwelling site:
(a) in relation to a manufactured home estate – means an area of land within the
manufactured home estate that is designated as a dwelling site by the approval for
the manufactured home estate, and
(b) in relation to a caravan park – means an area of land within the caravan park on
which a moveable dwelling may be installed and that is designated as a dwelling site
by the approval for the caravan park.
Ensuite facility is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates,
Caravan Parks, Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005:
ensuite facility, in relation to a dwelling site, means a building, part of a building or
an associated structure that contains at least a shower, toilet and handbasin, is
provided for the exclusive use of the occupiers of the site and is located on or
adjacent to the site.
Effective warning time is the time available after receiving advice of an impending flood
and before the floodwaters prevent appropriate flood response actions being undertaken.
Environmental planning instrument means a state environmental planning policy, a
regional environmental plan, or a local environmental plan.
Environmental planning instrument means a state environmental planning policy, a
regional environmental plan, or a local environmental plan.
Evacuation capability means the ability of a park manager and staff to evacuate people
and to remove all the towable on-site moveable dwellings and other assets identified to be
relocated (e.g. tourists’ vans, vehicles, boats) from the flood prone area to a location
above the PMF, having regard to the number of moveable dwellings and assets to be
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moved, the available resources with which to move them (caravan park staff and
equipment, without recourse to the emergency services), the required time to move them,
the capacity and suitability (e.g. in terms of impacts on traffic) of the evacuation route and
intended storage location, and the effective warning time.
Flexible annexe is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates,
Caravan Parks, Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005.
flexible annexe means an annexe that (apart from any rigid support frame and any
floor, or any door, window or other securable opening, constructed of non-flexible
material) consists entirely of canvas or other flexible material.
Flood affected means that a parcel of land is either fully or partly within the floodplain.
Flood assessment report is a document prepared by a suitably qualified hydraulic
engineer, detailing existing flood risk for a catchment.
Flood certificate is a document providing flood information for a particular parcel of land it can be obtained from Council.
Flood compatible materials include those materials used in buildings that are resistant to
damage when inundated.
Flood conveyance is a direct measure of the flow carrying capacity of a particular crosssection of a stream or stormwater channel.
Flood fringe is that part of the floodplain remaining after the floodway and flood storage
areas have been defined.
Floodplain means the area of land which is subject to inundation by floods up to and
including the probable maximum flood event, that is, flood prone land.
Floodplain risk management plan is a plan developed in accordance with the principles
and guidelines contained in the NSW Government Floodplain Management Manual. It
usually includes both written and diagrammatic information describing how particular areas
of flood prone land are to be used and managed to achieve defined objectives.
Floodplain risk management study is a study that identifies and compares various flood
risk management options. This includes an assessment of their social, economic,
ecological and cultural impacts, together with opportunities to maintain and enhance river
and floodplain environments.
Flood planning area means the area of land below, or islands within, the flood planning
level that are subject to flood related development controls.
Flood planning level means the combination of flood level and freeboard selected for
planning purposes, as determined in floodplain risk management studies and incorporated
in floodplain risk management plans.
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Flood proofing means a combination of measures incorporated in the design,
construction and alteration of individual buildings or structures subject to flooding, to
reduce or eliminate flood damages.
Flood prone land (FPL) means the land susceptible to flooding by the probable maximum
flood event (that is, land within the floodplain) as indicated on the map marked "Flood
Prone Land" deposited in the office of the Council as amended from time to time.
Floodway means those parts of the floodplain where a significant discharge of water
occurs during floods. They are often aligned with natural defined channels. Floodways
are areas that, even if only partially blocked, would cause a significant redistribution of
flood flow, or a significant increase in flood levels. (and/or velocities).
Flood storage areas are those parts of the floodplain that are important for the temporary
storage of floodwaters during the passage of a flood.
Flood study is a technical investigation of flood behaviour . It defines the nature of flood
risk by establishing the extent, level and velocity of floodwaters. The study also provides
information on the distribution of flood flows across various sections of the flood plain for
the full range of flood events up to and including the PMF.
Fluvial geomorphology is the branch of geology that examines the formation and
structure of the features of the surface of the earth which is created by flowing rivers.
Freeboard is a factor of safety typically used in relation to the setting of floor levels, levee
crest levels etc. Freeboard is expressed as additional height on top of the flood level and
provides a factor of safety to compensate for uncertainties in the estimation of flood levels
across the floodplain. Freeboard is included in the flood planning level.
Garage means an enclosed single storey structure capable of accommodating not more
than two motor vehicles which is either attached to a moveable dwelling or detached.
Habitable room has the same meaning as in the Building Code of Australia.
Note. The term is defined as a room used for normal domestic activities, other than a
bathroom, laundry, toilet, pantry, walk in wardrobe, hallway, lobby, clothes drying room or
other space of a specialised nature that is not occupied frequently or for extended periods.
Holiday van is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates,
Caravan Parks, Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005:
holiday van means a moveable dwelling (other than a tent) that is or usually is
continuously located on a short-term site and used primarily by its owner for
occasional occupancy for holiday purposes.
Hydraulics is a term given to the study of water flow in waterways - in particular, the
evaluation of flow parameters such as water level and velocity.
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Hydraulic impact assessment report is a document prepared by a suitably qualified
hydraulic engineer, detailing how a proposed development will change flood behaviour on
and off the site as well as how the new development itself will be impacted by flooding.
Installation is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates,
Caravan Parks, Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005:
installation means:
(a) in relation to a manufactured home or a relocatable home—the process of
connecting together the major sections of the manufactured home or relocatable
home, and any associated structures forming part of the manufactured home or
relocatable home, and attaching them to footings, or
(b) in relation to an associated structure—the process of constructing or assembling
the components of the associated structure, and (if appropriate) attaching them to
footings,
and includes the connection of gas, electricity, telephone, water, sewerage and
drainage services.
Land filling means to place or allow to fall upon any land any ballast, rock, stone, shingle,
gravel, sand, clay, earth, cinders, debris or any other matter or thing so as to alter the
contours or levels of the land.
Local drainage means small scale inundation in urban areas outside the definition of
major drainage as defined in the FDM. Local drainage problems invariably involve shallow
depths (less than 0.3m) with generally little danger to personal safety.
Local overland flooding means inundation by local runoff rather than overbank discharge
from a stream, river, estuary, lake or dam.
Long-term site is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates,
Caravan Parks, Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005:
long-term site means a dwelling site that is specified in the approval for a caravan
park as being a long-term site.
Manufactured home is as defined within the Dictionary of the Local Government Act
1993:
manufactured home means a self-contained dwelling (that is, a dwelling that
includes at least one kitchen, bathroom, bedroom and living area and that also
includes toilet and laundry facilities), being a dwelling:
(a) that comprises one or more major sections, and
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(b) that is not a registrable vehicle within the meaning of the Road Transport
(Vehicle Registration) Act 1997, and includes any associated structures that form
part of the dwelling.
Manufactured home estate is as defined by the Local Government Act 1993:
manufactured home estate means: land on which manufactured homes are, or
are to be, erected.
Merit approach is an approach, the principles of which are embodied in the Floodplain
Development Manual, which weighs social, economic, ecological and cultural impacts of
land use options for different flood prone areas together with flood damage, hazard and
behaviour implications, and environmental protection and well being of the State’s rivers
and floodplains.
Moveable dwelling is as defined by the Local Government Act 1993.
moveable dwelling means:
(a) any tent, or any caravan or other van or other portable device (whether on
wheels or not), used for human habitation, or
(b) a manufactured home, or
(c) any conveyance, structure or thing of a class or description prescribed by the
regulations for the purposes of this definition.
Park van is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan
Parks, Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005:
park van means a moveable dwelling (other than a tent), whether or not capable of
being registered under the Road Transport (Vehicle Registration) Act 1997, that:
(a) is or usually is continuously located on a short-term site, and
(b) is provided for hire, and
(c) is used by a site occupier other than the owner of the moveable dwelling
primarily for holiday purposes.
Probable maximum flood (PMF) is the largest flood that could conceivably occur at a
particular location, usually estimated from probable maximum precipitation. Generally, it is
not physically or economically possible to provide complete protection against this event.
The PMF defines the extent of flood prone land, that is, the floodplain.
Probable maximum precipitation (PMP) is the greatest depth of precipitation for a given
duration meteorologically possible over a given size storm area at a particular location at a
particular time of the year, with no allowance made for long-term climatic trends (World
Meteorological Organisation, 1986). It is the primary input to the estimation of the probable
maximum flood.
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Regulation means the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan Parks,
Camping Grounds & Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005.
Reliable access means the ability for people to safely evacuate an area subject to
imminent flooding within effective warning time having regard to the depth and velocity of
floodwaters, the suitability of the evacuation route, and without the need to travel through
areas where the “water depth - velocity product” is greater than 0.3m2/s.
Relocatable home is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates,
Caravan Parks, Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005:
relocatable home means:
(a) a manufactured home, or
(b) any other moveable dwelling (whether or not self-contained) that comprises one
or more major sections, including any associated structure that forms part of the
dwelling,
but does not include a tent, caravan or campervan or any moveable dwelling that is
capable of being registered under the Road Transport (Vehicle Registration) Act
1997.
Rigid annexe is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates,
Caravan Parks, Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005:
rigid annexe means an annexe that is not a flexible annexe.
Risk means the chance of something happening that will have an impact. It is measured in
terms of consequences and probability (likelihood). In the context of this Policy, it is the
likelihood of consequences arising from the interaction of floods, communities and the
environment.
Roughness coefficients describe the resistance of the bed of a channel to the flow of
water within it. They are used in equations calculating energy loss due to roughness of a
surface.
Short-term site is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates,
Caravan Parks, Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005:
short-term site means a dwelling site on which a moveable dwelling that is
ordinarily used for holiday purposes may be installed and that is specified in the
approval for a caravan park as being a short-term site.
Suitably qualified hydraulic engineer means an experienced and qualified professional
engineer, recognised as a chartered professional engineer by the Institution of Engineers
Australia in the field of civil engineering, flood risk management, emergency management,
structural engineering or similar, acting at all times within their experience and
qualifications, and able to demonstrate to Council that they have the experience and
qualifications to act as required.
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Tourist and camping site means a short-term or camping site in a caravan park or a
camping site in a camping ground that is available for hire by tourists and does not have or
usually have a moveable dwelling continuously located on site.
Towable on-site moveable dwelling means a moveable dwelling that is or usually is
continuously located on site, and has been approved to be installed on the basis that the
structure will be removed from the flood prone area within the effective warning time. It
would typically be maintained with quick-release tie-downs, draw-bar and wheels attached
and serviceable, services readily detachable, and not attached to or impeded by nontowable moveable dwellings or associated structures or other objects.

7

Controls for Caravan Park Development on Flood Prone Land

The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.

To minimise risk to life by controlling development on flood prone land;
To minimise damage to property by controlling development on flood prone land;
To ensure that the impacts of the full range of flood sizes up to and including the
PMF are considered when assessing development on caravan parks within flood
prone areas in the Shoalhaven LGA;
To ensure that development does not have a significant impact on flood behaviour,
people’s safety, surrounding properties, structures or the environment in the specific
area where the development is proposed;
To ensure that the impacts of climate change are considered when assessing
caravan park development within flood prone areas in the Shoalhaven LGA;
To ensure that development on the floodplain is consistent with the NSW Flood
Prone Land Policy (1984) and the NSW Floodplain Development Manual (2005);
To ensure that caravan park owners, developers and park occupants are conscious
of the potential flood hazard and consequent risk associated with the use and
development of land within the floodplain;
To ensure that all land uses and essential services are appropriately sited and
designed in recognition of all potential floods;
To ensure that caravan park development on flood prone land does not place an
unacceptable financial burden on landowners or the community;
To restrict intensification of development and activity in High Flood Risk Precincts,
and where possible to reduce continued occupancy by long-term residents within
High Flood Risk Precincts;
To protect the integrity of floodplains and floodways, including riparian vegetation,
fluvial geomorphologic environmental processes and water quality.
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8

Controls

1. Any portion of a structure below the Flood Planning Level will be built from materials
that minimise potential damage due to inundation (flood compatible materials)
(Schedule 3 of this Chapter, Flood Proofing).
2. New complexes, extensions and change of use to existing complexes and new longterm moveable dwellings or relocatable homes are located outside high caravan park
flood risk precincts.
3. A Caravan Park Compliance Report is submitted with all applications (Checklist C of
this Chapter).
4. Existing installations in a high caravan park flood risk precinct, can only be replaced by
the same type of installation (i.e. a cabin with a cabin) so long as the new installation
does not intensify development.

8.1

Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1.1 Development or installation will not

A1.1 New installations, new complexes or an

increase the risk to life or safety of
persons during a flood event.
P1.2 Potential damage due to inundation
of proposed development or
installation is minimised.
P1.3 The development or installations will

not unduly restrict or increase the
level or flow of floodwaters or
stormwater runoff on land in the
vicinity.
P1.4 The development or installation will
not exacerbate the adverse
consequences of floodwaters
flowing on the land with regard to
erosion, siltation and destruction of
vegetation.

extension to an existing complex satisfies
the requirements of the Development
Control Matrix (Schedule 4 of this
Chapter).

A1.2 Buildings and installations are designed

to withstand the forces of flood waters in
accordance with current best practice
engineering standards.
OR
Where appropriate, structures and
installations are designed to collapse
under the force of water in order to not
obstruct the flood flow, but are sufficiently
secured to not become floating debris and
to not endanger people or animals.

P1.5 The development or installation will

AND / OR
not unduly increase dependency on
emergency services and the design
Openings in structures and installations
minimises economic and social
(i.e. fences) will be provided below the
flood planning level to allow free flow of
costs regarding damage during a
water.
flood event.
P1.6 Where necessary, procedures are in
AND, where relevant
place (such as site specific warning
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Performance Criteria

systems), so that:
a. people are aware of the need
to evacuate and relocate
motor vehicles and towable
moveable dwellings during a
flood, and
b. people are capable of
identifying an appropriate
evacuation route.
P1.7 Risk in high flood risk precincts is
minimised where possible.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.3 Structures and installations are located

and designed to satisfy relevant best
practice guidelines with regard to erosion,
siltation and destruction of vegetation.

AND, where relevant
A1.4 Foundations are designed by a suitably

qualified geotechnical engineer to be
suitable for ground with potentially
reduced bearing capacity under flood
conditions.

AND, where relevant
A1.5 All Caravan Parks, including extensions,

demonstrate a means of safe self
evacuation to a refuge outside of the
floodplain.

A1.6 When a lease for a long-term site, located

in a high flood risk precinct is concluded,
and the occupant of the long-term site
indicates their intention not to seek a
renewal of lease, continued use of the
site as a long-term site is not encouraged.

9

Caravan Parks Compliance Report

Compliance Reports are required for:
 approval for a new caravan park, an extension or change of use to an existing
caravan park;
 approval for a new installation; or
 approval to operate.
Requirements of a Compliance Report vary for each installation/activity type. For
individual requirements refer to checklist A, B or C within this Chapter. This section
details all possible requirements for inclusion in a Compliance Report.

9.1

Existing Flood Information

Flood information is to be based on site conditions as found prior to the proposed
development. Flood information can be provided as either:
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1. A Current Flood Certificate (Schedule 1)
Where available an up to date Flood Certificate, which includes the caravan park
flood risk precinct, for the caravan park must be submitted with your application.
OR
2. A Flood Assessment Report (Schedule 2)
A Flood Assessment Report may be required for areas where:
a) Flood information is not available but the site:
 is within 40 metres of a creek; or
 is within 10 metres of a major drainage system, local overland flood path or
drainage easement; or
 has a history of flooding; or
 is considered to be flood prone by Council’s Floodplain Engineer;
OR
b) Flood information is available but requires more detail (i.e. interpolation,
extrapolation).
Flood Assessment Reports must be prepared by a suitably qualified and experienced civil
engineer recognised under the National Professional Engineers Register (NPER) in this
field. The full name of the person who prepared the report, relevant qualifications and
registration number are to be provided on the front page of the report.

9.2

Compliance Assessment

There are two types of assessment which can be submitted:
1. “Performance based” assessment which uses the identified acceptable solutions. A
performance based assessment is the most straight forward application type. This
means that your compliance report demonstrates that the performance criteria are
being met using acceptable solutions (Section 7) and the development control
matrix (Schedule 5).
It is the responsibility of the applicant in such circumstances to demonstrate to
Council that the proposal meets the prescriptive controls and acceptable solutions
in Section 7 of this Chapter.
2. “Merit based” assessment which identifies other solutions to meet the objectives
and performance criteria.
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It is the responsibility of the applicant in such circumstances to demonstrate to
Council that the proposal satisfies the objectives, prescriptive controls and
performance criteria in Section 7 of this Chapter.
It is expected that all relevant objectives, performance criteria and prescriptive
controls will be listed, explaining how each individual criteria has been met.

9.3

Development Plans

Plans for the proposed development, indicating compliance with all relevant Development
Controls, must be submitted. This must include a current Community Map of the
caravan park.

9.4

Survey Details

All survey details are to be incorporated into the Community Map. The survey details must
be prepared by a Registered Surveyor and must indicate the following:
a) Existing ground levels at the proposed development site;
b) The floor levels of all existing buildings or long term and permanent structures to be
retained as well as proposed floor levels for all new buildings and structures;
c) The location of any existing buildings or structures; and
d) Where the land is only partly flood prone, provide the contour lines showing the 1%
AEP flood height and Flood Planning Level.
e) Where multiple Caravan Park Flood Risk Precincts occur on the site (i.e. High and
Medium) the boundaries of these are to be mapped.
All levels must be relative to Australian Height Datum (AHD).
arbitrary assumed datum are not acceptable.

Levels relating to an

9.4.1 Additional Survey Details
Council may ask for additional survey detail. All additional survey detail, as outlined
below, is to be incorporated into the Community Map.
a) Existing ground levels at 0.2 metre contour intervals across the entire property
(contours are to extend across adjoining land to enable suitable consideration of the
effect of the proposed development);
b) The ceiling heights of existing structures that are retained as well as for proposed
new buildings and structures;
c) Existing and/or proposed drainage lines (including sizes and if piped or open
channel) or easements and watercourses, or other means of conveying stormwater
that are relevant to the flood characteristics of the site.
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9.5

Fill or Excavation Details

A development application that includes significant land filling must be supported by the
relevant documentation as required under Chapter G9: – Development on Flood Prone
Land.

9.6

Hydraulic Impact Assessment Report (Schedule 2)

For some development a Hydraulic Impact Assessment Report will be required. The
report shall demonstrate that the development will not increase flood hazard or flood
damage to other properties or adversely affect flood behaviour for a 5% AEP flood event
up to the PMF scenario.
A Hydraulic Impact Assessment Report must be prepared by a suitably qualified and
experienced civil engineer recognised under the National Professional Engineers Register
(NPER) in this field. The full name of the person who prepared the report, relevant
qualifications and registration number are to be provided on the front page of the report.

9.7

Structural Engineering Certificate (Schedule 2)

Some development may require a Structural Engineering Certificate to ensure that the
proposed structures can withstand flood forces including debris and buoyancy forces up to
a specified flood scenario.

9.8

Geotechnical Engineering Certificate

Flooding of developed areas has the potential to cause significantly reduced bearing
capacities of building foundations and, for masonry structures, these may lead to capacity
failures. As such, some proposed development may require certification of building
foundations by a chartered geotechnical practitioner especially in light of changing flood
behaviour due to climate change and sea level rise.

9.9

Flood Emergency Management Plan

All caravan parks require a Flood Emergency Management Plan (FEMP) outlining the risk
to the caravan park and how it is to be managed. The FEMP must demonstrate that
permanent, fail-safe and maintenance free measures are incorporated in the development
to ensure that the timely, orderly and safe evacuation of people is possible from the area
and that it will not add significant cost and disruption to the community or the SES. Refer
to Supplementary Document 1 for the recommended template for a FEMP.
Please note, this template can be altered to suit the individual needs of a caravan park.
For example, it may be preferred to move evacuation actions (i.e. when evacuation is
triggered, how evacuation is conducted, who conducts evacuation) to the front of the
document. Table 1 is also to be included in the FEMP
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The FEMP may require the installation of flood marker posts or a more sophisticated flash
flood warning system. These must be in appropriately visible locations within the caravan
park and are to be maintained in working order.

9.10 Evacuation Capability Assessment
Where the FEMP requires the caravan park manager to execute evacuation measures to
move people, animals and vans or the like to refuge areas within or outside the caravan
park, an evacuation capability assessment is required. Such an assessment will be
undertaken by a suitably qualified professional and must assess whether the available
warning time and resources are adequate to ensure the orderly and safe evacuation of
people, animals and property from the caravan park. Where appropriate, this will include
an assessment of the adequacy of quick release tie downs where used, the serviceability
of draw bars and wheels, the ability to quickly detach services, as well as any impediments
to evacuation posed by towable dwellings attached to non towable structures or objects.
The assessment will also address the evacuation implications of growth of the caravan
park over the following years and identify constraints to the likely growth if any such
constraints exist.
The Evacuation Capability Assessment needs to be signed off by the caravan park
manager annually to receive approval to operate. This is to ensure that caravan park
managers are aware of their responsibilities for maintaining the evacuation capability of
the caravan park.

9.11 Community Consultation Details
Some development may require a report on community consultation that was undertaken
as part of the pre-development investigations. The report will note all issues raised and
how they were addressed.
Please note that Council may undertake further community consultation in accordance
with Council’s Community Consultation Policy for Subdivision and Development
Applications.

9.12 Flood Compliance Report Checklists
Checklists A, B and C detail mandatory items to be submitted as part of the Caravan Park
Compliance Report. Non-mandatory items are also listed in the checklists. Refer to
Section 9 within this Chapter or check with Council’s Planning and Development Group on
(02) 4429 3111, as to which non-mandatory items need to be provided with your
application.
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10

Checklists

10.1 Checklist A – Caravan Park Compliance Report – new, extension, or
changed use of caravan park
Mandatory items to be submitted with an application for a new park or new extension or
change of use to an existing caravan park include:
MANDATORY ITEMS

SUPPLIED

Current Flood Certificate and/or Flood Assessment Report which includes
flood risk precinct information
Compliance Assessment
Development Plans (e.g. updated community map/site plan)
Survey Plan
Hydraulic Impact Assessment Report (for development located in medium
and high caravan park flood risk precincts)
Flood Emergency Management Plan
Evacuation Capability Assessment
The below items may be required to be submitted with an application for a new park
or new extension or changed use of an existing caravan park (Schedule 5):
REQUIRED?

SUPPLIED

Additional Survey Information (inserted into Survey Plan)
Fill or Excavation Details
Structural Engineering Certificate
Geotechnical Engineering Certificate
Community Consultation Details
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10.2 Checklist B – Caravan Park Compliance Report – new installation
Mandatory items to be submitted with an application for a new installation include:
MANDATORY ITEMS

SUPPLIED

Current Flood Certificate or Flood Assessment Report including Flood Risk
Precinct Information
Compliance Assessment
Development Plans (e.g. updated community map/site plan)
Survey Plan
The below items may be required to be submitted with an application for a new
installation (refer section Schedule 5):
REQUIRED?

SUPPLIED

Additional Survey Information (inserted into Survey Plan)
Fill or Excavation Details
Hydraulic Impact Assessment Report
Structural Engineering Certificate
Geotechnical Engineering Certificate
Flood Emergency Management Plan
Evacuation Capability Assessment
Community Consultation Details
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10.3 Checklist C – Caravan Park Compliance Report – approval to
operate
Where NO changes have occurred since the last approval to operate was granted, below
are the mandatory items to be submitted with an application for approval to operate:
MANDATORY ITEMS – NO changes since last approval to operate

SUPPLIED

Signed statement stating: no changes to the caravan park have occurred
since the last approval to operate was granted
Signed Evacuation Capability Assessment
Proof that actions identified in the Flood Emergency Management Plan and
Evacuation Capability Assessment are implemented

Where changes have occurred since the last approval to operate was granted, below are
the mandatory items to be submitted with an application for approval to operate:
MANDATORY ITEMS – changes since last approval to operate

SUPPLIED

Current Flood Certificate or Flood Assessment Report including Caravan
Park Flood Risk Precinct Information
Flood Emergency Management Plan
Evacuation Capability Assessment
Survey Plan
Current Community Plan

The below items may be required to be submitted with an application for approval to
operate (refer Schedule 5):
REQUIRED?

SUPPLIED

Additional Survey Information
Proof that actions identified in the Flood Emergency
Management Plan and Evacuation Capability Assessment
are implemented.
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11

Advisory Information

11.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Shoalhaven Design Guidelines for Permanent Occupancy of Caravan
Parks (Policy No: POL08/174)

External Policies
& Guidelines



NSW Government Flood Prone Land Policy 1984



NSW Floodplain Development Manual (2005) and other associated
guidelines



NSW Coastal Planning Guideline: Adapting to Sea Level Rise 2010



NSW Sea Level Rise Policy Statement 2009



NSW Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979



NSW Local Government Act 1993



NSW Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan Parks,
Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005



State Environmental Planning Policy No. 21 – Caravan Parks



State Environmental Planning Policy No. 36 – Manufactured Home
Estates



Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014

Legislation
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Schedule 1 - Flood Information Enquiries and Flood Certificates
One component of your application is to determine whether the land proposed for
development is flood prone. To do this you can:
a)

Look at Council’s online mapping by:
i.

ii.
iii.
OR;
b)

Searching Councils website www.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au - the zoning details
of properties within the Shoalhaven can be found in the LEP maps online.
Where council has flood information, this is shown on the “flood planning
area” map. Alternatively you can look at the individual catchment maps in
the flood risk section.
Attending Councils Customer Service Counter in the Administration Building
to view the mapping, or
Contacting Council by either phone, email or in writing and request the flood
information for a subject site.

Consult the Section 149 Planning Certificate (149 Certificate).

A 149 certificate for a parcel of land may state whether or not the land is subject to “flood
related development controls”.
Please note that land may still be flood prone even though the 149 Certificate contains no
reference to flooding. Historical information is not contained in certificates and further
research should be undertaken if the property is in the vicinity of a watercourse or if the
contours suggest a local flowpath may cross the land. While existing flood information
may not exist there is the possibility that a property is flood affected and further
investigations by a suitably qualified engineer would be warranted.
A 149 Certificate can be obtained by contacting Council.
If the property is flood affected you will need to obtain a Flood Certificate from Council. An
application fee applies in accordance with Councils Fees and Charges. Figure 7 details
the procedure for making a flood certificate request.
Complete a flood certificate request in person from a customer service
counter at Councils administration buildings or access the electronic form
online via Council’s homepage: www.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au
Enter all required information, property details and preferred mode of
reply. Submit the completed form.
You will be sent an invoice; once the invoice has been paid your request
will be completed by a flood engineer within 10 working days.
Figure 7 Procedure for obtaining a Flood Certificate from Council
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Schedule 2 – Technical Reporting Requirements
Flood Assessment Report
A Flood Assessment Report must be prepared by a suitably qualified and experienced
engineer recognised under the National Professional Engineers Register (NPER) in this
field. The full name of the person who prepared the report, relevant qualifications and
registration number are to be provided on the front page of the report. The assessment
report provides information on existing flood risk for a catchment and is to be
commensurate with the NSW Floodplain Development Manual and must include the
following information:
a)

A description of the creek or drainage system that is relevant to the flood
characteristics of the site, whether located on, adjacent to or remote from the
development site;

b)

A plan showing cross-sections through the site. As a guide, the following
cross section information should be provided:
•
A minimum of 5 cross-sections, at a maximum distance of 20m apart,
should be taken through the site, perpendicular to the likely flow path
(i.e. the direction of the cross-section may not necessarily be in a
single straight line);
•
One cross-section should be at the upstream end and one crosssection at the downstream end of the proposed development site;
•
Cross-sections should extend at least as high as the highest flood
level available at the site and if possible be wide enough to cover the
full width of the floodplain at that location; and
•
The cross-sections should be plotted at a suitable exaggerated scale
(i.e. the vertical scale is not necessarily the same as the horizontal
scale);

c)

Flood levels for the PMF, 1%, 2%, 5% and 10% AEP events for the
predevelopment scenario (all assumptions, calculations and modelling output
tables must be provided);

d)

Flood velocities and vectors for the 1% AEP event for the predevelopment
scenario (all assumptions, calculations and modelling output tables must be
provided);

e)

Provisional Hazard categories based on depth and velocity as well as
other obvious hazards such as evacuation difficulties as per the
requirements of the 2005 NSW Floodplain Development Manual;

f)

Provisional Hydraulic categories based on depth and velocity as per the
requirements of the 2005 NSW Floodplain Development Manual; and

g)

Plans showing the results of (c) to (f) as well as the location of the proposed
development.
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h)

Caravan Park Flood Risk Precinct/s as per Section 5

Please note:
a) The modelling shall include climate change considerations as per current
Government Guidelines for both sea level rise and predicted changes in
rainfall.
b) The modelling shall include a 50% and 100% blockage analysis of all existing
drainage structures that may affect the development site.
c) Localised flow effects shall be investigated and reported on where relevant.
d) The roughness coefficients used shall allow for fully vegetated stream conditions in
order to account for potential revegetation of degraded areas without impact on
flood levels.
e) In areas where local sub-catchment flooding, such as flows from drains, overland
flow paths or similar, interact with overall catchment flooding from waterways and
lakes; or, with ocean inundation a joint probability analysis of flood behaviour shall
be undertaken.
Hydraulic Impact Assessment/Report
For some development a Hydraulic Impact Assessment/Report is required as part of the
Caravan Park Compliance Report, demonstrating that the development will not increase
flood hazard or flood damage to other properties or adversely affect flood behaviour for a
5% AEP up to the PMF scenario. Flooding from all possible sources must be taken into
account.
A Hydraulic Impact Assessment/Report must be prepared by a suitably qualified and
experienced civil engineer recognised under the National Professional Engineers Register
(NPER) in this field. The full name of the person who prepared the report, relevant
qualifications and registration number are to be provided on the front page of the report.
This Schedule describes two methods for assessing hydraulic impacts of proposed
developments. The two methods are:
Assessment method 1 — Cross-section Analysis (No Computer Modelling);
•
•
Assessment method 2 — Use of Existing Flood Study data or Preparation
of a Site-Specific Model (Computer Modelling).
Method 1 will be sufficient for small scale development proposals.
For larger
developments, developments in sensitive areas, or where special circumstances exist,
Council may require assessment method 2 to be used.
Both assessment methods need to be commensurate with the NSW Floodplain
Development Manual. In some circumstances, Council may determine the method(s) to
be used.
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Assessment method 1 - Cross-section Analysis (No Computer Modelling)
In order to satisfy the requirement that the development will not increase flood hazard or
potential flood damage to other properties or adversely affect flood behaviour for the full
range of flood scenarios, the applicant must demonstrate that:
i.

The proposed development will not involve fill volumes that occupy more than 1% of
the available 20%, 5% and 1% AEP flood volume on the development site or
involve cutting or filling in floodways.
Please note: it is too simplistic to assume that earthworks will have a negligible
impact on the hydraulics of a waterway if the net cut and fill volumes for the PMF
balance out. Hydraulic processes are complex and a simple “total fill < total cut”
equation will not guarantee that the flood storage capacity of a waterway corridor
are maintained. It is therefore necessary to check net cut and fill volumes within the
site over a range of flood events.

ii.

the proposed development will not adversely change flow direction and velocity or
create any new preferential flow paths for the PMF, 1%, 2%, 5%, and 10% AEP
flood events; and

iii.

The proposed development will not change the flood conveyance at any of the
cross sections up to and including the PMF.
Please note: The flood conveyance should be calculated at each cross-section for
pre-development and post-development conditions. Flood conveyance should be
calculated at a range of water levels, at each cross-section, including the 1% AEP
and PMF. All assumptions, particularly those relating to hydraulic roughness, must
be documented, especially where the development results in a change in hydraulic
roughness.
In special circumstances, small size developments inside a floodway may not
reduce conveyance (e.g. minor alterations or additions carried out in the ‘lee’ of an
existing structure). In such cases, Council may require assessment using
Assessment Method 1 and 2 of this Schedule to demonstrate that conveyance is
not being reduced.

This method does not require computer modelling. It checks for changes in flood storage
volume, flood behaviour and conveyance at critical cross sections only through the
proposed development.
This approach, whilst simpler than computer modelling, assumes a thorough knowledge of
flood behaviour to ensure that the cross-section locations are representative of the
principal impacts of the development.
In addition to the survey details and pre development flood information, the following shall
be submitted, accompanied by appropriate supporting written information:
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a)
b)
c)
d)

Post development flood level plots for the PMF, 1%, , 2%, 5% and 10% AEP
flood events at all cross sections (all assumptions, calculations and
modelling output tables must be provided);
Post development in-stream and overbank flow velocity vector plots for the
1% AEP event at all cross sections (all assumptions, calculations and
modelling output tables must be provided);
Calculation results for all calculations undertaken in order to demonstrate the
above requirements and;
Pre and post development ground surface levels — this information should
be shown on each cross-section, with areas of cut and fill clearly shown.

Assessment method 2 - Use of Existing Flood Study or Preparation of Site-Specific Flood
Study (Computer Modelling)
This method requires computer modelling. An existing flood study model may be used if
available and suitable (e.g. it contains sufficient local detail).
For large scale developments or developments in critical locations, a flood study using a
fully dynamic one or two dimensional hydraulic computer model may be required. Such a
flood study would be prepared in a manner consistent with the NSW Floodplain
Development Manual, Australian Rainfall and Runoff — A Guide to Flood Estimation
(Institution of Engineers, Australia) and relevant Council codes.
In addition to the survey details and pre development flood information, the following shall
be submitted in plan form, accompanied by appropriate supporting written information:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

f)

Post development water surface contours — these should be provided in
metres to Australian Height Datum (m AHD);
Post development flood profiles — these should be provided at a suitable
vertical and horizontal scale such that any changes in flood levels are easily
identified;
Post development velocity vectors — these show direction and relative size
of flood velocities and should be provided in metres per second (m/s);
Difference plots for flood levels and velocities for the 20% and 1% AEP flood
events.
Post development contours of flood velocities multiplied by depth of flooding
over ground level indicating provisional hydraulic categories as per the
requirements of the 2005 NSW Floodplain development manual — these
should be provided to one decimal place.
Post development provisional hazard categories based on depth and velocity
as well as obvious other hazards such as evacuation difficulties as per the
requirements of the 2005 NSW Floodplain Development Manual.

An interpretation of the results clearly indicating the effects of the proposed development
on general and local flood behaviours and potential impacts on neighbouring properties is
to be provided. This interpretation should clearly inform the last section of the Caravan
Park Compliance Report which seeks to provide a detailed assessment of how the
proposed development will achieve the objectives and performance criteria of this Chapter.
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Please note:
•
A range of flood sizes should be chosen for the above analyses so that the
full impacts of the development can be assessed. Typically, the flood sizes
to be considered would be: a 20% AEP, 5% AEP, 1% AEP and probable
maximum flood.
•
For the post-development scenario, all proposed works and structures,
including any revegetation and enhancements should be included in the
analysis.
•
All assumptions relating to hydraulic roughness should be clearly
documented.
•
Flood levels and velocities need to be computed not only at the site but also
at an appropriate distance upstream and downstream to allow the principal
impacts of the development to be determined.
Structural conditions for developments affected by flood
Where required, a structural engineer must certify that a building and/or structure will be
able to withstand hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces of flood waters including debris and
buoyancy forces based on relevant depth, velocity and debris loadings for the specific site.
Some guidance on this issue is provided in Appendix A of the Hawkesbury and Nepean
floodplain Management Steering committee, Reducing Vulnerability of Buildings to Flood
Damage (2006) (www.ses.nsw.gov.au ).
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Schedule 3 – Flood Proofing
There are many different ways in which to reduce flood damages and flood proofing is
generally recommended for any building, installation or structure on land that is considered
by Council to be flood prone. Flood proofing refers to the design and construction of
buildings, installations and the like with appropriate water resistant materials such that
flood damage is minimised, should it be inundated. Certain types of materials are better
able to withstand inundation than others, for example, plasterboard and chipboard, both
materials commonly used for the internal wall linings and cupboard fittings of a house, can
be badly damaged on inundation and may have to be replaced. In contrast, double brick
construction can withstand inundation and may only require a hose and scrub down when
the flood subsides.
Adequate flood proofing of structures and buildings in flood liable areas is an effective and
equitable means of reducing flood damage. More information on flood proof materials can
be found in Schedule 4 of DCP G9 - Development on Flood Prone Land.
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Schedule 4 – Installation / Activity Types
The installation/activity types (IA types) listed in Table 2 below, are not exhaustive, they
are indicative only. Where an installation or activity does not fit within the IA types,
assessment will be undertaken based on merit in accordance with the NSW
Floodplain Development Manual provisions. Council will determine, based on the
documentation provided to Council, which IA type the proposal fits into.
Table 2 is to be used in conjunction with Schedule 5.
Table 2: Installation / Activity type description - IA types

Installation/Activity Type

Installation/Activity Type

(abbreviation)

(full description)

Long-term moveable dwelling Long-term site in caravan park or dwelling site in
or relocatable home
manufactured home estate occupied by moveable
dwelling. Sometimes described as “permanents”.
Privately owned moveable Short-term site occupied by privately owned moveable
dwelling – short term
dwelling. Sometimes described as “annuals” or “semipermanents”. This may include manufactured homes.
Park owned moveable dwelling Short-term site occupied by moveable dwelling (other
– short term
than a tent) owned by park and provided for tourist hire.
This may include manufactured homes.
Rigid annexe

Rigid annexe is an annexe that is not a flexible annexe
as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured
Home Estates, Caravan Parks, Camping Grounds and
Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005.

Minor Associated structure

Associated structures such as a carport, small shed
(<6m2), pergola, veranda or similar

Large Associated structure

Garage or large shed (≥ 6m2)
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Schedule 5 – Development Control Matrix – New complexes, extensions to existing complexes and
installations
Note: development controls in the matrix do not apply to existing installations.
Caravan Park Flood
HIGH
HIGH
Risk Precinct

Privately owned moveable dwelling –
short term

Park owned moveable dwelling –
short term

Rigid annexe

Minor associated structure

Large Associated Structure

3*

1*

2*

3*

Building components

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

Design & Maintenance

1,3,4

1,3,4

1,3,4

1,3,4

1,3,4

1,3,4

2

2

1,4

dwelling

Large Associated Structure

Minor associated structure

Rigid annexe

Park owned moveable dwelling –
short term

dwelling
Long-term moveable
relocatable home

Large Associated Structure

Minor associated structure

Rigid annexe

dwelling
Long-term moveable
relocatable home

or
Long-term moveable
relocatable home

3*

or

1*

or
Minimum Floor Level

Installation / Activity Type

Privately owned moveable dwelling –
short term

New development in a medium caravan park flood
risk precinct

Park owned moveable dwelling –
short term

New development in a high caravan park flood
risk precinct

Privately owned moveable dwelling –
short term

Replacement of existing development already
in a high caravan park flood risk precinct

MEDIUM
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Hydraulic Impact
Evacuation Access
Management

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1

1

Matrix continued on next page. Legend on page 50

Not permitted

1

1

1,2

1

1

1

No flood related development controls

Schedule 5 – Development Control Matrix – Continued - New complexes, extensions to existing complexes and installations
continued
Caravan Park Flood
LOW
Risk Precinct

Large Associated Structure

Minor associated structure

Rigid annexe

Park owned moveable dwelling –
short term

Privately owned moveable dwelling –
short term

Long-term moveable dwelling or
relocatable home

Installation / Activity Type

New development in a low caravan park flood
risk precinct
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Minimum Floor Level
Building components
Design
Maintenance

&

4

4

4

Hydraulic Impact
Evacuation Access

1,2,3,4 1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

Management
Legend on next page

No flood
controls

related

development
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Legend: Development Control Matrix - New complexes, extensions to existing
complexes and installations
Minimum Floor Level
1. 2050 1% AEP flood level plus 0.5m freeboard*
2. 2050 5% AEP flood level plus 0.5m freeboard*
3. 2050 5% AEP flood level*
*Note: all development is to be built to the 2050 flood levels (above) or demonstrate that it
can be relocated or elevated to the 2050 flood levels, if be directed by Council in the future
to comply with future sea level rise conditions.
Building Components
1. Any portion of the structure below the Flood Planning Level to be built from
materials that will minimise potential damage due to inundation.
2. Where practicable, electrical installations to be above the Flood Planning Level.
Otherwise, they must be able to be isolated in the event of flooding.
Design and Maintenance
1. Appropriate engineer's report to certify that the structure can withstand forces of
flood-water, debris and buoyancy up to the 1% AEP flood.
2. Appropriate engineer's report to certify that the structure will not become floating
debris during a 1% AEP flood.
3. Re-distribution of dwelling type sites within the complex should occur where existing
location of structures poses substantial risk to occupants and property.
4. If required as a flood refuge, appropriate engineer's report to certify that the
structure can withstand forces of flood-water, debris and buoyancy up to the PMF.
Hydraulic Impact
1. Applicant to demonstrate that the development will not increase flood effects
elsewhere. Council may require this to be certified by an appropriate engineer.
2. Appropriate consulting engineer’s report for earthworks of volumes exceeding 250
cubic metres or with a length of more than 20m in high hazard areas.
Evacuation Access
1. Sufficient time/access must be available to evacuate pedestrians to an area of
refuge (above at least the 1% AEP flood level but preferably above the PMF and
with suitable community facilities).
2. Reliable access should be available for ambulance, SES, fire brigade, police and
other emergency services up to a 1% AEP flood event.
3. Sufficient time and access should be available to evacuate vehicles and towable
vans/dwellings/structures to an area above the 1% AEP flood level.
4. Applicant to ensure that the Caravan Park Flood Evacuation Plan is updated to
include the new installation.
Management
1. Applicant to demonstrate that there is an area where hazardous and valuable goods
can be stored above the 1% AEP level plus freeboard.
2. Applicant to demonstrate that there is an area where animals can find refuge above
the 1% AEP level plus freeboard.
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to outline controls and guidelines for the subdivision of land
and strata subdivision.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to all subdivision development in Shoalhaven.

3

Context

Land to which Shoalhaven LEP 2014 applies may be subdivided, but only with the
development consent of Council. This Chapter encourages appropriate subdivision
development which provides quality subdivision design, optimising land use and
minimising whole of life cycle net infrastructure costs.
Note: An ‘allotment’ or ‘lot’ means an area of topographical space
on an approved plan of subdivision and on which it is intended to
construct a dwelling/dwellings or other land use (e.g. industrial
premises). Note that not all lots will have a dwelling entitlement.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Encourage high quality urban design and residential amenity.
Set appropriate environmental criteria for subdivision development.
Provide a comprehensive design approach for residential, rural, industrial and
commercial subdivision.
Provide for the ecologically sustainable subdivision of land.

Additional specific objectives are also set out in the controls contained in Section 5 of this
Chapter.

5

Controls

5.1

Residential Neighbourhood Design

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Provide a wide variety of safe, interesting and quality housing opportunities to meet
the diverse and changing needs of the community.
Provide good internal and external vehicular access for residents and minimise
through traffic.
Provide good quality public assets requiring minimum maintenance cost.
Encourage walking and cycling.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

To ensure the subdivision
layout responds to site
characteristics, setting,
landmarks and views
through street and open
space areas.

A1.1

No recommended acceptable solution. Each
situation requires an individual approach.

P2

To reinforce neighbourhood
identity and focus on
community facilities within
convenient walking
distances for residents.

A2.1

No recommended acceptable solution. Each
situation requires an individual approach.

A2.2

Where pedestrian access pathways are provided in
a sub-division, the minimum width of these passage
ways is to be 15m to improve accessibility to the
community or access to public transport or other
community facilities, addressing safer by design
guidelines.

P3

To provide a high level of
internal access and external
connections for local
vehicular traffic, pedestrian
and cycle movement, whilst
deterring through traffic and
creating safe road conditions
for all users.

A3.1

No recommended acceptable solution. Each
situation requires an individual approach.

P4

To design street layouts and
lot density to minimise fuel
consumption, reduce travel
distances, maximise public
transport effectiveness and
encourage walking and
cycling.

A4.1

No recommended acceptable solution. Each
situation requires an individual approach.

P5

To ensure street and lot
layout enable efficient
provision of physical
services.

A5.1

No recommended acceptable solution. Each
situation requires an individual approach.

P6

To provide a range of lot
sizes to permit a variety of
housing types and
compatible land uses that
are consistent with Council’s
Housing Strategy.

A6.1

No recommended acceptable solution. Each
situation requires an individual approach.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P7

To provide for higher
densities in areas close to
the CBD, services, public
transport, open space that
are consistent with the zone
objectives.

A7.1

Development is in accordance with Council’s
Housing Strategy and any relevant site specific
chapters of this DCP.

P8

To distribute and locate
public open space
appropriately that contributes
to a range of uses,
stormwater management,
environmental care and low
maintenance costs.

A8.1

No recommended acceptable solution. Each
situation requires an individual approach.

P9

To ensure lot layout retains
significant vegetation and
natural areas, incorporates
cultural and natural features,
minimises soil erosion and
avoids flood prone land.

A9.1

No recommended acceptable solution. Each
situation requires an individual approach.

P10

To ensure integration of lot
layout with the surrounding
urban environment that
complements existing
desirable streetscapes and
landscapes and promotes
shared use of public facilities
by adjoining communities.

A10.1 No recommended acceptable solution. Each
situation requires an individual approach.

5.2

Major Street Networks

The specific objective is to:
i.

Provide an integrated and cost effective major street network for vehicles, public
transport, pedestrians and cyclists that minimises traffic impacts.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P11

A11.1 A traffic study is provided as required by the relevant
SEPP or in accordance with RMS guidelines.

To design a street network
that can accommodate the
traffic volumes, including
public transport, pedestrian
and cyclist needs.

A11.2 A traffic statement is provided where the application
falls outside SEPP requirements or where requested
by Council.
A11.3 A traffic study or statement is provided that has been
prepared in accordance with RMS and
AUSTROADS guidelines to the satisfaction of
Council.
Note: Refer to Chapter G21: Car Parking and Traffic for
additional traffic study requirements.

P12

To design arterial road
networks to accommodate
projected traffic movements
and public transport
services.

A12.1 Arterial corridors are provided at regular intervals.

P13

To facilitate efficient traffic
movement via the design of
the street networks.

A13.1 Connectivity between the street network and the
traffic route network is maximised and is consistent
with the role of each traffic route in the hierarchy.

P14

To ensure neighbourhood
streets do not unnecessarily
operate as through traffic
routes for externally
generated traffic, other than
for pedestrians, cyclists and
public transport.

A14.1 Demonstrate that projected through traffic volumes
conform to the AADT in Table 1.

P15

To provide safe and efficient
connections between
transport corridors and
residential neighbourhoods.

A15.1

Provide emergency and/or footpath connections to
residential areas of 30 or more allotments with only
one road access.

A15.2

Connections between residential streets and
arterial roads are to conform to the specifications
of Table 2 in Section 5.3.

To protect the performance
of road corridors and
preserve the quality of street
networks in precincts or
neighbourhoods.

A16.1 Locate junctions between external roads and
internal road networks to minimise restriction of
movements on roads. Avoid traffic volumes in
excess of 3000 vpd on local collector roads.

P16
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Performance Criteria
P17

Acceptable Solutions

Ensure access
arrangements for housing
and other forms of
development along arterial
roads does not impede the
road traffic.

A17.1 No direct vehicular access to an arterial road is
provided from housing fronting or adjacent to the
road. Where this cannot be achieved access to and
from the road must be in a forward direction.
A17.2 Within new residential or other forms of subdivision,
access is to be prevented to existing or main
arterial roads. The preferred option shall be via a
service road. See Figure 1.

Table 1: Classification of streets

AADT2

Speed km/h 1

Carriageway
Widths3

Access Street (Minor)4
Access streets generally are
streets where the residential
environment is dominant,
traffic is subservient, speed
and volume are low and
pedestrian and cycle
movements are facilitated.

30

<500

6.0 min

Laneways

15

<15

3.5 to 5.05

Local Street

40

<2000

7.0 to 9.0 max

Collector Street

50

<3000

7.0 to 9.06

Local Distributor Road

60

3000 to 6000

7.0 to 9.0

The collector streets collect
traffic from Access Streets and
connects to a major road.

1

Streets shall be designed to achieve the target street speed and sight distances to accord with design
speed.
2
For single dwellings apply a traffic generation rate of 10 vehicles per day per dwelling. For multi-unit
dwellings apply a rate of 6 vehicles per day per dwelling unless a different rate can be demonstrated.
3
The carriageway width is measured from kerb invert or outer edge of edge strip. Widening required at
bends to allow for wider vehicle paths using AUSTROADS Turning Templates.
4
Includes traditional cul-de-sac type streets.
5
Laneways are generally used when smaller lot layouts justify access to garages at the rear, and where
alternative vehicle access is needed for lots fronting major streets or parklands.
6
Collector roads may require indented bus bays.
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Figure 1: No direct access to existing main or arterial roads

5.3

Local Street Networks

The specific objective is to:
i.

Create street networks that clearly define the function of each street, provide
acceptable levels of access, safety and convenience for all users, and minimise
environmental impact.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Function and structure
P18

The street network has clear
function and each street
conforms to its function in
the network.

A18.1 Streets link with other streets that are no more than
two levels higher or lower in the hierarchy.

P19

There are clear physical
distinctions between each
type of street. Distinctions
are based on function,
legibility, convenience, traffic
volumes, vehicle speeds,
public safety and amenity.

A19.1 The street network reflects the characteristics
specified in Table 1.
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Performance Criteria
P20

Acceptable Solutions

Design features of each type
of residential street
encourage driver behaviour
appropriate to the primary
function of the street.

A20.1 The street network reflects the characteristics
specified in Table 1.

Table 2: Location of Intersections

Access Street

Only to access street, or local street

Local Street

Only to local street or access street

Collector Street

Only to collector street, access street or trunk collector

Local Distributor Road

Only to collector street or external road

Figure 2: Location of Intersections
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Table 2A: Desirable Minimum Spacing of Intersections/roundabouts/turning movements (centreline to
centreline)

Access Street
and Collector
Street

Trunk Collector
Street

Distributor
Road

On same side of through street

60m

100m

-

On opposite sides of through
streets

40m

60m

-

3 or more consecutive round–
a-bouts

70m

70m

-

Turning movements between
address and the nearest
collector street or distributor
road.

3

3

3

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Safety, access and convenience
P21

Junctions along residential
streets are spaced to create
safe and convenient vehicle
movements.

A21.1 Intersections are spaced as set out in Table 2 of
this section. Provide wheelchair/pram ramps at
intersections and crossing points where footpaths
are constructed or likely to be constructed in
accordance with Council’s Pedestrian Access and
Mobility Plan.

P22

Movement of residents
between their homes and
higher order roads is
convenient.

A22.1 Driving distance from any dwelling to the nearest
collector or higher order road is no more than
700m.
A22.2 No more than three turning movements at
intersections are required in order to travel from
any home to the most convenient collector street or
higher order road.

Mode choice
P23

Bus routes are to be
efficient, direct and safely
accessible by foot from all
dwellings and activity
centres.

A23.1 Public transport routes and stops are provided as
set out in Section 5.5.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P24

Bus routes between
development areas and
major activity centres must
permit high traffic speeds
and/or require complicated
turning manoeuvres.

A24.1 Public transport routes and stops are provided as
set out in Section 5.5.

P25

The street network facilitates
walking and cycling within
the neighbourhood and to
local activity centres.

A25.1 Provide a safe, convenient and identifiable network
for pedestrians and cyclists, as set out in Section
5.4 – Pedestrian ad Cycle Facilities.

Urban design and character
P26

The topography and
vegetation of the site are
considered in the street
network. Advantages of
existing or potential site
assets and view
opportunities are
considered/incorporated in
the street network.

A26.1 Provide for the establishment of streetscapes that
incorporate the provisions of Section 5.12 –
Residential Streetscapes.

P27

Street network considers the
existing and future desired
streetscape.

A27.1 Provide for the establishment of streetscapes that
incorporate the provisions of Section 5.12 –
Residential Streetscapes.

P28

Orientate the street network
to promote efficient solar
access for dwellings.

A28.1 Align streets in either east-west or north-south
direction wherever possible.

P29

Incorporate/accommodate
natural drainage and open
space systems into the
street network.

A29.1 Provide drainage and open space networks as set
out in Section (cross reference to be inserted prior
to exhibition).
Note: Refer also to Section 5.6 Public Open Space
and 5.10 Stormwater Drainage.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Safety and amenity
P30

Traffic generated by the
development is within the
acceptable capacity of the
roads.

AND
Streets do not operate as
through routes for externally
generated traffic. Minimise
the time length of time local
drivers need to spend in a
low speed environment.
P31

Restraint measures for traffic
speed and/or volume must
consider other street users
and residents of adjoining
dwelling by avoiding:





stop start conditions;
increased traffic
emissions;
unacceptable traffic
noise;
devices that reduce
convenience or safety for
cyclists and public
transport

A30.1 Intersections are T-junctions or roundabouts
designed to AUSTROADS guidelines and are
referred to Council’s Traffic Committee where
necessary. Design of roundabouts consider:




use as slow points;
site specific measures;
Car use with the occasional truck or bus being
allowed to mount the centre island.

A31.1 Locate most dwellings to front streets with low
traffic volumes.
A31.2 Restrain traffic speeds and volumes by such means
as:


limiting street length;



introducing bends;



introducing slow points as set out in Section 5.7
- Street Design.

A31.3 All engineering design detail to be in accordance
with Council’s Engineering Design Specification,
Chapter D2.

Cost effectiveness
P32

Street/carriageway widths
and lengths optimise the
cost effectiveness of the
street network.

A32.1 Major collectors less than 1200m long, except
where topography or location of major traffic routes
make longer distances unavoidable.

P33

The street network provides
for the cost effective
provision of public utilities.

A33.1 Provide for water, sewer, electricity,
telecommunications and gas in the street network.
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5.4

Pedestrian and Cyclist Facilities

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.

Provide all residents with the opportunity to walk or cycle to the nearest community
facilities.
Ensure safe and convenient links to major destinations external to the
neighbourhood.
Reduce the need for separate cycle and pedestrian linkages by encouraging shared
walking and cycling routes along quieter local streets.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Planning
P34

All new residential areas are
to provide a network of
pedestrian and cycle routes
that connect to adjoining
streets, open spaces and
activity centres.

A34.1 Footpaths and/or cycleways are provided as
identified in site specific DCP chapters, the
Council’s Bicycle Strategy, PAMP, Shoalhaven
Integrated Transport Strategy or to connect
existing/ planned facilities.
A34.1 Footpaths and cycle ways are to provide
appropriate connections to external path networks
and that appropriate pedestrian crossings are
provided to ensure the safety of users of these
facilities. Pedestrian crossings may be required
external to the development where required to
mitigate any adverse safety issues arising from
pedestrian/cyclist desire lines generated by the
development.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P35

A35.1 Wheelchair/pram ramps are provided at
intersections and crossing points where footpaths
are constructed or likely to be constructed.

The network of footpaths
and cycle routes optimise:








walking and cycling;
anticipation of likely
users, e.g. school
children, parents with
prams, the aged and
disabled, commuter and
recreational cyclists;
links to open space
networks and community
facilities such as schools,
public transport and local
activity centres;
consideration of the site
topography; and
cyclist and pedestrian
safety.

Location and design
P36

Location of footpaths and
cycleways are determined
via the consideration of:












Low vehicle speeds and
volume.
The comfort and safety
of pedestrians is not
adversely affected by
cyclists.
The protection of
pedestrians and cyclists
from parked vehicles and
vehicles moving on the
street and driveways.
That postal deliveries
must not
inconvenienced.
The location of physical
services.
Cross falls.
Landscaping.
The presence of

A36.1 Footpaths and cycleways are provided in
accordance with Table 3 Residential Streets and
Road Types (Section 5.7).
OR
A36.2 Footpaths are provided on one side of streets with
traffic volumes over 2000vpd.
Note: No footpaths are required on streets with a
traffic volume of <2000vpd as pedestrians can share
with vehicles in a low speed environment.
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Performance Criteria



P37

Acceptable Solutions

development fronting the
street.
The safety of pedestrians
and cyclists.
The cost effectiveness of
construction.

Alignment of paths allows
safe, interesting and
convenient use by
pedestrians.

A37.1 The design of footpaths is varied to preserve trees
and other significant features.
A37.2 Footpaths are located to add visual interest by
focusing on vistas and landmarks, where possible.
A37.3 Footpaths and cycleways are well lit and exposed
to casual surveillance.
A37.4 Seats are shown to have been considered, planned
for and/ or provided in appropriate locations.

P38

Footpaths or shared paths
are designed and
constructed of appropriate
width, longitudinal gradient
and sight distances to cater
for the number of projected
pedestrians and cyclists and
user types (e.g. the aged,
the very young, people with
prams and people with a
disability).

A38.1 Where collector streets provide access to lots or
there is a planned pedestrian or cycle path, a
separate path is provided to each side of the street
clear of the carriageway pavement.
A38.2 A pedestrian footpath, where required, is 1.2m
wide and has a maximum grade of 15%.
A38.3 Footpaths are widened to a minimum of 1.4m in the
vicinity of meeting points, schools, shops and other
activity centres.
A38.4 Cycle paths and shared paths have widths and are
designed in accordance with Council’s Engineering
Design Specifications.
A38.5 Maximum longitudinal gradient of cycle paths to be
no greater than any adjacent street pavement.

P39

In access streets and
collector roads street design
is to accommodate
pedestrian and cyclist use of
the street pavement.

A39.1 Dedicated cycle paths are shown to have been
considered and planned for where traffic volumes
reach 5000vpd.

Note: An access street is a
street providing local
residential access with
shared traffic, pedestrian and
recreation use with local
traffic priority.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P40

A40.1 Paths are sufficiently widened at potential conflict
points or areas of high use, such as school, corner
shops etc.

Adequate provision for
passing is accommodated at
potential conflict points,
junctions or on high use
facilities paths.

Safe Crossings
P41

Adequate provision is made
for safe street crossings for
all street users with safe
sight distances and
adequate pavement
markings, warning signs and
safety rails (where
appropriate for cyclists).

A41.1 Safe crossings are created with pedestrian refuges,
slow points, thresholds or other appropriate
mechanisms, where:


traffic volumes exceed 3000vpd; or



Speeds exceed 50kph.

A41.2 Pram and wheelchair crossings are located at all
kerbs and are designed to also assist sight
impaired people.

Construction
P42

5.5

Easily maintained pedestrian
and cyclist paths are built
with stable surfaces suited to
the projected use.

A42.1 Construct footpath and cycle paths from concrete
or pavers in accordance with Council’s
Construction Specification C271.

Public Transport

The specific objective is to increase opportunities for choice in mode of transport, whilst providing
cost effective, efficient, accessible and convenient public transport to the community
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Planning
P43

Provide neighbourhood
densities that support regular
public transport services.

A43.1 Where a site specific DCP chapter, planning
strategy or other guideline exists, the subdivision
densities conform to that plan.
A43.2

Bus routes are provided in all new housing
development areas in accordance with the
Shoalhaven Integrated Transport Strategy.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P44

A43.1 Clearly identify existing and proposed bus routes
on subdivision plans.

Within walking distance of
public transport stops,
encourage residential
densities that:



P45

take advantage of
existing/proposed
infrastructure; and
Support the economic
operation of the services.

Provide a network of public
transport routes that
addresses:








projected travel demand;
distribution, scale and time
of demand;
characteristics of
travellers;
travel time;
operating characteristics;
cost of providing the
service;
Route design and location.

A44.1 Where stages of development are applied for, a
master plan must be submitted to identify the
overall proposed public transport route which
must be resolved up front prior to any individual
stages being lodged, and appropriate turnaround
facilities at each stage.
A45.1 At least 85% of dwellings are within 500m safe
walking distance from an existing or potential bus
route.
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Route Location and Design
P46

Provide for:






P47

convenient connections to
adjoining area and other
existing/future public
transport routes;
safe bus movements;
bus movements between
neighbourhoods;
Links between activity
centres within and external
to the development.

The alignment and geometry
of the streets forming bus
routes allow efficient and
unimpeded movement of
buses without facilitating high
traffic speeds.

A46.1 Bus routes link residential areas across roads that
carry more than 6000vpd to enable a left turn into
the road, followed by a right turn into the adjoining
residential area.

A47.1 Design regular bus routes with a minimum
pavement width of 9.0 metres.
A47.2 Bus routes adequately cater for the operational
requirements of large 14.5m rigid buses.
A47.3 All roads on a bus routes is to be of barrier kerb to
meet the Disability Discrimination Act
requirements for ease of access to bus services. If
layback kerb is provided then indented bus bays
must be provided every 400m with upright barrier
kerb.

Bus Stop Location and Design
P48

Public transport stops provide
for pedestrian safety, security,
comfort and convenience.

A47.1 Where the route serves residential development
bus stops are, or are planned to be, no more than
400m apart.
A48.2 Bus stops relates to the network of pedestrian
paths.
A48.3 Bus stops are designed and located to:






prevent vehicles from overtaking stationary
buses; or
vehicle speed is reduced to ensure safe
pedestrian crossing.
provide shelter, seats, adequate lighting and
time table information;
be overlooked from nearby buildings (where
they exist);
minimise any adverse impacts on the amenity
of nearby dwellings.
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5.6

Public Open Space
Note: Unless gazetted as a reserve for public
recreation, undeveloped Crown land adjoining or in
the vicinity of a proposed subdivision is not to be
relied upon as open space to service that
subdivision.

The specific objectives are to provide:
i.
ii.

Appropriate public open space that meets user requirements for social outdoor
recreational activities.
Landscaping that contributes to the identity and environmental health of the
community.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P49

Where drainage areas have
recreational value,
recognise and promote the
multifunctional role of public
open space, its use as a
community facility and for
stormwater management.

A48.1 Provide public reserve in accordance with an
approved open space strategy, site specific DCP and
Council’s Contribution Plan, by way of dedication of
land to Council, monetary contribution or both.

Public reserves are to
provide:

A49.1 A plan of public open space is submitted showing:

P50











a range of recreation
settings, incorporating
community paths, focal
points and an attractive
urban environment;
facilities to meet the
needs of the community
as indicated by the
population density and
demographic structures;
accessibility for users in
conjunction with existing
facilities;
opportunities to
incorporate existing
trees, streams, other
features of natural or
cultural value; and link
habitat and wild life
corridors;
facilities that recognise

Note: The land being provided may include
embellishments such as equipment and features and be
subject to negotiations between the applicant and
Council.

the adjacent street reserves, carriageways,
parking bays, footpaths, cycleways, street and
park lighting;
 existing vegetation, general character of the
proposed tree planting and landscaping, include
proposed plant species;
 existing rare or significant vegetation, natural
habitats and features (e.g. creeks) that are to be
retained, enhanced or otherwise affected;
 general arrangement of hard landscaping
elements and major earth cuts, fills and
mounding;
 indicative treatment of any drainage systems,
fencing, access points and furniture;
 Proposed recreation facilities.
A50.2 Park lighting is provided in accordance with AS1158.1
(1986).


A50.3 Parks are located where there is adequate direct
frontage to a public road.
A50.4 Laneways providing for pedestrian and cyclist access:


have a minimum width of 4m;
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Performance Criteria








P51

the need for safety,
maintenance
requirements and
reasonable amenity for
adjoining land uses;
for future maintenance
requirements;
opportunities for
regional open space to
meet the neighbourhood
open requirements;
A clear relationship
between public reserve
and adjoining land uses
established by
appropriate treatments,
including alignment,
fencing, landscaping
and passive
surveillance.
Ensure security,
surveillance opportunity,
ease of maintenance
and aesthetic appeal of
open space areas by
avoiding continuous
lengths of solid fencing
along the perimeter.

Public reserves should:






Acceptable Solutions


Where bounded on both sides by a fence, be no
more than 60m long before widening to 6m.

A50.5 In all subdivisions adjoining foreshores a reserve is
provided. The reserve is to extend for a minimum of
30m from the high tide mark and for the full length of
the foreshore in the subdivision.

A50.1 All dedicated public reserves are provided free from
weeds and in a grassed state, except for those areas
covered in remnant vegetation.

be provided in a
condition that is capable
of regular and efficient
A51.2
ongoing maintenance;
not be used for vehicular A51.3
access to adjoining
properties or roads;
Be suitable for their
A51.4
stated purpose.
A51.5

The subdivision plan shows the number of trees
within the reserve to be removed.
The public reserve is provided with a water service,
a dedicated vehicular access point via a concrete
crossing and a locked gate that can be opened.
All road frontages have timber vehicle barriers.
Land identified as passive recreational local open
space is unacceptable if it:


has an area less than 3000m2, unless it adjoins
an existing or identified future open space;
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Acceptable Solutions










has an irregular shape <30m width at the widest
point;
has a slope >20%, frontage to a public road
<50m, and is subject to inundation of >10% AEP;
is substantially covered with native vegetation or
predominantly ecologically endangered
community;
has drainage areas and stormwater easements of
no recreational value but exists as a part of a
natural watercourse as drainage control or
stormwater management;
is land upon which utilities such as water,
sewerage, pump stations, electricity substations,
transmission towers or similar are located;
Is required to ensure provision of riparian zones
or as bushfire setback.

Note: The AEP is the annual exceedance probability.

Figure 3: Open Space Links
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Figure 4: Carriage width

5.7

Street Design

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.

Provide streets that fulfil their designated functions with the street network.
Accommodate public utilities services and drainage systems within the street.
Create streets that provide a safe and attractive environment.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Function and width
P52

Design features convey the
primary function of each
residential street type.

A51.1 The minimum specifications for each street type
complies with Austroads.

AND
Street reserve width is
sufficient to cater for all
street functions, including:





Safe and efficient
movement of all users;
Parked vehicles;
Landscaping;
Location, construction
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

and maintenance of
public utilities.
P53

Verge width addresses
special site conditions and
future requirements.

A52.1 Verge width is sufficiently increased to accommodate
larger scale landscaping, indented parking, future
carriageway widening, retaining walls, cycle paths
and overland flow paths.

Designing for safety
P54

P55

Design facilitates use by
pedestrians, particularly
people with disabilities, the
aged, cyclists and children.

1. Desired speeds are
achieved by speed
reduction techniques in a
design for the whole street
environment.
2. Ensure traffic calming
schemes do not create
unacceptable driver
behaviour or create adverse
traffic or safety outcomes.

A53.1 Carriageway widths allow vehicles to proceed safely
at the operating speed intended for that level of
street.
A54.2

Allowances are made for restrictions caused by on
street parking.

A54.3

Horizontal and vertical alignment is not conducive to
excessive speeds.

A54.4

Vehicles can enter and leave the street in a forward
direction from land abutting major and minor
distributor roads.

A54.5

Section 6.3.1 is adhered to.

A54.1 Slow points using horizontal deflection slow traffic to
design speed.
A55.2

Slow points and carriageway narrowing
accommodate the needs of cyclists by ensuring
speed compatibility and adequate space for
concurrent passage or off street diversions.

A55.3

Landscape design and on-street parking
complement speed restriction measures.

A55.4

A winding road alignment and use of narrow road
widths will generally not be accepted in isolation as
suitable means of traffic calming. Traffic calming
devices are to be installed in accordance with
AS1742.13 and roundabouts should be considered
as preferred means of slowing traffic and managing
traffic conflicts.

A55.5

Any traffic calming scheme to be supported by
swept path analysis to demonstrate a traffic calming
scheme will not adversely impact the operation of
the network.

A55.6

Speed restriction techniques and devices are not
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
used in isolation.

P56

Safe sight distances are
provided at property access
points; pedestrian and
cyclist crossings; and at
junctions and intersections

A55.7

The verge provides safe sight distances, taking into
account expected vehicle speeds; and pedestrian
and cyclist movements.

A55.8

To be consistent with Table 6 in Section 6.3.

A55.1 Sight distances at pedestrian crossings, junctions
and intersections conform to Street Design and
Visibility.

Driveway access
P57

Carriageway and verge
width allows for
unobstructed access to
individual lots, even when a
car is parked on the
opposite side of the street.

AND
Driveway egress
movements do not create a
safety hazard.

A56.1 Lot design enables driveways on major collector
streets and streets carrying more than 3000vpd to be
designed and built to promote forward movement of
vehicles across the verge.
A57.2 Vehicles can enter or reverse from a lot in a single
movement.
A57.3 To be consistent with Tables 7 and 8 in Section 6.3.

Geometric design
P58

Bus routes have a
carriageway width that:




P59

allows for bus
movements unimpeded
by parked cars;
safely accommodates
cyclists;
Avoids cars overtaking
parked buses.

Horizontal and vertical
alignments satisfy safety
criteria and reflect physical
land characteristics and
major drainage functions.

A57.1 The geometry of streets identified as bus routes
provides suitable turning, stopping sight distances,
grade and parking for buses. Maximum carriageway
widths are within the ranges specified in Tables 1
and 3.

A58.1 Horizontal and vertical alignment criteria is satisfied
via compliance with the following:





longitudinal gradients do not exceed 10% on
distributor roads or bus routes and 16% on other
roads
curve super elevation does not exceed 6%
For downgrades of 5–10% street design should
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
be based on an increase of the maximum speed
of 5 km/h. For downgrades > 10%, this maximum
speed should be increased by 10 km/h.
A59.2

P60

P61

Crossfall on street pavement is generally 3%,
otherwise 2.5 – 5% or horizontal and vertical
alignment is consistent with Council’s Engineering
Design Specifications Chapter D1

Geometric design for
intersections, roundabouts
and slow points is
consistent with the vehicle
speed intended for each
street.

A59.1 Design complies with Council’s Engineering Design
Specifications, Chapter D1.

Kerb radii at intersections
and junctions are kept to a
minimum, subject to:

A60.1 Kerb radii to comply with Table 3.





AND
A60.2

To accommodate garbage trucks, cul-de-sac have a
sufficient area for either single movement or a three
point turn. See Council’s Engineering Design
Specifications, Figure D1.3 Geometry of a Cul-deSac.

satisfying required
turning manoeuvres;
minimising pedestrian
crossing distances;
Controlling vehicular
speed.

On-street parking
P62

Car parking provisions are
determined by projected
needs, as follows:








the number and size of
probable future
dwellings;
the car parking
requirements of likely
future residents;
availability of public
transport;
likely future on-site
parking provisions;
locations of non-

A61.1 For allotments having frontages of 12m or more, one
on-street parking space is provided for every two
dwellings. Parking bays are located within 60m of
the allotment; and against the kerb or in parking bays
constructed with the verge.
A62.2

Special parking and vehicle access design is
provided for allotments with frontages of less than
12m.

A62.3

Allotments accessed by single lane carriageways
are provided with off street parking:




at a rate of one space for every two dwellings;
and
within 25m of the lot; and
Which is constructed within the verge.
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Performance Criteria



Acceptable Solutions

residential uses, such as
schools and shops;
The occasional need for
overflow parking.
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Table 3: Residential Streets and Road Types

Footpath
Requirement

Parking
Provision
within
Street
Reserve

Entrance
Kerb
Return
Radium

No

Carriageway

6

1.2m

Carriageway

6

AC or concrete

No

No

5

16%

AC

Carriageway

8

16%

AC

1.2m
1.2m or 2m
cyclepath

No Parking

8

Street Type

Verge
Width

Street
Reserve
Width Avge

Kerb Type

Street
Longitudinal
Grade Max

Access Street

4.0 min

16

Layback

16%

Local Street

4.5 min

18

16%

Laneway

1 min

7

16%

Collector Street

4.5 min

20

Layback
Barrier or
concrete Vdrain
Barrier

AC, paving block or
stamped or patterned
concrete
AC

22

Barrier

Local Distributor

Pavement Treatment

Table 3 (Part 2): Large Residential Development

Allotment Size
2000
metres

4000
metres

Gutter

square Layback kerb and
gutter
Grassed table
drain conc. Edge
square
strip
Grade 10% plus
layback kerb

Drainage
Underground

Underground

Table 3 and Table 3 (Part 2) Notes:
a. Each verge must be of sufficient width to accommodate relevant services, plantings.
b. The minimum street reserve widths apply after satisfying the other criteria within this
table and possible future pavement widening to 5m.
c. An integrated design of street and building layout is necessary for speed control and
to achieve the optimum result. Appropriate considerations are required for the
collection of waste.
d. A minimum kerb radius is desirable for pedestrian safety and control of vehicle
speeds. A threshold treatment or driveway crossing may be used at the intersection
entry.
e. Grades greater than 12% require special design considerations for pedestrians,
cyclists, waste collection vehicles and road layout eg. Grade on curves, grade for
turning vehicles at the street turning head.
f. Barrier kerb may be considered for drainage purposes without reducing the
carriageway width.
g. Standards will be increased for medium density residential development.
h. Pathway reserve width 4 metres.
i. Cycleway reserve width 6 metres.
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Figure 5: Street Design and Visibility
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Figure 6: Access onto limited access roads

5.8

Street and Common Driveway Construction

The specific objective is to construct streets that support design intentions, without
undertaking unnecessary works and creating avoidable whole of life cycle costs.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P63

A62.1 Footpath/verge and landscaping materials are used
to distinguish different street functions. Acceptable
road pavements are:

Footpath/verge edging and
landscaping support the
specified functions and
amenity of the street.

 unbound/bound flexible pavement;
 Rigid pavement (concrete).
A63.2 Complies with Section 6.3.3
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Acceptable Solutions

P64

A63.1 To ensure wheelchair and pram access; and assist
sight-impaired people, pavement edges at
pedestrian crossings are constructed in accordance
with AS1428 Pt1 and Pt 14.

Pavement edge:




P65

Controls vehicle
movements by
delineating the
carriageway for all
users;
Assists in controlling
stormwater runoff;
Provides for people with
disabilities.

Street and access handle
pavement surfaces are well
designed and durable
enough to:








carry wheel loads of
travelling and parked
vehicles;
ensure safe passage of
vehicles, pedestrians
and cyclists;
discharge rainfall and
preserve all-weather
access; and
Allow for reasonable
travel comfort.

A64.2

Devices must comply with RTAD 96/6- Use of
Traffic Calming Devices at Pedestrian Crossings

A64.1 Flexible pavement is constructed in accordance with
Council’s Engineering Design Specifications
Chapter D2.
A65.2

Improvements are made to streets providing access
to the subdivision and to lots within the subdivision
in accordance with Engineering Design
Specifications Appendix A: Street Improvements for
site specific requirements for infill or two lot
subdivision

A65.3

All newly created public roads having flexible
pavements are surfaced with an approved base
designed in accordance with APRG Report No. 21
for pavements with a traffic volume up to 5 x 105
ESA or AUSTROADS, A Guide to the Structural
Design of Road Pavements where Traffic Volumes
Exceed 5 x 105 ESA. Pavements must be as
follows:
Arterial roads

AC

local distributor roads
including industrial roads

AC

local access roads serving
allotments of up to 2000m2

AC or concrete

car parks
accessways

AC or patterned
concrete
AC or patterned
concrete

A65.4 Concrete kerb and gutter, together with a concrete
layback and footpath crossing, is to be provided to
Council’s specification for the full frontage of the
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Acceptable Solutions
development. Profiles are to comply with the
requirements of Table 3.
A65.5

Where subdivision of dual occupancy utilises kerb
and gutter it is to be provided in accordance with
Section 5.24.

A65.6

Vehicular kerb crossings connect to battleaxe
driveways.

A65.7

Driveway access to battleaxe lots be constructed to
the rear of the front lots.

A65.8

Access handles are constructed to the kerb line or to
the bitumen seal the road fronting the subdivision.

A65.9

Construction of driveway to:






P66

Access handles are to
accommodate services.

a single battleaxe lot - two reinforced concrete
strips centrally placed each 0.8m wide, 125mm
thick on 75mm FCR, AS72 fabric, 25MPa with full
width footpath concrete cross over.
two battleaxe lots - reinforced concrete pavement
3m wide 125mm thick on 75mm FCR, AS72
Fabric with 35mm topcover 20MPa concrete; or
3m wide hotmix sealed pavement minimum
25mm thick on 200mm of compacted road base
including a subsoil drain on the high side.

A65.1 Access handle is of sufficient width to permit the
provision of services beside the constructed access.
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Figure 7: Street and common driveway construction
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5.9

Utility Services

The specific objectives are to:
i.

ii.
iii.

Ensure that residential areas are adequately serviced with sewerage, water, gas
(where available) fire fighting, electricity, street lighting and telecommunications,
including broadband.
Deliver services in a timely, cost effective, coordinated and efficient manner.
Deliver services using sustainable development practices.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P67

A66.1 Design and provision of utility services, including
broadband, conforms to the requirements of the
relevant service authorities.

Design and provide utility
services that:



P68

are cost effective over
their life cycle; and
Minimise short and long
term adverse
environmental and
visual impacts.

Services are to be available
and accessible

A67.2

Compatible services are located in common
trenching.

A67.3

Subdivisions are located where there is adequate
water for domestic and fire-fighting purposes.

A67.4

Subdivision is staged to ensure that each stage is
fully serviced before a new area is released.

A67.5

Water supply and sewerage networks are
accessible, easy to maintain and cost effective
based on life cycle costs.

A67.6

Adequate buffers between utilities and houses are
provided, to protect residential amenity and health
provide.

A67.7

Underground electricity supply is provided to
residential areas, except where major technical
difficulties are encountered, such as the presence of
significant rock.

A67.8

Provision of reticulated gas is subject to
requirements of the service provider.

A67.9

Underground telecommunications service, including
NBN, is to be installed where underground electricity
is to be provided.

A67.1 Where required, the subdivider is to provide, at no
cost to Council:


Suitable easements for water and sewer rising
main;



An agreed area of land for pumping stations;



Easements or land for access to pumping
stations;
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Acceptable Solutions


Easements for power to pumping stations.

5.10 Stormwater Drainage
The specific objectives for major drainage systems are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Provide stormwater management that adequately protects the natural and built
environment at an acceptable level of risk.
Provide systems that take into account the whole of life-cycle costs.
Control flooding and maintain road access in accordance with accepted levels of
service.
Minimise the potential for traffic accidents on flooded roads in accordance with
accepted level of risk.
Have regard to the principals of water sensitive urban design.

The specific objectives in minor drainage systems are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Limit stormwater damage to property such as house and gardens.
Minimise nuisance flooding.
Provide stormwater management that takes into account the whole of life-cycle
costs.
Reduce localised flooding to adequately protect the community.
Minimise the risk of traffic accidents on roads flooded in minor storm events.
Have regard to the principals of water sensitive urban design.
Note: The AEP is the annual exceedance probability.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Major systems (Engineering Design Specifications - D5.11 Major System Criteria)
P69

To have sufficient capacity to
safely stormwater flows
resulting from the relevant
design storm under normal
operating conditions, taking
into account a partial minor
system blockage.

A68.1 Design and construction of systems is in
accordance with the requirements of this Section
and Council’s Engineering Design Specifications D5 Stormwater Drainage Design.
A69.2 Detention basins may be considered/required where
downstream systems are inadequate. Design is to
be based on the 1% AEP storm event.
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Acceptable Solutions

P70

A69.1 Provide an overland flow path capable of containing
the 1% AEP rainfall event and/or provide adequate
detention storage.

To have capacity to safely
convey stormwater flows
from events more extreme
that the design storm, but
with the possibility of
significant property damage.

A70.2 Connection of a new system to an existing system
with capacity less than 1% AEP:



P71

P72

satisfies the requirement of the 1% AEP event;
and
Provides a suitable transition between the
systems.

Ground/floor levels of all
buildings are able to be
located above the design
flood level to provide
protection to property in
accordance with the
accepted level of risk.

A70.1 Habitable floor levels are consistent with the
requirement in Chapter G9: Development on Flood
Prone Land of this DCP.

Community benefit is
maximised through retention
of natural streams and
vegetation wherever
practicable and safe.

A71.1 Waterways and riparian/wetland vegetation, where
they exist, are incorporated into the drainage
design, with respect to threatened species and their
habitats.

A71.2 Subdivision and engineering plans show minimum
floor levels adjacent to drainage paths, including
roads where they are used as overland flow paths in
the design concept.

A72.2 Sports grounds and other less flood sensitive land
uses are incorporated into the local drainage
corridor.
A72.3 Detention basins, where necessary, are located to
control stormwater subject to preserving and/or
enhancing the natural integrity of the stream.
A72.4 System design ensures there are no flow paths that
increase the risk to public safety and property.
Note: You may be required to demonstrate a neutral
or beneficial effect (NorBE) on water quality resulting
from your development.
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Minor systems (Engineering Design Specifications D5.08 Minor System Criteria)
P73

Design systems with the
capacity to control
stormwater flows under
normal operating conditions
for the relevant design storm.

A72.1 Design and construction of minor storm drainage
systems is in accordance with this Section and
Engineering Design Specifications Section D5
Stormwater Drainage Design.
A73.2 Drainage networks are well defined to ensure there
are no hidden flow paths that could reduce their
capacity to convey design flows.
A73.3 Design of minor systems takes full account of
existing downstream systems.

P74

A73.1 Minor road drainage systems are designed for the
The system is designed to
20% AEP event.
allow for safe passage of
vehicles at reduced speed on A74.2 Low flow pipes within public reserves contain 25% of
streets that are affected by
the 10% AEP flow.
runoff from the relevant
design storm.

P75

The system is accessible
and easily maintained.

A74.1 Design and construction of minor storm drainage
systems is in accordance with this Section and
Engineering Design Specifications Section D5
Stormwater Drainage Design.
A75.2 Access for maintenance is available where a portion
of the minor system lies within a site.
A75.3 Selection of materials is based on their suitability,
durability, maintainability and cost effectiveness.

Bridges
P76

All bridges are to be
designed for the 1% AEP
storm event.

A75.1 The design must address the effects of the
Probable Maximum Flood event. Where the
approach road, excluding the bridge approaches, is
less than the 1% AEP flood level a lower standard
level may be considered.
A76.2 Designs are to be in accordance with Engineering
Design Specifications - D3 Bridge/Structure Design
and waterway design is to be in accordance with
AUSTROADS - A guide to the Hydraulic Design of
Bridges, Culverts and Floodways.
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Site Drainage
P77

Subdivision design and
layout provides for adequate
site drainage.

A76.1 Where site topography prevents the discharge of
stormwater directly to the street gutter or a Council
controlled piped system, inter-allotment drainage is
provided to accept runoff from all existing or future
impervious areas that are likely to be directly
connected.
A77.2 Easements favouring the benefiting allotments are
created over inter-allotment drainage.
Note: Council is not responsible for the maintenance
and control of inter-allotment drainage lines.

A77.3 Stormwater discharge from a development site,
including inter-allotment drainage, is in accordance
with Engineering Design Specifications Section D5
Stormwater Drainage Design.

5.11 Stormwater Quality Management
The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Ensure that existing downstream systems are not adversely affected and that there
is no increase in pollution levels discharging from the development.
Intercept and treat pollutants through the use of appropriate water quality control
measures prior to discharge into receiving waters, including wetlands lakes and
ponds.
Optimise drainage system control of silt accumulation and minimise debris
blockages of inlet structures and pipes.
Have regard for the principles of water sensitive urban design.
Note: Your subdivision application must comply
with the requirements of Chapter G2:
Sustainable Stormwater Management & Erosion
Sediment Control.

5.12 Residential Streetscape
The specific objectives is to provide attractive streetscapes that:
i.
ii.
iii.

Reinforce the functions of the street.
Enhance the amenity of buildings.
Are sensitive to the built form, landscape and environmental conditions of the
locality.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P78

A77.1 A landscape plan showing the following is submitted:

Street and landscape
design:


creates attractive



street reserves and indicative locations of the
carriageway, parking bays, footpaths, cycleway
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residential environments
with distinct character
and identity;
respects existing
attractive streetscapes
in established areas;
complements
streetscapes in areas
where desired future
urban character has
been defined;
defines, where
appropriate, a street
theme for new streets
and integrates with new
developments;
is sensitive to site
attributes;
Complements the
functions of the street.

Acceptable Solutions
systems, speed control devices, bus stops, street
lighting and substations;
 location of existing vegetation to be removed
and/or conserve;
 footpath trees with a maximum spacing of 10
metres, minimum of two trees per lot, minimum
distance from intersection 10 metres, provide a
six month maintenance period;
 the proposed general character of landscape
treatment;
 location, species and general character of tree
planting, hard and soft landscape treatment;
 indicative building locations;
 boundaries and areas of communal open space
including sites for specific recreational uses;
 General arrangement of hard landscaping
elements and major earth cuts, fills and
mounding.
A78.2 Tree planting that considers the natural landscape,
the image and role of the street; solar access
requirements, soils, suitability of species; and
services is provided.
A78.3

Opportunities provided by views, vistas, existing
vegetation and landmarks are documented and
optimised in the subdivision design.

A78.4

Where appropriate, the landscape plan
demonstrates:










A common design theme that aids street identity,
lighting, signs, tree guards, bus shelters. Street
signs to be placed at all intersections in
accordance with AS1743 Road Signs;
provision of attractive and coordinated street
furniture and facilities to meet user needs;
that maintenance and utility requirements are
satisfied and the visual impact of above ground
utilities is minimised;
that landscaped areas are maximised
appropriate consideration for streetscapes and
landscapes of heritage significance;
integration and formation of linkages with parks,
reserves and transport corridors;
promotion of the planting of native vegetation in
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Acceptable Solutions






environmentally sensitive areas;
incorporation of existing vegetation where
possible and desirable;
a contribution to microclimate management;
an appropriate scale relative to both the street
reserve width and existing or expected future
building bulk;
improved privacy and minimisation of unwanted
overlooking;



landscaping of floodways, drainage lines, type of
fencing, threshold treatment entrance statement;



design that reinforces desired traffic speed and
behaviour;
safety and opportunity for casual street
surveillance;
satisfactory lines of sight for pedestrians, cyclists
and vehicles
adequate lighting for pedestrian and vehicle
safety;
Enhanced opportunities for pedestrian comfort.






5.13 Residential Allotment Layout
Note: This section is mostly aimed at lots with one
dwelling house or vacant land.
The section could apply to dual occupancy if the
minimum lot size is met. Refer to Section 5.24 for
Dual Occupancy subdivision provisions and Chapter
G13: Dual Occupancy Development.

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Provide a range and mix of lot sizes to suit a variety of dwellings and household
types, with areas and dimensions to meet user requirements.
Provide lots that are oriented to enable the application of energy conservation
principles.
Provide lots of sufficient size to protect environmental features and take into
account site constraint.
Provide smaller lots in locations adjacent to neighbourhood centres, public transport
stops and adjacent to higher amenity areas.
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Acceptable Solutions

General
P79

Lots have the appropriate
area and dimensions for the
siting and construction of a
dwelling and ancillary
outbuildings, the provision of
outdoor space, convenient
vehicle access and parking.

A78.1 Minimum standard residential lot size in any

residential subdivision is 500m2.

A79.2 Lot shape and dimension:
Rectangular
non-corner lots

16m square width minimum
30m minimum depth

Rectangular
corner lots

Square width 20 metres
Depth 30 metres

Irregular
shaped lots

Square width 12m
Width at building line 16m
Mean width 18 m
Depth 30m

Corner Splays

4m minimum

A79.3 Small scale infill subdivision on flood prone land – For
small scale infill subdivisions a nominal building
envelope of approximately 15m wide and 21m deep,
sited in accordance with the requirements of Chapter
G12: Dwelling Houses, Rural Worker’s Dwellings,
Additions and Ancillary Structures be provided above
the 1% flood level on each proposed lot in the
subdivision.
P80

Lot areas and dimensions
take into account the site
natural opportunities and
constraints.

A79.1 The subdivision lot design positively responds to:






P81

Provide coincidental legal
and practical access.

Slope and desirability of minimising
earthworks/retaining walls associated with dwelling
construction.
natural or cultural features;
soil erosion and bushfire risk;
Special features such as trees and views, including
identification of mature stands of trees to be
retained and supplementary planting.

A80.1 Each lot is to have coincidental legal and practical
access in a rural and/or residential subdivision.

Battle-axe lots
P82

Lots ensure dimensions for
the siting and construction of
residential development and
ancillary outbuildings or
facilities.

A81.1 Battle-axe lots to have a minimum lot size of 650m2,
excluding access handle.
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P83

A82.1 Multiple use access corridor as follows:

Lots design makes adequate
provision for access to the
property.

Access
Minimum

No. of Lots

Pavement
Width

4.0m

1 to 2

3.0m

6.0m

3 to 6

5.0m

A83.2 The right of way pavement to be of reinforced concrete
for 3 or more lots as detailed in Council’s Engineering
Design Specification, chapter D1.
P84

Lots design ensures that a
suitable building area of
relatively flat land is
available.

A83.1 Rectangular building envelope with minimum
dimensions of 15m x 15m is available.

P85

Minimise overshadowing and
privacy impacts on adjoining
residents.

A84.1 Side boundary building setbacks of 5m to adjoining
property boundaries, except where a lesser dimension
is provided.

Small lot subdivision
P86

Lot sizes are consistent with
Council’s adopted strategic
planning documents,
including Shoalhaven LEP
2014.

A85.1 Small lot subdivision (lots sizes less than described in
General above) are located in accordance with
Council’s adopted strategies or within a locality clearly
identified in this document as suitable for such
development.
AND
A86.2 Lot areas conform to minimum requirements set out in
the relevant Shoalhaven LEP 2014.

P87

Lot design considerations:




Building envelope –
setbacks, building to
boundary, height, floor
levels, and northern
boundary setback for
solar access.
Building details - frontage
orientation, privacy,
street surveillance and
window location,
screening, style
elements, roof form,

A86.1 Small residential lots:




minimum lot size 350m2;
minimum frontage 15m;
Battle-axe lots to be 25% greater in area than
adjoining lots including access handles.

A87.2 Detailed area plans (DAP) for small lots are to include:






Parking & access:
provide two spaces per dwelling within the lot, one
of which may be in tandem;
Specify vehicle access points to optimise on-street
parking, parking must be accessed from a laneway
where available.
Specify the garage location and size and ensure it
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P88

colours and materials.
Parking - number of
spaces, locations,
access.
Private open space location, dimensions,
qualities.
Fence - heights,
materials, detailing,
retaining walls.
Services - easements,
stormwater, air
conditioners.
Landscaping - protection
of existing streets, space
for shade trees.
Noise buffering - dwelling
design and layout to
protect from external
noise, provision of noisebuffering walls.
Storage space - potential
location and size.
Energy efficiency –
window location,
shading, shared
boundary walls.
Setting on lot in relation
to shape – retaining
walls, cut and fill.
Encroachments porches and verandas,
utilities, reciprocal rightof-way, party walls.

Integrated small lot
subdivision or multi dwelling
lots must only be located in
multi dwelling zones as
defined in Shoalhaven LEP
2014.

Acceptable Solutions










is set back behind the frontage of the dwelling.
Building envelope & windows:
specify the minimum frontage setback and
maximum building height, building to boundary
locations and wall heights, and other side and rear
setbacks, e.g. relating to solar access, tree
protection easements;
Specify any critical window locations and treatment,
eg for solar access, shading, frontage outlook or
limit overlooking or noise intrusions.
Private open space & fencing:
ensure a minimum private outdoor area of 60m2
with minimum dimension of 5m, located at the side
or rear of the dwellings;
Limit front fence height to a maximum of 1m if solid
and to 1.5m if more than 50% transparent.

A87.1 Development is to comply with Chapter G13: Dual
Occupancy Development of this DCP.
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Large lot residential subdivision
P89

Large lot residential
subdivision is to contribute to
the variety of lots sizes
available for low density
development.

A88.1 Minimum dimensions for low density residential lots
2000m2 to 4000m2:
Rectangular
corner lots

 35m square width;
 55m depth;
 2000m2 area.

Rectangular
non-corner
lots

 30m square width;

Irregular
shaped lots

 30m mean width or
battle-axe lots;

 55m depth;
 2000m2 area.

 55m mean depth;
 2000m2 area, excluding
access handle.
Access
corridors to
battle-axe lots

 Single access width 6m;

Building line

 12.5m from front
boundary;

 Multiple use right of way
as detailed for battle-axe
lots A83.1.

 5m from side boundary;
 6.3m side boundary
setback to street.
A89.2 Minimum dimensions for low density residential lots
4000m2 to 10,000m2:
Rectangular
corner lots

 40m square width;
 65m depth;
 4000m2 area.

Irregular
shaped or
battle-axe lots

 40m mean width;

Access
corridors to
battle-axe lots

 Single access width 6m;

 65m mean depth;
 4000m2 area, excluding
access handle.
 Multiple use right of way
as detailed for battle-axe
lots A83.1.
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Building line

 20m from front boundary;
 7.5m from side boundary;
 10m side boundary
setback to street.

P90

Ensure that the overall
development is as energy
efficient as possible and
ensure that reasonable solar
access is achievable for
each lot. Subdivision design
must maximise and protect
solar access for each
dwelling. The design is to
define lot size, shape,
orientation, the solar setback
line and possibly a building
height envelope. For any
given lot these factors will
determine the ideal locations
of northern walls and the
solar access time of north
facing windows.

A89.1 80% of lots in a new subdivision have 5 star solar
access, and the remainder either 4 or 3 stars.
A90.2 Lot sizes reflect reasonable consideration of the
impact of topography and expect to maximise solar
access.
A90.3 Lots are of a suitable shape to permit the location of a
dwelling with suitable solar access and private open
space.
A90.4 Lots should be orientated so that one axis is within 300
east and 200 west of true solar north (see Figure 11).
A90.5 North-facing slopes improve opportunities for solar
access. Small lots are best suited to north-facing
slopes with gradient of less than 15% (or 1:9). Southfacing slopes impose a penalty on solar access, large
lots/lowest densities are therefore best suited to south
facing lots.
A90.6 Sloping sites are suitable for medium to large lots only.
A90.7 Subdivision design to consider the variation in the sun
path during the year.
A90.8 Locate 350m2 – 450m2 lots on land with less than
15% (1:9) slope across the frontage.
A90.9 Lots > 450m2 are capable of containing a building
platform rectangle 10m x 15m.
A90.10 Variable setbacks and zero building lines are a means of
maximising solar opportunity, especially with small or
narrow lots. Setbacks are manipulated to maximise
solar access for all lots4 .

5.14 Geotechnical
The specific objective is to:
i.

Ensure efficient and economical subdivision design that will have minimal
geotechnical impact on adjoining properties and provide safe building conditions for
development.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P91

A90.1 Subdivision designs exclude locating lots in areas
with slope stability problems; or provide suitable

Subdivision is prevented in
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Acceptable Solutions
advice from a practising certified geotechnical
engineer.

high risk slip areas.
P92

Subdivision is designed to
provide for controlled filling
and for the free flow of
surface water.

A91.1 Subdivisions are NATA Laboratory tested and
subdivision design creates:


all lots above flood level;



minimum surface grade of 1% falling to the road
or drainage system



approved fill material placed in 150mm
consolidated layers;



minimum density 95% Standard Proctor
Compaction Test AS1289 ;



Where depth of fill exceeds 300mm, an 88B
Restriction is imposed on the requiring foundation
design in accordance with AS2870 1986.

5.15 Strata and Community Title Subdivision
The specific objectives are to:
ii.
iii.

Provide for the effective and efficient management of common or shared facilities.
Allow separate titles to be created for parts of a development.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P93

A92.1 Create separate sites for each dwelling with their
own public street frontage;

Limit the range and extent
of owner corporation
activities as far as practical.

A93.2

Limit communal land to driveways only.

A93.3

Design dwellings to minimise the need for corporate
building management;

A93.4

Ensure cost-effective management of communal
open space or shared facilities;

A93.5

Provide separate utility service metres to each
dwelling and, if necessary, any common area;

A93.6

Attach all private open space areas to a dwelling
unit;

A93.7

Meet all requirements of any development
application which may apply to the building proposed
to be subdivided.

A93.8

The street and lot layout clearly define the public,
communal and private areas of a development,
including the function, ownership and management
of open spaces and communal areas.
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5.16 Rural Subdivision – General
The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Provide an alternative living environment to that of urban and village settlements.
Ensure that development maintains the rural character and lifestyle of the area by
complementing and enhancing the existing landscape and settlement pattern.
Ensure that development of the land will not lead to a decline in ground and surface
water quality and does not lead to significant risk to life and property from natural
hazards such as bushfire, flooding and land slip.
Minimise the cost to the community by ensuring that development does not create
unreasonable or uneconomic demands for the provision of services.
Provide rural living areas that have minimal impact on the rural environment and
agricultural operations.
Ensure the ecologically sustainable subdivision of land.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P94

A93.1 Subdivision boundaries and lot layout are
determined in response to the following information:

The arrangement of future
buildings will not have a
detrimental effect upon the
quality of the rural
environment.






Slope analysis to identify land steeper than 1 in 5
(20%);
location and delineation of landscape for buffer
areas and screening;
identification of significant views from the coast
and into the site from external viewing points; and
Means of access.

Note: Refer also to Chapter G1: Site Analysis,
Sustainable Design and Building Materials in Rural,
Coastal and Environmental Areas
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P95

A94.1 Prevent extinction and promote recovery of
threatened species populations and ecological
communities.

Conserve ecological
diversity and promote
ecologically sustainable
development.

A95.2

Protect critical habitat of endangered threatened
species, populations and ecological communities;

A95.3

Eliminate or manage processes that threaten the
survival or evolutionary development of threatened
species, populations and ecological communities;

A95.4

Ensure proper assessment of the impact or potential
impact of any action affecting threatened species,
populations and ecological communities;

A95.5

Encourage the conservation of threatened species,
populations and ecological communities by
adoptions of measures involving cooperative
management.

Figure 8: Rural Landscapes
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5.17 Rural Road Network
The specific objectives are to:
i. Provide acceptable levels of access, safety and convenience for all users of the rural

road network.

ii. Maintain road access in accordance with accepted levels of service.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P96

A95.1 Access is provided by:

P97

P98

Provide coincidental legal
and practical access.



New roads to be dedicated and constructed;



Presently formed public roads to be constructed;



Presently formed crown roads to be dedicated
and constructed;



Presently formed public roads wholly within the
road reserve constructed and maintained by
Council;



Right-of-way over adjoining private property or
within the proposed subdivision and providing
access to no more than four allotments, existing
or proposed in the subdivision.



Rural roads are to comply with Table 12 in
Section 6.3.

Existing road reserves are
sufficiently wide to
accommodate design
speed.

A96.1 Existing roads are widened to provide for a design
speed of 80 km/h.

Safe and appropriate
driveway access is provided
to rural and rural residential
lots.

A97.1 Re-erect fences on new front boundary alignment.

A97.2

A lower design speed may be negotiated for areas
considered by Council to be environmentally
sensitive.

A98.2

Provide indented rural access in accordance with
Council’s Engineering Design Specifications D1.2.

A98.3

Ensure that each lot has coincidental practical and
legal vehicular access.
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Figure 9: Access to Rural Allotments

5.18 Drainage
The specific objective is to:
i.

Minimise the risk of traffic accidents related to flooded roads in accordance with the
accepted level of risk.
Note: Your subdivision application must comply with the
requirements of Section 5.3 of Chapter G9: Development on Flood
Prone Land.
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5.19 Natural Environment
The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.

Minimise the impact of subdivision on the natural environment.
Enhance development by screening and providing colour, texture and spatial
definition.
Provide linkages between natural and developed areas.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P99

A98.1 Designation of building envelopes and landscaping
where deemed necessary by Council.

Lot locations are to provide
house sites that consider:




views and visual impact;
landscape potential and
building suitability; and
Wind and fire protection.

P100 The subdivision considers
active dune systems and
other unstable areas.

A99.2

The use of Section 88B restrictions to define
appropriate building materials, colours and regulate
height of buildings in sensitive locations.

A99.1 No further subdivision on active dune systems or
other unstable areas will be permitted.

5.20 Rural Services
The specific objective is to:
i.

Provide public utilities to each allotment in an efficient and cost effective manner.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P101 Design and provide utility
services that are cost
effective over their life cycle
and incorporate provisions
to minimise adverse
environmental impact in the
short and long term.

A100.1 The design and provision of utility services conforms
to the requirements of the relevant service provider
and Council’s Engineering Design Specifications
Chapter D1.

5.21 Industrial Subdivision
The specific objectives are to provide for a:
i.
ii.

Site layout that meets the requirements for an efficient industrial operation for
access, services and works and services undertaken onsite.
Wide range of general industrial development within Shoalhaven for the creation of
employment.
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Acceptable Solutions

P102 Lots have the appropriate
area and dimensions for the
siting of buildings, vehicle
manoeuvring and on-site
parking.

A101.1 Provide a range of lot sizes with the following
minimum:


frontage 25m;



ideal ratio to depth 2:1 to 3:1;



Area >950m2.

A101.2 Battle-axe lots are not favoured unless the access
strip is at least 8m wide and constructed to a width
of 6m.
P103 Lots are dimensioned to
take into account, where
possible, existing vegetation
or groups of trees which can
be incorporated into the
landscape design.

A102.1 Building setbacks provide for landscaping and
adequate on-site parking.

P104 Plan the street system with
a definite hierarchy that is
capable of conveying heavy
transport traffic. See Table..
Street Classification –
Industrial.

A103.1 Street design is to enable the movement of all
vehicles including B-doubles (Cul-de-sacs are
highly undesirable).

A103.2 Building lines for Flinders Industrial Estate are 15
metres in Flinders Road, 10 metres for other
roads.

A104.2 Road pavements must be designed for heavy
traffic loading requirements in accordance with and
Council’s Engineering Design Specification,
Chapter D2.
A104.3 On any road, all vehicles can complete their
turning manoeuvres without crossing the road
centre line.

P105 Under normal operating
conditions, major and minor
stormwater drainage
systems have the capacity
to safely convey stormwater
flows resulting from the
relevant design storm.

A104.1 The design and construction of the minor storm
drainage system is capable of accommodating the
5% AEP flow and meet the requirements of
Council’s Engineering Design Specifications and
Other Considerations.
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Acceptable Solutions

P106 Design and provision of
utility services including
water, sewerage, electricity,
street lighting and
communication services,
are cost effective over their
life cycle and incorporate
provision to minimise
adverse environmental
impact in the short and long
term.

A105.1 The design and provision of utility services
conforms to the requirements of the relevant
service provider and Council’s Engineering Design
Specification.

P107 Adequate provision must be
made on-site for parking,
manoeuvring, loading and
unloading of vehicles.

A106.1 On-site parking is to be in accordance with Chapter
G21: Car Parking and Traffic.

Note: AS 2890.2 provides
further information on the
requirements of service
vehicle areas.

A107.2 One on-site truck parking space for each vehicle
present at any one time, excluding vehicles in
loading docks. Under no circumstances are trucks
to be parked on contiguous public streets.
A107.3 For internal roads that do not allow parking,
minimum carriageway widths of 6.5m for two-way
operation and 4.5m for one way operations are
recommended.

Table 4: Street Classification – Industrial

Road Reserve
(metres)

Carriageway
(metres)

Footpath
Reserve
(metres)

Kerb Type

Distributor Road

23

13

5

Barrier

Access Road

20

10

5

Barrier

Service Road (for
rear access to lots)

10

9

1

Barrier

Road
Classification

Note: Provision may need to be made for pathways and cycleway routes in specified circumstances and
where these are required, the above widths may need to be increased. For standards for pathways and
cycleways, see the residential standards in Section 6 Local Street Networks. All other road design
requirements will be as per the relevant parts of Section 9 Public Open Space. Cul-de-sacs are not
favoured but where there is no alternative they are to have a pavement radius of 13 metres.
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5.22 Commercial Subdivision
The specific objective is to:
i.

Create opportunities for retail, commercial and business activities as identified in
the various business zones.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P108 Create a pleasant
comfortable shopping and
commercial environment that
leads to attractive integrated
development with adequate
provision for safe access and
parking.

A107.1 Meet the provisions of site specific chapters in the
DCP or other guidelines
A108.2 Provide:
 Rear service lane access.
 Minimum of 3 metre corner splays.
 Kerb side crossings for disabled access.
A108.3 Road pavement must be designed for heavy traffic
loading requirements in accordance with and Council’s
Engineering Design Specification, Chapter D2.
A108.4 Car parking areas:



P109 The major and minor
stormwater drainage system
has the capacity to safely
convey stormwater flows
resulting from the relevant
design storm under normal
operating conditions.

Conform to Chapter 21: Car Parking and Traffic.
Are provided by way of suitable easements.

A108.1 The design and construction of the minor storm
drainage system is capable of accommodating the 5%
AEP flow and meet the requirements of Council’s
Engineering Design Specifications Chapter D5.

P110 Design and provision of utility A109.1 The design and provision of utility services conforms
to the requirements of the relevant service provider
services including water,
and Council’s Engineering Design Specification.
sewerage, electricity, street
lighting and communication
services, are cost effective
over their life cycle and
incorporate provision to
minimise adverse
environmental impact in the
short and long term.

5.23 Subdivision of Tourist Accommodation
The specific objective is to:
i.

Ensure that tourist and visitor accommodation continues to operate for this purpose
should the property be subdivided to allow separate ownership of units/dwellings.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P111 Ensure that tourist accommodation
continues to operate for this purpose.

A110.1 Subdivision of tourist related
accommodation must be by way of
community title subdivision, unless
applicants can satisfactorily demonstrate
that this is impractical in the particular
circumstances, in which case Strata Title
Subdivision must be considered.
A110.2 To ensure the continued use of tourist
accommodation for its approved purpose,
the maximum period of occupation of all
units/dwellings, except any designated
manager’s residence, is limited to:




150 days in any one year; and
42 consecutive days.

5.24 Dual Occupancy Subdivision
Note: Refer to clause 4.1A in Shoalhaven LEP 2014
for exceptions to the minimum lot size for dual
occupancy development in areas identified as Area 1
and Area 2 of the Lot Size Map.

The specific objectives are to:
i.

Provide guidelines for applicants and Council to consider the subdivision of a dual
occupancy development where the development satisfies the guidelines and
controls established for that development.
Minimise the impact of subdivision of dual occupancy developments on existing
character and streetscapes of the locality.
Provide a range of housing styles in specified residential localities as described
below.
Provide guidelines for all forms of subdivision of dual occupancy development, i.e.
Torrens, strata subdivision and community title subdivision

ii.
iii.
iv.

Essential Requirements
Subdivision certificates (linen plan release) will not be issued until the approved dual
occupancy development is either:
E1



completed; or



The first or existing dwelling is completed and the second dwelling has reached the
mandatory framework stage inspection.

The conditions of consent will be composed to satisfy Section 109J of the EP&A Act 197
relating to compliance with consent conditions before the release of a Subdivision Certificate.
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Essential Requirements
E2

The proposed subdivision of an approved dual occupancy development must ensure that all
required development consent conditions (siting, car parking, open space, landscaping,
fencing, services and facilities) are complied with for each lot.

E3

On corner lots separate road frontage is provided for each dwelling.

E4

For battle-axe allotments, the access handle is a minimum 4.0m wide and the area of the
access handle is not included in the calculation of the minimum lot area.

E5

Subdivision of dual occupancy development in Rural and Environmental Protection Zones is
not permitted.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P112 A dual occupancy
development is approved on
the subject land.

A111.1 A current approved dual occupancy development is
completed or under construction.

P113 Minimise the occurrence
and impact of grouped dual
occupancy subdivisions on
the local streetscape.

A112.1 Materials and design of individual dwellings are
shown to be significantly architecturally different.

P114 The resultant subdivision
and dwellings must conform
to the dual occupancy
guidelines under which the
dual occupancy was
approved.

A113.1 Provide, to Council’s specification, concrete kerb and
gutter for the full frontage of the lot together with a
concrete layback and footpath crossing. In the case
of corner allotments, kerb and gutter is required on
each road frontage of the dual occupancy
development.

P115 Provide coincidental legal
and practical access.

A114.1 Each lot is to have coincidental legal and practical
access in a rural and/or residential subdivision.

5.25 Views
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P116 Consider the significance of
headlands and other
prominent coastal features.

A115.1 Subdivisions will not be permitted on headlands or
other prominent coastal features – other than those
zoned for urban purposes.
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5.26 Public Natural Areas
The objectives are to:
i.
Maintain the pre-development ecosystem functions of the land.
ii.
Locate development outside environmentally sensitive areas.
iii.
Allow for development of land without diminishing its conservation values.
iv.
Enhance the appearance and amenity of the development through integrating
retained natural areas with the landscape design.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P117 Subdivisions are to be
designed so that any
proposed public Natural
Area:

A116.1 A vegetation management plan (VMP) for any
proposed public natural area >1000m2 is to be
submitted in accordance with Text Box 1 below.








Includes buffers to
retained natural
watercourses in
accordance with the
Water Management
Act.
Is provided with a water
service.
Is located with public
road frontage.
Considers public safety
and reasonable amenity
of adjoining land users.

Text Box 1: A VMP must include:

1. A site plan/s showing:









The land in relation to development areas within the subdivision.
Existing vegetation described at community level including structure and condition.
The location and extent (% cover) of any weed species present. Habitat features, threatened
species, creeks, drainage lines and any buffer zones.
The locations and details of any proposed vehicle access points, bollards, furniture, paths and/or
tracks.
Proposed location of water service that is to be provided.
Linkages with existing pathways and tracks.
Proposed locations of photo-monitoring points (minimum 1 permanent photo-monitoring point is
2
required for each 1000m or 1 for each protected feature).
Location of any items/activities required as a condition of consent or recommended in the
ecological assessments/reports for the development.

2. Details of:



Any controls that will be implemented throughout the construction phase of development to ensure
the area is not adversely impacted.
Weed species present, control techniques and priorities.
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Implementation of any management recommendations from ecological assessments/reports.
How compliance with any conditions of consent relevant to the area covered by the VMP will be
met e.g. installation of bollards, signage.
Any revegetation proposal should be accompanied by a list showing species composition, planting
layout and densities proposed to recreate a version of the vegetation community/ies that are well
structured, comprising trees, shrubs and ground layer species.
Seed/plant sources – Native plants and seed of local provenance should be used.
How targets/release points will be met for each described activity.
How the outcome of activities will be measured and monitored and the timescale for monitoring to
ensure outcomes are achieved prior to handover.

3. Tables/Schedule showing:




Timeframes for implementation of the activities detailed in 2. above.
Who is responsible for undertaking the actions.
Timing of and notification of inspections.

6

Advisory Information

6.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application.
You should contact Council’s Traffic Unit to identify if
any town centre specific traffic and parking studies
and strategies would apply to your application.
Refer to G21 Traffic and Parking which contains
other general requirements that you must consider
for general developments and sub-divisions.
You should check the DCP Matrix for a guide to
other Generic DCP Chapters that may be relevant to
your application.
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Council Policies
& Guidelines

External Policies
& Guidelines

Legislation



Open Space Strategy



Contributions Plan



Housing Strategy



Engineering Design Specification, Chapter D2.



Construction Specification C271.



Bike Plan



Shoalhaven Integrated Transport Strategy



Pedestrian Access and Mobility Plan



AUSTROADS - A guide to the Hydraulic Design of Bridges, Culverts and
Floodways



AUSTROADS - A Guide to the Structural Design of Road Pavements



AUSTROADS - Bridge Design Code 1992



AUSTROADS - Waterway Design 1994



RTAD 96/6- Use of Traffic Calming Devices at Pedestrian Crossings



Australian Standards



AADT



Nil
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6.2

Design Specifications

6.2.1 Designing for safety
Traffic speeds and volumes are restrained through one or more of the following measures:
i. Limiting street length
where street ‘leg’ length is limited to control vehicle speed, the lengths between slow
points are designed to restrict operating speeds as specified in Table 5.
ii. Curved alignment
where bends are introduced to control speeds to 20 km/h or less, the deflection angle in
the change of the alignment of a street or pavement is at least the angle determined from
Table 6 and 7.
iii. Introducing slow points
where street ‘leg’ length is limited to control vehicle speed, the lengths between slow
points are designed to restrict operating speeds as specified in Table 4.
Where speed reduction devices are part of a design for the total street environment,
devices conform with those in Figure 11.
Where speed restriction devices are used in isolation, they shall include:
 full horizontal displacement of the vehicle path
 swept vehicle paths to have a 20m radius
 construction on exit rather than on entry (otherwise there is a risk that the device
may be short cut)
 additional pavement treatment behind the kerb for large vehicles
 line marking and signposting
 slow points to be designed in accordance with AS 1742.3.
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6.2.2 Street Design
Traffic Speed
7

Table 5: Traffic Speed

Design Speed (km/h)

Street Leg Length (m)

25



40

 End Condition – 20 km/h or less

30



45

35



70

 For grades of 5 to 10% – add 5
km/h

40



100

45



120

50



140

60



165

 For grades over 10% – add 10
km/h (AMCORD–D13, D14,
page 54, modified)
 “End Conditions” reducing
vehicle speed to 20 km/h may
include:
 T-intersections8
 Roundabouts
 Bends (approximately 90º) of
radius 9m or less
 Traffic control devices, eg.
Slow Points, of appropriate
design

Figure 10: Street Leg Length
7

The above speeds and lengths should not be regarded as absolutes. Variations 10-15%, whilst not
accepted as the norm, may be acceptable in some circumstances.
8
For 90 degree intersection angle the appropriate kerb radius is:
 access street 6.0m
 local street 6.0m
 collector street 8.0m
 local distributor 8.0m
For other angles, use turning templates.
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Minimum Deflection Angles
Table 6: Minimum Deflection Angles for Speed Control to 20km/h

Bend type

6.0m

7-7.5m

Single bend



70o

 90o

Chicane



40o-45o

 60o-60o

Figure 11: Measures to control speed

(Any traffic calming scheme is to be supported by a swept path analysis to demonstrate a traffic calming
scheme will not adversely impact upon the operation of the network).
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Bends or Curves
Table 7: Bends or Curves

Desires Maximum
Vehicle Speed (km/h)

Curve Continuous Series of
Bends9 (metres)

Radii Isolated Bends or in a
Chicane10 (metres)

20

15

10

25

20

15

30

30

20

35

50

30

40

90

40

45

105

50

50

120

60

55

140

70

60

160

80

Figure 12: Bends or curves

Figure 12 Note:
 Radii on carriage way centre line
 May not be effective with deflection angle less
than (sa7) 60 degrees

9

Based on field surveys (Stapleton, 1988)
E + F = 0.35

10
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Combination Alignment
Table 8: Combination alignment

Negotiation Speed of
Bend etc (km/h)

Length of Straight (m) Between Restrictions to Limit Design
Speed to (km/h)

25

30

35

40

45

50

60

20 or less

40

75

100

120

140

155

180

25

-

45

75

100

120

140

165

30

-

-

45

80

100

120

150

35

-

-

-

50

80

100

135

40

-

-

-

-

55

80

120

45

-

-

-

-

-

60

105

Figure 13: Combination alignment

Minimum Stopping Distances
Table 9: Minimum stopping distances

Stopping Distance
Street Type

Withing
Carriageway

Target Speed

Intersection

Minor access Street

30

20

Access Street

40

30

60

Local collector

50

40

80

Minor and major
distribution

60

55

105
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6.2.3 Street and Common Driveway Construction
Flexible pavement construction is based on the minimum requirements contained in
Council’s Engineering Design Specification, Chapter D2. Minimum design traffic loadings
are:
Table 10: Street and common driveway construction

Street Type

Dwellings

Design ESA – 25yr Design
Life

Access Street

15 to 50

1 x 104 – 5 x 104

Local Street

50 to 100

5 x 104 – 1 x 105

Collector

100 to 300

1 x 105 – 1 x 106

Distributor

300 to 600

2 x 106

In the following circumstances, the developer shall provide street improvements to the
subdivision, including side streets of corner lots:
Table 11: Street Design

Existing unsealed
road

Unformed road

 Necessary roadway
widening
 Kerb and gutter
 Appropriately sealed
road shoulders; and
 Drainage to the
frontage of all lots

 Necessary
roadway
widening
 Kerb and gutter
 Half width sealed
pavement
 Drainage to the
frontage of all lots
 Minimum
roadway width of
6m

 Necessary
roadway
widening
 Kerb and gutter
 Half width sealed
pavement
 Drainage to the
frontage of all lots
 Minimum
roadway width of
6m

Intersections with:

 Newly sealed
pavement to be
bellmouthed and
extended to meet the
existing pavement
 Sealing of existing
road shoulders as
required

 Extend new
pavement 2m
beyond gutter
line

Access to the
subdivision by way of:

To be upgraded to Council specifications where considered
inadequate for the additional traffic generated by the subdivision.

For

Existing sealed road

All lots fronting:
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6.2.4 Rural Road network
Table 12: Rural right of way construction standards

Pavement

Gradients

No. lots
served

Width = shoulder

Material

Variation

=>12%

1 to 2

5m + (0.5m x 2)

Gravel

3 to 4

5m + (0.5m x 2)

Gravel

 Width may be reduced to 3m where
there are environmental concerns
 Provision of suitable passing bays
required
 Sealed if within 20m of dwellings

 To be bitumen sealed.
 Continuous bitumen seal where
gravel sections are 200m or
less
 Pavements commencing at a
tangent point or within a curve
are to be bitumen sealed

5 to 6

5m + (0.5m x 2)

Bitumen

Max.
25%

All ROW to be constructed with associated drainage
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Table 13: Rural roads

Description
No through road
< 15 dwellings

Road
Pavement width + shoulder
reserve
Sealed*
Gravel
width

Traffic loading

Drainage

20m

Design as per
Engineering Design
Specifications
pavement design.

Minimum design storm event of the
20% AEP; or as specified by Council

5m +(0.5m x 2)

5m +(0.5m x 2)

Two lane road
>15 dwellings

7m +(0.5m x 2)

6.5m +(0.5m x 2)

All roads in
RU4, R5, E4
zones

7m +(0.5m x 2)

N/A

* Bitumen seal rural roads if the road gains access from either, a bitumen sealed road or gravel road listed in Council’s Work’s Programme to be
sealed within the year.
All roads in rural Residential areas are to be bitumen sealed.
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6.3

Procedures
Note: Council will be undertaking a review of the
content of Section 6.3 including work-as-executed
plans, bonding of works, the assessment of bond
amounts
and
revision
of
defects
liability
(maintenance).

6.3.1 Staging
Where development consent only is required for the first or part stages of a subdivision,
eight (8) copies of the plan for the first stage must be submitted, together with copies of
the overall plan of the subdivision on which the staged development proposal is clearly
marked. The overall plan will become a development strategy plan, if adopted by Council.
Each stage of the subdivision will be considered separately and if approved issued with a
consent.
Where consent has been issued for the overall development a section 96 application for
each stage will be required.
6.3.2 Work-as-Executed Plans
Following completion of the work, one full set of work-as-executed plans and drawings in
electronic CAD format (such as dwg, dxf), is to be submitted and retained by Council.
6.3.3 Bonding of Works in Subdivision
In order to achieve an early release of the plan of survey by the issuing of a Subdivision
Certificate, applicants sometimes request bonding of certain works in subdivisions. This
procedure is not favoured by Council, as problems can arise with servicing of lots not
being complete prior to building commencing. However, Council may agree to the release
of final plan of survey in the following circumstances:
i.

Where roadworks are involved, only where such works have progressed to the
stage of providing all-weather access to all lots and security in the form of a cash
deposit or irrevocable bank guarantee is provided for the completion of the work
and a contract between the applicant and the Contractor for the completion of the
works has been sighted by Council.

ii.

Provided utility service road crossings are installed, Council may accept an
irrevocable bank guarantee for the provision of either water and/or sewerage works
in a subdivision in an amount to be determined by Council.

The period of acceptance of a bond for early release is 3 months and is subject to a
contractors quotation. Further requests for an extension will require an updated
contractors quotation.
6.3.4 Assessment of Bond Amount
Where the work is to be carried out by the applicant’s contractor, the bond is to be for full
contract value of outstanding work plus 10%. A further 5% of the contract price will be
retained for maintenance for a period of 6 months after road works have been bitumen
sealed.
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The payment of fees and contributions to enable (early) release of the plan of survey, must
be made unconditionally and Council will not accept compliance with conditions of consent
made “protest” or “subject to further discussion” etc.
6.3.5 Reduction of Bond
The bond amount may be progressively reduced as the work covered by the bond is
carried out but at no time will the bond amount fall below 10% of the contract amount or
the estimated total cost of the outstanding works. The applicant will be required to lodge a
schedule of quantities of all outstanding works to enable the bond amount to be
determined.
6.3.6 Completion of Works and Certification
On practical completion of construction works, a compliance certificate will be issued by
Council or an accredited certifier (except for water and sewerage where Shoalhaven Water
is the accredited certifier) and which indicates that the whole of the works have been
carried out in accordance with the construction certificate and specification. If the whole of
the works are considered satisfactory the Development Services Manager (or Engineering
Coordinator as per consent conditions) or delegate will agree to a date (the date of
practical completion) on which the whole of the works are considered to have entered into
the maintenance period (Forms 1 and 2 – contact Council’s Development Engineering
Section for more information). Separate components of works will not be accepted into
maintenance individually.
6.3.7 Maintenance of Works
Notwithstanding any contractual agreement an applicant may have with a contractor for
any portion of the work within a subdivision, Council requires a maintenance period for all
work prior to the final acceptance of the work. This period shall be at least six (6) months
after the works are certified complete by the Development Services Manager (or
Engineering Coordinator as per consent conditions) or delegate or the accredited certifier.
Council will accept copies of test results throughout the program of each subdivision. All
requests for Council’s acceptance of subdivisions into maintenance are to be made in
writing including documentation of all test results obtained.
In the case of sewerage pumping stations, these will not be accepted into maintenance
until they are fully operational and have satisfactorily completed pump performance tests.
The applicant will be required to meet all the maintenance costs associated with any
failure which may occur in the operation of the pumping station from the time the pumping
station is accepted into service by Council to the end of the maintenance period.
In the case of water and sewerage main construction, these will not be accepted into
maintenance until they have been connected to Council’s reticulation, which will only occur
after the submission of work-as-executed plans.
6.3.8 Naming of Roads
The naming or re-naming of roads and streets should meet the following criteria:
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Complies with Council Policy POL14/16 – Road Naming.
Road naming schedule is to be submitted with the application for Subdivision
Certificate.
Will not use compass directions as prefix or suffix (eg north, south etc) if this can be
avoided.
All private accesses (including private thoroughfares created under Community title)
should be clearly identified with the statement “private”.
Private access over private land be clearly marked on the street name as “private” and
the sign not include Council’s logo. These applications do not require advertising, but
must comply with Council’s policy. All costs involved to the borne by the applicant.
Where the access is used by more than one owner, consent from all land owners be
obtained and Council’s POL14/41 – Property Address Numbering will be used.
Accesses over privately maintained Crown road reserves be signposted, comply with
Council’s policy and be advertised, including notification to NSW Trade and
Investment – Crown Lands. All costs involved to be borne by the applicant. All affected
owners will be notified and where significant objections are received the matter would
be reported back to Council. Council’s POL14/41 – Property Address Numbering will
also be used.
Where roads are only maintained by Council for part of their length, the remainder
being normally a Crown road reserve, then a sign be erected at the end of the Council
maintained section indicating that Council does not maintain the road beyond this
point.
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to outline controls and guidelines for dwelling houses, rural
worker’s dwellings, additions and ancillary structures to ensure a high standard of
residential development in Shoalhaven.
Note: The controls in this Chapter are supplementary to Shoalhaven
LEP 2014 and area specific Chapters of this DCP. Shoalhaven LEP
2014 and area specific Chapters will prevail where there is an
inconsistency.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to all land where dwelling houses and rural worker’s dwellings are
permissible with development consent.
Specific sections of the Chapter will also apply depending upon the zoning of your land
under Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
Note: In the context of this Chapter, reference to a dwelling house
also includes dwelling additions and alterations.

3

Context

This Chapter outlines the controls that you must address in your development application
for dwellings houses and rural workers dwellings. This Chapter also identifies matters that
Council will assess when considering your application.
This Chapter outlines generic controls to ensure buildings are compatible with the scale
and bulk of the existing and likely future residential development of adjacent lands. You
should ensure that:



4

services and utilities including electricity, gas, water, sewer, roads and drainage are
available for the initial development and ongoing development needs, and
Your development application addresses the constraints on site such as bushfire
risk, threatened species, flooding and stormwater (as outlined in related Chapters of
this DCP).

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.

Ensure a high standard of residential development is achieved in Shoalhaven.
Ensure that development is sympathetic to the physical constraints of the site.
Encourage innovative design in residential development which reflects the need to
preserve the amenity of the area, whilst having due regard to the physical
constraints encountered in these areas.
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iv.
v.

Encourage residential development that is ecologically sustainable.
Ensure that appropriate levels of amenity are achieved, including privacy, overshadowing and access to sunlight, noise and open space.
Set appropriate environmental criteria for energy efficiency, passive solar design,
privacy, and vehicular access.
Provide a comprehensive design oriented approach to residential development.
Provide clear guidelines for the planning and construction of buildings in
Shoalhaven.
Provide flexible performance-based criteria to guide development.
Ensure dwelling houses and ancillary structures are compatible with the bulk, scale
and character of the locality.
Provide adequate levels of comfort and amenity for residents.
Encourage design that protects the amenity of surrounding properties and the
scenic or landscape qualities of the area.

vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.

5

Controls

5.1

Dwelling Houses, Additions and Ancillary Structures in Residential Zones

This section applies to areas zoned:






R1 General Residential
R2 Low Density Residential
R3 Medium Density Residential
R5 Large Lot Residential (lots below 2000m2), and
RU5 Village

Where dwelling houses are permissible with development consent.
5.1.1 Floor Space Ratio
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

A1.1

The scale of the dwelling
house is compatible with the
characteristics and amenity
of the surrounding area and
development.

The Floor Space Ratio (FSR) does not exceed 0.5 to
1 for the dwelling and outbuildings combined (see
Figure 1)
Note:
1. For hatchet shaped lots or lots that gain access via a
right of way (ROW), the area of land of the access
handle or ROW is excluded from the site area used
in the calculation)
2. Where the garage is within the dwelling or an
outbuilding, an allowance of the proposed garage
2
floor area, up to a maximum 50m is excluded from
the gross floor area.
3. Where the dwelling contains a floor below natural
ground level and the floor level of the floor above is
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
less than 1.2m above ground level, only 20% of the
basement habitable floor area will be counted in
determining the gross floor space ratio.

Figure 1: Calculating Floor Space Ratio

5.1.2 Height of Buildings
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P2 The height and bulk of a
dwelling and ancillary
structures has minimal impact
on the amenity of the area and
adjoining properties and relate
to the natural slope of the land.

A2.1

A2.2

The maximum height of the building is not greater
than the height controls contained in Shoalhaven
LEP 2014.
Buildings are sited within a building envelope
determined by the following method. Planes are
projected at 45 degrees from a height of 5m
above existing ground level at the front, side and
rear boundary as shown in Figure 2.
Note: For site slopes of up to 10% or involving cut and
fill or site excavations the ground level existing and
proposed building levels must be clearly identified on
your building plans and verified by a registered
surveyor.

A2.3

Provided the distance to the boundary is not less
than 900mm for a wall and 675mm for a gutter,
fascias, downpipes, eaves up to 0.6m, masonry
chimneys, flues, pipes, domestic fuel tanks,
cooling or heating appliances or other services
may encroach beyond the building envelope. The
following may encroach without restriction:


Screens or sunblinds, light fittings, electricity or
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions


gas meters, aerials, and
Unroofed terraces, landings, steps or ramps
not more than 1m in height.

Figure 2: Building Envelope Diagram

5.1.3 Setback and Building Lines
Note: Additional building line and setback controls are included
in Chapter G6: Coastal Management Areas, Chapter V2: Building
Lines and area specific chapters.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P3.1

Prominent Character

The building design and site
placement is compatible with and
enhances the existing and future
streetscape.

P3.2

The building setback from the street
frontage does not undermine the
integrity of the existing prevailing
building lines.

P3.3

Setbacks avoid loss of view, undue
overshadowing and provide privacy
and traffic safety.

P3.4

Buildings are located with minimal
loss of amenity to adjoining

A3.1

If the setback from a boundary adjoining a
street in areas where the predominant
setback is greater than the setback
contained in Table 1, the required setback
must be compatible with the existing
setbacks on the same road (refer to Figure 3
and Figure 4).
Note: Your site plan must demonstrate how
the proposed dwelling house meets the
prominent character of the street and
neighbourhood.

A3.2

If there is no predominant building line, the
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Performance Criteria
development through loss of
privacy, views, overshadowing,
solar access or the like.
P3.5

The location, siting, height and bulk
of the building complement the
existing setbacks near the site,
foreshore (if applicable) and the
streetscape.

P3.6

The location of the dwelling house
and its building lines will not create
an undesirable precedent.

P3.7

Adequate levels of light and
ventilation to adjoining buildings,
landscaping, services and
infrastructure are protected.

P3.8

The proposal maintains adequate
provision for on-site car parking
within driveways.

P3.9

The dwelling house and ancillary
developments are setback and
building scale is relative to the street
reserve width.

Acceptable Solutions
dwelling house is setback from front, side
and rear boundaries in accordance with
Table 1.
Note: Variations to the minimum building
setbacks may be considered where site
constraints such as the topography or the
shape of the allotment prevent compliance
with the minimum building setbacks.

Figure 3: Determining Building Lines for Prominent Character areas
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Figure 4: Building Line Setback to Public and Foreshore Reserves
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Table 1: Minimum Building Setbacks for Residential Areas

Setbacks R1, R2 (below 2000m2), R3, SP3 and RU5 Zones

Acceptable Solutions

Front Setback
Primary road
frontage

Dwelling houses and ancillary development in new
subdivisions and on lots in groups or clusters in
subdivisions approved prior to 18 February 2002 Lots up to 600m2.

5.0m to wall of dwelling house.
4.5m to open structures, such as the posts of awnings and carports
and to the further most point of cantilevered balconies and the like.

Dwelling houses and ancillary development in new
subdivisions - Lots over 600m2

6.0m to wall of dwelling house.
5.0m to open structures, such as the posts of awnings and carports
and to the further most point of cantilevered balconies and the like.

Dwelling houses and ancillary development on lots in
groups or clusters in subdivisions approved prior to
18 February 2002 - Lots over 600m2 and less than
650m2.

Side Setback
Secondary road
frontage

Infill dwelling houses and ancillary development in
existing subdivisions.

6.0m for allotments with a depth of less than 30.5m.
7.5 m for allotments with a depth of 30.5m or more.

Dwelling houses and ancillary development in new
subdivisions and on lots in groups or clusters in
subdivisions approved prior to 18 February 2002 Lots up to 600m2.

3.0m.

Dwelling houses and ancillary development in new
subdivisions - Lots over 600m2.

3.5m.

Dwelling houses and ancillary development on lots in
groups or clusters in subdivisions approved prior to
18 February 2002 - Lots over 600m2 and less than
650m2.
Infill dwelling houses and ancillary development existing subdivisions.
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Setbacks R1, R2 (below 2000m2), R3, SP3 and RU5 Zones

Acceptable Solutions

Side Setback
No road frontage

Dwelling houses and ancillary development

A minimum of 900mm from walls of single storey and two storey
dwellings to side boundaries.
The walls of attached garages must be located not less than 900mm
from side boundaries.
450mm from eaves and gutters to side boundaries.
If your dwelling house and/or ancillary development is to be located on
a foreshore lot you must comply with the requirements in Chapter G6:
Coastal Management Areas of this DCP.

Parallel Road
Frontage

Dwelling houses and ancillary development.

3m to walls/posts of dwellings, including attached verandahs, patios
and the like.

Rear/side
setback to
public reserve

Dwelling houses and ancillary development.

4m to walls/posts of dwellings, including attached verandahs, patios
and the like.
900mm to detached non-habitable outbuildings, including swimming
pools.
Side setback – 900mm to walls/posts of dwellings, including attached
verandahs, patios and the like, detached non-habitable outbuildings,
including swimming pools.

Rear/side
setback to
foreshore
reserve

Dwelling houses and ancillary development.

7.5m to dwellings and attached/ detached outbuildings.
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5.1.4 Design and Appearance
Note: Dwelling houses in coastal areas must also comply with
Chapter G1: Site Analysis, Sustainable Design and Building
Materials in Rural, Coastal and Environmental Areas and Chapter
G6: Coastal Management Areas.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P4 The building design, detailing,
finish, articulation and modulation
of building facades provide visual
interest that enhances the
streetscape and complements
good quality surrounding
development.

A4.1

P5 Garages and parking structures do A5.1
not dominate the street frontage.
P6 The use of highly reflective
building materials is minimised to
reduce nuisance on adjoining
properties and the neighbourhood.

A6.1

The design of the dwelling uses modulation and
articulation of building elements to articulate facades
and minimise lengths of unbroken walls and glazed
areas.

The width of garage facades addressing the street
does not exceed 9.0m or 50% of the length of the
frontage, whichever is the lesser.
A development application is supported by a colour
schedule and details of materials, which will not cause
excessive glare when viewed from another dwelling
house or a public place.
Note: Most Colorbond colours are appropriate in general
building design depending on glare levels.
Use of traditional building materials, such as galvanised
steel may be permitted in certain circumstances if is
justified in the context of the design of the building and/or
it complements the heritage character of the building or
area.

5.2

Dwelling Houses and Ancillary Structures in Rural, Rural Residential and
Environmental Zones

This section applies to areas zoned:








RU1 Primary Production:
RU2 Rural Landscape
RU4 Primary Production Small Lots
R5 Large Lot Residential (lots greater than 2000m2)
E2 Environmental Conservation
E3 Environmental Management
E4 Environmental Living
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Where dwelling houses and rural workers’ dwellings are permissible with development
consent.
Note: Any proposal for a rural workers’ dwelling in Zone RU1
Primary Production must demonstrate compliance with Clause 4.2F
of Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
Clause 4.2D of Shoalhaven LEP 2014 identifies the circumstances
in which Council is able to grant development consent for the
erection of dwelling houses on vacant land. Clause 4.2D applies to
land in the following zones:








Zone RU1 Primary Production
Zone RU2 Rural Landscape
Zone RU4 Primary Production Small Lots
Zone R5 Large Lot Residential
Zone E2 Environmental Conservation
Zone E3 Environmental Management
Zone E4 Environmental Living

In certain circumstances, verification of the potential for a dwelling to
be approved on a parcel of land may require a detailed investigation
of Council’s records relating to the ownership or subdivision history
of that particular allotment.
There are many vacant allotments within Shoalhaven where a
dwelling may not be erected under Shoalhaven LEP 2014. That is,
dwellings are not permitted on all rural land parcels. It is
recommended that, if considering purchasing a lot within a rural or
environmental protection zone, Council is consulted to determine if a
dwelling is permissible on the subject land.

5.2.1 Bulk and Scale
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P7 The bulk and scale of the dwelling does
not have a significant detrimental
impact on the amenity and character of
the rural locality.

A7.1

The design of the dwelling is sympathetic to
the rural landscape and the character of the
area.

5.2.2 Height of Buildings
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P8.1

To minimise adverse impacts
caused by overlooking and
overshadowing of adjoining
properties.

A8.1

The maximum height of the building is not
greater than the height controls contained in
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.

A8.2

P8.2

The building siting and height relate
to land form, with minimal cut and
fill.

Buildings are sited within a building
envelope determined by the following
method. Planes are projected at 45
degrees from a height of 5m above
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Performance Criteria
P8.3

P8.4

Acceptable Solutions

The height and bulk of development
is compatible with the existing or
likely future character of the area.
In rural zones, the height and bulk of
dwellings must be compatible with
the rural context in which they are
located.

existing ground level at the front, side and
rear boundary.
A8.3

Provided the distance to the boundary is
not less than 900mm for a wall and
675mm for a gutter, fascias, downpipes,
eaves up to 0.6m, masonry chimneys,
flues, pipes, domestic fuel tanks, cooling
or heating appliances or other services
may encroach beyond the building
envelope. The following may encroach
without restriction:


Unroofed terraces, landings, steps or
ramps not more than 1m in height.



Screens or sunblinds, light fittings,
electricity or gas meters, aerials, and

Figure 5: Building envelope
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5.2.3 Setback and Building Lines
Note: Additional building line controls are included in Chapter V2:
Building Lines and area specific chapters.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P9.1 The building siting and height relate
to the natural slope of the land with
minimal cut and fill.
P9.2 The building design and site
placement is compatible with and
enhances the existing and future
streetscape.
P9.3 The building setback from the street
frontage does not undermine the
integrity of the existing prevailing
building lines. Setbacks avoid loss of
view, undue overshadowing and
provide privacy and traffic safety.
P9.4 Buildings are located with minimal
loss of amenity to adjoining
development through loss of privacy,
views, overshadowing, solar access
or the like.
P9.5 The location, siting, height and bulk
of the building complement the
existing setbacks near the site,
foreshore (if applicable) and the
streetscape.
P9.6 The location of the dwelling house
and its building lines will not create
an undesirable precedent.
P9.7 Adequate levels of light and
ventilation to adjoining buildings,
landscaping, services and
infrastructure are protected.
P9.8 The proposal maintains adequate
provision for on-site car parking
within driveways.
P9.9 The dwelling house and ancillary
developments are setback and
building scale is relative to the street
reserve width.

Prominent Character
A9.1

If the setback from a boundary adjoining a
street in areas where the predominant
setback is greater than the setback
contained in Table 2, the required setback
must be compatible with the existing
setbacks on the same road.
Note: Your site plan must demonstrate how
the proposed dwelling house meets the
prominent character of the street and
neighbourhood.

A9.2

If there is no obvious predominant building
line, the dwelling house is setback from front,
side and rear boundaries in accordance with
Table 2.
Note: Variations to the minimum building
setbacks may be considered where site
constraints such as the topography or the
shape of the allotment prevent compliance
with the minimum building setbacks.
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Table 2: Minimum Building Setbacks for Environmental, Rural and Rural Residential Zones
Setbacks: RU1, RU2, RU4, E2, E3, E4, R5 and R2 (above 2000m2)
Zones

Acceptable Solutions

Front setbacks

For lots up to 4,000m2 - 12.5m.

All dwelling houses and ancillary development.

For lots between 4,001m2 and 10,000m2 - 20m.
For lots greater than 10,000m2 (1ha) - 30m.
Side Setbacks

All dwelling houses and ancillary development.

Side boundary setback for lots up to 4,000m2 – 5m.
Side boundary setback for lots between 4,001m2 and 10,000m2 –
7.5m.
Side boundary setback for lots greater than 10,000m2 (1ha) - 10m.
To a secondary street frontage – equivalent to 50% of the front
setback.
The privacy of adjoining dwellings is not to be compromised.

Rear Setbacks

All dwelling houses and ancillary development.

Minimum rear setback of 7.5m.
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5.2.4 Design and Appearance
Note: Dwelling houses in Environmental, Rural and Rural
Residential zones areas must also comply with Chapter G1: Site
Analysis, Sustainable Design and Building Materials in Rural,
Coastal and Environmental Areas.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P10

The building design,
detailing, finish and
articulation and
modulation of building
facades provide visual
interest that enhances the
streetscape and
complements good quality
surrounding development.

A10.1 The design of the dwelling uses modulation and
articulation of building elements to articulate facades
and minimise lengths of unbroken walls and glazed
areas.

P11

Garages and parking
structures do not
dominate the street
frontage.

A11.1 The width of garage facades addressing the street
does not exceed 9.0m or 50% of the length of the
frontage, whichever is the lesser.

P12

The use of highly
reflective building
materials is minimised to
reduce nuisance on
adjoining properties and
the neighbourhood.

A12.1 Your application is supported by a colour schedule
and details of materials which will not cause excessive
glare when viewed from another dwelling house or a
public place.
Note: Most Colorbond colours are appropriate in general
building design depending on glare levels.
Use of traditional building materials, such as galvanised
steel may be permitted in certain circumstances if is
justified in the context of the design of the building and/or
it complements the heritage character of the building or
area.

5.3

Generic Controls for Dwelling Houses, Additions and Ancillary Structures

5.3.1 Detached Habitable Rooms
Note: For this purpose of this Chapter, detached habitable room
means a room or suite of rooms which are used in association with
the rooms of a dwelling as a single dwelling occupancy
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Performance Criteria
P13

Acceptable Solutions

Any detached habitable room/s
A13.1 Detached habitable room/s associated with
associated with the dwelling house
the dwelling house are in close proximity to
are for residential purposes
the dwelling and has an all-weather
separate to the use of the principal
connection to the dwelling.
dwelling and demonstrate all
A13.2 Detached habitable room/s and the dwelling
weather connection to enable a
house operate as a single dwelling house.
use that is consistent with that of a
Note: An all weather connection may include a roofed
single dwelling.
deck, pathway or other demonstrated combination.

5.3.2 Granny Flats
Note: For the purpose of this Chapter, granny flat means a room or
suite of rooms for use by a family member(s) of the dwelling
occupants used in conjunction with the main dwelling house.
The granny flat is not fully self-contained, does not change the
classification of the existing dwelling and does not require fire safety
upgrades for the Building Code of Australia.
Detached granny flats fall under the definition of secondary
dwellings. Controls relating to secondary dwellings are included in
State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental Housing)
2009.
Clause 5.4(9) of Shoalhaven LEP 2014 provides a total maximum
area for secondary dwellings.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P14.1 The granny flat provides semiindependent living for family
member(s) of the dwelling. Internal
connection may include a
bathroom and minor food
preparation facility.

A14.1 The granny flat is designed to be physically
attached and integral with the dwelling and
utilises one or more of the bathroom, laundry
and cooking area facilities of the dwelling.

P14.2 The application demonstrates a
bonafide need for semiindependent accommodation for
one or more family members.

A14.3 The granny flat must not be capable of being
used as a separate dwelling.

P14.3 The proposal will not change the
classification of the existing
dwelling and will not require the
dwelling to be upgraded to comply
with the fire safety requirements of
the Building Code of Australia.

A14.2 The maximum gross floor area of the granny
flat is 70m2.

A14.4 Internal access by means of a doorway must
be provided between the dwelling and the
granny flat.
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5.3.3 Fencing
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P15.1 Fences and courtyard
walls on the road reserve
frontage enhance the
dwelling design and
improve the streetscape
character.

Primary Road Frontage

P15.2 The design of fences and
courtyard walls adjoining a
road reserve do not
impede the safety of
pedestrians and cyclists
with the movement of
vehicles between the
property and the roadway.
Fences comply with any
private covenants,
restrictions as to user and
provisions of the Dividing
Fences Act 1991.

A15.1 For solid fences or walls on the boundary the
maximum height is 1.2m; or
A15.2 Fences or walls higher than 1.2m have a maximum
height of 1.8m; and,
A15.3 Solid fences are permitted to a height of 700mm but
must be open for at least 50% for the remaining
height of the fence; or
A15.4 Are landscaped with architectural treatment to provide
visual relief from the public road.
Note: The spacing between fence posts/columns
provides a balance across fenced boundaries.
The overall fence design should complement existing
structures, landscaping and general streetscape. Fence
posts/columns generally will need to be placed at twice
the finished fence height.

Secondary Road Frontage
A15.5 Fences or walls have a maximum height of 1.8m and
may be solid.
A15.6 The materials are compatible with those used in
adjoining dwellings and area.
A15.7 The use of sheet metal or similar fencing material is
prohibited.
Driveway Locations
A15.8 Fences and courtyard walls on the road reserve
boundary have a 45 degrees splay of at least 1.3m
depth to assist visibility between vehicles and
pedestrians.
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Figure 6: Front Fencing
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5.3.4 Views and Visual Privacy
Note:
Visual privacy is important for the residents of proposed and existing
dwelling houses. The design on new dwelling houses must protect
the privacy of residents and minimise the impact of existing and
future dwelling houses within proximity of your property.
The NSW Land & Environment has published a planning principle to
determine the impact on views. Any application that has potential to
impact views must address this planning principal and the controls
outlined below.

The specific objectives are to:
i.

ii.

Ensure that impacts on views from existing dwelling houses are minimised, while
recognising that where compliance with the objectives and performance criteria is achieved
the expectations of there being no change to existing views is unreasonable.
Ensure the impact on the visual privacy for existing adjacent indoor living areas and
principal private open space is reasonable.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P16

The views of residents of
existing and future
dwellings in proximity to
the site are not
unreasonably affected.

A16.1 Any reduction in views from existing dwellings are not
considered to be severe or devastating based on the
NSW Land and Environment Court Planning Principle
– Views.

P17

The visual privacy of
indoor living areas and
principal private open
space is protected.

P18

Direct overlooking of main
internal living areas and
principal private open
space of other dwellings is
minimised by building
layout, location and
designs of windows,
balconies, screening
devices, landscaping or
other effective means.

A17.1 Direct views between living area windows of adjacent
dwellings are screened or obscured where ground and
first floor windows are within an area described by
taking a 9-metre radius from any part of the window of
the adjacent dwelling. An area so defined is described
as a “privacy sensitive zone”.
A18.1 Direct views from living areas of dwellings into the
principal area of private open space of other dwellings
are screened or obscured within a privacy sensitive
zone described by a 12m radius.
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Note: Direct views may be obscured by one of the
following measures:


1.8 metre high solid fence or wall between
ground floor level windows or between a dwelling
and open space.



Screening that has a maximum area of 25%
openings, is permanently fixed and is made of
durable materials; and / or



Screening devices incorporating opaque
materials and/or vertical or horizontal fixed
louvers or the like that provide an effective
screen; and/or



Landscape screening either by existing dense
vegetation or new planting that can achieve
sufficient screening effectiveness within three (3)
years.

See Figure 7 for examples of minimising privacy
issues.
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Figure 7: Options to minimise privacy issues where overlooking is unavoidable
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5.3.5 Freestanding privacy screens
Note: You should check Codes SEPP to determine if the proposed
privacy screens are exempt development. If you do not fit the
exempt criteria, your application must address the controls below.

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.

Reduce the impacts of freestanding privacy screen on surrounding residents; and
Provide information for application seeking approval for privacy screens

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P19.1 The number of freestanding
privacy screens does not
constitute a composite
structure that is out of
character in the locality or
allotment.

A19.1 A maximum two (2) freestanding privacy screens
are permitted on each allotment.

P19.2 The location, height,
dimensions and materials of a
freestanding screen and
ancillary structures do not
cause significant loss of
amenity for occupants of
surrounding dwelling houses.
P19.3 The height of the freestanding
privacy screen is sufficient for
its purpose taking into account
site terrain and ground levels
and the relative location of a
person standing on either side
of the screen up to 1.0m
above the adjacent ground
level.

A19.2 A freestanding screen is located behind the
primary and secondary building line.
A19.3 The screen is freestanding and not attached to
any common boundary fence.
A19.4 The maximum height of a freestanding screen is
2.4m above ground level (exisiting) or the
adjacent boundary ground level which is the
lower.
A19.5 The maximum length of a freestanding screen is
6m; except where providing privacy for a
swimming pool where maximum length is equal to
the adjacent side of the pool plus 2m.
A19.6 Materials on both sides are new, a consistent
colour, shape and design to the development and
do not produce excessive glare.
A19.7 The privacy screen is structurally stable,
constructed with quality workmanship and
complies with the Building Code of Australia.
A19.8 The principal open space of adjoining dwellings
does not have the sunlight reduced to less than
three (3) hours of sun between the hours of 9am
and 3pm on the winter solstice (21st June).
Note: You may need to lodge a credible and
accurate shadow diagram to demonstrate shadowing
impacts of the privacy screen. Council may notify the
owner of adjoining land when considering your
application.
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5.3.6 Solar Access
Solar access is the capacity for sunlight to be received on windows and thereby penetrate
into the indoor living spaces of a dwelling and relates to comfort levels for residents. A
reduction in solar access to north facing windows, solar collectors and the principal open
space of an adjoining dwelling may create an adverse impact for its residents. The
principal open space for use by the occupants of a dwelling does not mean entire private
yard areas.
In addition to the BASIX certificate that you must lodge with your development application,
your proposal must demonstrate that the development does not reduce sunlight received
by the north facing windows of living areas, solar collectors and principal open space of
neighbouring properties to less than 3 hours between 9am – 5pm at the winter solstice
(21st June).
Note: You should also refer to the NSW Land & Environment Court
– Planning Principle: Impact on Solar Access of Neighbours to
ensure your proposal satisfies the controls below.

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.

Maximise the potential for passive solar design for energy efficiency in building
design.
Minimise overshadowing impacts of a development on adjoining properties;
Preserve solar access to north facing solar collectors on adjoining properties i.e.
solar hot water panels, photovoltaic cells.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P20.1 Dwelling houses incorporate
passive building design to
achieve the efficient use of
energy, water and thermal
comfort.

A20.1 The dwelling achieves the requirements of the NSW
Building Sustainability Index (BASIX) and a BASIX
certificate is included with your application.

P20.2 Dwelling houses are sited to
minimise overshadowing of
neighbouring properties.

A20.2 50% of the area of the windows or glazed doors of
north facing living areas and principal open space of
adjoining dwellings do not have their sunlight reduced
to less than three hours of sun between the hours of
9am and 3pm on the 21st June and a shadow
diagram will generally be required for:





Two storey development particularly development
of streets running north-south.
development on sloping lots with south-east to
south-west aspects.
development within the minimum setbacks to
southern boundaries.

Note: You may be required submit a credible and accurate
diagram to demonstrate compliance.
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5.3.7 Car Parking, Driveways and Site Access
Note: The provision of car parking for residents is necessary for all
residential development. The driveway location, grade and
construction on-site and the access to the street carriageway from
the property is important in achieving the safe movement of vehicles,
pedestrians and bicycle riders in the vicinity.
Controls for the number and construction of car parking spaces are
included in Chapter G21: Car Parking and Traffic. Additional vehicle
types such as boat trailers, caravans and large recreational vehicles
may also be parked or garaged on-site.

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.

Provide for convenient and accessible on-site car parking for proposed and future
residents.
Provide for accessible driveways and access from the public street to the property.
Ensure the safety of pedestrians and bicycle riders in proximity to the driveway
area.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P21.1 Sufficient space is
provided onsite either as
covered or uncovered
space for car parking.

A21.1 For residential zoned allotments, the dwelling
design and siting allows space for car/vehicle
parking spaces on site, covered or uncovered,
behind the building line. This may be achieved by
either:

P21.2 Adequate parking space
exists within the property
for occasional visitors.
P21.3 The design of access from
the roadway to the
allotment and driveways
within the allotment has
regard for the
requirements for vehicles,
the safety of pedestrians
and cyclists.
P21.4 The access driveway onto
and within the land
provides all-weather
access for vehicles.

the space being provided within the building
envelope of the dwelling, or
 the main building being set back sufficiently to
enable future covered car parking remaining
behind the building line setback, or
 Where parking spaces are being provided at
the rear of the dwelling, a minimum 2.4m wide
side setback clear of obstructions being
provided with access being practical for a
vehicle to be driven beside the main building.
A21.2 The required two parking spaces behind the
building line may be reduced to one space where:




Additional storage is provided at the rate of
min. 8.0m2 for two bedroom dwellings and min.
10m2 for dwellings of three or more bedrooms.
Note: This storage is to accommodate larger
items, such as sporting equipment, bicycles
and the like that may otherwise be stored in
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Acceptable Solutions



the designated car parking space (garage),
and is to be additional to kitchen cupboards,
bedroom wardrobes and the like; and
Stack parking is available between the car
parking space and the front boundary.
Note: The internal dimensions for a single car
space is 2.6m x 5.5m and 3.0 x 5.5m if enclosed
by a wall or post supports and for a two car
space within a garage or where there is a wall or
post adjacent, the space is 5.8m x 5.5m.
Dimensions are to be clear of construction
elements or obstructions.

A21.3 Except where the required building line is stated
elsewhere in this DCP, the car park area (garage
door, parking space) should be located no closer
than 5m from the front boundary, such that
provision is made for a visitor to park within the
driveway between the dwelling and the boundary.
A21.4 To ensure safe movement of vehicles, the grade of
the driveway not exceeding 1:4, with transitions in
accordance with Australian Standard 2890.1
(Section 2.6).
A21.5 The access from the roadway to the site, including
layback or piped crossing being in accordance
with Councils Engineering Design Guidelines.

5.3.8 Ancillary Structures
Note: Ancillary structures include carports, garages, sheds,
freestanding pergola, swimming pools, tennis courts and the like.
Although the principal dwelling is usually the main building, a
number of ancillary structures may be built to provide additional
facilities or features for use by the residents.
Swimming pool requirements relating to safety fencing and gates are
contained in the Swimming Pool Act 1992 and associated
regulations.

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.

Minimise the impacts of ancillary structures upon the surrounding properties.
Ensure that residents have access to ancillary buildings and structures that are
consistent with domestic needs.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P22.1 The design of a carport,
garage or other residential
related freestanding
structure complements the
dwelling design and has
minimal impact on the
amenity and solar access
of adjoining properties.

R1, R2 (below 2000m2), R3 and RU5 Zones

P22.2 The size of a garage used
in conjunction with a
dwelling is appropriate for
the garaging of residents
vehicles

A22.1 The floor area of a garage does not exceed 110m2
and the height of the walls do not exceed 3.0m.
RU1, RU2, RU4, E2, E3, E4, R5 and R2 (above 2000m2)
Zones
A22.2 Where the land area is up to 1.0 hectare, the floor
area of the garage does not exceed 140m2.
Note: Proposals in excess of these dimensions must
consider impacts of overshadowing, bulk and the
justification submitted by applicants.

P23

The building is not
provided with facilities that
enable its use for
residential purposes
separate to the use of the
principal dwelling.

A23.1 The building is not capable of being used for habitable
dwelling purposes separate to the use of the principal
dwelling.

P24

The location of a
swimming pool or tennis
court does not adversely
impact the amenity of the
adjoining properties.

A24.1 For swimming pools, the filter is sited and installed so
as to minimise noise impacts.
A24.2 For tennis court surfaces and swimming pool
surrounds, the surfaces are drained to prevent
surface runoff to adjoining properties.

5.3.9 Stormwater Management
Note: Uncontrolled discharge of stormwater from roof and paved
surfaces can cause nuisance impacts for residents. The NSW
Government requires reduction in water use in new dwellings and
additions and alterations to dwellings through the BASIX
requirements. There is a growing need to provide water tanks to
detain and retain stormwater.
In addition to the controls outlined below, you must also consider
Chapter G2: Sustainable Stormwater Management and
Erosion/Sediment Control.
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The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Ensure stormwater is controlled in a way that minimises nuisance to adjoining
properties.
Set a minimum standard for the collection and management of stormwater on sites.
Encourage rainwater harvesting of roofwater and the incorporation of pervious
areas into development proposals to assist deep soil landscaping.
Prevent litter and sediment from building sites entering waterways.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P25

A25.1 Roof water is collected by gutter and downpipe
systems, or other equivalent means, and conveyed by
pipes complying with Part 3.1.2 of the Building Code of
Australia to an approved discharge point, being either:

The stormwater from roofed
areas is collected, stored
and/or conveyed to
appropriate discharge
points.

a) a gutter or table drain in a road reserve, or
b) a stormwater easement or easement to drain
water, or
c) a disposal / absorption trench, where (a) and (b),
above are not available, or
d) A water tank / on-site detention system with an
overflow connected to a disposal method in (a), (b)
or (c), above.
Note: Owners are encouraged to utilise harvested
roofwater for toilet and laundry use as well as garden
watering. BASIX and/or plumbing requirements may
apply.

P26

Paved areas associated
with buildings and
driveways are graded and
drained to minimise the
discharge of surface water
onto adjoining land

A26.1 Surface water falling on paved areas associated with
buildings in urban areas and driveways is directed to an
approved discharge point (see A1.1, above) that
minimises impact upon adjoining land.

Note: Impervious surfaces
do not permit the infiltration
of stormwater. These
include roofs, solid paving
and the like.

P27

Pervious areas including
landscaping are utilised to
reduce increased
stormwater runoff.
Note: Pervious surfaces
are ones that permit the
infiltration of stormwater

A27.1 Where the area of buildings, pavement and other
impervious areas exceeds 65% of the site area, the
applicant must submit details of the methods used to
harvest rainwater, provide landscaping to minimise
increased runoff to surrounding land and public
stormwater infrastructure. The details should include
assessment of pre-development and post development
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Acceptable Solutions

into the subsurface soils.

stormwater criteria. The area set aside for landscaping
should include 50% for deep soil landscaping to
encourage tree and shrub growth.
Notes:
1. The calculation of the 65% area may include reasonable
assumption of future paved areas such as driveways not
shown on plans at development application stage.
2. Deep soil landscaping is an area not covered by an
impervious surface that allows water on the site to infiltrate
naturally to the groundwater and allows for the future
provision of mature vegetation.
3. Pervious paving should be considered for infrequently
trafficked areas.

P28

There are sufficient site
management and sediment
and erosion controls
established to prevent the
discharge of sediment and
litter escaping from the site
during site works and
building operations.

A28.1 A silt fence or equivalent is provided and maintained
on the downhill slope of cut and fill areas or other
disturbed areas.
A28.2 At downhill driveway points an all-weather gravel or
similar surface is provided to minimise the movement
of sediment from the site.
A28.3 The erosion and sediment control measures are to be
retained until the disturbed areas are revegetated.
Work to be in compliance with Council’s Guidelines for
Stormwater Protection on Building Sites.

5.3.10 Site Stability and Excavation
Note: A significant number of dwelling house designs require site
works, generally including cut and fill, to effectively provide a level
building platform or suitable foundations. Excessive works can
create impacts upon adjoining lands, a need for structural retaining
walls and changes to drainage systems.
In addition to the controls below, your application must also Chapter
G26: Acid Sulfate Soils and Geotechnical (Site Stability) Guidelines

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.

Ensure that development reflects the physical constraints prevalent on the site.
Ensure that site disturbance is minimised.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
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Acceptable Solutions

P29

Buildings are designed
and constructed to
adequately address
specific geotechnical
difficulties that may exist
on the site and in the
area.

A29.1 Buildings are located on land with a slope of less than
20% and are not in an area known or likely to be
subject to site stability problems.

P30

Buildings are designed to
utilise construction
techniques that are
sympathetic to the natural
slope of the land and
minimise excessive
disturbance of the site.

A30.1 Buildings are designed to utilise the natural slope of
the land by limiting cut and fill to a maximum of one (1)
metre each, or by utilising floor construction methods
that do not require cut and fill. Details will be required
detailing cut and fill levels, and indicating how these
areas will be stabilised (see Figure 8).

P31

The site works, including
excavated and filled
areas, will not have a
significant detrimental
visual impact on the
streetscape or when
viewed from adjoining
properties.

A31.1 Excavated and filled areas are retained by
appropriately designed retaining walls or provided with
stabilised batter slope, with effective drainage systems
being provided. The size, shape and slope of the
allotment and the scale of the building will, in the
opinion of Council, facilitate the installation of erosion
and sediment control devices in compliance with
Council’s Guidelines for Stormwater Protection on
Building Sites.
A31.2 The visual impact of retaining walls must be taken into
consideration in your application.

P32

The building and site
works will not have a
significant detrimental
impact on surface or subsurface drainage on the
site or on adjoining
properties.

A32.1 A soil and water management plan, consistent with
Council’s guidelines and demonstrating that measures
will be utilised both during and after construction to
control erosion and sedimentation of local water
courses and drainage systems has been submitted to
Council; and
A32.2 Buildings on land with a slope of 20% or greater or are
located in an area known or likely to be subject to site
stability problems to be accompanied by a
geotechnical report prepared by a suitability qualified
practising geotechnical engineer.
Note: The report will be required to examine the stability of
the site; whether the development of the site will adversely
affect the stability of the site; the stability of adjoining land;
and whether the site stability could have adverse effects on
the proposed development. The report is also to include
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Acceptable Solutions
recommendations of works required and methods of
construction to be used to ensure the stability of the
building, the site and adjoining properties.

Figure 8: Maximum Cut and Fill

5.3.11 Environmental Constraints
Note: A number of natural hazards occur in Shoalhaven that require
additional assessment against other controls not included in this
Chapter. Your application must detail the safety of your development
and how users will evacuate from the property if a natural event
occurs such as flood or bushfire. The table below outlines the
minimum assessment required for areas affected by a naturally
occurring event.
Table 3: Natural Hazard Assessment

Type of Hazard

Minimum Assessment Required

Bushfire
Properties and their internal
access mapped as bush fire prone
land in the Shoalhaven LEP 2014.




Detailed assessment against Planning for Bushfire
Protection (PBP) 2006
A bushfire risk assessment completed in accordance with
PBP 2006 which may include:
- A bushfire management plan and evacuation plan
- Details of asset protection zones
- Perimeter road around the development area
- Access for fire fighting vehicles
- Secondary vehicular access
- Appropriate landscaping
- Water storage for firefighting purposes
- Onsite firefighting equipment and on-site managers
trained in its use
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Type of Hazard

Minimum Assessment Required
-

Flooding
Properties and their internal
access affected by:
 Clause 7.3 of Shoalhaven LEP
2014; or
 Within the probable maximum
flood (PMF) area (as defined in
Chapter G9: Development on
Flood Prone Land); or
 With a history of flooding.



Steep and Unstable Land
Properties and their internal
access with a slope exceeding
12% or affected by Clause 7.7 of
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.







Appropriate level of construction depending on the
category of bush fire attack

Assessment against the controls of Chapter G9:
Development on Flood Prone Land.
Your application may need to be supported by a flood risk
assessment or evacuation management plan if required
by Chapter G9.

Assessment against the controls of Clause 7.7 of
Shoalhaven LEP 2014;
A geotechnical report may be required depending on the
stability of the site (see Chapter G26 ‘Acid Sulfate Soils
and Geotechnical (Site Stability) Guidelines’).

5.3.12 Requirements for Demolition and Waste Minimisation
Note: The work associated with the demolition of buildings can
create adverse impacts. When the building contains hazardous
materials such as bonded and friable asbestos, there are additional
health risks that require precautions and practices to minimise harm
to the demolisher as well as occupants of the site and surrounding
sites. The NSW Workcover Authority provides standards and
guidelines for demolition works.
Waste building materials and litter that is generated during
demolition and building work may include materials that can be
recycled or re-used. Council requires applicants to prepare a waste
minimisation and management plan and this includes identifying
ways to minimise the amount of waste that ends up in landfill.

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.

Minimise the impact of the demolition of buildings and structures on residents and
surrounding lands.
Provide standards where bonded and friable asbestos removal is involved.
Encourage the reuse and recycling of building materials recovered from demolition
works.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P33.1 Buildings and structures

A33.1 Applicants demonstrate that the method to be used to
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are demolished in a
manner to minimise the
impact upon residents,
adjoining land and
pedestrians.
P33.2 Where buildings and
structures to be demolished
contain or may contain
asbestos, the demolition
works are carried out in a
safe manner and in
accordance with statutory
requirements.
P33.3 Demolition materials or
building and other waste
that is generated through
the development are:



contained and
transported to minimise
adverse impacts upon
the neighbourhood; and



Reused or recycled
where possible to
minimise waste that is
ultimately disposed of to
landfill.

Acceptable Solutions
carry out demolition works, can achieve compliance
with Council’s policy - Demolition and Renovation of
Buildings Containing Asbestos.
A33.2 Demolition, where asbestos materials may be found, is
carried out to meet the licencing, legislation and
WorkCover guidelines.
A33.3 Applicants demonstrate that compliance with a waste
minimisation and management plan can be achieved.
Note: Refer to Council’s Waste Minimisation and Management
Plan Guidelines and Chapter G7: Waste Minimisation and
Management Controls.

A33.4 Waste materials and litter are contained within the site
to prevent windblown and runoff impacts to the
surrounding area.

5.3.13 Relocation of Second–Hand Dwellings
The objectives are to:
i.
ii.

Minimise the adverse impacts of relocating second-hand dwellings on the existing
visual amenity and character of residential areas.
Ensure renovations are completed within a reasonable time.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P34

A34.1 Your application should provide a detailed summary of
the site and the type of buildings erected in close
proximity to ascertain if the building will fit into the local
environment.

The relocation of the
second-hand dwelling
preserves the existing visual
amenity and character of
the area and is completed
within a reasonable time.
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Acceptable Solutions
Note: The above matters will be taken into account when
determining the application and conditions may be applied
to reduce any undesirable impacts.

A34.2 The building shall be suitably refurbished to the
satisfaction of Council and comply with the provisions
of this DCP.
A34.3 When required, recladding shall be completed using
materials to the satisfaction of council.
Notes:

5.3.13.1






Council shall strictly enforce conditions of approval, particularly
that no dwelling shall be occupied until such time as all
conditions have been complied with.



Prior to the building approval being released the applicant
shall enter into an irrevocable bank guarantee(*) in the amount
detailed in council’s current ‘Management Plan – Fees and
Charges’ and undertake to complete all renovations within six
months of locating the building on the proposed site, and the
guarantee shall include a condition which would acknowledge
that Council could enter upon the land and carry out the works
at its discretion to the value of the bank guarantee or cash
deposit and that the bank guarantee or deed of agreement be
only released upon compliance with all relevant conditions. * A
cash deposit together with the standard deed of agreement in
lieu of a bank guarantee is acceptable.

Information you are required to submit with your application

A Development Application (DA) must be lodged together with full details by way of plans and
photographs of the dwelling to be relocated and the site to which the dwelling will be moved.
The proposal will be advertised to surrounding owners at the applicants expense.
A construction certificate must also be obtained and in certain circumstances, this may be
applied for at the same time as the DA.
The application shall be accompanied by photographs of all elevations of the building, a
structural engineer’s report on the building’s suitability for relocation, a pest report and a
detailed analysis of the dwelling, particularly identifying building elements that may contain
asbestos. If the building is being removed from outside the Shoalhaven local government area,
either a statutory declaration from the applicant or a letter from the local authority will be
required verifying that the photographs are representative of the buildings actual condition.
Note: You will need to check with the verifying authority whether a fee will be charged for this
service.
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5.3.14 Heritage
Note: The characteristics of a place are formed by several factors
including heritage. The retention of certain buildings, structures,
items and landscaped forms will maintain a link with past
development of an area.

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.

Ensure the preservation of the distinctive character of a building, feature or area
that is identified as being of heritage significance; and
Ensure the development is compatible with the heritage characteristics of buildings
and features on the site and on adjoining sites.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P35.1 The heritage
characteristics identified
on the site or on adjoining
areas is not detrimentally
impacted by the building
and site works.

A35.1 Where an item of environmental heritage, including
buildings, is identified by the SLEP 2014 the applicant
submits a heritage impact statement prepared by an
appropriately qualified and experienced person that
demonstrates that the heritage characteristics of a site
or adjoining sites will not be detrimentally impacted by
the building and site works.

P35.2 The building and site
works will be compatible
with the identified heritage
characteristics of the site,
buildings and adjoining
sites.

5.3.15 Temporary Occupation of Building Sites
Note: During the period of construction of a dwelling or ancillary
structure there may be a request for the short term occupation of the
site of existing buildings, temporary buildings, caravans or the like.
Where an application is made, the occupation may be limited to a
maximum of 12 months and be conditional upon there being a
construction certificate issued for the dwelling or building in question.

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.

Provide for a limited circumstance where the temporary occupation of a building site
is acceptable.
Minimise any adverse impacts of the temporary occupation of a building site.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P36

A36.1 A construction certificate has been issued for a

The occupation of the site is in
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conjunction with the construction of
a dwelling that has been approved.

dwelling and any structure intended to be
occupied on a temporary basis.

P37

The applicant demonstrates there
are sufficient facilities to maintain
acceptable personal hygiene and
public health standards

A37.1 There are sufficient cooking, laundry, ablution
and sanitary facilities available that are
connected to the sewer or in unsewered areas,
an approved sewage management system.

P38

The installed facilities are capable
of being removed and the
remaining approved structure
reverted to the originally intended
use of the structure

A38.1 The facilities are capable of removal and the
structure capable of conversion to its original
intended use upon occupation of the dwelling.

5.3.16 Resited Dwellings and Use of Second Hand Materials.
Note: The effective completion of a project to resite a dwelling
requires that the building is suitable for relocation and can be
restored in accordance with Building of Code Australia requirements
and good building practices.
Buildings that contain bonded and friable asbestos materials may be
more difficult to relocate. Council requires lodgement of a bond or
bank guarantee against completion.

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.

Ensure the materials used in construction are sound and suitable for their intended
use.
Provide guidelines to applicants for approval of a resited dwelling or structure.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P39

The applicant
demonstrates the suitability
of the second hand
material for its intended
use, and that the external
appearance is compatible
with the surrounding
developments.

39.1

P40

The dwelling or structure
being resited is in good
repair and structurally
sound in its previous

A40.1 The materials and external finish is compatible with the
surrounding development.

Second hand materials used in dwelling and ancillary
building construction are sound and appropriate.

A40.2 The dwelling or structure proposed to be resited is
capable of being restored and damaged materials
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permanent location.

replaced before occupation of the building
A40.3 For buildings being resited, asbestos wall and roof
sheeting being removed by a Workcover licensed
contractor before relocating to the proposed site.

5.3.17 Siting and Construction of Garages, Sheds and like structures on Vacant
Land
Note: Generally the construction of non-habitable building structures
on vacant residential or rural residential land are not permitted.
However, where an applicant provides sufficient justification for such
a structure, consideration may be given to the proposal, subject to
the owner of the land furnishing Council with a written undertaking
that such non-habitable structure on vacant land will not be used for
residential purposes. For rural zoned land, it is appreciated that
some structures may be justified to enable maintenance of or
operation of the land.

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.

Minimise the impacts upon the site and surrounding lands of the construction of
structures before the construction of a dwelling.
Ensure that non-habitable building structures on vacant residential or rural
residential land are not used for residential purposes.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P41.1 The location of the structure
enables further development of the
site with a dwelling that complies
with this DCP.

A41.1 The structure is located so as not to preclude
the development of a dwelling on the land.

P41.2 The use of the structure is justified.
P41.3 The structure is not used for
habitable purposes. Owner of the
land must furnish Council with a
written undertaking that a nonhabitable building structure on
vacant land will not be used for
residential purposes.

A41.2 The walls of the structure are at least 900mm
from a side or rear boundary and behind the
front building line applicable to the site, and
does not impact upon storm water drainage
systems or sewer mains.
Note: Your application must also comply with
Shoalhaven Water’s policies and requirements.

5.3.18 Building adjacent to Drainage Easements and Sewers
Note: Where dwellings and ancillary structures are to be located
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near drainage easements and sewer mains in proximity to the
building site, the loadings from the buildings cannot interfere with the
easements or pipelines. This is because damage can occur to the
infrastructure and access for future maintenance must be
maintained. Applicants should identify the locations and pipe depths
of this infrastructure to assist in the structural design of the buildings.

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.

Ensure the integrity of services and utilities located within an easement.
Protect the integrity of pipelines and associated infrastructure.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P42.1 The pipeline and drainage
system within a drainage
easement or easement to
drain water is not disturbed
or impacted due to works
associated with the
development of a site for
residential use.

A42.1 The location of the building does not encroach upon or
over a drainage easement or easement to drain water.

P42.2 The sewer mains and
associated structures and
pipelines are not disturbed
due to works associated
with the development of a
site for residential use.

6
6.1

A42.2 The live and dead loads of the structure and its
supporting footing are transferred to a depth equal to
or below the invert of the pipeline within the easement
or of the sewer main and are outside the zone of
influence relating to the pipeline.
A42.3 Buildings adjacent to a sewer main comply with
Council’s policy - Building Over Sewers Policy.
A42.4 The existence and terms of a restriction as to user,
associated with Part 6 of the Conveyancing Act 1919,
that affects the siting of the dwelling or structures is
identified by the applicant in applications for approval

Advisory Information
Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application
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Council Policies
& Guidelines

External Policies
& Guidelines

Legislation



Guidelines for Stormwater Protection on Building Sites.



Engineering Design Guidelines



Building Over Sewers Policy



Waste Minimisation and Management Plan Guidelines



Demolition and Renovation of Buildings Containing Asbestos



Shoalhaven Water’s policies and requirements



Workcover Authority standards and guidelines for demolition works.



Planning for Bushfire Protection 2006 (as amended)



Building Code of Australia



Relevant Australia Standards including AS2890.1



NSW Land & Environment Court – Planning Principle: Impact on Solar
Access of Neighbours



NSW Land & Environment Court – Planning Principle: Views



State Environmental Planning Policy (Building Sustainability Index:
BASIX) 2004



Dividing Fences Act 1991



Swimming Pool Act 1992 and associated regulations.
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to provide guidelines for dual occupancy development to
ensure a high standard of development throughout Shoalhaven.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to all land where dual occupancy is permitted with development
consent.

3

Context

Dual occupancy provides an opportunity to develop two dwellings on one lot, whether as:



Dual occupancy (attached); or
Dual occupancy (detached).

This may take the form of:





converting part of an existing dwelling to a second dwelling;
additions to an existing dwelling for the purpose of a second dwelling;
construction of two dwellings that are attached; or
Construction of two detached dwellings.

The Shoalhaven LEP 2014 outlines where dual occupancy is permitted with development
consent and details the minimum lot size requirements in the R3 Medium Density
Residential zone.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

Allow for the optimal use of land for residential purposes.
Allow for the better use of existing services and facilities, including utility services,
transport systems and community facilities and maintain and enhance the amenity
of existing and future residential areas.
Increase the range of available housing choices.
Allow opportunities for home owners to receive rental income or provide relatives
with self-contained accommodation.
Respond to demographic needs, specifically in relation to the ageing population;
and implement agreed strategic directions such as the Shoalhaven Housing
Strategy 2006.
Ensure a high standard of dual occupancy development throughout Shoalhaven.
Encourage the subdivision of dual occupancy development in appropriate locations,
(being those in close proximity to commercial centres and services).
Ensure appropriate standards and controls are in place to guide the subdivision of
dual occupancy development.
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Additional specific objectives are also set out in the controls that are contained in Section 5
of this Chapter.

5

Controls
Note: Council encourages well designed and innovative dual
occupancy development. For this reason, the following provisions
focus more on the purpose of design criteria than on numeric
development standards. It is noted that in some cases,
development standards are necessary to achieve the objectives of
the design elements and are expressed accordingly.

5.1

Minimum Lot Size

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Ensure that dual occupancy development is carried out on appropriate sized
allotments.
Ensure that dual occupancy development does not result in perceived high density
development.
Allow sufficient area for the provision of landscaped areas, private recreation areas,
car parking, services, on- site effluent disposal where required, etc.
Reduce visual impacts of dual occupancy development and provide privacy to
adjoining properties by allowing adequate open space and separation of the built
form.
Preserve and enhance the amenity and environmental character of the locality.
Enable consistent and fair decision-making to minimise adverse impacts on
residents.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

A1.1

To create lots of an appropriate size for
the purpose including:


5.2

Lot sizes make adequate provision for
building footprint, landscaping, car parking,
driveway, private recreation areas,
manoeuvring on sites, setbacks, services,
on-site effluent disposal where required
and minimise adverse amenity impacts,
consistent with the streetscape character
of the locality; and



Lot sizes for dual occupancy development
do not undermine the integrity of existing
or desired future neighbourhood character
and enable consistent and visually
harmonious development within the
locality; and



Where a reticulated sewerage scheme is
not available, the minimum lot size must
accommodate on-site sewage storage and
disposal, in accordance with Chapter G8:
Onsite Sewage Management.

The minimum lot size of the existing lot
before your dual occupancy
development meets the requirements of
the Shoalhaven LEP 2014, and the
following minimum standards:


Dual occupancy (attached) - 500m2



Dual occupancy (detached) 700m2



Dual occupancy (battle-axe lots) 1000m2

Note: Despite A1.1 above, the minimum
lot size of the existing lot for the purpose
of a dual occupancy development in the
R3 zone must comply with Clause 4.1B
of Shoalhaven LEP 2014.

A1.2

Minimum lot sizes where a reticulated
sewerage scheme is not available must
be increased to accommodate on-site
disposal of effluent in accordance with
Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage
Management.

Height and Bulk
Note: The maximum height of any building must comply with clause
4.3 of the Shoalhaven LEP 2014. In addition, dual occupancy
development should not exceed the number of storeys outlined in
the acceptable solutions below.

The specific objectives are to:
i. Not have significant adverse impact on the amenity of adjoining properties.
ii. Minimise the visual impacts of obtrusive development which exaggerate the built
form and impact negatively on desired future streetscapes.
iii. Ensure that scale and form of dual occupancy development is compatible with the
existing or desired future environmental character within the locality.
Performance Criteria
P2 The height and bulk of dual
occupancy development is

Acceptable Solutions
A2.1 The maximum height of the building is not greater than
the height controls contained in Shoalhaven LEP
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Performance Criteria
compatible with the existing
or likely future character of
the area and minimises
adverse impacts associated
with overlooking and
overshadowing of adjoining
properties.

Acceptable Solutions
2014.
A2.2 Buildings are sited within a building envelope
determined by the following method. Planes are
projected at 45 degrees from a height of 5m above
existing ground level at the front, side and rear
boundary as shown in Figure 1.
Note: For site slopes of up to 10% or involving cut and
fill or site excavations the ground level existing and
proposed building levels must be clearly identified on
your building plans and verified by a registered surveyor.

A2.3 Provided the distance to the boundary is not less than
900mm for a wall and 675mm for a gutter, fascias,
downpipes, eaves up to 0.6m, masonry chimneys,
flues, pipes, domestic fuel tanks, cooling or heating
appliances or other services may encroach beyond the
building envelope. The following may encroach without
restriction:


Screens or sunblinds, light fittings, electricity or gas
meters, aerials, and



Unroofed terraces, landings, steps or ramps not
more than 1m in height.

A2.4 For dual occupancy (detached), the dwelling furthest
from the street (or adjacent to a side street in the case
of a corner lot) should:
a. Be of single storey construction.
b. Have a maximum height from existing ground
level to the underside of eaves at any point of
3.6m.
A2.5 Development on wedged-shaped lots within cul-desacs must maintain a single dwelling street
presentation.
P3

Within rural zones, buildings A3.1
must be of a height and
bulk that is compatible with
the rural context in which
they are located.
A3.2

In the RU1 Primary Production, RU2 Rural Landscape
and RU4 Primary Production Small Lots zones, both
dwellings must be attached and form an integrated
building design.

A3.3

Any extension to an existing dwelling to enable a dual

In the RU5 Village zone, if your proposal is for a dual
occupancy (attached) development, both dwellings
must be attached and form an integrated building
design.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
occupancy development in rural zones should be
physically attached and have a compatible design
relationship with the existing dwelling. This should be
characterised by a continuous or complementary roof
profile with similar pitch.

Figure 1: Building height controls – Example where LEP 2014 height is 8.5m

5.3

Density

The specific objectives are to:
i.

Minimise adverse impacts of higher density development in low density residential
areas.
ii. Ensure new development is compatible with existing or desired future character.
iii. Avoid compromising the existing amenity and character of urban areas and villages.

Performance Criteria
P4

Acceptable Solutions

The scale of dual
A4.1
occupancy development is
compatible and consistent
with surrounding built forms, A4.2
and is sympathetic with the
streetscape and
complements the existing
and likely future character
of the area.

Where an area is mapped on the floor space ratio
overlay in the Shoalhaven LEP 2014, the Shoalhaven
LEP 2014 provisions for these sites prevails.
The maximum floor space ratio for any dual
occupancy development on lots of 1,000m2 or less is
0.5:1 (total gross floor area: site area). Refer to Figure
2.
Note: A concession of up to a maximum of 50m2 for the
combined total of garage floor area may be excluded
from the gross floor area calculation where the garages
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are within the dwellings.

A4.3

For lots greater than 1000m2 and less than 20000m2
(2ha) in area, the maximum total gross floor area of
the dual occupancy development must not exceed
500m2.

A4.4

For lots greater than 20,000m2 (2ha) in area, in rural
and environmental zones, the maximum total gross
floor area of the dual occupancy development must
not exceed 600m2.

Figure 2: Floor space ratio calculations

5.4

Setbacks
Notes: The acceptable solutions for setbacks may need to be
increased or modified depending upon factors such as:


land slope;



requirements for asset protection zones;



foreshore setbacks;



the requirement for effluent disposal areas to be contained
wholly within the lot boundaries on unsewered residential
lots;



location of existing buildings; and



the shape of the allotment

Justification for variations are required.

The specific objectives are to:
i. Provide practical building envelopes for dual occupancy development.
ii. Reduce visual impacts on the streetscape and ensure sympathy with adjoining
development.
iii. Allow adequate separation between adjoining properties.
iv. Facilitate privacy and solar access for residents of the dual occupancy and
adjoining properties.
v. Retain the amenity of public open spaces.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P5.1

A5.1

Your proposal should comply with the
setback provisions in Table 1 below.

A5.2

For rear and side setbacks for corner
lots, see Figure 3.

The building design and site placement is
compatible with and enhances the existing
and future streetscape.

P5.2

The building setback from the street
frontage does not undermine the integrity of
the existing prevailing building lines.

P5.3

Setbacks avoid loss of view, undue
overshadowing and provide privacy and
traffic safety.

P5.4

Buildings are located with minimal loss of
amenity to adjoining development through
loss of privacy, views, overshadowing, solar
access or the like.

P5.5

The location, siting, height and bulk of the
building complement the existing setbacks
near the site, foreshore (if applicable) and
the streetscape.

P5.6

The location of the dwelling house and its
building lines will not create an undesirable
precedent.

P5.7

Adequate levels of light and ventilation to
adjoining buildings, landscaping, services
and infrastructure are protected.

P5.8

The proposal maintains adequate provision
for on-site car parking within driveways.

P5.9

The dwelling house and ancillary
developments are setback and building
scale is relative to the street reserve width.
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Figure 3: Front setback of “rear” dual occupancy
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Table 1: Setbacks

Setback

Acceptable Solutions

R1, R2, R3 and RU5 Zones
Front Setback
Primary road
frontage

Dual occupancy development in new subdivisions and on
lots in groups or clusters in subdivisions approved prior to
18 February 2002 - Lots up to 600m2.

5.0m to wall of dwellings.

Dual occupancy development in new subdivisions - Lots
over 600m2

6.0m to wall of dwellings.

Dual occupancy development on lots in groups or clusters
in subdivisions approved prior to 18 February 2002 - Lots
over 600m2 and less than 650m2.
Infill dual occupancy development in existing subdivisions.

4.5m to open structures, such as the posts of awnings and
carports and to the further most point of cantilevered balconies
and the like.
5.0m to open structures, such as the posts of awnings and
carports and to the further most point of cantilevered balconies
and the like.
6.0m for allotments with a depth of less than 30.5m.
7.5 m for allotments with a depth of 30.5m or more.

Side Setback
Secondary road
frontage

Dual occupancy development in new subdivisions and on
lots in groups or clusters in subdivisions approved prior to
18 February 2002 - Lots up to 600m2.

3m.

Dual occupancy development in new subdivisions - Lots
over 600m2.

3.5m.

Dual occupancy development on lots in groups or clusters
in subdivisions approved prior to 18 February 2002 - Lots
over 600m2 and less than 650m2.
Infill dual occupancy development - existing subdivisions.
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Setback
Side Setback

Acceptable Solutions
All dual occupancy development.

No road frontage

A minimum of 900mm from walls of single storey and two storey
dwellings to side boundaries.
The walls of attached garages must be located not less than
900mm from side boundaries.
450mm from eaves and gutters to side boundaries.
If your dual occupancy is to be located on a foreshore lot you
should consider the siting requirements in Chapter G6: Coastal
Management Areas of this DCP.

Rear setback

All dual occupancy development.

3m to walls/posts of dwellings, including attached verandahs,
patios and the like.
For corner lots - Average of 3m to walls/posts of dwellings,
including attached verandahs, patios and the like.

Rear/side
setback to
public reserve

Rear/side
setback to
foreshore
reserve

Dual occupancy development in new subdivisions - Lots
up to 600m2.

4m to walls/posts of dwellings, including attached verandahs,
patios and the like.

Dual occupancy development in new subdivisions - Lots
over 600m2.

900mm to detached non-habitable outbuildings, including
swimming pools.

Infill development in existing subdivisions.

Side setback – 900mm to walls/posts of dwellings, including
attached verandahs, patios and the like, detached non-habitable
outbuildings, including swimming pools.

All dual occupancy development

7.5m to dwellings and attached/ detached outbuildings.
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Setback

Acceptable Solutions

RU1, RU2, RU4, E3, E4 and R5 Zones
Front setbacks

Dual occupancy development in new or infill subdivisions.

For lots up to 4,000m2 - 12.5m.
For lots between 4,000m2 and 10,000m2 - 20m.
For lots greater than 10,000m2 (1ha) – 30m.

Side Setbacks

Dual occupancy development in new or infill subdivisions.

To a secondary street frontage – equivalent to 50% of the front
setback.
The privacy of adjoining dwellings is not to be compromised.

Rear Setbacks

Dual occupancy development in new or infill subdivisions.

Minimum rear setback of 7.5m.
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5.5

Cumulative Impact

The specific objectives are to:
i. Minimise the occurrence of cluster or grouped dual occupancy development.
ii. Minimise the impact on adjoining or adjacent properties, by considering the
cumulative impacts of dual occupancy development.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P6

The number, location and
distribution of existing and
proposed dual occupancy
developments do not
significantly alter the
amenity and character of
the area through
concentrated localised
areas of higher density.

A6.1

A6.2

For corner allotments, detached dwellings are to have
separate road presentation and driveway access.

P7

Architectural or design
features are included to
avoid repetition and use of
a single design approach.

A7.1

Building design should attempt to reduce the impact of
multiple dual occupancy developments by providing
individual dwelling architecture, sympathetic with the
existing or desired future streetscapes.

5.6

Privacy and Views

No more than three (3) consecutive dual occupancy
developments permitted within a street, including in a
cul-de-sac.
Note: Cul-de-sac in this context refers to the entire street
leading to and including the turning area of the cul-desac.

The specific objectives are to:
i.

Minimise impacts on amenity of adjoining residents through overlooking and
exposure to unacceptable noise levels.
ii. Provide adequate privacy for residents of the dual occupancy development.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P8

The views of residents of
existing dwellings in
proximity are not
unreasonably affected.

A8.1

The building should be designed and orientated to
minimise overlooking of adjoining dwellings and
private recreation areas.

P9

The visual privacy of indoor
living areas and principal
private open space is
protected.

A9.1

Any reduction in views from existing dwellings is not to
be severe or devastating based on the NSW Land &
Environment Court Planning Principle ‘Views – general
principles’.

P10

Direct overlooking of main
internal living areas and
principal private open space
of other dwellings is
minimised by building
layout, location and designs
of windows, balconies,
screening devices,
landscaping or other
effective means.

A10.1 You should screen or obscure direct views between
living area windows of adjacent dwellings if the ground
and first floor windows are within a “privacy sensitive
zone”. In this context, this zone is calculated by taking
a 9m radius from any part of the window of the
adjacent dwelling.
A10.2 You should screen or obscure direct views from living
areas of dwellings into the principal area of private
open space of other dwellings within a “privacy
sensitive zone”. In this context, this zone is calculated
by taking a 12m radius from the window of the living
area.

Note: You may obscure direct views described in the
above acceptable solutions by one of the following
measures:


1.8m high solid fence or wall between ground
floor level windows or between a dwelling and
open space; or



Screening that has a maximum area of 25%
openings, is permanently fixed and is made of
durable materials; and/or



Screening devices incorporating opaque
materials and/or vertical or horizontal fixed
louvers or the like that provide an effective
screen; and/or



Landscape screening either by existing dense
vegetation or new planting that can achieve
sufficient screening effectiveness within three
(3) years.
Potential solutions are identified in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Landscape Screening
(Source: AMCORD, Commonwealth of Australia, 1995)
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5.7

Landscaping

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P11

A11.1 A minimum of 30% of the total site area is to be
provided as a landscaped area.

To provide for sufficient
landscaping to provide
amenity to residents,
effective screening, and to
enable tree and large shrub
planting.
To consider the visual
impact of ancillary
landscaping or retaining
structures.

A11.2 Half of the proposed landscaped area should include
deep soil plantings to:



encourage tree and shrub growth; and
provide areas where surface water can infiltrate
naturally to groundwater and can support future
mature vegetation.

A11.3 The visual impact of retaining walls must be taken into
consideration in your application.
Note: Refer to Chapter G3: Landscaping Design Guidelines of this
DCP for further information on landscaping requirements.

5.8

Vehicular Access

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P12

A12.1 In sites with a single frontage, both dwellings are to
utilise a common access point from the public road
and an all-weather driveway and on-site parking must
service both dwellings.

To avoid an excessive
number of driveways to
service new development.

A12.2 For corner allotments, each dwelling is to have a
separate road presentation and driveway access.
Note: Refer to Chapter G21: Car Parking and Traffic for further
information on car parking and traffic requirements.

5.9

Private Recreation Areas

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P13

A13.1 A minimum of 50m2 of functional private recreation
space should be provided for each dwelling. A portion
of this area is to have minimum dimensions of 6m x
5m.

Private recreation areas are
functional and useable for
occupants.

Note: areas with a dimension of less than 2m are not
considered to be “functional” and should not be included
the calculation for private recreation areas.

A13.2 Private recreation areas are to be grassed or paved
with functional gradients and adequately screened to
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provide privacy to occupants.
A13.3 Private recreation areas should be designed to be
adjacent to the dwelling with direct access from a
living room.

5.10

Design and Materials

The specific objectives are to:
i. Integrate dual occupancy development with existing buildings and local character.
ii. Ensure the scale and appearance of new development is compatible and
sympathetic to existing development in the locality, particularly where that locality or
development site has heritage significance or distinctive character.
iii. Provide low maintenance development which will retain an attractive appearance.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P14

The building design,
detailing, finish, and the
articulation and modulation
of building facades visible
from the street or public
places provide visual
interest that enhances the
streetscape and
complements good quality
surrounding development
and the local character.

A14.1 Building design should use modulation and articulation
of building elements to articulate facades and to
minimise the length of unbroken walls and glazed
areas.

P15

Garages and parking
structures are sited and
designed so as to not
dominate the street
frontage.

A15.1 You should ensure that the cumulative width of garage
facades addressing the street does not exceed 9m or
50% of the length of the frontage, whichever is the
lesser.

P16

The design and orientation
of the dwellings enhance
the streetscape and
complement existing
development in the vicinity.

A16.1 On corner allotments one dwelling is to address the
primary road and the other dwelling is to address the
secondary road.

A14.2 Mirror-reversed facades fronting the street are to be
avoided.

A16.2 Each dwelling is to include at least two of the following
building elements in the street elevation:


front entry door;



living room window;



portico, verandah, deck or patio.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P17

In rural areas of scenic
value, buildings must
complement the existing
landscape value rather than
detracting from it,
particularly where visible
from public vantage points.

A17.1 In rural areas of scenic value, the external building
materials and colours are to blend with the
surrounding landscape.

P18

For external metallic wall
and roof materials, the
suitability, colours and
ability to minimise
reflectivity is demonstrated.

A18.1 Your proposal, if including external metallic walls and
roof surfaces, should consist of colours that will
minimise the reflectivity of the surface when viewed
from a public place or another dwelling.

The selection of building
materials and the design
complements the existing
development and is
sympathetic to the
streetscape.

A19.1 The selection of building materials and the design of
additions to existing development should relate to the
form of the existing development. This should include
utilising roof pitches, materials and external form.

P19

5.11

Note: The potential reflectivity of metal roof and wall
sheeting will be different depending on the use of
galvanised iron, zincalume or a colorbond-type finish. The
use of the former may be appropriate for heritage
buildings while a colorbond-type finish may be more
appropriate in general building design.

Note: In some instances it will not be appropriate to
maintain or replicate the design elements of the existing
development. Justification should be provided as part of
your development application.

Accessibility and Adaptable Housing

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P20

A20.1 You should design all new dual occupancy and
significantly altered dwellings to comply with:
 Vehicle Parking:
o Level hard surface (preferably covered).
o Adequate space around parked vehicle for easy
movement.
o Accessible path connected to entry.
 Level entry:
o At least one level entry, preferably main entry to
dwelling and covered.
o No level change between internal and external
levels.
o Firm and slip resistant.
o 1550mm in front of entry door.

All new dual occupancy
dwellings and significantly
altered dwellings are
adaptable.
Note: “Significantly altered”
refers to changes around
entry point, bathroom alts ,
new en-suites and internal
alterations that reduce good
manoeuvrability where
adaption is required.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions


Layout:
o The main entry level must have living space, one
large bedroom, kitchen and bathroom and laundry
facilities.
o logical connection between rooms.
o good visibility for safety.
o no level changes on main entry level.
o general circulation space to move around furniture
and fixtures.



Doors:
o wide doorways throughout with spacious
approaches and corridors (850mm minimum).
o any change of floor surfaces to be flush at
doorways.



Bathroom:
o level shower area.
o gently sloping floor from corners of room to single
floor waste in shower.
o waterproof entire bathroom floor and 25mm above
finished floor.
o reinforcement behind walls for future grab rail
installation.
o the plumbing for basin waste to be fitted behind an
internal wall.
o allow for generous space beside and in front of
toilet.



Handle and controls (including switches and GPO’s):
o locate within reach at a convenient height for use
by a person sitting or standing.
o lever handles are to be easy to activate with
minimum force and manipulation.



Safety and function
o good visibility between all indoor and outdoor
living areas.
o all locks on external doors are to be keyed alike.
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5.12

Stormwater Management

The specific objectives are to:
i.

ensure the protection of public health and the natural environment including soils,
groundwater and surface waters.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P21

A21.1 Roof water is to be collected by gutter and downpipe
systems, or other equivalent means, and conveyed by
pipes complying with Part 3.1.2 of the Building Code
of Australia to an approved discharge point. This
could be:

That stormwater is
appropriately
accommodated in the
design including:






Stormwater from roofed
areas is collected,
stored and/or conveyed
to appropriate discharge
points or disposal areas.
Paved areas associated
with buildings and
driveways are graded
and drained to minimise
the discharge of surface
water onto adjoining
land.
Pervious areas including
landscaping are utilised
to reduce increased
stormwater runoff.

a) A gutter or table drain in a road reserve, or
b) A stormwater easement or easement to drain
water, or
c) A disposal/absorption trench, where (a) and (b)
above are not available, and soil conditions are
suitable, or
d) A water tank / on-site detention system with an
overflow connected to a disposal method in (a),
(b) or (c) above.
A21.2 Surface water from paved areas including driveways
is to be directed to an approved discharge point (see
above) that minimises impact on adjoining properties.
Note: The method selected for the discharge point A1.1A1.2 above will be assessed against the suitability and
hydraulic capability including pipe size and/or soil type.

A21.3 Where the area of buildings, pavement and other
impervious areas exceeds 65% of the site area, the
proposal is to include details of the methods to be
used to harvest rainwater and minimise increased
runoff to surrounding land and public stormwater
infrastructure. The details should include assessment
of pre-development and post development stormwater
flows.
Note: Refer to Chapter G2: Sustainable Stormwater Management
and Erosion Sediment Control for further information on stormwater
management.
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5.13

Laundry Facilities

The specific objectives are to:
i.

Ensure laundry facilities are integrated into dual occupancy development and not
detrimentally impact on streetscapes.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P22

A22.1 Separate laundry and clothes drying facilities are to be
provided for each dwelling.

5.14

Suitable laundry and
clothes drying facilities are
provided for each dwelling,
and in a location whereby
visibility of clothes drying
areas do not detrimentally
impact on the streetscape.

A22.2 Clothes drying facilities are to be located behind the
front building line and screened from view from the
street.

Connection to services

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P23

A23.1 Where available, dual occupancy development must
be connected to water, sewer and electricity services.

All dual occupancy
development must be
adequately and safely
serviced.

A23.2 Where these services are not available, you will be
required to provide alternatives to Council’s
satisfaction.
A23.3 In the case of dual occupancy (detached), the
electricity service to the dwelling furthest from the
street is to be underground.
Note: Refer to Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage
Management for further details on the management of
sewerage in areas without reticulated services.

6

Advisory Information

6.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application
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Council Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

External Policies
& Guidelines



Building Code of Australia



Relevant Australia Standards including AS2890.1



NSW Land & Environment Court Planning Principle ‘Views – general
principles’.



Nil

Legislation
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1

Purpose

This purpose of this Chapter is to outline controls that ensure buildings are compatible with
the scale and bulk of the existing and likely future residential development of adjacent
lands.
This Chapter addresses:










Multi dwelling housing (e.g. villas and townhouses);
Attached dwellings (e.g. terraces);
Integrated housing;
Residential flat buildings;
Shop top housing;
Seniors housing;
Boarding houses;
Group homes; and
Hostels.
Note: The controls in this Chapter are supplementary to
Shoalhaven LEP 2014 and area specific Chapters of this DCP.
Shoalhaven LEP 2014 and area specific Chapters will prevail
where there is an inconsistency.
For the purpose of this Chapter, integrated housing means the
subdivision of land into five or more allotments and the
simultaneous design and construction of a single dwelling-house
or dwelling on each of the allotments created by that subdivision.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to all land where multi dwelling housing, attached dwellings, semi
detached dwellings, residential flat buildings, shop top housing, seniors housing, boarding
houses, group homes and hostels are permissible with development consent.
This Chapter also applies to integrated housing development as defined above.
Note: Separate controls apply to dwelling houses, rural workers
dwellings, secondary dwellings and dual occupancy
developments.
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3

Context

The development of land for residential purposes has become complex due to an
increasing number of constraints and controls. Overtime, minimum lot sizes have often
been reduced while owners needs and aspirations have often increased. There are also
competing demands by the community and neighbourhood for a pleasant environment
with high levels of privacy and minimal adverse impacts.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

5

Encourage high quality urban design and residential amenity.
Promote wider housing choice and more affordable housing in Shoalhaven.
Set appropriate environmental criteria for energy efficiency, privacy, noise, vehicular
access, parking and open space.
Ensure that the impact of housing proposals on the amenity of adjoining properties
is a prime and initial consideration of applicants when preparing their development
proposals.
Provide a comprehensive design oriented approach to housing.

Controls

5.1 General
This section applies to all types of development that are applicable to this Chapter.
5.1.1 Security, Site Facilities and Services
The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Provide adequate personal and property security for residents.
Ensure site facilities, such as garbage bin enclosures, recycling bins, mail boxes,
clothes drying areas, external storage facilities, exterior lighting and signage are
designed to be conveniently reached and require minimal maintenance.
Ensure facilities are visually attractive and compliment the streetscape.
Ensure residential areas are adequately serviced with essential services in a timely,
cost effective and efficient manner.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1.1

A1.1

Shared entries to buildings should serve a
maximum of twelve dwellings.

A1.2

A garbage pick-up area capable of
accommodating one garbage bin per dwelling
(wheelable type) should be provided at the
public road frontage.

Buildings adjacent to public or
communal streets or public space
are designed to allow casual
surveillance and should have at
least one habitable room’s window
facing that area.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1.2

A1.3

Adequate light is provided to all
pedestrian paths, shared areas,
parking areas and building entries.

P1.3

Adequate open-air clothes drying
facilities are easily accessible to all
residents and are visually screened
from the street.

P1.4

Garbage bin areas, mail boxes and
external storage facilities are sited
and designed for attractive visual
appearance and for efficient and
convenient use.

P1.5

Adequate storage areas and
clothes drying facilities are
provided.

P1.6

Adequate numbering system and
signage is provided.

P1.7

The design and provision of public
utilities, including sewerage, water,
electricity, street lighting, telephone
and gas services to conform to the
cost-effective performance
measures of the relevant servicing
authority.

P1.8

Compatible public utility services to
be co-ordinated in common
trenching in order to minimise
construction costs for underground
services.

P1.9

Development to be within locations
where reticulated water supply
services, complying with the
requirements for domestic and
firefighting purposes, is available.

5.2

If the garbage pick-up area is to be a bin
storage area, it should be:
Designed to conceal its contents from the
view of public places and adjacent
properties.
 Provided with a water tap for wash down
purposes and drained to connect to the
main sewer.
 Roofed to comply with Council’s
requirements.
 Located to be readily accessible from
within the site and serviceable from the
adjoining roadway.
External clothes drying facilities are to be
provided at a rate of 7.5 metres of line per
dwelling, unless clothes drying facilities are
provided within units.


A1.4

A1.5

Individual mailboxes should be located close
to each ground floor dwelling entry, or a
mailbox structure located close to the major
pedestrian entry to the site and complying with
the requirements of Australia Post.

A1.6

Individual water meters will be required to
assist the individual billing of dwelling units.

A1.7

You should ensure that services and utilities
including electricity, gas, water, sewer, roads
and drainage are available for the initial
development and ongoing development
needs.

Multi Dwelling Housing, Attached Dwellings and Integrated Housing

5.2.1 Site Planning and Layout
The specific objectives are to:
i.

Achieve a site layout that provides a pleasant, attractive, manageable and resource
efficient living environment.
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ii.

Encourage the concurrent planning of subdivision layout with dwelling siting and
design.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P2

A2.1

The site analysis informs the
site layout.

The proposed site layout implements the
findings of a site analysis.
Note: Refer to Site Analysis, Sustainable
Design and Building Materials in Rural, Coastal
and Environmental Areas of this DCP.

P3.1

P3.2

P3.3

P3.4

P3.5

P3.6

P3.7

The site layout integrates with the
surrounding environment through –
 adequate pedestrian, cycle and
vehicle links to street and open
space networks;
 buildings facing streets and
public open spaces; and
 Buildings, streetscape and
landscape design relating to the
site topography and to the
surrounding neighbourhood
character.
The site layout takes into account
existing streetscape conditions and
maintains a reasonable level of
amenity.
The site layout enhances personal
safety and minimises potential for
crime and vandalism.
Dwellings are sited and designed
to maximise solar access to living
areas.
Open space areas contribute to the
character of the development,
provide for a range of activities, are
cost-effective to maintain, and
contribute, wherever possible, to
stormwater management.
In areas exposed to significant
levels of off-site noise assist in
minimising noise entry.
The visual impact of ancillary
landscaping or retaining structures
is considered.

A3.1

Each dwelling should have a sense of
address, either fronting the street or having its
front door visible from the street;

A3.2

Any two-storey component is to be located to
minimise the visual intrusion and shading on
adjacent private open space

A3.3

Private open space and garages should be
located to the rear of dwellings to avoid the
need for high fences to the street.

Additional acceptable solutions for Multi Dwelling
Housing
A3.4

The driveway alignment should be designed
to avoid a gun-barrel effect down the side
boundary

A3.5

Living area windows are not located adjacent
to a shared driveway at ground floor level.

A3.6

Units are clustered around a central
communal space area.

A3.7

The units at the front should provide
surveillance of the street and the entrance to
the development.

A3.8

You should design your main habitable rooms
to overlook the communal space and avoid
overlooking adjoining properties.
Note: Refer to Figure 1 for example layouts

A3.9

The visual impact of retaining walls must be
taken into consideration in your application.
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Figure 1: Site planning and layout for medium density development

5.2.2 Scale and Site Density
Note: Site density is the maximum building bulk and/or number of
dwellings permitted on a site. The acceptable solutions for scale
and site density are detailed below.

The specific objective is to:
i.

Ensure that the building bulk of new development is compatible with the existing
or desired future character of the area.

Performance Criteria
P4

The scale of new
development is compatible
with and sympathetic to the
scale and bulk of existing
development in the locality,
particularly on the
perimeter of the
development site, or where
that locality or development
site has some heritage
significance or distinctive
character. (refer Figure 2)

Acceptable Solutions
Note: Where an area is mapped on the floor space ratio
overlay in the Shoalhaven LEP 2014, the LEP 2014
floor space ratio controls for these sites prevails.

A4.1

The maximum floor space ratio for medium density
development on any other site is 0.35:1 (total gross
floor area : site area). See Figure 3 for floor space ratio
example.

A4.2

The landscaping area provided on the site must at
least 35% of the site.

A4.3

The remaining areas of the site should accommodate
driveways, parking areas, drying yards etc.
2

2

Example: A site of 1000m could contain 350m of gross
2
floor area and must contain at least 350m of landscaping.
2
The remaining 300m could be used for driveways etc.
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Figure 2: Streetscape compatibility

Figure 3: Example of how to calculate floor space ratio

5.2.3 Density Bonus
Note: A density bonus of up to 20% may be considered where
underground car parking is provided for development in the B4
Mixed Use Zone. Council will assess your application based on the
controls below.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P5

A5.1

The land is zoned B4 Mixed Use.

A5.2

The increase in density does not exceed 20% over
and above the density controls calculated in
accordance with the scale and site density section

The design of medium
density housing may
achieve the site density
objective where basement
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car parking is provided and
the acceptable solutions
satisfied.

above.
A5.3

The development has been designed by a registered
architect.

A5.4

The landscape provisions exceed the minimum
requirement set out in the scale and site density
section above.

5.2.4 Streetscape and Building Appearance
Note: The quality and character of the streetscape is important to
occupants, neighbours and the wider community. The integration of
a new development into the existing streetscape can improve
community acceptance of a development proposal. Establishing
street character is important for both existing and new areas.

The specific objective is to:
i.

Ensure that new development enhances and makes a positive contribution to the
character of existing streetscapes, reinforces the function of the street and is
sensitive to the landscape and environmental conditions of the locality.

Figure 4: Sympathetic and unsympathetic streetscapes

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P6.1

A11.1 A statement of environmental effects should
demonstrate how the proposal fits in to the
existing streetscape.

P6.2

The scale and appearance of new
development is compatible and
sympathetic to existing
development in the locality,
particularly where the development
site or its surrounds has some
heritage significance or distinctive
character.
The streetscape reflects the
functions and traffic volume of the
street and is designed to

A11.2 Street elevations for all buildings facing public
and communal streets show:




buildings adjacent to the public street
address the street by having a front door
and/or living room windows facing the
street;
the difference in building height between
existing buildings and new development is
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

encourage pedestrian access and
to support a sense of place and
street identity.
P6.3

Parking and garages do not
dominate the frontage of the
development.

P6.4

Provision is made for appropriate
street tree planting having regard
to the appearance and role of the
street, solar access requirements
and utility services.

P6.5

The frontage of buildings and their
entries address the street.

P6.6

The building design, detailing and
finish provide an appropriate scale
to the street, add visual interest
and enable differentiation between
dwellings when viewed from public
streets.

P7 Existing dwellings which contribute
to streetscape character, as well
as, items of heritage or
conservation significance are
retained, incorporated and
sympathetically treated.







A7.1

not more than one storey when viewed
from the public street;
building design, roof form and detailing
visible from public areas are not in strong
visual contrast with the character of
surrounding development;
Buildings with a maximum unarticulated
length of 15m to the public street frontage.
Punctuation by bay windows, verandahs,
balconies or wall offsets is considered to
be adequate articulation; and
Buildings detailed or articulated to enable
individual dwellings to be identified from
public roads.

A development application must demonstrate
that items of heritage or conservation
significance are retained and sympathetically
treated.
Note: If your property is a heritage item or is
within the vicinity of a heritage item or if your
site is located in Kangaroo Valley, Berry or
Milton; you must comply with Clause 5.10
Heritage Conservation in Shoalhaven LEP
2014.

5.2.5 Setbacks
The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Reduce visual impacts on the streetscape and ensure sympathy with adjoining
development.
Encourage design, which creates desirable living conditions and ensures that the
amenity of surrounding properties is properly considered.
Allow flexibility in the siting of buildings and the provision of side and rear setbacks.
Allow adequate natural light and ventilation between dwellings.
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Performance Criteria
P8.1

Acceptable Solutions

Front setbacks are generally consistent A8.1
with those of adjoining development,
though not necessarily identical. Some
variations to minimum setbacks can be
considered particularly where such
variations are used to create streetscape
variety and interest.

Setbacks from the street boundary should
be:
5.5m for single storey
9m for over one storey
3m from a secondary frontage on corner
sites.
See Figure 5 below.




P8.2

The setbacks of buildings are related to
their height and the width of the street,
in such a way to ensure pedestrians do
not feel buildings are overbearing.

P8.3

Setbacks provide space for residents to
feel an adequate sense of visual and
acoustic privacy when using rooms
fronting the street.

P9.1

Setbacks are progressively increased
to reduce bulk and overshadowing
while maintaining adequate daylight
and sunlight.

A9.1

Side or rear boundary setbacks are to be a
least 1m, with this setback increased to 1.5m
where the wall contains windows to habitable
rooms.

P9.2

Buildings are designed so that there is
no significant loss of amenity to
surrounding dwellings.

A9.2

The length of walls that are setback at either
of these distances will be limited to 50% of
the length of the adjacent side boundary.
These side and rear setbacks will be
increased to 2 metres and 3 metres
respectively for walls which are located
outside of the above 50% length.

P10

With integrated development, buildings
may be built to the internal boundaries,
to maximise privacy for neighbouring
dwellings and their private open space.

A10.1 In integrated housing developments, walls
may be built to internal side and rear
boundaries where:

Note: Some variations to minimum setbacks
can be considered, particularly where such
variations are used to create streetscape variety
and interest.





maximum wall height is 3.5m unless
matching an existing or simultaneously
constructed wall; and
Maximum wall length is 50% of each of
the abutting property boundaries.
Note: Internal side and rear boundaries refer
to those boundaries that are proposed within
an integrated development, but does not
include those boundaries located on the
periphery of the site.
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Figure 5: Front setback requirement for single storey dwelling

5.2.6 Building Envelope and Siting
Note: The scale and siting of buildings should be an important
consideration in your design. The setback controls in the setback
section above are built upon in this section to encourage appropriate
siting and building envelopes. Key siting and design principles are
outlined in Figure 6 below.

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Ensure that the height, scale and length of new development is not excessive and
relates well to the local context.
Encourage design, which creates desirable living conditions and ensures that the
amenity of surrounding properties is properly considered.
Allow flexibility in the siting of buildings and the provision of side and rear setbacks.
Allow adequate natural light and ventilation between dwellings.
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Figure 6: Key siting and design principles

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P11

Building envelope

Buildings are sited and are
of such length and height
that there is no significant
loss of amenity to
surrounding dwellings. This
can be achieved through –






Building siting and
height that are related to
land form, with minimal
cut and fill;
Building forms that
enable a sharing of
views with neighbours;
Minimising building bulk

A11.1

A11.2

The maximum height of the building complies with
the height controls contained in Shoalhaven LEP
2014.
Buildings are sited within a building envelope
determined by the following method. Planes are
projected at 45 degrees from a height of 5m
above existing ground level at the front, side and
rear boundary as shown in Figure 7.
Note: Where a proposed development exceeds the
above building envelope, details are to be provided
with the application demonstrating how the
development will satisfy the objectives and
performance criteria.
It may be difficult to comply with this acceptable
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Performance Criteria







to reduce impact on
neighbours and on the
public street;
Building heights similar
to those in the public
streetscape, with higher
buildings sited behind
and out of direct views
from the street.
Building walls, limited in
length and height, to
minimise the impact on
neighbours; and
Adequate separation
between facing
dwellings for privacy.

Acceptable Solutions
solution on steeply sloping properties. In this regard
attention should be given to the matters raised in the
Performance Criteria.

Allowable encroachments to envelope
A11.3 Provided the distance to the boundary is not less
than 1m, facias, gutters, downpipes, eaves up to
0.6m, masonry chimneys, flues, pipes, domestic fuel
tanks, cooling or heating appliances or other services
may encroach beyond the building envelope. The
following may encroach without restriction:



pergolas, screens or sunblinds, light fittings,
electricity or gas meters, aerial; and
Unroofed terraces, landings, steps or ramps not
more than 1m in height.

Buildings near Waterways
A11.4 Sites adjoining waterways or waterway reserves
should refer to the controls in G6 ‘Areas of Coastal
Management’ of this DCP.
Daylight and sunlight
A11.5 Dwellings should be sited to comply with the Building
Code of Australia by locating windows:




to face a court or other outdoor space open to the
sky, or an open verandah, open carport or the
like; or
Not less than a horizontal distance of 1.5m from
any facing building.
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Figure 7: Building envelope example with 8.5m height

Figure 8: Solar exposure to living areas and private open space

5.2.7 Views, Visual Privacy and Acoustic Privacy
The specific objectives are to:
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i.
ii.
iii.

Encourage the sharing of views whilst not restricting the reasonable development
potential of a site.
Site and design buildings to meet projected user requirements for visual and
acoustic privacy.
Protect the visual and acoustic privacy of nearby residents in their dwellings and
private open space.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

View Sharing

A12.1 A minimum 9m separation should be provided
between the windows of habitable rooms of facing
dwellings that abut a public or communal street. This
distance should be increased to 12m for windows
above first floor level.

P12.1 All property owners should
be able to develop their
property within the
established planning
guidelines, however, existing
views should not be
substantially affected where
it is possible to design for the
sharing of views.
P12.2 Views, including heritage or
familiar dominant landmarks
which are recognised and
valued by the community,
are not obscured by new
development.
Visual Privacy
P12.3 The privacy of buildings and
outdoor spaces is protected
taking into account projected
community expectations.
P12.4 Direct overlooking of main
internal living areas and
private open spaces of other
dwellings is minimised by
building layout, location and
design of windows and
balconies, screening devices
and landscape or by
remoteness.

Note: Windows include a roof skylight, glass panel,
glass brick, glass louvre, glazed sash, glazed door,
translucent sheeting or other device which transmits
natural light directly from outside a building to the room
concerned

A12.2 Direct views between living area windows of
adjacent dwellings should be screened or obscured
where –
ground and first floor windows are within an area
described by taking a 9m radius from any part of
the window of the adjacent dwelling. An area so
defined is described as a ‘privacy sensitive
zone’; and
 Other floor windows are within a privacy
sensitive zone described by a 12m radius.
See Figure 9 for examples.


A12.3 Direct views from living area of dwellings into the
principal area of private open space of other
dwellings should be screened or obscured within a
privacy sensitive zone described by a 12m radius.
See Figure 9.
A12.4 Direct views described in A1.2 and A1.3 above may
be obscured by one of the following measures –




on relatively flat sites by 1.8m high solid fences
or walls between ground-floor level windows or
between a dwelling and open space;
on sloping sites by screening that has a
maximum area of 25% openings, is permanently
fixed and is made of durable materials, or by
landscape screening (either by existing dense
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions





vegetation or new planting) to achieve screening
effectiveness within three years;
offsetting windows by a distance sufficient to
limit views between windows; or
have sill heights of 1.7m above floor level; or
Have fixed translucent glazing in any part of the
window within 1.7 m of the floor level.
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Figure 9: Ideas for providing visual privacy to dwellings and its private open space
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5.2.8 Acoustic Privacy
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

A13

A13.1 Site layouts should ensure visitor parking areas and
streets have a line of sight separation of at least 3m
from bedroom windows.

Site layout and building
design protect internal living
and sleeping areas from
uncontrollable high levels of
external noise and minimise
transmission of sound
through the building
structure.

A13.2 Doors and windows of adjacent dwellings should be
separated by a distance of at least 3m.
A13.3 Shared walls and floors between dwellings should be
constructed to limit noise transmission and, where
possible, bedrooms of one dwelling do not adjoin
living area or garages of adjacent dwellings.
A13.4 Dwellings adjacent to high levels of uncontrollable
external noise should be designed to minimise the
entry of that noise.
A13.5 Site layout should separate active recreational areas,
parking areas, vehicle accesses, and service
equipment areas from bedroom areas of dwellings,
and minimise the entry of high levels of external
noise to dwellings.
A13.6 Mechanical plant or equipment should be designed
and located to minimise noise nuisance.

Figure 10: Ideas for providing acoustic privacy
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5.2.9 Useable Open Space
Note: Useable open space can include private and communal
open space but does not include public open space. The provision
of public open space is addressed in the Contribution Plan.
Roof gardens, terraces, balconies and verandahs can count as
useable open space provided:


they are not enclosed



it can be demonstrated that the bulk of the building is
satisfactory and



no negative privacy impacts result.

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.

Ensure that the open space provided for a dwelling is useable and meets user
requirements for privacy, safety, access, outdoor activities and landscaping.
Locate open spaces to take account of outlook, natural features of the site, solar
access and neighbouring buildings or public open space.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P14.1 Open space is clearly defined to
distinguish between communal and
private open space.

A14.1 A minimum of 35m² of private open space is
to be provided per dwelling with a minimum
dimension of 2.5m.

P14.2 Open space areas are of
dimensions to suit the projected
requirements of the dwelling
occupants, and to accommodate
some outdoor recreational needs as
well as providing space for service
functions.

A14.2 One part of the minimum private open space
area must have a usable minimum area of
25m2 and a minimum dimension of 4m. This
space must be directly accessible from a
living area of the dwelling.

P14.3 Part of the private open space is
capable of serving as an extension
of the function of the dwelling for
relaxation, dining, entertainment,
recreation and children’s play, and
is accessible from a main living area
of the dwelling.

A14.3 Screening is to be provided where necessary
to ensure privacy to users of the open space.
Note: See Figures 9, 11 and 12 for examples.

P14.4 Open space is located to take
advantage of outlook and natural
features of the site, take account of
the impact of adjoining dwellings on
privacy and overshadowing.
P14.5 Orientation of the open space helps
to achieve comfortable year round
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

use.
P14.6 Open space around dwellings is
allocated to individual units as far as
practicable to facilitate
management, and to minimise
communal space and associated
body corporate maintenance costs.
P14.7 Unpaved or unsealed landscaped
areas are maximised and are
designed to facilitate on-site
infiltration of stormwater run-off
subject to soil/drainage conditions.
P14.8 Major existing trees are retained
wherever practicable through
appropriate siting of dwellings and
structures.

Figure 11: Planning for useable open space
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Figure 12: Relationship to indoor/outdoor areas

5.2.10 Car Parking
Note: Refer to Chapter G21: Car Parking and Traffic of this DCP
for additional information.

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Provide convenient, accessible and safe parking to meet the needs of residents and
visitors.
Encourage the design of access and parking as part of the overall landscape
design.
Allow service vehicles access where necessary.
Encourage the design of driveways and car parking structures that minimise their
visual impact and minimise stormwater runoff.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P15.1 Parking requirements for any
development has regard to the
number and size of dwellings
proposed.

A15.1 The minimum dimension of an entrance-way
is to be 3m. The driveway itself is not to be
less than 3m wide with adequate turning
areas provided.

P15.2 The design of driveways and
parking areas have regard to the
safety of pedestrians, cyclists and
vehicles.

A15.2 Where parking is provided in separate
garages, the turning area should be
increased to 6.5m with a minimum garage
entrance width of 2.7m.

P15.3 Vehicles are able to enter and exit
the site in a forward direction and
stack parking arrangements are
avoided.

A15.3 The grade of driveways should not exceed
20%.

P15.4 The visual dominance of driveways
and garages/carports is minimised

Note: Figure 13 provides examples of how
garages and parking areas can be integrated
into the design.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

by –
Avoiding long straight sections
of driveway;
 The selection of paving
materials e.g. decorative
paving and brick banding;
 Breaking up the appearance of
driveways with landscaping and
screen planting;
 Garage and carport designs
that add visual interest to the
development.
P15.5 The area of driveways are
designed to minimise the volume of
stormwater runoff and increase the
area available for landscaping.


P15.6 All car parking spaces are
adequately drained, marked and
designated on the site.
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Figure 13: Relationship of front garages and dwelling design

5.2.11 Fencing and Walls
Note: Certain fencing is considered exempt development under
the Codes SEPP. You should check the Codes SEPP to see if
your proposal is exempt development. If your proposal does not
meet the exempt criteria, you will need consent from Council and
your proposal should comply with the standards below.

The specific objective is to:
i.

Ensure that front and side fences and walls provide privacy, security and noise
attenuation without having a detrimental impact upon the streetscape and adjacent
buildings.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P16.1 The design sets out the role of
proposed front fences and walls
where they are a component of the
streetscape of a public street.

A16.1 Front fences and walls should not be higher
than 1.2m if solid. This height may be
increased to 1.8m if the fence has openings
that make it at least 50% transparent.

P16.2 Front fences and walls:

A16.2 Solid front fences that are 1.8m high will only
be supported where:

Enable some outlook from
buildings to the street for safety
and surveillance;
 Assist (if used) in highlighting
entrances and in creating a
sense of communal identity
within the streetscape;
 Are designed and detailed to
provide visual interest to the
streetscape
 Are constructed of materials
compatible with proposed
housing, and with attractive
visible examples of fences and
walls in the streetscape to offer
a sense of continuity; and
 Are compatible with facilities in
the street frontage area, such as
mailboxes and garbage
collection areas.
P16.3 The use and/or design of fences
and walls in streetscapes of
significance are appropriate to the
heritage or environmental context of
the site.


the main private open space is in the
front of the dwelling; or
 the site is located on a main or arterial
road with high traffic volumes;
 the site is not located in an area with an
established heritage character;
 the width is limited to 75% of the frontage
where private open space fronts the
street and some surveillance of the street
is maintained from the dwelling; and
 Fences do not exceed 10m in length
without some articulation or detailing to
provide visual interest.
A16.3 Front fences and walls should be designed to
use similar or compatible materials to that
used in attractive buildings in the locality.


A16.4 The use of metal fencing materials is not
encouraged and if used they should not be
visible from public places.

P16.4 Front fences and walls enable,
where necessary and appropriate,
the creation of private open space
between the building and the street.

5.3

Residential Flat Buildings and Shop Top Housing

In addition to the general controls in Section 5.1, you should also consider the controls in
this section for residential flat buildings and shop top housing.
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Note: If your proposal is three (3) or more storeys and contains
four (4) or more self-contained dwellings (the building may include
shops e.g. shop top housing), you must also consider the
provisions of State Environmental Planning Policy No 65—Design
Quality of Residential Flat Development and the Residential Flat
Design Code.
If your proposal is for affordable rental housing, you should also
consider the provisions of State Environmental Planning Policy
(Affordable Rental Housing) 2009.

5.3.1 Useable Open Space
Note: Useable open space can include private and communal
open space but does not include public open space. The provision
of public open space is addressed in the Contribution Plan.

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.

Ensure that the open space provided for a dwelling is useable and meets user
requirements for privacy, safety, access, outdoor activities and landscaping.
Locate open spaces to take account of outlook, natural features of the site, solar
access and neighbouring buildings or public open space.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P17.1 Open space areas are of
dimensions to suit the projected
requirements of the dwelling
occupants, and to accommodate
some outdoor recreational needs
as well as providing space for
service functions.

A17.1 The proposal is to include a balcony or roof
top area conveniently accessible from a main
living area.
A17.2 Private open space is to comply with the
provisions of State Environmental Planning
Policy No 65—Design Quality of Residential
Flat Development.

P17.2 Part of the private open space is
capable of serving as an extension
of the function of the dwelling for
relaxation, dining, entertainment,
recreation and children’s play, and
is accessible from a main living
area of the dwelling.
P17.3 Open space is located to take
advantage of outlook and natural
features of the site, take account of
the impact of adjoining dwellings
on privacy and overshadowing.
P17.4 Orientation of the open space
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helps to achieve comfortable year
round use.

Figure 14: Example of private open space that includes a rooftop area

5.3.2 Site Facilities
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P18

A18.1 Only one telecommunications/TV antenna will
be permitted for each residential flat building.
Where possible, common antennas should be
utilised.

5.4

Facilities associated with buildings,
such as telecommunications/TV
antenna, do not detract from the
streetscape.

Seniors Housing

There are no additional performance criteria or acceptable solutions for seniors housing in
this Chapter. Council will consider your application on its merits.
Note: If your proposal is for seniors housing, you should consider
the provisions of State Environmental Planning Policy (Housing for
Seniors or People with a Disability) 2004 where applicable to your
site.

5.5

Boarding Houses, Group Homes and Hostels

There are no additional performance criteria or acceptable solutions for boarding houses,
group homes and hostels in this Chapter. Council will consider your application on its
merits.
Note: If your proposal is for affordable rental housing, you should
consider the provisions of State Environmental Planning Policy
(Affordable Rental Housing) 2009.
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6
6.1

Advisory Information
Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Contribution Plan

External Policies
& Guidelines



Residential Flat Design Code



Building Code of Australia

Legislation



State Environmental Planning Policy (Building Sustainability Index:
BASIX) 2004



State Environmental Planning Policy 65 – Design Quality of Residential
Flat Development



State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental Housing) 2009



State Environmental Planning Policy (Housing for Seniors or People
with a Disability) 2004
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1 Purpose
This Chapter provides development guidelines for tourist development in rural areas for
eco-tourist facilities and tourist and visitor accommodation and also includes the following
development types:








Tourist cabins
Bed and breakfast accommodation
Farmstay accommodation
Adaptive re-use of rural buildings for tourist accommodation
Guesthouse accommodation
Tourist resorts
Eco-tourist resorts
Note: Tourist cabins are defined in the DCP Dictionary as:
Tourist cabin means a freestanding building used to provide
short-term self-contained holiday accommodation.
Note: Tourist cabin is a type of tourist and visitor
accommodation as defined in Shoalhaven Local Environmental
Plan 2014.

2 Application
This Chapter applies to all land where tourist and visitor accommodation, eco-tourist
facilities, farm stay accommodation, backpackers’ accommodation and bed & breakfast
accommodation are permissible with development consent.
Note: This Chapter does not apply to short term rental
accommodation, boarding houses, hostels, camping grounds,
caravan parks or manufactured home estate, hotel or motel
accommodation uses.

3 Context
Various types of rural tourist development are permissible under Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
This Chapter encourages innovative design and appropriate density of such tourist
development, to ensure the rural integrity of an area is maintained and that tourist
development complements Shoalhaven’s rural landscape.
The controls in this Chapter focus on design criteria rather than numeric development
standards. It is noted that in some cases, development standards are necessary to
achieve the objectives of the design elements and are expressed accordingly.

4 Objectives
The objectives are to:
i.
ii.

Provide development guidelines for bed and breakfast accommodation and tourist
development in rural areas.
Conserve the rural character and environmental quality of the local area enjoyed by
residents of, and visitors to Shoalhaven.
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iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.
xiii.
xiv.
xv.
xvi.

Address issues of cumulative impact and ecologically sustainable development.
Encourage innovative, well-designed, quality development which will support and
enhance tourism.
Encourage sustainable design and eco-tourism.
Encourage tourist facilities with a range of support infrastructure.
Protect the amenity and privacy of adjoining residents.
Provide opportunities for a range of tourist accommodation in rural areas.
Ensure that the density of development in a particular locality is appropriate to the
constraints of the land and is sustainable in the long term.
Discourage permanent occupation of development approved for tourism purposes.
Provide management guidelines for tourist accommodation.
Provide guidelines for community title subdivision.
Maintain the agricultural potential and prevent fragmentation of rural land.
Recognise the risk of natural hazard in some areas and ensure that development is
designed and located to minimise this risk.
Ensure vehicular access is safe and adequate for the scale of the proposed
development.
Conserve and complement any natural or heritage characteristics of buildings and
places.

5 Controls
5.1

Generic Provisions

5.1.1 Building Design and Site Layout Provisions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1.1

A1.1

The floor area of a single tourist cabin does not
exceed 120m2.

A1.2

The building does not exceed one storey in height.

A1.3

The proposal is designed by a suitably qualified and
experienced building designer or registered architect.

A1.4

Large residential or urban-style buildings are avoided
and your application includes a schedule of materials
and colours that will not cause unacceptable visual
impacts.

A2.1

Buildings are designed to complement the rural
landscape and the attributes of the property, the site
analysis must demonstrate:

P1.2

Visual impact on scenic,
natural landscape and
adjoining properties is
minimised.
Visual impact is not
excessively impacted by
the scale or built form of the
development.

P1.3

Materials and built form are
sympathetic to the
character of the area.

P2

Areas with identified
environmental attributes
and/or scenic protection are
conserved and protected.




Buildings are not located on prominent ridgelines
or knolls.
Buildings are setback a minimum of 30m from
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions



P3

Natural habitat and
threatened species are
conserved and protected

A3.1

adjoining property boundaries.
Buildings and their asset protection zones are
located in existing cleared areas.
Access roads and power lines have minimal
impact on environmental and scenic attributes for
the area and property.

The site plan details riparian corridors, existing
vegetation and any proposal to remove vegetation,
including areas for access and onsite sewage
management.
Note: A flora and fauna assessment may be required at
development application stage to determine the impacts
of your proposal on the area and for the life of the
development. Please see Chapter G4: Removal and
Amenity of Trees and Chapter G5:Threatened Species
Assessment.

P4

Items or places of heritage
significance

A4.1

Your proposal must:


comply with Clause 5.10 Shoalhaven LEP 2014
and



Be sympathetic to the heritage characteristics of
existing development on site or in the vicinity.
Note: A heritage impact statement ay need to be
submitted with your development application by a
suitably qualified professional.

P5

The development meets
sustainability requirements
for the construction and life
of the development.

A5.1

A BASIX certificate must be lodged with your
development application, dependent on the Building
Code of Australia classification of the building.
Alternatively energy efficiency may need to be
addressed in accordance with Part J of the Building
Code of Australia.

P6

The development meets
accessibility requirements.

A6.1

Where buildings and car parks are required to be
accessible, the development will comply with Part D3
of the Building Code of Australia, AS2890.1 and
AS2890.6.

5.1.2 Environmental Considerations
Note: Your application must demonstrate that environmental
impacts are minimised. In addition to the provisions set out in
Shoalhaven LEP 2014 and other Chapters of this DCP, your
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development application must address the following controls.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P7

Water quality in local
watercourses and
designated water
catchment areas are
protected and conserved.
Effluent disposal is in
accordance with best
practice and industry
standards.

A7.1

A development application is to include details of the
proposed onsite effluent disposal system and complies
with Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage Management.

A7.2

A development application complies with Clause 7.6
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.

A7.3

If the property is within the Sydney drinking water
catchment, a development application complies with
State Environmental Planning Policy (Sydney Drinking
Water Catchment) 2011.

Construction impacts on
the environment and
potential for landslip are
minimised.

A8.1

Development is not located on slopes exceeding 20%.

A8.2

Development is related to the slope of the land and is
split design or pole frame construction.

Erosion, sediment and
stability problems are
minimised and excessive
cute and fill is avoided

A9.1

Vehicular and pedestrian access does not impact
environmentally sensitive lands.

A9.2

Your design has considered Chapter G2: Sustainable
Stormwater Management and Erosion Sediment
Control.

Sensitive environments,
such as wetlands (whether
or not designated),
rainforest areas,
endangered ecological
communities and
threatened species
habitats are protected and
conserved.

A10.1 Development is located in existing cleared areas.

Exposure to the
atmosphere of acid sulfate
soils is avoided.

A11.1 Your application complies with Clause 7.1 of
Shoalhaven LEP 2014 and the development does not
result in the exposure of acid sulfate soils.

P8

P9

P10

P11

Note: A geotechnical report may be required.

A10.2 The removal of native vegetation is minimised.
A10.3 Impacts on native flora and fauna are minimised.
A10.4 You application has considered Chapter G5:
Threatened Species Impact Assessment, Chapter G4:
Removal and Amenity of Trees and associated
legislation.
A10.5 A 100m buffer is applied from development (including
effluent reserve areas and access) and wetlands
mapped by State Environmental Planning Policy No.
14 – Coastal Wetlands (SEPP 14 wetlands)

5.1.3 Natural Hazards
Note: A number of natural hazards occur in Shoalhaven which
require additional assessment against other controls not included in
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this Chapter.
Your application must detail the safety of your development and how
users will evacuate from the property if a natural event occurs such
as flood or bushfire. The table below outlines the minimum
assessment required for areas affected by a naturally occurring
events.
Table 1: Natural Hazard Assessment

Type of Hazard

Minimum Assessment Required

Bushfire



Properties and their internal access
mapped as bush fire prone land.

Detailed assessment against Planning for Bushfire
Protection (PBP) 2006



A bushfire risk assessment completed in accordance
with PBP 2006 which may include:
-

A bushfire management plan and evacuation
plan

-

Details of asset protection zones

-

Perimeter road around the development area

-

Access for fire fighting vehicles

-

Secondary vehicular access

-

Appropriate landscaping

-

Water storage for firefighting purposes

-

Onsite firefighting equipment and on-site
managers trained in its use

-

Appropriate level of construction depending on
the category of bush fire attack



Tourist and visitor accommodation is a special fire
protection purpose, representing an integrated
development application requiring approval of the NSW
Rural Fire Service (RFS) under Section 100B if the Act.
Additional information may be required by NSW RFS
and conditions enforced.

Flooding



Properties and their internal access
affected by:

Assessment against the controls of Chapter G9:
Development on Flood Prone Land.



Your application may need to be supported by a Flood
Risk Assessment if required by Chapter G9.



Evacuation Management Plan




Clause 7.3 of Shoalhaven LEP
2014 ; or
Within the probable maximum
flood (PMF) area (as defined in
Chapter G9: Development on
Flood Prone Land); or
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Type of Hazard


Minimum Assessment Required

With a history of flooding.

Steep and Unstable Land
Properties and their internal access
with a slope exceeding 12% or
affected by Clause 7.7 of
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.



Assessment against the controls of Clause 7.7 of
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.



A geotechnical report may be required depending on
the stability of the site.

5.1.4 Protection of Amenity
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P12

A12.1 The minimum setback for tourist related
development including tennis courts and
swimming pools are setback 30m from adjoining
property boundaries.

To conserve the rural
character of a locality and
the amenity enjoyed by
local residents and
neighbouring properties is
preserved.

A12.2 Development is grouped to minimise
environmental and amenity impacts.
A12.3 A development application includes a landscape
plan demonstrating appropriate screening to
visually protect the surrounding dwellings and
public roads.
A12.4 Any external artificial lighting should be suitably
designed, located and orientated to minimise
impacts to adjoining properties.

P13

P14

To minimise noise nuisance
and loss of privacy to
adjoining residents, as well
as for guests of the
proposed tourist
development.

A13.1 Hours of operation to associated food and drink
premises are limited to 10:30pm Sunday to
Thursday and 12:00am Friday and Saturday
nights.

To ensure the orderly and
co-ordinating approach to
staged development and to
ensure minimal impacts on
adjoining property.

A14.1 A staging plan is provided with your application
and includes details of:

A13.2 Noise level from the premises measured at the
property boundary does not exceed background
levels by more than 5 dba.



Cabins to be constructed during each stage;



Management of the site till completion; and



Approximate timeframe for completion.
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5.1.5 Access and Car Parking
Note: Car parking for visitors must be provided in accordance with
Chapter G21: Car Parking and Traffic and the controls below.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P15

Access to the tourist facility
is safe, practical and
designed in a way that
minimises environmental
impacts.

A15.1 Access to the development does not compromise
or interfere with other lawful uses of the land, such
as agriculture.
A15.2 Access roads are designed to follow the contours
of land with minimal earthworks and site
disturbance.
A15.3 New access roads do not traverse areas with a
gradient in excess of 20% for excessive distances.
A15.4 Soil erosion and sedimentation control devices are
provided for the construction and life of the
development.
A15.5 The minimum standard of access road from a
public road to the tourist development is allweather gravel and slopes in excess of 12% are
sealed (i.e. bitumen or concrete).
A15.6 Where bitumen sealed sections are discontinuous,
with gravel sections 200 metres or less, the
bitumen seal it to be continuous.
A15.7 Where pavements 12% and greater commence at
a tangent point, or within a curve, this part of the
access must be bitumen sealed.
A15.8 Where a right of way requires substantial
upgrading or will be substantially impacted by the
tourist development, a separate Development
Application may be required together with the
consent of each owner whose property is affected
by the development and associated upgrading
works.

P16

Development has safe and
practical access from a
public road to the tourist
development and
designated visitor car
parking spaces.

A16.1 Vehicle access is safe, convenient and suitable for
two-wheel drive conventional vehicles.
A16.2 Access to the tourist development and manager’s
residence is shared from the public road.
A16.3 Depending on the scale of development and
existing access, Council may require upgrading of
the existing public road access to provide safe
entry to the property.
A16.4 Access roads/driveways are a minimum width of
3.5 metres (including 0.5m shoulders) or wider for
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development remotely located to allow safe
passing of vehicles. Variations to this requirement
may be considered where passing bays and single
‘one way’ direction is proposed.
A16.5 Vehicle access in bushfire prone areas meets the
requirements of the NSW Rural Fire Service
Planning for Bushfire Protection 2006.
A16.6 Vehicle access in flood prone areas meets the
requirements of Chapter G9: Development on
Flood Prone Land.
P17

The property has legal and
practical access from a
public road to the tourist
development and
designated visitor car
parking spaces.

Public Road Access
A17.1 The property has direct access to a public road;
A17.2 Upgrading and maintenance works may be
required depending on the traffic generated by the
development. Refer to Table 4 and 5.
Private Road Access
A17.3 The property has access via a right of way or right
of carriageway.
A17.4 Where required, the upgrading of existing access
must be provided in accordance Council’s
Standards and as identified in Table 4 and 5 based
on the number of traffic movements per day.

P18

Satisfactory access is
provided for people with
disabilities.

A18.1 Car parking for people with disabilities is provided
in accordance with Chapter G21: Car Parking and
Traffic, Australian Standards and the Building Code
of Australia.

P19

The owners and users of
private roads are not
disadvantaged by tourist
development on land
without public road
frontage.

A19.1 The manager’s residence and associated tourist
development share a single point of access.
A19.2 Car parking and servicing areas are located away
from prominent views and appropriately screened.
A19.3 The provision of parking and access for the
development is unobtrusive and sympathetic to the
existing landforms
Note: See explanatory figures in Section 6.3 of this
Chapter
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Table 2: Traffic Movements expected from a Tourist Development
Tourist Development

Movements per day

Manager’s residence

6 traffic movements per day

Cabin, guestroom or unit
(accommodation for up to 4 people)

3 traffic movements per day per cabin/guestroom/unit

Table 3: Requirements for Right of Way upgrades
Movements per day

Access Requirements

Up to 12 movements
per day



Right of way must be constructed with a 4 metre wide gravel
pavement with 0.5 metre shoulders and associated drainage.



Pavement width may be reduced to 3 metres where there are
environmental concerns and limited options for access.



Suitable passing bays are provided.

Between 13 and 24
per day



Right of way must be constructed with a 4.5 metre wide gravel
pavement with 0.5 metre shoulders and associated drainage.

Between 25 and 36
per day



Right of way must be constructed with a 5 metre wide gravel
pavement with 0.5 metre shoulders and associated drainage.

Above 37 per day



To be determined on a case by case basis.

5.1.6 Services
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P20

Water and electricity
supplies are satisfactory.

A20.1 Adequate grid power is available or there is a
viable alternative supply.

P21

The increase in reticulated
services will not adversely
impact the environment

A21.1 A satisfactory supply of potable water is
provided.

P22

The development is
resource efficient

A22.1 The proposal incorporates the use of adequate
alternative and renewable energy and water
resources.

5.1.7 Advertising Signs and Structures
Note: You can provide a business identification sign and tourist
directional signage for your tourist development in accordance
with Chapter G22: Advertising Signs and Signage of this DCP.
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5.2

Bed and Breakfast Accommodation

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Maintain the residential amenity of both the property and the locality where the ‘Bed
and Breakfast’ is established.
Ensure that the standard of the development will promote tourism in the local
government area.
Ensure that the premises meet acceptable fire safety and health standards.
Ensure compatibility between bed and breakfast accommodation and adjoining
properties.
Maintain a satisfactory standard of management and service.
Ensure that adequate utility services are available to the dwelling to enable its use
for the purpose of bed and breakfast accommodation.
Note: Clause 5.4 (1) of Shoalhaven LEP 2014 restricts that no
more than five bedrooms can be provided to guests in bed and
breakfast accommodation.
Complying development provisions for certain forms of bed and
breakfast accommodation are included in the State
Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying
Development Codes) 2008.

In additions to the requirements set by the Building Code of Australia and Shoalhaven LEP
2014, the following controls apply to bed and breakfast accommodation.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P23

Guestroom Restrictions

That bed and breakfast
accommodation must
operate within a framework
appropriate to their setting
and industry standards.

A23.1 Guestrooms that are used for the purpose of
commercial temporary or short-term
accommodation should be provided in a similar
manner to a dwelling where guests have direct
access to lounge, dining and kitchen areas.
Cooking facilities for the preparation of meals must
not be provided within guests’ rooms.
Length of Stay
A23.2 The maximum length of consecutive stay is 42
days and no more than 150 days in any one year.
Fire Safety
A23.3 Smoke detectors must be installed within the
building as required Part E of the Building Code of
Australia.
Effluent disposal
A23.4 For areas that are not connected to sewer, you will
need to provide onsite sewerage management in
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
accordance with Chapter G8:Onsite Sewerage
Management.
Water supply
A23.5 Where reticulated water supply is not available,
adequate clean water must be provided for the
food preparation and cleaning food equipment.
Water quality must satisfy the NSW Health
Guideline for private water supply.
Signage
A23.6 One business identification sign will be permitted
on the site. The sign must only identify the name
and occupation of the premises and must not
exceed 1.0m x 0.6m in size.

5.3

Tourist Development in Rural Areas

This control applies to all land where tourist and visitor accommodation, eco-tourist
facilities, farm stay accommodation and bed & breakfast accommodation are permissible
with development consent in the following zones:







RU1 Primary Production
RU2 Rural Landscape
RU4 Primary Production Small Lots
R5 Large Lot Residential
E2 Environmental Conservation
E3 Environmental Management
E4 Environmental Living

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Ensure the density of development is sustainable and has minimal impact on the
environment.
Provide tourist development forms that is compatible the rural character of the area.
Ensure the impact of development on the amenity of rural areas is maintained and
the impact on neighbouring areas is minimised.
Ensure that native vegetation and water quality is protected.
Ensure that multiple forms of tourist development on one property are consistent
with the acceptable density standards.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P24

A24.1 A minimum area of two (2) hectares is required for
all forms of tourist development in rural areas; or

Sufficient area is available
for the development so as
to not impact on
surrounding land use or

A24.2 A minimum area of ten (10) hectares is required for
a tourist resort development; and
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Performance Criteria

P25

Acceptable Solutions

amenity of the locality.

A24.3 The minimum area must be calculated from land
where tourist use is permissible, all other areas
must be excluded from density calculations.

Density of tourist cabins
and guesthouses should
be of a rural nature and be
consistent with the
surrounding areas.

A25.1 The number of cabins permitted is outlined in the
table below:
Number of Tourist Cabins

Minimum Land Area Required

1-2 cabins

2 Hectares

3 cabins

4 Hectares

4 cabins

6 Hectares

5 cabins

8 Hectares

6 or more cabins

10 Hectares, plus an additional
2 Hectares per Cabin after 6
cabins.

A25.2 The number of guestrooms in guesthouses must
not exceed 10 unless the land area exceeds six (6)
hectares to a total maximum of 20.
A25.3 Where parallel development is proposed that
include the use of multiple outbuildings, each
building used for tourist and visitor accommodation
must be included in the calculation of acceptable
density.
Note: Parallel development means development for
bed & breakfast accommodation and tourist cabins
carried out on the same land.

P26

Length of stay in tourist
accommodation is limited
to avoid use as permanent
residential
accommodation.

A26.1 The maximum length of consecutive stay is 42
days and 150 days in any one year.
A26.2 Permanent accommodation of tourist
accommodation other than an approved manager’s
residence is strictly prohibited.
Note: Council may consider variations to the minimum
standards if the proposal complies with:


The zones objectives in Shoalhaven LEP 2014;



The objectives and controls of this Chapter; and



Relevant controls in Shoalhaven Development Control Plan
2014
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5.4

Adaptive Re-use of Rural Buildings

The adaptive re-use of existing rural buildings such as barns, silos, stables or dairies may
be considered for the purposes of short term accommodation if the proposal is ancillary to
an existing dwelling house and/or tourist and visitor accommodation. Full domestic
laundry facilities must not be provided in this form of tourist and visitor accommodation,
however cupboard facilities may be acceptable.
Note: Any proposal to re-use existing buildings must comply
with the Building Code of Australia and Council may request
structural engineer details to be lodged with your development
application.

5.5

Management of Tourist and Visitor Accommodation
Note: Your development application must include a
management plan which demonstrates that the tourist facility will
be managed appropriately and that safeguards are in place to
manage the following issues:
o
o
o

The behaviour of guests;
Impact on neighbours and/or surrounding environment;
and
Compliance with conditions of development consent.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P27

A27.1 The proposal includes provision for a manager’s
residence and permanent on-site full-time
management; or

Integrated tourist facilities
include a range of support
infrastructure

A27.2 The proposal involves not more than five (5) tourist
cabins and Council is satisfied that the site will be
managed appropriately.
A27.3 Proposals include support infrastructure such as
golf course, swimming pool, gym, tennis court,
BBQ facilities, children’s playground or
walking/cycling trails.
P28

The increase in reticulated
services will not adversely
impact the environment

A28.1 A satisfactory supply of potable water is provided.

P29

The scale of the manager’s
residence is appropriate
and in proportion to the
scale of the tourist facility.

A29.1 The proposal does not require an additional
dwelling-house for occupation by an on-site
manager (for larger scale proposals this aspect
could be reconsidered).
A29.2 The manager’s residence is integrated into the
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
tourist facility to allow supervision of the facility.
A29.3 There is no physical separation, such as
watercourses or inaccessible gullies, which would
impede internal access between the manager’s
residence and the tourist facilities.
A29.4 Layout of the development facilitates on-site
management and easy access to the manager is
available at all times.
A29.5 Manager’s residence does not exceed the ratio of
1:20 tourist cabins or a 20 guestroom maximum.
A29.6 Manager’s residence is clearly ancillary to the
overall tourist facility in terms of the project cost
and scale of building.

P30

Where a dwelling
entitlement cannot be
demonstrated, a managers
residence may only be
considered if it is part of a
bona fide tourist facility.

A30.1 The property includes at least 10 hectares of land
zoned to allow tourist and visitor accommodation
or eco-tourist facilities; and
A30.2 The proposal includes a minimum of five (5) tourist
cabins; and
A30.3 If the development is staged, the first stage must
include a minimum of three (3) tourist cabins and
one tourist cabin can be temporarily occupied as a
manager’s residence until the development is
completed.

Note: The Shoalhaven LEP 2014 sets a minimum density
standard to permit dwelling houses in certain zones.
Properties that do not comply with Clause 4.2D of Shoalhaven
LEP 2014 can propose a manager’s residence that is ancillary to
the predominant tourist use of the land subject to the
requirements of this Chapter.

5.6

Community Title Subdivision of Tourist and Visitor Accommodation
Note: Controls for some community title subdivision for the
purposes of tourist and visitor accommodation are outlined in
Clause 4.2A Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
The controls below are supplementary to Clause 4.2A. Any
subdivision proposal must also comply with relevant controls set
in Chapter G10: Subdivision of land.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P31

A31.1 Community title subdivision of land for the
purposes of tourist and visitor accommodation
must include:

Development is of sufficient
scale to demonstrate its
bona fides as tourist facility
and therefore justify the
creation of a separate
allotment or allotments of
land for individual
components of the
development.

A minimum of five (5) tourist cabins and a
manager’s residence; or
 A guesthouse with a minimum of ten (10)
guestrooms.
A31.2 Only one manager’s residence is permitted in the
community title subdivision; and


A31.3 The subdivision is demonstrated not to
compromise the operation of the approved tourist
development; and
A31.4 No additional dwelling entitlement will be created
through the subdivision.

6 Advisory Information
6.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines
External Policies
& Guidelines

Legislation



Contributions Plan



Rural Wastewater Supply Policy



Driveway Access to Private Properties



Planning for Bushfire Protection 2006



Holiday Rental Code of Conduct – best practice guidelines for the
operation of holiday rentals prepared by the tourism accommodation
industry. Council supports the adoption and implementation of these
guidelines by owners and managing agents of short-term rental
accommodation.



NSW Health Guideline for private water supply.



State Environmental Planning Policy (Sydney Drinking Water Catchment)
2011



State Environmental Planning Policy No. 14 – Coastal Wetlands



Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014
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6.2

Explanatory Figures to Assist Site Analysis and Design

Figure 1: Building and Site Layout
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Figure 2: Access and Car Parking
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Figure 3: Environmental Considerations
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to outline controls and guidelines about the management of
short-term rental accommodation.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to all residential accommodation.

3

Context

Clause 7.13 of the Shoalhaven LEP 2014 allows residential accommodation to be used for
tourist and visitor accommodation without the development consent of Council, if the use is
only short-term and does not interfere generally with the amenity of the neighbourhood in
any way.
In the context of this Chapter, short-term rental accommodation is where residential
accommodation is used as tourist or visitor accommodation for no more than 45
consecutive days in any 12 month period. This type of accommodation is typically in the
form of holiday rentals and excludes backpackers’ accommodation and bed and breakfast
accommodation.
This Chapter outlines what you have to do as a property owner or manager to manage
your short-term rental accommodation. This will ensure that your short term rental
accommodation does not negatively interfere with the amenity of the surrounding
residential neighbourhood.
This Chapter also sets out what Council sees as an interference of ‘amenity’ and how
Council will respond to short-term rental accommodation that does not comply with the
controls within this Chapter.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.

Ensure the suitability of any residential accommodation for use as short-term rental
accommodation.
Ensure that the existing amenity and privacy of a residential locality is not
negatively impacted by short-term rental accommodation.
Ensure that all short-term rental accommodation provides a high standard of
amenity and safety for guests.
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5

Controls

5.1

General

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

To ensure suitability of the
residential accommodation
for short-term rental
accommodation.

A1.1

The dwelling should be lawfully constructed and
comply with the provisions of the Building Code of
Australia.

A1.2

The dwelling is to remain in a clean, safe and
habitable state when rented.

To ensure use of the
accommodation is suitable
in a residential
neighbourhood

A2.1

Short-term rental accommodation is only to be used
for holiday stays for no more than 45 consecutive
days in any 12 month period.

A2.2

Short-term rental accommodation is not to be used
for weddings or other functions without development
consent. See the ‘Controls on weddings and other
functions’ in section 5.4 below.

To ensure the residential
accomodation provides for
a reasonable number of
guests and visitors.

A3.1

So that guests do not negatively impact the amenity
of the residential neighbourhood, the maximum
number of guests must not exceed 2 adult guests per
bedroom.

A3.2

The number of visitors should be reasonable for the
residential setting. Large gatherings are considered
an interference with amenity unless subject to
development consent from Council.

A3.3

Visitors are the responsibility of your guests at all
time.

A4.1

If no off-street parking is associated with the dwelling,
a variation to the parking provision may be agreed to
by Council if it can be demonstrated that there is
sufficient on-street parking available.

P2

P3

P4

To provide an appropriate
amount of car parking.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P5

A5.1

To ensure information is
provided for guests.

A5.2
A5.3

P6

P7

P8

To ensure appropriate
waste management is
undertaken.

To avoid misleading
advertising about short-term
rental accommodation.

To ensure an appropriate
level of safety for guests
and visitors.

A copy of this Chapter should be provided and
explained to guests at the time of key pick up.
A further copy of this Chapter (or a summary) should
be posted on a noticeboard within your holiday rental.
Guests should be informed via signage and
information located in the holiday rental that:
 The holiday rental is located in a residential
neighbourhood and guests and visitors need to
abide by this DCP.
 Guests and their visitors must not create noise
which is offensive to residential neighbours at
any time during their occupancy, but especially
between the hours of 10pm and 8am.
 A 24 hour contact is provided and may be called
if there are any issues.

A6.1

Waste generated from short-term rental
accommodation should be collected by Council’s
collection service or a private waste
contractor. Using public bins at beaches or parks is
not an acceptable solution to the management of
short-term rental accommodation waste.

A6.2

If using Council’s domestic collection service, bins
should be stored on site and only placed on the
kerbside for the collection day in your area. Bins
should not sit on the kerbside for longer than 1 day
before or after collection.

A6.3

If using a private waste contractor, the bins should
remain on site with the contractor completing the
collection from the site.

A7.1

You should not advertise your short-term rental
accommodation (holiday rental) in a false or
misleading manner.

A7.2

You should not advertise for more than the maximum
number of guest allowed under this Chapter.

A8.1

A bushfire evacuation plan is required for all shortterm rental accommodation in bushfire prone areas.

A8.2

Smoke alarms must be installed and remain
operational in your short-term rental accommodation.
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5.2

Amenity

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P9

A9.1

The renting of your residential accommodation for
short-term rental accommodation should not interfere
with the amenity of surrounding neighbours including
by way of noise or traffic generation.

A9.2

Use of potential noise source areas (e.g. decks, BBQ
areas) should not impact on living or sleeping areas
of neighbouring residential properties, particularly
between 10pm and 8am.

To preserve the established
amenity levels of the
surrounding area.

Note: Examples of interference with amenity can include:
1. Guests and visitors making noise which is offensive to
neighbours at any time during their stay but especially between
the hours of 10pm and 8am. Offensive noise is noise at a level
that exceeds normal household noise.
2. Exceeding the number of permissible guests.
3. An unreasonable number of visitors.
4. Any activities which may unduly impact on the health/and or
safety of adjoining or nearby residences.
5. Inappropriate on street parking so as to cause traffic hazards,
significant or ongoing loss of parking for adjoining or nearby
residences.
6. Unmanaged waste disposal or littering of the property
surrounds.
7. The use of outdoor spas, pools and BBQs between the hours
of 10pm and 8am.
8. Offensive noise and/or behaviour on decks/balconies/verandas
between the hours of 10pm and 8am.
9. Instances of anti-social behaviour.
10. Any issues with the response of the nominated 24 hour contact
such as:
 Failure to be able to make contact with the 24 hour contact
within a reasonable timeframe (this also includes not
returning calls),
 Failure of the 24 hour contact person to act on complaints or
refer to the appropriate regulatory authority where required.

5.3

Contact and management information

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P10

A10.1 You should provide 24 hour contact details for a local
management agent who:

To ensure the availability of
management contact
information on a 24 hour
basis.



has authority from you to respond to any
complaints;
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions


can respond to any complaints at the time of the
complaint;



can inspect the site at the time of the complaint;



Is appropriately qualified/ experienced in shortterm rental accommodation management.

A10.2 Contact information may be provided in the form of
contact signage or notification of neighbours (or
both). See performance criteria P2 and P3 below.
A10.3 If you have a website for your holiday rental, it should
contain contact details.
P11

To ensure an appropriate
level of contact signage.

A11.1 One business identification sign may be located at the
letter box. Refer to Chapter G22: Advertising Signs
and Structures’ of this DCP.
A11.2 The sign should be clear to read from the street and
indicate the following:


That (insert address) is used for holiday rental.



In the event of any issues with noise, parking,
amenity etc. please call the 24 hour contact on
(insert 24 hour contact details).

A11.3 You should keep contact signage updated with
current information.
P12

To encourage the
notification of neighbours of
the use and contact
information of
management.

A12.1 You may provide adjoining land owners and your
managing agent with information detailing:


That (insert address) is used for holiday rental
and is under the management of (insert Real
Estate/other contact).



In the event of any issues with noise, parking,
amenity etc. please call the 24 hour contact on
(insert 24 hour contact details).

A12.2 When changes are made to contact details, you must
advise adjoining land owners and your managing
agent
P13

To ensure an appropriate
management response to
the making of complaints.

A13.1 You or your 24 hour contact person should notify
Council in writing of all complaints within 48 hours of
when the complaint was made. Council will require
the date, time and type of complaint as well as the
actions taken.
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5.4

Weddings and other functions

You or your guests must not use your short-term rental accommodation for regular
weddings or other functions without development consent from Council. Council may
consider an application for a temporary use of land for a maximum period of 52 days in a
12 month period. Refer to Clause 2.8 of the Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
Note: If you a hold a private function that requires a tent of marquee,
it should comply with Division 3 of the Codes SEPP.

6

Advisory Information

6.1

What happens if you breach this Chapter

If you or your guests do not comply with this Chapter and your short-term rental
accommodation is interfering with the amenity of the neighbourhood in any way, then you
will be required to obtain development consent from Council in accordance with clause
7.13 of the Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
Council may also take enforcement action against you including issuing a penalty
infringement notice under the relevant legislation or for ongoing breaches, legal
proceedings may be commenced. You may also be required to install mandatory signage
at the property.

6.2

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Advisory Guidelines - Short Term Holiday Rental in Residential Areas

External Policies
& Guidelines



Holiday Rental Code of Conduct – best practice guidelines for the
operation of holiday rentals prepared by the tourism accommodation
industry. Council supports the adoption and implementation of these
guidelines by owners and managing agents of short-term renal
accommodation.

Legislation



Work Health and Safety Act 2011and associated regulations
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to set out guidelines for the establishment and operation of
all business, commercial and retail activities, as well as the specific uses of markets,
roadside stalls and commercial activities on footpaths.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to all land in the Shoalhaven or as specified under the various
controls.

3

Context

A mix of traditional and alternative forms of business, commercial and retail activity is
important to the social fabric of the Shoalhaven community and to add interest and vitality
to streets and open spaces. Forms of business, commercial and retail activity such as
markets and roadside stalls create jobs and economic prosperity and when balanced with
environmental and social outcomes, as well as more traditional forms of business,
commercials and retail uses, create a sustainable community.
Using footpaths for commercial uses can also create pleasant and safe environments for
shoppers and patrons. This Chapter provides guidelines about how this can be achieved
without compromising the safety or amenity of the public domain for all users.
Note: First Occupation/Use
If you are about to occupy an existing building (or a unit within an existing
building) to operate a business you must first identify whether you need
development consent.
Consent for the first occupation of a commercial, business or retail
premise is usually obtained when the development application for the
building is approved. If this is the case, then no further consent will be
required.
Your first occupation may also be exempt development under the Codes
SEPP. You should consider the Codes SEPP to identify if your proposal is
exempt.
If the proposed use of the building or individual unit/s has not been
specified in the original development consent or your proposal is not
exempt, you will need development consent from Council before
occupying the building or unit/s.
Change of Use
A change of use is when the proposed use of a building (or a unit within an
existing building) is different to its previous use (e.g. retail shop to
restaurant or office to a retail shop).
If you are proposing a change of use, you must first identify whether you
need development consent.
If your proposal is exempt development under the Codes SEPP then no
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further consent will be required. If your proposal is not exempt or you also
propose additions or alterations, you will need development consent.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Encourage the growth and development of business and employment opportunities
within defined limits and in a socially and economically responsible manner.
Safeguard the amenity of the area and, in particular, immediately adjoining and
adjacent property owners.
Moderate environmental impacts.
Clarify and make provision for rural/urban differences.

Additional use specific objectives may also be provided under the relevant controls in
Section 5.

5

Controls

5.1 Business, Commercial and Retail Development
This control applies in business zones and where business, commercial and retail
development is permissible with development consent.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

To ensure the development
and/or use does not
generate emissions that
could adversely affect the
amenity of neighbouring
premises.

A1.1

The proposal is not to cause unacceptable levels of
perceptible odours (including cooking odours),
fumes, smoke, gas, vapours, steam, soot, ash, dust
or grit.

P2

To ensure the development
and/or use does not
discharge any unregulated
waste that may damage the
environment or adversely
affect the amenity of the
area.

A2.1

The proposal should not generate any contaminated
waste.

A2.2

The activity should not cause soil or ground water
contamination by the release or deposition of any
liquid or solid wastes (including oil products and
chemicals or their compounds) on to the soil.

A2.3

If the proposal has the potential to discharge liquid
trade waste to Council's sewer you must obtain a
liquid trade waste discharge approval from
Shoalhaven Water. Additional contaminant
prevention devices may be required by Council.
Note: Businesses that may require a liquid trade waste
approval could include food and drink premises and
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retail premises (e.g. hair dressing salons, photographic
studios, paint sales).

P3

To provide adequate
provision for on-site
collection, storage and
disposal of waste products
in a way that does not
adversely affect
neighbouring premises or
the environment.

A3.1

Collection and disposal of waste should be through
Council’s regular collection service and/or a private
waste contractor.

A3.2

If waste is to be collected by a private waste
contractor, the site design must be able to
accommodate the vehicle manoeuvring requirements
of that vehicle for onsite collection.

A3.3

Waste and recycling storage areas should be of a
size to meet the current and future needs of tenants.
This includes potential waste and recycling
requirements of a future change of use.

A3.4

Waste and recycling storage areas should be sited to
minimise negative amenity impacts (noise, visual
and odour).

A3.5

Development applications should be accompanied
by a waste minimisation and management plan.
Note: See Chapter G7: Waste Minimisation and
Management of this DCP for additional information.

P4

P5

To ensure the hours of
operation do not have an
unreasonable adverse
impact on any neighbouring
premises.

A4.1

Hours of operation are limited to normal business
hours.

A4.2

Council will consider variations to normal business
hours if it can be demonstrated that the proposed
hours are crucial to the operation of your business
and that no negative amenity impacts will result.

To ensure any change of
use meets relevant fire
safety requirements.

A5.1

All existing fire safety measures and those that are
proposed to satisfy the fire safety requirements of
the new use are to be described as part of the
development application.

A5.2

Where necessary, the building must be upgraded to
satisfy fire safety requirements if required by
Council.
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5.1.1 Shopping Trolleys
This Section applies to development applications for supermarkets, department stores and
substantial retail outlets.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P6

The POM shall include:

Supermarkets, department
stores and substantial retail
outlets shall include a Plan
of Management (POM) for
shopping trolleys.

A6.1

Retailers and/or centre
management are
responsible for the ongoing



Coin/token operated system with refund.



Trolleys with wheel locks activated by a radio
signal of magnetic strip.



Cattle grids at carpark entrances and exits.



Radio signal transmitters on trolleys.

A6.2

Any other system which demonstrates a
commitment to contain trolleys to the owner’s
premises, or within the boundaries of a shopping
centre and may include staff permanently stationed
at exits during trading hours.

A6.3

Signage and public education programs which may
include (but not limited to);

A6.4

P7

A trolley containment system that encourages the
confinement of trolleys to the retailers premises,
such examples are, but not limited to;



Signage within stores and carparks.



Signage at entry and exit points of stores and
carparks.



Signage on trolleys.



Pamphlets in stores explaining the Code of
Practice and the need for customer cooperation.



Local newspaper publicity.



Local Chambers of Commerce education
programs on misuse of shopping trolleys.

How the POM will be implements by the shopping
centre management and/or individual retailer, as
listed in Table 1 below.

A7.1 Where possible, shopping trolleys should remain on
the premises of the retailer who owns them.
A7.2 The trolley owner should develop and maintain
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management program to ensure that shopping
trolleys taken from retail premises are collected at
least daily.

management of shopping
trolleys.

Note: Council may impound shopping trolleys in accordance
with the Impounding Act 1993 where a shopping trolley:


Has been abandoned or left unattended in a public
place or area



Is likely to cause imminent danger to a member of the
public



Has not been collected by the owner or their collective
agent due notification

The impounded trolleys may be offered to tender and/or
disposed of.
Table 1: Retailer and Shopping Centre Management Responsibilities

Responsibilities
Retailers

















Provide Council a list of contacts for their store/stores in the LGA (including
phone and facsimile numbers), with additional company contacts at senior
management level.
Authorise the store manager or their delegate to be responsible for liaison
with local government representatives about trolley management.
Ensure that all trolleys are easily identifiable by council officers.
Ensure that trolley collection services are sufficiently resourced to enable
collection within timeframes and at all times, including “after hours” details.
Ensure that trolleys reported as posing risk or nuisance is collected
immediately on notification.
Ensure that all other trolleys reported are collected within the time limit
agreed with/set by Council. This may require an “after hours” collection
service.
Retain a brief record of all trolleys so reported and collected or the time at
which a trolley collector attended to collect a reported trolley if no trolley was
found at that location.
Inform customers (through clearly visible signage and other means within the
premises) that trolleys should not be removed from premises or abandoned,
and that penalties apply for the abandoning of trolleys outside the retail
outlet/complex.
Provide suitable, well signed trolley bays at exit points to retail outlets or
complexes.
Provide to Council, on request, an up to date map showing usual trolley
collection routes and schedules.
Trolleys to have prominent signage made of hard wearing resilient material
clearly advising the contact telephone number of the collection agent for the
trolley.
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Shopping
Centre
Management






Each trolley to have clearly and permanently displayed its own identification
number.
Actively promote the sale of personal (granny) trolleys to customers.
Trolley collection agents to provide to Council every three (3) months
statistics on the number of abandoned shopping trolleys collected within the
LGA.
Allow erection of signage informing public of their responsibility.
Provide adequate trolley bays within the boundaries of the shopping centre.
Ensure new tenants do not take and misuse shopping trolleys (may include
clause in leases on formal agreements).
Where no mechanical or electronic containment device is provided for all
trolleys, security staff may be dispatched at shopping centre exits to advise
shoppers to not remove trolleys from premises and provide shoppers with
information brochures.

5.1.2 Security Grills and Gates in the Nowra CBD.
This Section applies to shopfronts and arcades in the Nowra CBD as shown in Figure 1
below.

Figure 1: Land to which Section 5.1.2 applies
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5.1.2.1 Objectives
The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Maintain shopping amenity within commercial areas out of hours.
Provide for business security.
Maximise sources of light within the commercial area.
Minimise social problems associated with poorly lit spaces.

5.1.2.2 Controls
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P8

A8.1

Security grilles and gates shall be constructed of
open mesh to complement the appearance of the
shop frontage.

A8.2

Security grills and gates shall allow for the ability to
window shop out of hours and allow the spill of light
from shop front to the street footpath.

A8.3

To maintain accessibility within the CBD, security
grilles and gates shall be permitted in any arcade
with the expectation of:

Security grills and gates
are provided for security
to shopfronts and
arcades whilst
maintaining an
acceptable quality for
the shopping
centre/area outside
normal trading hours.



Morrison’s Arcade between Junction Street and
Egan’s Lane car park.



Rodway Arcade between Junction Street and
Schofield’s Lane.



The Holt Arcade between Kinghorne Street and
the Stewart Place car park.

Notes:


In respect to arcades, each application will be dealt with
on its merits in regard to setback of grilles and gates.



Any consent for grilles and gates to arcades shall be for a
limited period in order to assess their impact on the CBD.

5.1.3 Local Shops in Coastal Villages
This Section applies to small Shoalhaven Settlements with a population of between 200
and 3,000 people, located along beaches, bays, coastal lakes and the like, where separate
site specific development control plans (DCPs) are not available for those locations
namely: Greenwell Point, Erowal Bay, Bendalong, Narrawallee, Bawley point, Orient Point,
Basin View, Manyana, Kings Point, Kioloa, Currarong, Swanhaven, Cunjurong Point,
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Burrill Lake, Pebbly Beach, Callala Beach, Cudmirrah, Lake Conjola, Dolphin Point, Depot
Beach, Callala Bay, Berrara, Mollymook, Lake Tabourie and North Durras.
It is important that the design approach for local shops is sympathetic with the existing
village character. Protection of natural and rural land is essential. The encouraged design
approach also reinforces Shoalhaven’s scenic and tourist values by maintaining and
improving the distinctive way in which these structures sit within the coastal landscape.
The objectives of this Section are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Guide desirable development of local shops.
Ensure local shops are small scale in built form and do not dominate their
natural setting.
Ensure that local shops address and respond to existing unique coastal
locations in terms of building bulk, height, landscaping and parking.
Ensure compatibility with existing residential character/ amenity.
Ensure design of local shops reinforces scenic and tourist values by protecting
natural and rural lands.
Note: Local shops in this Section refer to retail premises which may
comprise takeaway food and drink premises, neighbourhood shops,
restaurants and other similar retail uses where such uses are
permitted under the Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan (SLEP)
2014.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P9

A9.1

Local shops generally are a maximum of 2 storeys, so
that they are compatible with the domestic scale of
surrounding dwellings.

A9.2

Local shops located in the main streets may include a
recessed third storey with adequate articulation,
provided that the building does not adversely impact
on residential amenity.

A9.3

Height of local shops is cognisant of environmental
constraints such as steep slopes and flooding.

P10

To ensure that the height
is appropriate to the local
context.

To ensure that building
form and relationship with
the environment is relative
to the surrounding area.

A26.1 The relationship between the local shops and the
environment reinforces the way in which the shop sits
within the coastal landscape. In this respect, built form
should not dominate its surrounding natural
environment.
A26.2 Bulk and scale of local shops should be relatively
discreet within its natural environment.
A26.3 Local shops respond to and reflect existing bulk and
scale of the coastal village, where they are compatible
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
with surrounding dwellings and enhance a sense of
rhythm in the street.

P11

Select and use building
materials and landscape
elements that respond to
the natural environment
and that is ‘in harmony’
with the coastal location.

A11.1 Choose a palette of complementary building colours
and materials. Use light neutral coastal colours,
shades of the same colour and the natural colour of
materials where appropriate e.g. timber.
A11.2 Create landscaped areas that contribute to the village
streetscape character and enhance the amenity of
both public and private spaces.
A11.3 Existing trees can be a major feature and should be
retained where possible.

P12

To ensure the visual
character of the Coastal
Village is retained.

A12.1 New development responds sensitively to the form
and character of the village and to the existing
proportions and materials of existing buildings.

P13

To ensure the presentation
to streets is appropriate.

A13.1 Entrances are designed to address the street.
A13.2 Where located on a corner allotment, local shops
address both street corners.
A13.3 Local shops achieve active people-orientated street
frontages to encourage pedestrian movement, which
would in turn enhance surveillance and public security.
A13.4 For larger villages, consider the possibility of allowing
for public meeting places for social interaction for the
village community e.g. the concept of a village square.
A13.5 Local shops provide opportunities for outdoor dining.

5.2 Markets
This control applies to all land where markets are permissible with development consent.
The objectives of this control are to:
i.
ii.
iii.

Reduce adverse effects upon the local area by providing guidelines for traffic,
access, car parking and hours of operation.
Recognise the importance of markets as a source of income to local
community/charity groups, whilst also appreciating the economic implications
that markets can have on existing commercial activities.
Encourage the stall and product type to be from locally and regionally produced
sources and to be of a “Make it, Bake it, Sew it, Grow it” criteria.
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Note: Markets may only be conducted by a local based non-profit
organisation such as a:






Community group;
Charity;
Sporting body; or
Chamber of Commerce.

5.2.1 Site Requirements
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P14

A14.1 Markets should be located within 250 metres walking
distance of public car parking or provide sufficient area
on site for vehicle parking.

To ensure that markets:
 Reinforce existing
retail centres.
 Provide for both
vehicular and
pedestrian access,
amenities and car
parking.
 Prevent traffic levels
that may adversely
affect traffic safety or
the amenity of the
locality.
 Provide public safety
measures.
 Sell legal goods and
services.

A14.2 Car parking areas to be used by markets are not to
use direct vehicle access to a main or arterial road.
A14.3 If access to markets is off a main road, a semi-formal
access arrangement is to be allowed for practicality
purposes.
A14.4 You must maintain a minimum of 2 metres clear width
on footpath areas, where applicable.
A14.5 Dogs or other animals are not permitted within the
defined area of the markets, except where the dogs or
other animals are part of an amusement, market stall
or display, or where they are an “assistance animal”
(i.e. guide dog).
A14.6 If the market is on private land, no goods must be
offered for sale on the footpath or any public place.
A14.7 Tables and/ or trestles and/ or goods displayed must
be laid out in an orderly manner to allow the free
movement of pedestrians and all activities are to be
contained wholly within the site.
Note: Refer to Chapter G21: Car Parking and Traffic for
more details on car parking requirements.

5.2.2 Amenity
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P15

A15.1 Hours of operation will be confined to one (1) hour
after sunrise to one (1) hour before sunset within the
limits of midday Saturday to sunset Sunday and
daylight hours on public holiday.

To ensure markets are
conducted within the
context of the amenity of
the local area.
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A15.2 Where music and/ or musical instruments are to be
played, no undue impacts will be made on
neighbouring residents.
A15.3 Public amenities are to be made available within a
reasonable proximity of the proposed market or
adequate provision is made on-site for temporary toilet
facilities to the satisfaction of Council.

5.2.3 Economic considerations
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P16

A16.1 All applications will be limited to an approval of 12
months initially, which can then be extended to a
period of up to five (5) years, to reduce the need for
annual renewal.

To ensure the proposal:
 Minimises the
economic impacts that
the market may have
on existing established
shops and retail
centres.
 Recognises markets
as an important source
of income for local
community/charity
groups.

A16.2 The maximum number of markets will be one per
month per locality, e.g. town, suburb or village. Where
more than one market per month is proposed in a
locality it must be clearly demonstrated that the market
will:


be beneficial to the community;



not impact on financial viability of existing
businesses; and



Result in the majority of the stalls meeting the
“Make it, Bake it, Sew it, Grow it” criteria.

A16.3 There is no constraint to the products, articles to be
sold, or from where they were obtained provided that
such merchandise has been legally obtained and are
not considered to be unsightly, objectionable or
offensive to public morality.
A16.4 Any goods or services offered for sale are to conform
to the requirements of the Fair Trading Act 1987, the
Competition and Consumer Act 2010, the National
Measurement Act 1960 and other applicable
legislation.
A16.5 The market operator must retain a register containing
the names, address and description of goods of all
stall holders for a period of twelve months.
A16.6 The applicant and market operator must demonstrate
that they will have a majority of the stalls that meet a
“Make it, Bake it, Sew it, Grow it” criteria.
A16.7 Markets may be for fund raising or commercial
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
purposes. If your market is for commercial purposes, it
should result from a market carried out by a local
Chamber of Commerce or Business Chamber.
A16.8 All goods exposed for sale must be sold by normal
retail means, and no goods can be sold by auction or
any other means.
A16.9 Whenever possible, local retailers should be invited to
participate in the market.

5.3 Commercial Use of Footpaths
This control applies to all land where a commercial premises is permissible with development
consent. The control applies to the commercial use of public footpaths within the footpath and
public space area of the road reserve. It does not apply to commercial uses within private lands.
Note: When considering the use of footpaths for the purposes of
outdoor dining, you should first review the provisions of the Codes
SEPP. Under the Codes SEPP, the commercial use of a footpath
for an outdoor dining area associated with a lawful food and drink
premises (but not a pub or small bar) is exempt development. If
your proposal meets the provisions for exempt development, you will
not require consent from Council however under NSW legislation,
statutory approvals may be required.
The commercial use of footpaths could take a number of forms,
including:











Tables and chairs (associated with a pub or small bar);
Bollards;
Planter boxes;
Children’s amusements/rides;
Umbrellas;
Screens;
Safety rails;
Display of goods and merchandise (eg racks of clothing;
Newspaper baskets.

The objectives of this control are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Enhance the economic viability of our local business by managing approvals and
approvals to use public footpaths for commercial purposes.
Encourage trading and enhance our neighbourhood centres by providing a more
vibrant and colourful atmosphere for shoppers.
Provide for an active and integrated street front.
Maintain visibility and exposure of shopfronts.
Ensure safety and convenient passage of all pedestrians when using public
footpaths.
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vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.

Ensure the maintenance of clear view lines for both pedestrians and motorists,
particularly near pedestrian crossings, street corners and key intersections.
Ensure adjoining premises are not adversely affected by any commercial use of
public footpath areas.
Protect Council and the public interest while permitting effective use of public
footpaths for commercial purposes.
Effectively address risk management issues for Council.
Ensure that commercial use of public footpaths does not unduly impact on
maintenance.
Ensure that public amenity will not be compromised by the provision of commercial
use of public footpath areas.

5.3.1 Design
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P17

A17.1 The proposal may be located on a footpath
immediately adjacent to the shopfront or in locations
that do not cause an impediment to other public
footpath users.

To ensure the commercial
use of a footpath is
appropriately located.

A17.2 For corner premises or those that have more than one
street frontage, a proposal to extend a commercial use
beyond the main frontage is subject to individual
assessment. Written consent of the business owner of
the neighbouring property will be required.
A17.3 Commercial use a footpath adjacent to an accessible
parking space for people with disabilities is not
permitted.
P18

To maintain a suitable
footpath width in areas
where commercial use of a
footpath is proposed.

A18.1 For highly trafficked public footpaths (eg, Princes
Highway, Ulladulla, Berry and Milton and Junction
Street, Nowra), the minimum clear width for pedestrian
use is 2.4m wide.
A18.2 For low to moderate trafficked public footpaths (eg,
Wason Street in Ulladulla and Kinghorne and Berry
Streets in Nowra) the minimum clear width is 2.0m
wide.
A18.3 Where the commercial use may be for the placement
of a display table or stand, plants, business icon and
similar products that are associated with the normal
trading of the adjacent business, a minimum of 2.0m
clear width is required.
A18.4 Where the clear width for pedestrian use is less than
2m, for an outdoor dining use, suitable handrails or
appropriate barricades may be considered along the
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
kerbside.
A18.5 The maximum width of the commercial display area is
not to exceed 800mm in depth. The height of the
display must be sufficient to ensure the display itself is
not a trip hazard.
A18.6 The clear width is exclusive of fixtures or equipment
that could obstruct pedestrian movement or use.

P19

To ensure appropriate,
sympathetic and safe
outdoor furniture.
Note: Outdoor furniture
associated with the
commercial use of public
footpaths includes; shade
structures, tables, chairs,
display stands, heaters,
and perimeter barricades.

A19.1 A single colour and style for seats and tables should
be adopted to provide consistency and identity.
Colours should be practical and serviceable. Suitable
colours include (but are not limited to) natural, green,
terracotta, black.
A19.2 Outdoor furniture should be located a minimum of
600mm from any kerb, bins, lights and 800mm from
fixed seats.
A19.3 Outdoor tables for dining must be sturdy and not
exceed 800mm x 800mm unless the location warrants
a larger table size.
A19.4 Glass table tops are not permitted.
A19.5 Outdoor furniture should be made from high quality
materials which enhance the character of the street.
Lightweight plastic furniture is not acceptable.
A19.6 Outdoor furniture should be waterproof, weather
resistant, durable and sturdy, to withstand heavy use
and so not to be blown away in windy conditions.
A19.7 All outdoor furniture must be temporary and able to be
removed from the footpath area when the business is
closed and in extreme weather conditions.
A19.8 Any furniture that becomes unserviceable, damaged or
worn must be replaced or removed.
A19.9 For public safety and comfort, outdoor furniture must
be safe in its design and not cause any hazards to
patrons, shopkeepers or pedestrians.
A19.10Umbrellas should be firmly anchored, free of sharp
protrusions and consistent in style and colouring.
Market style umbrellas offering generous shade
protection is preferred. A minimum clearance of 2.2m
between the footpath surface and the underside of the
umbrella should be provided.
A19.11Display stands must be stable, firmly secured and of
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
high quality design. Display stands should be a
minimum height of 700mm, maximum height of 1m,
maximum depth of 800mm and width of 3m.
A19.12The public footpath is not to be used for storage.
A19.13Where a heating device is proposed, you must provide
details of the type, location and design. Heating
devices should turn off automatically if overturned to
prevent injury to patrons and property. Heating devices
must be removed when not in use and suitably
screened from public view. All outdoor heaters must
comply with the relevant Australian Standard, and an
appropriate fire extinguisher is to be provided in
accessible proximity to the heating device.

P20

To ensure planter boxes
are appropriately located
and well maintained.

A20.1 Planter boxes may be considered in open areas, such
as plazas or public footpath widening sections which
are separated from the main pedestrian walkway.
A20.2 Planter boxes must be well-maintained.
A20.3 Council reserves the right to order the removal of
planter boxes that are not properly maintained
including the consistent provision of approved highquality flowers or vegetation.
A20.4 Permanent planter boxes will only be considered on
public footpath areas where the public footpath has
been widened for specific business use.
Note: If your proposal requires the removal or relocation of any
Council assets (e.g. rubbish bins, furniture), Council will consider
this by merit when assessing your application and any approved
work will be at your cost.
The removal or relocation of any public utilities or infrastructure (e.g.
traffic control boxes, drainage/ sewerage pits) will generally not be
supported unless you can justify the public benefit and approvals
have been obtained from the relevant authorities. Works will be
carried out at your cost.

5.3.2 Outdoor Dining
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P21

A21.1 Council may consider the use of perimeter barricades
if:

To ensure perimeter
barricades are appropriate
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Performance Criteria
for the footpath context.
Note: Perimeter
barricades can take the
form of screens, pot
plants, planter boxes,
moveable bollards and
safety rails.

Acceptable Solutions


the outdoor dining area remains open and
inviting (no drop down sides for weather
protection permitted);



barricades do not block access or force
pedestrians onto the road carriageway;



there will be minimal impact on the use and
enjoyment of patrons;



safety of pedestrians and patrons is not
compromised (including trip hazards);



Barricades will not be used as an opportunity
for general advertising, other than name or
logo.

A21.2 Perimeter barricades are to be a minimum height of
700mm and maximum height of 1m.
A21.3 Barricades must be removed from the public footpath
when the business is not open.
A21.4 Barricades between adjoining sites may be considered
to provide a clear demarcation between the business
activities.
A21.5 Perimeter barricades remain the responsibility of you,
including the maintenance and replacement where
required.
P22

To restrict music or other
entertainment in
association with outdoor
dining.

A22.1 Amplified music or other entertainment is not permitted
within the outdoor dining area of the footpath.

Note: A separate or joint
application may be made
for such purposes.
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5.3.3 Signage
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P23

A23.1 One A-board sign or single-board (eg, menu board)
may be displayed where the size does not exceed
750mm X 1000mm in area.

To ensure an appropriate
amount, type and location
of signage in association
with commercial use of
footpaths.

A23.2 The name of the business and food/ drink items are
the only information that can be displayed.
A23.3 Any advertising on umbrellas or shade structures must
relate to the business to which they serve.
A23.4 The signage may include the business name, an
associated corporate name (logo) or product.
A23.5 Any signage is to be suitably located so as to not to
obstruct pedestrian traffic.
Note: Refer to Chapter G22: Advertising and Signage of
this DCP for more information on signage.

5.3.4 Safety
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P24

To ensure the commercial
use of the footpath
provides clear view lines to
allow pedestrians to view
on-coming traffic and for
motorists to observe
pedestrian movements.

A24.1 The use of the footpath must not obstruct the clear
view line of pedestrians or motorists. Sight lines for
vehicle and pedestrian safety must be maintained in
accordance with current standards.

To ensure the commercial
use of the footpath does
not obstruct use of the
footpath or access to and
from the business.

A25.1 Use of the footpath should not obstruct safe patron/
pedestrian access to and from the business premises.

P25

A24.2 Council may require the submission of a traffic safety
risk assessment.

A25.2 Required paths of travel/egress and fire safety
measures under the Building Code of Australia (for the
building contained on site) must not be reduced or
obstructed during operations.
A25.3 Where proposed to operate after daylight trading
hours, any additional lighting should not interfere with
pedestrian or traffic safety. Additional lighting details
should be providing.
A25.4 Where the public footpath must be altered for you to
undertake the activity, works must only be carried out
in accordance with Council's specifications,
supervision and approvals. A bond may be payable in
these instances.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
A25.5 Approval may be revoked by Council or where public
safety is compromised.

5.4 Parking of Caravans for Commercial or Community Activities
This control relates to the parking of caravans, and similar types of vehicles in public roads
for the purpose of carrying out commercial and community activities.
The objectives of this control are to:
i.
ii.
iii.

Control and regulate the parking of caravans, and similar types of vehicles in public
roads and car parks for the purpose of carrying out commercial and community
activities.
Preserve the amenity of the area in which the vehicle is to be located by providing
guidelines with regards to traffic, access, amenity and safety.
Recognise that many of these uses play an important community role, while also
appreciating the economic implications that such operations may have on existing
commercial undertakings.
Note: This control does not relate to mobile food
vans. Mobile food vans and itinerant food vendors
are required to comply with Council’s Mobile Food
Stalls or Vehicles and Temporary Food Premises
Policy-LAP, the NSW Food Act, 2003 and approvals
issued under the Local Government Act, 1993.
It is not Council’s policy to support permanently
located food vans beyond the provisions in Chapter
G25: Stationary Food Vans/Vehicles on Service
Station Sites and Food Stalls.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P26

The proposal minimises
the economic impacts that
such activities may have
on established commercial
activities.

A26.1 The parking of caravans for commercial activities will
be limited to a maximum period of five (5) days
duration at any one time per commercial area.

The proposal provides for
vehicular and pedestrian
access within existing
commercial areas.

A27.1 The vehicle must not obstruct safe sight lines to
intersections or carpark exits, or narrow traffic lanes
and must not obscure usual pedestrian traffic from
drivers.

P27

A26.2 There will be a maximum of two activities per year, per
commercial area.

A27.2 Such activities shall not obstruct pedestrians utilising
footpath areas.
A27.3 Such activities will be prohibited from operating from
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
Council’s designated public car parking areas.
A27.4 Access to the vehicle is to be via the footpath area
with all doors opening to the footpath.
A27.5 Where another vehicle is used for towing the subject
vehicle, the towing vehicle must be disengaged and
parked in a suitable location away from the van.
A27.6 Temporary regulatory sign posting is to be erected to
define parking restrictions during the activity.
Temporary regulatory parking signs are available upon
payment of the prescribed fee to Council.
A27.7 All caravans and associated vehicles are to be
registered vehicles under the current legislation.

P28

The proposal protects the
amenity and safety of
shoppers within the local
area.

A28.1 The disposal of liquid wastes into the gutter and
stormwater system is not permitted.
A28.2 The disposal of solid wastes into street side garbage
bins is not permitted.
A28.3 Hours of operation will be generally limited to normal
commercial hours, being 9.00am to 5.00pm, Monday
to Saturday.
A28.4 No amplified music will be permitted to be performed
from the activity, where such activities are located
within close proximity of residential premises.
A28.5 Amplified music and public address systems used in
the operation of the activity should not generate noise
levels which cause annoyance to adjoining
commercial activities or people using public places.
A28.6 Public liability insurance to the amount of $10 million is
required to be endorsed to indemnify Shoalhaven City
Council against any claim arising out of this activity. A
copy of which is to be provided to council’s insurance
Officer prior to the positioning of the vehicle.
Note: Where temporary/mobile food stalls are to be
established, the normal approvals in accordance with
Council’s Mobile Food Stalls or Vehicles and
Temporary Food Premises Policy-LAP, Food Safety
Standards (food Safety Australia New Zealand) and
the NSW Food Act 2003 and Regulations apply.
Applications for such shall be submitted to Council in
sufficient time to allow administrative procedures and
an inspection of the facility to be carried out during
normal Council working hours. Further information
with regard to these approvals is available by
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contacting Council’s Planning and Development
Services Group.

6

Advisory Information

6.1 Development application documents
In association with a development application for:






Roadside stalls: Plans and written statement indicating the location of the proposed
stall and relevant surrounds to demonstrate compliance with this DCP;
Markets: A written submission should accompany the application demonstrating
compliance with this DCP;
Commercial use of footpaths: A development application and approvals application
are required and will be assessed concurrently by Council. Council will determine
the development application before approval requirements are completed.
Applications must be made on an “Application for Development Consent - Consent
for Commercial Use of a Public Footpath within a Public Road” form. The
development application form must be accompanied by the following:
o Plan drawn to scale (1:100) showing the outdoor area to be used, location
and number of chairs and table, the area maintained for public access and
relationship to existing restaurant. The plan should also show the location of
existing fixed street furniture including bins, seat, lighting poles and relevant
dimensions of paths of travel and the like;
o Photographs of furniture including shade umbrellas to be provided;
o Details of the menu board;
o Details of any screening, plants, fencing, etc.;
o Details of trading hours; and
o Any other relevant supporting information.
Parking of Caravans for Commercial or Community Activities: A written submission
should accompany the application indicating the location of the proposed caravan
and to demonstrate compliance with this DCP.

6.2 Additional approvals required
In addition to requiring development consent from Council for the commercial use of the
footpath, you may also need to obtain an approval under:




Section 125 of the Roads Act 1993 for outdoor dining; and
Section 138 or Section 139A of the Roads Act 1993 for A-board signs, advertising
or merchandise displays.
Section 68 of the Local Government Act 1993.
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6.3 Liquor licence requirements
The selling or consumption of liquor is only permitted if the appropriate licence under the
Liquor Act 2007 and the Liquor Regulation 2008 has been obtained from the NSW Office
of Liquor, Gaming and Racing (OLGR).
You must have development consent for your food and drink premises before applying to
the OLGR for a liquor licence. This must include service of alcohol in conjunction with an
outdoor dining area on the public footpath.
An existing consent for a food and drink premises may require modification to enable
approval for the service of alcohol.
Consent for the service of alcohol in conjunction with the outdoor dining area on the public
area will not be permitted where the locality is a defined Alcohol Free Area under
provisions of the LG Act 1993.
Further information can be obtained from the NSW Government Licensing Service
website.

6.4 Referral of Application - Parking of Caravans for Commercial or
Community Activities
Where a development application complies with Section 5.4 of this chapter, the proposal
will be exempt from Council’s normal notification policy. However, if a development
proposal is inconsistent with this chapter, the development will be required to be notified in
the following manner:






Such applications will be referred to the local Chamber of Commerce for its
comments. Where a local Chamber of Commerce does not exist, the application will
be referred to the Shoalhaven Industry and Business Association Inc.
Such applications in Council’s road reserve will also be referred to Council’s Local
Traffic Committee for comments in regards to traffic and car parking.
Adjoining shop owners and occupiers will be notified of the proposal.
Council’s standard fee for notification will apply.

6.5 Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application
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Council Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

External Policies
& Guidelines



Relevant Australian Standards

Legislation



Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (Cth)



Roads Act 1993



Local Government Act 1993.
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Chapter G18: Streetscape Design for Town
Centres
New streetscape design controls are currently being developed specifically for Nowra CBD
and other town centres. This is being undertaken as part of a separate process.
Space has been provided within the Shoalhaven DCP 2014 to allow for these controls to
be included once finalised.
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1 Purpose
The purpose of this Chapter is to provide guidelines for home based business activities
including:




Home businesses
Home industries
Home occupations

This chapter includes provisions for commercial home catering.

2 Application
This Chapter applies to all land where home business, home industry and home
occupations are permitted with development consent.

3 Context
Home based business activities include home occupations, home business and home
industries. The nature of home based business activities is evolving with the emergence
of information technology, the internet in most homes and the growing trend of
telecommuters (those who work remotely from home).
Home based business activities provide an opportunity for a person to work from home as
long as the use is compatible with the adjoining residential use of land. This land use can
also provide support services such as doctors, accountants, hairdressers and the like in
outlying villages where commercial centres and some industrial areas are remote.
Home based business activities must balance the growth of new business without
negatively impacting upon the growth and uptake of business zoned land.

Note: The Shoalhaven LEP 2014 details the number of people that
may be employed at your home based business activity (if any),
whether goods produced at the dwelling can be sold by retail and
the maximum floor area for your activity.

Any home based business activity that is not exempt, or that has a negative impact on
amenity, will require development consent from Council.

Note: Under the provisions of the State Environmental Planning
Policy (Exempt and Complying Development Codes) 2008 (Code
SEPP), your home business, home industry or home occupation
may be exempt development. If your development is considered
exempt you will not need development consent from Council to
undertake your home based business activity.
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4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

Encourage the growth and development of business and employment opportunities
within defined areas without compromising the objectives of business zones or
facilitating unfair competition.
Ensure that the external appearance of the premises remains domestic in scale and
in character with the streetscape or area.
Encourage quality that improves the streetscape and character of surrounding
development and objectives of the prevailing zone.
Safeguard the amenity of the neighbourhood and, in particular, immediately
adjoining and adjacent property owners.
Ensure that the traffic and access needs associated with a home activity are
compatible with the character of the neighbourhood or area;
Ensure that the activity does not have any impact on the environment unless
appropriately moderated.
Clarify and make provision for rural/urban differences.
Ensure domestic premises used for commercial catering meet all relevant Act,
Regulation, Code and Policy requirements.
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5
5.1

Controls
Streetscape and Character

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

A1.1

The floor area of the activity does not exceed 60m2.

A1.2

In the RU1, RU2, RU4, R5, E3 and E4 zones, the
floor area of the activity does not exceed 100m2.

A1.3

The floor area of the activity is not to exceed 10% of
the floor area of the storey of the building. If the area
exceeds 10%, the classification of the building will
change.

A1.4

If the activity is not conducted within a building, the
land area occupied should not exceed:

5.2

To ensure the development
remains domestic in scale
and appearance and in
character with the
streetscape or area and that
the development does not
resemble a shop,
commercial premises, office
building or industrial
premises.



25% or 100m2 (whichever is the lesser); or



200m2 in a RU1, RU2, RU4, R5, E3 or E4 zones.

A1.5

The activity should not require the upgrading of any
essential service infrastructure.

A1.6

The height of any new building associated with the
home based business activity is not to exceed 4.5m
in height above existing ground level.

A1.7

Council will not approve more than one home based
activity at the same premises.

Amenity

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P2

A2.1

Between 8am to 6pm - Monday to Saturday - any
noise generated by the activity is not to exceed 5dBA
above the background noise level at the property
boundary.

A2.2

Between 6pm to 8am - Monday to Saturday, and all
day Sunday and Public Holidays – no noise
generated by the activity is to be audible at the
property boundary.

A2.3

The activity is not to cause perceptible odours
(including cooking odours), fumes, smoke, gas,
vapours, steam, soot, ash, dust or grit.

A2.4

The activity is not to cause vibration to be felt at
neighbouring premises.

To ensure that the activity
does not generate noise or
other emissions that could
adversely affect the amenity
of neighbouring premises.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P3

To ensure the activity does
not discharge any wastes
that may damage the
environment or adversely
affect the amenity of the
neighbourhood or area.

A3.1

No liquid waste is to be generated on site that would
not normally be discharged from domestic premises
into the sewerage system.

A3.2

No contaminated waste is generated as a result of
the activity.

A3.3

The activity should not to cause soil or ground water
contamination by the release or deposition of any
liquid or solid wastes (including oil products and
chemicals or their compounds) on to the soil.

To ensure adequate on-site
provision for the collection,
storage and disposal of
waste products in a way
that does not adversely
affect neighbouring
premises or the
environment.

A4.1

Collection and disposal of waste should be through
Council’s regular collection service.

A4.2

The activity should not cause the accumulation of
waste materials on the site unless they can be
properly stored and disposed of by a regular
collection service.

A4.3

Council’s regular collection service may be
supplemented, as necessary, by additional Council or
private services.

To ensure storage does not
adversely affect the amenity
or safety of the
neighbourhood or area.

A5.1

The activity should not require the external storage of
goods, materials, heavy plant or equipment or any
unsightly matter.

A5.2

No dangerous goods are to be stored on the site.

P6

To ensure the activity does
not impact upon the privacy
or solar access of
neighbouring properties.

A6.1

Structures are not to impede the solar access of
habitable rooms or overshadow private open space,
recreation areas or affect the privacy of neighbouring
premises.

P7

To ensure that the hours of
operation do not adversely
affect any neighbouring
premises.

A7.1

Hours of operation are limited to normal business
hours.

A7.2

You should limit traffic movements outside normal
business hours.

P4

P5
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P8

A8.1

P9

5.3

To ensure that the carrying
out of repairs and/or
maintenance to vehicles,
plant and/or equipment
does not adversely affect
the amenity of the
neighbourhood.

To ensure an activity
located in a dual occupancy
or multi dwelling housing
development does not have
any adverse impacts upon
the amenity of other
residents within the
development.

Mechanical and/or structural repairs or maintenance
to any vehicle, plant or equipment associated with the
activity should not be undertaken:


on the property;



on the public road reserve adjacent to the
property; or



In view of any public road, public place or
neighbouring property.

A8.2

Tools or equipment should not interfere with radio or
TV reception in the neighbourhood.

A9.1

Where the activity is located within a dwelling
comprising part of a dual occupancy or multi dwelling
housing development, it must be demonstrated that
the activity will not have any negative impacts upon
the amenity of other residents within the
development.

Economic Impact

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P10

A10.1 Opportunities for expansion of your activity will only
be considered where:

To limit opportunities for
physical expansion.



The activity will be conducted on land adjoining
your dwelling/site; and



The residents of that dwelling also conduct the
activity.
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5.4

Traffic, Car Parking and Access
Notes: Refer to Chapter G21: Car Parking and Traffic for car
parking requirements.
Consideration should be given for disabled access. If your activity
requires a change in classification of the building you will also be
required to provide disabled access.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P11

To ensure patterns of
vehicle usage are
compatible with the
neighbourhood or area to
ensure that traffic safety
along the local area road
network is maintained.

A11.1 The activity should not involve the parking or use of
any vehicle (including deliveries) that cannot be
driven by a Class C licensed driver.

To ensure the number of
traffic movements will not
adversely impact upon the
amenity of the
neighbourhood or area.

A12.1 Additional traffic movements associated with the
activity are minimal (20 or less) during normal
business hours.

To ensure that the standard
of road access is adequate
for the use and vehicular
access is adequate for the
activity and compatible with
the character of the
neighbourhood or area.

A13.1 Public road access is available and adequate.

P12

P13

A11.2 The activity does not involve the parking of use of
any plant or equipment for which a licence to operate
is required from WorkCover.

A12.2 There is not to be more than 10 additional traffic
movements generated outside normal business
hours.
A13.2 A standard footpath crossing is adequate for the
activity.
A13.3 A standard gutter crossing for areas without kerb and
gutter is adequate for the activity.
A13.4 In rural and environmental protection zones, a
standard rural indented access and table drain
crossing is adequate for the activity.
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5.5

Environmental

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P14

A14.1 The activity should not require the removal of any
native vegetation.

5.6

To ensure the activity:
 Protects scenic and
landscape qualities


Minimises the clearing of
native vegetation



Conserves habitats



Protects important
natural and cultural
environments



Conserves water and
energy resources

A14.2 The activity is to be adequately screened from any
public vantage points.

Commercial Home Catering
Note: It is not intended to prevent the preparation of
low risk products, such as jams, confectionary and
cakes for sale at charity functions. Charitable
organisations should refer to the Food Stands
Australia New Zealand for further information about
the preparation of food for sale.
Operators must be aware of the expense in properly
setting up the kitchen area, not only to comply with
the requirements of the Food Act 2003, Food
Regulation 2010, Food Safety Standards 3.1.1, 3.2.2
and 3.2.3 of the Australian New Zealand Food
Standards Code but also with the requirements of
Council’s Food Premises Policy and development
consent conditions.

This Section provides provisions for the preparation of food at domestic premises for consumption
off these premises e.g. preparation for a catering function elsewhere; preparation of food for a
business which then resells the food.
You must obtain development approval from Council prior to the commencement of the operation
of a commercial home catering enterprise.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P15

A15.1 The size of the kitchen area and storage area shall be
adequate for the intended use.

To ensure that the level of
construction is adequate for
the nature of the
commercial home catering.

A15.2 Where the potential food safety hazard is sufficient,
Council may require a higher construction standard
being a separate room or building provided exclusively
as a ‘commercial kitchen’ physically separated (by a
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self-closing lockable door or a wall) from the rest of the
domestic environment in accordance with the
requirements and standards prescribed under the
Food Act and Regulation and Council’s Food Premises
Policy.
A15.3 The hot water system shall be of a sufficient capacity
to cope with the intended workload and maintain a
temperature complying with the requirements of Food
Safety Standards 2001.
A15.4 Equipment complies with Council’s Food Premises
Policy, for example, thermometers are provided to all
refrigeration units, commercial grade double bowl
sinks and filtered mechanical ventilation.
P16

Every person in the food
preparation and storage
area complies with the
relevant state legislation
(e.g. Public Health Act and
the Food Act).

A16.1 Family members or other persons not connected with
food preparation are restricted in their access to the
area where the food is prepared and contamination
may occur.
A16.2 No person shall smoke in the food preparation,
handling or storage areas.
A16.3 The carrying out of normal duties in the food
preparation, handling or storage areas e.g. the
changing of nappies is not permitted.
A16.4 Pets shall not have access to the food preparation,
handling or storage areas. Pet food must not be
stored in the food preparation area.
A16.5 You must ensure that all surfaces can be easily
cleaned. For example, decorations, pot plants or
curtains are not to be stored in the preparation,
handling or storage area if they prevent the surface
from being properly cleaned.
A16.6 The food for sale must comply with the requirements
of the Food Safety Standards including labelling
where packaged.
A16.7 Garden fertilisers, household insecticides, chemicals
and drugs must not be kept in the food preparation,
handling or storage areas.
A16.8 Any domestic food, for whatever reason, which is
kept in the commercial home catering kitchen is
deemed ‘for sale’ and therefore must comply with the
Food Safety Standards.
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P17

Food transportation meets
Food Safety Standard
requirements.

A17.1 Food transportation must comply with Clause 10 of
the Food Safety Standard 3.2.2.
Note: Clause 10 of the Food Safety Standard 3.2.2
requires that:
A food business must, when transporting food:
(a) Protect all food from the likelihood of contamination;
(b) Transport potentially hazardous food under
temperature control; and
(c) Ensure that potentially hazardous food which is
intended to be transported frozen remains frozen during
transportation.

A17.2 Adequately sealed containers and hot boxes are to
be provided to transport food and must be fitted with
thermometers accurate to the nearest degree
Celsius.
A17.3 Where further preparation is to be carried out or the
food is being sold directly from a vehicle, then it must
comply with the requirement under Council’s Mobile
Food Stalls and Temporary Food Premises Policy.

6 Advisory Information
6.1

Business Identification Signage

Business identification signage is the only form of signage permissible for home based
business activities.
The Codes SEPP details the requirements for business identification signage as exempt
development. You will not require development consent from Council if you meet the
exempt criteria.
If your signage proposal is not exempt, refer to Chapter G22: Advertising and Signage of
this DCP.
6.2

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application
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Council Policies
& Guidelines



Food Premises Policy



Mobile Food Stalls and Temporary Food Premises Policy

External Policies
& Guidelines



Food Safety Standards 2001



Food Regulation 2010



Australian New Zealand Food Standards Code (Food Safety Standards
3.1.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3)



Food Act 2003

Legislation
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to outline controls and guidelines for the development of
industrial land and/or activities.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to all land in the Shoalhaven or as specified under the various
controls.

3

Context

This Chapter outlines the provisions that must be addressed in a development application
for industrial development. This Chapter encourages economic growth and development
that satisfies the amenity of the industrial areas across the Shoalhaven and their
surrounds.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Foster economic growth and employment generation through the promotion of
industrial land that is well serviced or able to be well serviced.
Encourage innovative, well-designed, quality industrial development.
Protect the amenity and privacy of adjoining premises and occupiers.
Recognise the risk of natural hazard and ensure that development is designed and
located to minimise this risk.
Ensure there is adequate vehicular access and on-site manoeuvring for the scale of
the proposed development.

5

Controls

5.1

Site Suitability

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

The development is
compatible with the
character of the site.

A1.1

Cut and fill on the site does not exceed 1.0m.

A1.2

A site plan and site analysis plan is submitted with the
development application.

The site has sufficient area
and dimensions to
accommodate all areas
necessary for the proposed
industrial development.

A2.1

A site plan showing location and dimensions of
buildings, parking area, service vehicle areas, storage
and landscaping is submitted with the development
application.

P2
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P3

A3.1

Adequate drainage is designed and provided to
ensure stormwater is discharged to an approved
discharge point, easement or road drainage system.

A3.2

A drainage plan is submitted with the development
application.

5.2

Adjoining sites are not be
negatively impacted by the
proposed development and
drainage works.

Building Setbacks

General Controls
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P4

A4.1

A minimum front setback of 10m is provided.

A4.2

A minimum secondary setback of 5m is provided.

A4.3

The side and rear setbacks satisfy:

The building setbacks are
consistent with adjoining
development and enable:
 the efficient use of the
site;


vehicle manoeuvring
areas where vehicles
can enter and exit the
site in a forward
direction;



visible staff and visitor
parking;



an attractive
streetscape character;



the location of utility
services, storage and
drainage paths; and



Unimpeded
development of
adjacent sites.



The fire safety construction requirements of the
Building Code of Australia for the proposed
building, and



Site development requirements for drainage,
landscaping, vehicle access and manoeuvring.

Additional Area Specific Controls
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P5 The building setbacks are
satisfactory to Council in the
Flinders Industrial Estate,
South Nowra.

A5.1

Where a service road to Albatross Road applies, a
minimum front setback of 10m is provided.

A5.2

For all other sites, a minimum front setback of 15m
and minimum secondary setback of 10m is provided.

A5.3

Only landscaping and minimal car parking are
provided within the front/primary and secondary
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
setbacks.

P6

P7

The building setbacks are
satisfactory to Council in
the South Ulladulla
Industrial precinct.

A6.1

Sites west of the Princes Highway provide a minimum
front setback of 18m.

A6.2

Council may consider a reduced minimum front
setback of 12.5m if it can be demonstrated that the
mass and bulk of the main structure will be reduced
through the addition of a lightweight structure (eg,
showroom or office).

The building setbacks are
satisfactory to Council in
South Nowra (Bellevue
Street, Prosperity Street,
Jellicoe Street, Central
Avenue, Quinns Lane and
Browns Road, South
Nowra).

A7.1

The 10m front setback (the concessional zone) may
be encroached into if it can be demonstrated that the
development will not negatively impact on the
amenity or character of the area.

A7.2

The concessional zone has a minimum front setback
of 6m and an average minimum front building line of
8m.

A7.3

Buildings within the concessional zone do not reduce
the ability of service vehicles to manoeuvre onto,
around and out of the site.

A7.4

Buildings within the concessional zone are single
storey in height.

A7.5

The main use of the concessional zone is for
landscaping. Car parking and manoeuvring areas
are discouraged.
Figure 1 illustrates the concessional zone concept.
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Figure 1: The concessional zone

5.3

Building and Site Design

Performance Criteria
P8

Acceptable Solutions

The building has a height
A8.1
and bulk consistent with the
streetscape.
A8.2

The building complies with the height limits in the
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.

P9

Visual elements are
introduced to reduce the
bulk, height and scale of
the building.

A9.1

The elevation closest to the road includes additional
design relief or a lower scale building form.

P10

The front of the building
addresses the road
frontage.

A10.1 The main entry to the building is easily identifiable
from the street and directly accessible through the
front of the building.

If Shoalhaven LEP 2014 does not specify a height
limit, the building does not exceed 11m above the
natural ground level.

A10.2 Street numbering that is at least 300mm high and
easily visible for pedestrians and motorists in
identifying the premises is provided.
A10.3 Showroom display areas and other low scale building
elements are located at the front of the building and
face the road frontage.
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Performance Criteria
P11

Acceptable Solutions

The design incorporates the A11.1 The building surfaces, texture, colours or material
use of materials appropriate
arrangement are sympathetic to the emerging
to the emerging character
character of the area.
of the locality, with
A11.2 Building materials provide interest and variation to
innovation being
complement the streetscape.
encouraged.
A11.3 Building design does not include large unbroken
expanses of wall or building mass.
Note: The emerging character takes into account the
past developments and potential future developments
and redevelopments including the change in building
and material forms over time.

P12

The development
recognises and implements
energy and water
conservation principles.

A12.1 The industrial development is designed to reduce
reliance on energy consumption and water usage.

P13

The roof/wall design and
materials avoid glare
hazard to traffic users in the
adjacent road system.

A13.1 Roof and wall materials (especially uncoloured or
light-coloured metal cladding) do not cause excessive
glare to traffic using the adjacent roads.

P14

Car parking is located to
avoid conflict and promote
safety.

A14.1 Visitor and customer car parking is separated from
delivery and operational vehicle movements.

5.4

Provisions for Fences and Screen Walls

If the proposed fence is not exempt under State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt
and Complying Development Codes) 2008, then the controls below apply.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P15

A15.1 Fencing forward of the front building line is of an open
form and a maximum of 2.4m in height above the
natural ground level.

The development provides
fences and walls which:






are attractive and blend
with landscaping on the
premises;
consider location,
height, materials and
colours to provide
compatibility with and
compliment or enhance
the streetscape;
Do not impede the sight

A15.2 Fence materials do not conceal the area between the
road frontage and the building.
A15.3 Fences do not obstruct sight distances for traffic, the
entry and exit of vehicles or pedestrian safety.
A15.4 Gates that are on or close to the road frontage do not
open in the direction of the footpath and must be fixed
open within the site.
A15.5 Where a site has direct frontage to the Princes
Highway or other major road, gates are located away
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lines of vehicles using
the driveway.




from the front boundary to allow the largest vehicle to
normally use the premises to park onsite while the
gate is opened.

provide effective
screening of external
storage areas or
incompatible uses on
the site, and

A15.6 Solid fences or screen walls are located along the
side and rear site boundary (and around external
storage areas) as long as they are behind the front
building line.

Assist in highlighting
entrances and paths.

A15.7 Fence materials do not cause excessive glare to
traffic using the adjacent roads.
A15.8 The location of fencing does not interfere with utilities,
services, operational requirements or other sites.

5.5

Landscaping

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P16

A16.1 Landscaping is provided between the front boundary
and the building line.

Landscaping softens the
building/site when viewed
from public roads and
provides a landscaping
buffer where an industrial
area is adjacent to
residential areas.

A16.2 Defined landscaping beds are a minimum of 1m in
width not including kerbs or borders.
A16.3 Deep soil plantings, low maintenance planting and
low water use species are provided where
appropriate.
A16.4 Landscaping does not interfere with the sight lines
required for pedestrian and vehicles both internal and
external to the site.

6
6.1

Advisory Information
Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

External Policies
& Guidelines



Building Code of Australia (BCA)



Relevant Australian Standards

Legislation



State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying
Development Codes) 2008.
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to outline controls for car parking, access and servicing.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to all development in Shoalhaven.

3

Context

The provision of car parking, access to development and their servicing requirements are
all important to providing a balance between using vehicles and the impacts that they may
have on our urban form, people and fellow road users. This Chapter is therefore designed
to acknowledge the ongoing presence of the private car and other vehicles that are used
to operate development, and to ensure that the allowances made for these are consistent
with achieving this balance.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.

Ensure that adequate off street parking is provided in conjunction with development
throughout the City.

ii. Discourage the use of streets for parking vehicles associated with traffic generated
by new development.
iii. Ensure that car parking areas are functional and operate efficiently.
iv. Ensure that car parking areas visually attractive.
v. Ensure that car parking facilities are safe and meet the needs of users.
vi. Ensure that all vehicles enter and leave a site in forward direction and that the
manoeuvring of vehicles does not take place within the road reserve, but within the
subject site.
vii. To encourage developments, that through their operations, contribute to the vitality
and liveability within CBD areas.
viii. Address the principles of ecologically sustainable development.
ix. To ensure the traffic and road safety implications of development are adequately
assessed in accordance with current guidelines and standards.
x. To ensure that measures are put in place to offset any adverse traffic and road
safety impacts of development.
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5
5.1

Controls
Car Parking Schedule

The following table sets out car parking requirements for a range of specified uses (and
their equivalent uses under the Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
Traffic Statements and/or Traffic Studies (as required) must show consideration that the
parking objectives of this Chapter have been met and consider the variation in annual
demands for a range of likely vehicle types. In additional to light vehicle parking, this may
also require the provision for long vehicle parking, bus pick up/drop off, bus parking,
vehicle / trailer combinations etc, dependent on the development type and likely parking
demands generated. Acceptance of final parking layout will be at Council’s discretion.
The car parking rates in the following car parking schedule are a guide to typical minimum
requirements.
Note: A mixed use development will have a different assessment
ratio. In the case of mixed use, the relevant assessment ratio will be
applied according to the intended use. For example, a development
comprising retail at ground level and office space above will be
assessed at 1 space per 24m2 for the retail component and 1 space
2
per 40m for the office component.

LAND USE TYPE

STANDARD

RESIDENTIAL
Dwelling Houses
Dual Occupancy Development

2 spaces
A minimum of one on-site car parking space shall be
provided behind the building line for each dwelling having a
gross floor area of 125m2 or less, except where the dwelling
contains three bedrooms or rooms capable of use as a
bedroom, where two car spaces shall be provided behind
the building line.
A minimum of two on-site car parking spaces shall be
provided behind the building line for each dwelling having a
gross floor area exceeding 125m 2.
Where the lot is located in a cul-de-sac at least two on-site
car spaces shall be provided for each dwelling. At least one
on-site car space shall be provided behind the building line.
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LAND USE TYPE

STANDARD

Multi Dwelling Housing
Attached Dwellings
Integrated Housing
Residential Flat Buildings
Shop Top Housing
Boarding houses
Group Homes
Hostels

1 space per small dwelling (under 55m2)
1.5 spaces per medium dwelling (56-85m2)
2 spaces per dwelling of 86m2 or greater
The above parking rate includes visitor spaces.
At least one space per unit should be provided for the sole
benefit of each unit.
Any parking provided on site, exceeding the minimum
requirements above, should be provided as visitor spaces.
A 30% car parking space discount is to be applied to
development within a 200m radius of the Nowra CBD
(excluding Shop top housing). See Figure 1.
Shop top housing development within a 200m radius of the
Nowra CBD is to receive a 25% car parking space discount.
See Figure 1.

Seniors Housing

As per the requirements of State Environmental Planning
Policy (Housing for Seniors or People with a Disability) 2004.
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Figure 1: Nowra CBD 200m parking discount area
Note: If only part of a lot is identified as being within
the Nowra CBD 200m parking discount area as
shown in Figure 1, the discount will apply to the
whole of the lot.
If a development application is lodged over more
than one lot, but not all lots are included in the
discount area, the development application will be
assessed on its merits.
You should contact
Council’s Development Services group to discuss
your proposal.
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LAND USE TYPE

STANDARD

COMMERCIAL AND BUSINESS – OFFICE/RETAIL
Note: Where a shortfall of parking spaces has been identified, a
contribution per car parking space may be considered under the
Contribution Plan in lieu of providing the shortfall on the site.

Commercial premises (including
offices)

Within land zoned B3 Commercial Core at ground level or
where access to the development is from ground level above
an underground level of car parking 1 space per 24m2 gross
floor area. At 1st floor and above 1 space per 40m2 gross
floor area.
Elsewhere 1 space per 40m2 gross floor area.

Pubs and Registered Clubs

1 space per 5m² of licensed floor area, i.e. bar, lounge, beer
garden and games room.
1 space per 40m² gross floor area of office space.
Function rooms/restaurant or cafe - 1 space per 24m² gross
floor area within CBD areas or 1 space per 6.5m² gross
dining area outside CBD area.
Dance areas and other recreation areas will be considered
separately.
Note: Alternatively, car parking requirements may be determined
by Council following the completion and submission of a parking
impact and needs study by an independent suitably qualified
professional.
Comparisons must be drawn with other similar clubs/hotels in
similar locations. Depending on individual circumstances,
Council may accept some grassed overflow areas as overflow
parking.
Provision should be made for emergency vehicles
(doctors/ambulance) to gain ready access to the club.

Car tyre outlet

Whichever is greater:
3 spaces per 100m² or 3 spaces per work bay

Drive-in liquor store

1 space per employee
Internal roadway to be a minimum 2 lanes wide (6m) with
one way circulation. Vehicles must travel a minimum
distance of 30m before reaching the serving area.

Outdoor eating area

Additional parking is not required where the use is
associated with the approved adjacent business use.

Retail Shop
Supermarket
Designated storage area

1 space per 24m² of gross leaseable floor area.
1 space per 19m² of gross leaseable floor area.
1 space per 50m².

Bulky goods premises

1 space per 50m² gross floor area.
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Service station and convenience
store

1 space per 20m² gross floor area. Where a work bay is
proposed additional parking will be required at the vehicle
repair station rate of 5 spaces per work bay (as per vehicle
repair station). These figures do not include petrol bowser
area.

Stationary food vans/ vehicle

4 spaces.

Roadside stall

4 spaces.

Motor showroom/ Vehicle sales
premises

0.75 spaces per 100m² site area plus 5 spaces per work bay
(as per vehicle repair station) (for vehicle servicing facilities).

Home based business

2 spaces for residents.
1 for each non-resident person working on the site.
1 space for visitors/clients.
Note: If the dwelling forms part of a dual occupancy or attached
housing development, car parking for residents must be in
accordance with Council’s development consent for the
development. On-site parking in strata title or community title
developments is subject to the agreement of the body corporate
or neighbourhood association.

Sex services premises

2 spaces per employee.

Markets

Where a market is located outside 250m of a public car park,
2.5 spaces per stall. Spaces may be provided on an informal
basis but must be controlled by marshals and where
appropriate, sufficient markings both during and immediately
after the market to ensure traffic safety is maintained.

Restaurant; and small bar (not
exceeding 150m2) in CBD areas
utilising existing retail or office
developments.

Within the CBD 1 space per 24m² gross floor area.
Outside the CBD 1 space per 6.5m² of public dining area.

Reception Centres

1 space per 6.5m² of public dining area.
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Drive-in take-away food and
drink premises

Development with no on-site seating 12 spaces per 100m²
gross floor area.
Development with on-site seating and no drive through
facility:
 12 spaces per 100m² gross floor area plus 1 space per 5
seats (internal and external), or 1 space per 2 seats
(internal) whichever is the greater.
Development with on-site seating and drive through facilities
 1 space per 2 seats (internal) or
 1 space per 3 seats (internal and external)
 Plus queuing area of 10-24 cars within the drive through
as measured from the pick-up point.
Note: Local evidence suggests a longer queue length in
Shoalhaven (20-24 cars). Queue capacity on site should be
determined by an independent suitably qualified professional
who must draw comparisons with other similar developments in
similar locations and must take into account seasonal variations
in demand in Shoalhaven to ensure that these facilities do not
adversely impact the surrounding road network

INDUSTRIAL
Note: Where a shortfall of parking spaces has been identified, a
contribution per car parking space may be considered under the
Contribution Plan in lieu of providing the shortfall on the site.

General Industry – factory

1 space per 100m² gross floor area.

Warehouses or distribution
centre (used solely for the
storage of goods)

1 space per 300m² gross floor area.

Vehicle repair station

5 spaces per work bay. This may include the area available
within the work bays where vehicles are serviced.

Special industrial

1 space per 50m² gross floor area.

Road transport terminals/
Transport depot

Off-street parking for large vehicles to be on the basis of 1
space for each vehicle present at the time of peak usage on
the site.

Plant Nurseries

1 Space per 50m² of site display area with a minimum of 15
spaces. This does not include CBD areas when parking is
calculated on the standard retail rate.

Wrecking yard

1 space per 200m² site area. When largely contained within
a building, requirement is 1 space per 40m² gross floor area.

HEALTH & COMMUNITY SERVICES
Professional consulting rooms

3 spaces per practitioner or surgery room.
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Medical centre

1 space per 24m2 gross floor area.
4 spaces per doctor / practitioner.

Hospital (Private)

1 space per 3 beds
1 space for ambulance, or 2 ambulance spaces if greater
than 50 beds
1 space per Doctor
1 space per 2 staff (based on the peak number expected at
any one time)
Note: Alternatively, car parking requirements may be determined
by Council following the completion and submission of a parking
impact and needs study by an independent suitably qualified
professional. Comparisons must be drawn with other similar
hospitals in similar locations.

Hospital (Public)

1 space for ambulance, or 2 ambulance spaces if greater
than 50 beds
1 space per 2 staff (based on the peak number expected at
any one time)

Child care centre

1 space for every 3 children.
Consideration must be given to the safe ingress & egress as
well as manoeuvring of vehicles onsite.
Note: Council may consider a reduction in parking numbers
(absolute minimum will be 1 space for every 4 children) only
where a suitable pick up/drop off area is designed to promote
high turnover.

Entertainment Facility - Public
hall, theatre or, stadium

1 space per 10 seats or, if no fixed seating is provided, 1
space per 10m2 of gross floor area.
Notes:
 This parking provision will be acceptable subject to there
being sufficient overflow car parking being readily available
in an adjacent area or within reasonable walking distance at
the time of functions being held. If this can’t be satisfied the
parking rate will need to be increased to 1 space per 3 seats
minimum. A reduction to the minimum rate may be
considered where a suitable pick up/drop off area is
designed to promote high turnover and for satisfactory
catering for public transport.
 Alternatively, car parking requirements may be determined
by Council following the completion and submission of a
parking impact and needs study by an independent suitably
qualified professional. Comparisons must be drawn with
other similar developments in similar locations.
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Place of Public Worship Churches and Church Halls

1 space per 10 seats or, if no fixed seating is provided, 1
space per 10m2 of gross floor area of worship area.
In recognition of the shared nature of trips:
If a hall will be erected on the same site as an existing
Church, additional car parking is required for the excess
capacity of the proposed hall over and above the existing
church.
If a church and hall will be erected on the same site, car
parking is required for whichever building generates the
highest parking requirements.
Note: Alternatively, car parking requirements may be determined
by Council following the completion and submission of a parking
impact and needs study by an independent suitably qualified
professional. Comparisons must be drawn with other similar
churches/halls in similar locations. Council will give consideration
to the availability and proximity of existing off-street public car
parking. Depending on individual circumstances, Council may
accept some grassed areas as overflow parking.

Veterinary surgery

3 spaces per veterinary hospital.

Educational establishments

Schools – 1 space per employee plus 1 space per 10
students in year 12 (where applicable).
Tertiary institutions or adult education – 1 space per
employee plus 1 space per 3 students.
Other educational establishments – on merit of individual
case.

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
Squash and tennis court

3 spaces per court.

Bowling Alley

3 spaces per lane.

Bowling Green

30 spaces for the first green plus 15 spaces for each
additional green.

Gymnasium

1 space per 13m² gross leasable floor area.

Indoor Cricket/Netball/Soccer
Court

15 spaces per court.

Sporting field

60 spaces per playing field for regional complexes and 30
spaces per playing field for local playing fields.
Note: These figures are guidelines only and any development
application for such proposals should provide details addressing
the individual parking demands for a proposed sporting field
facility.
A traffic management plan is required that is to include car and
bus drop off / pick up area. An overflow parking area is also to
be included (this may be a grassed area).
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Sailing club

1 space per three members. 75% of parking spaces shall
make provision for the parking of trailers.

Rowing club

1 space per three members.

Swimming pool (indoor/outdoor)

On individual merit, following submission of study which
addresses parking requirements.

TOURIST FACILITIES
Caravan park

1 space per caravan site plus 1 space per 10 long term sites
and 1 space per 20 short term sites for visitors.

Marina/Public wharf

0.6 spaces per wet berth.
0.2 spaces per dry storage berth.
0.2 spaces per swing mooring.
0.5 spaces per marina employee.
Note: Applicants must provide for trailer parking at public jetties
associated with marinas and public wharfs.

Regional boat ramps

20 spaces per boat ramp including provisions for boat/trailer
combinations.

TOURIST AND VISITOR ACCOMMODATION
Bed and breakfast
accommodation

1 space per guest room.

Guesthouse

1 space per guest room plus 1 space per employee.

Holiday cabin

1 space per holiday cabin bedroom and 2 spaces per cabin
where there are two or more bedrooms, plus 1 space per
employee and/or manager.

Hotel/Motel Accommodation

1 space per room plus 1 space per employee and/or
manager.

Serviced apartment

1 space per accommodation unit comprising one of two
bedrooms and 1.5 spaces per accommodation unit
comprising three or more bedrooms plus 1 space for site
manager.
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Restaurant/Conference and
Reception Centres used in
conjunction with Tourist
Accommodation

As per Council's requirements for restaurant or
cafe/reception centres although consideration will be given
for off-setting car parking spaces where it is likely that
patrons of the tourist accommodation will use the restaurant
or cafe/conference/reception facility on the following basis  within urban areas - 25% reduction on parking
required for the restaurant or cafe
/conference/reception
 Outside urban areas - 50% reduction on parking
required for the restaurant or cafe.
Where a restaurant or cafe is used by patrons of the tourist
development only and is not open to the public the
assessment for the restaurant or cafe component will be on
the basis of the subtraction of the restaurant or cafe
requirement (as required for a restaurant or cafe under this
Chapter) from the general rate for the tourist establishment.

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
Commercial and Industrial

For car parks associated with the regular use by long and
heavy vehicles, an appropriate number of spaces are
required (e.g. regional shopping complexes, industrial
development, public car parks).

Other
Dog Breeding and Boarding
Establishments (Including
Catteries)

5.2

A minimum of 2 spaces are required.
In the case of boarding kennels, this should be increased to
3 spaces.
The spaces shall be constructed to at least an all-weather
gravel standard.

Traffic

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

A1.1

A traffic study is provided as required by the relevant
SEPP, or in accordance with RMS guidelines.

A1.2

A traffic statement is provided where the application
falls outside SEPP requirements, or where requested
by Council.

A1.1

A traffic study or statement is provided that has been
prepared in accordance with RMS and AUSTROADS
guidelines to the satisfaction of Council.

To ensure new
development:




can be
accommodated
without adverse
impact on the
surrounding road
network.
Does not jeopardise
the provision of future
network
requirements.
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5.3

Parking Layout and Dimensions

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P2

A2.1

Car parking spaces are provided on-site and are
readily accessible from the road frontage of the
development.

A2.2

Applications are to state whether the proposed parking
layout has been designed in accordance with Chapter
G21: Car Parking and Traffic or AS2890. Where
AS2890 is proposed, adequate justification is required.

A2.3

Parking spaces must be clearly marked with line
marking and signage (if restrictions are required to
regulate, or improve safety and/or efficiency) and must
be installed in accordance with relevant standards.
Where signs and lines are required on a public road or
road related area to make safe and efficient the
development, approval of the Shoalhaven Traffic
Committee must first be obtained.

To provide safe and
efficient circulation,
manoeuvring and parking
of vehicles.

Note: All signs, lines, and markings required under the consent
and/or to be amended to address new standards are be kept in
good condition for the life of the development to ensure the
efficient and safe operation of traffic and parking areas

P3

To minimise potential for
pedestrian conflict.

A3.1

Entrance to parking areas must not be accessed
through buildings or carports.

P4

To ensure that a vehicle
can enter and leave the
parking space in no more
than two manoeuvres.

A4.1

Parking spaces located adjacent to an obstruction shall
be of a larger dimension as indicated in Figure 2.

A4.2

Dead-end parking aisles longer than 15m are not
permitted, unless used in situations of low vehicle
turnover, such as employee parking and are to be sign
posted accordingly.

A4.3

The minimum car space and aisle dimensions are
shown in Figure 2. Where an applicant submits a
proposal for off street parking based on AS2890 and
can submit supporting justification, the proposal can be
assessed against that standard in lieu of the provisions
of this Chapter.

A4.4

Stack parking of vehicles in not supported by Council
unless part of a mixed use, commercial, managed
residential development or a mix of these uses with a
management plan in place.
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Note: Stack parking is where one car is permitted to park
directly behind another car. No more than two (2) cars are
permitted to park in a stacked arrangement, so that no
more than one vehicle has to move to allow egress of
another.
The parking spaces in a stack configuration should be
connected to a single unit or commercial shop or office.
Council will generally not support spaces that are
allocated to different uses within the development.
A car park management plan should detail how parking
will be managed to enable ingress and egress of vehicles
from the stacked parking spaces.

Figure 2: Parking Layout and Dimensions
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5.4

Access
Performance Criteria

P5.1

P5.2

Acceptable Solutions

To ensure that driveways
relate to:

A5.1

Development must be designed so that vehicles enter
and leave the premises in a forward direction.

i)

Type of land use

A5.2

ii)

Frontage road type

iii)

Size of parking
facility

Where more than one access point is proposed to a
site, the first driveway reached by traffic must be the
entrance.

A5.3

iv)

Type of vehicle
likely to enter the
development

Each site must minimise the number of ingress and
egress points to any street frontage.

A5.4

Vehicular access to parking areas will not be permitted
in close proximity to traffic signals, major intersections
or where sight distance is considered inadequate. Site
distance requirements must comply with Figure 3.2 in
AS2890.1.

A5.5

Driveways must be located a minimum of six (6)
metres from the corner of a building located on corner
lots. See Figure 3.

A5.6

Buildings must be designed to ensure that there is
adequate sight distance at intersections and
driveways. In some instances this may require the
provision of splay corners on buildings.

A5.7

A building splay will be required where a driveway
adjoins.

A5.8

Turning paths for vehicles will be based upon the
largest vehicles likely to utilise the premises.

A5.9

Driveways must be a minimum of 1m from the side
boundary.

To ensure that traffic
safety is preserved both
on-site and within the local
road network.

A5.10 Where car parking exceeds 50 spaces separate
provision must be made for ingress and egress.
A5.11 Treatments such as threshold treatment or the
provision of speed humps should be provided where a
driveway crosses a footpath to ensure the safety of
pedestrians.
A5.12 Prohibited driveway locations and driveway orientation
are indicated in Figure 3.
A5.13 Ramps must not extend across the footpath.
A5.14 When new principal arterial roads are provided, there
shall be no direct access for new allotments.
A5.15 Where direct access from allotments to arterial roads
currently exist, shared access will be required when
feasible.
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Figure 3: Access
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5.5

Manoeuvrability
Note: The minimum turning path for vehicles accepted by Council is
that adopted by Australian Standards, AUSTROADS, and NSW
Roads and Maritime Services. Where there is a conflict between
these guidelines and standards Council advice is to be sought. The
application is to state the design vehicle and provide justification for
selection of design vehicle

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P6

A6.1

To ensure adequate space
is provided for the
manoeuvring of vehicles,
particularly rigid and
articulated heavy vehicles.

The following minimum turning paths are achieved:

Residential development including medium density



Design Car Turning Path.
Design Turning Circle 12.9m diameter.

Commercial development




Less than 500m2 GFA:
o
Turning circle required to accommodate small
rigid truck.
Greater than 500m2 GFA:
o
Large Rigid Truck.
o
19.0m semi-trailer.

Industrial development




Less than 500m2 GFA
o
Turning circle required to accommodate small
rigid truck.
Greater than 500m2 GFA
o
Large Rigid Truck.
o
19.0m semi-trailer.

Other development



Design vehicle will be 19m Semi-Trailer for all service
stations.
If less than 500m2 but where sufficient evidence
exists to suggest that larger vehicles are likely to be
used by the development, the design vehicle should
be identified in the applicants traffic statement or
traffic study with justification provided.

Notes:




Heavy vehicle swept path analysis must be rounded up in
accordance with AUSTROADS. For example, if the vehicle
is a 11.4m rigid - use the 12.5m template, if the vehicle is a
17.2m semi - use the 19m semi template, etc.
For bus routes in all new sub-divisions and developments,
the applicant is to designate a practical bus route which
shall be minimum 9m in width and the design of the route
must satisfy swept paths for a 14.5m rigid bus with
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satisfactory turnaround provided for each stage of the
development.

Figure 4 provides some examples which can be used as a guideline for the design of
manoeuvring areas.

Figure 4: Guideline for the design of manoeuvring areas

5.6

Service Areas

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P7 To provide suitable areas for
safe and efficient
loading/unloading of goods.

A7.1

Service areas should operate independently of other
parking areas.

P8 To ensure all servicing
occurs on-site.

A8.1

All vehicles must enter and leave the site in a forward
direction.

A8.2

Internal roadways must be adequate in construction
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
and design for the largest vehicle anticipated to utilise
the site.
A8.3

Service docks are designed to cater for the largest
vehicle anticipated to use the premises.

A8.4

Service areas are designed to avoid the need for
service vehicles to reverse across the pedestrian
desire lines.

Figure 5 provides an example of an acceptable site layout for service areas.

Figure 5: Service Areas
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5.7

Landscape Design

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P9.1

To lessen the visual
impact of car park areas.

P9.2

Provide shade areas for
cars and pedestrians.

A9.1 The application must include detailed landscape plans
indicating dimensions, levels and drainage, existing
vegetation as well as location, type and character of
proposed plantings.

P9.3

Ensure that the
landscaping is an integral
part of the car park
design.

P10

To ensure that
landscaping does not
interfere with the proper
functioning of car park
areas.

Note: Refer to Chapter G3: Landscape Design Guidelines for
more information.

A10.1 Perimeter planting to screen the proposed car park is
to be defined in your landscape plan. The minimum
width of perimeter planting is 3m and 1m for
driveways.
Note: Council may consider a reduction in the minimum width of
perimeter planting around car parks on smaller sites from 3m to
1m where it can be justified by the applicant that the reduction in
landscaping will not create any adverse impacts on surrounding
development/amenity.

A10.2 Internal plantings of car parking areas are to be of a
nature to shade cars and soften the impact of hard
paved surfaces without obscuring visibility.
A10.3 Consideration should also be given to the types of
trees planted within car parks. Plants which have a
short life, tend to drop branches, gum or fruit or plants
which interfere with underground pipes are not suitable
for car parks.
A10.4 Car parks should be located to complement existing
streetscape qualities. Consideration should be given to
the streetscape qualities of the locality and the
possibility of locating a car park to the rear of a site, or
the provision of suitable landscaping to minimise any
visual intrusion.
A10.5 Consideration should be given to incorporating
stormwater control measures in the design of
landscaped areas, to control and reduce the level of
stormwater which enters Council's stormwater
drainage systems.
P11

To ensure tree plantings
and associated structures
are not in locations that

A11.1 Planting is to be designed appropriately so as not to
impact upon minimum sight distance requirements (at
access points, intersections, and around curves),
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

may be prejudicial to road
safety.

clearance requirements (horizontal and vertical), and
clear zone requirements.

Figures 6, 7 and 8 provide examples of acceptable site layout and design principles for
landscape works in car parks. Table 1 includes a list of plant species suitable for a car
park.

Figure 6: Landscape Design Principles for Car Parks
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Figure 7: Locating trees in your Car Park Landscape Design
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Figure 8: Suitable Plant Species for Car Parks
Table 1: Suitable Plant Species for Carparks

Trees

Shrubs

Alnus jorrulensis

Robina pseusoacacia

Abelia grandiflora

Eucalyptus scoparia

Sapium sebiferum

Acacia longifolia

Eucalyptus botryoides

Ulmus glabra

Banksia ericifolia

Eucalyptus pilularis

Ulmus parvifolia

Callistemon spp.

Franxinus x Raywoodii

Dodenea viscosa purpurea

Gleditsia tricanthos

Gardenia jasminoides

Jacaranda mimosifolia

Grevillea spp.

Lophostemon confertus

Murraya exotica

Platanus acerifolius

Photinia
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5.8

Drivers with a disability

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P12

A12.1 Where buildings and car parks are required to be
accessible, the development and design will comply
with the requirements of Part D3 of the Building Code
of Australia.

To ensure adequate
provision of car parking is
available for disabled
drivers

A12.2 Where access for the disabled is expected, a minimum
of one (1) space for the disabled is required and
thereafter one additional space per 100 spaces or part
thereof.
A12.3 For Class 6 and 9b buildings:
Up to 1000 car parking spaces - 1 space for every
50 car parking spaces or part thereof.
 For each additional 100 car parking spaces or part
thereof in excess of 1000 car parking spaces - 1
space.
A12.4 Spaces should have a minimum dimension of 3.6m
width and length of 5.5m (see Figure 9 below).


A12.5 Spaces should be located close to the entry of the
building to minimise travel distances and maximise
accessibility. Spaces should be located on ground
level.
A12.6 Car parking spaces for disabled people must comply
with AS2890.6.
A12.7 Parking spaces for the disabled are identified through
the use of signs, logos and colouring.
A12.8 Where total car parking spaces do not exceed five,
disabled car parking spaces do not need to be
restricted to only allow the space to be used by
disabled drivers.
Note: Access for the disabled must be designed and
constructed in accordance with the provisions of the
Building Code of Australia.
It is the responsibility of the applicant/owner to ensure
their development complies with relevant
antidiscrimination legislation, in particular the
Commonwealth Disability Discrimination Act 1992. This
Act covers disabilities not catered for in the minimum
standards called up in the Building Code of Australia.
You should consult Council’s Accessibility Guidelines
when designing your car park, particularly for the design
of ramps, pedestrian pathways and kerbs.
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Figure 9: Minimum space dimensions for disabled spaces (refer to AS2890.6 for further
specifications)

5.9

Construction Requirements
Note: Your development application must include details of
proposed construction work associated with the car park.
Detailed engineering plans must be submitted with your
Construction Certificate detailing the dimensions of the car
park, spaces, manoeuvring areas, access, levels and
drainage.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P13

A13.1 Rural development:
a.
All weather gravel standard with a
minimum compacted pavement thickness
of 200m with associated stormwater
drainage. The minimum pipe size in the
table drain, where required is 375mm
diameter.
A13.2 Retail/commercial development:
a.
Paving bricks for light vehicular loading,
or
b.
Light duty reinforced patterned or
coloured concrete, or
c.
Pavement to be designed for a traffic
loading of 2 x 104 ESA
d.
Standard hotmix (development involving
more than 6 spaces), or
e.
2 coat bitumen seal (less than 6 spaces).
f.
All of the above to include associated
stormwater drainage and to be designed
in accordance with the relevant Australian
Standards.
A13.3 Dual occupancy development:
a.
Formed driveways, parking spaces and
manoeuvring areas shall be provided to a
minimum all weather gravel standard.

To ensure the construction of
internal driveways, roads, car
parks and service areas are of
a suitable standard according
to land use type.

Note: In situations where gravel surfaces
are likely to create noise nuisance to
adjoining residents or the site is steeply
sloping, other finishes may be required.

b.

c.

Kerb and guttering:
 Concrete kerb and gutter is to be
provided to Council’s specification for
the full frontage of the development
together with a concrete layback and
footpath crossing.
 In the case of corner allotments, kerb
and gutter will be required on each
road frontage of the development.
You
should
contact
Council’s
Development Engineering Team for
details.
Footpath paving:
 Concrete footpath paving shall be
provided:
 where there is an approved
Pedestrian Access and Mobility
Plan (PAMP) or
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where required for pedestrian
safety.
A13.4 Medium density residential:
a.
Exposed aggregate, or
b.
Paving bricks for light vehicular loading,
or
c.
Coloured/patterned concrete.
d.
All with associated stormwater drainage
designed in accordance with the relevant
Australian Standards.


A13.5 Industrial:
a.
Heavy duty concrete, or
b.
Industrial hotmix AC10 with minimum
pavement thickness of 200mm subject to
pavement testing for a design load of 6 x
104 ESA.
c.
All with associated stormwater drainage
designed in accordance with the relevant
Australian Standards.
A13.6 Heritage precincts:
a.
Surfaces should be sympathetic to the
streetscape qualities of identified heritage
precincts and heritage items. Council
does not support the use of concrete as a
surface material in heritage areas.
b.
Council will approve the standard of
construction, including details of
compaction and drainage.
c.
The car park design must take into
consideration the means of defining the
car parking spaces and, where possible,
spaces slightly wider in dimension than
normally required under this acceptable
solution.
A13.7 Dog Breeding and Boarding Establishments

(Including Catteries)
a.

P14 To ensure the construction of
driveways are of a suitable
standard in road reserves or
classified main road

Car spaces shall be constructed to at
least an all-weather gravel standard.

A14.1 Ground level car parks:
a.

Compliance with requirements of the
Roads and Maritime Services.

b.

Driveways must be relatively level within
6m of the site boundary or any pedestrian
way - maximum grade of 1 in 20.

c.

Car parking bays must be suitably line
marked and pavement arrows must be
provided to clearly indicate direction of
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circulation.
d.

Wheel stops should be provided to protect
areas from vehicle encroachment,
particularly walls, landscaping and
pedestrian areas.

A14.2 To ensure that ground level car parks are
constructed to an acceptable standard, the
following steps must be taken –
a. Site investigation and soils testing of subgrade to ascertain minimum cover
requirements as detailed in the
development consent.
b. Submission of proposed pavement
material grading tests to be carried out by
an approved soil laboratory and results to
be approved by Council prior to
construction.
c. Compact approved pavement material to
depth
d. Approved in layers not exceeding 150mm
compacted, 225mm loose.
e. Field density tests of pavement area to
ensure adequate compaction to RTA
standard, ie. 100% standard proctor.
f.

Visual inspection of finished surface by
Council's Development Engineer prior to
bitumen sealing.

A14.3 Basement or multi-level car parks:
a. Minimum height between the floor surface
and the lowest overhead obstruction must
be 2.2m for all areas traversed by cars.
A14.4 Straight or circular ramps:
a. Barriers around upper level decks must
comply with Compliance with AS2890.1.
b. Maximum grades:





16.7% (down) for ramps shorter than
20m
14.3% (up) for ramps shorter than
20m
12.5% for ramps longer than 20m
10% (down) at building line for a
length of 6m min.
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5% (up) at building line for a length of
6m min.
 10% (down) at queuing areas
 5% (up) at queuing areas
 5% for ramped floor for 90 degree
angle parking
 4% for ramped floor for angle parking
less than 90 degrees
c. Transition:


4m in length at half the gradient at
both ends for ramps steeper than
12.5%
d. Width of ramps:


2.9m lane width for both one and twoway with straight approach
 3.6m lane width for one-way with
sharp turn approach
 4m lane width for two-way with sharp
turn approach
e. Height of kerbs: 0.15m.


A14.5 Circular ramps:
a. Maximum grade: 10%
b. Superelevation: 8.3%
c. Inside kerb radius: 4m
d. Outside kerb radius:
 7.6m (one-way ramp)
 11.2m (two-way ramp)
e. Inside lane width: 3.6m
f.

Outside land width: 3.6m

g. Inside kerb width: 0.3m
h. Outside kerb width:

i.
j.

 0.5m (one-way ramp)
 0.5m (two-way ramp)
Centre kerb width: optional, but 0.6m (twoway ramp) is desirable.
Height of kerb: 0.15m
Note: The number of revolutions of a single
circular ramp should be no greater than 6.
Traffic flow should be in a clockwise
direction on single lane ramps and on the
outside lane (used for upward circulation) of
double lane ramps.
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5.10 Design of Driveways
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P15 To ensure that driveways
are designed to reflect the
nature of development that
they serve

A15.1 Driveway design is consistent with:
a.

Table 2 (Driveways Types Based on Parking
Spaces); and

b.

Table 3 (Recommended Driveway
Dimensions).

A15.2 Driveway types 1 and 2 shall be constructed as single
driveway access points to minimise the number of
driveway conflicts on the network. Applications may
be considered for multiple driveways only where
sufficient justification can be provided to support the
application to Council’s satisfaction.

Table 2: Driveway Type Based on Parking Spaces

Road
Frontage

Less than 25 25-100

101-300

301-600

More than
600

Heavy
Vehicles

Major

1-2

2-3

3-4

4

5

7

Minor

1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4

6
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Table 3: Recommended Driveway types

Type Entry Width
(Metres)
W

Exit Width
(Metres)
W

Minimum
Separation of
Driveways
(Metres)

Splay at Kerbline Kerb Return
(Metres)
Turnout
S
Radius (Metres)
R

1

3-6

Combined

NA

0.5

-

2

6-9

Combined

NA

1

-

3

6

4-6

1-3

1

2-9

4

6-8

6-8

1-3

1

2-9

5

Direct feed from a controlled intersection via a dedicated public roadway

6

8-10

8-10

3

1

2-9

7

10-12

10-12

3

1

2-9
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5.11 Miscellaneous
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P16

A16.1 Vehicle entry and exit points to the site should be
clearly marked with pavement arrows and signage.

To ensure efficient
operation and safety of
parking areas through
appropriate signage.

A16.2 The location and availability of parking and loading
facilities should be clearly indicated by the use of
signs.
A16.3 Desired traffic movement should be indicated through
the use of arrows painted on the pavement, preferably
in a highly visible colour such as white or yellow.

P17

To ensure effective and
safe use of speed humps
within car parking areas.

A17.1 Speed humps in car parks should comply with
AS2890.1 - 1993.

P18

To ensure the safety of
persons using, and
security of vehicles
parked within car park
areas through provision of
lighting where
appropriate.

A18.1 Lighting must be incorporated into your car park areas
where required. Lighting may be wall mounted, free
standing poles or bollard lights. In some instances, all
three forms of lighting may be incorporated to provide
effective illumination and should comply with AS1158.1
– 1997.

P19

To encourage the use of
bicycles.

A19.1 New developments, particularly educational
establishments, recreational facilities, shops and civic
buildings should provide appropriate bicycle
parking/storage facilities in accordance with current
AUSTROADS Guidelines and or Australian Standards.
A19.2 The design and installation of bicycle parking facilities
should also comply with AS2890.3 Parking Facilities Part 3: Bicycle Parking Facilities (1993).
A19.3 Larger developments should provide showers and
associated amenities to encourage and cater for
bicycle use.
Note: At Councils discretion parking rates can be discounted
where adequate provision has been provided for pedestrian /
bicycle users including appropriate end user facilities (bike racks,
adequate lockers, showers and amenities and appropriate path
connections to surrounding network, etc). Each application will be
considered on merit but in general discounting will be limited to a
maximum of 2%.

P20

To cater for pedestrian
access and accessibility.

A20.1 Ensure pedestrians and cyclists can safely access the
development and that passing pedestrians and cyclists
safety is not compromised by the development.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
A20.2 Ensure the development considers Council's
Pedestrian Access and Mobility Plan (PAMP) and Bike
Plan Strategies including provision of logical and
practical extensions of the existing and proposed
PAMP pathway network to provide safe and efficient
connections between the development and the
surrounding community.

5.12

Contributions

Council may accept a cash contribution in lieu of provision of on-site car parking, where a
development is able to be levied in accordance with Shoalhaven Contributions Plan 2010.
5.13

On-Site Car Parking for Patrons/ Clients

All on-site car parking spaces must be available in accordance with the development
consent for use by patrons/clients of the development at all times during operating hours
and clearly signposted. If car parking spaces are required for the exclusive use of an
owner or operator, then such spaces must be provided over and above those required by
any development consent.
5.14

Loss of On-Street Car Parking – Major Developments/ Redevelopments

Where major development/ redevelopment is proposed that has frontage to two or more
streets, Council will take into account the loss of on-street car parking spaces arising from
the construction of access, bus embayments and car parking restrictions, where these are
directly related to the development proposal and will require these to be replaced on site.
5.15

Parking Credits

A parking credit may be available where it is proposed to develop a site, which is already
occupied by an existing development. However, a parking credit is not available in
situations where the parking needs of the existing development have been met on-site,
whether or not the parking has been provided in a formal or informal manner.
Furthermore, if it is intended to change the use of an existing building and the new use
requires more parking than the old use, a parking credit is available for the original use,
even though floor space may not change.
5.16

Shared or Co-Use of On-Site Car Parking Facilities

Council will take into consideration the shared or co-use of on-site car parking facilities
following the completion and submission of a parking impact and needs study by an
independent suitably qualified professional. Comparisons must be drawn with other
similar developments in similar locations where appropriate.
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When assessing mixed use developments, Council will only support the discounting of car
parking requirements where the mixed use development occurs within the one
development (not related to other developments) and only where appropriate justification
is provided with consideration of peak parking requirements of the whole development.
Any discounting that may be allowable for multi-purpose trips within a mixed use
development will have a maximum discount of 25%. Despite this, all developments will be
assumed to have nil discounting applicable, except where a technical assessment has
been undertaken to justify any proposed discounting. Acceptance of any discounting
proposed will be at Council discretion with intent of achieving the objectives of the
Chapter.
For certain uses such as restaurants/ conference and reception centres, Council has
adopted specific co-use factors. Refer to Section 5.1 for more detail.
5.17

Nowra CBD – Development Incentive

For a two (2) year period, commencing on 22 October 2014, a temporary 50% discount will
be applied to future land uses (assessed via Development Application) in the Nowra CBD
(see Figure 10) that clearly provides one or more of the following land use outcomes:




Primarily operates outside of core CBD Business hours;
Involves public meeting places that facilitate events, non-gambling entertainment or
improves the public domain/ safety for the general public (place making);
Encourage use and attract public/ group (i.e. bus) transport.
Note: An application must be submitted and under
assessment within this period to be considered for
this development incentive. Any section 96
modification submitted during this time will only be
considered for the incentive where the proposed
modification will have a direct impact upon parking.
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Figure 10: Nowra CBD area for applying 50% development incentive

5.18

Rounding off Car Parking

In calculating the total parking requirement for a development proposal, you may arrive at
a fractional answer, i.e. 5.4 spaces. In such a case, it is necessary to “round up” any
requirement of 0.5 and greater and “round down” any requirement below 0.5 to the nearest
whole. For example, 5.4 will equal 5, where 5.5 or 5.6 will equal 6. The “rounding off” of
fractions will not apply however in the calculation of development contributions.
5.19

Works in Kind

The provision of car parking spaces in the road reserve may be considered in lieu of onsite provision subject to the following criteria:
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5.20

The value of the work undertaken must be equal to the equivalent development
contribution if such a contribution could be or were levied;
There must, in Council’s opinion, be a tangible public benefit to be gained from the
provision of formalised car parking in the road reserve;
There must be a significant net increase in spaces after the loss of on-street car
spaces has been taken into consideration;
Pedestrian and traffic safety must not be compromised;
There is sufficient width within the road reserve to accommodate car parking
without any detrimental impact on the road reserve and its functions;
There must be solid justification why parking requirements cannot be met on-site.
Conservation Incentives

If a development proposal involves the retention and enhancement of an item of
environmental heritage, as identified in Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014,
Council may consider a request to reduce the parking normally required by this Code, if it
is felt that this parking would reduce the significance of the building.
5.21

Motor Cycle Parking

Approximately 5% of all vehicle registrations in Shoalhaven are motor cycles and
approximately 1% of the total workforce travels by motorcycle. Motorcycles also take up
less space than cars and are more economical and generate fewer emissions.
To cater for motorcycles and as an incentive to include motor cycle parking spaces,
redundant areas within car parks should be considered for motorbike parking and a
maximum of 2% of total car parking provision can be provided as motorcycle parking.
5.22

Nose in Parking

Where angled parking is provided throughout the city it shall be “nose in” parking. This is
to mitigate the adverse impacts of vehicle fumes on alfresco dining areas, but also to
significantly improve driveability for the ageing population.

6
6.1

Advisory Information
Development Application Documents

Development applications must be accompanied with plans that show the arrangements
made for parking, where vehicles will enter and leave the site, and how vehicles will move
about the site.
6.1.1 Survey and Design Works
When survey and design works are undertaken for a development proposal, the survey
should include the whole existing road and associated services and features (not just the
frontage side of a development). Adjacent driveways are to be included, and where traffic
facilities are currently present or to be provided, then sufficient survey/design is to be
undertaken to allow Council to properly assess a proposal and its traffic impacts.
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6.1.2 Construction Traffic Management Plans
The
traffic management
plans
shall
address
construction
car
parking
requirements, loading / unloading, heavy vehicle routes, requirements for construction or
work zones, pedestrian and cyclist safety, traffic control planning for each of the various
phases of construction and/or vehicle movements associated with construction, speed
zone restrictions, etc.
6.1.3 Traffic Studies
Where required, Traffic Impact Statements and/or Traffic Impact Studies must be prepared
in accordance with RMS guidelines, and address minimum RMS, Australian Standards,
and AUSTROADS requirements.
Consultation should be undertaken in the first instance with Council (and RMS where
relevant) in relation to the extent of the studies required and specific issues to be
addressed. Given the nature of seasonally variable traffic and parking demands in the
Shoalhaven, consistent with RMS guidelines and AUSTROADS, any surveys and
assessments undertaken should be seasonally adjusted to recognised annual benchmarks
for the purpose of the traffic analysis. In particular, annual average weekday conditions,
80-120th highest hour conditions, and for the purposes of parking analysis 85%ile peak
parking demands must be considered.
Any traffic study must address the cumulative impacts of development and refer to the
RMS's 10% rule in the RMS Guide to Traffic Generating Developments. That is, where an
individual stage of development comprises greater than 10% of the entire development,
the entire development application (master plan) must be assessed in addition to each
stage within the traffic impact study. This is primarily to ensure appropriate staged
conditions which are complimentary to the ultimate development proposal.
6.2

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Notes: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application.
You should contact Council’s Traffic Unit to identify if
any town centre specific traffic and parking studies
and strategies would apply to your application.
You should check the DCP Matrix for a guide to
other Generic DCP Chapters that may be relevant to
your application.
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External Policies
& Guidelines

Legislation



Accessibility Guidelines



Contribution Plan



Pedestrian Access and Mobility Plan



Bike Plan



Building Code of Australia



Australian Standards



AUSTROADS Guide to Traffic Management



AUSTROADS Guide to Traffic Engineering Practice



NSW Roads and Maritime Service Guide to Traffic Generating
Developments



State Environmental Planning Policy (Housing for Seniors or People with
a Disability) 2004.



Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (Cth)
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to outline controls and guidelines relating to advertising
signs and structures.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to land where signage is permissible with development consent.

3

Context

Advertising signage is necessary for the operation of many businesses and commercial
activities. Signage is important to enable customers to recognise and find businesses and
is a powerful tool in marketing and brand recognition. However signage can also have
negative consequences when inappropriately sized, located or constructed. Controlling
signage in a balanced way will help to ensure both business requirements and positive
amenity outcomes.
Signs in Shoalhaven should effectively advertise a place of business or give directions
and/or information. They should be architecturally attractive and contribute to the retention
and enhancement of both Shoalhaven’s overall unspoilt natural character and the
uniqueness of its individual towns and villages. They should cover both urban and rural
situations, including recreational, community and streets signage.
The range and role of signage in Shoalhaven is outlined below.
Note: ‘Advertisement’ and ‘advertising structure’ are defined by the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.
For the purposes of this Chapter:




A free-standing sign means any sign not attached to a
building or structure and includes any three-dimensional
replica, object or shape.
Parapet means a low wall projecting from the edge of a
platform, terrace, or roof.
Sign face area means the area bounded by the framework
of a manufactured panel, hoarding or illuminated sign case
and is calculated by the sign face height and sign face
width.

Other specific types of signs are explained in the notes in this
Chapter.

3.1

General Identification and Advertising Signage

Strategically, advertising signage is most appropriate in the business, industrial, private
recreation and working waterway zones which is reflected in the Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
Building and business identification signs are permissible with development consent (or as
exempt development) in the majority of zones.
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Building or business identification signs in rural and environment protection zones are
appropriate for properties with businesses fronting roads and highways or providing
directional signs for tourists (Figures 1 and 2).

Figure 1: Acceptable Business Identification Signage
in a rural area

3.2

Figure 2: Acceptable directional sign for tourists in a
rural or environmental area

Public Information Signs

Informational, directional, reserve names, regulatory (street and road signs) and bus
shelters are types of public information signs. These signs reflect Shoalhaven’s image and
relate to the setting in which it is to be placed.
3.3

Supplementary Tourist and Directional Signage

Council has adopted a system of supplementary signage to ensure the positive promotion
of tourism and ensure tourist, community and other information is available to the travelling
public.
The supplementary system of signage provides for a hierarchy of signage in four
categories. Each category of signage should reflect Shoalhaven’s image by way of
unifying design elements.
a. Signs which reflect the image of Shoalhaven together with the individual character
of its towns and villages - Located on the city boundaries or turn-off on the highway
to major coastal villages
b. Signs which provide information to the travelling public - Located at the entrance to
the built up area of a town and incorporating:
 tourist information/accommodation
 business and commercial information
 community information including events and activities within town centres
c. Signs located in town and village retail centres which provide local information
about those towns and villages and including:
 shopping centre and tourist maps
 community information
 shopping information
d. Signs which relate to localities Brooman, Meroo Meadow, Numbaa, Pyree etc.
These signs would simple describe the name of the locality.
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3.4

Local Tourist Business Directory Boards

A distinctive shaped directional board is displayed at strategic intersections and key
access roads. This signage displays the Shoalhaven tourist logo and advises of
accommodation, attractions and the distances to them.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.

Provide opportunities for business to advertise effectively in a manner that does not
detract from the character of the area.

ii.

Recognise the legitimate need for clear business identification and promotion
through advertising signs.

iii.

Minimise visual clutter caused by the proliferation of signs and encourage the
rationalisation of existing and proposed signage.

iv.

Ensure equity and consistency in the control of commercial advertising signs in
Shoalhaven.

v.

Encourage advertising signs that:

5
5.1



are well designed and consistent with this Chapter;



satisfy the principles of ecologically sustainable development;



are compatible with the scale and character of the host premises;



are durable and flexible in design and construction;



will ensure, as far as possible, equal viewing rights for all advertisements and
potential advertisements;



are safe and properly constructed and will not interfere with the operation or
effectiveness of traffic control signs and signals; and



Do not detract from the architectural character and heritage significance of
heritage items or buildings, heritage conservation areas or pastoral landscapes.

Controls
Design Guidelines

You should consider these design guidelines when planning and locating all signage.
5.1.1 Matters for consideration
 Consider the design of the building (Figure 3).
 Aim for fewer signs that display easy to read information.
 Street signs in shopping areas are not easily discernible.
 The prominent display of street numbers can reduce the need for advertising
signs.
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Signage reflecting the Shoalhaven image should incorporate sandstone.
Carefully considering sign proposals above awning level can protect valuable
streetscapes.
Pay particular attention to the impact of painted wall signs and corporate
colours.
Internally illuminated or animated signs are generally inappropriate for a
heritage item or building or heritage conservation area.
Projecting signs are only necessary if businesses rely on the passing trade of
road travellers.
Note: A projecting sign is any sign attached to and projecting at right
angles from a wall.







Signs should not adversely affect the amenity of adjoining residential (or other)
land uses. In general, physical buffers resulting from topography, road
configuration, tree or shrub planting or isolation from a residential area by a
road, railway or park will help to limit the effect of advertisements on the local
business area. Where there is a direct interface, signs should not be located on
walls facing residences (Figure 4).
Signs should either:
o reinforce the architectural design of the building or its streetscape; or
o Contribute to a new image for the building and its streetscape.
To achieve either of the above strategies, advertising signs should:
o Maintain a decorative skyline profile to a parapet, or comprise a new
architecturally appropriate profile to a parapet sign.
o Relate in location and dimensions to the design of the building on which
they are placed.
o Be placed in locations similar to adjacent buildings to create a visual
theme and easy to read signage.
o Not project above parapet lines or obscure views of land forms,
vegetation or buildings which contribute to local environmental character.
o Improve visual interest by modifying monotonous parapet lines using
decorative, and possibly, thematic sign silhouettes.
o Be used as false parapets on shops without parapets where neighbouring
shops have parapets.
o Be limited in number to promote visibility and reduce crowding and
clutter.
o Larger traditional signs that are no longer acceptable should be lowered.
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Figure 3: Considering building design

Figure 4: Protecting Residential Amenity

5.1.2 Shape
Signage can be designed into a wide range of shapes to produce a unique design. When
designing your sign, check with your neighbour as the most original sign can lose its ‘zing’
if a similar treatment is displayed only a few metres away. See Figure 5 below for
alternatives to a traditional square or rectangular sign.

Figure 5: Alternatives to a traditional square or rectangle sign
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5.1.3 Determining suitable sign locations for buildings
These steps will help guide you in identifying appropriate locations (or opportunities) for
signage that fits the form of the building façade.
STEP 1: Identify sign opportunities. The scale of advertising signs should be compatible
with the buildings on which they are erected, as well as with nearby buildings, street widths
and other existing signs. In most cases, appropriate dimensions are achieved by
restricting signs to grid locations and panels. This ensures the original architectural
character (set by the lines of awnings, window and door openings, parapet lines and
setbacks) remains dominant.
The façade should be subdivided using the main design lines to form a series of panels.
Traditional building designs can be broken into a grid based on the alignments of the
parapet, cornice, verandah, window and door. See Figure 6 for an example of this
procedure.

Figure 6: Establishing the façade grid

STEP 2: Identify possible sign panels. The rectangles of the grid may be used separately
or joined together to form horizontal or vertical panels (Figure 7). On buildings with
decorative façades, signs should not be placed over the decorative forms or mouldings.
Instead, they should appear on the undecorated wall surfaces.

Figure 7: Opportunities for Signage – Horizontal or Vertical Panels

STEP 3: Apply this technique to a series of buildings. This shows the possible panels for
the streetscape and provides the basis for developing patterns and themes. Figure 8
shows how the technique of good sign placement can produce a uniform and clean series
of sign possibilities. This example also shows that sign panels do not have to consist of
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straight lines or be contained in a perimeter margin. Despite this, you should consider
these elements if you are looking at introducing architectural formality or continuity with the
surrounding area that is presently lacking in the building.
Signs should complement and appear as an integral part of the building.

Figure 8: Developing Patterns and Themes

5.1.4 Appropriate sign opportunities
Signs in smaller centres should aim to attract pedestrians and car occupants (both local
and visiting). To provide information to pedestrians, you could use:



suspended under-verandah signs, ground floor window signs on the adjacent
footpath; or
Awning face/fascia signs, parapet signs, first floor wall face signs on the
opposite footpath.
Note: Awning face/fascia sign is any sign painted on or attached to
the front face of an awning that does




not project above or below the fascia or return end of the
awning to which it is attached
not extend more than 300 mm from the fascia or return end
of the awning
Not extend or project beyond a point 600 mm within the
vertical projection of the kerb line.

To provide information to road users, you could use:




projecting above awning parapet level signs;
awning face/fascia signs; or
Suspended under-verandah signs.

Above awning signs can significantly affect the local streetscape and as a result,
opportunities are limited.
Note: An above awning sign is any sign located on top of an awning
or verhadah where no part of the sign projects above the roof,
parapet or ridge-line, or beyond the awning edge.

5.1.5 Safety
Advertising signs and their supporting structures should not:


be hazardous to passers-by;
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obscure a driver's or pedestrian's view of road vehicles, rail vehicles, pedestrians or
features of the road, railway or footpath such as junctions, bends, changes in width
(Figure 9);
be so highly illuminated that they cause discomfort to, or inhibit the vision of
approaching drivers or pedestrians; or
Be liable to interpretation as an official traffic sign or be confused with instructions
given by traffic signals/other devices or impair the conspicuous nature of traffic
signals or signs.

Figure 9: Example of a sign that obscures a view of the road

5.1.6 Design, construction and maintenance
Not only should a sign be simple, clear and efficient but it should inspire confidence in the
business or product advertised. As a result, your building façade should not be visually
spoiled by the method of providing electrical services to a sign (Figure 10).
Maintenance of signs should be as easy as possible. It should also be remembered that,
when changing sign panels, it is economical to reuse existing mountings, service
installations and framing. This consideration may affect proposed sign locations and may
cause standard sign dimensions (as accepted in the outdoor advertising industry) to be
chosen.
Signs should also be located to discourage vandalism and avoid impact from footpath
maintenance vehicles.
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Figure 10: Example of exposed electrical services to a sign

5.1.7 Design guidelines for heritage buildings
Historically, signs were placed to allow the architectural details of buildings to remain
prominent. Where possible, you should locate your signs in the same fashion.
Figure 11 identifies the following opportunities for sign location on heritage buildings:


a solid parapet above a cornice;



the horizontal panel below a cornice;



verandah fascias ground or upper floor;



spandrel panels below windows;



ground or first floor windows; and



On side upper storey walls.

Figure 11: Opportunities for sign location on heritage buildings
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You should design your sign to avoid placement on or over cast iron verandah freeze work
or balustrades. Signage should be above an historic parapet or roof line.
Modern standardised trademark advertising is not usually appropriate on heritage
buildings unless the presentation is modified. Placing the modern sign in a panel with a
perimeter margin can do this (Figure 12). The surrounding wall surface should be painted
in sympathetic heritage colours where appropriate.
The number of signs should be restricted as follows:


up to three sign locations on a building with a verandah;



two on a building without a verandah;



one hanging under awning sign;



Painted window signage can be considered on merit.
Note: An under awning sign is a sign suspended from underneath
an awning or verandah.

In relation to a heritage building:


permanent signs on shop windows should not cover more than 25% of each
window area between the window-sill and door head;



the verandah fascia sign should have a maximum height of 175mm with
lettering a maximum height of 150mm;



fluorescent and iridescent paints are inappropriate;



if illumination is required, the sign should be illuminated by external
floodlighting;



The placement of any advertisement should not detract from the design form of
a heritage precinct.

Figure 12: Appropriate signage on a heritage building
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5.1.8 Total sign face area
Note: If your proposal includes any additional or special signage,
Council will consider the total sign face area when compared to the
width of the street frontage of the building or site. In doing so,
flexibility can be retained by owners and tenants to determine their
own priorities for signage and types of signage. This also creates an
equitable situation where, the most important signage will be given
the opportunity to carry its message without being jeopardised by
adjoining signs on the site.

When calculating your total permitted sign face area, you should include the sign face area
of all lawful existing and exempt signs on the property. This calculation includes all
advertising signs whether or not a sign is directly related to the business being conducted
on the land.
Total sign face area is expressed mathematically as follows:
T = (a + b + c) – d
n
Where:
T

=

Total sign face area permitted per property

a

=

Maximum sign face area of proposed on-building signs

b

=

Maximum sign face area of proposed free-standing signs

c

=

Maximum sign face area of proposed signs on structures

d

=

All lawful existing signs and exempt signs on the property

n

=

1, 2 or 3 according to the different types of signs proposed to be erected on
the property, e.g on-building, freestanding or on-structures
Note:Traffic, security and safety signs do not contribute to the total
sign face area permitted on a property.
An existing sign means any sign that was lawfully displayed on a
building or site as at the date of adoption of this DCP, or any sign
approved by Council at that date, but not yet displayed or erected.

5.1.9 Free-standing signs on multi-frontage properties
Where a property has two or more separate street frontages, each frontage will be
assessed as a separate property. This means that for each frontage, the maximum sign
face area, maximum height and number of permitted signs will be calculated according to
the length of the frontage upon which they would be erected.
Properties having a secondary frontage to the beach or a public reserve, for example, are
not considered to be double frontage properties. Generally, Council will not encourage or
approve advertising signs fronting beaches and public reserves.
5.1.10 Double-sided signs
A double sided sign is assessed as one sign for the purpose of calculating sign face area.
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Note: A double-sided sign is two signs, back to back, on a single
structure, where both sides of the sign are identical in sign face
area, dimensions and content.

A V-shaped sign will be assessed as two (2) signs.

Figure 13: Pylon sign

Figure 14: V-shaped sign

Note: A pylon sign is any freestanding elevated sign supported by
one or more columns, pylons or poles where the display area may
include separate removable and replaceable slats, panels or other
components.

5.1.11 Multi-tenanted sites
Special provision has been made for multi-tenanted sites in commercial and industrial
zones. Where a multi-tenanted site has been strata subdivided, the total sign face area
calculations will be based upon the area and dimensions of the parent property.
5.1.12 Battle-axe properties
Special provision has been made for battle-axe properties. You should address the
following when designing your signage:


Only one free-standing sign should be erected per property and it must be
located on the property boundary.



The separation distance from the nearest adjacent free-standing sign shall be
equal to the width of the proposed sign. For example, if your proposed sign is
4m in width, it must be located 4m from the nearest adjacent free-standing sign.



To calculate the maximum sign face area for free-standing signs, the maximum
width of the property shall be taken to be the road frontage.



You are to satisfy the performance criteria for free-standing signs.
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5.2

Signs within a public road reserve or on a footpath

Notwithstanding any other provision or standard contained within this Chapter, you must
design any sign suspended over a public road to:

5.3



have a minimum clearance of 2.6m above ground/footpath level;



be at least 600mm from the kerb/roadway edge; and



Not project more than 1.2m over any property boundary adjoining a public road.

Discouraged signs

Applications for the following types of signs and promotional devices are discouraged by
Council:


Any moving, reflective or floodlit signs that may adversely affect traffic safety or
neighbourhood amenity including trailer mounted variable message boards;



Free-standing billboards, bulletin boards and the like;



Corporate sponsorship or branding (where an entire building is painted in
corporate colours or corporate logos);



Bunting or bandit signs;



Signs on top of awnings;



Signs on or above a roof unless:
o The sign is integral to the architectural features of the building; or
o The sign has a suitable backdrop.



Signs greater than or erected at a height greater than 10m above natural
ground level;



Signs within navigable waters that are prohibited under SEPP 64;



Motor vehicle signs that are not exempt;



Advertising signs in schools (except for signs for school related activities such
as fetes, plays, etc);



Signs fronting beaches and public reserves; and



Portable signs within road reserves.
Note: A moving sign is any sign either illuminated or non-illuminated
including rotating, trivision, carousel, animated, computer controlled,
moving display or message signs with a single or variable message.
A billboard or bulletin board may be on-building, free-standing,
painted or comprise two or more poster panels.
Bunting includes decorative flags, pennants and streamers.
A bandit sign is any sign displayed on or attached to a tree, post,
utility pole, vehicle or structure located within or near any water, road
or rail transportation corridor and includes fly posters.
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Applications for some signs, however, may be considered on their merits provided Council
is satisfied that the proposed sign is appropriate in the circumstances. For example, such
a sign might include a painted roof sign on a heritage building.

Figure 15: Discouraged Signs

5.4

Sign content

Industry standards for sign content is governed by the Code of Ethics administered by the
Advertising Standards Bureau. Although this Chapter does not provide controls for sign
content, Council may take into consideration sign content in the assessment of your
application.
5.5

General Controls

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

All Business and Industrial Zones
P1

To ensure advertising
signs/structures:



are associated with a lawful use
of the land; and



relates to the land, or to the
premises situated on that land;
or



identifies a person residing or
carrying on an occupation or
business on the land or
premises; and/or



gives particulars of the goods
or services dealt with or
provided on the land or

On-Building Signs
A1.1

For corner lots, maximum sign face area is to
be calculated by taking the average building
width when measured parallel to both the
front property boundary and secondary street
frontages.

A1.2

Maximum sign face area of any one (1) sign is
not to exceed 8m2. e.g. A building width of
10m will permit 15m2 of sign face area on the
building.

A1.3

Maximum sign face area should not exceed
1.5m2 of sign face area per metre of
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

premises;



is a directional sign for an
approved tourist facility in the
Shoalhaven; or



Is an advertisement for a
business located in the
Shoalhaven.



relate well to and integrates
with existing built and
vegetated forms



do not dominate the
streetscape or skyline



do not adversely affect traffic
safety



do not restrict sight distances at
entrance/exit to any property



do not obstruct sightlines to
signs on adjoining property



do not detract from the heritage
significance of the building or
place



do not project over windows or
architectural features of a
building



are consistent with the design
guidelines outlined in this
Chapter



are treated on the rear view of
single-sided signs to blend with
the surrounding streetscape or
field of view




reduce visual clutter



have a design relationship
between multiple signs



have a design relationship to
each other individual signs in
the case of a free-standing
directory sign





maximum building width which is measured
parallel to the front property boundary.
Free-Standing Signs
A1.4

Maximum sign face area should not exceed
0.35m2 of sign face area per linear metre of
road frontage.

A1.5

Maximum sign face area of any one (1) sign is
not to exceed 8m2. e.g. A 20m frontage will
permit 7m2 of sign face area for a freestanding sign.

A1.6

Maximum height should not exceed:
Frontage - 40 m or under
Single sign
Two or more signs
Frontage - 40-99 m*
Single sign
Two or more signs
Frontage - 100 m or more
Single sign
Two or more signs

7m
5m
7-10 m
5-7m
10m
7m

Minimum separation distance between freestanding signs is calculated by adding
together the height of the proposed sign and
the nearest adjacent sign as follows:

achieve equity between
property owners/occupiers

Height of proposed sign + height of adjacent
sign = separation distance required. e.g. The
separation distance required between two
free-standing signs (6m and 3m each) would
be 9m.
A1.7

Minimum side boundary setback is 3m.

are capable of accommodating
the signs of other tenants in
respect of any free-standing
sign on a multi-tenanted site

Signs on Structures
A1.8

Maximum sign face area should equal 1% of
floor area or site area occupied.

Affixed to structures are wholly

A1.9

Maximum sign face area of any one (1) sign is
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

contained within the
dimensions of the structure.

not to exceed 8m2 e.g. a floor area of 200m2
will permit 2m2 of sign face area. A site area
of 800m2 will permit 8m2 of sign face area.

All Business and Industrial Zones – Multiple Tenancies
P2

To ensure advertising
signs/structures allow for multiple
tenancies within a single building or
development.

A2.1

Maximum sign face area should be calculated
as follows:

a = maximum sign face area of on-building
signs
b = maximum sign face area of free standing
signs
c = maximum sign face area of signs on
structures
n = 1, 2 or 3 according to the different types of
signs on the property, e.g. on-building,
freestanding and on-structures
d = all lawful existing and exempt signs
E.g. A site area of 800m2, a building width of
10m and a frontage of 20m, three different
types of signs (15m2, 7m2, 8m2) and two
tenancies occupying 40% and 60% of the
floor space respectively. There are 10m2 of
existing signs:
((15 + 7 + 8)  3) -10 = 20
One tenant is entitled to 8m2 and the second
tenant is entitled to 12m2.
Maximum sign face area of any one (1) sign
does not exceed 8m2.
Note: Existing sign means any sign that was
lawfully displayed on a building or site as at the
date of adoption of this DCP, or any sign
approved by Council at that date, but not yet
displayed or erected.

All Residential, Special Purposes and Recreation Zones
P3

To ensure advertising
signs/structures:



are associated with a lawful use
of the land; and



specify the purpose(s) for which

On-Building Signs
A3.1

Maximum sign face area should not exceed
0.35m2 of sign face area per metre of
maximum building width which is measured
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Performance Criteria
the land or premises is or are
used; and/or



identify a person residing or
carrying on an occupation or
business on the land or
premises; and/or



describe an occupation or
business on the land or
premises; and/or



identify a person residing or
carrying on an occupation or
business on the land or
premises; and/or

Acceptable Solutions
parallel to the front property boundary.
A3.2

For corner lots, the shortest street frontage is
the front property boundary.

A3.3

Maximum sign face area of any one (1) sign is
not to exceed 4m2 e.g. A building width of 10
metres will permit 3.5m2 of sign face area on
the building.

Free-Standing Signs
A3.4

Maximum sign face area should not exceed
0.1m2 of sign face area per linear metre of
road frontage.

A3.5

Maximum sign face area of any one (1) sign is
not to exceed 4m2. e.g. A 20m frontage will
permit 2m2 of sign face area for a freestanding sign

A3.6

Maximum height should not exceed 3.5m.

A3.7

do not dominate the
streetscape or skyline

Where sites have a frontage of 40m or less,
only one (1) sign is permissible.



A3.8

do not adversely affect traffic
safety

Where sites have a frontage greater than
40m, two (2) signs are permissible.



do not restrict sight distances at
entrance/exit to any property

A3.9

Minimum side boundary setback is 3m.



do not obstruct sightlines to
signs on adjoining property



do not detract from the heritage
significance of the building or
place



are in scale with the
development on the land



do not adversely affect the
amenity or character of the
area



give particulars of the goods or
services dealt with or provided
on the land or premises





are consistent with the Design
Guidelines outlined in this
Chapter



are treated to blend with the
surrounding streetscape or field
of view with respect to the rear
view of single-sided signs

Signs on Structures
A3.10 Maximum sign face area should equal 1% of
floor area or site area occupied.
A3.11 Maximum sign face area of any one (1) sign is
not to exceed 4m2 e.g. a floor area of 200m2
will permit 2m2 of sign face area for a sign on
a structure. A site area of 400m2 will permit
4m2 of sign face area.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

All Rural and Environmental Protection Zones
P4

P5

To ensure on-building advertising
signs:



are associated with a lawful use
of the land; and



specify the purpose(s) for which
the land or premises is or are
used; and/or



are in scale with the
development on the land



do not adversely affect the
amenity or character of the
area



do not detract from the heritage
significance of the building or
place



are consistent with the design
guidelines outlined in this
Chapter

To ensure free-standing advertising
signs and signs on structures:



are associated with a lawful use
of the land; and



specify the purpose(s) for which
the land or premises is or are
used; and/or



are in scale with the
development on the land



do not adversely affect the
amenity or character of the
area



do not detract from the heritage
significance of the building or
place



are consistent with the design
guidelines outlined in this
Chapter



do not dominate the
streetscape or skyline



do not adversely affect traffic
safety



do not restrict sight distances at
entrance/exit to any property



do not obstruct sightlines to

A4.1

Maximum sign face area should not exceed
0.35m2 of sign face area per metre of
maximum building width which is measured
parallel to the front property boundary.

A4.2

For corner lots, maximum sign face area is to
be calculated by taking the average building
width when measured parallel to both the
front property boundary and secondary street
frontages.

A4.3

Maximum sign face area of any one (1) sign is
not to exceed 6m2. e.g. A building width of
10m will permit 3.5m2 of sign face area on the
building.

Free-Standing Signs
A5.1

Maximum sign face area should not exceed
0.1m2 of sign face area per 10 linear metres
of road frontage.

A5.2

Maximum sign face area of any one (1) sign is
not to exceed 6m2.e.g. A 200m frontage will
permit 2m2 of sign face area for a freestanding sign.

A5.3

The maximum height should not exceed 5m.

A5.4

For sites with a frontage of 200m or less, only
one (1) sign is permissible.

A5.5

For sites with a frontage greater than 200m,
two (2) signs are permissible.

A5.6

Minimum front boundary setback is 1m.

A5.7

Minimum side boundary setback is 3m.

Signs on Structures
A5.8

There are no acceptable solutions for signs
on structures in rural and environmental
protection zones. Any application for a sign
that is not exempt will be considered on its
merits.
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Acceptable Solutions

signs on adjoining property



Directional Signs for a Tourist Facility

do not adversely impact on
landscape quality

A5.9



Are not illuminated or
illumination will not conflict with
other relevant performance
criteria.



are treated to blend with the
surrounding streetscape or field
of view with respect to the rear
view of single-sided signs



are directional signs for a
tourist facility located in the
Shoalhaven

Where a tourist facility is located on land that
does not have frontage to a public road, the
sign(s) will be located on private property
adjoining or adjacent to the tourist facility.

A5.10 Sign(s) will have a maximum sign face area of
0.6m2.
A5.11 Approval of the sign will not result in more
than two (2) such directional signs.

Public Footpaths (includes all land within the public road reserve)
P6

To ensure that A-Board signs are
designed so that:



A6.1

The footpath is to have an effective width of
not less than 3.6 m measured from the front
boundary of the building to the top of the kerb.

A6.2

A safe pedestrian thoroughfare is to be
maintained of not less than 2.4m for highly
trafficked footpaths and 2m for low to
moderately trafficked footpaths.

A6.3

A minimum distance of 600mm from any kerb
is to be kept clear for vehicular movements
and associated passengers.

A6.4

access to other properties
and/or services, including
underground services is not
impeded and other adjoining
footpath uses are considered

If there is insufficient footpath width to allow
for such a sign, then no sign shall be
permitted.

A6.5

are consistent with the design
guidelines outlined in this
Chapter

One (1) ‘A’ Board sign can be erected per
shop or commercial premises. The DA
reference number and approval date is to be
prominently displayed on the approved sign.

A6.6

Any sign face area is not to exceed 1m2 per
side and 750m in width.

A6.7

Any sign is to be secured to prevent danger to
pedestrians and traffic outside the site in high
wind situations and at night.

A6.8

The applicant is to obtain an approval under
the Roads Act 1993 for the occupation of the
road reserve/footpath.

A6.9

A footpath plan is to be provided that clearly
shows the location of the sign. Once your

pedestrian traffic and safety is
not compromised and the sign
is located and designed to
inform the pedestrian rather
than the passing motorist



A safe pedestrian thoroughfare
is maintained.



access for the disabled and
visually impaired has been
considered and maintained or
improved






design and colour complements
the character of areas of
heritage significance (e,g.
Kangaroo Valley, Berry, Milton,
conservation areas)



there is an interesting theme
that adds to the vitality and
character of the streetscape



construction is professional and
free of sharp protrusions
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Performance Criteria

P7



it is portable and, therefore,
displayed only during trading
hours



it does not detract from the
heritage significance of the
building or place



it will be located immediately
adjacent to the relevant
premises



other sign options have been
examined and the proposed
sign is the most appropriate to
convey the message

To ensure other free standing signs
are designed to:



be associated with a lawful use
of the adjoining or adjacent
land



specify the purpose(s) for which
the adjoining or adjacent land
or premises is or are used



are consistent with the design
guidelines outlined in this
Chapter



be in scale with the
development on the adjoining
or adjacent land



not adversely affect the amenity
or character of the area



not detract from the heritage
significance of any building or
place



not adversely affect traffic or
pedestrian safety



not emulate traffic advisory
signs



not restrict sight distances at
entrance/exit to any property



not obstruct sightlines to signs
on adjoining property



not dominate the streetscape or
skyline



ensure the rear view of singlesided signs is treated to blend
with the surrounding

Acceptable Solutions
sign is approved, you should mark the
location on the footpath and display your sign
accordingly.

A7.1

There are no acceptable solutions for free
standing signs on public footpaths other than
A-Board signs. Any application for a freestanding sign on a public footpath, other than
an A-Board, will be assessed on its merits.
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Acceptable Solutions

streetscape or field of view



ensure the sign content is
associated with a community
event or fund raising activity for
a charitable or sporting purpose



sign is for the sale of real estate
and is adjacent to the property
being offered for sale

Other Signs
P8

Other temporary advertising signs:



are consistent with the design
guidelines outlined in this
Chapter



are in scale with the
development on the land



do not adversely affect the
amenity or character of the
area



do not detract from the heritage
significance of the building or
place



do not adversely affect traffic
safety



do not restrict sight distances at
entrance/exit to any property



do not obstruct sightlines to
signs on adjoining property



do not dominate the
streetscape or skyline



the rear view of single-sided
signs is treated to blend with
the surrounding streetscape or
field of view

A8.1

There are no acceptable solutions for
temporary signs that are not exempt. Each
application will be considered on its merits.
Note: Temporary sign means an advertisement
for short term promotional purposes that:


announces any local event of a religious,
educational, cultural, social or recreational
character or relates to any matter in
connection with such an event; and



the event is organised by a charitable
organisation, sporting association or public
authority; and



Does not include advertising of a
commercial nature (except for the name(s)
of an event’s sponsor(s)).
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P9

A9.1

5.6

To ensure other real estate signs:



Are consistent with the
Performance Criteria for P1, P3
and P4 for on-building signs as
applicable.



do not adversely affect traffic
safety



do not restrict sight distances at
entrance/exit to any property



do not obstruct sightlines to
signs on adjoining property



do not dominate the
streetscape or skyline

There are no acceptable solutions for real
estate signs that are not exempt
development. Any application for a sign that
is not exempt will be considered on its merits.

Signage at Ulladulla Harbour in the W3 Working Waterways zone

There are no acceptable solutions for signage at Ulladulla Harbour in the W3 Working Waterways
zone. Each application will be considered on its merits. You will need to consider State
Environmental Planning Policy No 64 - Advertising and Signage.

5.7

Tourist Business Advance Direction Signs on Private Land

Council may consent to a tourist business advance directional sign that is located on private land
(whether owned or not by the tourist business) if you can satisfy the following provisions:


The sign is to be located on rural or environmental protection zoned land.



The structure is to be free standing, located at least 5m setback from the road and be in a
location that does not obstruct sight distances for traffic.



The structure is to be a maximum height of 3m above the ground and the sign a maximum
size of 1.8m x 1.2m.



The sign content is limited to the name of the business or description of the business and
the distance for turning to a road leading to the tourist business.



The background colouring of the sign to be in one of the following themes;
o

Winery – plum to dark red;

o

Accommodation – mid to dark blue;

o

Adventure activity – mid to dark green; or

o

Other – dark orange.



The sign structure and sign is to be kept in good repair and the wording legible.



The structure and/or sign is to be removed when the business ceases to operate.



There is to be a maximum of two signs for a tourist business under this category.



The sign shall be separated by a minimum distance of 50m from any other advertising sign.

You will need to obtain development consent from Council.
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6

Advisory Information
Note: A development application and approval
application are required and will be assessed
concurrently by Council. Council will determine the
development application before approval
requirements are completed. Applications must be
made on an
“Application for Development Consent - Consent for
Commercial Use of a Public Footpath within a Public
Road” form”.

6.1

Do you require consent from Council?

Before preparing a development application, you should first review the provisions of the
Codes SEPP. Under the Codes SEPP, a range of exempt advertising signs are listed that
do not require development consent from Council.
Chapter 3: Exempt Development provides for a range of exempt advertising signs and
structures. As long as your proposal meets the exemption criteria, you will not require
development consent from Council.
If your proposal is not exempt under the Code SEPP or this Chapter of the DCP, you will
need to obtain development consent from Council. You should address State
Environmental Planning Policy No 64 - Advertising and Signage in your development
application, especially the assessment criteria in Schedule 1.
6.2

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Interim Policy for Public Information Signs

External Policies
& Guidelines



Code of Ethics administered by the Advertising Standards Bureau



Endeavour Energy policies and guidelines with respect to clearances
between any advertising structure and/or flag from overhead power lines



Roads and Maritime Service (RMS) Guidelines



State Environmental Planning Policy No 64 - Advertising and Signage,
particularly Schedule 1 – Assessment Criteria



Roads Act 1993

Legislation
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to outline controls and guidelines for the placement of
jetties, wharf or boating facilities, moorings, mooring pens and boat launching ramps.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to all land in Shoalhaven where jetties, wharf or boating facilities,
moorings, mooring pens and boat launching ramps are permitted with development
consent.
Note: If your proposal is within the boundaries of the Jervis
Bay Marine Park, your proposal must address the Marine
Park Acts 1997 and will be referred to the Jervis Bay
Marine Park Authority.

3

Context

This Chapter outlines the controls that must be addressed in a development application for
jetties, wharf or boating facilities, moorings, mooring pens and boat launching ramps. This
Chapter encourages the appropriate location of these land uses so that valuable
waterfront reserve/public land is retained. This will provide access to the water for the
general public and maintain the visual amenity of foreshore areas.
Note: A private waterway structure located off a Crown
reserve for public recreation will only be supported where
the holder of the structure tenure is Council, or the structure
is for community use and has the support of Council. A
waterway structure and/or wet area located in a public
waterway, whether off private land or not, requires a Crown
tenure to cover its occupation of the Crown waterway.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Retain areas of public foreshore and adjoining water and maintain them so as to
highlight their natural character and primary purpose.
Extend public foreshore access to the fullest extent.
Ensure that development has regard for and is sympathetic towards the existing
character of adjoining land when viewed from the waterway.
Promote an equitable use of the waterway amongst adjoining landowners through
the minimisation of encroachments by individual waterfront structures in front of
adjoining waterfront properties.
Encourage innovative design and the use of shared structures where appropriate,
to minimise the extent of individual residential waterfront development.
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vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

x.
xi.

5
5.1

Minimise fragmentation and alienation of shallow inshore areas, particularly those
that adjoin public foreshore recreation reserves and/or which afford or have
potential for public foreshore access or which are important estuarine habitats.
Ensure that development has regard for and does not adversely affect important
estuarine flora including seagrasses, mangroves and saltmarshes or fauna habitats
and fishing grounds which may be in proximity to the proposed development.
Ensure that development does not encroach onto navigation channels or adversely
affect the use of ferries or other service vessels.
Ensure that structures or their usage do not obstruct water circulation or cause
rubbish accumulation in a manner which is likely to adversely affect water quality,
cause weed accumulation or exacerbate sediment accretion, or erosion, particularly
to adjoining waterfront land.
Encourage the retention and preservation of identified heritage items and
conservation areas.
Maintain the principle of public access to the waterways, minimise private waterway
obstruction and minimise exclusive use of intertidal and underwater land.

Controls
Jetties

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

A1.1

The jetty will not adversely impact on the public use
of the public land.

A1.2

The jetty is for a community or communal use, or is
the result of an approved commercial purpose where
water access is essential.

Private jetties, where
located off public land, are
sited to limit impact on
public use of the public land
and are minimised.

Note: Council favours the phasing out of existing jetties
which would be replaced with communal jetties.

P2

Private jetties, where
located off absolute
waterfront private land, are
sited to minimise impact on
the waterway and adjoining
lands.

A2.1

The jetty is located at least:



12 metres from any other jetty.
15 metres from any public road.

A2.2

The overall length of the end of a "T" or "L" shaped
jetty has a maximum length of 4 metres.

A2.3

There are no buildings or structures erected on the
jetty, including fences and shelters.

A2.4

There are no obstructions or fencing erected that
restricts public access where public access along the
frontage below high water mark is available.
Note: Figure 1 depicts acceptable solutions A1.1, A1.2
and A2.1 – A2.5.
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5.2

Wharf and boating facilities

There are no performance criteria or acceptable solutions for private wharf or boating
facilities. Development applications for wharf or boating facilities will be considered on their
merits.
5.3

Moorings and Mooring Pens

Apart from moorings at Riviera Keys at Sussex Inlet (section 5.5 below), there are no
performance criteria or acceptable solutions for moorings and mooring pens. Development
applications for moorings and mooring pens will be considered on their merits.
5.4

Boat Launching Ramps

Apart from boat launching ramps at Panorama Waters Estate at Basin View (section 5.5
below); there are no performance criteria or acceptable solutions for boat launching ramps.
Development applications for boat launching ramps will be considered on their merits.

Figure 1: Controls for private jetties off public and private land
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5.5
5.5.1

Area Specific Controls
Fixed Jetties and Moorings – ‘Riviera Keys’ at Sussex Inlet

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P3

A3.1

Fixed jetties and/or
moorings in the drainage
reserve of the ‘Riviera
Keys’ canal subdivision at
Sussex Inlet must be sited
to minimise impact on
adjoining lands, amenity
and the canal.

The jetty and/ or mooring is located on a lot with:



A3.2

A frontage of at least 12 metres to the canal.
An existing or approved dwelling.

Each lots contains a maximum of:



1 jetty and 1 mooring or
2 moorings.

A3.3

The jetty is designed in accordance with Figure 2.

A3.4

The maximum length of the jetty is 8 metres from the
revetment wall.

A3.5

The "T" or "L" end of a jetty is to a maximum length of
4 metres.

A3.6

The distance between a jetty and an adjacent jetty is
to be at least 12 metres, measured between the end
of the "T" or "L".

A3.7

The “T” or “L” end is no closer than 3 metres from a
radial extension of the side boundary of the property.

A3.8

Any moored boat is able to be wholly contained in
front of the property being served and be moored
parallel to the canal.

A3.9

There are no buildings or structures erected on the
jetty, including fences and shelters.

A3.10 There are no obstructions on the jetty within 2 metres
of the revetment wall (safety handrails may be
permitted).
A3.11 Any steps deemed necessary are placed at either
side of the jetty adjacent to the revetment wall.
A3.12 A maximum of (2) two mooring piles is proposed per
lot ((1) one if there is an existing or proposed fixed
jetty).
A3.13 Piles are proposed at a distance of 9 metres from the
revetment wall so the moored boat is kept parallel to
the canal.
A3.14 Piles are located wholly in front of the property
served.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P4

A4.1

Boat sheds are sited to
minimise impact on the
waterway and adjoining
lands.

Boat sheds are wholly located on private property and
have a minimum 5 metre setback to the site boundary
adjacent to the canal.

Figure 2: Required design of jetties
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Note: An appropriate standard two year licence agreement will be
drawn up by Council's Solicitors, with an annual licence fee being
fixed by Council in its Fees and Charges. The agreement is to state
that:




Construction and maintenance costs are to be at the
expense of the owner of the adjacent lot;
Council is not to be legally liable for any accidents that may
occur due to the presence of the jetty or mooring piles; and
The maintenance arrangements with the subdivider in
relation to the access canal.

Before the construction of any jetty or mooring adjacent to any lot, a
construction certificate application with proposed construction detail
and siting must be submitted to Council and approved. In submitting
a construction certificate application, you should refer to Consent No
SF3350 (approval date of 12 January 1979), in Part 4 of the
application form.

5.5.2

Jetties and Boat Launching Ramps – ‘Panorama Waters Estate’ at Basin View

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P5

A5.1

The jetty and/ or boat launching ramp is located on a
lot with an existing or approved dwelling.

A5.2

The maximum length of any jetty is 8 metres from the
rear boundary of the property.

A5.3

The "T" or "L" end of a jetty is to a maximum length of
4 metres.

A5.4

The distance between a jetty and an adjacent jetty is
to be at least 12 metres, measured between the end
of the "T" or "L".

A5.5

The “T” or “L” end is no closer than 3 metres from a
radial extension of the side boundary of the property.

A5.6

Any moored boat is able to be wholly contained in
front of the property being served and be moored
parallel to the canal.

A5.7

There are no buildings or structures erected on the
jetty, including fences and shelters.

A5.8

There are no obstructions on the jetty within 2 metres
of the revetment wall (safety handrails may be
permitted).

A5.9

Any steps deemed necessary are placed at either
side of the jetty adjacent to the revetment wall.

Timber jetties and/or
concrete boat launching
ramps in the ‘Panorama
Waters Estate’ at Basin
View must be sited to
minimise impact on
adjoining lands, amenity
and the waterway.

A5.10 The proposed timber jetty and/ or concrete boat
launching ramp extends from the rear boundary of
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
one of Lots 1 -10.
A5.11 A licence has been obtained for the proposed timber
jetty and/ or concrete boat launching ramp, in
accordance with Council’s Deed of Agreement.

5.5.3

Temporary and Portable Jetties – ‘Riviera Keys’ and ‘Panorama Waters Estate’

You will not need development consent if your proposal is for a portable jetty (e.g.
Traveldock) for use within Council’s waterways of Riviera Keys and Panorama Waters
Estate, as long as you meet the following exempt criteria:





The maximum length of the portable jetty is 8m (measured from the high water
mark and extending into the waterway);
A separation of 12m is maintained from an existing fixed jetty or mooring pile;
The location of the portable jetty is temporary for a maximum period of seven (7)
days; and
The portable jetty is removed from the waterway between uses.

Where a portable jetty is used for a period less than 7 days a separate license agreement
is not required from Council.

6
6.1

Advisory Information
Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Nil.

External Policies
& Guidelines



Nil.

Legislation



State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007.



Fisheries Management Act 1994
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to outline controls and guidelines about the location, design
and operation of restricted premises and sex services premises.

Application

2

This Chapter applies to all land where restricted premises and/or sex services premises
are permitted with development consent.

3

Context

Restricted and sex services premises are permissible land uses that require strict
guidelines as to their location, design and operation. This Chapter seeks to ensure that
these legitimate land uses can be undertaken within the context of their setting and
sensitivities of their operations.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

5

Acknowledge that restricted premises and sex services premises have a place
within a commercial and retail environment.
Ensure that the external appearance of the premises remains in character with the
streetscape or area.
Encourage quality design that improves the streetscape.
Safeguard the amenity of the current and future surrounding land uses and
development and, in particular, immediately adjoining and adjacent property
owners.
Ensure the siting of restricted premises and sex services premises reduces the
potential for impact on sensitive land uses.
Reduce potential conflicts associated with the location, operation and needs of sex
services premises.

Controls
5.1

Restricted Premises

Performance Criteria
P1

Acceptable Solutions

To provide an adequate A1.1
buffer between a restricted
premises and sensitive land
uses.

Restricted premises are not located within 100m
(walking distance) of:


A residential zone; or



Land reserved or used as a place of public
worship or a school; or



Community facilities or recreation facilities
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
regularly frequented by children; or


A1.2

P2

To ensure the restricted
premises building, including
its entry, is appropriately
designed and located.

Any building, facility, shop or agency that is
predominantly orientated towards the
provision of children’s services, whether or not
that service is provided by government,
charity, church or commercial interests.

Restricted premises are not to be located adjacent to
a pedestrian thoroughfare that is used by children or
young people in accessing:


A residential zone; or



Land reserved or used for a place of public
worship or a school; or



Community facilities or recreation facilities or
moving between those facilities; or



Any building, facility, shop or agency that is
predominantly orientated towards the
provision of children’s services, whether or not
that service is provided by government,
charity, church or commercial interests.

A2.1

The premises must not share the same building as a
residential accommodation unless a separate
entrance is provided.

A2.2

There must be no more than one visible entrance to
the restricted premises.

A2.3

The premises must be located on a well-lit public
street and not be accessed from a laneway or alley.

A3.1

Operation of the premises must not occur before
9.00am or after 9.00pm or on Sundays or Public
Holidays.

P3

To ensure hours of
operation are appropriate
for the nature of the activity
and locality.

P4

To
ensure
business A4.1
identification
signs
are A4.2
appropriate for the nature of
the activity.

Signs must be for identification purposes only.
Signs are not to:


Feature flashing or moving components; or



Announce the availability of sexually explicit
products; or



Contain advertising relating to sexually explicit
products; or



Contain evocative graphics.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
Note: Refer to Chapter 22: Advertising Signs and
Structures of this DCP for more information on business
identification signs.

5.2

Sex Services Premises

5.2.1 Location
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P5

A5.1

Sex services premises must not locate closer than
200m to sensitive land uses (churches, schools,
transport nodes, residential dwellings) or areas of
high pedestrian movement.

A5.2

The application must identify the location of known
sex services premises within a 1km radius of the
proposed site.

A5.3

Council will assess and consider the cumulative
impact of sex service premises as part of the
assessment process.

To avoid to a concentration
of sex services premises.

Note: Clause 7.24 of the Shoalhaven LEP 2014
provides direction for the location of sex services
premises.

5.2.2 General
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P6

To ensure sex services
premises do not negatively
impact the amenity of the
surrounding
neighbourhood.

A7.1

The application must demonstrate that it will not
generate significant levels of noise that may disturb
the existing neighbourhood amenity.

A7.2

Any form of window or street soliciting in association
with the sex services premises is not permissible.

P7

To ensure suitable access
and waiting areas are
provided.

A7.1

Adequate reception and/or waiting areas must be
provided to prevent clients loitering outside the
premises.

P8

To ensure that the sex
services premises comply
with relevant health
standards.

A8.1

The sex services premises must operate in
accordance with the "Health and Safety Guidelines
for Brothels in NSW" prepared by NSW Health and
WorkCover NSW.
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Notes: General
The undertaking of sex services as a home occupation (sex
services) is prohibited in all zones across the Shoalhaven.
Development consents
Development consents granted for sex services premises may be
initially limited to a period of twelve months. At the completion of
this trial period, you must apply to Council to extend the
development consent. Council may re-evaluate your proposal and
consider:




Compliance with the conditions of the development
consent;
Any complaints received regarding the approved
operations; and
Hours of operation and whether hours of operation should
be further restricted.

A condition of consent will nominate the specified operator of the
sex services premises. Should the operator change, you must
notify Council before work commencing.
If the number of sex workers, hours of operation, or signage are
proposed to be changed, a new development application may be
required.
Closure of premises
Under section 17 of the Restricted Premises Act 1943, Council can
make an application to the Land and Environment Court for a site to
not be used as a sex services premises.
This section operates in addition to the existing powers of Council
to serve notice upon premises operating without development
consent, or outside existing conditions of development consent.
It is Council’s approach to consider taking action under this
legislation only where evidence is submitted to Council’s
satisfaction that the premises is causing sufficient disturbance to
the neighbourhood to warrant action.

5.2.3 Signage
Acceptable Solutions
P9

To ensure an appropriately
low level of signage
associated with sex
services premises

A9.1

Business identification signs are the only form of
signage permissible for sex services premises.

A9.2

Whether your sign is exempt or requires development
consent, it can only include your:


Business name;



Address; and



Logo (if considered appropriate in nature)

Note: Refer to Chapter G21 ‘Advertising Signs and
Signage’ of this DCP for more information on signage.

A9.3

Your sign must not display:
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Words or images that indicate the nature of
the business; or



Any sexually explicit, lewd or otherwise
offensive material in relation to the activity.

Note: Any contravention is an offence under section 18
of the Summary Offences Act 1988.
Note: The SEPP (Exempt and Complying Development Codes)
details the requirements for business identification signs as exempt
development. You will not require development consent from
Council for your sign if you meet the exempt criteria. If you do not
meet the exempt criteria, you will require development consent from
Council.

6
6.1

Advisory Information
Development application documents

A development application for the proposed use must address the following matters in
detail:
Restricted premises




Details of proposed use

Sex Services Premises


Details of proposed use

o

Details of the nature of articles
proposed to be offered for sale.

o

Details of the operation of the
premises.

o

Hours of operation.

o

Number of employees.

o

Signage - Size, illumination, number
and form.

o

Hours of operation.

Details of the site
o
o

Location plan (showing compliance
with P14 Buffer Distances).
Floor plan showing area to be
occupied for restricted sales and
identifying all other activities, if
restricted area is limited to part of
the premises.

o

Entrances to and exits from the site.

o

Details of existing and proposed
outside lighting (including street
lighting).



Details of the site
o

Location plan (showing the location
of any sensitive land uses).

o

Floor plan showing:

o

The area to be occupied for the sex
services premises;

o

The number and location of sanitary
facilities including toilets, showers
and hand basins.

o

All other activities undertaken on the
premises if the brothel is limited to
only part of the premises.

o

Entrances to and exits from the site.
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6.2

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines



nil

External Policies
& Guidelines



Health and Safety Guidelines for Brothels in NSW prepared by NSW
Health and WorkCover NSW



Relevant Australian Standards



Local Government Act 1993



Liquor Act 2007 and Liquor Regulation 2008



Summary Offences Act 1988

Legislation
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to set out guidelines for the development and operation of
stationary food vans/vehicles on existing (operating) service station sites.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to all existing (operating) service station land in the Shoalhaven
where Take away food and drink premises are permissible with consent.

3

Context

Temporary food stalls, mobile food stalls, and stationary food vans/ vehicles on existing
(operating) service station sites are part of the variety of retail and commercial activities
that form the fabric of food and drink offerings throughout the Shoalhaven. Ensuring that
these types of uses are carefully planned and operated is important to maintaining safety
and efficient operation of surrounding roads and uses.

Notes: A temporary food stall does not require development consent
from Council, however you will need to obtain an approval under
section 68 of the Local Government Act 1993.
Council has prepared a Local Approvals Policy for temporary food
premises that you should take into consideration when seeking
approval from Council. You should also consider Council’s factsheet
on the Requirements for One (1) Day Food Stalls.
Under the Codes SEPP, a mobile food stall is exempt development
and you do not require development consent from Council. The stall
should satisfy the development standards of the Codes SEPP
including.
Council has prepared a Local Approvals Policy for mobile food stalls
that you should take into consideration when seeking approval from.
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4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.

5

Ensure stationary food vans/vehicles comply with relevant public health and food
safety regulations.
Mitigate any impacts of the stationary food vans/ vehicles with respect to traffic
safety, parking requirements and neighbourhood amenity.
Provide residents with access to food products not normally available in a particular
area or at a particular time.

Controls

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

A1.1

A waste minimisation and management plan is to be
prepared and lodged with the development application
for the management of general and food waste.

A1.2

All waste water from the van/vehicle and kitchen sink
is to be directed through a commercial grease arrestor
to Council’s standards.
This arrestor is to be
connected to the sewer or approved on-site
management facility.

A1.3

Connection to an on-site management facility should
be supported by an on-site wastewater report
prepared by an appropriately qualified consultant.

To ensure that all waste
and waste water
generated by the use is
appropriately managed.

Note: Refer to Chapter G7: Waste Minimisation and
Management of this DCP.

P2

P3

To ensure the van/vehicle
is appropriately sited.

To ensure the operation of
the van/vehicle does not
generate offensive
neighbourhood noise or
attract unsavoury
behaviour.

A2.1

The van/vehicle must be located to provide adequate
site distances for vehicle traffic entering and leaving
the site.

A2.2

The van/vehicle must be located wholly within the site.
You are not to sell food from a public road.

A3.1

A noise study, based on a background noise level
measured in the absence of noise emitted from the
van/vehicle, or other relevant information will be
required which demonstrates compliance of the
premises with the following criteria:


The background noise level shall be measured
in the absence of noise emitted from the food
van/vehicle.



When assessed at the boundary of the nearest
affected residence, the LA10 noise level
emitted from the food van/vehicle shall not
exceed the background (L90) noise level in any
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
Octave Band Centre Frequency (31.5Hz to 8
KHz) by more than 5dB between the hours of
7am to 10 pm Sunday – Thursday and 7am to
12 midnight on Friday – Saturday
When assessed at the boundary of the nearest
affected residence, the LA10 noise level
emitted from the food vans/vehicle shall not
exceed the background (LA90) noise level in
any Octave Band Centre Frequency (31.5Hz to
8 KHz) between the hours of 10pm to 7am
Sunday – Thursday and 12 midnight to 7am
Friday – Saturday.



A3.2

Despite A3.1 above, the noise from the van/vehicle
must not be audible within any habitable room in any
residential premises between the hours of 10pm to
7am Sunday – Thursday and 12 midnight to 7am
Friday – Saturday.

6

Advisory Information

6.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines

External
Policies &
Guidelines
Legislation



Food Premises Policy – POL12/11



Local Approvals Policy for Mobile Food Stalls/Vehicles and Temporary
Food Premises – POL12/12



Factsheet - One (1) Day Food Stalls



Guidelines for mobile food vending vehicles - NSW/FA/FI055/1302 –
NSW food Authority



Food Standards Code (NSW)



Relevant Australian Standards



Roads Act 1993



Local Government Act 1993



Food Act 2003 and Food Regulation 2004
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to outline controls and guidelines for land in Shoalhaven
that is subject to acid sulfate soils or geotechnical instability.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to all land mapped on Shoalhaven LEP 2014 Acid Sulfate Soils
Map and/or land in Shoalhaven that is subject to geotechnical instability. This may
include landslip, instability in coastal environments or lands identified as having other
geotechnical issues.

3

Context

This Chapter outlines the controls that must be addressed in a development application
for land that is subject to acid sulfate soils and/ or geotechnical instability.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
ii.

Ensure acid sulfate soil matters are appropriately investigated and designed for
in a development application.
Ensure geotechnical and related structural matters are appropriately investigated
and designed for in a development application.

Additional specific objectives are also set out in the controls contained in Section 5 of
this Chapter.

5
5.1

Controls
Acid Sulfate Soils

If the development site is within an area identified as having a probability of containing
acid sulfate soils by NSW Department of Land and Water Conservation (Soil
Conservation Service – Acid Sulfate Soil Risk Map) an Acid Sulfate Soil management
plan must be prepared and submitted to Council with applications for development.
Such investigation and management plan preparation should be undertaken in
accordance with the Acid Sulfate Soil Management Advisory Committee (ASSMAC)
Guidelines August 1998.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Where land is identified on the
Acid Sulfate Soils Map, proposed
development doesn’t disturb,
expose or drain acid sulfate soils
and cause environmental damage.

A1.1

Clause 7.1 of Shoalhaven LEP 2014 is
complied with in any development
application.

A1.2

Where earthworks are proposed, Clause
7.2 of Shoalhaven LEP 2014 is complied
with in any development application.

5.2

Geotechnical – Site Stability

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.

Establish whether or not the proposed development is appropriate to be
carried out, either conditionally or unconditionally, having regard to any likely
geotechnical constraints on the site.
Ensure all geotechnical and related structural engineering conditions are
identified by applicants including all appropriate constraints and remedial
actions required before, during and after the carrying out of the development.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P2

A2.1

Buildings and structures are to be located on
land with a slope less than 20% and are not in
an area known or likely to be subject to site
stability problems. A geotechnical report is
provided if requested by Council.

A2.2

An application for buildings/structures on land
with a slope of 20% or greater, or proposed to
be located in an area known or likely to be
subject to site stability problems, is
accompanied by a geotechnical report.

Buildings and structures
are designed to:




Adequately address
specific geotechnical
difficulties that exist on
site and in the
surrounding area.
Utilise construction
techniques that are
sympathetic to the
natural slope of the
land and minimise
excessive disturbance
of the site.

Note: A geotechnical report is to be prepared by a
suitably qualified practicing geotechnical engineer
or scientist. The report is to examine:





the stability of the site;
whether the development of the site will
adversely affect the stability of the site;
the stability of adjoining land; and
Whether the site stability could have
adverse effects on the proposed
development.

The report is also to include recommendations of
works required and methods of construction to be
used to ensure the stability of the building, the site
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
and adjoining properties.
The geotechnical report will be subject to
assessment and approval by Council. Accordingly,
the submission of a geotechnical report does not
guarantee that the application will be approved, or
approved without conditions.

P3

P4

The site works, including
excavated and filled areas,
will not have a significant
detrimental visual impact
on the streetscape or when
viewed from adjoining
properties.

A3.1

Excavated and filled areas are retained by
appropriately designed retaining walls or
provided with a stabilised batter slope, and an
effective drainage system.

A3.2

Measures are identified that will retain and/or
establish vegetation for erosion control and
visual amenity.

The building/structure and
site works will not have a
significant detrimental
impact on surface or subsurface drainage on the
site or on adjoining
properties

A4.1

A soil and water management plan is submitted
that complies with Council’s guidelines. The
plan demonstrates what measures will be
utilised both during and after construction to
control erosion and sedimentation of local water
courses and drainage systems.
Note: The soil and water management plan is to
be submitted with your development application. If
a construction certificate is required, the soil and
water management plan may be submitted with
your application for a construction certificate.

A4.2

Erosion and sediment control devices are
installed in accordance with Council’s
guidelines. The size, shape and slope of the
allotment and the scale of the building will
facilitate the installation of appropriate devices.

Note: Council may request a structural engineer certificates
for applications on land that are subject to geotechnical
instability
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6
6.1

Advisory Information
Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be required
to consider other legislation, policies and other documents
with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Stormwater Protection on Construction Sites (POL12/130).

External Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

Legislation



Nil
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1 Purpose
The purpose of this Chapter is to provide guidance for persons establishing and
operating premises for dog breeding and boarding establishments (including catteries)
within the Shoalhaven, to protect resident amenity and ensure good animal keeping
practices.

2 Application
The Chapter applies to land where animal boarding or training establishments are
permitted with consent.
The policy applies to premises where:
 there are 4 or more dogs kept, and
 there is provisions for boarding of dogs and/or cats; or
 more than one litter (dog or cat) at a time is kept.

3 Objectives
The objectives are to ensure that dog breeding and boarding establishments (including
catteries) are sited and designed to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Prevent the amenity of the surrounding areas from being adversely affected by
the emission of noise and odour from the operations of the establishment.
Prevent the discharge and waste beyond the buildings or areas in which the
animals are kept.
Ensure the animals are kept in conditions that meet animal welfare standards.
Provide guidance for good management practices for dog breeding and dog and
cat boarding establishments that are consistent with Animal Welfare Codes
administered by the Department of Primary Industries and adopted by Dogs
NSW and the Greyhound Racing Board.

Additional specific objectives are also set out in the controls contained in Section 5 and
6 of this Chapter.

4 Definitions
For the purposes of this Chapter, the following definitions have been adopted:
Hobby Breeder means a person who keeps and/or trains two (2) and not more than
four (4) dogs and is eligible to register with the Dogs NSW and complies with the
Animal Welfare Code of Conduct.
Professional Breeder means a person who keeps, breeds and/or trains 5 or more
dogs and is eligible to register with Dogs NSW and complies with the relevant Animal
Welfare Code of Conduct and/or is registered by the NSW Greyhound Board and
complies with the relevant Animal Welfare Code of Conduct.
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5 Controls
5.1

Minimum allotment size

5.1.1 Objectives
i.
ii.
iii.

To ensure sufficient open space area is maintained to protect the amenity of
rural zoned land where the establishment is permitted.
To reduce visual, noise, odour and wind-blown impacts and to allow privacy to
existing residential property on-site and to adjoining rural properties.
To ensure animal welfare is protected.

5.1.2 Controls
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1.1

Lot size minimises adverse
amenity impacts to existing
residential property on the lot
and to surrounding residents.

A1.1

P1.2

Lot size makes adequate
provision for numbers of dogs/
cats permitted, separation
distances and screening,
establishment footprint and
layout and protection of animal
welfare.

5.2

The minimum area of an allotment to be
used for the establishment is at least 5
hectares.

Note: If seeking a minor reduction in the area
(described in A1.1 above) the applicant must submit
detailed information to support a variation that should
include addressing the likely impacts of the proposal
on nearby dwelling residents.

Maximum number of dogs and cats (boarding and breeding)

5.2.1 Objective
i.

To ensure good animal-keeping practices are exercised.
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5.2.2 Controls
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P2

A2.1

The number of dogs and/or cats
kept in boarding facilities are
appropriate for the size of the
allotment.

The maximum number of dogs and/or cats
being kept does not exceed:(i) For lots with an area up to 5 hectares
(see note in Section 5.1.2) - 30 dogs
and/ or 15 cats.
(ii) For lots with an area in excess of 5
hectares -50 dogs and/or 40 cats.

Note: An additional 20% in number may be
approved where the intended operator can
demonstrate acceptable recent or current experience
in the successful management of operations of the
type of establishment proposed.

P3

The number of dogs and/or cats
kept in breeding facilities are
appropriate for the size of the
allotment.

A2.2

The maximum numbers of cats will be
considered on merit and applicants must
demonstrate compliance with the animal
welfare codes applicable to cat boarding.

A3.1

The maximum number of dogs and/or cats
being kept does not exceed:(i)

Hobby Breeders – up to four (4) dogs
on premises and one litter on the
premises at any time.
(ii) Professional Breeders- five (5) or
more dogs on premises and can
demonstrate compliance with the
relevant animal welfare codes and the
amenity of the neighbourhood is not
adversely affected.
A3.1

5.3

The maximum numbers of cats will be
considered on merit and applicants must
demonstrate compliance with the animal
welfare codes applicable to cat breeding.

Separation distances and screening

5.3.1 Objectives
i.
ii.

To allow privacy to existing residential property on-site and to adjoining
properties.
To ensure there is no unreasonable loss of amenity to existing residential
property on site and to adjoining properties.
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5.3.2 Controls
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P4.1

A4.1

P4.2

Separation distances and
screening of establishment
allows privacy to existing
residential property on site and
to adjoining rural properties.

(i)

Dwellings associated with the facility –
30m.
(ii) Dwellings on the subject or adjoining
lot not associated with the facility –
250m.
(iii) Other adjoining rural lots – 20m.

Separation distances and
screening of establishment
mitigates visual, noise, odour
and wind-blown impacts.
A4.2

5.4

The kennels and exercise or training yards
are a minimum separation distance as
follows:

The facility is adequately screened to
minimise disturbance to and from the
animals, particularly to minimise noise
output. Screening may include combination
of fencing, mounding and dense planting.

Design material and animal welfare

5.4.1 Objectives
i.
ii.

To ensure the establishment is designed and constructed to be compatible and
sympathetic to existing development in the area it is in.
To ensure the establishment is designed and constructed to ensure good animal
keeping practices.
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5.4.2 Controls
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P5.1

The establishment is designed
and constructed in a way that
complements surrounding
development.

A5.1

The established design including orientation
of buildings and facilities, materials and
landscaping complements the surrounding
development.

P5.2

Good animal-keeping practice
is exercised and maintained
for the establishment.

A5.2

The kennels and exercise or training yards
are designed and constructed to satisfy the
requirements of relevant animal welfare
codes.

A5.3

The applicant demonstrates by written
statement, plans and details that compliance
can be achieved.

Notes:
The animal welfare code requirements apply to both
Hobby Breeders and Professional Breeders facilities
and operations.
Applications must address the current published
Codes from the NSW Department of Primary
Industries website.

5.5

Noise control

5.5.1 Objective
i.

To mitigate and reduce noise impacts to existing residential property on site and
to adjoining properties.
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5.5.2 Controls
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P6.1

A6.1

The animal boarding and training
establishments are designed and
constructed to ensure noise emitted does not
exceed 5dB(A) above established
background noise levels.

A6.2

A program of noise emissions monitoring will
be carried out when the boarding and/or
breeding operations commence.

The establishment is
cognisant of and puts in
measures to mitigate and
reduce noise impacts to
existing residential property
on site and to adjoining rural
properties.

Note: Noise levels are to be measured at the curtilage
of the dwelling of the nearest affected residence.

5.6

Hygiene and waste management

5.6.1 Objectives
i.
ii.

To ensure that satisfactory hygiene levels of the establishment are maintained.
To ensure satisfactory treatment of waste and on-going waste management.

5.6.2 Controls
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P7.1

The applicant demonstrates
satisfactory hygiene practices.

A7.1

P7.2

The applicant demonstrates
satisfactory waste management
practices.

A plan of management that demonstrates
appropriate hygiene levels can be
maintained is to be prepared.

A7.2

A waste management plan that
demonstrates appropriate waste disposal
can be provided is to be prepared.

A7.3

Solid wastes are kept in covered containers
prior to disposal.

A7.4

Liquid waste is collected, conveyed and
treated by a method approved by Council.

5.7

Access, crossovers and parking areas

5.7.1 Objective
i.

To ensure that adequate provision is made for access to the site and car parking
for staff and clients.
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5.7.2 Controls
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P8.1

The design of carparking areas
is consistent with Chapter G21:
Car Parking and Traffic.

A8.1

Car parking complies with the provisions
outlined in Chapter G21: Car Parking and
Traffic.

P8.2

The design and location of
access and carparking areas
has regard to the safety of
pedestrians, cyclists and
vehicles.

A8.2

P8.3

Vehicles are able to enter and
exit the site in a forward
direction and stack parking
arrangements are avoided.

A bitumen/gravel access is required,
minimum 3m wide at the property
boundary splayed to 4m wide at the
pavement edgeline. If the natural flow of
stormwater is impeded a 375mm diameter
concrete pipe will need to be placed under
the access in line with the table drain
complete with headwalls and erosion
protection.

P8.4

There is sufficient car parking for
staff and clients relative to the
scale of the activity.

A8.3

When the distance from the road table
drain to the property boundary is less than
10m an indented and fenced rural access
is required.

A8.4

Boarding kennels, public training tracks
and other significant developments shall
provide off-street parking areas and vehicle
access ways constructed to an all-weather
gravel standard, with a minimum
compacted pavement thickness of 200mm,
together with associated stormwater
drainage. Access ways shall be a minimum
4m wide and carparking is demonstrated to
be sufficient for the proposal.

5.8

Advertising signs

5.8.1 Objectives
i.
ii.

To ensure that advertising structures and signs do not proliferate and that
signage does not adversely affect and is in keeping with the character of the
area.
To ensure that there is adequate directional signage for kennels.
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5.8.2 Controls
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P9.1

A9.1

Advertising structures and signs
are in keeping with the
character of the area.

One advertising sign per property, located
within the boundary. Refer to Chapter
G22: Advertising Signs and Structures.

Note: Conceptual details of advertising signs and
their locations should be supplied with the
development application.

6

Additional requirements for the Calymea Street/Albatross Road
area

Due to the lot pattern and the existence of existing animal boarding and breeding
establishments in the Calymea Street/Albatross Road area, there are additional criteria
that will apply. The additional criteria apply to the subject land outlined in Figure 1 and
prevail to the extent of any inconsistencies with the provisions in Section 5.

Figure 1: The Calymea Street/Albatross Road subject area

6.1
i.

Objectives
To ensure good animal-keeping practices for the Calymea Street / Albatross
Road area are exercised.
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6.2

Controls

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P10.1

A10.1 The maximum number of dogs to be kept in
a boarding facility is at a rate of 10 dogs
per 0.4 hectares, up to a maximum of 30
dogs, subject to satisfying environmental
and amenity controls outlined within the
policy.

The number of dogs and/or
cats kept in breeding and/or
boarding facilities are
appropriate for the size of the
allotment.

A10.2 The maximum number of dogs that may be
kept on an allotment within the area to
which this cause applies, without
development consent is:
Less than 5000m2 – 2 dogs per
allotment plus 1 litter at any one time
(ii) More than 5000m2 – 4 dogs plus 1
litter per allotment at any one time
(iii) All litters must be removed from the
property within three months of
whelping.
(i)

A10.3 The number of cats kept per allotment are
justified by the submission of details for a
merit assessment.
Note: A development application is required:
(i) where the numbers proposed to be kept by
hobby or professional breeders exceeds the
above numbers.
(ii) where boarding and/or training facilities are
proposed irrespective of the number of animals to
be kept.

7 Advisory Information
7.1

Application for development consent

Your development application should include:
 A detailed management plan for the operations of the breeding and/or boarding
establishment;
 A written statement demonstrating how the operation of the premises will comply
with the relevant standards, including;
o Animal Welfare Code of Practice No 5 – Dogs and Cats in Animal Boarding
Establishments; and
o Animal Welfare Code of Practice –Breeding Dogs and Cats.
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7.2

Where the dogs being kept are greyhounds, demonstrate that the person and
premises are eligible to be registered by the Greyhound Racing NSW and will meet
the animal welfare standards;
An acoustic report prepared by a person suitably qualified and experienced that
includes an assessment of the design, construction details and materials to
demonstrate that noise level output will be no more than 5dB(A) above established
background noise levels; and
Details of the intended operators’ experience and competence in management of a
similar operation, including qualifications and references.
Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be required
to consider other legislation, policies and other documents
with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

External Policies
& Guidelines



Animal Welfare Code of Practice No 5 – Dogs and Cats in Animal
Boarding Establishments



Animal Welfare Code of Practice –Breeding Dogs and Cats.



Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014

Legislation
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1 Purpose
The purpose of this Chapter is to provide guidelines for the permanent occupancy of
caravan parks to support the provisions of State Environmental Planning Policy No
21—Caravan Parks (SEPP), including its implementation.

2 Application
The Chapter applies to land where:
 Caravan parks are permitted with consent; and
 Land in Shoalhaven where the SEPP applies.

3 Objectives
The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Ensure that the permanent occupancy of caravan parks is undertaken in a
manner which has due regard to the location and character of an area,
particularly where an area is suitable for tourists.
Ensure that the permanent occupancy of caravan parks does not adversely
affect the provision and supply of tourist accommodation in a locality.
Ensure that sufficient community support facilities are provided within the
development and/or are within close proximity of the caravan park.
To protect the interests of residents who live permanently in caravan parks.

Additional specific objectives are also set out in the controls contained in Section 4 of
this Chapter.

4 Controls
Note: These controls should be read in conjunction
with the SEPP and the Local Government
(Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan Parks,
Camping Grounds & Moveable Dwellings)
Regulation 2005 (Regulations).
Following, or made concurrently with development
consent, a separate approval is required to operate
a caravan park under the Local Government Act
1993.
Caravan park means land (including a camping
ground) on which caravans and other moveable
dwellings are, or are to be, installed or placed.
You should refer to the Regulations for the
definition of ‘long term site’ and ‘short term site’.
You should refer to the Local Government Act 1993
for the definition of ‘moveable dwelling’.
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4.1

Locational requirements

4.1.1 Objectives
i.
ii.
iii.

To ensure that the location and character of sites are particularly suitable for use
as a caravan park for tourists or for long term residence.
To ensure that there is adequate provision for tourist accommodation,
particularly in seaside/coastal areas, and to ensure that the permanent
occupancy of caravan parks does not displace tourist accommodation.
To ensure that consideration is given to the provision of low cost housing within
the locality or land available for low cost housing in that locality.

4.1.2 Controls
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1.1

The attraction of the
Shoalhaven as a seaside
destination for families is
not compromised by the
provision of long term
occupancy within caravan
parks.

A1.1

Where a caravan park directly adjoins, or is within
400m (direct line) of a beach, river or lake, long-term
sites do not exceed 50% of approved sites. The
remaining 50% of sites are available for tourist
accommodation.

P1.2

Any caravan park within
close proximity to a
waterway does not remove
the opportunity for, or
availability of, tourist
accommodation.

P2

Tourist accommodation has
adequate access to
beaches, rivers and lakes.

A2.1

Public road access to nearby beaches, lakes and
rivers is available.

P3

Development is not located
in areas which are affected
by flooding, bush fire or any
other environmental hazard.

A3.1

Environmental hazards and data source are
identified. Applications are supported by details of
measures designed to mitigate the risk.

A3.2

Where sites are located on flood prone land,
compliance with Chapter G10: Caravan Parks on
Flood Prone Land is demonstrated.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P4

A4.1

Adequate services are
available for the
development.

Each long-term site is connected to:




P5

P6

Permanent occupation of
caravan parks does not
lead to the displacement of
existing tourist
accommodation, particularly
in seaside and coastal
locations.

A5.1

A proposal within a coastal locality or village is
supported by details which confirm that the total
number of tourist accommodation sites in the locality
or village is not reduced to less than 50% of the total
number of sites available; and

A5.2

New long-term sites are confined to either new
caravan parks or located within extensions to existing
caravan parks.

Proposals identify any
existing, or potential,
shortage of low cost
housing within the locality.

A6.1

The development application is supported with details
of:







4.2

town water (or an alternative water supply to
Council’s satisfaction);
sewer (or an alternative sewage disposal system
to Council’s satisfaction); and
reticulated electricity.

Cost comparisons between the proposed longterm (permanent) sites and the rental housing
market in the locality or village.
The current availability of existing long-term
(permanent) sites within all caravan parks in the
locality or village.
The current availability of alternative rental
accommodation in the locality or village.
Appropriate documentation from local real estate
agents or other suitably qualified person must be
provided.

Design and siting

4.2.1 Objective
i.

To ensure that caravan parks which accommodate long-term (permanent) sites
are designed to create a sense of identity and provide amenity for residents.
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4.2.2 Controls
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P7

Caravan Parks are designed
to:

A7.1

Creative alternatives to the grid system are utilised for
the layout of caravan parks (see Figure 1).

protect the
environment.
provide suitable
opportunities for
landscaping.
provide opportunities
for solar access.
protect the privacy and
amenity of residents.
minimise conflicts
between permanent
residents and tourists
located within the same
park.
reduce the intrusive
nature of noise.
comply with the Local
Government Act, 1993
and the Local
Government
(Manufactured Home
Estates, Caravan
Parks, Camping
Grounds & Moveable
Dwellings) Regulation
2005.

A7.2

A centrally located active recreation area, separated
from moveable dwellings by a park access road, is
provided.

A7.3

Areas of open space are dispersed equitably
throughout the park.

A7.4

Residents are permitted to construct privacy screens
to enhance the amenity of their homes.

A7.5

Long-term sites are located in an area separated from
short-term/tourist sites.

A7.6

Where permanent residents are to reside within
caravan parks, consideration is given to the provision
of noise abatement devices such as fences, earth
mounds and plantings.

A7.7

Child proof fencing is provided around play area(s) for
pre-school children.

A7.8

Private open space areas adjacent to moveable
dwellings are provided which can be suitably fenced
to create a safe, supervised play area for toddlers,
e.g. fenced patio, verandah with childproof balustrade
and gate.

Measures are incorporated
in the design and layout of
new caravan parks, or
extensions to existing
caravan parks, to minimise
traffic speeds and provide a
safe environment for
children.

P8.1

For new caravan parks, or extensions to existing
caravan parks, traffic calming devices, such as speed
humps, are incorporated in the design of all internal
roads.











P8
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Figure 1: Alternatives to grid-system street patterns

4.3

Community support facilities

4.3.1 Objective
i.

To ensure that sufficient community support facilities are provided with the
development and/or are within close proximity to the development site.

4.3.2 Controls
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P9

A9.1

Open space areas within the caravan park are
located, designed and equipped for the enjoyment of
all residents.

A9.2

A well designed and fenced play area with equipment
suitable for preschool age children is located in close
proximity to laundry and drying facilities. Provision is
also made for older children, including both grass and
hard surfaces, with scope for appropriate activities.

P10

Recreational facilities are
provided in a manner which
suits the needs of residents.

Social and community
facilities are provided for
residents to meet their
expected needs.

A10.1 Provision is made for a community room or hall for
passive and active recreational activities (see Figure
2).
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P11

A11.1 All new caravan parks, or extensions to existing
parks, provide:

Suitable services and
amenities, particularly toilet
and bathroom facilities, are
provided for permanent
residents.

a) for the connection of moveable dwellings on longterm sites to reticulated sewerage; or
b) individual bathroom/laundry units at the rear of
each site; or
c) where individual amenity units are not provided, a
unisex family bathroom for communal use is
available within the caravan park.
A11.2 In caravan park amenity blocks:
a) At least one child size toilet and hand basin
amenity is provided with unlocked exterior access.
b) At least one toilet cubicle has a full length door.

P12

Residents have access to
adequate telephone and
postal services to meet their
needs.

A12.1 A public telephone, at disabled height, is provided in
a centrally located and sheltered position. Provision
is made for long term sites to be directly connected to
telephone services.
A12.2 A suitably designed group of mail boxes is provided in
accordance with the requirements of Australia Post
for the direct delivery of mail to long term residents.

P13

Community support facilities
are available within close
proximity of the caravan
park.

A13.1 The following support services are available, or are
likely to become available, within a radius of 800m of
the caravan park:





Shops or a general store
Doctors surgery
Chemist
Bus stop

Figure 2: Suggested layout for multi-functional community rooms
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5 Advisory Information
5.1

Information to be submitted with an application

Your development application should include:
 A completed development application form that has been signed by the owner of
the land, or accompanied by written authority of the owner to lodge the application
including, where appropriate, the company seal or seal of the body corporate.
 Four copies of plans showing –
o dimensions and levels of the subject site.
o layout of the caravan park, including any extensions, and including layout and
dimensions of individual sites, open space areas and existing buildings.
o detailed floor plans (scale not less than 1:100) of any proposed structures/
buildings.
o All elevations and sections for proposed buildings and structures.
o A concept landscape plan showing the design principles, including:
 the location, height and species of all existing vegetation.
 the location, height (at maturity) and species of proposed vegetation.
 methods employed to minimise soil erosion.
 A Statement of Environmental Effects that demonstrates that consideration has
been given to the environmental impact of the development and details the
measures proposed to mitigate any potential adverse environmental impact.
 Where the site is subject to flooding, information on the flooding of the site, public
road access, proposed treatment of the site and source of data on flooding must be
submitted with the application. You should also refer to Chapter G10: Caravan
Parks in Flood Prone Areas.
5.2

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be required
to consider other legislation, policies and other documents
with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Contributions Plan

External Policies
& Guidelines



State Environmental Planning Policy No 21—Caravan Parks



Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan Parks,
Camping Grounds & Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005

Legislation



Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014



Local Government Act 1993
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to outline controls and guidelines for ‘rural lifestyle areas’ in
Shoalhaven.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to all land within localities 1-8 identified in Clause 4.2B of Shoalhaven
LEP 2014.

3

Context

This Chapter outlines the lot averaging controls that must be addressed in a subdivision
application for ‘rural lifestyle areas’ as identified in Clause 4.2B in Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
Lot averaging provides a more flexible method of subdivision in certain areas and can:


Establish a pattern of future residential use of the land;



Allow the creation of a variety of lot sizes of a specified average area; and



Allow the creation of a residue area of environmentally sensitive land or agricultural
land to be set aside for protection or future use.

This is different to the standard form of subdivision controls that rely on a minimum lot size
(for example 1 or 2 hectare lots) across the whole of an appropriately zoned property.
Lot averaging is generally better able to match the pattern of subdivision to landscape
features or characteristics, such as environmentally sensitive lands, valuable crop and
pasture land or topographic features. This means that a development can have a reduced
likelihood of fragmenting rural land, significantly diminishing bio-diversity, degrading air
and water quality and resulting in significant cost being borne by future generations in the
long term. There is also a greater potential for vegetation retention when designing
bushfire asset protection zones and effluent disposal envelopes and more cost effective
provision of infrastructure.
Notes:
Terrestrial Biodiversity, Riparian Land and Watercourses
If your land has been mapped as having terrestrial biodiversity,
riparian land or watercourses in the Shoalhaven LEP 2014, you will
need to address the provisions of clause 7.5 ‘Terrestrial biodiversity’
and ‘7.6 Riparian land and watercourses’ in your subdivision
application.
Development may be permitted in these areas; however it is
recommended that you discuss your proposal with Council before
submitting your application. Development within these areas will be
assessed on a case by case basis.
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Special Areas of Biodiversity
In addition to the terrestrial biodiversity, riparian land or watercourse
areas identified in the Shoalhaven LEP 2014, there are a number of
special areas of biodiversity that are to remain in its natural state.
These areas have important biodiversity values and are shown on
the maps for each locality.
All applications must address the potential impact that your proposal
will have on the flora and fauna values of these areas, and how
these values will be protected from the proposed development.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.

Ensure allotments created for small holdings are of an area and an arrangement
that:


Enables the provision of an adequate water supply for domestic and bushfire
protection purposes;



Enables effective disposal of domestic waste;



Minimises the creation of traffic hazards;



Provides adequate control of pollution of water supply catchments; and



Minimises the impact on native vegetation and habitat.

ii. Ensure development is carried out in a way that is sensitive to the topographic and
environmental characteristics of the land.
iii. Minimise the cost to the community of providing, extending and maintaining public
amenities and services.
iv. Ensure small holding development does not prejudice the interests of agricultural
producers in the vicinity and minimise the impact on the natural attractions and
amenity enjoyed by permanent residents and visitors;
v. Safeguard indigenous vegetation and habitats and to rehabilitate appropriate parts
of the landscape that has been disturbed or degraded.
vi. Ensure development is consistent with and promotes the principles of ecologically
sustainable development.
Additional objectives for each locality (were relevant) are set out in Section 5 below.
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5

Controls

5.1

Siting of Buildings

Performance Criteria
P1

P2

5.2

Acceptable Solutions

Building envelopes are
based upon site analysis
and avoid steep slopes,
slip-prone areas, ridge tops,
sky lines, low lying areas,
areas of high biodiversity
value and areas subject to
flooding, where such areas
exist.

A1

The subdivision is designed
to consider privacy
screening between lots,
practical vehicular access
to public roads and gaining
maximum solar access.

A2.1

Building envelopes/sites respond to the site’s
natural constraints and opportunities and are
identified on each of the proposed lots.
Note: Council reserves the right to denote, as a
condition of development consent, those areas that
must not be built upon.

Screening that promotes privacy is provided between
building envelopes on each proposed lot.
Refer to Landscaping Section below.

A2.2

Building envelopes enable a minimum building
setback:


to the road boundary of 30 metres.



between other building envelopes and existing
or Council approved buildings of 30 metres.

Disposal of Waste

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P3

A3

5.3

On site garbage pits are
appropriately located, to
minimise impact on
residents of the proposed
lot and adjoining lots.

On site garbage pits, on lots over 5 hectares in area,
are shown on submitted plans and sited to avoid
creating a nuisance to existing, proposed and/ or
adjoining residents.

Services

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P4

A4.1 All proposed lots are provided with power and
telephone services and the submitted plans include
routes for the power and telephone service.

The provision of services
responds to the natural
environment and reasonable
resident need.

A4.2 Service provision to each proposed lot is routed to
minimise impact on the natural environment.
A4.3 Where reticulated water is not available, on-site
water supply is provided for domestic use and forms
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part of the design consideration for the subdivision
and any buildings.

5.4

Fencing

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P5

A5.1 Proposed boundary fences are visually unobtrusive.

5.5

The location, materials and
construction methods of
boundary fences
complements the natural,
rural environment.

A5.2 Fencing materials are treated timber or post and rail,
and are open in nature.
A5.3 Fencing is not located in environmentally sensitive
areas, including steep slopes, habitat corridors or
waterways.

Landscaping

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P6

A6.1 Any proposed building envelope (possible building
site) and designated effluent management area does
not encroach upon:

The subdivision is designed
to include the effective and
extensive use of
landscaping, particularly tree
planting that complements
the existing tree cover and
other vegetation.



‘Special Areas of Biodiversity to Remain in
Natural State’ corridors identified and mapped in
this Chapter;



Areas identified on the Terrestrial Biodiversity
Map in the Shoalhaven LEP 2014;



Areas identified on the Riparian Lands and
Watercourse Map in the Shoalhaven LEP 2014.

A6.2 The subdivision incorporates revegetation (with local
native species) of any cleared areas on land
identified in:


‘Special Areas of Biodiversity to Remain in
Natural State’ corridors identified in this Chapter;



Areas identified on the Terrestrial Biodiversity
Map in the Shoalhaven LEP 2014;



Areas identified on the Riparian Lands and
Watercourse Map in the Shoalhaven LEP 2014.

A6.3 A landscape plan is submitted with all subdivision
applications. In addition to the landscape
requirements in Chapter G3 ‘Landscape Design
Guidelines’ of this DCP, the subdivision design:


Provides strategic planting of suitable species to
consolidate and expand existing stands of
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
remnant tree cover.

5.6

5.7

Provides supplementary plantings on ridge lines
and within road reserves, both existing and
propose.



Provides strategic re-vegetation and provision of
water quality control ponds, where appropriate.



Maintains and creates native vegetation corridors
along water courses.



Includes species indigenous to the area for major
tree planting and re-vegetation. Exotic species
should only be planted in house garden areas or
for horticultural purposes.

Flora, Fauna and Habitat

Performance Criteria
P7



Building envelopes are
located to maximise
vegetation retention.

Acceptable Solutions
A7

Building envelopes are located on cleared land
with limited habitat value or flora & fauna
significance.

Drainage

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P8

A9.1 Stormwater run-off relies on natural drainage within
the constraints of the existing topography.

Natural drainage principles
are applied to all subdivision
applications.

A9.2 Roof drainage is used only for domestic supply.
A9.3 During construction, best management practices for
erosion and sediment controls are installed to
minimise the impact on downstream water quality.
Note: Refer to Chapter G2 – Sustainable Stormwater
Management & Erosion/Sediment Control for more
detail.

A9.4 Surface water interceptor drains/swales are provided
across the slopes uphill of building sites, to divert
run-off to watercourse gullies or to discharge points
downhill from any permanent structure.
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5.8

Access Roads
Note:
It is Council’s policy not to support the closure of roads in rural
areas except in exceptional circumstances. This includes a land
swap where there is an offer to open a new route for the road in
exchange for the closure of the existing road reserve.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P9

A9.1

Access roads are
appropriate for the trip
generation created by the
subdivision and all new lots
have access.

If additional road usage resulting from the proposed
subdivision requires the road to be upgraded from the
construction requirements in Chapters G10 –
‘Subdivision’ and G20 – ‘Car Parking & Traffic’ to a
bitumen seal standard these works are undertaken.
Note: Contact Council to see if this will apply to your
subdivision. Pooling of adjoining landowner resources
with for proposals that include the construction of a road
should be investigated

5.9

A9.2

Access roads have a maximum grade of 15% and are
provided with the necessary drainage so that access
will be maintained during the 1% rainfall recurrence
interval.

A9.3

All proposed lots have coincidental legal and practical
access leading to dedicated public roads under
Council control.

A9.4

All Crown roads are replaced or duplicated by public
roads to facilitate further development. Variations to
the public reserve may be possible and will be looked
at on their merit.

A9.5

When designing new access roads, attention is given
to the potential impact on the environment, including
any impact on watercourses and remnant vegetation.

Locality Specific Controls

This section shows the land to which the locality specific provisions apply (based on Shoalhaven
LEP 2014 Clauses Map and Clause 4.2B) and includes locality specific, key objectives and
performance criteria where relevant.
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Locality 1 - Bundewallah Road, Berry

Figure 1: Bundewallah Road, Berry - application map

The specific objective is to:
i.

Provide for a lifestyle and rural character which is primarily non-agricultural.
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Locality 2 - Little Forest Road, Little Forest

Figure 2: Little Forest Road, Little Forest - application map
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The specific objectives are to:
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Recognise the potential for periodic bush fire in the locality particularly the western
part of the area adjoining State forest and to ensure that adequate protection
measures are provided.
Provide opportunities for a non-agricultural lifestyle at low density north of Little
Forest Road and higher densities south of Little Forest Road.
Retain the wooded character of the area.
Prevent ribbon development along Little Forest Road.
Retain as much vegetation cover as possible and avoid development on steep
slopes so as to minimise erosion potential.

Additional development controls:
i.

Development does occur on land with a slope in excess of 20% (1:5) so as to
minimise erosion potential.
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Locality 3 - Wandean Road, Wandandian

Figure 3: Wandean Road, Wandandian - application map

The specific objectives are to:
i.

ii.
iii.

iv.
v.
vi.

Recognise the potential for periodic bush fire in the locality and to ensure that
adequate bush fire protection measures are provided for the area as a whole and
for each individual development.
Recognise that the broad stream valleys in the area are subject to periodic
inundation and to ensure that these are kept free from development.
Recognise the sensitivity of St Georges Basin to increased sediment and nutrient
loads and to maintain a high quality of surface run-off and ground water leaving the
area.
Retain as much as possible of the natural vegetation in the area and to minimise
soil disturbance.
Provide for a low density of lots in a relatively isolated setting with a mixture of
cleared and wooded sites.
Provide for only a basic level of services consistent with the relative isolation of the
area and the sensitivity of the catchment.
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Locality 4 - Illaroo Road, Tapitallee

Figure 4: Illaroo Road, Tapitallee - application map

The specific objectives are to:
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Recognise the potential for periodic bush fire in the locality and to ensure that
adequate bush fire protection measures are provided, particularly for the area south
of Illaroo Road and for each individual development in that area.
Recognise the presence of prime crop and pasture land and to provide
opportunities for small scale part time farming.
Provide for a non-agricultural lifestyle primarily south of Illaroo Road.
Ensure that ribbon development does not occur along Illaroo Road.
Retain as much as possible of the native vegetation in the area.
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vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

Maintain the agricultural landscape north of Illaroo Road.
Ensure that development does not take place on prominent ridges.
Recognise the need to conserve strategic vegetation communities and the
presence of biodiversity habitat south of Illaroo Road.
Provide only a basic level of services to the area in keeping with its low
development potential and the potential impact of reticulated water supply on waste
water volumes.

Additional development controls:
i.

Development does occur on land with a slope in excess of 20% (1:5) so as to
minimise erosion potential.
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Locality 5 – Yatte Yattah

Figure 5: Yatte Yattah - application map

The specific objectives are to:
i.

ii.

Recognise the potential for periodic bush fire in the locality and to ensure that
adequate bush fire protection measures are provided for the area as a whole and
for each individual site.
Provide for non-agricultural lifestyle opportunities in a timbered setting by clustering
lots to maximise bush fire protection and reduce the amount of clearing of natural
vegetation.
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Locality 6 – Termeil

Figure 6: Termeil - application map

The specific objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Provide for the development of rural small holdings and hobby farms on land which
is suitable for those purposes.
Restrict development which may have a detrimental effect on the efficiency of the
Princes Highway as a major traffic route.
Integrate development into the physical environment with an acceptable level of
change to the rural landscape.
Promote catchment management practices which will maintain the water quality of
Meroo Lake.
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Locality 7 – Conjola Park

Figure 7: Conjola Park - application map
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Locality 8 – Windward Way, Milton

Figure 8: Windward Way, Milton - application map

The specific objectives are to:
i.

Ensure that vehicular access to each lot created by the subdivision will be by use of
another road other than the Princes Highway.
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6

Advisory Information

6.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Contributions Plan

External Policies
& Guidelines



Building Code of Australia



Relevant Australian Standards



Prime Crop & Pasture Land Maps – Department of Primary Industries.



Planning for Bushfire Protection Guidelines.



Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995.



Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth).



Native Vegetation Act 2003.

Legislation
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to provide controls for various building lines across the City.
Specifically, the distance a building must be set back from property boundaries (front, side
and rear) and other features, such as building lines along main roads and foreshore
building lines.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to the supporting map: Chapter V2: Building Line
Maps.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to various areas across the City that is affected by Building Lines.
These are identified on the supporting maps.

3
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.

4

Objectives
Identify Council’s building lines for development
Require areas around buildings for environmental improvement and protection
Control the visual impact of buildings and other structures on waterfront and public
reserve areas.
Ensure new development is functional and attractive;
Ensure new development relates to its setting and prevailing environment
conditions;
Ensure new development contributes positively to the quality and character of its
locality; and
Ensure new development takes into account the impact on adjoining and nearby
development.
To preserve and enhance the natural features and vegetation of the area near
where land meets water, and
restore the land below the foreshore building line, so far as practicable, to a natural
state, with a minimum intrusion of artificial structures, and
conserve the waterfront development of heritage value, and
Avoid pollution of, or adverse ecological effects on, waterways.

Context

Building lines form an important element of building and urban design. The siting of
buildings relative to each other, the public domain and natural features affect issues of
health (solar access, ventilation), safety, privacy, noise amelioration, views, streetscape,
provision of services, retention of vegetation and protection of sensitive areas such as
wetlands, lakes and foreshores.
The building lines referred to in this Chapter and/or identified on the associated Building
Line Maps are generated from Council’s previous Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan
1985 and Council Resolutions.
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While there are building lines identified in the Residential Accommodation Chapters of
Shoalhaven DCP, in the event of any inconsistency between controls, the building lines in
this Chapter and also any Area Specific Chapter prevail.

5

Controls

5.1

Buildings lines along main roads

A person must not, on an allotment of land which is within Zone RU1 Primary Production,
RU2 Rural Landscape, E2 Environmental Conservation, E3 Environmental Management
and which has a frontage to a road:
1) erect a building for the purpose of a caravan park:
a.
where the road is a main road not less than 40 metres in width - closer than 90
metres to the nearest alignment of the road; or
b.
where the road is a main road less than 40 metres in width - closer than 110
metres to the centre line of the road;
2) erect a building for the purpose of a hotel or motel:
a.
where the road is a main road not less than 40 metres in width - closer than 45
metres to the nearest alignment of the road; or
b.
where the road is a main road less than 40 metres in width - closer than 65
metres to the centre line of the road;
3) erect a building for the purpose of a rural or extractive industry:
a.
where the road is a main road not less than 40 metres in width - closer than 30
metres from the nearest alignment of the road; or
b.
where the road is a main road less than 40 metres in width - closer than 50
metres to the centre line of the road; or
4) erect a building for any other purpose:
a.
where the road is a main road not less than 40 metres in width - closer than 20
metres from the nearest alignment of the road; or
b.
Where the road is a main road less than 40 metres in width – closer than 40
metres from the centre line of the road.

5.2

Mapped Building Lines

Building lines are measured as the shortest distance from the boundary of a site to the wall
of a building. This is a perpendicular measurement from a straight boundary, and in the
case of a curved boundary it is measured perpendicular to the tangent point of the arc. In
the case of a dwelling house, building lines from the street boundary are measured to the
front wall of the dwelling (including balconies, verandas, patios, steps and the like).
The following development controls relate to any allotment of land which is identified as
having a building line as indicated on the supporting maps.
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5.3

Foreshore building lines

1) A person must not erect a building or carry out a work on land between a foreshore
building line and the tidal water in respect of which the foreshore building line is fixed.
2) The Council must not consent to development on an allotment of land having a
foreshore building line, unless it is satisfied that:
(a)

any building or works on the allotment between the foreshore building line
and the mean high water mark at the date of commencement of this
provision will be removed before, or within a reasonable time after, the
development is carried out, or

(b)

It would be inconsistent with any of the objectives of this Section to require
the removal of any building or works on the allotment between the foreshore
building line and the mean high water mark.

3) Controls (2) and (3) above do not apply to:
(a)

Single storey boat sheds, or

(b)

Boat launching and slipping facilities, or

(c)

below-ground swimming pools, or

(d)

Works, including mechanical works, to enable pedestrian access, or

(e)

Landscaping, or

(f)

Barbeque facilities, or

(g)

Jetties, or

(h)

Swimming enclosures.

4) To avoid doubt, SLEP 2014 Clause 4.6 Exceptions to development standards, applies
to control (2) above, in the same way as it applies to a development standard.

5.4

Front, Rear and Side Building Lines

1) The siting and construction of buildings must comply with the building line setbacks
identified on the supporting maps
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6

Advisory Information

6.1 Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

External
Policies &
Guidelines



Nil

Legislation



Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014
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1 Purpose
The purpose of this Chapter is to provide site specific provisions for a number of locations
across the Shoalhaven.

2 Application
This Chapter applies to all land specified in Sections 3 and 4 of this Chapter:



Leebold Hill Road, Parish of Cambewarra (Section 3).
Burrill Lake Foreshore (Section 4).

Subject land maps are provided in each of these Sections.

3 Leebold Hill Road, Parish of Cambewarra
3.1

Application

These controls apply to the subject land outlined in Figure 1. Leebold Hill Road extends
across the suburbs of Beaumont, Red Rocks and Browns Mountain.

Figure 1: Subject Land – Leebold Hill Road, Parish of Cambewarra
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3.2

Context

The Leebold Hill Road, Cambewarra area is subject to the following land constraints:





High bushfire risk (including risk to property and firefighting personnel and means of
escape);
Access (Leebold Hill Road/Red Rocks Road does not provide all-weather two wheel
drive access and most of the road is crown road reserve not maintained by
Council);
Traffic safety (standard of intersection with Moss Vale Road – increased use could
result in demands for intersection upgrading or lead to additional unsafe traffic
movements); and
Impact on the natural environment (clearing for bushfire protection would diminish
an important habitat for flora and fauna in proximity to Red Rocks Nature Reserve).

As a result, there is merit in limiting certain types of development within the subject land.
3.3

Objectives

The objective of this Section is to:
i.
3.4

Limit certain development in the highly constrained area to reduce risk to lives and
property.
Development Standards

1. To mitigate risks to lives and properties, subdivisions, rural dwellings and/or tourist
facilities are not supported by Council where vehicular access is only available from
Leebold Hill Road.

4 Burrill Lake Foreshore
4.1

Application

These controls apply to the subject land outlined in Figure 2.

4.2

Objectives

The objective of this Section is to:
i.

Enable flexibility and innovation in the siting and design of buildings while protecting
reasonable amenity expectations, and ensure development contributes positively
towards the character of the area.
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Figure 2: Subject Land – Burrill Lake Foreshore

4.3

Controls

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

To minimise the loss of
solar access to adjoining
properties and optimise
northerly aspects and
thereby provide improved
amenity for residents.

A1.1

To achieve an openness
and scale of building that
will maintain the amenity of
the area.

A2.1

Dwellings shall be located no closer than 7.5m to
the rear property boundary.

A3.2

Allowable Encroachments to the rear property
boundary include:

P2

The northern facade of the dwelling shall maintain a
minimum average setback of 3 metres over the
length of the dwelling to ensure the maximum
amount of solar access during winter.

Note: Council may require the submission of shadow diagrams
where designs have the potential to overshadow adjoining
properties.



Jetties and wharves (subject to DA and
government agency approvals).



In ground swimming pools which are not raised
more than 1m above natural ground level.



Screens or sunblinds; light fittings; unroofed
terraces; decks; landings, steps or ramps not
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
more than 1m in height above natural ground
level.

P3

To ensure public safety and
the protection of property
against flood waters.

A3.3

Section 5.2.3 of Chapter G6: Coastal Management
Areas does not apply to the subject land.

A3.4

No residential component of any building shall stand
within 7.5m of the property boundary to Lake View
Drive and McDonald Parade.

A3.1

Single storey garages may be permitted with a
minimum street setback of 1m from the property
boundary adjoining the street frontage provided:

A4.1



All structures are of a width less than 50% of
the width of the allotment; and



No part of the structure intrudes within the 1m
setback.

Compliance with Council’s minimum floor level
requirements.

5 Advisory Information
5.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application.

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

External Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

Legislation



Shoalhaven LEP 2014
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to guide the development of land within the Mundamia
Urban Release Area (URA), in line with Part 6 of Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan
(SLEP) 2014.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to:

2



The supporting map: Chapter NB1 – Map 1.



Chapter NB1: Mundamia Colour Pallette



Chapter NB1: Mundamia Species List



Chapter NB1: Typical Road Side Bio Swale Cross Section



Chapter NB1: Typical OSD Wetland and Bioremediation
Basin

Application

This Chapter applies to land at Mundamia, off George Evans Road, as shown on the
Location Map (see Figure 1). The area is approximately 5 km west of the Nowra CBD (by

road) and adjoins the University of Wollongong Shoalhaven Campus.
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3

Vision

Mundamia will become a unique and attractive urban area that compliments its natural
environment and rural outlook. A neighbourhood hub will provided for the needs of the
Mundamia and broader West Nowra communities and become the focal point of the URA.
Design of the area will create pedestrian dominated environments with strong connectivity
between residential areas, local parks and the neighbourhood hub to create social
networks and enhance the quality of life for residents.

4

Controls

4.1

Neighbourhood design

The Mundamia URA will be a contained area of primarily urban residential development in
a separate village style atmosphere with a mix of standard, larger and medium density
residential opportunities.
The South Coast Settlement Planning Guidelines 2007 sets a target of 30% medium
density dwellings for all new residential development within the Shoalhaven Local
Government Area. To achieve this target, the DCP requires a minimum of 20% medium
density dwellings (this includes dual occupancy development and integrated housing)
within the URA. However, if it is demonstrated that there is no demand for medium density
dwellings, the DCP does not restrict large medium density lots from being further
subdivided for single residential development once the majority of the subdivision has
been released.
Objectives:
1. To create a safe and interesting urban environment that meets the diverse and
changing needs of the community and offers a wide choice in good quality housing.
2. To create a mix of lot sizes, residential densities and dwelling types to create a
unique and appealing residential area.
3. To achieve high quality built form and aesthetics of buildings, streetscapes and
public spaces.
4. To ensure a range of land uses are provided that generally conform to the
supporting Plan.
5. To ensure that subdivision layouts capitalise on the natural environment and rural
outlook.
6. To establish a neighbourhood identity through appropriate landscaping.
7. To enhance community interaction and outdoor activity.
8. To ensure that development incorporates ESD principles for both subdivision
design and construction of buildings, including solar access.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Provide a range of residential
densities with a reasonable

A1.1

The minimum residential densities are:
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proportion of medium density

a) Medium Density

– 20 dwellings / ha.

b) Detached Residential – 12 dwellings / ha.
A1.2

A minimum of 20% of all dwellings in the URA will
be medium density dwellings (including dual
occupancies and integrated housing).

A2.1

Larger, medium density lots to be concentrated
around the neighbourhood hum within a 400m
walking distance, and

A2.2

Medium density lots can be provided throughout
the URA but must be nominated and approved by
the consent authority at the time of subdivision
approval. No higher density uses will be
permitted around the perimeter of the URA
adjacent to bushfire asset protection zones.

P3 Provide for a range of dwelling
types to provide housing choice
in the URA.

A3.1

Development could include detached and
medium density housing (including villas, flats,
terraces, townhouses, studio flats and dual
occupancies).

P4 Provide for dual occupancy
developments, preferably on
larger corner lots.

A4.1 The overall target is for a minimum of 5% of single
residential lots to be assigned for dual occupancy
development which forms part of the overall
minimum of 20% medium density dwellings for
the URA.

P2 Provide for a range of lot sizes to
accommodate different densities
and dwelling types.

A4.2

Subdivision of dual occupancy development is
permissible for such lots only where these are
nominated on the approved overall subdivision
plan for each major landholding.

P5 Provide short and longer
distance views to the
surrounding rural outlook.

A5.1 Design of street patterns is to create view corridors
to the rural outlook.

P6 Neighbourhood identity should
be reinforced through similar
landscaping of public reserves,
along the main spine road and
along other key roads in the
area.

A6.1 You must submit landscaping plans as part of any
subdivision application that are consistent with
the Landscape Strategy for the URA (Section 4.7
of this chapter), or

P7 Provide for local public reserves

A7.1

A6.2 You must submit landscaping plans as part of any
subdivision application that demonstrates an
improvement to the Landscape Strategy for the
URA (Section 4.7 of this chapter).
Local public reserves must comply with the
requirements of the Shoalhaven City Council
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throughout the URA with road
frontages on at least 2 sides.

P8 Provide for legible subdivision
layouts that allow for good solar
access.

Public Open Space Plan, or
A7.2

Local public reserves are to demonstrate
improvements to the Shoalhaven City Council
Public Open Space Plan.

A8.1

The subdivision layout shall be designed to
maximise the number of north-south orientated
lots.

Figure 2 - Development Control Map

4.2

Neighbourhood Hub

The neighbourhood hub will be the focal point for the URA and will provide for
neighbourhood shopping, a community facility/child care centre, a medical centre, a
central public reserve and shop top and medium density housing. The neighbourhood hub
The neighbourhood hub will be the focal point for the URA and will provide for
neighbourhood shopping, a community facility/child care centre, a medical centre, a
central public reserve and shop top and medium density housing. The neighbourhood hub
will be located on the western side of the spine road as shown indicatively in Figure 2.
Objectives:
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1. To create a focal point for the URA that will service the needs of the Mundamia and
broader West Nowra community.
2. To create a neighbourhood hub that functionally and aesthetically integrates the
neighbourhood shopping centre with the adjoining community/childcare centre and
central open space.
3. To create a development that is attractive when viewed from the access roads and
central public open space.
4. To provide high quality design within the neighbourhood hub area to reduce the
bulk and scale of the buildings.
5. To create a mix of dwelling types and opportunities for higher density residential
accommodation in close proximity to the neighbourhood hub.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Provide for a range of
commercial and community
uses.

A1.1

You must demonstrate how land uses within the
neighbourhood hub area are consistent with or
provide a demonstrated improvement to the
Neighbourhood Hub concept design (Figure 3).

P2 Provide for active uses to street
frontages, central open space
and public spaces where
possible in the neighbourhood
hub.

A2.1

Ground level development in the neighbourhood
shopping centre to be open to the street or public
areas to encourage activation, with minimal
impediments to visual connections between internal
and external spaces; and

A2.2

The medical centre and community/ child care
centre are to provide frontages which provide
demonstrated interest and activation to the street in
other ways; and

A2.3

Car parking and similar hard stand areas should be
located such that they do not dominate the
streetscape. Ideally, car parking should be located
behind the built form.

A3.1

Development within the neighbourhood hub area is
to be a maximum of 2 storeys; or

A3.2

Council may consider an increase to 3 storeys
where appropriate, if quality design and strong
justification is provided. A 3rd storey would need to
be recessed from the front building alignment.

A3.3

Development shall be broken down into small
elements, avoiding long and large areas of
continuous walls, and utilising built form elements
such as pavilions with individual roof elements.

P3 Development in the
neighbourhood hub should be
appropriate bulk and scale and
provide design relief as the
building height increases.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P4 Design to incorporate safer by
design principles, including
good passive surveillance.

A4.1

Central open space and public domain areas should
be viewable from the main spine road, active shop
frontages and residential areas and should be
sufficiently lit up at night.

P5 Provide for medium density
living in close proximity to the
neighbourhood hub.

A5.1

Shop top housing and medium density housing is
encouraged around the neighbourhood hub.

P6 No vehicular access to the
neighbourhood hub should be
provided from the Spine Road.

A6.1

Rear service access is to be provided to the retail
and community/childcare centre.

P7 Provide for central open space
to service the needs of the
community.

A7.1

The neighbourhood hub should comprise a
minimum of 5,000m2 of central public open space.

Figure 3 - Neighbourhood Hub Concept Design
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Note: The Neighbourhood Hub Concept Design is only a concept.
Roads and buildings are shows diagrammatically only and the
final development outcome may vary from the concept design.

4.3

Movement and Access

Design of the Mundamia URA will create pedestrian dominated environments with strong
connectivity between residential areas, local parks and the neighbourhood hub.
Subdivision applicants need to show proposed pedestrian and cycle routes within their
land, how they connect to the trunk routes shown on the DCP Map and how they relate to
those on adjoining land, where applicable.
Objectives:
1. To ensure a well connected network allows effective movement into and around the
neighbourhood for vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists.
2. To encourage walking, cycling and the use of public transport.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Provide a legible street hierarchy A1.1
to allow effective movement of
vehicles (including buses)
A1.2
throughout the URA including:


A main spine road.



Major residential streets.



Minor residential streets.



Perimeter roads for both
access and bushfire asset
protection.

P2 Provide for lateral cycle/
pedestrian routes linking the
neighbourhood shopping
centre, public open space and
the main north-south shared
pathway.

4.4

Road layout is generally consistent with the trunk
routes shown on the supporting map.
Road designs allow for bus movements generally in
accordance with the bus route shown on the
supporting map.

A1.3

Indented bus bays are to be provided along the
spine road in the vicinity of the neighbourhood hub
area.

A2.1

Shared pathways be provided along trunk routes
shown on the supporting map.

Entrance/Gateway

Access to the URA will be via a boulevard style road running north from the university
campus roundabout. George Evans Road, north of the university access roundabout, is to
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be realigned and reconstructed within a new road reserve. A main spine road is to
continue through the area from the southern boundary of the URA as shown on the DCP
Map and the Gateway Streetscape Detail Map. Retention and supplementing of native
vegetation within the road reserve is to occur to continue the existing theme along George
Evans Road from Yalwal Road.
Objectives:
1. To create a sense of arrival and establish a neighbourhood identity through the
development of a boulevard road entry and a gateway residential area along the
spine road into the URA.
2. To create a unique residential living area with high quality built form and attractive
street presentations.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Provide an attractive entrance
into the URA through a
boulevard road.

A1.1

You must demonstrate how the entrance into the
URA is consistent with the Gateway Streetscape
Detail Map (Figure 4) in any subdivision or
development application; or

A1.2

You must demonstrate how the entrance into the
URA provides a demonstrated improvement to the
Gateway Streetscape Detail Map (Figure 4) in any
subdivision or development application.

P2 Provide for highly articulated,
medium density development
within the gateway residential
area that compliments and
frames the boulevard entry into
the URA.

A2.1

Terrace style housing within the gateway residential
area is encouraged.

A2.2

Front building lines to be 3m back from the lot
boundary, with rear setbacks 7.5m from the
boundary to allow for vehicle parking.

A2.3

Front boundaries shall be defined using
landscaping to frame the boulevard entry.

P3 Dwellings on both sides of the
spine road, between the
entrance of the URA and the
neighbourhood hub, will have no
direct, front vehicular access.

A3.1

Vehicles will gain access from service lanes or
roads to the rear as shown on the Gateway
Streetscape Detail Map (Figure 4).
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Figure 4 - Gateway Streetscape Detail
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4.5

Environment

A range of threatened plant species have been found on land surrounding the Mundamia
Urban Release Area. They are protected by State and Federal environment legislation
and large fines apply for the removal or damage of these species. The Ecologically
Sensitive Lands Map shows the key areas of habitat for these species identified as
‘ecologically sensitive land’.
The Ecologically Sensitive Land includes known and potential habitat locations for the
critically endangered Pterostylis Sp. Flat Rock Creek (Spring Tiny Greenhood Orchid) as
well as for Triplarina nowraensis (Nowra Heath Myrtle).
Protection of the orchid’s habitats is critical so development within the URA requires
careful control of stormwater runoff (quality, volume and velocity) and upper groundwater
systems to maintain appropriate water flow across to the sandstone rock shelves near to
the orchids’ habitats. Investigations to date indicate that groundwater systems will need to
be recharged throughout the URA using appropriate mechanisms to counter the loss of
stormwater infiltration e.g. increase in impervious surfaces within the proposed built up
area. Details are to be submitted for approval with applications for development of this
land and shall show that pre development water flows and quality are retained at pre
development levels at the periphery of the URA.

Figure 5 - Ecologically Sensitive Land

The outer boundary of the URA is to be fenced to prevent the movement of vehicles and
people into environmental areas. Details are to be submitted for approval with applications
for development.
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An environmental management plan needs to be provided as part of any subdivision
application over land identified on the Ecologically Sensitive Land Map.
An environmental management plan is to address any protection or rehabilitation works.
Such works need to be carried out by the developer at their own cost, before any key
environmental areas are brought into public ownership.
Considering the impacts of the proposed development:
Section 5A of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 sets out a ‘sevenpart test’ for considering the potential impact of a proposed development on critical habitat,
threatened species, populations or endangered ecological communities, and their habitats.
As development of land in the URA will potentially impact on known threatened species
habitat, an assessment known as a ‘seven-part test’ will be legally required as part of the
development assessment process. A Species Impact Statement will need to be prepared
if the seven-part test concludes that there will be a significant impact.
Note: The presence of the listed orchid species and its habitat
mentioned above, means that development within the URA may
affect the orchid’s natural hydrology and therefore trigger the need
for development applications to be referred to the Commonwealth
Government for approval under its Environment Protection &
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.

Objectives:
1. To protect and maintain areas of natural bushland, riparian corridors and native
habitats identified for retention, in and immediately adjacent to, the URA, in
particular, areas identified as containing Pterostylis Sp. Flat Rock Creek (Spring
Tiny Greenhood Orchid Sp. Flat Rock Creek) and Triplarina nowraensis (Nowra
Heath Myrtle);
2. To minimise the change to the hydrological flows (surface and subsurface) due to
development in the stormwater catchment.
3. To achieve a neutral or reduced post development pollutant load compared to
existing conditions.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Provide for the retention of
threatened species and their
habitats.

A1.1

Significant clusters of Triplarina Nowraensis (Nowra
Heath Myrtle) to be protected through areas of
either public open space or undeveloped parts of
lots, and

A1.2

Significant clusters of Hollow Bearing Trees to be
protected through areas of either public open space
or undeveloped parts of lots.

A2.1

Structures/devices, such as roadside bio swales,
that promote groundwater recharge shall be located
in the public domain. The amount of recharge
required is dependent on the impervious area
created by development. Requirements for a range
of impervious areas are provided at Table A below.

P2 Provide supplementary
groundwater recharge to
achieve no net change in
hydrological flows

Typical cross sections for a roadside bio swale are
provided in the supporting documentation. In
conjunction with these swales, recharge may be
incorporated into devices that also achieve water
quality and onsite detention (OSD) objectives. A
typical OSD wetland and bioremediation basin
section is shown in the supporting documentation.
Recharge areas shall be hydraulically connected to
the threatened species habitats down slope of the
development. Designs shall consider:
•

Subsurface drainage under pavements and
buildings in conjunction with seepage level
spreaders (or similar distribution system) to
avoid seepage concentration;

•

Permeable road and footing sub-base to
ensure that buildings and roads do not impede
groundwater flows;

•

Under road culverts at specific locations; and

•

Specific siting of roadside swale and bioswale
and bioremediation basin outlets to discharge
flows such that discharges are dispersed
evenly and freely to reach these areas.

Devices shall be located to ensure recharge is
distributed across the site
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P3 Surface flow regimes shall mimic A3.1
predevelopment flows for peak
stormwater discharges up to and
including the 1 in 5 year storm.

OSD solutions should be integrated into open
spaces and must be designed with consideration to
ongoing maintenance requirements and public
safety. OSD and water quality requirements should
be incorporated into a single device.

P4 Stormwater outlets are to be
engineered to ensure that
discharge regimes as near as
possible mimic predevelopment
flow regimes.

A4.1

Outlets shall include an appropriate flow spreader/
energy dissipater to replicate existing flow
conditions. A nominal 20m setback should be
established between site stormwater outlets and
areas of sensitive vegetation.

P5 Annual average sediment and
nutrient loads to receiving
environments shall be reduced
through the implementation of
water quality improvement
structures.

A5.1 1. The stormwater ‘treatment train’ should be
designed to maintain post-development water
quality as near as possible to pre-development
condition to minimise impacts on native vegetation,
whilst also adhering to the following postdevelopment pollution retention targets:
•

Total Suspended Solids – 85%

•

Total Phosphorus – 65%

•

Total Nitrogen - 45%

•

Gross Pollutants – 90%

Site Impervious
Area (%)

Groundwater
Seepage Shortfall
(ML/ha/yr)

Recharge Area
Required (m2/ha)

40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80

1.89
2.13
2.37
2.60
2.84
3.08
3.31
3.54
3.78

125.0
140.9
156.7
172.0
187.8
203.7
218.9
234.1
250.0

Length of
Roadside
Bioremediation
Swale Required1
(m/ha)
83.3
93.9
104.5
114.7
125.2
135.8
145.9
156.1
166.7

Note: 1 Assumes 1.5 m wide base of swale.
Table A – Minimum Recharge Levels

4.6

Bushfire Protection

Objectives:
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1. To ensure that appropriate bushfire assessment and mitigation measures are
undertaken in developing this land.
Controls:
1. You must demonstrate how any development or subdivision application complies
with the Planning for Bushfire Protection Guidelines.
2. A perimeter road must be included in any subdivision application for access and
bushfire asset protection.
3. No higher density residential uses will be permitted around the perimeter of the
URA adjoining asset protection zones.

4.7

Landscape Strategy

In accordance with Section 5.1 of this Plan (Neighbourhood Design), landscaping plans
are to be submitted as part of any subdivision application and are to be consistent with or
demonstrate an improvement to this Landscape Strategy.
Objectives:
1. To create a unique and quality subdivision that embraces the native bushland
character of the surrounds, connecting residents with the natural environment.
2. To create a quality and pleasant environment that encourages outdoor activities
and social interaction creating a sense of place for the subdivision.
3. To achieve continuity and containment providing a high quality setting for the
housing development.
4. Promote biodiversity through careful plant selection and integration of landscaped
bioswales and landscaped retention ponds within the subdivision.
5. Encourage native plantings within private development to reinforce the natural
bushland character of the subdivision
6. Provide landscaped entrances and roundabouts to the development with native
grass planting and sculptures utilising the natural elements of the area.
Strategy:
The road network surrounding and within the subdivision will be unified with street trees,
which when mature, will be the most prominent landscape element. They are intended to
help define boundaries, reduce traffic speeds, provide shade and habitat for fauna, and be
integrated with stormwater management systems. Mundamia will be formed by green
streets which create a sense of place.
The overall landscaping strategy is to be based around local native species endemic to
this area. The theme established by the landscaping along George Evans Road to the
University campus should be carried through the Urban Release Area.
Such a theme applies to public areas being road reserves, public open spaces and the
front yards of all proposed lots. Species are to be nominated and shown by developers/
subdividers on overall landscape plans of their land and submitted to the Consent
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Authority for approval and must be consistent with the Species List in the supporting
documentation.
Street tree planting is to be consistent with the Landscape Strategy Map below (Figure 6).
The centre of the URA is to consist of traditional, boulevard style street planting to
reinforce the grid pattern of the subdivisions and the outlying areas are to consist of less
formal, clusters of trees to soften the visual impact of the built form and blend in with the
natural environment.

Figure 6 - Landscape Strategy

Colours used in public open spaces, streetscaping and community facilities should be in
harmony with the surrounding native bushland and must be consistent with the colour
pallet provided in the supporting documentation. The planting and material palette
reinforces the existing native bushland and landscape in the area immediately surrounding
and bordering the URA.
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The proposed vehicle, pedestrian and cycleway access routes along the major residential
streets are shown on the supporting map. A concept landscape strategy for these major
residential streets is shown in the cross section below (Figure 7).

Figure 7 - Landscape Concept

Principles:
1. Provide extensive landscaping and tree planting in all streets and retain existing
trees where possible, particularly in open space areas.
2. Landscaping and street planting shall provide continuity and take the focus off the
built form.
3. Provide continuity and consistency in the streetscape with linear elements such as
trees, colour, garden and materials, ensuring it continues through the intersections.
4. Driveway crossovers to be same colour and material as foot path to provide
continuity.
5. Consistent use of street furniture throughout the subdivision will ensure continuity
and a sense of place.
6. Deciduous trees (preferably native) on East-West orientated streets.
7. Landscaping of verge between path and kerb shall be native grass to reduce
maintenance.
8. Use of public art and unique landscaping will be used at the intersections to the
main roads and will be used to signal a point of arrival.
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9. Water sensitive urban design elements shall be integrated into the open space area
and in certain streetscapes.

4.8

Residential Character

Objectives:
1. To create a unique residential living area with high quality built form and attractive
street presentations.
2. To offer a wide choice in good quality housing that meets the diverse and changing
needs of the community.
3. To minimise the effects of development on the local stormwater hydrology
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Dwellings shall be appropriate
bulk and scale and provide
design relief as the building
increases in height.

A1.1

Dwellings are to be a maximum of 2 storeys with
the 2nd storey set back from the bottom level.

P2 Dwellings shall provide an
attractive street presentation.

A2.1

The front facade must contain the entrance to the
house and shall face the street

A2.2

Dual occupancies on corner lots must utilise both
street frontages, one for each dwelling.

A2.3

Houses located on corners shall address both
street frontages to add to the overall streetscape
appeal.

P3 Development shall be broken
down into small elements,
avoiding long and large areas of
continuous walls, and utilising
built form elements such as
pavilions with individual roof
elements.

A3.1

Continuous walls exceeding 6m in length must
incorporate design elements to soften the visual
impact to the street frontage.

P4 Provide for a range of materials,
colours and finishes in building
designs to create attractive
dwellings.

A4.1

The use of a mix of materials/colours and finishes is
essential for the front facade of all dwellings and
desirable for the remaining facades, and

A4.2

Colours shall reflect the natural surrounds. Bright
colours and black will not be supported.

A4.3

Face brick is to be smooth or matte finish and
uniform in shape. Brick blends are not accepted.

A4.4

All roofs shall be a colour that compliments the
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
house colour, with eaves overhanging a minimum
of 450mm.

P5 Provide for garages and carports A5.1
that do not dominate the
streetscape.
A5.2

P6 Provide ancillary structures that
complement the building design.

P7 Provide quality landscaping on
individual lots.

P8 Provide adaptable housing to

Garages must be set back a minimum of 1m behind
the building line of the dwelling.
Garages must have a maximum width of 6m and
occupy no more than 50% of the frontage.

A5.3

Garage doors must compliment the colours of the
home and be plain panels or roller doors without
patterns

A5.4

Vehicle crossovers to footpaths are to be 3m for
single garages and 3.5m for double garages. The
crossover shall be constructed perpendicular to the
carriageway kerb.

A5.5

Driveways must be constructed of plain coloured
concrete, asphalt or pavers. Driveway crossovers
shall be the same colour and material as foot path
to provide continuity

A6.1

Letterbox design shall compliment house design
and colour.

A6.2

Fences for rear and side boundaries shall be
setback 2m behind the main building line.

A6.3

For corner lots, a fence is permissible forward of the
main building line on the secondary street frontage
where that fence is providing privacy to the principal
area of private open space. Such a fence shall be
offset a minimum distance of 12m from the primary
street lot boundary.

A6.4

All service areas containing items such as bins,
water tanks, clotheslines, A/C units etc, shall be
located to the rear or side of the building and be
adequately screened.

A7.1

Each lot shall contain a minimum of 1 tree in the
front yard. The tree must have protective fencing
around it during construction.

A7.2

Front boundary definition shall be created through
landscaping.

A8.1

As a minimum, 50% of medium density dwellings
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Performance Criteria
suit the lifetime needs of
occupants.

4.9

Acceptable Solutions
(including dual occupancies) provided in the URA
are to meet adaptable housing standards equivalent
to Class C Adaptable Houses in AS4299-1995.

Staging

All subdivision applications are to include an internal staging plan, in accordance with the
following and indicating how the proposal will ensure the targets in the DCP will be met.
Initial stages are to start from the southern boundary of the URA and will require the
relocation / construction of George Evans Road along the new alignment up to the
southern end of the Crown road reserve.
Thereafter, stages are to progress northwards to give access to the proposed
neighbourhood centre. Subdivision of the neighbourhood centre and the adjoining central
public reserve is to occur within release of the first 25% of lots. This requirement shall not
restrict the development of adjacent lots, however is intended to ensure that land is made
available for the neighbourhood hub and central open space as early as possible.
Releases after that should radiate out from the neighbourhood centre to promote the
centre’s presence and importance in the release area.
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5

Advisory Information

5.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application.

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Shoalhaven Contributions Plan 2010

External Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

Legislation



State Environmental Planning Policy (Building Sustainability Index:
BASIX) 2004
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Chapter NB2: Worrigee Urban Release Area
Council resolved as part of the adoption of Shoalhaven DCP 2014 reserve a Chapter.
Space has been provided within Shoalhaven DCP 2014 to allow for these controls to be
included once finalised.
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to provide guidelines to protect the unique character and
scenic beauty of Kangaroo Valley village and its environs. The following guidelines aim to
ensure that development occurs in such a way to achieve proper balance between
development, conservation and environmental sustainability.
Advisory note: in addition to the provisions outlined in
this chapter, you must refer to the supporting map for
supplementary development controls.

2

Application

This chapter applies to the village area of Kangaroo Valley and environs, and the smaller
settlement of Barrengarry as shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3

Context

This chapter provides information and development guidelines to:





Conserve and enhance the character of the built environment.
Ensure Kangaroo Valley’s natural and economic resources are effectively
conserved and managed.
Maintain greater business confidence in planning future development.
Allow scarce public monies to be used efficiently.

These guidelines do not intend to discourage innovative design solutions that meet the
Key Objectives and comply with the design principles of this chapter.
Note: for the purposes of the Kangaroo Valley
Chapter, the following definitions apply:
‘Economic Activity Zones’ include the defined
retail core, tourist precinct and craft industry
precinct as shown on the map
‘Village Retail Core’ is the area shown on the
map and bounded to the west by the Anglican
Church and the School, to the east by the
Police Station and Heritage Precinct, to the
north by the proposed cycle path and to the
south by existing premises having frontage to
Moss Vale Road (lot depth of 25-30 metres)

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
Maintain the unique rural character of the village
ii.
Recognise and protect those biological and physical attributes which contribute the
scenic grandeur of the area
iii.
Allow opportunities for the development of a low key tourist industry in keeping with
the rural character of the village
iv.
To identify community and recreational facilities proportionate with the need to
serve the village and surrounding areas
v.
Maintain the village as the social, cultural, business and religious centre for the
Kangaroo Valley area
vi.
Identify a retail centre within the village equivalent in size to the needs of the village
and surrounding areas, together with appropriate infrastructure, including service
access, car parking, pedestrian facilities and streetscaping
vii.
Identify opportunities within the village related to tourism, being artisan and craft
workshops
viii.
Encourage land use activities that:
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ix.
x.
xi.
xii.
xiii.
xiv.
xv.
xvi.
xvii.
xviii.
xix.

Have a neutral or beneficial impact on natural physical processes such as
stormwater runoff and flooding
Are compatible with the soil capability of the area
Have a neutral or beneficial impact on water quality
Establish appropriate performance criteria to ensure any development is in keeping
with the character of the village and environs
Identify and protect land of high agricultural value
Maintain a road network which is safe, efficient and relates to the rural character of
the area
Recognise and protect all heritage items in the area
Identify opportunities for lifestyle living and retirement which have a neutral or
beneficial impact on the rural character of the village
Identify and protect areas of high ecological value
Maintain the compact size of the hamlet of Barrengarry and ensure any infill
development is designed to reflect the current scale of development
Encourage land use activities which retain and protect remnant vegetation
particularly riparian vegetation, significant wildlife habitat, and vegetation on steep
slopes and areas of soil instability

5

Controls

5.1

Economy of the Village and Environs

Intent
To encourage development in the local area that complements the built, rural or natural
environments; has neutral or beneficial impact on water quality and makes a positive
contribution to the local economy.
Performance Criteria
P1




Development that offers employment
opportunities must maintain the
scenic and rural values of the area,
particularly:
Agricultural production and the Dairy
Industry
Tourist developments such as small
scale accommodation facilities

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1

A1.2

A1.3

Retail, Commercial and Industrial
development must be located within the
appropriate Economic Activity Zones
(EAZs) shown on supporting map.
Retail Activities must be located within the
retail core, unless they are ancillary to
other activities carried out in identified
EAZs. If this occurs, retail activities must
not exceed for any one building 20% of the
gross floor area, or 50m2 gross floor area,
whichever is the lesser amount.
Any development within the vicinity of
existing dairy farms must have beneficial
or neutral economic impacts on the
continuation of such farming.
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P2 Development must be of a scale to allow
effluent management facilities that have
neutral or beneficial impacts on water
quality

5.2

A2.1

Any tourist development outside the
Village Centre must have sufficient area to
dispose of effluent onsite.

General Development – Village Centre, Village and Environs

Intent
To provide a safe, convenient and attractive village that meets the changing needs of the
community by offering a wide choice of housing designs and associated community and
commercial facilities. These designs can be contemporary, but must respect the distinctive
rural character of the village, and recognise and preserve, where relevant, the natural
environment.
Performance Criteria
P1 Development must be designed to
enhance the existing built form and
character by the following means:
 Building Bulk and Scale
 Building Elements
 Building Height
 Landscaping
 Site Criteria
 Subdivision

5.2.1

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1

In addition to the guidelines in this chapter,
your development must be consistent with
the guidelines set out in the Kangaroo
Valley Townscape Study by Annette Green
for Shoalhaven City Council 1992. You will
find this document by following the link
provided at the bottom of this chapter.
Where an inconsistency between these
two documents occurs, the guidelines set
out in this chapter prevail.

Building bulk and scale

Performance Criteria
P1 Mass and proportions must respect the
simple rural character of the village

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 Buildings must be broken up into a series
of smaller elements. When planning your
development, you must be mindful of nearby
heritage items.
A1.2 Buildings may have a maximum 6 meter
width of single blank wall facing a public road.
Your development must incorporate design
features, such as those listed below, to lessen
the visual impact of the building.
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5.2.2

Building elements

Performance Criteria
P1 External building details must be typically
rural in character and simple in design

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1







P2 Garages and outbuildings must be sited
and designed so as not to dominate the
street frontage

P3 Building frontage and entries must be
readily apparent from the street

P4 Existing buildings that are in sound
condition and contribute the streetscape
character, as well as items of historical
significance, are to be retained,
incorporated and sympathetically treated
where possible.

5.2.3

A2.1

Garages should be detached and, together
with other outbuildings, be located to the
side or rear of the main building. Such
structures should be subservient to the
main building.

A3.1

Your front door and/or living areas and
front foyer must be easily identified from
the main street.

A4.1

You must ensure that items of heritage or
conservation significance are retained and
sympathetically treated. For further details
see Section f) Heritage below.

Building height

Performance Criteria
P1 Building height must maintain a
compatible scale with adjoining and
adjacent development

5.2.4

Typical building design features include:
Broken roof lines that are created by a
primary steep pitched roof (25-35°), with
verandahs and lean-to extensions that are
built at a lower pitch
Hipped or gabled roofs, including attics
Rough-hewn sandstone block foundations
Horizontal or vertical timber wall cladding
Flat sheet cladding with decorative battens
to the upper work, and brick or timber to
the lower portion
Simple raked sunhoods to windows

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1

Your development must not exceed the
height limits set by the Shoalhaven Local
Environmental Plan (SLEP) 2014 Height
of Buildings Map.

Landscaping

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 New developments must complement or

A1.1

Your development should not dominate the
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enhance the treed rural landscape of the
village and surrounding area. Sufficient
open space must be provided around
buildings to maintain the existing village
character, rural vistas and treed backdrop
to the village.

P2 Development on the approaches to the
village centre should reinforce the
informality of the rural village by providing
tree buffers to Moss Vale Road.

landscape – be careful with two storey
elements where there is no backdrop of trees
or hills. Allow sufficient space for gardens and
planting at the front of your development.

A2.1 Development on the eastern approach to
the village centre must incorporate a treeplanting buffer on the front boundary of the
property. This buffer should be 20 metres wide
and reinforce the native vegetation of the area.
A2.2 You must incorporate tree-planting buffers
into development in the following areas
identified on the supporting map:
 South side of Moss Vale Road in the
Village and Environs zone
 South side of Moss Vale Road between the
former Uniting Church (180A Moss Vale
Road) and Jarretts Lane in the Village zone
 Both sides of Moss Vale Road on the
northern approaches to the Village and
Environs zone

P3 Landscaping at major gateways to the
village, as identified on the map in the
supporting map, must provide an appropriate
transition between the rural landscape and
the built environment
P4 Rural lanes should be protected through
tree planting on either side of the road
reserve

A3.1 The mature trees arching over the road on
the approaches to the village and environs
should be retained and reinforced with
additional planting of similar species

A4.1 The rural lanes of Jarretts Lane, Nugents
Creek Road and Mt Scanzi Road should be
planted with native species of trees that create
enclosed canopies

5.2.5 Site criteria
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Building location and site preparation
should minimise the impact on the natural
landforms

A1.1 Avoid flat house designs on steep blocks.
Council will generally refuse this type of
development if the slope of the land exceeds
10%.
A1.2

Avoid development requiring large areas of
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cut and fill. Council will generally refuse this
type of development if the depth exceeds
600mm.

P2 Development should have neutral impacts
on riparian (creeks and riverside)
vegetation
5.2.6

Subdivision

Performance Criteria
P1 Lots must have the appropriate area and
dimensions for the siting and construction
of development appropriate to the zone,
outdoor private open space where
applicable, convenient vehicle access and
parking, and the management of effluent
P2 Lot sizes and dimensions must take into
account the slope of the land and the
need to minimise earthworks and
retaining walls

P3 Lot size and dimensions must enable
buildings to be sited to:
 Protect natural and cultural features
 Acknowledge site constraints
including soil erosion, flooding and
bush fire risk
 Retain special features such as trees
and views

5.3

A2.1 Your development must be set back a
minimum of 10 metres from the top of the bank
of any natural watercourse.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 The creation of new lots will only be
approved when you are able to demonstrate
that the potential for effluent dispersal can be
achieved on site.

A2.1 Identify building envelopes having slopes
no greater than 10% within the proposed lot
boundaries.

A3.1 Lot size dimensions must follow the linear
historic subdivision pattern.
A3.2 Lot size and dimensions must be oriented
to take advantage of the northerly sun.

Village Centre Specific Requirements

Intent
To ensure development relates to the traditional informal character of the village and its
approaches, its modest scale, varied setbacks and spacing between buildings. To provide
for the shopping needs of the surrounding rural community, village residents and through
traffic.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Development should be designed to
reflect the informality of a rural village by

A1.1 Development within the village retail core
must be contained within the designated
building envelopes identified on the supporting
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reflecting such features as the prevailing
character streetscape and heritage items

map.
A1.2 Narrow lots with less than 15 metre
frontages may not require side boundary
setbacks, provided Building Code of Australia
requirements are met
A1.3 New developments could incorporate
garden courtyards between the front building
alignment and kerb to maintain informal
character, allow outdoor eating and enhance
views to heritage items. This may require any
building to be set back from the street property
alignment

P2 The important relationship between the
adjoining pastoral landscape and the
village must be maintained and reinforced
in any future development

A2.1 Retail frontage incorporating footpaths,
patios, decks and shopfronts could be provided
to the rear of developments north of Moss Vale
Road to optimize the sunny aspect and
spectacular northern views
A2.2 Spaces between buildings should be used
to encourage driveways or walkways which
also promote views of the pastoral landscape
to the north, or treed backdrop to the south

P3 Streetscape elements and utility services
are designed to maintain the informal
rural character of the village

A3.1 Footpaths may vary in width, however must
be a minimum 1.5 metres wide with the residue
being grass. Full width footpaths must be
provided when associated with full width
awnings or outdoor cafes
A3.2 Paving materials may include sandstone or
concrete flags, PGH black and tan pavers or
asphalt. Combinations of any two of these
materials are acceptable. Construction must be
in accordance with Council’s specifications.
A3.3 All future development should be designed
to allow for underground electricity
A3.4 The definition of the village centre should
be reinforced through kerb and gutter, paved
footpaths, exotic street trees and a 40km
design speed environment

P4 The design of street furniture elements

A4.1

Street furniture must comply with approved
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should be aesthetically pleasing and
functional, and promote informality and
unity in the streetscape

5.4

Council streetscape plans

Community and Recreational Infrastructure

Includes:
 Pedestrian footpaths, cycling facilities
 Tree planting
 Village green/outdoor theatre
 Public open space, riverside park
 Public toilets
 Walking trails
 Netball courts
Intent
To ensure that:
 Appropriate and accessible community and recreational facilities meet the future
needs of the local community and/or visitors and tourists; and
 Private development contributes to the provision of local infrastructure including
new types of facilities that area currently unavailable.
Performance Criteria
P1

5.5

Priority should be given to improving
existing facilities

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1

To comply with any Council approved
Management Plans for the area

Traffic Parking Access and Servicing

Includes:
 Bus turning circles
 Off-street public parking and service deliveries
 Traffic calming devices
Intent
To encourage the provision of parking, servicing and environmental improvements that:
 Are compatible with community expectations.
 Are designed as an integral part of the Kangaroo Valley Streetscape.
 Minimise conflicts amongst vehicular and pedestrian traffic and maintain visibility.
 Maintain and reinforce the village character.
 Minimise any adverse impacts of traffic generating development within the village
environment.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Car parking facilities must be designed
and located in such a way that they:
 Provide convenience and safety to
users, including pedestrians, cyclists
and vehicles
 Are cost effective
 Achieve adequate streetscape
objectives and shade

A1.1

Car parking access and servicing must
comply with Chapter G21: Car Parking and
Traffic

A1.2

Car parking design must be compatible
with the informal village character through
suitable landscaping and surface finish

P2 Vehicle servicing facilities must not have
an adverse impact on the streetscape or
village amenity

A2.1 You must provide suitable off-street
collection points for garbage, effluent removal
and recycling requirements. These collection
points must not be intrusive when viewed from
the streetscape
A2.2 All service operations should be carried out
wholly on-site, and vehicles should enter and
leave in a forward direction

P3 The availability of on-street car parking is
to be maximised
P4 Public car parks must be made available
and be cost effective

A3.1 Minimise or share driveway access to the
street

A4.1 Private off-street car parks relating to
commercial development in the retail core
should cater for employee use only.
A4.2 Car parking must be located to the side or
rear of any development

P5 Traffic facilities must be designed to
minimise pedestrian/vehicular conflicts,
maintain safety, and have minimal
adverse impacts on the streetscape
character of the village and the loss of onstreet car parking

A5.1 Road and traffic facilities within the village
centre should be designed to encourage a
40km/h speed limit
A5.2 Buildings adjoining corner sites and
driveways must provide splayed setbacks to
improve visibility
A5.3 Grass verges with edge strips and swale
drains should be provided outside the village
centre

P6 Traffic generating developments should
have minimal impact on residential
amenity and through traffic

A6.1 Traffic generating developments should
share driveway access with adjoining
developments or alternatively, provide access
from an established side road where one exists
A6.2 Traffic generating developments should be
limited to the designated EAZs shown on the
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map in the supporting map.

P7 Bicycle paths and facilities should be
designed to maintain the informal rural
character

5.6

A7.1 Footpath/cycleways materials outside the
village centre should match existing paths
A7.2 Where necessary, you must provide
appropriate bicycle parking racks/ stands in
visible locations in accordance with the current
Australian Standard. The design and
installation of these facilities must also comply
with the current Australian Standard.

Heritage

Intent
 To ensure the character of the village is appropriately conserved and enhanced by
effective management of identified heritage items
 To ensure any new development relates to the traditional informal character of the
village and its approaches and does not diminish the State heritage significance of the
area
 To ensure the relationship of the village with its special environment is fully considered
as part of any development decision
Performance Criteria
P1 Ensure that any development is
sympathetic with the heritage significance
of heritage items, heritage conservation
areas and their settings, and pastoral
landscapes

P2 All development must be designed to be
sympathetic with the existing character of
the village

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 In addition to the guidelines in this section,
all development is to be consistent with the
guidelines set out in the Kangaroo Valley
Townscape Study by Annette Green for
Shoalhaven City Council 1992. This can be
found by following the link provided at the
bottom of this section. Where an inconsistency
between these two documents occurs, the
guidelines set out in this chapter prevail.
A2.1 Your development must complement the
general proportions and design features of
existing buildings that contribute to the
streetscape. Particular attention should be
placed on building elements such as doors,
windows and verandahs.
A2.2 Building materials should be similar to and
compatible with those items that make a
positive contribution to the village character
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A2.3 Missing components or decorative details
on existing buildings should be reinstated
A2.4 Paint schemes should be sympathetic to
the period of construction and traditional to the
local area
A2.5 Gardens should be provided along
traditional designs, even where minimal
setbacks occur
A2.6 Native regrowth should be retained in front
of houses within the outer and inner
approaches to the village centre
A2.7 Fences should be traditional in design, and
be generally simple timber designs or a
combination of timber and wire
A2.8 Any new development should be modern,
but in harmony with the existing informal
village character, and blend with the backdrop
of trees

P3 Development should have a beneficial or
neutral impact on the heritage assets of
Kangaroo Valley Village and environs

A3.1 You must provide a Heritage Impact
Statement if your development relates to, or is
in the vicinity of, a heritage item.
A3.2 You must provide a Heritage Impact
Statement for development relating to, or in the
vicinity of, heritage items or conservation areas
identified in the Shoalhaven Heritage Study
1995-1998, if Council considers your
development may affect the cultural
significance of such items
A3.3 You must provide a visual impact
statement for development on land zoned
RU1, RU2, RU5 and R5, if Council considers it
likely to have an impact on the scenic or
cultural quality of the landscape
A3.4 You must provide a Heritage Impact
Statement for subdivision of land relating to, or
in the vicinity of, heritage items. You may have
to submit additional impact statements if
Council considers your subdivision may have
an adverse effect on the cultural significance of
other items identified in the Shoalhaven
Heritage Study 1995-1998.
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P4 Infill development and alterations to
existing buildings should be designed to
be compatible with the historical
streetscape

A4.1 Infill development must be located behind
the established building line, and have a
minimum side setback of 1.5 metres
A4.2 Infill development should complement, but
not replicate, nearby heritage items. Heritage
replicas may detract from the contribution
made by identified heritage items.

5.7

Environment and Water Quality

Intent
 To ensure development impacts on visual amenity are neutral or beneficial to the
natural, built or pastoral landscapes
 To minimise any adverse impact of development on privacy
 To ensure development is sustainable and environmentally responsible and takes into
account its social impact on environmental quality and amenity
 To reduce the risk of bushfire damage to life, property and the environment
 To effectively manage bushfires for the protection and conservation of the natural
cultural scenic and recreational features of the area
 To minimise any adverse environmental impact to areas supporting remnant or riparian
vegetation, threatened wildlife habitat or steep vegetated slopes
5.7.1

Visual amenity and privacy

Performance Criteria
P1 Overlooking of main habitable rooms of
dwellings is to be minimised by building
layout and location

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 To achieve acceptable privacy, the
minimum distances between neighbouring
buildings must be:




P2 Development should be integrated with
the natural, built and pastoral landscapes
when viewed from Moss Vale Road,
Upper Kangaroo River Road and Tallowa
Dam Road

6 metres between non-habitable rooms
9 metres between habitable and nonhabitable rooms
12 metres between habitable and
habitable rooms

A2.1 You must submit a visual impact statement
if your development is higher than a single
storey, or if Council considers it detrimental to
the scenic quality of the area. This must show
the view from main roads, and demonstrate
how the design will integrate with the
landscape and informal rural character of the
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village.

5.7.2

Flooding

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Development
must
minimise
any
impediment to the floodplain or urban
floodway

A1.1 New development must not impair the
performance of the floodplain, and must be
consistent with Chapter G9: Development on
Flood Prone Land
A1.2 New development should not be within the
1:100 year flood line of an urban floodway

5.7.3

Slope

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Development must minimise the amount
of cut and fill, and be sited on gently
sloping land

A1.1 You should avoid development that will
require large areas of cut and fill. Council will
generally refuse development if the depth
exceeds 600mm.
A1.2 You must submit a stability analysis report,
or geotechnical report, if your development is
sited on a slope exceeding 10%, and has a
floor area greater than 30 square metres.

5.7.4

Stormwater management

Performance Criteria
P1 Stormwater
drainage
from
all
developments must be adequately
designed to ensure receiving water
bodies,
adjacent
properties
and
infrastructure are not adversely affected
both during and after construction

5.7.5

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 You must submit a local drainage
management plan if your development
includes an impervious surface greater than or
equal to 30 square metres
A1.2 You must prepare and implement an
erosion and sediment control plan for
construction that will disturb more than 30
square metres of the site area. For larger sites,
you may also be required to submit a soil and
water management plan.

Effluent management

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
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P1 The design and provision of effluent
management facilities should be cost
effective over their life cycle and
incorporate provisions to prevent adverse
environmental impact in the short and
long term

A1.1 Development requiring on-site effluent
management systems will only be considered
where it can be demonstrated that:
i.
Public health risks will be minimised or
eliminated by avoiding contact with effluent
or composted material
ii.
Lands will be protected against effluent
causing deterioration of land and
vegetation quality through soil degradation,
salinization, waterlogging rainfall run-off
and contaminated groundwater flow
iii.
Surface waters will be protected against
contamination by any flow from treatment
systems and land application (including
effluent rainfall run-off to contaminated
groundwater flows)
iv.
Groundwater will be protected against
contamination by any flow from treatment
systems and land application areas
v.
It will conserve and reuse resources
(nutrients, organic matter and water in
wastewater), promote water conservation
and minimise wastewater production
vi.
Protect community amenity by ensuring
that on-site sewerage management
systems do not unreasonable interfere with
quality of life (i.e. aesthetics, colour, dust
vectors and excessive
A1.2 All new or enlarged development is to
comply with both Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage
Management and the NSW Environment and
Health Protection Guidelines On Site
Sewerage Management for Single
Households. Where any inconsistency occurs
the later document prevails, unless agreed to
specifically by Water NSW.
A1.3 All new development that requires effluent
treatment or increases the volume of effluent to
be treated is to submit a water cycle
management study (WCMS) and shall provide
information on the methodology and reasoning
behind the selection of any one particular
system
A1.4 To minimise the impact of pump out
sewage effluent on the overall environment
(traffic, social and existing sewage
infrastructure), consideration will only be given
in new subdivisions to systems which can
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adequately dispose of effluent totally on site

P2 Buffers to creek systems are to be
provided to ensure adequate separation
between effluent application areas and
designated or intermittent streams

5.7.6

A2.1 All sewerage management installations
must adhere to the 1993 agreement between
Council and Water NSW to ensure:
 On prescribed streams:
i. A setback of 500 metres for septic tank
systems
ii. A setback of 150 metres for secondary
sewage treatment systems
 On all other watercourses, a setback of
100 metres for any system
 Siting of all sewage management
installations above the 100 year flood line

Bush fire

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Ensure bush fire management control
relating to the habitat area of the
endangered rock wallaby is designed to
achieve the protection of adjoining
residential areas without adverse impact
on the ecology of the wallabies

A1.1 Any land use activity should satisfy the
objectives of the NSW Rural Fires Act service
of standards as they relate to standards of fire.

P2 Ensure that all development is located to
minimise the risk of bush fire

A2.1 Your development must comply with the
current Australian Standard for development in
bush fire prone areas, and the NSW Rural Fire
Service guidelines Planning for Bush Fire
Protection (2006).

P3 Building design and materials should be
selected to maximise resistance to bush
fire

5.7.7

Vegetation management

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Development should minimise clearing of
remnant vegetation and should not
involve the removal of riparian vegetation,
vegetation of significant wildlife habitat
and vegetation on steep slopes and areas
of soil instability

A1.1 You must submit a vegetation/landscape
plan if your development adjoins a
watercourse, significant wildlife habitat or
native vegetation. This plan must demonstrate
how your development will have neutral or
beneficial impacts on these areas of
vegetation.
A1.2

You must retain a minimum 10 metre wide
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riparian buffer zone along all watercourses
A1.3 You should limit the clearing of vegetation
to slopes below 10%
A1.4 You must submit a visual impact statement
if you intend to clear trees within the identified
tree backdrop to the south of the village.

6

Advisory Information

The key objective of your application is to provide clear information in text, drawings and
photographs that will explain your intentions in the simplest way. In addition to the
standard requirements for DAs, you must submit the following information for any DA
within Kangaroo Valley:
a) A site plan to scale, showing the location of your development, contours and
heights being relative to Australian Height Datum (AHD), and any other features
affected by the proposal (such as neighbouring structures, heritage items,
outbuildings, significant landscape features, vistas and vistas); perennial and
intermittent streams, drainage proposals and sewage disposal. Note: AHD should
be determined by a registered surveyor.
b) In the case of development in conservation areas, you must provide an elevation to
the principal façade to the primary streetscape(s) showing adjoining buildings, a
visual impact statement, and a Heritage Impact Statement demonstrating that the
negative impacts of a proposal will be minimised or diminished.
c) You must clearly distinguish proposed new works by means of diagrams, drawings
and photographs from the existing original building or work and other
improvements, including landscaping, where these are affected.
d) Schedules and samples of external materials, finishes and colour schemes.
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6.1

Other Legislation or Policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines





Kangaroo Valley Townscape Study, Annette Green for Shoalhaven
City Council 1992
Rural Wastewater Supply Policy
Driveway Access to Private Properties

External
Policies &
Guidelines





Planning for Bushfire Protection 2006
On-Site Sewage Management for Single Households 1998
NSW Health Guideline for private water supply.

Legislation



State Environmental Planning Policy (Sydney Drinking Water
Catchment) 2011
State Environmental Planning Policy No. 14 – Coastal Wetlands



Note: The Healthy Rivers Commission final report into
Shoalhaven’s River System may be useful in providing
background information on the environmental
management of the Shoalhaven River.
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to reinforce the role of Berry as a service centre and to
ensure that development in Berry Town Centre is compatible with the historic character of
Berry.
Advisory note: in addition to the provisions outlined
in this chapter, you must refer to the supporting map
for supplementary development controls.

2

Application

This chapter applies to land within the Berry Town Centre as shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3

Context

This chapter outlines the controls that you must address in your development application
for within Berry Town Centre. This chapter also identifies matters that Council will assess
when considering your application.
This chapter outlines controls to ensure buildings are compatible with the scale and bulk of
the existing and likely future development of adjacent lands.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
Maintain the economic viability of the town centre.
ii.
Ensure that new development is complementary to, and respects, the heritage
characteristics of the town.
iii. Retain the visual importance and setting of heritage items and conservation
areas.
iv.
Identify efficient traffic route within the centre and into and out of the centre.
v.
Identify safe, accessible and efficient paths for pedestrians.
vi.
Identify opportunities for providing additional car parking facilities.
vii.
Provide guidelines for street improvements.
viii.
Ensure that the parks and open space that contribute
character are maintained.
ix.
Provide for outdoor dining, sitting and viewing in active and safe public spaces.
x.
Provide for commercial uses on the properties facing Queen Street and
residential uses on properties facing Princess Street.
xi.
Encourage development which is of a suitable bulk and scale to adjoining
development.
xii.
Encourage residential development in commercial areas through the
construction of new mixed use commercial/residential developments.

5

Controls

5.1 Development in Berry Town Centre
Performance Criteria
P1 Development in the Berry Town Centre
minimises conflict between residential
and commercial activities.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 Properties which face onto Princess Street
should be uses for housing and should
complement the residential streetscape.
A1.2 Properties which face onto Albert Street
should be used for development that is
compatible with the adjacent residential zoned
area. This could be for housing, professional
services, or service type retailing.
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P2 Development in the Berry Town Centre
promotes active frontages to pedestrian
areas including car parks.

A2.1 Frontages to the internalised pedestrian
mall donated as active on the map are to be
used for commercial or retail purposes and
incorporate active shopfronts.
A2.2 Uses on the public car park support the
retail core and encourage outdoor dining and
display activities.
A2.3 Blank walls and other uninviting spaces at
street level are avoided.
A2.4 Seating, lighting, special paving, planting
and artworks may be provided in plazas, malls
and courtyards.
A2.5 Outdoor seating and dining areas face on
to the pedestrian mall.

5.2 Built Form and Character
Performance Criteria
P1 New buildings, or additions to existing
buildings, are complementary in form to
the heritage characteristics of the town
centre.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1

Buildings generally:
Have a pitched roof and the form, pitch
and parapet height of new
buildings/additions should match or be
similar to adjoining and adjacent buildings
(generally between 32 and 45 degrees);
Have verandah elements such as awnings
to active shopfront areas;
visual interest;
Have facades that are varied and
articulated to provide visual interest;
Are built of a mix of lightweight materials,
timber weatherboards and masonry and
have corrugated metal roofs; and
Have service area walls and similar site
features that are designed to compatible
with the architecture of the main
building(s).

P2 The design of new buildings, or additions
to existing buildings, is in keeping with the

A2.1

Buildings generally:
Single storey in height as measured from
the natural ground level;
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existing height, bulk and density of their
location.

P3 New buildings, or additions to existing
buildings, are compatible with adjoining
and adjacent heritage items.

P4 New buildings, or additions to existing
buildings, provide for pedestrian comfort,
interest and safety.

Retain the existing residential and
commercial setbacks; and
Minimise bulk by varying the roof form.
A3.1 Buildings maintain the visual importance
and setting of heritage items through
minimising overshadowing and privacy,
landscape and visual impacts.
A4.1

Buildings generally:
Provide continuous overhead weather
protection along the pedestrian mall and
retail shop corridors; and
Ground floor levels along the pedestrian
mall and retail shop corridors provide
windows, entrances, architectural details
and ornamentation.

5.3 Protection of Heritage Significance
Performance Criteria
P1 New development complements existing
heritage structures in a modern context.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 New developments adjacent to items of
heritage significance are designed in a way
that respects the stated significance of the item
and does not diminish the it
significance.
A1.2
identified heritage items should be reflected in
new development.

P2 Development retains, preserves, and
recycles the existing heritage buildings
and trees in a sympathetic way to make a
positive contribution to the character of
the locality.

A2.1 A heritage impact statement is to be
prepared for development relating to an item of
heritage significance as identified in the
Shoalhaven Local LEP (SLEP) 2014, or which
is in the vicinity of items of heritage
significance.
A2.2 Where an item of heritage significance is to
be adapted for reuse, modifications to allow for
stated significance.
A2.3 Development should make efficient use of
sites and apply the principles of
environmentally sustainable design without
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compromising the heritage significance of
heritage items or
historic streetscape.
A2.4 The existing heritage
Quercus
virginiana (American Live Oak) on the
Princess Street public car park is protected.

5.4 Car Parking, Pedestrian Routes and Servicing Requirements
Performance Criteria
P1 Adequate and convenient car parking
contributes to the viability of the town
centre and does not impact on the
amenity of the town centre.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 The design of vehicle access and parking
facilities integrate with overall site planning and
landscape design to minimise their visual
impact.
A1.2 With one way movement systems, right
had turns from the existing public car park on
Princess Street are to be provided because of
better visibility for the driver and the location of
service bays.

P2 Safe pedestrian linkages to public car
parks and other commercial properties
area provided.
P3 Satisfactory servicing is provided for
development.

A2.1 Pedestrian routes are direct and minimise
potential conflicts with vehicles.

A3.1 Adequate loading and unloading facilities
are provided.
A3.2 Dimensions for service vehicle access and
service bays must comply with the Australian
Standard.

5.5 Shop-top Housing
Performance Criteria
P1 To encourage new mixed-use
commercial/ residential development to
contribute to enlivening public spaces and
improving safety and security.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 The ground floor of your development
contains active retail/commercial uses facing
pedestrian areas.
A1.2 Separate entrances are provided for each
use.
A1.3 Minimise the length and amount of blank
walls that can be seen from the street.
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A1.4 Rear and side facades that are visible from
public areas or neighbouring properties should
be designed with similar detailing to be
consistent with the principle facades of the
building.
A1.5 Refuse storage must be screened from
view from residential components of the
development.
A1.6 Provide car parking areas which are freely
available to be uses by residents at all time.
A1.7 Access to natural light and ventilation for
each habitable room must be provided.
A1.8 Noise insulation is to be used with
particular focus on shared ceiling/floor and
walls.
A1.9 The design of your development should
encourage casual surveillance of the service
lane as well as public spaces.

5.6 Outdoor Advertising, Footpath Café and Display Requirements
Note: Outdoor advertising, footpath eating and
footpath displays require licencing from Council
under the Local Government Act 1979.
Performance Criteria
P1 Signs enhance the character or establish
an image for the centre and ensure that
the desired urban character of
surrounding land uses (including
residential, religious and public uses) is
not compromised.

P2 Advertising signs create a lively day time
and evening atmosphere.
P3 Café seating/footpath eating is safe and

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 Private business and advertising signs are
in keeping with the scale and character of the
building they are attached to and do not detract
from the streetscape.
A1.2 Developments display fewer, more
effective signs to reduce visual complexity.
A2.1 Signs do not unduly obstruct pedestrian
movement on footpath areas.
A3.1 If you are providing café seating adjacent
to vehicle flow, a physical barrier must be
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does not impact on pedestrian access.

P4 Sufficient car parking is provided for café
seating/footpath eating.

P5 Lighting that is adequate, low
maintenance, and in character with the
town centre is to be provided.

installed between the seating and the vehicle
flow.
A4.1 You must provide additional off street car
parking for café seating/footpath eating as
follows:
Where the café seating/footpath eating does
not exceed 30% of the approved indoor eating
area no addition car parking required.
Where the café seating/footpath eating does
not exceed 100% of the approved indoor
seating area no additional car parking
required for the first 30% and then half the car
parking requirement for the remaining area.
Where the café seating/footpath eating
exceeds 100% of the approved indoor eating
area no additional car parking required for
the first 30% and then half the car parking
requirement for the remaining area plus the
full rate over 100% of the approved indoor
eating area.
A5.1 Your development should provide
adequate lighting for public spaces.
A5.2 Exterior light should be architecturally
integrated with building style, material and
colours.
A5.3

Exterior lighting should be vandal resistant.

5.7 Landscaping and Environmental Management
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 New development promotes energy and
water efficiency through its design,
construction and use.

A1.1 Your development should allow for natural
rather than mechanical ventilation and
incorporate the principles of passive solar
design.
A1.2 Your development should allow solar
access to public spaces between the hours of
10am and 3pm on any day.
A1.3 If the roof and/or paved areas proposed as
part of your development exceed 30m2, you
are to provide detailed drainage plans and an
onsite detention system for stormwater
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management.
P2 The appearance, amenity and energy
efficiency of new development is
enhanced through high quality landscape
design.

A2.1 Identified vistas, as shown on the map,
which reinforce townscape qualities are to be
retrieved and enhanced.
A2.2 Landscaping minimises site disturbance
and preserves those trees which positively
contribute to the character of the area.
A2.3 Tree planting and paving works area to
comply generally with the specifications in
Chapter 18 and specifically:
A continuous root barrier should be provided
along the frontage of the property where it
adjoins the car park.
Segmented kerbing is providing when
existing kerb requires replacement to allow
for easier maintenance should roots
penetrate the surface.
A 75mm sacrificial concrete slab (with no
steel reinforcements be provided below any
segmented paved surface.
A2.4 In landscaping your development, you
should consider community safety by
encouraging unimpeded sight distance for
pathways and not creating pedestrian areas
which cannot be seen from public areas.
A2.5 Your development is to provide for
underground electricity and telephone services
with any extension of supply being at your
expense.
A2.6 You are to ensure the design and location
of site and waste facilities minimises their
impact on the public domain and complements
the village character.
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5.8 Precinct 1

Albert Court and Surrounds

Precinct 1 consists of the land bounded by Alexandra, Albert, Prince Alfred and Queen Streets
excluding Lots 1 & 2 DP 1118522 as per the map below.

Figure 2: Precinct 1 Subject Land Map

5.8.1

Controls

The rhythm of existing residences (open space, building, open space) in Albert Street is
important in maintaining the village character of Berry. If your development is fronting
the car park, it should acknowledge this spatial rhythm.
If your development fronts on
, you
must be use this frontage for commercial or retail purposes and incorporate active
shopfronts.
Your development must comply with all building setbacks identified on the supporting
map.
If you are proposing to provide car parking and/or off street servicing within the front
building setback and the front building line to Albert Street, you must show that the car
parking will allow for front gardens to be retained to maintain the residential streetscape
of Albert Street.
If you are proposing to provide areas for off street servicing within the front building
setback and the front building line to Albert Street, you should show that the area to be
used for servicing is restricted to the area which would normally be used to access a
domestic garage. The backing of service vehicles from Albert Street up to the size of a
small rigid truck would be acceptable. Larger service vehicles would need to utilise on
street loading within the on street parking zone or from within the on street parking zone
or from within the off street public car park.
Servicing to No. 80 Albert Street may be provided on the street or is to be shared with
the adjoining No. 78 Albert Street with access from Albert Street.
The Magnolia soulangeana (Saucer Magnolia) on Lot 1 DP 525672 is to be retained
within the proposed courtyard.
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5.9 Precinct 2

Mix Use Commercial/Residential

Precinct 2 consists of the land bound by Queen, Prince Alfred, Princess and Alexandra
Streets as per the map below. The intent of this section of this chapter is to provide:
A new public car park in the vicinity of the existing access to Berry Hotel off Princess
Street; and
To provide a one-way service lane at the rear of the properties fronting Queen Street
that forms U-shaped vehicle circulation from the existing car park off Princess Street to
the proposed eastern car park.

Figure 3: Precinct 2 Subject Land Map

5.9.1

Controls

If your development
you must use this frontage for commercial or retail purposes and incorporate active
shopfronts.
If your development fronts on to the internalised pedestrian mall, you should provide
windows, doors and so forth to encourage pedestrian activity and provide informal
surveillance.
If your development fronts onto Princess Street, it should be used for residential and be
designed to complement the residential streetscape.
5.10 Precinct 3

Berry Hotel (Lot 1 DP 578257)

Precinct 3 consists of Lot 1 DP 578257 which is the Berry Hotel site at 120 Queen Street
Berry as per the map below. The intent of this section of this chapter is to provide the
opportunity for mixed use development which fits into the local context and contributes to
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Figure 4: Precinct 3 Subject Land Map

5.10.1 Controls

New development on this site is to be visually appropriate respecting the desired future
and local character of the town centre and the heritage significance of the hotel.
The built form should respond to the existing and proposed pattern of the surrounding
context so as to produce a cohesive form by establishing a unique character for the
area.
The location and massing of the built form has minimal impact on solar access to public
space or habitable spaces of adjoining properties.
Adequate car parking and service access are to be provided on sit without
compromising street character, landscape or pedestrian amenity and safety and are
sufficient for the tourist/commercial component of the development on this site.
Pedestrian footpath links should be provided from the proposed development to nearby
commercial properties, public car parks and Queen Street.

6

Advisory Information

6.1 Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be required
to consider other legislation, policies and other documents
with your application.

Council Policies
& Guidelines

Contributions Plan

External Policies
& Guidelines

Nil

Legislation

Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014
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1 Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to ensure that subdivision of land to the south of Berry is in
keeping with the residential zoning and allow for roads, pedestrian access, drainage,
recreation areas and community facilities.
Advisory note: in addition to the provisions outlined in
this chapter, you must refer to the supporting map for
supplementary development controls.

2 Application
This section applies to land generally bound by the Princes Highway, Schofield Land and
Kangaroo Valley Road as shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3 Objectives
The objectives are to:
i.
Provide for roads and traffic control;
ii.
Provide for drainage and pollution control;
iii.
Provide for passive recreation area(s);
iv.
Ensure identification of cycle and pedestrian links;
v.
Provide a community facility site; ensure maintenance of the visual character of
this location;
vi.
Provide a range of residential lot sizes;
vii.
Maintain residential amenity both within and adjoining the site.

4 Controls
4.1 Traffic requirements
In your application, you must show that:
Adequate vehicle access from existing public roads can be constructed.
Direct access is not provided from the Princes Highway other than as shown on the
supporting map.
Utility services can be connected to existing systems. This may require you to develop
at the same time as adjoining landowners or to negotiate rights of access etc. prior to
submitting your application.
All utility services should be underground.
You will dedicate land required for road and footpath construction as public road.
4.2 Open space
When subdividing land to which this chapter applies, you must dedicate land zoned RE1
Public Recreation as open space to Council as a condition of consent. This land is
required for pollution control devices, drainage reserves, or as visual buffers between
land uses.
You must submit a landscape plan for any land to be dedicated, detailing how cleared
areas will be revegetated with species endemic to the district.
4.3 Pollution control
There shall be no increase in average annual pollutant loads (unponded sediment,
phosphorus) form the whole of the land within to which this chapter applies.
There shall be no net increase in stormwater runoff beyond that which discharges from
the land to which this chapter applies for a one in twenty year rural discharge.
You must design pollution control plans in accordance with the documents prepared by
the NSW Environmental Protection Authority and Landco
Soil and Construction:
Managing Urba
.
You must submit with your application a soil and water management plan dealing with
stormwater management issues and proposed pollution control devices.
4.4 Building and subdivision design
The minimum width of all roads shall be 18 metres.
the title of the land being subdivided, describing the design and landscape objectives for
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the subdivision. This is to ensure an integrated housing theme that is appropriate for
each precinct.
4.5 Staging
You may wish to consolidate or adjust boundaries to assist in the implementation of this
chapter. Council will consider this at subdivision stage.
4.6 Community facility
Council has identified a site with the RE1 Public Recreation zone adjacent to the R3
approximately 2000m2 and intended to allow for integrated uses such as a child care
facility or other community facility.
4.7

Fencing

the title of the land being subdivided to describe the standard of fencing to be adopted.
This is to ensure an integrated fencing standard throughout the area to which this chapter
applies.

5

Advisory Information

5.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check

Council Policies
& Guidelines
External Policies
& Guidelines
Legislation

Contributions Plan
Managing Urban Stormwater: Soils and Construction Vol. 1 (Landcom,
2004) http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/stormwater/publications.htm
Section 125 of the Roads Act 1993, which would be in accordance with
any hours of operation to which the approval is subject; and
Section 68 of the Local Government Act 1993.
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to guide development in the Shoalhaven Heads existing
village centre, surrounding vacant land and public recreation areas. This chapter aims to
develop a special character for the village centre, enhance the economic potential for
businesses in the area and create a community-orientated environment
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to the supporting map: Chapter N4 – Map 1.

2

Application

This chapter applies to land within the vicinity of the Shoalhaven Heads village centre, as
shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map

3

Context

This area has been identified in Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan (SLEP) 2014 as the
principle shopping centre for Shoalhaven Heads. Existing zones of B2 Local Centre and
B4 Mixed Use allow for a shopping village, and expansion to the west.
Three groups of shops exist of a distance of 260 metres. This chapter aims to integrate the
two westernmost developments to allow for a shopping precinct, combined with community
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facilities and support infrastructure, including recreations facilities and emergency
services. The large vacant parcel of land, Lot 96 DP 1069334, has been identified as a
possible future site for the Shoalhaven Heads Public School.
The shops to the east would be integrated with the proposed tourist accommodation
precinct, and incentives have been identified to encourage redevelopment and upgrading
of these shops.
Note: Where an inconsistency exists between the provisions in this chapter and those in
another chapter of this DCP of Policy of Council, the provisions in this chapter shall
prevail.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i. Integrate the two westernmost developments to enable the area to become a
shopping precinct, with combined support infrastructure and recreation facilities
ii. Create a compact and accessible centre that rationalises the existing linear
nature of the centre
iii. Identify suitable off-street car parking areas within easy walking distance from
shops
iv. Minimise pedestrian and traffic conflicts within the centre, particularly where it
fronts Shoalhaven Heads Road
v. Identify tourist-related opportunities within the zoned commercial area, together
with opportunities for aged accommodation
vi. Identify opportunities for streetscaping and beautifying the town centre
vii. Integrate existing and future community and recreational facilities such that it has
the potential to reinforce the economic base for the centre
viii. Encourage access to the centre for both cyclists and pedestrians alike

5
5.1

Design Elements
The Creation of a Village Focal Point

A focal point for the village has been identified on part of Lot 96 DP 1069334. This is in the
area associated with a proposed village park, located between the two existing
developments opposite Bolt Street. Provisions have been made to allow further retail
development adjoining the park. The village focal point should be created as part of any
retail development over Lot 96, and could also be used the venue for future markets, etc.
5.2

Land Use

Land uses should be in accordance with the supporting map. Retail and personal services
are encouraged in the main shopping area. An area to the east of Aspinall Street, zoned
B2 Local Centre, has been identified for tourist accommodation; this is shown on the map.
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Density provisions for these tourist areas will be as required by Chapter G14: Other
Residential Accommodation. The Council-owned parcel of land zoned SP2 is to be
retained for community facilities, while the large vacant parcel of land, Lot 96 DP 1069334,
has been identified as a possible future site for the Shoalhaven Heads Public School.
5.2.1 Development Incentive
Density provisions will remain flexible for Lot 6 DP 806082, as an incentive to redevelop
this site for tourist orientated uses. Any development would, however, need to provide
adequate landscaping to soften the impact to both street frontages.
5.3

Building Envelopes and Development Guidelines

Building envelopes for this area are identified on the supporting map and are designed to
minimise the bulk and scale of development. Any proposed development must
demonstrate the following:







5.4

Development does not detrimentally impact on the existing low-key character of the
town
Development should incorporate environmentally sensitive principles
Areas for future pedestrian open space are available
Areas for off-street parking and servicing are available
Buffers are provided to residential areas to maintain amenity
Existing areas of vegetation are incorporated into landscaped areas associated with
open spaces, parks and car parks
Village Shopping Centre

The village shopping centre consists of a series of building modules interconnected with
both covered and open pedestrian areas. The village park, located on Lot 96 DP 1069334
between the shopping centre and Shoalhaven Heads Road, should be provided as part of
any development of the retail centre. Dedication of this park to Council could be
considered as part of the development process.
This area should be designed to incorporate existing vegetation and minimise disturbance
to the natural physical features. Building height should be limited to single storey, as
measured from the natural ground surface. Council may consider a variation of this control
for the purposes of a manager’s residence, if it can be demonstrated that such a residence
would be used in conjunction with an existing shop.
Building styles and materials should relate to the seaside character of the town and
incorporate pitched metal roofs and masonry wall cladding. The interconnecting pedestrian
areas should be predominantly of timber construction. Building colours should relate to a
contemporary palette and be in keeping with the natural surrounding vegetation.
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Light ochre colours are preferable for pedestrian pavement areas. Indigenous planting
highlighting macrozamia (Burrawang) understorey should dominate landscaping themes.
Exotic plantings, including rainforest and tropical species, should only be used as accent
planting principally in the retail pedestrian plaza areas.
5.5

Tourist Accommodation Precinct

Development in the tourist precinct should be consistent with the building envelopes
identified on the map. Building styles and materials should relate to the seaside character
of the town and incorporate pitched metal roofs, and various masonry and timber wall
cladding.
Colours should predominantly relate to the surrounding natural vegetation, incorporating
greens, blues, greys and light ochre colours. Indigenous planting should predominate, and
exotic plantings should be limited to accent planting.
5.6

Design Details

Detailed designs will be required for the following items:




Streetscaping elements involving a distinctive range of furniture elements and
colours
Landscape and planting species appropriate to the area
Opportunities to include community arts projects

Detail designs will only commence after being included in a future works program.
5.7

Infrastructure Requirements

5.7.1 Off-street car parking and servicing
This chapter proposes off-street car parking for over 150 vehicles in addition to the existing
car parking already provided. This car parking would occur in the event of development of
Lot 96 DP 1069334, and could be staged with development.
Servicing for the retail centre is proposed on Lot 96, in the area to the east of future
development. Service access should be provided between the existing shops and the
proposed infill development.
5.7.2 Traffic facilities
This chapter provides for a roundabout on the corner of Matthews Street and Shoalhaven
Heads Road, in order to reduce traffic speeds and improve safety in this area. This will
also give access to the future development of Lot 96.
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A landscaped median is proposed for Shoalhaven Heads Road between Matthews Street
and McIntosh Street. This median will also act as a refuge to improve safety for
pedestrians crossing the road.
Shared cycleway footpaths are proposed and should be provided in accordance with
Council’s adopted strategy.
The program for construction would be subject to inclusion in a future works program.
5.7.3 Utility services
Further improvements to infrastructure, including drainage footpaths, underground
electricity, etc., will be identified with future detailed plans for the area.
5.7.4 Implementation
Proposals shown on the accompanying map indicate future development over a number of
years. The timing for the release of land and development, as well as streetscaping, traffic
facilities, pedestrian open space and car parking, will be subject to decisions being made
by landowners, business owners, Council and the economic situation.

6 Advisory Information
6.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be required
to consider other legislation, policies and other documents
with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Shoalhaven Bike Plan

External Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

Legislation
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1 Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to help co-ordinate future development and revitalisation of
the Bomaderry Town Centre. This area is focused around the existing shopping centre,
which is almost completely developed with either shops or residences.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to the supporting map: Chapter N5 – Map 1.

2 Application
This chapter applies to land in Bomaderry bounded by Meroo, Tarawara, Bunberra and
Coomea Streets, as shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3 Context
This chapter sets out the things you must consider when developing property within the
Bomaderry Town Centre. The area is identified as the principal shopping centre for
Bomaderry and is larger than the neighbourhood centres at North Nowra and North
Bomaderry. Future expansion of the Bomaderry Town Centre could see the area service a
wider area from the Shoalhaven River to Shoalhaven Heads and Berry.

4 Key Objectives
The objectives are to:
i.
Provide for the orderly development of land within the Bomaderry Town Centre
ii.
Provide for adequate public infrastructure and open space
iii.
Unify the Town Centre by encouraging design consistency between new and
existing development
iv.
Allow fair and equitable development opportunities for all landowners

5 Controls
Performance Criteria
P1 Staged development of individual parcels
of land should be achievable.

P2 Adequate public infrastructure and open
space must be provided in conjunction
with development.

P3 The town centre should connect to the
Nowra/Bomaderry bicycle network.

P4 Development design should maintain
consistency of the streetscape.

P5 Adequate garbage disposal should be
available to the whole town centre.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 Development of individual parcels of land
at any time is possible; however, development
should aim to be consistent with the supporting
map and existing streetscape of the area.
A2.1 Additional demands on local infrastructure
arising from development must be addressed
within your DA. This may include essential
infrastructure such as car parking, kerb and
gutter or electricity supply, or enhancements to
public open space such as parks or
landscaping.
A3.1 The provision of cycle ways and cycle
racks within the town centre may need to be
addressed as part of your DA.
A4.1 Paved areas and footpaths should of a
material similar to existing. New covered
walkways and building awnings should also be
of a similar design.
A5.1 It is desirable for landowners to co-operate
to ensure that centralised garbage disposal is
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available. The most appropriate place for these
is the centralised service areas off the main car
park.

P6 Pedestrian linkages between the Railway
Station and Coomea Street car park are
to be provided.

P7 Equal opportunities for development
should be available to all landowners

A6.1 Properties shown on the Map should
provide for pedestrian access from the Railway
Station to the Coomea Street car park.
Development of these sites may require some
dedication of land for use as a public walkway.
A7.1 The supporting map offers suggested
development ratios for each landowner,
roughly on a 50/50 basis. This means that for
each property, you can develop approximately
50% of the land, while the remainder of the
property is to be dedicated to public open
space, walkways or car parking. Some
properties offer a higher development ratio, to
encourage owners to co-ordinate development,
so that arcades or large-space development
may be established. This type of development
will require a high degree of cooperation
between landowners.

6 Advisory Information
6.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be required
to consider other legislation, policies and other documents
with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

External Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

Legislation
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to guide the subdivision and development of the residential
area of Condie Crescent/ Illaroo Road.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to the supporting map: Chapter N6 – Map 1.

2

Application

This chapter applies to land fronting Illaroo Road and Condie Crescent, North Nowra as
shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3

Context

This chapter provides information and development controls needed to prepare
applications for development in Condie Crescent/Illaroo Road.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i. Enable deep blocks to be subdivided in an orderly fashion.
ii. Ensure residential amenity is maintained.
iii. Ensure each lot has a reasonable vehicular access and an identifiable address to a
public thoroughfare.

5

Provisions

This section provides information and development controls needed to prepare
applications for development in the precinct.
5.1

Application

As part of a development application, you must demonstrate how your development
generally complies with the map. Council may approve some minor variations without
amending the plan, where Council is satisfied development meets the objectives of the
plan.
5.2

Implementation
a) For development to occur, you must demonstrate that:



Access can be constructed from an existing public road; and
Utility services can be connected to exiting systems.

b) Land required for road and footpath construction must be in accordance with the
map and be dedicated as public road.
c) You should consider innovative construction techniques for any subdivision
application i.e. grass swales with low flow pipes, reduced road widths and common
trenching for utility services.
d) You must construct the vehicle access ways between the proposed turning circles,
as shown on the map, in exposed aggregates, patterned concrete or similar to
highlight the low speed access areas.
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5.3

Fencing

If your property fronts Condie Crescent, your fence can not exceed 900mm in height in
front of the front building line to allow better integration between front gardens and
streetscapes.
5.4

Landscaping

You must demonstrate how your development implements the landscape principles plan
as part of any subdivision or redevelopment application. The landscape principles plan
only relates to the land to be dedicated as public road i.e. driveway access or
pedestrian/cycleway path (11m in width).
5.5

Lighting

Street lighting must be installed within the public road system and bollard lights be
provided along the pedestrian/cycleway link to provide adequate security lighting.
5.6

Utilities

Common trenching for underground power, phone and water services is encouraged.
Particularly within the 11m wide area to be dedicated to Council for use of driveway
access and the walkway to ensure landscaping principles can be achieved.
5.7

Drainage

Drainage is to be minimised for the cycle/pedestrian link by utilising the proposed pathway
and providing for landscaped mounding to the low side. Stormwater is to be directed to
the existing and proposed drainage network.
5.8

Building Standards

Your development must be designed to address the new street frontages and subdivision
layout should take advantage of north-south orientation for energy-saving building design.
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6
6.1

Advisory Information
Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be required
to consider other legislation, policies and other documents
with your application.

Council Policies
& Guidelines





Open Space Strategy
Contributions Plan
Housing Strategy

External
Policies &
Guidelines






AUSTROADS – A Guide to the Hydraulic Design of Bridges,
Culverts and Floodways
AUSTROADS – A Guide to the Structural Design of Road
Pavements
AUSTROADS – Bridge Design Code 1992
AUSTROADS – Waterway Design 1994
RTAD 96/6 – Use of Traffic Calming Devices at Pedestrian
Crossings
Australian Standards
AADT



Nil






Legislation
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to provide development direction and planning control of the
Nowra Hotel Site and Civic Precinct at Bridge Road Nowra.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to the supporting maps: Chapter N7 – Maps 1-3
(contained in the one file).

2

Application

This Chapter applies to the Nowra Hotel Site and Civic Precinct at Bridge Road Nowra as
shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3

Context

The provisions of the plan apply to the extent of any inconsistency with other Shoalhaven
City Council development control plans, codes or policies.
This Chapter primarily relates to the potential to develop the northern portion of the subject
land (Figure 2) for the specific intent of developing a hotel style accommodation,
permanent living and associated amenity for visitors and residents alike. The remainder of
the site which houses the existing Council Administration building, approved Entertainment
Centre and associated vehicular access and parking are to remain unchanged.
You should consider the Master Plan of the site when designing your development.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
Create a town focal point and to create a strong identifiable gateway to Nowra.
Create opportunities for mid to high level views of the Shoalhaven River and surrounds.
Provide new opportunities for the establishment of a tourist hotel and associated
development that will provide enhanced amenity and economic stimulus within Nowra.
iv.
Improve existing streetscapes.
v.
Provide sufficient guidance relating to traffic, access and car parking for future
development proposals so as to ensure a clear, safe, convenient and pleasant
environment for both pedestrians and motorists.
vi.
Provide new and improved opportunities for quality apartment living within the Nowra
area.
vii.
Provide guidance relating to the provision of suitable and attractive landscaping.
viii.
Promote a stronger pedestrian links to surrounding recreational areas and Nowra’s
business centre from the subject plan and civic precinct.
ix.
Provide guidance for future development proposals with respect to building design,
height and bulk, layout and integration with existing development.
i.
ii.
iii.
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Figure 2: The northern portion of the site

5

Controls

The land subject of this DCP is one of the most visually prominent sites within the Nowra /
Bomaderry area. The land has been previously identified as a suitable site for
development that may provide the township of Nowra with an improved sense of identity.
The site is ideal for development that can provide a defined entrance or gateway to Nowra
as well as providing a new benchmark for tourist and permanent living environments.
The following principles should be read in conjunction with the diagrams contained in the
attachments section of this document.
5.1

Built Form and Height

Building form and height have the potential to impact upon the amenity of a place. Building
form and height may also reinforce, improve or compliment an area’s, character and
nearby existing development.
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This section of the DCP provides guidance for future development proposals with respect
to building form and height that should be adhered to.
5.1.1

Objectives



To ensure that the form and height of buildings have a positive impact on the amenity
of the area.



To ensure that the form and height of buildings improve and compliment the area’s
character and nearby development.

5.1.2

Provisions

Performance Criteria
P1 The built form of new development is to
create a ‘gateway’ development for the
Nowra Town Centre.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1

A1.2

P2 New development is to integrate with the
existing Council Administrative Building,
the Entertainment Centre.

P3 New buildings and uses are to create an
attractive environment that is equally
useable by visitors and locals and set a
new benchmark for the Nowra Town
Centre in terms of tourist accommodation
and residential living.

A1

Provide a ‘gateway’ statement to the
intersection of the Princes’ Highway and
Bridge Road by introducing a taller
‘residential/serviced apartment’ building of
up to 9 storeys in height.
Provide a lower scale ‘hotel building’ of up
to 4 storeys that will appropriately frame
the northern face of the public forecourt
space created by the existing Council
Administration building to the east and the
Entertainment Centre to the south.
Provide other residential/serviced
apartment buildings of up to 7 storeys
aligned along the Princes’ Highway
frontage that when combined with the
‘gateway’ and ‘hotel’ building centre create
an inner landscape courtyard space with
activated frontages at its ground level.

A2

Provide other residential/serviced
apartment buildings of up to 7 storeys
aligned along the Princes’ Highway
frontage that when combined with the
‘gateway’ and ‘hotel’ building centre create
an inner landscape courtyard space with
activated frontages at its ground level.

A3

Provide a built form that enables the
staging of future development.

A4

Provide a built form of proportions and
shape that will comply with the Residential
Flat Code and SEPP65 for the relevant
components.
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5.2

Character, Siting, Setbacks and Building Separation

The character of a place is attributed to the scale, siting and style of buildings and other
physical features of the area. Building siting, separation and setbacks are important
determinants of urban form. Inappropriate building separation, setbacks or building siting
can lead to certain amenity problems such as lack of visual and acoustic privacy and
reduced natural daylight. This section of the DCP provides guidance for future
development proposals with respect to character, siting, setbacks and building separation
that should be adhered to.
5.2.1

Objectives



To ensure that the development of the area contributes to and enhances its character.



To ensure that buildings are appropriately sited so as to minimise potential for general
amenity problems.

5.2.2

Provisions

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 New buildings are to appropriately
respond to the surrounding urban context
including residential areas, street
networks, open space and landscape in
order to minimise negative environmental
impacts and take full advantage of
positive site attributes.

New development proposals are to:

P2 Buildings are to be sited in such a way
that potential visual and acoustic amenity
issues are minimised.

A1.1

Be of contemporary nature and reflective
of its uses,

A1.2

Incorporate appropriately modulated forms
that are compatible with the scale and
proportions of the existing Council
Administration Building and new
Performing Arts Centre.

A1.3

Provide a development that is integrated
with landscape treatments and public open
spaces.

A1.4

Provide clear definition of relationships
between proposed individual buildings and
the Council Administration Centre and new
Performing Arts Centre, including the new
Civic Forecourt.

A1.5

Provide appropriately defined pedestrian
access points and circulation paths.

A2.1

Sited so as to minimise adverse
environmental impacts such as noise,
overshadowing and winter winds and to
maximise desirable attributes such as
orientation to views, solar access summer
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breezes.
P3 The potential for unacceptable
overshadowing is to be minimised.

A3.1

Be consistent with setbacks and
separation indicated on diagrams
Supporting Map 1 contained in the
attachments to this document.

5.3
Landscape
Landscaping can enhance the appearance and amenity a place and is fundamental to the
design of most development proposals. Development proposals incorporating suitable
landscaping result in better aesthetic quality and amenity for occupants and adjoining
properties.
This section of the DCP provides guidance for future development proposals with respect
to landscaping.
You should also refer to Chapter G3 Landscaping Design Guidelines of this DCP.
5.3.1

Objectives



To ensure that landscaping is used to enhance the appearance and amenity of the
public domain.



To ensure that development proposals incorporate landscaping that results in quality
outdoor spaces for casual users and permanent occupants.

5.3.2

Provisions

Performance Criteria
P1 Landscaping is to enhance the
appearance and amenity of development
through the implementation of excellent
landscape design.
P2 Proposals are to include sufficient
landscaping to ensure quality areas of
open space are provided as part of new
development proposals.

P3 Landscaping is to integrate with that
landscaping existing in the current public
domain.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 Landscape treatments are to be integrated
with the Princes Highway landscape buffer
zone.

A2.1 Landscape treatments to be integrated with
the desired streetscape to Bridge Road
including street trees and road improvements
and vehicular access points.

A3.1 Integrate hotel port cochere’ vehicular entry
road with proposed Civic Forecourt landscape
treatments.
A3.2 Provide high quality, integrated landscape
treatment to pedestrian circulation paths and
courtyard space.
See Supporting Map 2.
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5.4
Interface between Buildings and the Existing and Proposed Public Domain
It is important to ensure that new development integrates well with and contributes to the
existing and proposed public domain. The public domain generally incorporates shared
areas and spaces, the structures that form and relate to those spaces and the
infrastructure that serves them.
This section of the DCP provides guidance for future development proposals with respect
to creating a suitable interface between buildings and the existing and proposed public
domain.
5.4.1



Objectives

To ensure that new development both integrates with and enhances the existing public
domain.

5.4.2

Provisions

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 New development proposals are to
integrate in a positive manner to the
existing and proposed public domain.

Development proposals are to:

P2 Areas of public and private space are to
be clearly defined.

P3 Potential for adverse overshadowing of
civic spaces is to be minimised.

P4 Development proposals are to provide
opportunities for the casual surveillance
of public places.
P5 Development proposals are to enable
opportunities for the provision of suitable
and effective pedestrian connectivity.

A1.1 Maximise the provision of activated edges
including street frontages and landscaped
courtyard frontages.
A2.1 Ensure clear definition of entry/exit points
to all building including the provision of
appropriate safety and security measures.

A3.1 Minimise adverse shadow impacts
between 9:00am and 3:00pm for mid-winter on
the Civic Forecourt Space to the Performing
Arts Centre and surrounding residential
development.
A4.1 Provide over-viewing of courtyard space
and pedestrian circulation areas.

A5.1 Provide appropriate through site links and
provision for future pedestrian connection to
surrounding areas.
A5.2 Create a strong visual axis between the
Hotel entry and Performing Arts Centre entry
through The Civic Forecourt.
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5.5
Views
The land subject of this development control plan provides excellent opportunities for
obtaining views of the Shoalhaven River and Barrengarry Range to the north.
This section of the DCP provides guidance with respect to obtaining views.
5.5.1



Objectives

To ensure that new development obtains available views of the Shoalhaven River and
Barrengarry Range.

5.5.2

Provisions

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 New development is to be designed such
that opportunities available for obtaining
views from the site are maximised.

A1.1 New development proposals are to be of a
height and orientation so as to maximise views
of the Shoalhaven River and Barrengarry
Range.

5.6
Privacy
It is important that future development (particularly residential) is designed and orientated
such that the privacy of its inhabitants (visual and acoustic) is protected.
This section of the DCP provides guidance with respect to the mitigation of potential
privacy issues.
5.6.1



Objectives

To ensure that development is designed and oriented such that potential visual and
acoustic privacy are minimised.

5.6.2

Provisions

Performance Criteria
P1 New development, particularly residential
development, is to be designed in such a
manner that reasonable levels of visual
and acoustic privacy can be ensured.
P2 New development is to provide
reasonable opportunities for views from
living areas without affecting visual
privacy.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 New development is to be designed so as
to maximise visual and acoustic privacy
between private living spaces.

A2.1 Residential development is to be designed
in accordance with the provisions of State
Environmental Planning Policy 65 and the
Residential Flat Code for the residential
components of the development.

P3 New development is to be designed such
that a reasonable level of amenity with
respect to noise for residential apartments
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is afforded to inhabitants.

5.7
Solar Access and Energy Efficiency
Correct building orientation can significantly improve the amenity of a site and/or buildings.
Internal temperatures and demand for heating and cooling can be greatly affected by the
amount of solar access available to buildings.
This section of the DCP provides guidance for future development proposals with respect
to solar access and energy efficiency.
5.7.1



Objectives

To ensure that new development is designed and orientated having regard to solar
access and energy efficiency considerations.

5.7.2

Provisions

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 New buildings are to be designed and
oriented so as to achieve appropriate
levels of solar access and energy
efficiency.

A1.1 Future appropriate levels of solar access
are to be achieved in accordance with the
provisions of:
 State Environmental Planning Policy 65
and the Residential Flat Code for the
residential components of the
development.
 Environmentally Sustainable Design (ESD)
principles.
 BASIX where applicable.
 Excessive overshadowing of private open
spaces and private living spaces
particularly in residential areas should be
avoided.

5.8

Mitigation of Environmental Impacts

5.8.1

Noise attenuation

The major source of noise affecting the site comes from the Princes Highway which
adjoins its eastern boundary. Certain measures should be taken so as to minimise the
potential for noise to impact upon the future amenity of the site.
This section of the DCP provides guidance for future development proposals with respect
to noise attenuation.
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5.8.2



Objectives

To ensure that the issue of noise attenuation is given appropriate consideration and
new development proposals are appropriately designed and constructed so as to
protect the amenity of the development site.

5.8.3

Provisions

Performance Criteria
P1 Development proposals are to reasonably
ensure that noise from the Princes
Highway does not adversely impact upon
amenity.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 A quantities road traffic noise assessment
is to be undertaken with consideration to the
AS 367 -1989, Acoustics -Road Traffic Noise
Intrusion -Building Siting and Construction.

5.9
Flooding
It is important to ensure that the land can be provided with flood free access and that all
habitable floors are constructed above the flood planning level. It is also important to
ensure that building materials used are flood compatible.
This section of the DCP provides guidance for future development proposals with respect
to flooding.
5.9.1

Objectives



To ensure the provision of flood free access to all new development.



To ensure new buildings can withstand the force of flowing water.



To ensure the maintenance of residential amenity during extended wet periods.

5.9.2

Provisions

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 New development is to be provided with
flood free access.

A1.1 Whilst the subject site is nearby to the
other flood affected lands, it has been
established that the land subject of this
development control plan is not affected by
flooding. Therefore no specific conditions
should affect the development of land with
respect to flooding.

P2 New buildings must withstand the force of
flowing water during flood events.
P3 New development is to ensure that a
reasonable level of residential amenity
during can be maintained during
extended wet periods.
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5.10 Soil, Water and Site Management
It is important that all discharges from the site do not adversely impact upon the
environment (built or natural). Discharges potentially harmful to the environment from
building sites include polluted storm water and building waste.
This section of the DCP provides guidance for future development proposals with respect
to soil, water and site management.
5.10.1 Objectives



To help maintain the health of the environment – particularly streams and rivers.



To minimise the production of waste generated during construction .

5.10.2 Provisions
Performance Criteria
P1 Development proposals are to incorporate
measures that maintain the health of the
environment – particularly streams and
rivers.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 Any proposed development of the site will
need to comply with NSW and SCC legislative
requirements for water, soil and waste
management, specifically:
 A sedimentation and erosion control plan
prepared by a suitably qualified person
 A Waste Minimisation and Management
Plan (WMMP) prepared in accordance with
Chapter G7 Waste Minimisation &
Management Controls of this DCP.
 Maintenance of all stormwater drainage
pipes and systems to ensure efficient
discharge of stormwater in accordance
with the approved stormwater drainage
plan.

P2 The production of waste generated during
construction is to be minimised through
the implementation of waste minimisation
principles.

5.11

Traffic, Transport and Access

5.11.1 Public transport

Public transport within the Nowra area consists of a local bus service, the hub of which is
located at Stewart Place. The bus service provides a basic level of access to key
destinations of the Nowra CBD and connections to the Bomaderry train station.
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Trains run throughout the week from Bomaderry and Berry Stations, with access to
Wollongong and Sydney requiring a stop to change electronic trains at Kiama. The train
services operate at two hour intervals from early in the morning to late at night with extra
commuter train services operating during the week. Taxis provide service 7 days a week to
most of the Shoalhaven.
This section of the DCP provides guidance for future development proposals with respect
to public transport.
You should also refer to Chapter 21 Car Parking and Traffic of this DCP.
5.11.2 Objectives



To ensure that future development can cater for and encourage the use of public
transport systems.



To reduce car dependency for commuting to and from the site.

5.11.3 Provisions
Performance Criteria
P1 Development proposals are to cater for
and encourage the use of public transport
systems.
P2 Development proposals are to contribute
to an overall citywide aim of a reduction in
car dependency.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 Future development proposals are to make
provision for the parking of large rigid buses in
accordance with applicable design guidelines.
A2.1 A designated area should be made
available for the collection and setting down of
taxi passengers.
A2.2 Future development proposals are to take
into consideration the adopted Shoalhaven
Integrated Transport Strategy.

5.12 Pedestrian/Cyclist Access
It is important to ensure that any proposed development of the site creates opportunities
for pedestrian access and integrates well with existing pedestrian infrastructure.
5.12.1 Objectives



To ensure that new development proposed for the site is safely accessible for
pedestrians and cyclists including wheelchair and stroller users.

5.12.2 Provisions
Performance Criteria
P1 New development proposals are to be
safely accessible for pedestrians and
cyclists including wheelchair and stroller

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 Future development proposals are to
provide pedestrian access to residential
development in accordance with the provisions
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users.

of State Environmental Planning Policy 65, the
Residential Flat Code and relevant Australian
Standards.
A1.2 Future development proposals are to take
into consideration the Shoalhaven Integrated
Transport Strategy.
A1.3 The design and layout of proposed
development is to make provision for a future
cross-highway pedestrian connection.

5.13 Access, Traffic Management and Parking
The provision of suitable road access to the site will be most important in consideration of
its future development. Access to the site will be restricted to Bridge Road as no new
access points off the Princes Highway will be permitted. Bridge Road is subject to a high
number of vehicle movements – especially in the peak hours. The development of this site
will increase traffic movements in the immediate area, which is already very busy.
The general requirements for parking on the site involve provision of sufficient capacity for
passenger vehicles, coach parking, as well as passenger drop-off (e.g. taxi, coach etc)
associated with the development.
This section of the DCP provides guidance for future development proposals with respect
to road access.
5.13.1 Objectives



To provide a clear set of principles relating to road access that should be noted when
considering the development of the site.



To ensure that future development of the site is provisioned with access that is legible,
co-ordinated and user friendly.



To ensure that future development has acceptable impact on existing traffic flows.

5.13.2 Provisions
Performance Criteria
P1 New development is to be provisioned
with access that is legible, co-ordinated
and user friendly.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 Site access should reflect the following
access principles –
 Vehicular entries off Bridge Road should
be minimised and not permitted in certain
areas as shown indicatively on the DCP
map relating to access. See Supporting
Map 3.
 Access is to be integrated with the existing
Council administration building and cultural
centre.
 The entry off Bridge Road should provide a
high quality entry to the site and porte
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P2 New development is to have acceptable
impact on existing traffic flows.

P3 New Development to accommodate all
parking requirements within the subject.

cochre address for the hotel.
The design of access is to comply with
Shoalhaven City Council’s relevant design
Standards and RTA Road Design
Guidelines.
Clearly defined vehicular service access
points are to be provided with provision of
loading and storage facilities appropriate
for the development uses.
Parking facilities will be designed to ensure
that circulation and queuing criteria are
met, and that vehicle / pedestrian conflict
points are minimised and addressed in
design.

A2.1 The design of civil works will comply with
the following;
 Shoalhaven City Council relevant policies
and design standards for civil engineering.
 AUSTROADS Guide to Traffic Engineering
– Parking.
 RTA Road Design Guidelines.
A3.1 Future development proposals will need to
be supported with a parking strategy and
detailed traffic impact study that demonstrate
adequate provision of parking facilities
contained within the subject site and with
reference to Shoalhaven City Council’s
relevant design standards and RTA Design
Guidelines.

5.14 Public domain enhancement and integration
It is important to integrate new buildings and areas of open space to the existing public
domain. This section of the DCP provides guidance for future development proposals with
respect to public enhancement and integration.
5.14.1 Objectives



To ensure all new buildings and areas of open space integrate with and enhance the
public domain.



To ensure new development incorporates pedestrian linkages with existing public
spaces and associated infrastructure.



To ensure new landscaping enhances the visual presentation and pedestrian
environments associated with the site.
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5.14.2 Provisions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Development proposals are to
demonstrate that new buildings and areas
of open space integrate with and enhance
the public domain.

A1.1 Areas of public space are to be linked to
the public street and reserve areas.
A1.2 Street trees are to be retained and or
planted along Bridge Road that enhance its
appearance and its appeal to pedestrians.
A2.1 The design and layout of future
development is to make provision for a future
cross-highway pedestrian connection.

P2 New development is to incorporate new
pedestrian linkages with existing public
spaces and associated infrastructure.
P3 New landscaping is to enhance the visual
presentation and pedestrian environment
associated with the site.

A3.1 Landscape treatments to the Princes
Highway is to be integrated with existing
treatments as part of future development
proposals.

6

Advisory Information

6.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be required
to consider other legislation, policies and other documents
with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Master Plan for the Nowra Hotel and Cultural Centre Precinct by
Shoalhaven City Council, Cox Humphries Moss, GHD and Envirolinks
Design (December 2005).

External Policies
& Guidelines



Residential Flat Design Code



Building Code of Australia



AS 367 -1989, Acoustics -Road Traffic Noise Intrusion -Building Siting
and Construction



Shoalhaven Integrated Transport Strategy



AUSTROADS Guide to Traffic Engineering – Parking



RTA Road Design Guidelines



Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014



State Environmental Planning Policy (Building Sustainability Index:
BASIX) 2004



State Environmental Planning Policy 65 – Design Quality of Residential
Flat Development

Legislation
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to integrate the various developments and provide equitable
development opportunities.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to the supporting map: Chapter N8 Maps 1.

2

Application

This chapter applies to land bounded by Worrigee, Kinghorne, Plunkett Streets and
Lawrence Avenue, Nowra, as shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i) Co-ordinate car parking and minimise loss of developable area through vehicle access
ways.
ii) Provide off street servicing without the need to reverse off streets.
iii) Provide an option for future traffic management to the Kinghorne/Worrigee Streets
intersection.
iv) Allow road widening in Lawrence Avenue to facilitate two-way traffic flow.
v) Provide design guidelines to create attractive streetscapes and precincts in the
commercial business area.

4

Context

This chapter relates to the redevelopment of land situated on the fringe of the main retail
core. You must demonstrate how your development complies with the development
guidelines and supporting map as part of any development application.

5

Controls

5.1

Supporting Map

This chapter is supported by a map indicating the design details referred to below. As part
of any development application, you must demonstrate how your development complies
with, or is a demonstrated improvement to the supporting plan.
5.2

Development Proposals

For properties fronting Plunkett Street, you can develop an additional 140m2 of gross floor
area if you retain the existing older building as part of the development.
5.3

Building Lines

You must demonstrate how your development complies with the building lines shown on
the supporting map and outlined below:
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Worrigee Street (southern side)

2m along the full length to provide for future road widening.

Lawrence Avenue

2m (after road widening of 2.5m), except for land zoned B3
Commercial Core, where buildings can be constructed to the
proposed new boundary.

Plunkett Street

Existing building line.
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Kinghorne Street

2m to coincide with the existing setback and allow for
landscaping within the professional business area.

Corner Kinghorne and Plunkett
Streets

As shown on supporting map.

5.4

Car Parking

The plan provides for two main parking areas. These parking areas would be available for
both employee and customer use and would allow servicing from the rear of shops.
5.5

Servicing

Where possible, you must provide for servicing from rear service/car parking area as
shown on the map.
5.6

Double Shopping Frontages

You may develop shop frontages onto internal car parks if you provide a footpath with a
minimum width of 1.5m.
5.7

Pedestrian Links

Pedestrian movement paths are principally along the footpaths adjacent to the streets.
However, you must provide for internal pedestrian movements:
As shown on the supporting map between the two main car parks.
As a combined service area and footpath zone around the internal car parks.

6

Advisory Information

6.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be required
to consider other legislation, policies and other documents
with your application
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Council Policies
& Guidelines

Contributions Plan

External Policies
& Guidelines

Nil

Legislation

Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to coordinate future development in accordance with the
principles adopted in the Nowra Central Business District (CBD) Strategy.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to the supporting map: Chapter N9 Map 1.

2

Application

This chapter applies to the land bounded by East Street, North Street, Junction Street and
the proposed extension of Brereton Street and shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3

Context

This section provides information and development controls needed to prepare
applications for development in the precinct.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i) Encourage large format retail and bulky goods uses that would reinforce the Nowra
CBD as the regional centre.
ii) Ensure that retail uses do not have a detrimental economic impact on the traditional
Nowra retail core located west of the Princes Highway.
iii) Minimise vehicular and pedestrian conflicts with the Princes Highway.
iv) Allow for the long term implementation of an efficient and safe transport network that
provides additional access to the Nowra CBD, particularly from the east.
v) Minimise any adverse impacts on the future development of this site through existing
physical constraints and the location of major utility of services.
vi) Provide urban design guidelines in keeping with the highly visible location of this land,
both now and in terms of future traffic networks.

5

Controls

5.1

Land Use Activity

Objective:
i)

To identify appropriate land use activities which are suitable in this area and which
require large parcels of land.
Performance Criteria

P1 Large parcels of land should be
maintained or created.
P2 Development requiring large lots is
encouraged.

Acceptable Solutions
A1 Your development may involve the
consolidation of allotments.
A2 Bus stations, bulky goods, commercial
premises, tourist accommodation, food and
drink premises, community and recreation
facilities (indoor).
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5.2

Traffic Requirements

Objective:
i) Developments should be consistent with the Nowra CBD Transport Strategy and
minimise delays on through traffic using the Princes Highway.
Performance Criteria
P1 Pedestrian movements across the
highway should minimise delays to
through traffic.

P2 Vehicle movements entering the highway
should minimise delays to through traffic.

P3 Any traffic generating development is to
demonstrate how impacts to the local
traffic network can be minimised.
P4 Any development should be designed to
safeguard the construction of the
Brereton Street link as shown on the
supporting map.

P5 Any development should be designed to
allow for the implementation of the Nowra
CBD Transport Strategy.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 You must demonstrate how your
development in consistent with the Nowra CBD
Transport Strategy.
A1.2 You must submit a pedestrian demand
report with your development application which
justifies that pedestrian movement across the
highway is not exacerbated by your
development.
A2.1 Your development must not gain direct
access onto the highway where alternative
access is available from a side street or from
internal access roads in accordance with the
supporting map.
A3.1 You must submit a traffic impact study with
a development application for any traffic
generating development.

A4.1 Your development must be setback 22m
from the eastern boundary of the property.

A5.1 Your development must comply with the
building envelopes shown on the supporting
map.
A5.2 Your development must be set back 10m
from the highway and 5m from North and
Junction Streets, including splayed corners at
any intersection.
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5.3

Development Constraints

Objective:
i) Any development should have minimal impacts on any physical or man-made
constraints that exist on the land.
Performance Criteria
P1 To minimise the impacts of future
development as a result of land that has
been filled.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 Your development must be contained
within the building envelopes shown on the
supporting map.
A1.2 You must submit a geotechnical report for
development within the extended building
envelopes, including the effects of any
contaminated land and proposed mitigation
measures.

P2 To minimise the impact of any
development on existing utility services.

P3 To minimise the impact to any
development due to flooding.

P4 Stormwater drainage from all
developments being adequately designed
to ensure receiving water bodies adjacent
to properties and infrastructure are not
adversely affected both during and after
construction.

A2.1 You must not locate any buildings within
the zone of influence of an existing gravity
sewer unless suitable arrangements have
been made with Shoalhaven Water to either
relocate such mains to a suitable location
within the private property or, alternatively,
such mains are encased in concrete in
accordance with
Building Over
Sewers Policy.
A3.1 All buildings shall be constructed to a
minimum floor level of 5m AHD and any car
park shall be constructed to a minimum
surface level of 2.5m AHD.
A4.1 You must submit a drainage management
plan with a development application for any
development with an impervious surface
greater than or equal to 30m2.
A4.2 You must submit an erosion and sediment
control plan with a development application for
any construction sites which require in excess
of 30m2 of the site to be disturbed. Larger
sites may require a soil and water
management plan.
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5.4

Urban Design Requirements

This area is in a visually prominent location within the Nowra CBD, therefore, your
development should be well designed and landscaped to be sympathetic to the character
of the Nowra CBD.
Performance Criteria
P1 Development should maintain the bulk
and scale of existing CBD built forms.

P2 High standard of architectural (building
and landscaping) designs should be
utilised in this visually prominent location.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 Development should not exceed 2 storeys
as measured from existing surface levels.
Buildings should be designed with active
frontages to existing or proposed streets.
A2.1 You must submit a schedule of materials
and proposed palette of colours, incorporating
a theme which characterises the Nowra CBD,
with any development application.
A2.2 You must identify the location of
advertising
sign
opportunities
in
any
development application.

P3 Tree planting and paving should reinforce
the primary vistas and be appropriate to
the function of the street and land use
activity.

A3.1 You must submit well designed landscape
plans with any development application,
incorporating species to be planted, details of
foot paving, lighting and furniture.
A3.2 You must demonstrate how tree planting
and paving is consistent with Chapter G18:
Streetscape Design for Town Centres,
A3.3 Street trees are to be located within the
proposed road widening reserves as per the
supporting map.
A3.4 Junction Street footpath paving is to be
Bulli rustic mottled blue main paver with a
within the existing road reserve.
The
remaining area of the footpath to be grassed.

P4 Utility services should have minimal
impact on important visual corridors
(Junction Street and Princes Highway).

A4.1 You must provide for underground
electricity/telephone to all future development.
Any extension of supply shall also be
undergrounded at the applicants cost.
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6

Advisory Information
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be required
to consider other legislation, policies and other documents
with your application

6.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check

Council Policies
& Guidelines

Shoalhaven City Council Building Over Sewers Policy

External Policies
& Guidelines

Nil

Legislation

Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to guide the development of the Worrigee area, to provide
for a range of housing types and compatible developments within the residential
environment.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to the supporting map: Chapter N10 Map 1.

2

Application

This chapter applies to land at Worrigee as shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3

Context

This section provides information and development controls needed to prepare
applications for development in the Worrigee area. As part of any subdivision application,
you must demonstrate how your development addresses the supporting map.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i) Identify community and recreational facilities to meet the needs of the local community.
ii) Ensure residential amenity is maintained at a high level.

5
5.1

Controls
Topography, Drainage and Vegetation

The topography of the area, as shown in Figure 2 below, is undulating ranging from 4
45m AHD. The two highest points are at Browns Hill on the highway and in the south,
Terara Road generally follows the main north-south ridge that divides the plan area into
two major catchments. The western side drains into the floodway (and eventually Nowra
Creek) south of Hillcrest Avenue. The majority of the area south of Hillcrest drains directly
to the north into the rural flood plain.
On the eastern side, except for a small northern section, the area drains to the west by
way of a series of smaller catchments.
Except for Ngaooraa National Park (formerly Worrigee Nature Reserve) most of the area
has either lost its natural vegetation or what small percentage that remains has been
disturbed. While this lessens its conservation value, it makes the remaining vegetation
important to the landscape character. Vegetation throughout the area generally consists
of Ironbark (Berry Siltstones), Spotted Gum, Grey Gum and Stringy Bark on the high
grounds. Woolbutt and Paperbark are generally found on the lower ground and alluvial
drainage area.
Important vegetation stands exist in the following locations:
Into and close to the Old Southern Road reserve.
The unmade road running between Old Southern Road and Worrigee Road.
The triangular section immediately west of Worrigee Road.
The area between McKay and Park Street.
South of Hillcrest Avenue adjacent to the floodway (Red Gum on the western side
and Spotted Gum on the eastern side)
Along the backs of properties on the northern side of Hillcrest Avenue.
Measures to preserve this vegetation should include incorporation into public reserves and
drainage reserves, use of building lines, setbacks, service roads and grouping of
driveways. Also, the use of lower density (Hillcrest Avenue) or medium density with
common open space could be used to conserve the more important stands.
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The vegetation along Old Southern Road is of prime importance in that it is central in the
area and follows the main north south ridge. The predominantly Spotted Gum is
regenerating in the area south of Hillcrest Avenue.
The proposed realignment of the northern section of this road to achieve the appropriate
speed and safety configuration has the very important effect of preserving the major stand
of trees. South of Hillcrest Avenue on the eastern side the school and the proposed
recreation area offers the opportunity to impose building lines.

Figure 2: Worrigee Topography and Vegetation
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5.2

Road Works

The majority of the area and associated road works have been developed in accordance
with the plan. The following road works are still proposed to improve traffic and transport
within the area.
A new link road between Old Southern Road and Hillcrest Avenue is proposed to
improve access to new estates to be developed west of Old Southern Road.
Quinns Lane is proposed to be upgraded to arterial road status, with minor road
widening and improvements, and a new roundabout at the intersection of Old
Southern Road.
A new link road between Carrington Park Drive and Park Road.
5.3

Flooding and Drainage

5.3.1

Flooding

Flooding in the area occurs along Browns Creek in the west and at the low points along
Greenwell Point Road.
The 1% AEP flood line has been defined in the Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan
(SLEP) 2014. The Lower Shoalhaven River Floodplain Risk Management Study and Plan
Climate Change Assessment (2011) and the Nowra and Browns Creeks Flood Study
(2006) also map the flood affected areas.
5.3.2

Floodplain requirements

A floodway from Browns Creek is located within the E2 Environmental Conservation zoned
land. A recent study does not identify the entire E2 zone as being floodway; however it
does show the E2 extent as being the flow path in a 1% AEP flood event.
If you wish to develop within the flood prone area, you must demonstrate how your
development complies with Chapter G9: Development on Flood Prone Land and the
following controls:
No structure shall be constructed closer than 5m from the inner edge of the flood
fringe area.
Erosion protection to be provided as directed in areas where high velocity might be
anticipated.
The maintenance of the flow path is considered the responsibility of the land owners.
Because of the restrictive nature of the E2 Environmental Conservation zone, subdivision
of the land to isolate the flow path would not be acceptable.
If you wish to subdivide E2 zoned land, you must demonstrate that the E2 land has
adjacent land capable of development. A series of small lots with backyards running into
the flow path is also unacceptable in that fences etc. and multiple ownerships would make
the flow path impossible to maintain.
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An exception to this is the flow path between Hillcrest Avenue and Brown Road, where the
flow path could form part of the open space system of the areas and public ownership of
the flow path would be appropriate.
5.3.3

Drainage requirements

The area is broken into a series of catchments, as shown in Figure 2 above. Fortunately
this, in combination with the relatively large ownership, has minimised the drainage
problems. The major developments fronting Greenwell Point Road and Worrigee Road
have incorporated retention basins generally corresponding in Greenwell Point Road to the
1% AEP flood event.
Council's objective in the design of these structures is to ensure no additional rates of flow
would pass onto the downstream undeveloped land than would be expected if the
catchment was not developed.
In recent times, additional requirements in relation to water quality control measures
recommended by the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage have been imposed on
urban stormwater discharges. It is intended that these policies would be continued for
future developments (see Chapter G2: Sustainable Stormwater Management &
Erosion/Sediment Control).
Note: This area is located in the Birdstrike Group Area B for
HMAS Albatross. Any new artificial water bodies should
consider Guideline C: Managing the Risk of Wildlife Strikes
in the Vicinity of Airports contained within the National
Airports Safeguarding Framework. A wildlife management
plan may be required for applications proposing large water
bodies to mitigate the risk of birdstrike.

5.4

Planning Proposals

5.4.1

Shopping

A shopping centre providing approximately 3,500m2 of retail floor space would be required
to serve the local community. The plan identifies an area on Isa Road for a shopping
centre, however this site would only provide for one third of the required floor space.
shops is a possibility in the medium term. The most appropriate locations would be
adjacent to the community facility and active open space areas.
5.4.2

Environmental protection

You must demonstrate how you comply with the building lines outlined below to ensure
remaining tree stands in the area are protected and enhanced:
Eastern side of Old Southern Road, between Hillcrest Avenue and Quinns Lane
20m building line.
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Both sides of Old Southern Road, south of Quinns Lane 20m building line.
North of Hillcrest Avenue Varied building lines as shown on the map.
A landscape plan must be submitted with any subdivision application which protects and
enhances trees in new areas.
5.4.3

Medium density

Proposed medium density lots are to be identified on the subdivisions plan so that
potential purchasers can be aware of future medium density areas.
5.4.4

Development contributions

Contributions will be levied for essential community infrastructure in accordance with the
Contribution Plan.

6

Advisory Information

6.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be required
to consider other legislation, policies and other documents
with your application.

Council Policies
& Guidelines

Contributions Plan
Nowra and Browns Creeks Flood Study (2006)
Lower Shoalhaven River Floodplain Risk Management Study and Plan
Climate Change Assessment (2011)

External Policies
& Guidelines

Guideline C: Managing the Risk of Wildlife Strikes in the Vicinity of
Airports

Legislation
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to provide guidelines for the subdivision of land in the
Cabbage Tree Lane area into large lot rural residential lots. These guidelines include
provision of services and adequate protection of the natural and scenic environment.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to the supporting map: Chapter N11 – Map 1.

2

Application

This chapter applies to land off Cabbage Tree Lane, Nowra Hill as shown in Figure 1
below.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3

Context

This chapter sets out what you must consider when subdividing and development land in
the Cabbage Tree Lane area.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i. Provide for rural subdivision that responds to the natural and physical characteristics
of the area.
ii. Identify and protect land that is environmentally sensitive or unsuitable for
development.
iii. Provide controls for the location, form, character and density of development.
iv. Provide an appropriate level of services for providing potable water and disposal of
waste water.

5

Controls
Note: To mitigate exposure to aircraft noise from
Defence aviation operations conducted at HMAS
Albatross, sites within the 20 ANEF contour/zone
should apply AS2021:2000 Acoustics - Aircraft Noise
Intrusion - Building siting and construction. Sites
located outside the 20 ANEF contour/zone should
apply noise mitigation measures.

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Traffic impacts on Cabbage Tree
Lane are to be minimised.

A1.1 Subdivision of lots fronting Cabbage Tree
Lane should use an alternative public road
access where available.

P2 Building design and foundations are
suited to the reactive soils found in
this area.
P3 The provision of a substantial
vegetated buffer is to be provided to
Cabbage Tree Lane.
P4 Riparian wildlife corridors within the
area are protected.
P5 Vegetation within the area shown as
restrictive clearing on the map is to
be retained as much as practical.

A2.1 Additional or larger footings are used in
construction of the subfloor of the building.

A3.1 Development fronting Cabbage Tree Lane
should be set back 30 metres and no clearing
should take place within this setback.
A4.1 Vegetation within the areas shown on the
map as ‘No Clearing’ is to be retained.
A5.1 Tree clearing is only permitted where it
conforms to a tree preservation strategy which
shall accompany the development application
for subdivision, and where necessary to allow
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for the erection of a dwelling or dwellings,
associated buildings, access, manoeuvring,
parking and fire hazard reduction.
P6 Vegetation outside the area shown
as ‘restrictive clearing’ on the map is
to be retain where possible.

P7 The effective and extensive is use of
landscaping is used to enhance
visual and living amenity for
residents, provide micro-climate
control through shelter belts to buffer
winds and generally enhance the
landscape as development occurs.
P8 Strategic planting of suitable species
to consolidate and expand the
existing stands of remnant tree cover
and the creation of landscape and
wildlife corridors along the creek
systems and selected lower slope
areas.

A6.1 Dwellings shall be sited to minimise
removal of trees where possible and existing
tree cover is retained except where required to
be removed for roads, service or bushfire etc.
A7.1 Local, native vegetation should be used to
visually settle a building against the natural
landscape and provide shelter. Landscaping is
used to screen buildings from each other.

A8.1 Planting of species included in the List of
Appropriate Species for Major Planting of
Landscape Corridors should be used to
revegetate the following areas:
 identified on the map as ‘indicative
creekside planting required’;
 water quality control ponds;
 ridgelines and within road reserves; and
 Adjacent to but at a reasonable distance to
the routes of above ground electricity lines
to minimise visual impact.
Note: exotic species should only be planted in
house garden areas or for horticultural
purposes.

P9 Onsite effluent disposal is suited to
the low permeability of soils
throughout the area.

A9.1 Development applications indicate the
following:
 Wastewater treatment and disposal is by
an aerated waste water system or similar
technology;
 Holding tanks having a capacity of 9000
litres per dwelling for excess effluent in wet
winter months;
 An automatic irrigation control system
linked to two soil moisture sensors
(tensioeters) located within the irrigation
area to allow for effluent to be diverted to
the tanks in wet conditions;
 An effluent disposal area of a minimum
area of 700m2 with a natural slope of no
greater than 10%, no closer than 30m from
any downslope boundary to neighbouring
land, and 50m from a water course, dam or
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other water body; and
The irrigation area will have a minimum of
525mm of permeable soil over the whole
area.

Note: This area is located in the Birdstrike Group
Area B for HMAS Albatross. Any new artificial water
bodies should consider Guideline C: Managing the
Risk of Wildlife Strikes in the Vicinity of Airports
contained within the National Airports Safeguarding
Framework. A wildlife management plan may be
required for applications proposing large water bodies
to mitigate the risk of birdstrike.

6 Advisory Information
6.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application.

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

External Policies
& Guidelines



Guideline C: Managing the Risk of Wildlife Strikes in the Vicinity of
Airports' contained within the National Airports Safeguarding
Framework

Legislation



AS2021:2000 Acoustics - Aircraft Noise Intrusion - Building siting
and construction
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1 Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to manage the residential development of the
environmentally sensitive locality of Culburra Beach along The Marina (and unformed road
reserve).

2 Application
 This chapter applies to land along The Marina, Allerton Avenue and North Crescent,
Culburra Beach as shown in Figure 1 below.
 The provisions in this chapter apply to new dwellings, dwelling additions and alterations,
ancillary structures to dwellings e.g. garages, fences, carports, pergolas, swimming
pools and the like.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3 Context
The majority of lots fronting The Marina at Culburra Beach were subdivided in the early
1920’s prior to planning controls. These properties are located on a narrow single
foredune which is subject to the threat of wind erosion and possible inundation by
seawater during severe storms.
This chapter should be viewed together with Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan
(SLEP) 2014 Clause 7.4 Coastal risk planning, and Chapter G6: Areas of Coastal
Management.
The provisions of this chapter prevail over any conflicting provisions in Chapter G6: Areas
of Coastal Management.

4 Objectives
The objectives are to:
i. Protect assets by reducing the risk of coastal hazards by stabilising and
protecting the foreshore dunes through the maintenance of existing vegetation,
and where possible, rehabilitation of foreshore vegetation.
ii. Preserve the visual amenity of Culburra Beach by ensuring that development:
 Relates to the form of the foreshore dunes system; and
 Relates to the height of existing vegetation; and
 Is not visually prominent; and
 Retains existing vegetation.
iii. Minimise the adverse impacts of development on privacy, access to sunlight and
view opportunities of surrounding properties.
iv. Protect assets from the effects of salt laden winds through the use of suitable
materials and locating of structures to minimise exposure.
v. Ensure the provision of suitable access to all lots that does not compromise or
threaten the stability of the sensitive foreshore area.
vi. Identify suitable locations for quality facilities on public land for use by the general
public.

5

Controls

5.1

Building Lines

Performance Criteria
P1 Building lines from rear lands to achieve
openness and access to dwellings.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 You must setback any habitable buildings 5
metres from the lane frontage (west) boundary.
A1.2 You must setback any single storey
detached or attached garage and/or workshop
1 metre from the lane frontage (west)
boundary.
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P2 Provide adequate building area while
recognising the objectives of hazard
safety, dune stability and reduced visual
impact

A2.1 You are to provide a vegetative buffer to
the erosion setback as identified in plans
prepared by NSW Public Works (see note
below this table).
 You are to retain this area in its native
vegetative state. No development or
clearing is to be done in this area except
for the clearing of noxious weeds.
 These provisions do not apply to existing
development within this area, except for
any remnant native vegetation which may
still exist in this area.
A2.2 An absolute eastern building line is also
required to ensure that the visual impact of
your development on the foreshore area is
minimised.
Refer to Figure 2.

Note: Accurate details of the building setback,
vegetation buffers and building lines are available
from the City Administration Centre, Planning and
Development Services Group. Plans detailing the
building setbacks are periodically reviewed and
should be checked immediately prior to the
preparation of a development application.
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Figure 2: Buildings Lines

5.2

Setbacks (Side Boundaries) and Solar Access

Performance Criteria
P1 Provide an acceptable spatial
arrangement of dwellings.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 If your property is a corner lot, you must
setback your development 3.5 metres from the
secondary road frontage as well as the
buildings lines set out in 4.1 above.
Also refer to Figure 2.

P2 Facilitate landscaping and design
techniques which will ensure privacy and

A2.1 You must set back your development an
average 3 metres from the northern boundary.
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amenity.

P3 Provide reasonable levels of solar access
to all dwellings.

P4 Optimise northerly aspects and thereby
provide improved amenity for residents.

A3.1 You must set back your development 0.9
metres from the southern boundary.
A4.1 You are to keep setbacks free of structures
and visibility barriers (other than landscaping).
A4.2 Council may require you to submit shadow
diagrams where your development has the
potential to overshadow adjoining properties.

Note: For lots south of The Bowery a reference to
the ‘northern or southern boundary’ should relate to
the orientation for solar access rather than the literal
meaning.

5.3

Design

Performance Criteria
P1 The design of development provides for
shadow lines, third dimension and
architectural relief.
P2 Development is not be of ‘box-like’ design
and is be sympathetic to the local
environment.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 Your development should incorporate
building features that give three dimensions to
the development i.e. shadow lines, verandahs.
A2.1 Your development should have a
reasonable pitched and hipped roof to reduce
the overall impact of the development. Council
will not accept unrelieved flat or skillion roof
designs or roof decks (i.e. total roof).
A2.2 Your development should include
multiple/stepped roof levels and reversed slope
skillion roofs to provide articulation and interest
to the roof line.

P3 Development conforms to the
predevelopment contours and minimises
disturbance to the site i.e. no cut and fill.

A3.1 If you are proposing a single level
structure, it should follow the contours of the
site.
A3.2 If you are proposing stepped or split level
development, it should follow the natural
ground level and not require, or minimise, the
need to cut into the natural slope of the site.
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Figure 3: Design Alternatives

5.4

Building Envelope and Siting

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Buildings are so located, and are such
length and height, that there is no
significant loss of amenity to foreshore
areas and adjoining development. This
can be achieved through:
 Building siting and height that are
related to land form, with minimal cut
and fill.
 Building bulk that is generally
distributed to reduce impact on
foreshore areas, adjoining properties
and the public street.
 Building heights similar to those in the
public streetscape, with higher
components of buildings setback and
out of direct view from the street and
foreshore area.

A1.1 Your buildings are sited within a building
envelope determined by the following method.
Planes are projected at 45 degrees from a
height of 3.5 metres above natural ground level
at the front, side and rear boundaries to a
maximum height of 6 metres above natural
ground level (see Figure 4).
Allowable Encroachments to Envelopes
A1.2 Provided the distance to the boundary is
not less than 0.9 metres for a wall and 0.675
metres for a gutter, you may have the following
encroachments outside of the envelope:
 Fascias,
 gutters,
 downpipes,
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 Building forms that enable a sharing of
views with neighbours.
 Walls that are limited in length and
height to minimise the impacts on
foreshore areas, adjoining
development and public streets.








eaves up to 0.6 metres,
masonry chimneys or flues,
pipes,
domestic fuel tanks,
cooling or heating appliances,
other services.

A1.3 You may have the following
encroachments without restriction:
 Screens or sunblinds,
 Light fittings,
 Steps or ramps not more than 1 metre in
height from natural ground level.
P2 To make provision for innovative design,
as well as giving consideration to
difficulties in connection with steeply
sloping properties, buildings may
encroach on the general building
envelope but only where it is
demonstrated that the proposal will not
adversely affect the visual amenity of the
area in general.
P3 The proposed development will not
adversely impact on adjoining
development having regard to privacy,
overshadowing and/or solar access.

A2.1 Council will consider variations to the
building envelope where minimum floor levels
are required in flood prone areas. Where such
levels require two storey construction or
elevated construction, you will still be required
to consider the impacts of your development
on privacy, overshadowing and visual amenity.

A3.1 You will be permitted to encroach on the
standard building envelope within a
concessional zone where you can demonstrate
that such an encroachment will enhance the
development and not impact on the amenity of
the surrounding area. The concessional zone
shall consist of buildings sited within a building
envelope where planes are projected at 45
degrees from a height of 3.5 metres above
natural ground level at the front, side and rear
boundaries to a maximum height of 7.5 metres
above natural ground level (see Figure 5).
Council will only considered such an
encroachment where you provide following
details with your application:
 A visual analysis, including photographic
assessment, that outlines how the proposal
will not be visually prominent from the
foreshore or adversely affect the visual
amenity of the locality.
 Details outlining how the proposal will not
adversely affect the privacy of adjoining
development.
 Details, including a shadow diagram,
showing that excessive overshadowing is
not likely to occur as a result of the proposal.
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It would be expected that living areas as well
as usable open space areas or neighbouring
dwellings do not have their sunlight reduced
to less than 3 hours between 9am and 3pm
on 21 June.

Note: If you are proposing to encroach into the
concessional zone, Council recommends that you
meet with relevant staff from the Planning and
Development Services Group. You should also
consult with adjoining landowners likely to be
affected by your proposal before lodging your
application with Council. This consultation will allow
you to take into account the concerns of affected
neighbours during the design process and may then
minimise delays in the processing of the application.
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Figure 4: Building Envelope
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Figure 5: Building Envelope and Concessional Zones

5.5

Views

Performance Criteria
P1 Available views should be achieved at or
near natural ground level i.e. not through
excessive artificial elevation of decks etc.
P2 Structures allow for view sharing.

Acceptable Solutions
A1 You must design your development to be
considerate of the views of neighbours and
visibility from the beach.
A2 You must place structures so they are not
prominent from public places.
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P3 The rights of adjoining properties to
available views are preserved whilst
maintaining privacy and amenity.

A3 Your development must not include the
construction of excessively elevated platforms,
decks or observatories to obtain views.
Note: for the purpose of this chapter, pergolas and
raised decks are considered to be structures and
therefore subjects to the setback/building line
requirements. Ancillary structures to swimming
pools (e.g. pump facilities) would not be affected
by building line and setback requirements.

5.6

Building Material and Colours

Performance Criteria
P1 Building materials should integrate with
the landscape.

P2 Council encourages colours which either
echo or complement the natural colours
of the landscape.
P3 Developments should not be built of
garish, strong contrasting and outstanding
colours and materials.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 If you proposed to use brick in the
construction of your development, its
dominance should be reduced by mixing it with
timber cladding or other less harsh materials.
You can also treated brick to reduce its visual
impact (e.g. using a textured coating).
A2.1 You may use stained or treated timber as it
integrates well with the landscape.

A3.1 You should use colours for your
development that blend well in this location.
Council prefers the following colours:
 Grey-green
 Brown
 Olive
 Gray.
Lighter, brighter colours such as white, orange,
and Zincalume do not blend well and should
only be used for trim or minor contrast.
A3.2 You should use only non-reflective
materials for your development (different
colour schemes can be discussed with
Council).

P4 Materials should be selected to withstand
the seaside weather conditions.

A4.1 You should use salt tolerant materials in
your development.
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5.7

Parking

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Off street parking totally within each site
is provided for residents and visitors.

A1.1 You must provide off street parking on site
for one resident’s vehicle and one visitor’s
vehicle.

P2 Safe vehicular and pedestrian access is
provided.

5.8

A2.1 Parking spaces are to be a minimum of 5.5
metres x 2.6 metres.

Legal and Practical Access

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Legal vehicle access is provided to all
residential allotments and must be
constructed to Council’s standard for low
traffic speed.

A1.1 You must show legal access to your
development on a survey plan to be submitted
with your application.

P2 Identifiable lane addresses that are
suitable for postal and other services are
provided for each allotment.

A2.1 The lane will be known at “The Marina” and
houses will be addressed to it.

P3 Fragmented private access ways are
brought into public ownership so they
may be properly constructed, drained and
landscaped.

A3.1 You must dedicate the right-of-way for
access.

5.9

A3.2 You must register the Survey Plan with the
Registrar General prior to the release of the
Construction Certificate.

Construction and drainage in access ways

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Facilitate an overall integrated drainage
system.

A1.1 You must construct (at your own expense)
an all-weather standard 3 metre wide access
with a minimum compacted pavement
thickness of 200mm.
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P2 Reduce the potential for erosion and
sedimentation problems associated with a
lack of drainage.

A2.1 You are to provide adequate passing bays
(longer access sections) to preserve existing
landform/topography and landscape features.

P3 Provide an equitable means of providing
sealed access to all properties.

Note: Should you wish to have your section of
land constructed prior to Council’s programmed
works, Council would accept a 50% contribution to
expedite the program.

5.10

Streetscape within the Road Reserve Area

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Provide a reasonable level of amenity for
residents and enhance the existing
environment.

A1.1 You must include landscaping of the road
reserve adjacent to your property in your
landscape plan to be submitted with your
application. This should include landscape
pockets to be eventually provided including
street trees. Pedestrian paths are not
required.

P2 Provide native landscaping maintaining
an indigenous theme to the area.

5.11 Visual Privacy
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Privacy is ensured between dwellings.

A1.1 You development should be designed to
ensure that window and deck areas avoid
intrusion into the privacy of adjoining dwellings.
A1.2 You should provide screens and lattice to
avoid overlooking (where appropriate).

P2 Elements are incorporated into
development to minimise intrusion of
privacy.

A2.1 You must contain decks and balconies
within the building envelope.
A2.2 Council will consider boardwalk areas
outside the building envelope where these do
not exceed a height of 450mm above natural
ground level.
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5.12 Fencing
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Minimise the destabilising effect on the A1 You must generally restrict fencing to
dune system of continuous footings used
courtyards and privacy areas around the
in the construction of solid fencing.
dwelling, plus the land frontage (i.e. western
boundary).
P2 Avoid undue disturbance to prevailing A2 Indiscriminate boundary to boundary fencing is
wind patterns by continuous boundary to
not permitted.
boundary fencing.
P3 Limit the removal of vegetation and A3 Council prefers you to use timber lattice or
thereby maintain the natural landform and
open mesh fencing as this requires small
landscape quality of the locality.
footings, blends in well and allows for the flow
of winds.
A4 You are to avoid brickwork, masonry and metal
fencing unless it is only affecting a small area
and treated to reduce its visual impact.

5.13 Landscaping
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Control erosion from the effects of wind A1 You should limit exotic species to feature trees
and sea by stabilising the dune with
or shrubs within a native setting.
native vegetation.
P2 Retain as much of the natural A2 You should keep grass or lawn areas to a
landscaping as practicable in the form of
minimum as they do not provide deep rooted
trees, shrubs and ground covers.
dune stability and can hinder the reestablishment of unstable areas.
P3 Avoid planting of exotic species as these A3 You are required to prepare a landscape plan
will have difficulty surviving and can have
in consultation with the Office of Environment
an adverse effect on native species and
and Heritage (OEH) prior to the release of the
the natural landscape.
construction certificate.
P4 Provide essential stability and ground
cover to exposed mobile soils.
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5.14 Vegetation removal and erosion controls
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Maintain natural characteristics and A1 You must get Council’s written approval before
stability of the beachfront by preserving
removing any vegetation, excavation or filling.
and supplementing natural vegetation.
P2 Reduce sand drift nuisance and dune A2 You must put in place temporary erosion
erosion.
controls during construction of buildings.
A3 You must consult with OEH about the removal
of Bitou and Lantana.
A4 You are discouraged to create direct access to
the beach from your property. Council is to
provide properly constructed walkways from
public roads.

6 Advisory Information
6.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be required
to consider other legislation, policies and other documents
with your application.

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

External Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

Legislation
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Chapter N13: Culburra Beach Expansion Area
Council is proposing to prepare a Chapter for the Culburra Beach Expansion Area as part
of a separate process. Space has been provided within the Shoalhaven DCP 2014 to allow
for these controls to be included once finalised.
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to co-ordinate future development in the Culburra Beach
commercial centre, to allow for retail, commercial and business activities.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to the supporting map: Chapter N14 Map 1.

2

Application

This chapter applies to all land bounded by Princes Edward Avenue, Canal Street East,
Weston Street and Fairlands Street, Culburra Beach as shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3

Context

The Village Centre is the primary shopping location for residents of Culburra for the short
and mid-term period. The centre is strategically placed to be accessible to future
residential expansion areas. Long term expansion of the centre had been identified in a
westerly direction.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
Co-ordinate future development within the expanded retail zone.
ii.
Encourage development in keeping with the size of Culburra which reflects the
scale and character of a tourist orientated town.
iii.
Provide a centralised off-street car park that encourages a compact retail centre
and double retail frontage opportunities.
iv.
Provide pedestrian linkages which reduce conflict between people and cars,
particularly to the off-street car park.
v.
Maximise development options and minimise the impact of existing commercial
and residential uses.
vi.
Provide guidelines for streetscape improvements.
vii.
Provide off-street service facilities which do not conflict with other parking areas
of pedestrian movements.

5

Controls

5.1

Centralised Off-Street Car Parking

Any private off-street you propose as part of your development must comply with Chapter
G21: Car Parking and Traffic. A small number of parallel parking spaces have been
shown on the map at the eastern end of the Village Centre to allow for vehicles towing
caravans or boats.
5.2

Double Retail Frontages

You are encouraged to provide retail frontages to the off-street parking area in Weston
Street and linkages between this car park and other car parks through the provision of an
arcade through Lot 1464 DP 12278.
5.3

Pedestrian Footpaths

If your development involves a high volume pedestrian area as identified on the map, or is
a retail development having double frontage to the off-street car park in Weston Street,
you must provide footpaths of 5 metres in width. You must construct these footpaths in
unit paving as per Council guidelines and as per an overall streetscape plan.
Other footpaths, 2-3 metres in width with frontage to shops also require construction in unit
paving whilst footpaths less than 2 metres in proposed service areas may be constructed
in concrete.
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5.4

Landscape Requirements

You will be required to include landscaping in all new development. Landscaping will need
to conform to a streetscape plan which is to be prepared with owners and tenants of the
land in the Village Centre. The principles of this streetscape plan will include:
Landscaping which reflects the tourist atmosphere of the town.
Landscaping adjoining street frontages, particularly in Weston and Fairlands
Streets, shall have a minimum width of 3 metres.
A landscape buffer shall be provided between the main access road being
Prince Edwards Avenue and the shop fronts.
Landscaping shall be provided to footpath areas.
Landscaping with shade trees shall be provided to any off-street parking area.
Landscaping shall relate to the scale of the development.
5.5

Co-ordination of Awning and Parapet Designs

In designing your development, you are to ensure that the parapet height and awning
width and height complement adjoining development in the commercial area. You will
need to provide details of adjoining parapets and awning as part of your application so that
Council can assess this.
5.6

Future Growth

Long term growth is likely to happen in a westerly direction. Council will consider any new
development fronting Canal Street East on the basis of preserving future linkages between
the existing centre and any new centre.

6
6.1

Advisory Information
Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be required
to consider other legislation, policies and other documents
with your application.

Council Policies
& Guidelines

Nil

External Policies
& Guidelines

Nil

Legislation

Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014
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1 Purpose
The purpose of this Chapter is to guide the development of Vincentia Coastal Village and District
Centre, also known as Bayswood.

2

Application

This chapter applies to the area known as the Vincentia Coastal Village and District Centre, as
shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map

3 Context
The Vincentia Coastal Village became a state significant site on 14 November 2008 by way of an
amendment to Schedule 3 of the State Environmental Planning Policy (Major Development) 2005
(Major Development SEPP). A set of Exempt and Complying Development controls formed part of
the concept approval. As these controls only applied to exempt and complying development,
Council resolved to adopt the same provisions for development applications assessed by Council.
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A subsequent modification to the concept approval included Design Essentials prepared by
Stockland (June 2012) to further guide house design in the Vincentia Coastal Village area.
Upon commencement of the Shoalhaven LEP 2014 (LEP), the Vincentia Coastal Village content of
the Major Development SEPP was repealed, with the majority of the content transferred to the
LEP.
To ensure a consistent development and design approach within the Vincentia Coastal Village, this
Chapter includes the content of:
 The Major Development SEPP not carried across into the LEP;
 The relevant Exempt and Complying Development controls; and
 Stockland’s Design Essentials.

4 Objectives
The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.

Ensure a high standard of residential development is achieved within the Vincentia
Coastal Village.
Encourage design that protects the amenity of surrounding properties and the scenic or
landscape qualities of area.
Limit the scale of buildings in the Local Centre.

5 Controls
5.1

Vincentia District Centre

This section applies to land zoned B2 Local Centre in the Vincentia District Centre.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

A1.1 The total gross floor area of all buildings on land zoned
B2 Local Centre must not exceed 37,000 square
metres.

5.2

The B2 Local Centre has a
density appropriate to the
characteristics of the site and
the desired future character of
the Vincentia Coastal Village
area.

Vincentia Coastal Village

This section applies to residential development, including additions and alterations, in the Vincentia
Coastal Village area.
Note: The performance criteria and associated
acceptable solutions in this Chapter prevail over
those in Chapter G12 Single Dwellings, Additions
and Ancillary Structures to the extent of an
inconsistency. All other provisions in Chapter G12
should be considered when preparing your
application.
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5.2.1 Building and Ceiling Heights
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P2

Height and bulk are such that
there is no significant loss of
amenity to surrounding
developments.

A2.1 The maximum height of the building does not exceed
two (2) storeys and complies with height controls set
by Shoalhaven LEP 2014.

P3

The dwellings regulates
internal amenity (solar access,
ventilation, access to daylight)
as a well as
streetscape/architectural
quality to relate the proportions
of a dwelling to its allotment
width.

A3.1 For allotments with a width of 15m or less at the street
frontage, the floor to ceiling height is to be a minimum
of 2.4m for all floor and non-habitable rooms.
A3.2 For allotments with a width of greater than 15m at the
street frontage, the floor to ceiling height is to be a
minimum of 2.7m to the ground floor habitable rooms
and a minimum of 2.4m for all upper floors and all
non-habitable rooms.
A3.3 For attic rooms, the wall height at the edge of the room
is to be a minimum of 1.5m with a 30 degree minimum
ceiling slope.

5.2.2 Setbacks and Building Lines
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P4.1 Development design & site
placement is compatible with &
enhances the prevailing &
potential streetscape.

A4.1 Primary frontage:

P4.2 Building setback from the street
does not undermine integrity of
existing prevailing building lines.



5.0m to dwelling.



6.0m to garage.



2.5m from porches, verandahs, patios and the
like (see A6.1 below).

A4.2 Secondary frontage:


3.0m to dwelling.

1.0m from porches, verandahs, patios and the
like.
A4.3 Side setbacks:




900mm to wall – single storey.



Two storey dwelling:


900mm to wall – ground floor.



1500mm to wall – second storey.



Zero lot lines in specified instances where
detailed in a Section 88B instrument.



450mm – gutter/eaves (except zero lot lines).

A4.4 Rear setbacks:
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions


5.0m, unless the Section 88B Instruments states
otherwise.

Note: In the case of access from a rear lane for the purpose of a
garage, Council may consider a variation to the rear setback
based on the merits of the proposal.

5.2.3 Visual Privacy
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P5.1 Visual privacy is not to be
unreasonably affected.

A5.1 Windows and doors within 5m of a side or rear fence is
not to have clear glazing above 1.5m of floor level
where it directly overlooks adjoining habitable rooms
(with clear glazing) or private open space.
Note: Clear glazing will be considered by Council below 1.5m
where suitable screening is provided. Refer to Sections 5.3.4
and 5.3.5 in Chapter G12 of the DCP for further information.

5.2.4 Design and Appearance
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P6

A6.1 A covered entry porch, verandah or deck must project
forward of the front building line at least 1.5m (in
depth) and have a width of between 20% and 33% of
the dwelling width.

The building design, detailing,
finish, landscaping and
articulation provide visual
interest that enhances the
streetscape and complements
good quality surrounding
development in the Vincentia
Coastal Village area.

Note: The following roofing options can be used utilised for the
projecting porch, verandah, deck, pergola or balcony:






Pergola, post and battens to provide shade.
Separate hipped roof attached to gable end of main roof.
Separate lean-to roof married into main roof or attached to
front wall.
Main roof extension as a gable end with a raked soffit.
Main roof extension as a hipped roof in line with or higher
than the main roof eaves.

A6.2 All roofs shall be of sheet metal construction in the
colours nominated in the Roof Palette (refer to Section
6.1.1) or similar equivalent.
A6.3 Minimum roof pitch is 22.5 degrees for hips and gables
or 5 degrees for mono pitched skillions.
A6.4 For side elevations / facades on corner lots; the
maximum run of un-broken wall length is 12m. A step
of minimum 480mm in the wall must otherwise be
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
designed.
A6.5 Garage doors are to be plain panels or roller without
patterns/ windows. The door colour must match either
the surrounding wall or roof colour.
A6.6 Driveways must be constructed of pavers, plain or
coloured concrete selected from the range supplied
(refer to Section 6.1.2) or similar equivalent. Stencil
concrete will not be supported.
A6.7 Face brick is to be smooth or matte finish and uniform in
colour and shape without pattern as nominated in the
Recommended Brick Palette (refer to Section 6.1.3
and 6.1.4).
A6.8 Brick blends will not be supported.
A6.9 The front façade of the home features a mix of materials
and colours.
A6.10 Planting in the front garden should be arranged around
the base of the dwelling and the verandah/porch.
Fencing or linear planting along the front boundary is
not encouraged.
A6.11 At least one native tree (of minimum pot size 75 Litres)
is to be planted in the front setback and one tree
planted in the rear garden.
A6.12 Fencing shall be:




Rear and Side Boundaries: 1.8m high lapped
timber or Colorbond Woodland Grey/Grey Ridge
(recommended in fire affected zone).
Corner Lots Side Street Boundary: 1.8m high
Colorbond Woodland Grey/Grey Ridge or
equivalent approved.

A6.13 Fences forward of the building line along the primary
frontage are discouraged. Side fences (including
corner lot side street boundary fencing) forward of the
front building line is also discouraged.
A6.14 Retaining walls visible to public view shall be
constructed of masonry construction in a colour and
material similar to that of the main walls of the
dwelling.
A6.15 Service areas for bin storage, water tank, clothesline,
air conditioning units, etc. shall be behind the main
building line and screened from public view.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
A6.16 A letterbox shall be:


Constructed of materials / colour consistent with
main dwelling.



Of approximate dimensions 1000mm(h) x
460mm(w) x 220mm(d).



Positioned adjacent to driveway within property
boundary.

A6.17 Eaves:


Roof eaves are to overhang a minimum of
450mm to all habitable rooms.

6 Advisory Information
6.1

Recommended Palettes

The following range of palettes has been compiled to ensure a high quality of sympathetic
development in the Vincentia Coastal Village area.
Note: Other selections that are within the same
tonal range of one of the palettes below will be
considered for approval. Black and near black
selections are not considered appropriate.
While every effort is made to provide accurate colour
information, the colour palettes shown are subject to
variation due to printing etc. It is recommended that
actual manufacturer sample are examined.

6.1.1 Roof – including verandahs/porches

6.1.2 Driveways
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6.1.3 Bricks – Dominant element of the façade, a gable feature or projecting
element

6.1.4 Bricks – Main body of the building

6.2

Other legislation or policies you may need to check

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Shoalhaven Contributions Plan 2010

External Policies
& Guidelines



NIL

Legislation
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Chapter N16: Falls Creek Woollamia Rural
Residential Areas
Council is proposing to prepare a Development Control Plan for the Falls Creek Woollamia
Rural Residential Areas which are subject to a current planning proposal. This will be
treated as a separate process. Space has been provided within the Shoalhaven DCP 2014
to allow for these controls to be included once finalised.
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1 Purpose
The purpose of this Chapter is to assist with the development of Woollamia Farmlets Large
Lot Residential subdivision.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to the supporting map: Chapter N17 – Map 1.

2

Application

This chapter applies to the following properties as shown in Figure 1 below.
 Lot 92A, DP 15266 (1 Pritchard Avenue, Woollamia)
 Lot 79, DP 9289 (Willowford Road, Woollamia)
 Lot 78, DP 15266 (87 Willowford Road, Woollamia)
 Lot 78A, DP 15266 (Willowford Road, Woollamia)
 Lot 82A, DP 15266 (84 Willowford Road, Woollamia)

Figure 1: Subject Land Map

3

Context

The Woollamia Farmlets is a small lot rural (old paper) subdivision that was identified for
investigation in the Jervis Bay Settlement Strategy 2003. Shoalhaven LEP Amendment
1985 (Amendment No. 241) providing an enabling clause to allow the erection of a
dwelling house on each of the five (5) lots subject to certain environmental considerations
being addressed.
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The Shoalhaven LEP (SLEP) 2014 commenced on 22 April 2014 with amendments to the
minimum lot size map to continue the permissibility of a dwelling house on each lot.
The Woollamia Farmlets is within the Currambene Creek Catchment. Currambene Creek
is listed on the Commonwealth Directory of Important Wetlands in Australia. Currambene
Creek and is a Sanctuary Zone within the Jervis Bay Marine Park. Maintenance of existing
water quality and hydrological regimes is important to protect SEPP 14 Wetlands,
Currambene Creek, Jervis Bay and their associated ecosystems.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
Provide guidelines for the development of land in the Woollamia Farmlets Large Lot
Rural Subdivision and Schedule 9 provisions of Shoalhaven LEP 1985 (Amendment
241)
ii.
Manage risks associated with bushfire;
iii.
To protect local watercourses and ground water systems and associated
ecosystems from impacts associated with on-site effluent treatment and application;
iv.
Facilitate the protection of State Environmental Planning Policy No. 14 - Coastal
Wetlands (SEPP 14);
v.
Protect flora and fauna and minimise clearing of native vegetation;
vi.
Manage acid sulfate soils; and
vii.
Manage water quality runoff to SEPP 14 wetlands and Jervis Bay receiving waters.

5

Provisions

Consent must not be granted to the erection of a dwelling-house on each of the lots unless
your application demonstrates compliance with the provisions.
You application must also demonstrate compliance with Shoalhaven Local Environmental
Plan 2014, relevant legislation and other Controls in this DCP including Chapter G12:
Dwelling Houses, Additions and Ancillary Structures and Chapter G5: Threatened Species
Impact Assessment
5.1

Controls for SEPP 14 Wetlands, Biodiversity and Threatened Species
Conservation

The NSW Threatened Species Conservation (TSC) Act 1995 provides for the conservation
of threatened species, populations and ecological communities of animals and plants.
Section 5A of the Environmental Planning and Assessment (EP&A) Act 1979 sets out a
‘seven-part test’ for considering the potential impact of a proposed development on critical
habitat, threatened species, populations or endangered ecological communities, and their
habitats.
As development of land will potentially impact on known threatened species habitat, an
assessment known as a ‘seven-part test’ will be legally required as part of the
development assessment process.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 The impact of development on
habitat trees and native vegetation
is minimised;
P2 The impacts on biodiversity and
threatened species are fully
considered in any development
application.

A2.1

The assessment identifies potential impacts
on wetlands, threatened species and
endangered ecological communities; and

A2.2

The development footprint is within the
Indicate Development Areas identified on the
supporting map.

A3.1 Your development application includes
appropriate studies to demonstrate that no net
impact will occur on the hydrology, water
quality and ecology of the SEPP 14 wetlands;
and,

P3 The impact of development on
SEPP 14 Wetlands and native
vegetation is minimised;

P4 The proposal demonstrates no net
impact on the hydrology, water
quality and ecology of the SEPP 14
wetlands.

5.2

A1.1 You development application is supported
with a detailed flora and fauna assessment
and includes a ‘seven-part test’;

A4.1

Properties that are directly affected by a
SEPP 14 wetland must implement a
secondary waste water treatment that
demonstrates no net impact on the wetlands.

Controls for Bushfire Risk Management

The following bushfire protection measures need to be incorporated into development to
minimise bushfire risk.


Separating development from bushfire prone vegetation with asset protection zones
(APZs) around dwellings.



Designing and constructing dwellings and other structures to the required standard
under AS3959.



Providing access for fire fighting vehicles including perimeter fire trails in certain
locations.



Ensuring the development provides an adequate dedicated water supply for firefighting purposes.



Landscaping to limit the spread of fire.



Emergency management
evacuation.

arrangements

for

protection

of

property

and/or
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Individual development applications for development on bush fire prone land are required
to be assessed in accordance with Section 79BA of the EP&A Act, or where relevant (i.e.
subdivision or a “special fire protection purpose”) in accordance with Section 100B of the
Rural Fires Act.
Performance Criteria
P1 Any dwellings and associated
structures are located and
constructed in accordance with the
provisions of Planning for Bushfire
Protection and AS3959 (or equivalent
documents).

P2 Environmental attributes within Asset
Protection Zones (APZs) are
appropriately managed.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 All buildings will be located within the
potential building areas identified in
Indicative Development Area as shown on
the supporting map.
A1.2 Dwelling houses are constructed to the

appropriate standard under AS3959.
Dwelling houses may be required to be
built to flame zone construction in
accordance with Table 2.4.2 of
Australian Standard 3959-2009 –
Construction of buildings in bushfire –
prone areas based on proposed
setbacks.

A2.1 Asset Protection Zones (APZs) will be
established in accordance with Indicative
Development Area Map included as an
Appendix to this Chapter the APZ
dimensions specified by Planning for
Bushfire Protection.
A2.2 Important habitat trees or threatened
species within the APZs will be retained and
managed in accordance with the RFS’s
standards for APZ management (available
at http://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au).
Note:

P3 Bushfire Asset Protection Zones
(APZs) will be maintained in
perpetuity.

1.

Reduction of fuel does not require removal
of all vegetation.

2.

Native trees and shrubs should be retained
as clumps or islands and should maintain a
covering of no more than 20% of the area.

A3.1 As part of any development approval,
proposed building envelopes and APZs are
to be identified on the title of each lot to
ensure that future owners of lots with site
dwellings in suitable locations with regard to
bush fire protection measures;
A3.2 APZs are contained within the property
boundary; and,
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A3.3 APZs that overlap property boundaries must
be mutually beneficial with APZs on
adjoining properties and formalised through
the creation of an easement.
P4 Appropriate access is provided for
fire fighting vehicles.

P5 Bushfire mitigation measures are to
be implemented in accordance with
Planning for Bushfire Protection.

5.3

A4.1 Fire fighting vehicles will be able to access
the water supply dedicated for firefighting
purposes and be able to defend the rear of
dwellings.
A5.1 The development application is
accompanied by a bushfire assessment
which addresses all relevant aspects of
Planning for Bushfire Protection including:
 APZs


Construction standards and design



Access



Water supply



Emergency management arrangements



Landscaping

General Controls

Your application must also address a number of considerations on the land including:




Acid Sulfate Soils – your application must demonstrate compliance with Clause 7.1
of SLEP 2014;
Onsite sewage management – your application must be supported by a Wastewater
Report in accordance with Chapter G8: On Site Sewage Management; and
Aboriginal Heritage – your application must be supported by an Aboriginal Heritage
Assessment prepared by a suitably qualified person that demonstrates Due
Diligence has been exercised under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1979 (as
amended) prepared by a suitably qualified person.
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6
6.1

Advisory Information
Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines





Contributions Plan
Rural Wastewater Supply Policy
Driveway Access to Private Properties

External
Policies &
Guidelines




Planning for Bushfire Protection 2006
Standards for Asset Protection Zones (NSW Rural Fire Service)

Legislation




State Environmental Planning Policy No. 14 – Coastal Wetlands
State Environmental Planning Policy No. 71 – Coastal Protection
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1 Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to encourage the development of the Huskisson tourist town
centre incorporating the business centre with a tourist town focal point. It gives direction
and guidance to encourage the development of a special identity for the business centre.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to Chapter N18 Supporting Documents 1-3
(contained in the one file).

2

Application

This chapter applies to commercial zoned land in the Huskisson Town Centre bounded by
Bowen, Currambene, Morton, Sydney and Tomerong Streets, and the foreshore area of
Currambene Creek and Jervis Bay, as shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3 Context
The desired future character for Huskisson Tourist Town Centre is set out below:
The Huskisson Tourist Town Centre is the gateway to Jervis Bay, and is:
A Tourist Town in a unique and pristine environment;
A centre with a rich boat building history;
A business centre orientated to take advantage of bay side views and traditional
waterside activities; and
A community which lives in harmony with its natural environment and the future.

4 Objectives
The objectives are to:
i.
Encourage and develop a special identity for the business centre by:
Incorporating a Tourist Town focal point;
Promoting a retail shopping link between the business centre and
Currambene Creek public wharf;
Minimising overshadowing of pedestrian orientated spaces;
Protecting views to Currambene Creek and Jervis Bay, particularly from
the Tourist Town focal point; and
Improving streetscapes.
ii.
appropriate scale of urban development that is in keeping with the surrounding
natural features.
iii.
Maintain Huskisson with a level of retail development that would not compete
with the Vincentia District Centre by only permitting single commercial
development of up to 1500m 2.
iv.
Encourage a compact and accessible retail core.
v.
Ensure there is adequate car parking for shoppers, tourists and workers in the
business centre and that such car parking is as close to the Tourist Town focal
point as is economically feasible.
vi.
Improve traffic movements to, from and around, the business centre so that
traffic movement routes are clear, safe and convenient for both vehicles and
pedestrians.
vii.
Maintain and improve off-street service access to commercial and retail
premises.
Maintain and promote water based activities and allow for future expansion of
viii.
water based infrastructure on the foreshore of Currambene Creek.
ix.
Provide for ecologically sustainable development and use of resources.
x.
Encourage tourist related opportunities within the commercial core which have
the potential to generate activities outside of normal business and shopping
hours.
xi.
Provide detailed building controls to ensure that development on Lot 2 DP
571682, 59 Owen Street (north-west corner with Currambene Street),
Huskisson is of an appropriate scale and form to make a positive contribution to
the existing streetscape and character of the Huskisson Tourist Town Centre
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whilst maintaining a view corridor along Currambene Street to the creek
estuary.

5 Controls
5.1

Land Uses in the Town Centre (see Map 1)

Existing retail and personal services are primarily focused on Owen and Currambene
Streets. Council encourages residential uses to be attached to shops and commercial
premises, however, future retail and personal service activities should be confined to the
commercial core shown on the maps. Retailing outside this zone will only be considered
where the applicant can demonstrate that this is ancillary to the primary objective of the
mixed use zone. Supermarkets may also be located outside the commercial core but must
be within the zoned commercial area of the Tourist Town centre.
Mixed residential/commercial uses have been located in areas which support the
commercial core and can take advantage of views to Jervis Bay and Currambene Creek.
Residential accommodation shall be restricted within the B2 Local Centre zone unless it is
above ground floor retail and commercial activities.
Implementation:
You must comply with the land uses outlined on Map 1.
Retail and personal services must be located primarily in the commercial core area.
Mixed uses are to be located to reinforce the retail sector or to take advantage of views
to Currambene Creek and Jervis Bay
Supermarkets are permitted outside the retail core but must be within the zoned
commercial area.
If your development proposes residential accommodation within the B2 Local Centre
zone it must be above ground floor retail/commercial development, or within the B4
Mixed Use zone over Lot 2 DP 571682, 59 Owen Street Huskisson it must be attached
to retail/commercial development.
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Map 1: Land Use in Huskisson Town Centre
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5.2

Tourist Town Focal Point

5.2.1 General principles
The Tourist Town focal point is identified as generally the intersection of Currambene
Street and Owen Street. To function effectively, the Tourist Town focal point requires
sufficient pedestrian open space for people to meet, sit and appreciate those assets which
contribute to the Tourist Town character.
Implementation:
During streetscape works, Council will allow for widening of footpaths and narrowing of
the carriageway generally in the Owen Street/Currambene Street intersection area.
Currambene Street between the wharf and Owen Street is will be narrowed to an 8
metre roadway.
Overshadowing of pedestrian areas will be avoided by limiting the height of adjoining
buildings.
Establish retail/community/café uses adjoining the pedestrianized areas.
5.2.2 Views and vistas
Views to the Currambene Creek Estuary contribute most to the character of the Tourist
Town. These views are unique to Huskisson and reinforce its role as the gateway to
Jervis Bay. Views should also be generally maintained looking east along Owen Street
from the focal point to Jervis Bay and Point Perpendicular. There are additional setbacks
over Lot 2 DP 571682, 59 Owen Street, Huskisson in order to increase the views to the
Currambene Creek Estuary.
Implementation:
If your development has frontage to Currambene Creek, you should provide elevated
outdoor café and sitting areas to take in advantage of northern views.
Streetscape planting in Owen Street should frame views to the east.
If your development is within town focal point and particularly if it has frontage to
Currambene Creek, your development must have high quality architectural designs
incorporating modulating facades.
If you are developing Lot 2 DP 571682 (59 Owen Street), you must complying with the
setbacks shown on Map 3
this will increase views to Currambene Creek and
encourage an appropriate scale of development in keeping with the existing centre.
You should generally maintain views looking east along Owen Street from the Tourist
Town focal point.
You must not erect temporary or permanent structures or the like that would impede the
views to the creek within the building setbacks.
5.2.3 Huskisson Wharf
The wharf on Currambene Creek is an important element in strengthening the relationship
between the Tourist Town centre and Jervis Bay. The wharf and surrounding land should
be protected from inappropriate development to ensure water-based activated can expand
in accordance with expected future demand. Pedestrian/vehicular conflicts should be
minimised.
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Implementation:
If your development is located between the wharf and the Tourist Town focal point, you
are to provide a retail/commercial link through retail frontages. Retail frontages are to
be provided to at least the western side of Currambene Street.
You must maintain adequate manoeuvring space between the wharf and any proposed
development to ensure that reversing movements are avoided.
A bus set down area must be provided adjacent to the wharf area.
The access road to the wharf should be constructed in a unit paved material to indicate
primary pedestrian usage. Vehicle access should be restricted to service vehicles and
buses, and delineated through the use of bollards or other effective devices.
5.3

Height Controls (see Map 2)
Note: The maximum height of buildings is set by the
Shoalhaven LEP (SLEP) 2014 as shown on the Height of
Buildings Map. This section provides detail on how
building heights are to be achieved.

The purpose of height controls is to ensure that new buildings are appropriately scaled in
relation to the existing built form, street widths and desired future character.
Although mixed use development will mean larger and higher developments, any
development needs to conform to the objectives of the zone.
Development will also need to maintain a design relationship to the natural environment particularly in regard to the treed backdrop, avoid the overshadowing of public places, and
incorporate principles of ecologically sustainable design.
Buildings having strong corner architectural elements are encouraged at the entrance to
Owen Street to reinforce the sense of arrival.
Council may consider a bonus provision through increased building height where lot
consolidation achieves a more efficient design of basement car parks and good
architectural design is achieved through significant façade articulation.
Further development on the site of the Huskisson Hotel will be permitted to 14 metres (as
set by the SLEP 2014) and 4 storeys.
Implementation:
General provisions
Your development must comply with the height controls shown on Map 2.
All heights are measured from the natural ground surface.
Bonus provisions:
Council may consider approving one bonus level (3 metres high) for your development but
it is limited to a maximum of 50% of the building footprint, subject to the following:
The lot on which your development is proposed is over 2000m 2 or you consolidate 2
more lots over 1200m2;
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Your development includes basement car parking which allows two way traffic flow and
turning movement in accordance with Chapter G21: Car Parking and Traffic;
You development has a high degree of building articulation and architectural design
merit, and
Your development follows good urban design practice, including contributing quality
design to the public domain and minimises overshadowing of the public domain and
residential properties (refer to Figure 2 below).
Notes:
Huskisson Town Centre Urban Design Guidelines
will be prepared as a supplementary document to
this Chapter of the DCP.
Until the Guidelines are prepared, you will need to
submit an urban design assessment report as part
of your development application if your
development is over 3 storeys.
The urban design assessment report must be
prepared by a qualified design professional and
should address a series of good design principles
that apply to the development and how the
development will contribute to the desired
character for Huskisson.
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Map 2: Height Controls in Huskisson Town Centre
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Figure 2: Huskisson Sun Angle Diagrams

5.4

Setbacks (see Map 3)

Setbacks determine how a building is placed on a site in relation to the street and
adjoining buildings and help to maintain the special character of the area. In commercial
areas, they also help to facilitate the provision of future infrastructure for service vehicle
deliveries, footpaths, car parking and rear lane access.
In the main commercial core, buildings are built to the front boundary to maintain
pedestrian amenity, active frontages, window shopping and provide continuous awning
cover to provide wet weather protection.
Setbacks in village business areas and from the rear lanes in the retail business centre,
where residential apartments are likely to predominate, should be designed to create
landscaped (garden) frontages to residential units thereby creating an attractive
streetscape.
Implementation:
In order to maintain the special character of the Tourist Town and to ensure that new
development contributes to infrastructure requirements, your development must comply
with the setbacks shown on Map 3.
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You will only be allowed building setbacks from the front boundary alignment in the
commercial core where you can demonstrate that is desirable for outdoor dining
activities and that an activated street frontage will be maintained.
You are required to provide rear building setbacks to proposed rear access lanes to
facilitate rear service access, footpaths and car parking. Landscaping of open space
associated with mixed use development will also need to conform to the setbacks
shown on the map.
A foreshore building line of variable width is as shown on Map 3 applies if your
development is located in the residential area adjoining Currambene Creek. Generally
the width of this setback is 20 metres.
Note 1: In commercial zones, awnings, balconies,
pergolas and architectural roof elements may be
permitted to encroach into the nominated setbacks where
it is demonstrated that the objectives of the setback can
be maintained.
Note 2: Any open balconies may encroach into public
road reserves to a maximum depth of 450mm.
Note 3: Minor structures built in association with a
residential dwelling, including freestanding swimming
pools, gazebos and other similar lightweight buildings
2
that do not exceed a footprint of 10m , may be built within
the foreshore building line to Currambene Creek.
Note 4: The intent of the 20m and variable foreshore
setback between Field and Sydney Streets, along
Currambene Creek is to locate more intense
development back from the edge of the creek and
potentially enable opportunities in the future (subject to
funding opportunities or rezoning) for foreshore public
access or commercial development in the long term,
along the creek between Huskisson Town Centre and the
Lady Denman Museum complex. Any request to vary
setback distances provided in Section 5.4 Setbacks and
Map 3 must be supported by a detailed variation
statement that addresses visual impact issues, safe
pedestrian access and State Environmental Planning
Policy No. 71 Coastal Protection.
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Map 3: Setbacks in Huskisson Town Centre
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5.5

Development Guidelines for Residential Flat Buildings

The Residential Flat Design Code (the Design Code) and the State Environmental
Planning Policy No. 65 - Design Quality of Residential Flat Development will generally be
the primary design guideline for all development within the Huskisson Tourist Town Centre
regardless of whether it contains a residential component. Development may follow the
template for urban based apartments described in the Residential Flat Design Pattern
Book.
In the Design Code the following additional requirements apply:
a) Zero side setbacks should apply to the first two commercial levels.
b) Subsequent levels relating to building separation be based on merit.
c) Mixed use can allow a combination of tourist or permanent residential apartments;
however, in any case parking assessments will be based on permanent residential
requirements.
5.6

Car Parking

To ensure that the retail sector is compact and accessible, future car parking
(approximately 96 spaces) is to be provided within the existing wide road reserves and
additional rear lane access. Maximum site coverage is encouraged for the main retail
core. Tourist accommodation/residential units and large space uses are required to
provide the total component of car parking on site.
Implementation:
Maintain and increase angle/parallel parking on streets with 30 metre road reserves.
Integrate additional angle/parallel parking into future rear lanes.
Maintain a compact and accessible retail area by maximising site coverage for retail
developments fronting Owen Street.
Full car parking requirements are to be provided on site for tourist
accommodation/residential units and large space uses.
5.7

Road Network

To minimise possible congestion in Owen Street, provision has been made for a relief road
via Sydney and Bowen Streets. To encourage rear servicing to all retail developments, a
network of rear lands and side streets, some of which will require construction and/or
widening, is allowed for in the Chapter. Traffic calming devices aimed at limiting speeds to
50kph or less will be provided to all roads having retail, commercial or tourist frontages.
A proposed roundabout at the intersection of Owen and Sydney Streets will form an
integral part of the gateway element and will increase car parking accessibility in the main
street (Owen Street).
Implementation:
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Allow for the construction of a future roundabout at the intersection of Owen and
Sydney Streets, to increase car parking accessibility in the main street (Owen Street).
Make provision to relieve traffic in Owen Street by upgrading Sydney and Bowen
Streets and providing a roundabout at the intersection of Bowen and Hawke Streets.
Provide rear service access to all retail development where possible and/or service
embayments, as shown on the accompanying maps.
Introduce traffic calming devices on streets having retail, commercial or tourist functions
to ensure that vehicle speeds do not exceed 50kph.
5.8

Foreshore Open Space

Many of the public reserves are capable of further utilisation. A management plan has
been prepared to guide future uses containing the following principles:
a) Set aside areas for active and passive uses;
b) Reinforce tree planting including foreshores subject to erosion;
c) (Rationalise boundaries of the existing car park and provide shade planting;
d) Provide for a cycle path;
e) Incorporate view lines from the Tourist Town focal point to Jervis Bay/Currambene
Creek.
To improve public access, pedestrian linkages should be provided between such reserves,
the retail centre and car parks.
Implementation:
Further development of foreshore open space is to be carried out in accordance with
the adopted relevant Plans of Management.
Provide car parking facilities close to reserves and/or provide linkages between such
reserves and future off-street car parks via pathways, arcades etc.
5.9

Streetscaping

Future streetscaping includes the embellishment of the main shopping and residential
accommodation streets through improved planting, paving, lighting and street furniture.
The wide road reserves make it possible to increase the footpath widths, particularly on
the sunny side. Difficult street cambers can be reduced by allowing a terraced footpath on
the southern side. Landscaping using shade trees would be provided to future and
existing off-street car parks. A gateway element at the intersection of Owen and Sydney
Streets is encouraged to enhance the entry to the commercial core. Streetscape works
are to be provided in accordance with the adopted Streetscape Plan for Owen Street and
Chapter G18: Streetscape Design for Town Centres.
Implementation:
Adopt a maritime/leisure theme.
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Provide for a landscaped gateway element at the intersection of Owen and Sydney
Streets.
Exclude parking and minimise service traffic from the Tourist Town focal point to
maximise pedestrian open space.
New or enlarged developments will be required to upgrade the footpath adjoining their
development in accordance with proposed, detailed landscape plans.
Street trees and planting themes, apart from pedestrian orientated areas, are to be
predominately Australian natives. Streetscape works are to be provided in accordance
with the adopted Streetscape Plan for Owen Street and Chapter G18: Streetscape
Design for Town Centres.
5.10

Building Guidelines for Huskisson Hotel Site

on Lot 2 DP 209436 and Portion 87 Parish of Currambene, Owen Street, Huskisson. If you
intend to carry out any development on this site, the development must comply with this
chapter of the DCP and these specific guidelines.
Note: The recommendations from the Urban Design
Review and the Dain Simpson Report, noted in the
supporting document to this chapter, should also be
considered.

The following additional objectives apply to development of this site.
guidelines are to:

These specific

Define a building envelope for future development which recognises the sensitive
nature of the site both in context o
setting within Jervis Bay.
Identify the most appropriate location for vehicle access to the site.
Define car parking requirements for the site.
Enhance the tourist related opportunities for the site and the business centre of
Huskisson.
Preserve the existing 1929 Huskisson Hotel building and ensure that any additional
development has sympathetic heritage qualities.
Define building form and envelope requirements which define setback, massing and
height requirements for any new development.
5.10.1 Heritage qualities of the existing Huskisson Hotel

The main hotel building was designed by Rudder and Grout and built by Stan Dengate in
as a key element in the Owen Street streetscape. Adjoining development should not
detract from the style and form of this building. The interior of the building is particularly
important. The form of the building should remain intact.
Implementation:
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You must preserve the built form and massing of the existing building as a dominant
feature of the Owen Street streetscape.
If developing adjoining buildings, you must respect the character, mass and detail of the
hotel building and not detract from its significance through incompatibility.
You must respect the mass of the main building by keeping adjoining structures slightly
separated and recessive so that the dominance of the existing building mass within the
streetscape is not diminished.
If developing adjoining buildings located along the Owen Street frontage, you must
design them in a sympathetic architecture style and scale to the hotel.
Note: Conservation of the hotel should generally be
consistent with the heritage assessment prepared by
Graham Brooks and Associates 1997, noted in the
supporting document to this chapter.

5.10.2 Height of development
Due to the unique opportunity that this site represents for a tourist resort development, the
site has a greater height limit set in the LEP than for any other site within the Huskisson
Tourist Town Centre. However, development on this site will need to be sensitive to the
nature of surrounding land uses (particularly public open spaces) as well as the
surrounding Jervis Bay and Currambene Creek areas.
Implementation:
Development located along and fronting the eastern and northern boundaries of the site
(towards the adjoining public car park and public foreshore reserves) is to have an
maximum unrelieved façade height above natural ground level of 8 metres and two
storeys. To reduce the visual bulk of the development, any building above 8 metres and
two storeys shall be set back a minimum of 1.5 metres from the outer face of the façade
of the floor immediately below where a flat roofed profile is provided, or a minimum 3
metres to the top of the roof for a pitched roof.
With appropriate design, the building envelope to the rear of the hotel can be increased
to a height of 14 metres and 4 storeys above natural ground level (subject to defining
the curtilage of the hotel).
5.10.3 Building form and setbacks
The development of the subject site is to be undertaken in a manner which is sympathetic
to the character of the Huskisson Tourist Town Centre as well as the surrounding Jervis
Bay and Currambene Creek setting. The bulk and scale of the development should be
considered in the context of the relationship of the development to the surrounding area
and ensures that the bulk and scale do not adversely affect the visual amenity of the
locality.
Implementation:
You may incorporate architectural roof features in your development that exceed the
maximum height by 1 metre.
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You must provide modulated and stepped facades. You must not have any one
segment of façade more than a maximum of 12 metres in length.
You must ensure an appropriate transition between your development and the adjoining
foreshore reserve areas by providing a landscaped area of a minimum 1.5 metre in
width between accommodation units and the northern and eastern boundaries.
You must ensure there is adequate design relief to adjoining public spaces by providing
setbacks to adjoining public spaces. These setbacks will range from a minimum of 3
metres at the north-western corner to 7.5 metres at the north-eastern corner and an
average of 2 metres along the eastern frontage. This setback relates to the building for
and should not be attached to verandas or awnings.
If your development is above 8 metres and two storeys, you must provide significant
design articulation of the western elevation. This should include setbacks of the upper
levels from the western boundary, modulation of facades, and building proportions that
reduce the visual impact and bulk of this elevation.
5.10.4 Car parking and vehicle entry
Development of this site is to include car parking on site to meet the demands of any
tourist accommodation/residential component as a minimum. Vehicle entry will be via
Owen Street.
Implementation:
You are to comply with Chapter G21: Car Parking and Traffic.
You are to provide vehicle access from the south-western corner of the site. You are to
also provide for a potential common vehicle entry for the adjoining site to the west.
You are to provide for loading and unloading of all commercial and delivery vehicles on
site.
5.10.5 Streetscaping
Future streetscaping includes the embellishment of the main shopping and tourist
accommodation streets through improved planting, paving, lighting and street furniture.
The wide road reserves make it possible to increase footpath widths.
Implementation:
In developing this site, you will be required to upgrade the footpaths adjoining the
development in accordance with any approved streetscape plan and the Chapter G18:
Streetscape Design for Town Centres.
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6 Advisory Information
6.1 Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be required
to consider other legislation, policies and other documents
with your application.

Council Policies
& Guidelines

Contributions Plan

External Policies
& Guidelines

Residential Flat Design Code

Legislation

Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014

Residential Flat Design Pattern Book
State Environmental Planning Policy No. 65 - Design Quality of
Residential Flat Development
State Environmental Planning Policy No. 71

Coastal Protection
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1 Purpose
To facilitate the development of land in the Estate with appropriate acknowledgement of
environmental constraints in accordance with the provisions of Shoalhaven Local
Environmental Plan (Jerberra) 2014 (referred to herein as the Jerberra LEP) and the
Jerberra Estate Planning Proposal.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to:


Chapter N20 Supporting Document 1: Development
Opportunities for Existing Lots



Chapter N20 Supporting Document 2: Consolidation Options



Chapter N20 Supporting Document 3: Template request to
vary minimum lot size for certain lots under Clause 4.6 of
the Jerberra LEP

2 Application
This DCP Chapter (N20 – Jerberra Estate) applies to land within Jerberra Estate (“the
Estate”) identified in Figure 1. The land is located 20 km south of Nowra and 1.5 km east
of Tomerong.

Figure 1 Subject Land

3 Context
The Estate is a 152 lot ‘paper subdivision’ originally created in 1922 without any
infrastructure to support its development. Until 22 February 2014, the land had very
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limited development potential due to the relevant planning controls. The land has
generally remained undeveloped and un-serviced bushland apart from numerous
unauthorised structures.
A detailed account of the Estate’s planning history is provided on Council’s website.
The Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan (Jerberra Estate) 2014, the ‘Jerberra LEP’,
commenced on 22 February 2014. Not every existing lot can accommodate a dwelling due
to the need to conserve sensitive environmental areas that are protected by legislation,
manage bushfire risk, and provide services and infrastructure.
The Jerberra LEP enables some residential development to potentially be approved within
the Estate. Development Control Plan Chapter N20 – Jerberra Estate (the “Jerberra DCP
Chapter”) has been prepared to achieve the development and environmental outcomes
described in the Planning Proposal, whilst managing bushfire risk in accordance with
current standards.
3.1.1

How to address the requirements of this Chapter

Any application for development in the Estate under the Jerberra LEP will need to address
the provisions contained in this Chapter. Section 3 of this Chapter covers the following
matters:


Consolidation and subdivision;



Biodiversity Conservation;



Bushfire Risk Management;



Vehicular access;



On-site Effluent Treatment and



Stormwater Management; and



Building Envelopes.

3.1.2

Summary of area-based controls

Different controls apply to different parts of the Estate that are identified in Figure 2 and
Figure 3. A quick reference guide on activities that may or may not be undertaken in each
of the above areas is provided in Table 1.
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Figure 2 - Suggested subdivision layout and bushfire management information
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Figure 3 - Bushland management and conservation areas, and orchid (Pterostylis ventricosa) management areas
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=
=
=
=
=

Allowable
Generally allowable subject to conditions
Not allowable
Generally not allowable except in certain circumstances
Not applicable

Vegetation Management
Removal of native vegetation (conditions apply to orchid areas)
Removal of native hollow-bearing trees
Removal of other native habitat trees (e.g. feed trees)
Removal of other native trees
Planting of non-native plants (e.g. fruit trees)
Planting of indigenous plant species for landscaping
Rehabilitation of disturbed areas with indigenous species
Removal of non-native plants (excluding weeds)
Removal of noxious and environmental weeds
Slashing/mowing (conditions apply to orchid management areas)
Dumping of lawn clippings and garden waste
Animal management
Dogs off leash (Max. 2)
Cats (must be confined indoors or in a cat run)
Grazing animals
Feral animal control
Driveways and vehicle access
Construction of driveways and road access (with DA approval)
Removal of habitat trees for driveway construction
Vehicle access (excluding effluent application areas)
Fencing
Dog-proof, wildlife friendly fencing around APZ perimeter
Plain wire fencing around property boundaries
Barbed wire or electric fencing
Hand clearing within 1 metre of the fence line
Removal of trees for fencing
Effluent treatment and application
Application of primary-treated effluent
Surface application of secondary-treated effluent
Sub-surface application of secondary-treated effluent
Vehicle access over application area
Stormwater drainage
Stormwater infiltration trenches
Buildings and non-habitable structures
Buildings and non-habitable structures
Firewood collection
Firewood collection for personal use (no live trees or hollows)
Stock piling of building material and other items
Stockpiling of items not naturally occurring on site
Stockpiling of material around the base of retained trees

Bushland
Management
Area
Bushland
Conservation
Area
Orchid
Management
Area (in APZ)


*
X
X*
NA

Building Area
& APZ

Table 1 - Reference guide to activities that can be undertaken in Jerberra Estate

*
X*
*
*

*
*
X

*


X
X
X
X
X




X
X

X
X
X
X
X




X
X

*
X*
*
*

X*
X*


X*
X

*
*
X*
*

X*
X
X
*

X*
X
X
*

X
X
X
*

*
X*
*

*
X*
X*

X
X
X

X
X
X

*
X
X

*

X
*
X
*
X

X
*
X
*
X

NA
NA
X
*
NA

X
X
*
X

X
X
X
NA

X
X
X
NA

X
X
X
NA

*

X

X

X

*

X

X

X

*

X

X

*

*
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
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3.1.3

Other Considerations

Applications may also need to address other relevant DCP Chapters, policies, Australian
Standards and other documentation referred to relevant sections and are listed in
Section 6.
3.1.4

Information required with development applications in Jerberra Estate

In preparing a development application for development within the Estate, your application
must include:
 Plans of the proposed development including:
o Site Analysis Plan showing relevant attributes of the site in relation to adjoining
land;
o All necessary building plans including floor plans, elevations, and sections;
o BASIX Certification where a new dwelling or alterations and additions, are
proposed;
o A tree and vegetation plan showing trees (and where relevant, Orchid
Management Areas) within or adjacent to the APZ, and shows which trees will be
retained and which will be removed or lopped;
o Details of driveways and hardstand areas;
o Fencing details; and,
o Appendix of external finishes.
 A combined drainage application for the onsite effluent treatment and application
system and the stormwater infiltration system. The application will need to include a
detailed layout plan plus various other details.
 A Bushfire Assessment.
 An Erosion and Sediment Control Plan.
 Statement of Environmental Effects (SEE) detailing compliance with the requirements
of this and any other relevant DCP Chapters. The SEE is to include a Variation
Statement if any variation to the requirements is sought. A Jerberra-specific SEE
form is available for landowners to assist landowners in this regard.
A Threatened Species Assessment may be required under certain circumstances outlined
in Section 5.2.
In some cases, ‘section 88B restrictions-as-user’ will need to be placed on property titles
either prior to (e.g. for bushfire perimeter fire trails), or in conjunction with the development
application process. This will require the services of a registered surveyor (as will lot
amalgamation or subdivision). Further guidance on circumstances where this may apply is
provided in Section 3 of this Chapter.
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4 Objectives
i.

To facilitate the protection and rehabilitation of habitat for the range of threatened
species known to occur on the land.

ii.

To facilitate amalgamation of lots where this is necessary to enable development.

iii.

To manage risks associated with bushfire.

iv.

To apply best practice on-site effluent and stormwater management principles during
and following construction so that natural flow and water quality regimes are
maintained and sensitive downstream environments, including Moona Moona Creek
and the Jervis Bay Marine Park, are protected.

v.

To enable all existing unauthorised structures to either be regularised, if this can be
achieved, or removed.

5 Controls
5.1
5.1.1

Consolidation of Lots and Re-Subdivision
Introduction

In a number of cases (see Supporting Document 1) residential development of land in the
Estate will only be possible if lots within the original subdivision are combined and
amalgamated (i.e. consolidated). This involves the preparation of a ‘plan of consolidation’
by a registered surveyor and registration of the plan by NSW Land and Property
Information (LPI). This will result in a new property description (Lot and Deposited Plan
numbers) being issued by LPI.
A suggested subdivision layout has been designed to avoid sterilising lots that might
otherwise have some development potential – see Figure 2.
Four of the identified potential development areas will only be able to occur if three or
more lots are consolidated and subdivided. The Lots in question are listed in Table 2.
(See also Supporting Document 1.)
This section of DCP Chapter N20 - Jerberra Estate, provides guidance to landowners on
how and when consolidation (and where relevant, subdivision) should occur. Refer to
Supporting Document 1 to determine if this applies to you.
5.1.2

Allowable variation to the minimum lot size

This section only applies to Lots 132 to 141 in DP 11629.
In a small number of cases, development applications will need to be accompanied by a
written request to vary the minimum lot size under clause 4.6 of the Jerberra LEP. This is
necessary because the combined area of the lots in question is marginally less than the
corresponding area on the corresponding minimum lot size map in the Jerberra LEP.
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The written request will need to state that compliance cannot be achieved and that the
variation is consistent with the outcomes described in the Jerberra Estate Planning
Proposal. A template for such requests is provided in Supporting Document 3 to facilitate
this. The relevant Lots are:
 Lots 138 and 139
 Lots 140 and 141
 Lots 137 and 136
 Lots 135 and 134
 Lots 133 and 132
Note that these Lots will still need to be consolidated to enable development.
5.1.3

Objectives

O1

To ensure opportunities for residential development identified in the Jerberra LEP
and adopted Planning Proposal are realised.

O2

To facilitate a beneficial and equitable outcome for as many landowners as
possible.

O3

To ensure compliance with all relevant requirements including Planning for Bushfire
Protection.

5.1.4

Performance criteria and acceptable solutions

Table 2 - Performance criteria and acceptable solutions: consolidation and subdivision

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Consolidation and where relevant,
subdivision will enable compliance with the
minimum lot size required by the Jerberra
Estate LEP and ensure that:

A1.1 Lots will be consolidated as shown in



the number of dwellings shown on
Figure 2 (note ‘dwelling reference
number) is not altered and their
location does not change;



planning for bushfire protection
requirements will be satisfied and there
will be legal certainty that APZs can/will
be maintained in perpetuity (i.e. the
APZ is within property boundaries or
overlaps and is mutually beneficial with
APZs on adjoining properties;



the APZ will not conflict with or impact
on bushland conservation areas or
other restrictions on the lot in question
or adjoining lots; and



no other lots will be orphaned or
sterilised from development and

Figure 2 prior to lodging a development
application for a dwelling.

A1.2 Lots 41 to 43 are consolidated and

subdivided to achieve the minimum lot size
of 2,000 m2 as required by the Jerberra LEP
and indicated in Figure 4.

A1.3 Lots 142 to 146 are consolidated and

subdivided to achieve the minimum lot size
of 20,000 m2 (2 ha) as required by the
Jerberra LEP and indicated in Figure 5.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

amalgamation opportunities as a result
of the proposed development.
P2 Consolidation occurs prior to or in
conjunction with the development
application process.
5.1.5

Supporting information

Refer to Appendices 1 and 2 to this Chapter.
5.1.6

Other Chapters you must check

Chapter G11 – Subdivision
Note: Other Chapters within this DCP may also be
applicable to your site or development.
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Figure 4 - Subdivision and consolidation details for Lots 41 to 43 in DP 11629

Notes: New lots ‘A’ and ‘B’ to equal or greater than 2,000 m2. Boundary between Lots ‘A’ and ‘B’ is
indicative.
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Figure 5 - Subdivision and consolidation details for Lots 142 to 146 in DP 11629

Notes: New lots ‘A’ and ‘B’ to equal or greater than 2 ha. Boundary between Lots ‘A’ and ‘B’ is
indicative.

5.2
5.2.1

Biodiversity Conservation
Introduction

Detailed flora and fauna investigations undertaken from 2005 to 2007 identified a range of
threatened animals such as Glossy-black Cockatoos, Yellow-bellied Gliders, Owls,
Eastern Bristlebirds and Micro bats. Protected vegetation including the Biconvex
Paperbark and Swamp Sclerophyll Forest (which is an Endangered Ecological Community
in NSW) also occurs within the riparian areas along the main drainage lines.
The Eastern Bristlebird and Biconvex Paperbark, both of which occur in the areas zoned
‘E2 – Environmental Conservation’ are protected under Federal as well as NSW
Environmental law.
Approval is required under the Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act (EPBC Act) for any activities that could impact on these
biodiversity values. Further information is available at the following website:
http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/epbc/epbc_ap.pl?name=current_referral_detail&proposal_id=6415

Habitat for most of the threatened animals in the Estate will largely be retained in the
Bushland Conservation Area (BCA) and the Bushland Management Area (BMA). The
location of the areas has been designed to contain most of the important habitat trees and
provide habitat linkages. Important habitat trees also occur within a number of the
identified APZs. A species of threatened orchid (Pterostylis ventricosa) also occurs in a
small number of the identified APZs.
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The areas described above are identified on Figure 3 and different provisions apply to
each.
Notes:
1. Under clause 5.9 of the Jerberra LEP, you must not ringbark, cut down, top, lop, remove,
injure or wilfully destroy any tree within the Estate without Council’s consent (issued either via
development consent or a tree removal permit).
2. Council’s Tree Policy does not apply to the Estate.

Biodiversity-related provisions that apply to the APZ are set out in Section 5.2.3 of this
DCP Chapter. Provisions that apply to the BCA and BMA are set out in Section 5.3.
5.2.2

Legal requirements for considering the impact of proposed development

The NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (TSC Act) provides for the
conservation of threatened species, populations and ecological communities of animals
and plants.
Section 5A of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (The EP&A Act) sets
out a ‘seven-part test’ for considering the potential impact of a proposed development on
critical habitat, threatened species, populations or endangered ecological communities,
and their habitats.
As development of land in the Estate will potentially impact on known threatened species
habitat, an assessment known as a ‘seven-part test’ will be legally required as part of the
development assessment process.
The landowner/applicant normally engages a
consultant to prepare a seven part test for their proposal. In this case however, Council
has engaged consultants to undertake an overall seven part test to streamline the
development assessment process.
The seven part test was based on the full suite of planning controls and measures in the
LEP and DCP Chapter N20 - Jerberra Estate. Any development proposal that does not
conform to these measures will need to be supported by a separate seven part test.
Where there is any doubt regarding the likely impact or where detailed information is not
available, supplementary information may need to be provided by the applicant. A
Species Impact Statement (SIS) will need to be prepared if the seven-part test concludes
that there will be a significant impact.
5.2.3



Managing biodiversity within APZs

Important habitat trees

While most of the important habitat trees are located within the BMA/BCA (refer to Section
5.3) some are also located within the areas proposed for development (i.e. potential
building areas and APZs).
Council has detailed records of important habitat trees from the 2005-2007 flora and fauna
assessment. You need to contact Council on (02) 4429 3111 before you prepare your
development application to see if there are any such trees within your building footprint
and APZ.
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Your site plans will need to show all existing trees within the APZ and building area, and
identify those that will be removed and those that will be retained.
As far as possible, important habitat trees should be retained within the APZ. If this is not
possible or appropriate due to safety or onsite effluent management issues, priority should
be given to retaining trees with hollows above feed trees for the Glossy Black-cockatoo
and/or the Yellow-bellied Glider. This is because a wide range of native animals shelter
and/or breed in tree hollows. Nocturnal and diurnal animals can use tree hollows making it
difficult to detect if a hollow is being used. Council’s Threatened Species Officer will need
to inspect any trees proposed to be removed and further assessment may be required if
the tree(s) contain any visible hollows.
If a hollow-bearing tree is too tall to be retained, it may be possible to lop the tree, leaving
the hollow(s) in place. In some circumstances it may be possible to position the proposed
dwelling to avoid having to remove the tree.


Threatened orchid (Pterostylis ventricosa) management areas

In May 2013, Council commissioned a survey for the threatened orchid Pterostylis
ventricosa. The survey was limited to the potential development areas (i.e. potential
building areas, APZs and the BMA). The results of the survey are shown Figure 3.
Approximately forty six (46) individuals of Pterostylis ventricosa were identified in four
small clusters, as outlined below.
 Approximately twenty (20) plants within 5 m2 on the southern verge or the
unmaintained vehicle track on Invermay Avenue, adjacent to Lot 72.
 Approximately twenty (20) plants within 15 m2 of a previously cleared area north of
Invermay Avenue on Lot 68.
 A single plant north of Invermay Avenue on Lot 67.
 Approximately five (5) plants within 2 m2 on a previously disturbed area south of
Inglewood Crescent on Lot 146.
All of the orchids were found in the Blackbutt-Spotted Gum Open Forest community that
occurs on the eastern side of the Estate (refer to the Jerberra Estate Environmental
Management Plan that supports this Chapter).
The properties not surveyed due to either the landowner’s request (not to enter) or safety
concerns with entering the property, and which will need to be surveyed before
development can be approved, are listed in Table 3.
Table 3 - Properties that will need to be surveyed for Pterostylis ventricosa before
development can be approved
Property description

Property description

Lot 104 DP 9699, Jerberra Road

Lot 133 DP 9699, Inglewood Crescent

Lot 132 DP 9699, Inglewood Crescent

Lot 161 DP 9699, Inglewood Crescent

Lot 162 DP 9699, Inglewood Crescent
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These areas are also shown on Figure 3.
With appropriate controls and mitigation measures, the orchids can potentially be retained
within an APZ. Refer to the relevant performance criteria and acceptable solutions below.
Alternatively, if the orchids have to be removed or are likely to be adversely impacted, a
species impact statement (SIS) is likely to be required.
5.2.4

Objectives

O1

To encourage the retention of important habitat trees within the identified APZs and
to clarify information needed if it is proposed to remove or lop any such trees.

O2

To ensure any known sites of the threatened orchid, Pterostylis ventricosa are
managed to ensure no individuals are harmed or removed without the required
assessment and approval.

O3

To ensure any residential development is sensitively designed and managed to
protect the integrity of surrounding bushland areas.

O4

Ensure any development is consistent with the conditions associated with the
Federal Government’s determination under the Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act (EPBC Act).

5.2.5

Mandatory Controls

C1

Cats will only be kept within the dwelling or a secure cat run connected to the
dwelling.

C2

A maximum of two dogs will be kept on the property at any one time and they will
be confined to the dwelling and APZ.

C3

Dog proof fencing will be provided around the perimeter of the APZ – see Notes
below and Figure 6.

C4

Barbed wire or electrified fencing is not allowed.

C5

Grazing animals will not be kept on the property.

C6

Noxious and/or environmental weeds will be removed from the APZ.

Notes:
1. Dog proof fencing may consist of post and rail fencing with wire mesh (to render it ‘dog proof’)
or open metal or timber picket fence (with minimum 50% open structure). See also Chapter
G12 - Single dwellings, additions and ancillary structures.
2. ‘Colourbond’ fencing between dwellings and the road frontage is not supported.
5.2.6

Performance criteria and acceptable solutions

Table 4 - Performance criteria and acceptable solutions: managing biodiversity in APZs

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Important habitat trees are retained within
the APZ subject to compliance with the

A1.1 Separation of two (2) to five (5) metres will be
provided between tree canopies and tree canopies
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Performance Criteria
NSW RFS’s specifications for APZ
maintenance.

Acceptable Solutions
will not overhang within (2) to five (5) metres of the
dwelling. Priority should be given to retaining
hollow-bearing trees, and feed trees for the Yellowbellied Glider and the Glossy-black Cockatoo.
Notes
1. Consent is required to remove any trees greater
than five (5) metres under clause 5.9 of the LEP.
2. You will need to engage an appropriately qualified
consultant to do a targeted survey of any hollowbearing trees that you propose to remove from the
APZ and a qualified wildlife handler must be present
on site during removal to rescue any fauna residing
in the tree.

P2 Any areas identified on Figure 3 that need
to be surveyed for the threatened orchid
Pterostylis ventricosa, are surveyed at
during the flowering season so that
potential impacts of the development can
be assessed.

A2.1 A survey for the orchid has been undertaken by
an appropriately qualified consultant when the
orchid is known to be flowering (generally April to
May).
Notes
1. If the orchid was not found no further
assessment is required.
2. If the orchid was found, refer to the following
performance criteria and acceptable solutions.

P3 All known individuals of the threatened
orchid Pterostylis ventricosa will be
retained and protected. Alternatively, a
‘seven-part test’ and if necessary, a
Species Impact Statement (SIS) is
provided by the applicant.

A3.1 The applicant demonstrates that the Orchid
Management Area will be managed in perpetuity as
follows:
 Before any building work commences, a
physical barrier using fencing, logs or large
rocks will be provided five (5) to ten (10)
metres around the orchids, to exclude
vehicles, domestic animals and other
potentially damaging activities.
 Vegetation will only be managed between the
months of October and February (inclusive)
when the orchid is dormant
 Understorey vegetation will be thinned with
hand tools only.
 Weeds and exotic grasses will be removed by
hand.
 Herbicides and fertilisers will not be applied.
 Stormwater will be diverted around the Orchid
Management Area.
 Household effluent will not be applied within
the Orchid Management Area.
 Domestic animals will be excluded from the
Orchid Management Area.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
A3.2 The Orchid Management Area will be monitored
annually so that the above measures can be
evaluated and adjusted if necessary.

P4 Trees that will be retained will be
protected from potentially damaging
activities during construction.

A4.1 Trees that will be retained will be protected in
accordance with AS4970 (Protection of trees on
development sites) from the impacts of:
 machine excavation including trenching;
 excavation for silt fencing;
 cultivation;
 storage;
 preparation of chemicals, including
preparation of cement products;
 parking of vehicles and plant;
 refueling;
 dumping of waste;
 wash down and cleaning of equipment;
 placement of fill;
 lighting of fires;
 soil level changes;
 temporary or permanent installation of utilities
and signs; and
 physical damage to the tree.
A4.2 Building material and other items will not be
stockpiled within the root zones of any important
habitat trees or vegetation that have been retained
within the APZ.

P5 Location and construction of driveways
and/or access roads minimise the impact
on biodiversity within the APZ.

A5.1 The driveway/access road avoids the need to
remove or damage any hollow-bearing trees and
Orchid Management Areas.
A5.2 The driveway/access road minimises the need to
remove or damage Yellow-bellied Glider feed trees
and/or Glossy Black-cockatoo feed trees.
Notes:
1. Contact Council prior to submitting your
development application to assist in determining the
best location for the driveway/access road.
2. Refer also to Section 5.7 for other requirements
relating to driveway design.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P6 Management of effluent and stormwater
A6.1 Treated effluent is not applied beyond the APZ.
does not impact on important habitat trees
The effluent application area does not require the
and vegetation that will be retained within
soil under the crowns of any retained trees to be
the APZ.
disturbed.
A6.2 Treated effluent is not applied to Orchid
Management Areas (refer to Figure 3).
A6.3 The location of stormwater infiltration trenches is
not located within the root zones of retained trees.
Stormwater is to be managed in accordance with
Section 5.7 of this Chapter.
Notes:
1. The effluent application area and stormwater
infiltration trench must be shown on your plans.
Refer to Sections 5.6 and 5.7 for details on on-site
effluent and stormwater management respectively.

5.3

Bushland Conservation Area (BCA) & Bushland Management Area (BMA)

This section of DCP Chapter N20 provides guidance on management of the BMA and
BCA. Further information is also provided in the Jerberra Estate Environmental
Management Plan (see Supporting Document 1 of this Chapter).
5.3.1

Objectives

O1

To restore, protect and enhance biodiversity value of the strategically identified
bushland conservation areas, including any areas which are currently cleared or
degraded.

O2

To ensure any known sites of the threatened orchid, Pterostylis ventricosa are
managed to ensure no individuals are harmed or removed without the required
assessment and approval.

O3

To ensure any residential development is sensitively designed and managed to
protect the integrity of surrounding bushland areas.

O4

Ensure any development is consistent with the conditions associated with the Federal
Government’s determination under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act (EPBC Act).

5.3.2

Mandatory controls

C1

Driveways are permitted within the BMA (refer to Table 5 for further detail).

C2

Driveways are not permitted within the BCA.

Other than driveways, the same controls apply to the BMA and BCA, as outlined below:
C3

Both the BMA and BCA must be fenced and protected from development. Any land
that is currently cleared or degraded must be restored to a natural condition.
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C4

No trees or native vegetation is to be removed, slashed or mowed from the
BMA/BCA unless:
authorised under the State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989;
authorised under the Rural Fires Act 1997;
in accordance with a bushfire management plan; or
approved by Council under Clause 5.9 of Shoalhaven LEP (Jerberra) 2014 (see
notes below); or
 authorised under the Native Vegetation Act (if applicable).






C5

No barbed wire or electrified wire is used.

C6

Any non-native vegetation must be removed.

C7

The use of vehicles and/or bikes (including 4WD, cars, trail bikes, motorcycles and
pushbikes) is not allowed.

C8

Treated effluent is not to be applied.

C9

Stormwater infiltration trenches are not allowed.

C10

Buildings or non-habitable structures or their APZs are not allowed.

C11

Firewood collection is not permitted.

C12

Building material and/or other items that do not occur naturally on the site must not
be stockpiled.

C13

Cats, domestic animals or grazing animals are not allowed.

C14

Dogs are only allowed within the BCA and BMA during daylight hours if on a leash.

Notes:
1. Lopping or removal of trees or vegetation from the BCA/BMA will only be considered if a risk
assessment has been undertaken in accordance with Part 2 of Council’s Tree Policy.
2. Where the tree is assessed as likely to provide habitat for threatened species, you will need to
submit an assessment of significance pursuant to section 5A of the EP&A Act (i.e. a ‘7-part
test’).
3. In all instances the cost of such additional information must be borne by the applicant.
5.3.3

Performance criteria and acceptable solutions

Table 5 - Performance criteria and acceptable solutions: managing biodiversity in the BCA and BMA

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Wildlife friendly fencing is provided in
the BMA/BCA to prevent disturbance
whilst not impeding the movement of
wildlife.

A1.1 Wildlife friendly fencing comprising posts and
up to five (5) plain wires or post and rail fencing
will be provided around the perimeter of the
BMA/BCA, except for areas containing protected
vegetation, as shown in Figure 6.
A1.2 Wildlife friendly fencing comprising posts and
up to two (2) plain wires will be provided along
property boundaries within the BMA/BCA, except
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
for areas containing protected vegetation, as
shown in Figure 6.
Notes:
1. The maximum height of the uppermost
wire/rail is 1.2 metres.
2. The bottom wire/rail is at least 0.4 metres off
the ground.
3. Trees are not to be removed and hand
clearing only is permitted within one (1) metre of
fencing.
4. Any clearing land of vegetation within the
BCA/BMA (which would include clearing of
vegetation for fencing) requires Council consent.
If a development application is lodged to fence
boundaries within these areas, Council may
request a targeted survey to assess the impact on
the EEC and potential threatened species habitat.
(If a fence is constructed unlawfully, enforcement
action will be taken). For further details refer to
the EMP.

P2 Driveways within the BMA are
located/aligned to have minimal impact
on biodiversity values.

A2.1 A maximum of one driveway per dwelling is
constructed through the BMA.
A2.2 Driveway width in the BMA generally does not
exceed three (3) metres unless wider access is
required to comply with Planning for Bushfire
Protection.
A2.3 Each driveway through the BMA avoids the
removal of or damage to, any threatened orchids
or important habitat trees, such as hollowbearing trees, Yellow-bellied Glider feed trees
and/or Glossy Black-cockatoo feed trees.
Notes:
1. Contact Council prior to submitting your
development application to assist in determining
the best location for the driveway/access road.
2. Refer to requirements for driveway design in
Section 5.7.
3. Driveways are not permitted in the BCA.

5.3.4

Supporting information: Jerberra Estate Environmental Management Plan

The Jerberra Estate Environmental Management Plan provides additional information on
ways to minimise impacts, both direct and indirect, from the development of land. It
provides specific guidance on the following matters:


Minimising the impact of development and associated land maintenance activities.



Managing bushland on your property.
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Protection and removal of trees and other native vegetation.



Feral animal control and keeping of domestic animals.



Fencing.
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Figure 6 - Types and locations of acceptable fencing
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5.4

Bushfire Risk Management

5.4.1

Introduction

The Estate is identified as Bushfire Prone Land on mapping endorsed by the NSW Rural
Fire Service. The landuse planning controls for the Estate have been designed to enable
bushfire risk to be managed in accordance with requirements under the NSW Rural Fire
Service’s Planning for Bushfire Protection guideline (or equivalent) and the Australian
Standard for building and construction in bushfire prone areas (AS3959) or equivalent.
Refer to Figure 2.
The following bushfire protection measures need to be incorporated into development to
minimise bushfire risk.


Separating development from bushfire prone vegetation with asset protection zones
(APZs) around dwellings.



Designing and constructing dwellings and other structures to the required standard
under AS3959.



Providing access for fire fighting vehicles including perimeter fire trails in certain
locations.



Ensuring the development provides an adequate dedicated water supply for fire
fighting purposes.



Landscaping to limit the spread of fire.



Emergency management
evacuation.

arrangements

for

protection

of

property

and/or

Individual development applications for development on bush fire prone land are required
to be assessed in accordance with Section 79BA of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act, or where relevant (i.e. subdivision or a “special fire protection purpose”)
in accordance with Section 100B of the Rural Fires Act.
The matters outlined above will need to be addressed in detail at the development
application stage. In some cases it is also essential that appropriate legal arrangements
are in place to ensure that any such measures will be in place in perpetuity, such as where
an APZ for a proposed dwelling overlaps onto an adjoining property.
Except where shown on Figure 2, APZs will not be considered on public land.
5.4.2

Objectives

O1

To ensure that any dwellings meet the relevant standards for building in bushfire
prone areas.

O2

To ensure that appropriate asset protection zones (APZs) are provided and
maintained to separate development from potential bush fire hazards.

O3

To ensure that all bush fire protection measures, including the maintenance of fuel
loads in APZs and perimeter fire trails are able to be maintained in perpetuity.

O4

To ensure that appropriate vehicular access is provided to cater for fire fighting
trucks and other emergency vehicles.
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O5

To ensure that bushfire mitigation measures are undertaken in a manner consistent
with the known environmental constraints.

5.4.3

Mandatory controls

C1

No structures or APZs are to be located within the BCA or BMA.

C2

Perimeter fire trails are established as shown on Figure 2 before the lots in question
are developed or in conjunction with the development. The fire trails are to be
constructed in accordance with the requirements of Planning for Bushfire Protection.
Note: This will require all affected landowners to agree to the creation of the
easement and will need to be negotiated with the landowners in due course.

5.4.4

Performance criteria and acceptable solutions

Table 6 - Performance criteria and acceptable solutions: bushfire risk management

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Any dwellings and associated structures
are located and constructed in
accordance with the provisions of
Planning for Bushfire Protection and
AS3959 (or equivalent documents).

A1.1 All buildings will be located within the potential
building areas identified in Figure 2 and are
constructed to the appropriate standard under
AS3959. Indicative construction standards are
shown in Figure 2.

P2 Environmental attributes within Asset
Protection Zones (APZs) are
appropriately managed.

A2.1 Asset Protection Zones (APZs) will be
established in accordance with Figure 2, and the
APZ dimensions specified by Planning for
Bushfire Protection.
A2.2 Important habitat trees or threatened species
within the APZs will be retained and managed in
accordance with the RFS’s standards for APZ
management (available at
http://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au).
Notes
1. Reduction of fuel does not require removal of all
vegetation.
2. Native trees and shrubs should be retained as
clumps or islands and should maintain a covering
of no more than 20% of the area.

P3 Bushfire Asset Protection Zones (APZs)
will be maintained in perpetuity.

A3.1 APZs are to be identified on the title of each lot
in accordance with Figure 2.
A3.2 APZs are either contained within the property
boundary or overlap and are mutually beneficial
with APZs on adjoining properties.

P4 Appropriate access is provided for fire
fighting vehicles.

A4.1 Fire fighting vehicles will be able to access the
water supply dedicated for fire fighting purposes
and be able to defend the rear of dwellings.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P5 Bushfire mitigation measures are to be
implemented in accordance with
Planning for Bushfire Protection.

A5.1 The development application is accompanied
by a bushfire assessment which addresses all
relevant aspects of Planning for Bushfire
Protection including:

5.5
5.5.1



APZs



Construction standards and design



Access



Water supply



Emergency management arrangements



Landscaping

Vehicular access for Lots 156, 166, 92 and 93
Introduction

Due to ecological constraints, some allotments do not have suitable direct access to the
identified building area from an existing public road. This requires the creation of a rightof-way or similar arrangement. This section only affects Lots 156, 166, 92 and 93.
Rights-of-way need to be created over Lots 166 and 92, to provide access for Lots 156
and 93 respectively. This will be a mutually beneficial arrangement because it will also
reduce the bushfire risk for Lots 166 and 92. Note: This will require negotiation and
agreement with the relevant landowners.
5.5.2

Objectives

O1

To ensure that lawful and practical vehicular access is provided to all lots.

O2

To ensure that vehicular access has minimal environmental impact.

5.5.3

Performance criteria and acceptable solutions

Table 7 - Performance criteria and acceptable solutions: vehicle access for Lots 156,166, 92 & 93

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Coincidental legal and practical access is
to be provided for Lot 156 and Lot 93 in
a manner that minimises ecological
impacts associated with its construction
including clearing.

A1.1 Access is provided via:


A six (6) metre wide right of way is to be
established adjacent to the southern boundary
of Lot 166 to provide access to Lot 156.



A six (6) metre wide right of way is to be
established adjacent to the northern boundary
of Lot 92 to provide access to Lot 93.
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5.6
5.6.1

On-site Effluent Treatment and Application
Introduction

It is unlikely that the Estate will be serviced by reticulated sewerage in the foreseeable
future. Consequently, it will be necessary for effluent wastewater to be treated and applied
for on-site.
This section contains planning controls based on a Strategic On-site Effluent Disposal
Assessment that was completed as part of the Jerberra Estate rezoning investigations.
Development potential in the Estate is limited by the site and soil constraints. It is
imperative that any development incorporates the site specific measures provided in this
section.
A number of recommendations from a Sydney Catchment Authority (SCA) document titled
“Designing and Installing On-Site Wastewater Systems” (SCA, 2012) have also been
included. Although the Estate is not in the jurisdiction of the SCA, the recommendations
that have been included from the above document are pertinent to on-site effluent
management in Jerberra Estate.
5.6.2

Objectives

O1

To protect local watercourses and ground water systems and associated
ecosystems from impacts associated with on-site effluent treatment and application.

O2

To minimise the risk to public health by minimising or eliminating contact with
effluent, particularly by children, the elderly and immune-compromised members of
our community; and carefully managing the application of effluent and its byproducts.

O3

To prevent the deterioration of land and protect vegetation quality through soil
structure degradation, salinisation, waterlogging, chemical contamination or soil
erosion.

O4

Conserve water resources, reuse domestic wastewater (including nutrients, organic
matter and water) where possible and within the constraints of other performance
objectives.

O5

Protect community amenity by not unreasonably interfering with quality of life and
by giving consideration to aesthetics, odours, dust, vectors and excessive noise
which may impact on the local amenity.

Table 8 - Performance criteria and acceptable solutions: on-site effluent management

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Effluent is treated to at least a A1.1 Treatment is provided by aerated
secondary standard before land
wastewater treatment system (AWTS) or
application.
equivalent.
A1.2 The sewage management facility is
constructed in accordance with AS/NZS
1546.1 – “On-Site Domestic Wastewater
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
Treatment Units”.
A1.3 The size of septic tanks and holding tanks
complies with AS/NZS 1547 – “On-site
domestic wastewater management”.

P2 Treated effluent is applied to an A2.1 Treated effluent is disposed of via
appropriately sized and located subsubsurface pressurised irrigation and the onsurface application area to prevent
site effluent application area should be no
adverse health and environmental
smaller than the following:
impacts.
Number of
Minimum Effluent
Bedrooms1
Application Area (m2)

1

3

583

4

777

5

972

Including sunrooms, studies etc
potentially be used as a bedroom.

which

could

A2.2 The effluent application area will be
consistent with buffer distances and setbacks
in Chapter G8.
A2.3 A reserve (secondary) area of 100% of the
design area is identified upon the site for
expansion and contingencies. The reserve
area is protected from any development that
would prevent its use in the future.
Notes:
1.

The designer of the effluent application areas
must have appropriate professional indemnity
insurance for the system design.

2.

The system must be installed by contractor(s)
licensed by NSW Fair Trading. That could be
a licensed plumber or a licensed irrigation
contractor (or both).

3.

Reserve area is based upon hydraulic
calculations.

4.

On small allotments it may not be possible to
provide a reserve area. The designer, in
consultation with Council, has assessed the
options available for the site and selected an
appropriate design to provide security in the
case of unsatisfactory performance.

5.

Alternative subsurface application methods
such as sand mounds or amended earth
mounds will be considered provided these
meet appropriate “NSW Environment and
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Acceptable Solutions
Health Guidelines” and subject to provision of
an assessment and design details (prepared
by an appropriately qualified professional) at
development application stage. Any sand or
amended earth mounds should be installed
appropriately and in particular, the base of the
mound should not extend below the ‘B’
horizon (subsoil).

P3 All components of the sub-surface
A3.1 The pump will adequately service the
application system are correctly sized
effluent application area.
and configured to provide for
A3.2 The effluent application area will be split into
adequate effluent pumping and even
two or more areas via a distribution or
distribution of effluent, effluent
sequencing valve. Individual areas will
filtration, line flushing and
typically be 250-300 m2.
maintenance of the effluent application
A3.3 Irrigation system components are
system.
specifically designed for subsurface irrigation.
Note: Standard irrigation kits provided with
AWTS are generally designed for surface
irrigation and are not suitable for sub-surface
irrigation.
A3.4 The distribution pipe will consist of a 25 mm
uPVC or polyethylene pipe, buried at a depth
of 300 mm.
A3.5 The sub-surface drip line will be specifically
designed for effluent.




Pressure-compensating drip line with
emitters and laterals spaced at 600-800
mm.
A pressure regulator will be used if a wick
system is proposed.

A3.6 Adequate filtration will be provided before
the distribution or sequencing valve. A filter
flush will be fitted below the filter and the filter
will be cleaned at least every three months.
A3.7 Appropriate technology will be used to
protect the drip line from root ingress.
A3.8 Air vacuum valves, pressure reducing
valves and non-return valves are incorporated
into the design as appropriate.
A3.9 The system will have the capacity to enable
flushing to remove any suspended solids and
organic growth that may accumulate. Flushed
effluent must be directed back to the
secondary treatment system or to an
absorption trench.
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Acceptable Solutions

P4 Devices are to be installed in
conjunction with development to
reduce water consumption and the
quantity of waste-water being
generated.

A4.1 Full water reduction fixtures are to be
installed in each dwelling as an added factor of
safety.

P5 The soil profile in the effluent
application area is to be improved to
better enable on–site application.

Notes:
1.

Full water reduction fixtures is defined as: 3/6
litre dual flush toilets, shower flow restrictors,
aerator taps, “front load washing machines”,
and flow/pressure control valves on all water
use outlets.

2.

Additionally, full water reduction may be
achieved by treatment of greywater and
recycling for toilet flushing and washing
machines.

A5.1 An organic soil mix conforming to AS4419
(“Soils for landscaping and garden use –
Organic soil” or equivalent) will be spread over
the effluent application area to a minimum
depth of 100 mm. The imported soil will be
spread uniformly over the effluent application
area and can be blended into the upper 50 mm
of native soil.
A5.2 Gypsum will be applied to the effluent
application area at a rate of 0.5 to 1 kg per m2
prior to the addition of the organic soil mix.

P6 The effluent application area is
planted with species suited to regular
application of treated effluent before
the system is commissioned.

A6.1 The effluent application area will be
established with plant species listed in the
NSW Environment and Health Protection
Guidelines “On-site Sewage Management for
Single Households”.
http://www.dlg.nsw.gov.au/DLG/Documents/in
formation/onsite.pdf

P7 The effluent application area is
protected from stormwater and
groundwater ingress.

A7.1 A diversion drain will be provided
immediately above the effluent application
areas. Refer to Figure 7.
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Figure 7 - Cross section of upslope diversion drain (Source: SCA, 2012)

5.6.3

Maintenance and inspection of on-site effluent management systems

Maintenance is essential for the satisfactory performance of aerated wastewater treatment
systems (AWTS). A permit to install an AWTS will only be granted on the condition that
the installation is inspected every three months or as specified by NSW Health’s conditions
of accreditation, by a Council approved servicing agent at the householder’s expense. A
report must be prepared after each inspection, with a copy forwarded to Council. A
service tag or similar recording arrangement must be implemented and must be dated and
signed or stamped at each visit.
Each three-monthly service must include a check on all mechanical, electrical and
functioning parts of the AWTS as well as checks and maintenance on the application
system.
The servicing agent must be engaged to carry out necessary repair work to the installation
as well as the routine cleaning and maintenance activities at the householder’s expense.
Any installation faults revealed in the three-monthly inspection must be repaired promptly.
The following advice to landowners on maintenance of sub-surface irrigation systems is
provided in the SCA’s “Design and Installation of On-site Wastewater Systems” (SCA,
2012):
A subsurface irrigation system needs regular maintenance in addition to the quarterly
service inspection. System owners are usually responsible for this operational
maintenance, including:
 regularly mowing the effluent irrigation area and disposing of grass clippings outside
the effluent irrigation area. [Note: Grass clippings should not be disposed of in the
BMA, BCA or Orchid Management Areas.]
 regularly cleaning some filters installed on irrigation systems as per the
manufacturer’s specifications. Where these filters are used system owners are
responsible for regularly cleaning them
 back flushing irrigation lines to remove any biofilm build up and prevent blockages.
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5.6.4

Other DCP Chapters you must check and other relevant information

Chapter G8 – On-site Sewage Management
Chapter G8 also includes information on inspection, monitoring and maintenance of onsite effluent management systems.
An excellent guide to designing and installing onsite wastewater systems has been
prepared by the Sydney Catchment Authority and can be accessed from the SCA’s
website at: http://www.sca.nsw.gov.au
The following chapters are pertinent to the effluent requirements for Jerberra:
Section 4 - Aerated Wastewater Treatment Systems
Section 13 - Subsurface Irrigation
Another source of useful information is the document titled On-site Sewage Management
for Single Households published by the Department of Local Government in 1998. It can
be accessed from DLG’s website at: http://www.dlg.nsw.gov.au
Relevant Australian Standards include: AS/NZS 1546.1 – “On-Site Domestic Wastewater
Treatment Units” and AS/NZS 1547 – “On-site domestic wastewater management”.
5.7
5.7.1

Stormwater Management
Introduction

The Estate is located within the hydrologic catchment of Jervis Bay, flowing through
Moona Moona Creek and an extensive coastal wetland system. The sensitive hydrologic
environment requires consideration of stormwater management measures at both a local
scale, when individual developments are undertaken, and also at a broader subdivision
scale, generally when larger infrastructure works are undertaken, principally by Council in
servicing the land.
5.7.2

Objectives

O1

To ensure that stormwater runoff from development does not adversely impact on
the environment, maintains or improves water quality and maintains the natural flow
regime.

O2

To ensure compliance with Water Sensitive Urban Design principles including:
 protection of the natural hydrological and ecological processes;
 maintenance of the natural hydrological behaviour of catchments;
 protection of water quality of surface and ground waters; and,
 enhancement of visual, social, cultural and ecological values.

5.7.3

Managing stormwater at subdivision scale

Performance criteria and acceptable solutions for management of stormwater in
conjunction with the road network (i.e. at subdivision scale) are set out in Table 9.
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Table 9 - Subdivision scale performance criteria and acceptable solutions: managing stormwater

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Roads are to be designed, constructed
and maintained in a manner that:

A1.1 Roads are to be constructed using
imported material of low-erodibility potential
and shall be constructed in accordance with
the following:

 Avoids impact on water quality by

minimising erosion and appropriately
controlling sediment.

 Minimises impact on flow.

o

Longitudinal gradient not exceeding 10%
where unsealed.

o

Clearing width for road construction shall
be limited to a maximum width of 2 metres
from the edge of any construction activity.

o

Road batter slopes shall not exceed 1 in
4.

o

Cut and fill shall be minimised to limit the
duration and extent of disturbance and the
need for stockpiling of material.

o

Vegetated swales in accordance with
Figure 8 shall be incorporated on both
sides of all public roads in accordance
with the following:


minimum base width of 0.5 m;



maximum batter slopes of 1 in 4;



where the longitudinal gradient
exceeds 4%, rock check dams shall be
incorporated into the construction to
help reduce velocities and potential for
scour (refer to Figure 9);



shall be lined with biodegradable jute
mat and seeded with drought tolerant
native seeds which will not invade
native plant communities in the
downstream receiving environment;
and



shall be maintained and regularly
watered for at least 3 months following
seeding until a good cover of grass is
established.

o Pipe culverts shall incorporate suitable
outlet scour protection in accordance with
the requirements of Managing Urban
Stormwater: Soils and Constructions
Volume 1 (Landcom, 2004).
o All outlets, other than those discharging
directly to roadside swales shall incorporate
shallow sediment basins to maximise the
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
retention of sediments. The sediment
basins shall incorporate overflow weirs of
sufficient length to uniformly disperse flows
to the surrounding environment with a
maximum flow velocity of 1.0 m/s for the 1
in 5 year ARI design storm event.

P2 Fire trails, where required, are to be
designed, constructed and maintained in
a manner that avoids impact on water
quality by minimising erosion and
appropriately controlling sediment.

A2.1 Fire trails are to constructed flush with the
existing surface so as not to obstruct or divert
the natural flow of surface water. Suitable rock
material shall be incorporated into the top 200
mm of soil to provide all weather access whilst
allowing a groundcover or appropriate noninvasive species to be established and
maintained.

P3 The land form is stabilised and erosion is A3.1 An Erosion and Sediment Control Plan
controlled during the construction of
(ESCP) is to be prepared prior to the
roads and fire trails.
commencement of construction. The Erosion
and Sediment Control Plan must be designed,
installed and maintained in accordance with
requirements of Managing Urban Stormwater:
Soils & Constructions Volume 1 (Landcom,
2004) Vol 1&2c.
A3.2 Temporary structures including drainage
structures and sediment control devices must
be designed for a 5 year ARI design storm
event.
A3.3 Permanent drainage works are to be
installed as early as practicable in the
construction sequence.

Figure 8 - Typical vegetated roadside swale section

Figure 9 - Location of check dams (Source SEQ WSUD Technical Guidelines)
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5.7.4

Managing stormwater on individual lots

Performance criteria and acceptable solutions for management of stormwater on individual
lots are set out in Table 10.
Table 10 - Performance criteria and acceptable solutions: managing stormwater on individual lots

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1.1 Stormwater is to be managed in order
to avoid negative impacts on the
environment and in accordance with
Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)
principles.

A1.1 Impervious areas (i.e. roofs and paving)
will not be directly connected to the roadside
drainage network. Excess roof runoff will be
directed to an on-site stormwater infiltration
trench (refer to Figure 10) or bioretention
system before being discharged to the
roadside drainage network.

P1.2 Stormwater management is to be
considered on a holistic level mindful of
all aspects of a development including
site disturbances, excavations,
vehicular access and sediment and soil
erosion controls.

Note: this is not part of the on-site effluent
application system.
A1.2 Rainwater collection tanks with a minimum
capacity of 20,000 litres are provided for each
dwelling. This is in addition to any water
storage requirements needed to satisfy bush
fire fighting requirements.
A1.3 Stormwater infiltration trenches or
bioretention systems will be provided in
conjunction with the development of any
building. Refer to Figure 10. Development
applications will need to be accompanied by
appropriate plans to show how stormwater
pollution will be prevented during the
construction phase. Where less than 2,500 m2
of disturbance is proposed, applications will
need to be accompanied by an erosion and
sediment control plan (ESCP). Where more
than 2,500 m2 is proposed, applications will
need to be accompanied by a soil and water
management plan (SWMP) as per the ‘Blue
Book’ (Landcom, 2004). The trench is to
have:
 a surface area of 5 % of the total roof area;
 one (1) metre deep subsurface storage
filled with gravel which has a void ratio of
0.35:1;
 200 mm deep surface storage;
 a minimum length to width ratio of 5:1;
 a rectangular shape with the long axis
parallel to the contour of the land;
 a hard landscaped edge (such as treated
pine sleepers or concrete edging) on the
upper edge in to protect the integrity of the
surface storage component;
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
 a downslope edge that is level to evenly
disperse overflows onto the adjacent
ground surface.
Notes:
1. The bed of the trench is to be level.
2. Top soil removed can be used for
landscaping.
3. Clay subsoil not to be spread over the top
soil.

P2.1 Driveways
are
designed
and A2.1 The driveway crossing is designed
constructed to minimise impact on
generally in accordance with Council’s
hydrology and water quality.
Engineering Design Specifications using:
P2.2 Details of the driveway are submitted
with any dwelling applications (for
new or existing) including:



Location of the driveway on the site
plan.
A design for the driveway from the
roadway seal to the property
boundary providing both a plan and
longitudinal
section
showing
compliance with AS2890.1 – “Parking
facilities - Off-street car parking” in
particular, Appendix C Ground
Clearance Templates.



A dish crossing where the swale is
shallow enough.



A pipe, only where the depth and grade
of the swale are suitable.

Notes:
1. Longitudinal grade of the swale must be 3%
to 4% to allow inlet and outlet erosion control
works.
2. Inlet and outlet works must be no flatter than
1% unless suitably lined to control siltation (a
grade of 0.5% may be permitted).
3. A swale longitudinal section will also be
required where a pipe crossing is requested.
4. A pipe is to be sized for the 20% AEP storm
flow (1:5 year ARI) for the swale at the
location of the driveway or be a minimum of
375mm diameter (whichever is the
greater).
Calculations by a qualified
drainage engineer (or suitably experienced
surveyor) are to be provided with the
application.
5. The design is to be approved by the
Development Services Manager or delegate
prior to any works within the road reserve
being carried out. All construction works will
require inspection prior to relevant stages of
construction.
6. Compliance with AS2890.1 will not
guarantee that the driveway crossing suits all
makes and models of vehicles.
7. An approval under section 138 of the Roads
Act will be required from Council prior to any
work commencing.
A2.2

Within the property boundary, the
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
driveway will:

P3 Measures are employed during the
construction phase to minimise soil
erosion and protect water quality.



Generally have a maximum width of three
(3) metres, unless required to be wider to
accommodate fire fighting vehicles.



Have a minimum cross fall of the driveway
will be 3% to facilitate drainage and
prevent longitudinal flow.



Be constructed with a minimum depth of
100 mm of compacted gravel (DGB 20 or
equivalent) from an imported source.



Be aligned by grassed swales along its full
length with a small sediment basin
(located within the property boundary)
prior to discharging into the road drainage
system.

A3.1 An erosion and sediment control plan
(ESCP) has been prepared in accordance with
Managing Urban Stormwater; Soils and
Construction (Landcom, 2004).
A3.2 The site will be managed in accordance
with the ESCP throughout the construction
phase.
A3.3 All stormwater devices will not be
connected until after all development is
complete. This will ensure that stormwater
devices are not clogged prior to the finalisation
of development.

Figure 10 - Stormwater infiltration trench detail
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5.8

Building Envelopes, and Setbacks

5.8.1

Objectives

O1

To ensure buildings are appropriately sited in order to:


Manage bushfire risk in accordance with Planning for Bushfire Protection
requirements;



Achieve biodiversity outcomes; and



Preserve the bushland character, local amenity and maximise privacy for individual
dwellings.

5.8.2

Mandatory controls

C1

Buildings and associated asset protection zones are located outside of the
Bushland Management Area (BMA) and Bushland Conservation Area (BCA) and in
accordance with Planning for Bushfire Protection requirements.

5.8.3

Performance criteria and acceptable solutions

Performance criteria and acceptable solutions for building envelopes and setbacks are set
out in Table 11.
Table 11 - Performance criteria and acceptable solutions: locations of dwellings and ancillary structures

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 The location and position of all
structures:

A1.1 The dwelling and associated structures
are located within the Potential Building Area.
Relevant dimensions are shown on Figure 11.



maintains privacy and amenity of
adjoining and nearby dwellings; and



minimises impact on biodiversity.

A1.2 Unless otherwise shown on Figure 9
minimum building setbacks from walls of any
buildings to side boundaries will be:


1.5 metres for properties less than 5,000
m2



3.0 metres for properties greater than
5,000 m2.

Notes:
Any alternative building location will need to
demonstrate that the variation:
1. is consistent with the requirements of Planning

for Bushfire Protection;

2. better enables preservation of important

habitat trees and threatened species within the
Potential Building Area and/or APZ;

3. does not require any removal of vegetation

within the BCA/BMA;

4. is consistent with DCP Chapter G12 (Single
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Dwellings, Additions and Ancillary Structures).
P2 The size and position of the dwelling and
associated structures provides sufficient
area for on-site effluent application and
outdoor recreation.

5.8.4

A2.1 The site plan demonstrates that the
minimum area required for effluent application
(refer to Table 8) is provided and provision is
made for all necessary buffers, as well as the
outdoor recreation needs of the occupants.

Other DCP Chapters you must check

DCP Chapter G12 (Single Dwellings, Additions and Ancillary Structures) contains controls
on:




Design and appearance of dwellings.
Design and appearance of ancillary structures, including residential fences, privacy
screens.
Energy efficiency and solar access for dwellings and dwelling alterations.
Notes:
1. In addition to the requirements of Chapter G11,
the scale and height of dwellings should
minimise overshadowing of land that is or will
be used for effluent application.
2. In the case of any inconsistency between

Chapter G11 and this Chapter, this Chapter will
prevail.
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Figure 11 - Potential building and conservation area dimensions.
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6
6.1

Advisory Information
Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application

Title

Issue

Link to Legislation

General
environmental
planning requirements

http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/maintop/vi
ew/inforce/act+203+1979+cd+0+N

National Parks and Wildlife Act
1974

Aboriginal cultural heritage

http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/maintop/vi
ew/inforce/act+80+1974+cd+0+N

Native Vegetation Act 2003

Protection of native vegetation

http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/maintop/vi
ew/inforce/act+103+2003+cd+0+N

Rural Fires Act 1997

Bushfire
mitigation

and

http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/maintop/vi
ew/inforce/act+65+1997+cd+0+N

State Emergency and Rescue
Management Act 1989

Definition of emergency in
relation to vegetation clearing

http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/maintop/vi
ew/inforce/act+164+1989+cd+0+N

Threatened
Species
Conservation Act 1995

Protection
of
biological
diversity
and
threatened
species preservation

http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/maintop/vi
ew/inforce/act+101+1995+cd+0+N

Water Management Act 2003

Protection and management of
water and water quality

http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/maintop/vi
ew/inforce/act+92+2000+cd+0+N

NSW Legislation
Environmental Planning
Assessment Act 1979

and

protection

State Environmental Planning Policies
State Environmental Planning
Policy No 14—Coastal Wetlands

Preservation and protection of
coastal wetlands - water quality

http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/maintop/vi
ew/inforce/epi+532+1985+cd+0+N

Jervis
Bay
Regional
Environmental Plan 1996

Protection of the natural and
cultural values of Jervis Bay

http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/maintop/vi
ew/inforce/epi+13+1997+cd+0+N

LEP requirements associated
with the Jerberra Estate

TO INSERT WHEN LEP COMMENCES

Bushfire mitigation and
protection

http://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/file_system/attac
hments/State08/Attachment_20070301_0A
17F845.pdf

Local Environmental Plans
Shoalhaven
2014

LEP

(Jerberra)

Other Policies
Planning for Bushfire Protection

Australian Standards
AS1547

On-site domestic wastewater management

AS1546

On-site domestic wastewater treatment units - Septic tanks

AS3959

Construction of buildings in bushfire-prone areas

AS4419

Soils for landscaping and garden use
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6.2

Relationship to other DCP Chapters and Plans

This Chapter should be read in conjunction with the Jerberra LEP and other relevant
Chapters and policies listed in the relevant sections. In the event of any inconsistency
between the provisions of this Chapter and other DCP Chapters which apply to the land,
this Chapter shall prevail.
The Jerberra LEP contains the statutory definitions, aims, land use zones and objectives,
principal development standards (e.g. minimum lot size) and associated controls.
This Chapter provides detailed guidelines and controls to supplement and support the
Jerberra LEP. In the event of any inconsistency between the provisions of the Jerberra
LEP and this DCP Chapter, the provisions of the LEP shall prevail.
6.3

Exempt and Complying Development

To achieve the development, environmental, bushfire risk management and equity
objectives, the provisions of State Environmental Planning Policy (SEPP) - Exempt and
Complying Codes that relate to external structures do not apply to the land. Essentially
this means that a development application will be required for any proposed structures
such as dwellings, sheds, garages, pergolas and the like. The reason for this is that such
structures could adversely impact on or compromise the onsite effluent application system.
To avoid having to submit separate development applications for any proposed ancillary
structures you should combine with the development application for your dwelling.
SEPP (Exempt and Complying Development Codes) 2008 can be viewed online at:
http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au
6.4

Definitions and Abbreviations

BAL-29: This is a construction standard under “AS3959 – Construction of buildings in
bushfire prone areas”. ‘BAL’ stands for bushfire attack level and ‘29’ means the building is
designed to withstand ember attack and radiant heat of up to 29kW/m 2.
Bushland Conservation Area (BCA): An area in which no development is allowed must
be fenced and retained as native bushland. If the land is currently cleared, it must be
allowed to regenerate and/or be rehabilitated.
Bushland Management Area (BMA): The same controls apply as for the BCA except that
driveways are allowed.
Dog-proof fencing: Fencing provided around the perimeter of the APZ on each property,
to prevent dogs from escaping.
Important habitat trees: Hollow-bearing trees (including Yellow-bellied Glider den trees
and Gang-gang Cockatoo nest trees), Glossy-Black Cockatoo feed trees (Allocasuarina
littoralis) and Yellow-bellied Glider feed trees.
Orchid Management Area: Areas where the threatened orchid Pterostylis ventricosa
occur within APZs that require specific management to ensure they are not harmed.
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Potential Building Area: The area identified on Figure 4 where dwellings and associated
structures should be located so that your property and neighbouring properties can be
safely and appropriately developed.
Some flexibility is provided within the bushfire asset protection zones (APZs), however
locating your dwelling and associated structures within the potential building area will
make the development approval process more straightforward.
Stormwater Infiltration Trench / Bioretention System: A purpose built absorption
trench designed to store and filter stormwater runoff from dwelling and associated
structures.
Variation statement: A written statement accompanying a development application
demonstrating how the objectives and relevant performance criteria will be achieved if an
alternative to the ‘acceptable solutions’ is proposed.
Wildlife friendly fencing: Fencing provided in the BMA/BCA to limit disturbance whilst
not impeding the movement of wildlife, comprising posts and plain wires.
6.5
6.5.1

Submitting a Development Application in Jerberra Estate
Before you prepare your application

It is important that you read through this Chapter and seek clarification from Council if you
have any questions. Call Council on (02) 4429 3111 so that an appointment can be made
for a staff member to answer any questions that you might have and give you information
you need to prepare your development application.
The ability for dwellings to be approved on land is controlled in Part 4 of the Jerberra LEP
and the accompanying minimum lot size map. Supporting Document 1 to this Chapter
identifies development opportunities in this regard for each existing lot in the Estate.
Dwellings are not able to be approved on all existing allotments within the original Jerberra
Estate subdivision. In a number of instances, a dwelling may potentially be able to be
approved if two or more allotments are consolidated.
In order to assist you in identifying whether a dwelling is able to be approved on your land,
either with or without it being consolidated with other lots, Supporting Document 1 to this
Chapter lists all properties currently within the Estate, and identifies whether a dwelling is
potentially able to be approved, and if not, the desired lot amalgamation arrangements in
order to meet the minimum lot size required by the Jerberra LEP.
Supporting Document 2 to this Chapter provides further guidance on the options that are
available to you if lot amalgamation and/or subdivision is required to enable development.
It may be necessary to liaise with your neighbours when preparing your development
application, for example, where arrangements need to be put in place to manage bushfire
risk in accordance with legal requirements. Supporting Document 1 also identifies lots
where additional requirements may apply.
Further information including various strategic planning assessments is available on
Council’s website.
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to provide guidance in the subdivision of large lot residential
development with specific concern for road widening, traffic safety, setbacks, construction
materials and reduced bushfire potential, while maintaining the scenic amenity with
retention and improvement of vegetation.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to the supporting map: Chapter N21 Map 1.

2

Application
This Chapter applies to land adjacent to The Wool Road, Basin View being land
bounded by Claredon Crescent, Grange Road, Riverside Esplanade north, Lot 7309
DP 1130954 (Crown Reserve 755968) and Lot 1 DP46892, as shown in Figure 1
below.
The land to which this Chapter applies is zoned R5 Large Lot Residential, SP2
Infrastructure, E2 Environmental Conservation and E3 Environmental Management
under Shoalhaven LEP 2014.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3

Context

The land is located between the villages of Basin View and St Georges Basin. Good
vehicular access is available from the north via Grange Road and from the east and west
via the Wool Road.
The majority of the land is zoned R5 Large Lot Residential with a minimum lot size of 1
hectare.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
Co-ordinate the subdivision of land into one (1) hectare allotments in accordance with
the objectives of the R5 Large Lot Residential zone.
ii.
Provide for the dedication of land in subdivision for the widening of The Wool Road.
iii. Improve traffic safety along The Wool Road by:
Reducing the number of access roads and restrict vehicular access to the
Wool Road from lots having frontage to the road.
Carrying out road works within The Wool Road to improve driver sight
distance to and from the Atherton Street intersection.
iv. Maintain the scenic amenity of the area by controlling development and tree removal
within the Scenic Protection Area and by providing for natural vegetation buffers
between allotments and along road frontages.
v.
Provide for the future amenity of the residents of the area by applying appropriate
building setbacks and controls on colours and materials used in construction of
dwellings and incidental buildings.
vi. Reduce the risk of bushfire damage by requiring subdividers to provide cleared
bushfire buffers within Clarendon Crescent and selective clearing and under
scrubbing in designated areas within residential allotments in accordance with the
provision of Planning for Bush Fire Protection.
vii.
Establish standards of access road construction and services commensurate with
the nature of development while complying with the provisions of Planning for Bush
Fire Protection, and to require the provision of such road construction at the time of
subdivision or development consent.
Provide for adequate drainage of lots by the creation of a drainage reserve within
viii.
Lusitania Avenue.
ix. Provide for possible future pedestrian paths as indicated on the accompanying plan.

5

Provisions

5.1

Subdivision

1. Lots within the R5 Large Lot Residential zone to be subdivided into 1 hectare allotments
in accordance with the objectives of the zone and the Minimum Lot Size Map and
Minimum Subdivision Lot Size Clause 4.1 under Shoalhaven LEP (SLEP) 2014.
2. Clearing to be provided within Clarendon Crescent as a bushfire buffer to the north and
west in accordance with Planning for Bushfire Protection.
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3. Areas within proposed lots to be selectively cleared and / or under scrubbed to reduce
bushfire risk as required by a site assessment for each proposal in accordance with
Planning for Bush Fire Protection.
4. 10 metres natural vegetation buffer to be retained along all boundaries of lots created.
5. No trees to be removed within 50 metres of the Wool Road.
6. No sound, healthy trees to be removed within 30 metres of any road except where
necessary for the siting of buildings, provision of internal driveways, provision of
services or fire hazard reduction works as required by Council.
7. Access roads to be constructed to minimum width bitumen seal standard with
appropriate drainage and intersection treatment to the specification of Council's
Development Services Manager or delegate. Roadway to meander within the road
reserve. Trees not to be removed from the road reserve except where required for
construction of the roadway.
8. Roadway construction to be compliant with Planning for Bushfire Protection 2006
Section 4.1.3.
9. Provision of water and overhead electricity reticulation at the expense of the subdivider.
10.

Creation of restriction-as-to-user over lots created specifying:
No building to be erected within 15 metres of the relevant access road.
No building to be erected within 50 metres of The Wool Road (those lots with The
Wool Road frontage).
No building to be erected unless the building is of a texture and tone sympathetic
with the natural surroundings.
No dwelling to be erected unless its construction and bush fire protection
measures comply with the provisions of Planning for Bush Fire Protection.

5.2

Residential Development

1. Development to generally conform to the controls in Section 5.1 of this Chapter.
Contributions, road construction and fire buffer to be provided where not obtained in
subdivision.
2. Development will not be permitted on individual allotments within Deposited Plan 8399.

6

Advisory Information

6.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application
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Council Policies
& Guidelines

Contributions Plan
Rural Wastewater Supply Policy
Driveway Access to Private Properties

External
Policies &
Guidelines

Planning for Bushfire Protection 2006
Standards for Asset Protection Zones (NSW Rural Fire Service)

Legislation

State Environmental Planning Policy No. 14
State Environmental Planning Policy No. 71

Coastal Wetlands
Coastal Protection
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is guide the development of retail, commercial, tourist and
community facilities for the Sanctuary Point local centre.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to the supporting map: Chapter N22 Map 1.

2

Application

This chapter applies to land zoned B2 Local Centre and adjacent lands at the intersection
of Paradise Beach Road, Kerry Street, Macleans Point Road and Walmer Avenue
Sanctuary Point as shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3

Context

The Sanctuary Point Shopping Centre should cater to the retail, commercial, tourist and
community requirements for the area. It should be noted that a comparable centre exists
at St Georges Basin and future planning is to allow for a district centre catering for the
needs of the St Georges Basin/Jervis Bay area at the intersection of The Wool Road and
Naval College Road.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i. Co-ordinate the future expansion of Sanctuary Point shopping area consistent with its
role as the shopping centre for the Sanctuary Point locality
ii. Encourage and develop a special identity for the business centre by establishing an
appropriate scale of development which is in keeping with the surrounding natural
features
iii. Provide a high degree of pedestrian amenity between the retail areas
iv. Ensure there is adequate and accessible car parking
v. Associate the shopping centre with water views of St Georges Basin
vi. Provide off-street servicing with minimal pedestrian vehicular conflict
vii. Provide adequate scope for landscaping and streetscaping
viii. Identify tourist related opportunities within the business centre of scale and character
that are in keeping with the natural physical character of the area
ix. Improve traffic movements to, from and around the business centre which is clear, safe
and convenient for both vehicles and pedestrians
x. Ensure design is sustainable and environmentally responsible, and takes into account
its social impact on environmental amenity.

5

Controls

Council encourages well designed and innovative development. For this reason, some of
the following provisions focus more on the purpose of design criteria than on numeric
development standards. It is noted that in some cases, development standards are
necessary to achieve the objectives of the design elements and are expressed
accordingly. Therefore, the following provisions include a mixture of development
standards (prescriptive or mandatory controls) and performance criteria and acceptable
solutions.
5.1

General Requirements

Based on the objectives, this chapter incorporates planning principles which maintain the
ing principles
applying to the chapter are:
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5.1.1

Concentration of retail development and floor space area

To encourage a more consolidated retail core, retail development is encouraged on land
fronting Paradise Beach Road and the western side of Kerry Street.
Implementation:
Any retail development must be provided in accordance with the areas shown on the
Supporting Map.
Retail floor space within this area is not to exceed 3,600 square metres of net leasable
floor space. Any supermarket development is to be limited to 1,000 square metres net
leasable floor space.
5.1.2

Village focal point

To encourage the concentration of the village centre, a landscaped pedestrian court is
proposed between the primary retail areas. Businesses are encouraged to have double
frontages to this pedestrian area with arcades giving access to other sections of the village
centre. The village focal point is reinforced through visual corridors to the west allowing
water views to St Georges Basin form the gateway treatment at the intersection of
Paradise Beach Road and Kerry Street to the focal point.
Implementation:
Any development including landscaping within the two primary visual access corridors
demonstrates that view corridors will not be obstructed.
Retail development should allow for double retail frontages where they adjoin or are
adjacent to the village focal point.
Development incentives will apply to land within the western visual corridor to maintain
water views to St Georges Basin (see specific requirements height mass and special
arrangement)
5.1.3

Fringe business, support tourist infrastructure and tourist accommodation

To encourage fringe businesses, tourist infrastructure and accommodation in the B2 zone
west of Kerry Street.
Implementation:
Appropriate location of tourist development in relation to the commercial area as per the
Development Concept Plan. Encourage tourist facilities and accommodation units to the
west of Kerry Street. Tourist units should front Macleans Point Road and fringe
commercial should be encouraged to the remaining Kerry Street Frontage.
5.1.4

Gateway elements

A feature of the plan is the provision of gateway elements at the three major entrances of
the village centre. The gateway elements should be symbolic of the natural unspoilt
character of St Georges Basin and include the informal placement of indigenous trees and
grass.
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Implementation:
Gateway elements to be provided as show on the Supporting Map for example, on
Paradise Beach Road at the approach to the village centre and to the northern end
of Kerry Street.
Gateway themes to reinforce the natural character of the area.
Note: Sculptural elements incorporating small timber
sailing vessels or fishing boats which reinforce the
natural character of the area may also be
appropriate.

5.2

Specific Requirements

5.2.1

Building envelopes

Performance Criteria
P1 Ensure that development does not impact
on adjoining open space.
P2 Ensure adequate areas of pedestrianised
open space are available in retail oriented
zones.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 All development is to comply with the
Building Envelopes referred to in the
Supporting Map.
A1.2 Off-street car parking facilities be coordinated in conjunction with building
envelopes.

P3 Provision of rear servicing lanes.
P4 Provision of adequate privacy to
residential and tourist unit areas.
P5 Ensure adequate and appropriate offstreet car parking facilities.

5.2.2

Building design

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Allow the natural physical character of the
A1.1 Reinforce the character of Sanctuary
area to predominate through building design.
point through building design elements
such as texture, colour and space.
P2 Promote good and innovative design which
delights and interests the local community
and adds to the architectural quality of the
area.

A2.1 Draw on local natural elements such as
vegetation types, St Georges Basin, the
sand and water to influence the design of
buildings, fences, street signs, lighting,
rubbish bins, pavers, benches, verandahs,
balconies and alike.
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5.2.3

Height, mass and spatial arrangement

As per the supporting map, a maximum 2-storey height limit as measured from natural
surface level is adopted for this locality. As the majority of buildings in Sanctuary Point
have small frontages and are generally single storey construction, larger developments
should be broken up into smaller elements to reduce its apparent mass when viewed from
the street.
Landscaped spaces should be provided around the building to ensure building mass and
scale complements rather than dominates its natural surroundings. Development within
the locality boundaries to the east of Macleans Point Road should allow views from the
pedestrian focal point to be maintained. Here development should be limited to single
storey from natural ground level, unless it can be demonstrated that any higher
development will maintain the water views of St Georges Basin to be seen from the village
plaza.
Development may meet the maximum height of buildings outlined in Clause 4.3 Height of
Buildings and the Height of Buildings Map in Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan
(SLEP) 2014, as measured from natural ground level in respect to lots 653-656, DP 27855
provided two or more lots are amalgamated thereby allowing the view corridor from the
plaza to be maintained. Otherwise, development on lots 654 and 655, DP 27855 will be
limited to single storey construction as measured from natural surface of the land.
5.2.4

Materials, colours and finishes

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 New developments blend in with the
existing townscape and use a variety of
materials which relate to the natural
beauty of the area.

A1.1 A schedule and sample of all external
materials and finishes should be submitted
with any development application.
A1.2 A mixture of finishes to walls together
with pre-painted metal roofs are
considered desirable.
A1.3 All development should be spatially
arranged to ensure any development
complements rather than dominates the
natural surroundings.

5.2.5

Traffic

The chapter aims to provide a calmed traffic environment within the village centre and to
reduce pedestrian and traffic conflicts on Paradise Beach Road, Kerry Street and
Macleans Point Road. Traffic calming devices designed to achieve maximum vehicle
speeds of 45 kilometres per hour may include, but are not limited to:
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A roundabout at the intersection of Kerry Streets and Paradise Beach Road, kerb
blister and gateway treatment at entrances to the village centre (Paradise Beach
Road/Kerry Street);
Pedestrian refuge treatment to both Kerry Street and Paradise Beach Road;
Pavement treatment to either end of the private car park off Paradise Beach Road
and to other areas as shown on the Supporting Map.
Implementation:
Traffic management improvement works to be provided or contributed towards in response
to traffic demand and available funding and in accordance with the principles outlined in
this Section and the Supporting Map.
5.2.6

Servicing and building egress requirements

Performance Criteria
P1 Servicing to retail and commercial areas
does not impact on the streetscape or
public domain.

Acceptable Solutions
As per the Supporting Map:
A1.1 Provision of rear service access for all
retail and commercial developments.
A1.2 All servicing to other areas within the
plan required to provide off-street service
facilities within the development site.
A1.3 Construction relating to areas subject
to easement of access controls is to be to
a standard requiring minimal maintenance
i.e. Reinforced concrete or similar.

5.2.7

Landscaped pedestrian areas

As per the supporting map, a high degree of pedestrian / vehicular separation is required,
particularly in the retail core
Implementation:
Covered walkways should link the two retail areas
Pedestrian links via arcades are required to be a minimum width of 5 metres excepting
lots 949 & 950 where distances area is increased to 11 metres to maximise views to
the water.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
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P1 Pedestrian areas leading from the village
plaza to provide a range of landscape
elements to enhance the retail core.

A1.1 Arcades and other sections of the village
centre to include: landscaped sitting areas
information boards and the like.

P2 Maximise landscape values for the village A1.2 Use of brick paving units to footpath
areas.
plaza and surrounds.
A1.3 Existing trees to be identified with any
development proposals and landscape
plans should demonstrate ways to
incorporate trees where possible thereby
maintaining an enclosed tree canopy.
A1.4 Exotic species should be used for
feature planting or access to winter sun,
thereby allowing native species to
predominate eg. Hibiscus tilaceus.
A1.5 Gateway roadside planting should be
Eucalyptus
scoparia
or
Eucalyptus
haemastoma (Scribbly Gum)
A1.6 Built elements by way of colour and
material finishes should blend with the
natural treed landscape.
A1.7 Landscaped buffers to be provided to
the east and west of Tourist Accommodation
Area, Macleans Point Road.
A1.8 Landscaping associated with the car
parking and development areas should be
construction stage.
5.2.8

Water quality, waste water and storm water drainage

Ensure development impacts on natural lakes and stream systems are minimised and that
stormwater discharge is adequately treated both during construction and after
development.
Implementation:
Any development application must comply with Chapter G2: Sustainable Stormwater
Management and Erosion/Sediment Control. In addition to these controls the following are
requirements specific to the subject area.
A water quality management strategy prepared by suitably qualified professional
demonstrating how development proposal will contribute towards maintaining or
improving the water quality in St Georges Basin; and
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A sewerage management plan prepared by a suitably qualified professional for
development proposals on land exceeding 1,500 square metres and establishing
the impact of proposed estimated tenancies on existing infrastructure facilities.
Inter-allotment drainage easements over Lots 682 to 691, as shown on the
supporting map in favour of Council, should be dedicated and constructed by
developer at the development application stage
Downstream drainage from the village centre to its outlet in St Georges Basin will
also require management and this, together with other drainage measures, may be
addressed in future contribution plans
No untreated stormwater from any future development within the locality boundaries
designated by this section will directly enter any creek or drainage line which
ultimately drains into St Georges Basin.
A management strategy should consider:
On-site stormwater detention and retention
On-site infiltration
The ability of existing structures and the subsoil to withstand the effects of
retained water on site
A site drainage system which can be economically maintained with ready
access provided to all relevant components
The minimisation of detrimental impacts on existing water balance
The safety and convenience of pedestrians and people with disabilities using the
site
Provision is made to ensure damage or nuisance flows to adjoining properties
are not exacerbated and hopefully reduced
The design of the minor drainage system takes full account of both upstream
and downstream systems
Community benefit is maximised through the retention of natural watercourses
and vegetation where possible
The system design optimises the interception retention and removal of water
borne pollutants through the use of appropriate fitness for use criteria
Stormwater systems which are effective in reducing the overall cost of drainage
within the catchment

6
6.1

Advisory Information
Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application
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Council Policies
& Guidelines

Contributions Plan

External
Policies &
Guidelines

Nil

Legislation

Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014
State Environmental Planning Policy No. 71

Coastal Protection
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this Chapter is to guide development of a neighbourhood shopping village
to service the requirements of residents in the vicinity of Island Point Road St Georges
Basin.
There is an existing shopping centre located at Sanctuary Point, however, this is not in the
geographic centre of the St Georges Basin area, and hence a need has been identified for
the establishment of a neighbourhood shopping village in this area. A larger District
Shopping Centre is proposed for the Bay and Basin Area at the junction of The Wool Road
and Naval College Road, Vincentia.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to the supporting maps: Chapter N23 Maps 1-2
(contained in the one file).

2

Application

This chapter applies to land in the St Georges Basin, Island Point Road area zoned B4
Mixed Use, R1 General Residential, R2 Low Density Residential and RE1 Public
Recreation. This area is shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3

Context

The B4 Mixed Use zone permits a range of uses and the main purpose of these provisions
is to identify a small neighbourhood centre, together with associated commercial activities.
The remaining area may include recreation facilities, tourist accommodation and integrated
housing developments including medium or high density housing.
The plan should, therefore be read in conjunction with the Shoalhaven Contributions Plan
2010 for this area.
The area comprises an existing group of commercial retail buildings together with
residential dwellings having frontage to Island Point Road. To the eastern part of the area,
there are several large undeveloped lots which consist of gently undulating timbered land.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
Encourage and develop a special identity for the neighbourhood centre and
adjoining B4 areas by establishing an appropriate scale of urban development
which is in keeping with the surrounding natural features.
ii.
Facilitate an integrated pedestrian precinct/retail core.
iii. Make adequate provision for safe vehicular and pedestrian movements.
iv.
Make provision for adequate landscaped buffer areas to existing residences and
proposed industrial developments.
v.
Make provision for adequate off-street car parking and service areas.
vi.
Integrate the neighbourhood centre into the fabric of the surrounding development
areas.
vii.
Identify a staging plan which will allow for the progressive implementation of
infrastructure and particularly drainage and road construction which in turn will
facilitate development within the plan area.
viii.
Implement ecologically sustainable development principles.

5

Provisions

5.1

Neighbourhood Centre

5.1.1

Land use

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 The Neighbourhood Centre is defined by
the area contained within Island Point Road
and the three proposed roads shown on the
map. It includes a retail core area, anchor
retail module, adjoining fringe commercial,
entertainment and higher density residential
areas.

A1.1 Proposed land use activities in the
Neighbourhood Centre are to conform to the
land use precincts shown on the supporting
map.

P2 Fringe commercial business will be located

A1.1 Fringe commercial business will be
those that require larger spaces such as
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adjacent to the village retail business

5.1.2

homeware sales, hardware, mechanical
repair stations, car and boat sales, nurseries,
service stations and the like.

Traffic facilities, access, pedestrians and car parking

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

A1.1 Major pedestrian desire lines should
have footpaths a minimum of 2.5m wide.

Major pedestrian pathways connecting
retail anchor developments with specialty
shops should be wide enough to allow
passing by of a variety of users, i.e,
pedestrians, scooters for the aged or
disabled, shopping trolleys, wheelchairs etc

A1.2 Where major pedestrian desire lines
occur between development modules (as
shown on the supporting map), footpaths
should be designed to not exceed 3%
grades over their longitudinal length. Scissor
type ramps are to be discouraged.
A1.3 Location of footpaths is shown
indicatively on the supporting map.

P2 Traffic movements are to minimise conflicts
with traffic flows along the major collector
road of Island Point Road.

A2.1 Access where possible should be to the
minor access roads and service roads rather
than Island Point Road, unless shown on the
supporting map.
A2.2 Mountable roundabouts are to be
provided on Island Point Road at the
intersection of Tasman Road and at Collett
Place and are to accommodate safe
pedestrian movements on all legs.
A2.3 At Tasman Road, the design must
accommodate left, right and through
movements of a 19m articulated vehicle from
all directions. This will require a minor
splayed area to be acquired off the north
west corner of Lot 45, approximately 1.6m x
1.6m, however the roundabout can proceed
on a temporary basis with the splay being
dedicated on future redevelopment of that
land.
A2.4 At Collett Place, the roundabout is to be
designed to accommodate 19m articulated
vehicle movements on the north leg (left and
through), south leg (through and right) and
east leg (left and right). At the Collett Place
leg, all movements are to accommodate a
standard 8.8m service vehicle.
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A2.5 Future traffic and pedestrian facilities on
Island Point Road between Tasman Road
and Collett Place are to be determined as
part of a review of traffic and road safety
performance of this Chapter, following
construction of the service lane and
perimeter roads and proposed development
of lots near the roundabouts.
A2.6 The CBD perimeter roads must be
designed and constructed to accommodate a
19m articulated vehicle in both directions,
have minimum 20m road reserves and a
minimum 12.8m total carriageway.
A2.7 Commercial
approvals
in
the
neighbourhood centre be conditioned to
have large rigid and articulated service
delivery vehicles use The Wool Road bypass and Island Point Road as the access
routes in this area.

5.1.3

Service lanes

P3 Service lanes should be designed to
minimise conflicts between service
pedestrians.

A3.1 Upon redevelopment of Lots 41
DP740714 (144 Island Point Rd) , Lot 1 DP
1006836 and Lots 43 45 DP 25550 (Nos
148-152 Island Point Road) vehicle access
will only be permitted from the proposed rear
service road.
A3.2 Service lane access to the major retail
anchor is to be one way north to south.
A3.3 The service lane is to incorporate traffic
calming devices including a raised threshold
treatment in contrasting colours at the
proposed temporary access to the retail
anchor car park (see supporting map).
A3.4 Landscaping to the service lane is to be
generally 2.5m in width and provided as
shown on the plan.
A3.5 Service access is to be negotiated and
provided between Lot 1 DP 850464 (128
Island Point Rd) and Lots 1 and 2 DP
785956 (124 and 132 Island Point Rd
respectively) on development of the Lots.
This will be a shared pedestrian/service
access with limited vehicle access. Service
Bays will be provided at either end of this
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access way.

P4 The service lane will be provided as a
requirement of any future development.

A4.1 Developments adjoining the service lane
are to dedicate land 4.2m in width for
developments on the eastern side of the lane
incorporating a 0.9m pathway on the eastern
side at the retail anchor and north and 4.2m
width incorporating a 2m footpath for
developments on the western side of the
lane.
The lane shall be constructed in heavy duty
concrete suitable to carry a fully laden 19m
articulated truck and have bitumen overlay to
soften its impact.
The service lane is required to have a 5.5m
carriageway width between formed kerb and
guttering on both sides.
Additional width for the service lane will be
required at the northern end (eastern side) to
allow for trucks to turn into the service lane.
Also, additional width for the service lane will
be required at the southern end to allow for
trucks to turn back onto Island Point Road.

P5 Temporary two way access from Island
Point Road via service lanes will be
permitted only until the perimeter CBD
roads are completed.

A5.1 Short-term access will be possible to the
retail anchor car park from Island Point
Road, however, such access is to be closed
following the construction of the external
perimeter CBD road system.
Costs of closing the short term access point
will be borne by the developer.

P6 Onsite car parking is to be provided to meet
the needs of future development.

A6.1 Generally, off-street car parking is to be
provided on-site in accordance with Chapter
G21: Car Parking and Traffic.
A6.2 Future redevelopment of Lot 1 DP
850464 (128 Island Point Rd) is to comply
with the building line shown on the map to
ensure that additional car parking can be
provided.
A6.3 Upon redevelopment of Lot 41 DP
740714 (144 Island Point Rd) and Lots 43
45 DP 25550 (148-152 Island Point Rd) and
Lot 1 DP 1006836 Island Point Road, offstreet car parking is to be accessed from the
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proposed rear service road. Development is
to be set back 14m from the footpath
adjoining the service road to allow for offstreet parking and landscaping (min width
2m).
A6.4 Car parks are to be adequately lit in
accordance with the Australian Standard.
A6.5 The easement for car parking over Lot 4
DP785956 shall remain in favour of the Hotel
development on Lot 1 DP 785956 (124
Island Point Rd) unless a satisfactory
alternative is approved or the development
consent condition for the Hotel is amended
by Council.

5.2

Civic Domain

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 The Neighbourhood Centre provides for
shops to be arranged around a central open
space focal point, part of which acts as a
floodway.

A1.1 Larger retail developments such as the
retail anchor site or sites having in excess of
100 car parking spaces are to provide for
public toilets as part of their development.

P2 Public toilet facilities should be provided to
serve the needs of shoppers. This area
would also require a public toilet.

A1.2 Council to consider a public toilet facility
in the Village Green as part of the Asset
Management Plan for Public Toilets.

P3 Safer by design principles are to be utilised
when designing the open space precinct.

A1.3 Implement Safer by Design Principles in
regard to:
Lighting
Landscaping
Footpaths
Walkways
Fencing
Surveillance
Maintenance
A1.4 Shop fronts should be provided to
activate the public open spaces where
development fronts onto such areas.
Note: The open space Urban
Floodway/Village Green is to be funded
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through the Development Contributions Plan.
P4 Minimise overshadowing to publicly
accessible open spaces.

A4.1 Buildings are to be designed to minimise
shadowing to publicly accessible open
spaces.

P5 To ensure that public enjoyment of the
Centre is safe and accessible

A5.1 Adequate external lighting is to be
provided to any publicly accessible footpath
or car parking area. The civic domain is to
be totally accessible in accordance with the
relevant Australian Standard.

P6 Future development is to be integrated with
adjoining development modules.

A6.1 Cut and fill between adjoining
development modules is not to exceed
600mm.

5.3

Other Requirements

5.3.1

Land use considerations

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 The land adjoining the Neighbourhood
Centre may be used for a number of uses
which support the economic viability of the
area.

A1.1 Appropriate land use activities may
include Seniors Living, Tourist
accommodation establishments, Tourist and
Recreation Facilities, Higher Density and
Medium Density Housing

5.3.2

Building requirements

Performance Criteria
P1 Height of development within the
Neighbourhood Centre is to be of a bulk
and size that relates to the existing
surrounding development and the natural
attributes of the area

P2 Building Lines will ensure that:
1) Existing parking areas can be made
more effective;

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 The maximum height of any building
must comply with clause 4.3 of the
Shoalhaven LEP 2014 (insert link).
A1.2 Development within the Neighbourhood
Centre is limited to 2 storeys as measured
from existing ground level.
A2.1 Future development shall comply with
buildings lines shown on the supporting map.

2) Future traffic requirements can be
provided, i.e. roundabouts, service
lanes, perimeter roads;
3) Adequate open space can be provided
to maintain the objectives of the Plan;
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4) Adequate landscaped buffers can be
provided to maintain residential amenity,
and/or the environment.

P3 Utility installations are to have minimal
impact on the natural environment.

5.3.3

Building Design

P4 Development should be sustainable and
reinforce the general neighbourhood
character while promoting good innovative
design which delights and interests the
local community and adds architectural
quality to the area.
Physical qualities of texture, colour and space
are important character building elements in
St Georges Basin. The vegetation types,
the water bodies and the sand all influence
the design of new elements.

5.3.4

A3.1 New public and private utility
installations, i.e. electricity and telephone are
to be underground.

A4.1 Development is to demonstrate how the
proposed design has a relationship to the
natural features of the area in terms of
materials, colours, roof form and texture. A
schedule of colour finishes and materials is
to be submitted with any development
application.
A4.2 Very shiny surfaces and large expanses
of reflective glass are generally inappropriate
in this area.
A4.3 Any future development is to be
designed in accordance with ecologically
sustainable design principles.

Bulk and scale

P5 As the majority of buildings in St Georges
Basin have small frontages, new
development should be designed to reflect
this built scale.

A5.1 Infill development, particularly on Island
Point Road, should be compatible with the
existing bulk and scale of development in the
street frontage and building mass to the rear.
A5.2 Building mass and scale should be
designed to complement rather than
dominate its natural surroundings.

5.3.5

Landscaping

Performance Criteria
P1 Landscape measures are to be designed to
soften paved areas, provide shade to car
parks and introduce colour to the Centre.
Site planning should incorporate as many of
the existing trees into the development,

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 Existing trees are to be identified with
development proposals, and where
significant tree clearing is required,
landscape plans shall ensure that additional
tree planting is provided that maintains the
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particularly within off-street car parking
areas. Development should allow the
landscape to dominate rather than the
structures.

principle of allowing the landscape to
dominate over the built structures.
A1.2 Exotic species should be used for
feature planting or access to winter sun,
thereby allowing native species to
predominate.
A1.3 Built elements by way of colour and
material finishes shall blend with the natural
treed landscape.

5.3.6

Advertising signs

Performance Criteria
P1 Signs will be most effective where the
number is kept to a minimum, where the
message is simple and relevant and the
structure has a design relationship to the
building.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 Signs should comply with Chapter G22:
Advertising Signs and Structures.
A1.2 Signs should be integrated with the
architectural form, style and colour of the
building.
A1.3 Where a building comprises various
tenancies, a thematic approach to signage
should be considered.
A1.4 Advertising sign graphics are to be
submitted for approval with any application
to develop.

5.3.7

Water quality, wastewater and stormwater drainage

Performance Criteria
P1 To minimise impacts of development on the
natural stream systems ensure that the
water quality of discharges to surface and
underground receiving waters, including St
Georges Basin, is maintained both during
and after construction.
P2 Prepare appropriate Water quality
management strategies based on the
principles of ecological Development
Principles and Water Sensitive Urban
Design.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 Development should comply with
Chapter G2: Sustainable Stormwater
Management & Erosion/Sediment Controls.
A1.2 Preparation of a Water Quality
Management Strategy (detailed below)
showing how the water quality in St Georges
Basin will be maintained and improved.
A1.3 Hard engineering solutions involving
overly large piped drainage systems should
be avoided.
A1.4 Reduce runoff from area to predeveloped levels up to 1:100 year event by
on site detention.
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A1.5 Adequate provision is to be made during
construction to ensure that landform is
stabilised and erosion is controlled.
A1.6 Drainage easements in favour of Council
may be required to be dedicated and
constructed by the developer.
A1.7 Overland flow of stormwater across part
of Lot 2 DP 785956 (132 Island Point Rd) is
to be retained through the Village Green.
A1.8 Natural floodway of all creek and
drainage systems are not to be altered
except where alterations are required to
ameliorate problems caused by existing
development to clear restrictions in natural
watercourses.
A1.9 No untreated stormwater from any future
development within subject area boundaries
will directly enter any creek or drainage line,
which ultimately drains into St Georges
Basin.

A Water Quality Management Strategy should consider:
The reduction of runoff from the area to pre-developed levels up to 1:100 year
events using on site detention;
On-site infiltration;
The ability of existing structures and the subsoil to withstand the effects of retained
water on site;
A site drainage system which can be economically maintained with ready access
provided to all relevant components;
The minimisation of detrimental impacts on existing water balance;
The safety and convenience of pedestrians and people with disabilities using the
site;
Provision is made to ensure damage or nuisance flows to adjoining properties are
not exacerbated, but reduced where possible;
The design of the minor drainage system takes full account of both upstream and
downstream systems
Community benefit is maximised through the retention of natural watercourses and
vegetation where possible
The system design optimises the interception retention and removal of water borne
pollutants through the use of appropriate fitness for use criteria; and
Stormwater systems which are effective in reducing the overall cost of drainage
within the catchment
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5.3.8

Waste management

Performance Criteria
P1 To ensure that waste management issues
are appropriately assessed and catered for
in new development.

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 Waste management issues for any
development are to take into account,
appropriate storage and collection areas,
satisfactory access for garbage vehicles and
minimising street letter from garbage
receptacles.
A1.2 Development should comply with
Chapter G7: Waste Minimisation and
Management Controls.

5.3.9

Recreation tourist accommodation and higher density residential land use:
environmental requirements

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

A1.1 An open space buffer area is to be
P1 This section provides opportunities for other
retained in its natural state from the old Wool
development uses outside the
Road road reserve as shown on the
Neighbourhood Centre. This area is
supporting map.
surrounded by natural bushland and is
considered to be a high risk bushfire area,
A1.2 Development in these areas is subject to
as well as having many natural bushland
meeting bushfire regulations and appropriate
attributes, particularly, habitat for the
retention of vegetation to provide habitat for
endangered Yellow Bellied Glider. Part of
Yellow Bellied Gliders and treed amenity and
the land below the ridgeline to the north
maintaining the treed ridgeline as per the
contains a watercourse. Any development
supporting map.
should minimise the environmental impacts
on these natural attributes. A section of this
A1.3 The remaining B4 zoned lots north of the
land fronting Island Point Road is suitable
northern perimeter road are proposed for
for medium or higher density housing.
medium density residential development.
However, vehicular access should be limited
to a future access road at the rear of the lots
rather than from Island Point Road (see
details on the supporting map).

5.3.10 Requirements for water supply and sewerage services
Performance Criteria
P1 Water supply infrastructure shall be
provided to all development within this
locality

Acceptable Solutions
A1.1 Adequate provision is to be made for
water supply.
A1.2 Provision of components (stops valves,
hydrants, etc.) to ensure flexible operation of
the reticulation in minimising disruption to
customers.
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A1.3 Ensuring sizing of infrastructure to allow
possible future expansion, to minimise
pressure loss and maximise flows (within
acceptable parameters).
A1.4 Designs shall minimise long term
operational costs.
A1.5 Minimum 150 diameter water mains
shall be provided to commercial
development.
A1.6 Water supply shall be extended from
suitably sized water mains in Island Point
Road and from the extension of Anson
Street and interconnected (see map sheet
2).
A1.7 Water mains shall be located within
public road reserves.
A1.8

P2 Sewerage infrastructure shall be provided
to all development within this locality.

Minimisation of dead ends.

A2.1 Adequate provision is to be made for
sewerage infrastructure.
A2.2

Minimisation of lengths of sewers.

A2.3 Sewer designs being above the
minimum design limitations to provide
tolerances during construction.
A2.4 Ensuring sizing of infrastructure to allow
possible future expansion (within acceptable
parameters).
A2.5 Provision of components to ensure
minimum operational costs to sewerage
system, minimise infiltration and inflow to the
system and disruption to customers.
A2.6 Sewerage infrastructure shall be located
within private lands.
A2.7 Easements for Drainage of Sewage in
favour of Council are required to be
dedicated to ensure all lands can access the
town sewerage system.
A2.8 Width of easement shall be determined
at development application stage.
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A2.9 Pressure sewer systems may be
required to serve development which cannot
drain to the gravity sewerage system.
A2.10 Sewerage systems must be integrated to
service the whole sewerage catchment.

P3 Sewerage services shall be provided to all
development within the subject land area of
this DCP Chapter.

A3.1 Commercial development shall minimise
the number of connections to the sewerage
system.
A3.2 Individual pressure sewer units not part
of a pressure sewer system must connect to
a manhole.
A3.3 Commercial development may require
trade waste approval.

6

Advisory Information

The primary aim of the this section is to outline the main requirements which developers
will need to include with development applications so as to enable coordination of future
commercial, retail and other development. However, each applicant will be required to
comply with other conditions which Council must consider when dealing with development
applications.
This section is supplemented by a supporting map indicating design detail referred to in
the above statement. Details shown in this section, along with the supporting plan shall be
required to be incorporated with any development which requires consent under the
Shoalhaven Local Environment Plan (SLEP) 2014.
It should be noted that the timing for development as well as streetscape traffic facilities,
open space and car parking, will be subject to decisions being made by businesses,
Council and the economic situation.
Development of the retail anchor site will require service vehicles to enter from the
northern Service Lane which is one way north to south. Legal and practical vehicular
access of sufficient width for the service lane will have to be negotiated with the adjoining
land owner to the north in order to connect with the land owned by Council for the northern
proposed CBD perimeter road. The developer of the retail anchor site will then also have
to construct that connecting road and the service lane at its cost in order to service that
development.
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6.1

Other Legislation or Policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you
may be required to consider other legislation,
policies and other documents with your
application.

Council Policies
& Guidelines
External
Policies &
Guidelines
Legislation

Contributions Plan
Nil

State Environmental Planning Policy No. 71
Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014

Coastal Protection
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1 Purpose
The purpose of this Chapter is to outline controls and guidelines for areas affected by the
HMAS Albatross Buffer Area and Clause 7.10 in Shoalhaven LEP 2014 as well as the
Australian Noise Exposure Forecast (ANEF) mapping. These controls prevent certain
noise sensitive developments from being located near HMAS Albatross Military Airfield
and its flight paths. This Chapter also provide guidelines for minimising noise through
appropriate noise attenuation measures.
Note: ANEF maps provide a forecast of noise for a future
year, made by both civilian and military aircraft for that
location. They do not show every flight and homeowners
with properties outside of the ANEF map zones may still
experience aircraft noise.
You can view current ANEF maps on the Department of
Defence website.
2

Application

This applies to all land affected by Clause 7.10 of Shoalhaven LEP 2014 - HMAS
Albatross Military Airfield Buffer (HMAS buffer) and identified in Figure 1 below.
Note: The subject land map is the boundary of the HMAS
HMAS Albatross Military Airfield buffer area as mapped in
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
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Figure 1: Subject Land Map

3 Context
This Chapter outlines the controls that must be addressed in a development application for
properties affected by the HMAS buffer and Clause 7.10 in Shoalhaven LEP 2014.

4 Objectives
The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Ensure that the strategic national and local importance of HMAS Albatross Military
Airfield is not compromised by inappropriate residential development.
Alert owners or prospective owners wishing to live in the vicinity of HMAS Albatross
that they should consider that noise from aircraft movements using HMAS Albatross
now or in the future may be found by them to be a problem.
Control the establishment or growth of residential areas in the vicinity of HMAS
Albatross by taking into account present or future noise levels from aircraft
movements.
Minimise land use conflict and the impact of aircraft noise on residential areas in the
vicinity of HMAS Albatross.
Design and siting criteria of new dwellings are appropriately addressed.
Ensure that owners, inquirers or applicants for residential development or
associated building works are aware of mitigation measures against aircraft noise.
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5 Controls
5.1

New Dwellings, Rebuilding of Existing Dwellings, Extensions to Existing
Dwellings

In addition to the provisions Shoalhaven LEP 2014, your application must consider the
provisions below, the ANEF Map for HMAS Albatross and Australian Standard 2021 2000
Acoustics - Aircraft Noise Intrusion - Building Sitting and Construction.
Note: ANEF contour is defined in Clause 7.10 of
Shoalhaven LEP 2014 and means a noise exposure
contour shown as an ANEF contour on the Noise Exposure
Forecast Contour Map for HMAS Albatross Military Airfield
prepared by the Department of the Commonwealth
responsible for airports

The following provisions apply to development:
a) Dwelling houses are sited away from main flight paths, where practicable (generally
indicated by the shape of the ANEF "contours");
b) Development is sited in the lowest ANEF zone for that land, where practicable;
c) Owners/applicants for such development are advised that people on properties
within the airport buffer area may experience problems from the noise of current or
future aircraft using the air base and therefore owners should seriously consider
whether to incorporate noise reduction measures in the design, orientation, features
or materials of the proposed building (as set out in AS 2021); and
d) Where an existing dwelling house is proposed to be rebuilt, e.g. as a result of fire,
such a “new” dwelling house may remain in the location of the former house site
and utilise existing infrastructure, where practicable.

6 Advisory information
6.1

Other Legislation or Policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you
may be required to consider other legislation,
policies and other documents with your
application.

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

External Policies
& Guidelines



Guideline C: Managing the Risk of Wildlife Strikes in the Vicinity of
Airports' contained within the National Airports Safeguarding Framework

Legislation



AS2021:2000 Acoustics - Aircraft Noise Intrusion - Building siting and
construction



Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979
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1 Purpose
This purpose of this Chapter is to provide guidelines for the development of land at Verons
Estate, Sussex Inlet.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to:


Supporting map: Chapter S1 – Map 1.



Chapter S1 – Soil Test Report.

2 Application
This Chapter applies to Lots 1 to 32 in DP 9897, known as Verons Estate (the Estate)
identified in Figure 1. The land is located on the southern side of Mokau Road, south of
Sussex Inlet Road, approximately 8.2 km east of the Princes Highway and 3 km west of
the township of Sussex Inlet.

Figure 1 - Subject Land Map
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3 Context
The Verons Estate subdivision comprising 32 lots, each approximately 8 hectares in size,
was registered in 1920. When zoning was introduced in 1964, the Estate was zoned rural.
This generally prevented development of the individual lots within the Estate, primarily
because they are less than 40 hectares.
In 1993, Council resolved to consider rezoning the land to allow one dwelling per lot, but
the matter was delayed due to a range of factors. Further information about the planning
history of the Estate is provided on Council’s website.
Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014 (SLEP 2014) was amended on 5 September
2014 rezoning the Estate to a combination of zones: “E2 – Environmental Conservation”;
“E3 – Environmental Management”; and “E4 – Environmental Living” (Amendment No. 1).
Amendment No. 1 legally commences on 31 October 2014.
The E4 zone applies to those parts of Lots 1 to 19 which are in the Badgee Lagoon
catchment, excluding the watercourses and riparian land. The minimum lot size was
reduced over the E4 land from 40 hectares to 7 hectares, potentially allowing one dwelling
per lot to be approved.
The 40 hectare minimum lot size still applies to land that drains to Swan Lake, including all
of Lots 20 to 32, as well as the watercourses and riparian land in the Badgee Lagoon
catchment.

4 Objectives
The objectives are to:
i. To facilitate low-impact development that is sympathetic to the environment and
consistent with the objectives of amendment to Shoalhaven Local Environmental
Plan (LEP) 2014 dated 5 September 2014.
ii. To ensure that development is strategically planned to minimise bushfire risk.
iii. To protect and enhance the land’s native flora and fauna.
iv. To protect the sensitive downstream environments including wetlands, Swan Lake and
Badgee Lagoon.

5 Controls
5.1

Dwelling location and design, and bushfire risk management

Most of the Estate is identified as Bushfire Prone Land on mapping endorsed by the NSW
Rural Fire Service (RFS). Individual development applications are required to be
assessed in accordance with Section 79BA of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979, or where relevant (such as a “special fire protection purpose”) in
accordance with Section 100B of the Rural Fires Act 1997.
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Note:
Bushfire planning requirements in NSW are set out in the RFS’s
Planning for Bushfire Protection (PBP) and the Australian Standard
for building and construction in bushfire prone areas (AS3959) (or
equivalent documents).

The development controls contained in this section were formulated in consultation with
the RFS, to address concerns in relation to the layout and exposure of the existing
subdivision. These measures will help ensure that development in the Estate is able to
meet the requirements of Planning for Bushfire Protection (PBP).
Specific measures to address issues with existing subdivision layout – Public
Roads
PBP states that a perimeter road is generally required to separate residential development
and allow easy access to defend properties and manage the adjoining bushfire hazard.
Dead ends are not recommended and should be less than 200 metres long.
In the Estate there are two dead end roads which are longer than 200 metres. Perimeter
roads are not provided and perpendicular through access is not available at regular
intervals.
The following measures have been developed in consultation with the RFS to address the
deficiencies in the public road network:


Provision of a road ‘reduced fuel’ corridor that generally encompasses the full width of
the road reserve and extends 6 metres into the adjoining properties. Watercourse
vegetation is excluded and seasonal restrictions apply to areas containing threatened
orchids;



Clustering development along the roads to enhance the opportunities for persons to
seek refuge in a bushfire emergency;



Provision of turning areas as well as splayed driveways that comply with PBP.
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Specific measures to address issues with existing subdivision layout – Secondary
access for Lots 18 and 19

Under clause 4.2D of Shoalhaven LEP 2014, dwellings on Lots 18 and 19 can only be
approved if they are located on the eastern side of the ridge that separates the Swan Lake
and Badgee Lagoon catchments. This means that any dwellings on these lots will need to
be located more than 300 metres from Wandra Road.
PBP requires that at least one alternative property access road is provided for individual
dwellings (or groups of dwellings) that are located more than 200 metres from a public
road. The alternative access should be in a different direction to the main access. That is,
the alternative access for Lots 18 and 19 should be provided directly to either Mokau Road
or Advance Road, rather than to Wandra Road. A northerly or easterly evacuation route
would be considerably safer than a westerly evacuation route. This would require an
easement to be established either over:


Lots 14 or 15; or



Lots 15 and 16; or



Lots 17 and 18.

These options require the agreement of the relevant landowners.
Note:
The RFS advises landowners to prepare a Bush Fire Survival Plan
and make an early decision about whether to stay and defend their
property or evacuate.

5.1.1 Objectives

i.

To ensure development is consistent with the objectives of PBP and AS3959 (or
equivalent documents) whilst having due regard to the environmental
constraints.

ii.

To ensure that occupants can leave, and firefighters/rescuers can access the
properties in relative safety.

iii.

To reduce the chance that development will be isolated in a bushfire emergency.

iv.

To ensure that hazard reduction activities can be safely and effectively
conducted at the bushland interface.
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5.1.2 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1.1 Dwellings and associated
structures are located near roads
and are clustered where practical,
to allow for the establishment of a
larger and mutually beneficial APZ
overlapping two or more
properties, rather than individual
scattered buildings/APZs.

A1.1 The development including dwelling, associated
structures, and APZs are located in accordance
with the Supporting Map.

P1.2 Development balances the need to
minimise the APZ area whilst
avoiding flame contact.

Note: A building setback of 30 metres applies to the
front boundary.
A1.2 The dwelling and any surrounding buildings are
constructed to BAL-29 under AS3959 (or
equivalent).
Notes:
1. BAL-29 is a construction standard under “AS3959
– Construction of buildings in bushfire prone
areas”. ‘BAL’ stands for bushfire attack level and
‘29’ means the building is designed to withstand
ember attack and radiant heat of up to 29 kW/m2.
2. Clustering dwellings so that APZs overlap with
those on adjoining properties may enable some
faces of the dwelling to be constructed to BAL-19,
subject to a bushfire assessment report.

P2.1 APZs will be maintained in
perpetuity.

A2.1 APZs are either contained within the property
boundary or overlap and are mutually beneficial
with APZs on adjoining properties.

P3.1 Public roads provide safe allweather access for firefighters
while residents are evacuating an
area.

A3.1 The roads marked on the Supporting Map will have
a trafficable width of 8 metres and turning areas
will be provided in the locations shown.

P3.2 Fuel loads along the roads are
managed in an environmentally
sensitive manner to enhance the
safety of the public road system in
the event of a bushfire emergency.

A3.2 The road verges identified on the Supporting Map
will be slashed at least once per year noting that:

a. Within 50 metres of threatened orchids,

slashing will only be undertaken between the
months of June and October (inclusive).

b. No mowing or slashing is permitted in the
watercourse vegetation.

A3.3 Property owners mow/slash a 6 metre wide strip
along their property boundary in the areas shown
on the Supporting Map, noting that:

a. Seasonal slashing/mowing restrictions apply to
the identified threatened orchid habitat.

b. No mowing or slashing is permitted in the
watercourse vegetation.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P4.1 Driveway crossings will
accommodate category
1 firefighting vehicles and enable a
completion of a three-point turn.

A4.1 Driveways are designed in accordance with the
splayed driveway specifications provided in Figure
2.

P5.1 Appropriate internal property
access is provided for fire fighting
vehicles.

A5.1 Fire fighting vehicles will be able to access the
water supply dedicated for firefighting purposes
and be able to safely defend all sides of dwellings.
A5.2 Access is provided for the dwellings on Lots 18
and 19 via a six (6) metre wide easement over at
least one of the following:





Lot 14
Lot 15
Lots 15 and 16, or
Lots 17 and 18.

Figure 2 - Specifications for splayed driveway crossings (designed to comply with Planning for Bushfire
Protection requirements)
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5.2

Environmental and Aboriginal Heritage

5.2.1 What are the Estate’s environmental values?
The following information on the Estate’s environmental values is derived primarily from a
Threatened Biodiversity Assessment completed for Council by Eco Logical Australia P/L
(2011).

Vegetation communities and habitat connectivity
Six different vegetation communities occur in the Estate: dry sclerophyll forests and
woodlands predominantly occur on the slopes and ridges; and sedgelands/swamplands
occur on land associated with water courses (which are zoned E2 – Environmental
Conservation).
Although clearing has occurred within the Estate, remaining vegetation provides good
habitat connectivity with the adjoining Conjola National Park to the west and south, and
there are disturbed habitat linkages with larger areas of vegetation to the north.
Aside from lawful clearing that has occurred or will occur in conjunction with an approved
use, the restoration of native vegetation in combination with the protection and
rehabilitation of remnant vegetation, can reverse the negative effects of unauthorised
clearing and habitat fragmentation.
Threatened species
Eleven threatened fauna species have been recorded in or near Verons Estate: Eastern
Freetail Bat, Eastern Bentwing Bat, Eastern False Pipistrelle, Eastern Pygmy-possum,
Gang-gang Cockatoo; Glossy Black-cockatoo, Grey-headed Flying-fox, Masked Owl,
Powerful Owl, Square-tailed Kite and Yellow-bellied Glider.
Two threatened flora species occur in the Estate, both of which are ground orchids: the
Leafless Tongue Orchid (Cryptostylis hunteriana), and a critically endangered species of
greenhood orchid called Pterostylis ventricosa. The location of the threatened orchids is
broadly shown on the Supporting Map.
Note:
A substantial area of potential habitat for Pterostylis ventricosa in the
Swan Lake catchment has not been surveyed – refer to the
Supporting Map. Any development proposal over this unsurveyed
potential habitat cannot be considered unless surveys for this
species have been undertaken by an appropriately qualified person,
during the orchid’s flowering season (April to May).

Development (including driveways, APZs, driveways and on-site effluent application areas)
should be located away from any known threatened orchids. Ideally, a buffer of 50 metres
should be provided, but if this cannot be achieved, a lesser buffer may be accepted if
appropriate protection and management measures are adopted. Refer to the relevant
performance criteria and acceptable solutions in Section 5.2.5 below.
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If threatened orchids are likely to be directly or indirectly harmed, a species impact
statement (SIS) may be required depending on the outcome of the seven-part test (refer to
Chapter G5: Threatened Species Impact Assessment).
One migratory species listed on the schedules of the Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) was recorded within the study area, the
Rufous Fantail.
5.2.2 Legal requirements for assessment of vegetation removal

Under clause 5.9 of the Shoalhaven LEP 2014, you must not ringbark, cut down, top, lop,
remove, injure or wilfully destroy any tree within the Estate without Council’s consent
(issued either via development consent or a tree removal permit). This applies regardless
of whether or not approval is also required under the Native Vegetation Act 2003 (see
below).
The NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (TSC Act) provides for the
conservation of threatened species, populations and ecological communities of animals
and plants. Any proposed development that will potentially impact on threatened species
or their habitat will require an assessment known as a ‘seven-part test’ (refer to Chapter
G5: Threatened Species Impact Assessment).
The NSW Native Vegetation Act 2003 (NV Act) is an Act relating to the sustainable
management and conservation of native vegetation. South East Local Land Services
(LLS) is the approval authority for clearing native vegetation under the NV Act and is
responsible for implementing the objectives of the Act in the Shoalhaven Local
Government Area. These objectives include:


Preventing broad scale clearing unless it improves or maintains environmental
outcomes, and



Protecting native vegetation of high conservation value having regard to its
contribution to such matter as water quality, biodiversity, or the prevention of salinity or
land degradation.

For further information on the NV Act, please contact the Wollongong Office of South East
LLS on (02) 4224 9700.
The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) provides
a legal framework to protect and manage nationally and internationally important flora,
fauna, ecological communities and heritage places — defined in the EPBC Act as matters
of national environmental significance.
If you are proposing to take action that could have a significant impact on matters of
national environmental significance, you will need to refer your proposed action to the
Australian Government Minister for the Environment. A significant impact is an impact
which is important, notable, or of consequence, having regard to its context or intensity. It
is Council’s understanding that development that is consistent with this section of Chapter
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S1 would not have a significant impact on matters of national environmental significance.
Refer to www.environment.gov.au for further information.
The NSW Rural Fires Amendment (Vegetation Clearing) Act 2014 commenced on 1
August 2014. The ‘10/50 Vegetation Clearing’ provisions give owners of land situated
within a ‘10/50 Entitlement Area’ the power to carry out certain vegetation clearing works
on that land despite any requirement for an approval, consent or other authorisation
required under NSW law. (This does not include the EPBC Act.)
The 10/50 Vegetation Clearing provisions allow for:
1. the removal, destruction (by means other than by fire) or pruning of any vegetation (including
trees or parts of trees) within 10 metres; or
2. the removal, destruction (by means other than by fire) or pruning of any vegetation, except for
trees or parts of trees, within 50 metres;
of an external wall of a building containing habitable rooms that comprises or is part of residential
accommodation or a high-risk facility. Further information is available on the NSW RFS website.
Note:
You should make appropriate enquiries before doing any clearing to
determine whether approval is required – refer to contact details
provided above. Significant penalties can be imposed for clearing
vegetation without the necessary approval(s).

5.2.3 Aboriginal archaeological and cultural heritage

An Aboriginal and European archaeological and cultural heritage assessment was
completed by Australian Museum Business Services in June 2009. Two Aboriginal sites
were identified within Lots 24 and 25 in the south-western area of the Estate.
Consent would be required under section 90 of the National Parks and Wildlife Act, 1974
(NP&W Act) if development or disturbance was proposed at these sites.
Other areas within and adjacent to the swamps and creeks were considered to have
archaeological sensitivity and potential for “substantial in situ archaeological deposit”.
These areas cover the E2 zoned land on Lots 1, 2, 3 and 16. If development was
proposed within these areas, further archaeological investigation involving sub-surface
excavation, would be required under a section 87 permit of the NP&W Act.
Note:
Aboriginal cultural heritage legislation was under review at the time
of preparing this DCP. It is recommended that you check if any
legislative changes have been introduced since then and if so,
whether they affect your property.

5.2.4 Objectives

i.

To ensure that development is designed to minimise impact on, and enhance
the Estate’s threatened species and biodiversity habitat values.
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ii.

To ensure Aboriginal sites and areas identified as having potential for
substantial in situ archaeological deposit are not developed or disturbed unless
the relevant approvals have been obtained and further assessment undertaken
if necessary.

5.2.5 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P6.1 Development is sited to minimise
the extent of clearing and avoid
land zoned E2 – Environmental
Conservation.

A6.1 The proposed buildings and APZs are confined to
the development area identified on the Supporting
Map.

P6.2 Aboriginal sites or areas
considered to have archaeological
sensitivity are avoided/conserved.

A6.2 If part of the property is already cleared, the
proposed development is located within the
clearing, where this is appropriate.
A6.3 Minimal clearing of threatened species habitat is
required to accommodate driveways and property
access roads and avoid E2 zoned land.
A6.4 Areas containing known threatened orchids,
including a buffer of 30-50 m, will be fenced and
managed as follows:
a. Domestic or grazing animals or vehicles will be
excluded.
b. Weeds and exotic grasses will be controlled by
hand.
c. Treated effluent, fertilizers or pesticides will not
be applied.
d. If the orchids are in an area that must be
slashed or mowed, this will only be done when
the orchids are dormant.
e. The orchids will be monitored annually so that
the above measures can be evaluated and
adjusted if necessary. See Note 4.
A6.5 Important habitat trees such as hollow-bearing
trees, will be retained as far as possible within the
APZ, provided it is consistent with the RFS’s
specifications for APZ management and
compatible with on-site effluent management
(refer to section 5.3).
Notes:
1. To achieve A7.1, the dwelling and surrounding
buildings will need to be located within a 50m x
50m envelope and constructed to BAL-29 under
AS3959.
2. Important habitat trees or threatened species can
be retained within the APZs provided it is
consistent with the RFS’s standards for APZ
management (available at
http://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au)
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3. Priority should be given to retaining important
threatened species habitat trees such as hollowbearing trees, and feed trees for the Yellowbellied Glider and the Glossy-black Cockatoo.
4. Monitoring of the population (counts in the
flowering season and recording any disturbance
or threats) will be vital to ensure that the
mitigation measures can be evaluated over time
and adjusted if necessary. NSW Office of
Environment and Heritage (OEH) has offered to
perform this role. Contact the Flora & Vegetation
Management Unit, on (02) 6229 7108.

P7.1 Native vegetation on that part of
the property not directly affected
by development will be restored
and protected (unless the land has
been cleared with any necessary
approvals or existing use rights
apply).
This is to be facilitated through a
legally-binding, in-perpetuity
conservation mechanism placed
on the property title.
Note: ‘Land directly affected by
development’ includes the dwelling
and other buildings, driveways,
APZs, effluent application area, other
approved uses, or where native
vegetation has already been lawfully
cleared and existing use rights apply.
Native vegetation is defined in SLEP
2014.

A7.1 One of the following conservation mechanisms will
be entered into prior to the development
proceeding:


An in-perpetuity Conservation Property
Vegetation Plan (Conservation PVP)
prepared by Local Land Services (or
equivalent).



A Voluntary Conservation Agreement (VCA)
entered into with the NSW Office of
Environment and Heritage (or equivalent).



A Biobanking Agreement entered into with
the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage
(or equivalent).

Notes:
1. A Conservation PVP is a voluntary, legally
binding agreement between a landholder and the
Local Land Services (LLS) that describes how
vegetation on your land will be managed.
2. A VCA is a voluntary, legally binding agreement
between a landholder and the NSW Environment
Minister. Conservation agreements are used to
permanently protect land which has special
environmental features.
3. A Biobanking Agreement is a legally binding
agreement between the landowner and the NSW
Environment Minister that describes how the
biodiversity values of a ‘biobank site’ will be
conserved and protected. Biobanking is an
offsetting program whereby the biobank site
offsets development and environmental loss on
another site.
A7.2 The conservation mechanism will cover at least
75% of the property (approx. 6 ha) and include
actions to ensure:
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a. Protection of threatened flora and fauna
habitat.
b. Protection and monitoring of any threatened
orchids including those that might otherwise
be removed under the 10/50 vegetation
clearing provisions.
c. Restoration (if relevant), retention and
protection of native vegetation.
d. Habitat connectivity, wildlife movement and
use of wildlife friendly fencing.
e. Retention of fallen timber, rocks and rock
features.
f. Noxious and environmental weed removal
and management.
g. Exclusion of domestic and grazing animals.
h. Any other matters considered necessary to
achieve the objectives of this Chapter.

5.3

On-site effluent, water cycle and soil management

The Estate forms part of two significant coastal catchments: Swan Lake and Badgee
Lagoon. Protected wetlands are located downstream in both catchments. Swan Lake is
also formally recognised as a ‘sensitive coastal lake’ triggering additional planning
requirements as outlined in Section 3.
As detailed below, the soils within the Estate are prone to erosion and need to be carefully
managed to prevent water quality decline and protect the sensitive downstream
environments. Soil disturbance should be minimised and natural bushland should be
restored and retained as far as possible, including but not limited to the watercourses and
riparian vegetation (which are zoned E2 – Environmental Conservation).
The Estate is not serviced by reticulated sewerage, so it will be necessary for household
wastewater to be treated and managed on-site. In addition to the generic requirements for
on-site effluent detailed in Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage Management, this section includes
some specific requirements in recognition of the Estate’s site and soil constraints.
These issues are addressed in more detail below.
Soil characteristics and limitations

Council undertook some limited soil sampling across the Estate as part of the rezoning
investigations. Samples from the topsoil and subsoil were sent to the NSW Government’s
Soil Laboratory at Scone for analysis. The results from this sampling and analysis are
summarised below.
A copy of the soil test results is provided as supporting
documentation.
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The soil profile across the Estate is a relatively uniform ‘duplex’ (textural contrast) soil
comprised of a weakly structured, shallow sandy loam topsoil (‘A’ horizon) and a clay
subsoil (‘B’ horizon).
The natural soils in the Estate are strongly acidic and the topsoil has a low nutrient holding
capacity. The soil may also be prone to dispersion, causing clay particles to disaggregate
and clog surface pores. This contributes to surface sealing, reduced infiltration, increased
runoff and surface water-logging. As the surface dries, a crust forms which may hinder
seedling emergence (Dear et al, 20051). Indicators of these qualities in the Estate’s soils
include:


The Exchangeable Sodium Percentage (ESP) is in the ‘marginally sodic’ range for the
topsoil indicating that it is potentially dispersive.



Emmerson Aggregate Test (EAT) results showed soil dispersion occurred after
‘remoulding’ of the topsoil sample. This indicates that the soil is erodible particularly if
it is worked when too wet or too dry.



The dispersion percentage is high in the topsoil and moderate in the subsoil.

Evidence of soil dispersion and erosion in the Estate is evident where the soil profile is
exposed within sections of the road reserves as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Exposed soil profile in table drain along Advance Road. Note evidence of dispersion and
undercutting of B horizon (clay subsoil) either side of where the soil has been scraped.
1

Dear BS, Peoples MB, Chan KY, Swan AD, Hayes RC Oates A, Gault, RR, and Sandral GA (2005),
Managing heavy clay soils of the Bland-outcomes and management guidelines. Report on GRDC Project
CSP 291, NSW Department of Primary Industries, Wagga Wagga NSW.
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Implications for on-site effluent treatment and management
The subsoil’s high clay content and imperfect drainage makes it unsuitable for disposal of
primary-treated effluent (i.e. from a septic tank) to absorption trenches. Hence, treatment
to secondary standard by an aerated wastewater treatment system (AWTS) or equivalent,
with an appropriately designed land application system is essential.
Both gypsum and lime contain calcium and can potentially improve sodic soils. Given that
the topsoil is both marginally sodic and strongly acidic, a 50/50 mix of gypsum and lime at
a rate of 0.3 to 0.5 kg per m2 is recommended for the on-site effluent application area.
The gypsum/lime mix should be blended into the topsoil to a depth of 50 mm. Refer to
Dear et al. (2005); Charman and Murphy (1991)2 and NSW DPI (undated)3 for further
information. This should also be considered in any works that will disturb or expose the
soil profile across the Estate.

2

Charman P, Murphy B (1991) `Soils: Their Properties and Management.' Sydney University Press: Sydney
NSW Department of Primary Industries (undated), Leaflet No. 4 “Planning on Liming” Accessed online on
3/4/2014 at: http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/167196/liming.pdf

3
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Agricultural capability
The Estate is mapped as Class 5 on the Huskisson Agricultural Land Classification map
produced by the Department of Agriculture in 1986. Class 5 land is “...unsuitable for
agriculture, or at best suited only to light grazing. Agricultural production is very low or
zero as a result of severe constraints, including economic factors which prevent land
improvement.” (NSW Agriculture, 20024). As such the land is not ‘prime crop and pasture
land’ (only classes 1, 2 and 3 are defined as prime crop and pasture land.)
Any proposed development or activity should be consistent with the land’s limited
agricultural capability as identified in the State Government’s agricultural land
classification, as well as the sensitivity of downstream environments.
5.3.1 Objectives

i.

To ensure that the Estate’s site and soil constraints are recognised and
appropriately managed to protect the downstream environments.

ii.

To ensure that development is designed and constructed to:
a. Protect the natural hydrological and ecological processes;
b. Maintain the natural hydrological behaviour of catchments;
c. Protect water quality of surface and ground waters; and,
d. Prevent soil erosion during the construction phase.

5.3.2 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions – Onsite effluent management
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P8.1 On-site effluent disposal
application documentation has
been prepared in accordance with
this Section and Section 6 of
Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage
Management.

A8.1 Household effluent is treated to at least secondary
standard by an accredited aerated wastewater
treatment system (AWTS) or equivalent.

P8.2 Household effluent is treated to an
appropriate level before land
application.
P8.3 Treated effluent is applied to an
appropriately sized and located
application area to prevent
adverse health and environmental
impacts.

A8.2 Treated effluent is applied to a dedicated land
application area within the APZ via a pressurised
or dose-loaded system.
A8.3 The proposed effluent application area avoids
known or potential threatened orchid habitat –
refer to the Supporting Map.
A8.4 All components of the application system are
correctly sized and configured to provide for
adequate effluent pumping and even distribution
of effluent, effluent filtration, line flushing and
maintenance of the effluent application system.
A8.5 The proposal complies with all other requirements
of Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage Management.

4

NSW Agriculture (2002) Agricultural Land Classification. Agfact AC.25
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A8.6 A 50/50 mix of gypsum and lime will be applied to
the effluent application area at a rate of 0.3 to 0.5
kg per m2 and will be blended into the upper 50
mm of soil. See note 4 also.
Notes:
1. Disinfection is likely to be required to comply with
public health standards.
2. The designer of the effluent application areas must
have appropriate professional indemnity insurance
for the system design.
3. The system must be installed by contractor(s)
licensed by NSW Fair Trading. That could be a
licensed plumber or a licensed irrigation contractor
(or both).
4. It will be beneficial to spread a commercially
available organic soil blend that conforms to
AS4419 (“Soils for landscaping and garden use –
Organic soil”) across the effluent application area,
particularly if the topsoil depth is 200mm or less.

5.3.3 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions – Erosion and sediment control,
and stormwater management
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P9.1 Any non-residential development
outside of the areas identified in
the Supporting Map will have a
neutral or beneficial effect on
water quality and flow at the
downstream boundary of the
proposed development.

A9.1 For any proposed use that will alter runoff or water
quality, modelling of the pre- and postdevelopment scenarios had been completed and
shows that:

P10.1 Stormwater is to be managed in
accordance with Water Sensitive
Urban Design principles.

A10.1 The extent of vegetation removal and soil
disturbance is minimised.

P10.2 Erosion prevention measures will
be employed as appropriate.

a. there will be no increase in export of nitrogen,
phosphorus, or sediment in surface or
groundwater flows; and
b. the pre-development hydrological regime will
be maintained.

A10.2 Road batter slopes shall not exceed 1 in 4.
A10.3 Cut and fill shall be minimised to limit the duration
and extent of disturbance and the need for
stockpiling of material.
A10.4 Impervious areas (i.e. roofs and paving) will not
be directly connected to the roadside drainage
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network.
A10.5 Rainwater collection tanks with a minimum
capacity of 20,000 litres are provided for each
dwelling. This is in addition to any water storage
requirements needed to satisfy bushfire fighting
requirements.

P11.1 Driveways are designed and
constructed to minimise impact on
hydrology and water quality.
P11.2 Details of the driveway are
submitted with any dwelling
applications (for new or existing)
including:



Location of the driveway on the
site plan.
A design for the driveway from
the roadway seal to the property
boundary providing both a plan
and longitudinal section showing
compliance with AS2890.1 –
“Parking facilities - Off-street car
parking” in particular, Appendix C
Ground Clearance Templates.

A11.1 Within the property boundary, the driveway will:
a. Generally have a maximum width of three (3)
metres, unless required to be wider to
accommodate fire fighting vehicles.
b. Have a minimum cross fall of the driveway
will be 3% to facilitate drainage and prevent
longitudinal flow.
c. As a minimum, be constructed of compacted
gravel (DGB 20 or equivalent) from an
imported source. (Concrete, pavers or
bitumen surface are all acceptable.)
A11.2 The driveway crossing is designed generally in
accordance with Council’s Engineering Design
Specifications using:
a. A dish crossing where the swale or table
drain is shallow enough.
b. A pipe, only where the depth and grade of the
swale or table drain are suitable.
c. If the road is sealed, the driveway crossing
must also be sealed.
Notes:
1. Longitudinal grade of the swale must be 3% to
4% to allow inlet and outlet erosion control
works.
2. Inlet and outlet works must be no flatter than 1%
unless suitably lined to control erosion where a
grade of 0.5% will be permitted.
3. A swale longitudinal section will also be required
where a pipe crossing is requested.
4. The pipe is to be sized for the 20% AEP storm
flow (1:5 year ARI) for the swale at the location
of the driveway or be a minimum of 375mm
diameter (whichever is the greater).
Calculations by a qualified drainage engineer (or
suitably experienced surveyor) are to be
provided with the application.
5. The design is to be approved by either the
Development Services Manager or delegate
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prior to any works within the road reserve being
carried out. All construction works will require
inspection prior to relevant stages of
construction.
6. Compliance with AS2890.1 will not guarantee
that the driveway crossing suits all makes and
models of vehicles.
7. The existing road shoulder must not be raised or
filled to accommodate a pipe crossing.
8. An approval under section 138 of the Roads Act
will be required from Council prior to any work
commencing.

5.3.4 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions – Agriculture
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P12.1 Any proposed agricultural use is
consistent with the land’s limited
agricultural capability and will not
have adverse environmental
impacts.

A12.1 Clearing or disturbance of native vegetation will
be avoided or minimised.
A12.2 The proposed use will not increase the risk of:
a. water or airborne pollution (including sediment,
nutrients and pesticides).
b. transfer of noxious or environmental weeds, or
pathogens into surrounding environments.
Note: Grazing must be restricted to lawfully cleared,
non-native vegetation or land identified for that use via a
development approval.

6 Advisory Information
6.1

Existing use rights

Existing use rights apply to existing uses that were lawfully commenced which are
subsequently prohibited by an Environmental Planning Instrument. A number of limitations
and qualifications apply. The onus is on the landowner to demonstrate that existing use
rights apply. Refer to Sections 106 to 109B of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979.
Any claims of existing use rights for activities undertaken on cleared land would need to
demonstrate that any necessary vegetation/tree removal was not unlawful, i.e. approvals
were obtained before the clearing took place.
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In addition to any other approvals required under native vegetation and/or threatened
species laws, tree removal in the Estate has required Council’s approval since December
1988 under the Tree Preservation Order (TPO). Parts of the Estate have been cleared or
partly cleared without Council’s approval since December 1998.
6.2

Before you prepare your application

The ability for dwellings to be approved on land is detailed in Part 4 of Shoalhaven LEP
2014 and the Lot Size Map that forms part of the Plan. Council is not be able to consider a
development application for a dwelling on the land, unless the land:
 Is zoned E4 (applies to Lots 1 to 19); or
 Is a 1964 holding; or
 Has an area of at least 40 hectares.
6.3

Information required with development applications

In preparing a development application over land within the Estate, your application must
include:
 Site analysis plan showing relevant attributes of the site in relation to adjoining land;
 Site plan showing:
 Location, boundary dimensions, site area, north point
 Existing trees/vegetation
 Existing ground levels in relation to buildings and roads
 Buildings (existing and proposed) in relation to the land’s boundaries
 Location and uses of any buildings on adjoining land
 Location of any easements
 Effluent application areas
 Roads, driveways and parking areas
 Fencing (existing and proposed)
 All necessary building plans including floor plans, elevations, and sections;
 Details of external finishes;
 BASIX Certification where a new dwelling or alterations and additions, are proposed;
 Details of driveways and hardstand areas;
 Onsite effluent management documentation in accordance with Section 5.3.2 and
Section 6 of Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage Management;
 A Bushfire Assessment report;
 An Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (ESCP) where the disturbed area is less than
2,500m2 or a Soil and Water Management Plan (SWMP) where the disturbed area is
more than 2,500m2 in accordance with the Landcom manual “Managing Urban
Stormwater, Soils and Construction” Volume 1, 4th Edition, 2004 (commonly referred
to as the “Blue Book”).
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An assessment of significance on threatened species (‘seven-part test’) prepared by a
suitably qualified person.
Statement of Environmental Effects (SEE) detailing compliance with the requirements
of this Chapter and any other relevant Chapters in the citywide DCP. The SEE is to
include a Variation Statement if any variation to the requirements is sought.
A draft legally binding in-perpetuity plan or agreement (such as a Property Vegetation
Plan or a Voluntary Conservation Agreement) detailing how that part of the land not
directly affected by the proposed development will be managed.

In some cases, ‘section 88B restrictions-as-user’ will need to be placed on property titles
(e.g. for emergency bushfire access). This will require the services of a registered
surveyor. Further guidance on circumstances where this may apply is provided in
Section 5 of this Chapter.
6.4

Bushfire Assessment Report requirements

Development applications will need to be supported by a bushfire assessment report
addressing the following:







6.5

Provision of asset protection zones (APZs) around dwellings to separate the
development from bushfire prone vegetation. The width of the APZ depends on a
number of factors including the slope of the land, the type of vegetation and the
construction standard of the building.
Design and construction of dwellings and other structures to the required standard
under AS3959.
Provision of access for fire fighting vehicles so that they can safely access the water
supply and defend the property.
Provision of an adequate dedicated water supply for firefighting purposes.
Landscaping to limit the spread of fire.
Emergency management arrangements for protection of property and/or evacuation.
Information required for onsite effluent disposal

Each development application for a dwelling will need to be accompanied by on-site
effluent management documentation prepared in accordance with Chapter G8: Onsite
Sewage Management and the Estate-specific requirements in Section 5.3.
The following assumptions should be used in calculating the minimum effluent application
area:
 Nutrient balances: The Phosphorus (P) sorption capacity of the soil should be
assumed to be 1/3 of the laboratory values (see supporting documentation). A bulk
density of 1.4 should be assumed.
 Water supply: Town water is not currently available and will not be provided unless
collectively funded by landowners. (Note: The cost of providing reticulated water to
Lots 1 to 19 was calculated in 2013 at approximately $35,000 per lot.)
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6.6

Other legislation or policies you may need to check

Council Policies
& Guidelines










External Policies 

& Guidelines








Legislation











Verons Estate Threatened Biodiversity Assessment (Ecological Australia
2011).
Note: Maps 5 - 8 & 10 have been removed having regard to Section 161
of the NSW National Parks & Wildlife Act 1974 & Clause 12, Schedule 1
of the Government Information (Public Access) Act, 2009.
Verons Estate Aboriginal & European Archaeological & Cultural Heritage
Assessment (Australian Museum Business Services 2009).
Note: Some information has been removed having regard to Section
161 of the NSW National Parks & Wildlife Act 1974 & Clause 12,
Schedule 1 of the Government Information (Public Access) Act, 2009.
Verons Estate Watercourse & Riparian Land Mapping
Assessment (GHD 2009).
Council will provide you with relevant information from the above
assessments for your property to assist you with preparing your
development application.
Aboriginal and European archaeological and cultural heritage
assessment (Australian Museum Business Services 2009).
Engineering Design Specifications
Planning for Bushfire Protection
Guide to designing and installing on-site wastewater systems (Water
NSW) http://www.sca.nsw.gov.au
On-site Sewage Management for Single Households (Department of
Local Government 1998)
AS1547 - On-site domestic wastewater management
AS1546 - On-site domestic wastewater treatment units - Septic tanks
AS3959 - Construction of buildings in bushfire-prone areas
AS4419 - Soils for landscaping and garden use
State Environmental Planning Policy No 14—Coastal Wetlands
Blue Book’ (Landcom, 2004)
Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
Rural Fires Act 1997
NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995
Native Vegetation Act 2003
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974
Water Management Act 2003
State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989
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1 Purpose
The purpose of this Chapter is to facilitate the development of land in the URA in accordance
with the provisions of Part 6 Urban Release Areas of the Shoalhaven Local Environmental
Plan 2014.
Advisory note: In addition to the provisions outlined
in this chapter, you must refer to the supporting map
‘Chapter S2: Roundabout Concept Plan – Sussex
Inlet Road’ and supporting document ‘Environmental
Management Plan Guide’.

2

Application

This chapter applies to the area known as the Badgee Urban Release Area (URA), as shown
in Figure 1 below. The land is located approximately 45km south of Nowra at Sussex Inlet.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3 Context
The Badgee URA has been the subject of detailed investigations in relation to the potential
for urban development as supported by the Sussex Inlet Settlement Strategy (SISS) and the
South Coast Regional Strategy (SCRS). In 2007, Council resolved to rezone the subject
land. A Local Environmental Study was completed which formed the basis for a Planning
Proposal, which was exhibited in 2012. Council resolved to adopt the Planning Proposal
and submit it to the Department of Planning and Environment.
The rezoning was subsequently gazetted in 2013, with two areas of land being deferred
from the Plan. The URA has therefore been rezoned to include R1 General Residential,
RE2 Private Recreation and E2 Environmental Conservation as shown in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: SLEP 2014 Land Zoning Map

4 Vision
The Badgee URA is an extension to the settlement of Sussex Inlet and will strike a balance
between urban development of varying densities, conservation and recreation, adjacent to
the tidal Badgee Lagoon wetland.
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5 Controls
5.1

Desired Character of Badgee URA

5.1.1 Eastern Precinct Desired Character
Relatively low density residential development and extensive open space linkages (including
within Asset Protection Zones (APZs)) are appropriate for this precinct and will form a
compatible extension to the existing adjoining urban area. The R1 General Residential zone
provides for a variety of residential development and other small scale urban uses.
A main east-west flood free access road is to be provided commencing from the southern
side of the existing Council open space area zoned RE1 Public Recreation and continuing
through the Central and Western precincts.
The Council owned open space area zoned RE1 Public Recreation is to be integrated into
this precinct to create a safe, useable link to the existing, adjoining urban area. The RE1
zoned land is to be connected to the residential areas by pathways.
The southern boundary of this precinct adjoins the Badgee Lagoon and SEPP 14 Wetland
No. 306. The western boundary of this precinct adjoins the central wildlife corridor that under
the SCRS are High Conservation Value (HCV) areas. Setbacks and buffers to these
sensitive areas are necessary to ensure no edge effect impacts from development of this
precinct.
5.1.2 Western Precinct Desired Character
Large parts of this precinct are cleared or disturbed by the existing Sussex Inlet Golf Course.
This area provides opportunity for a variety of residential development densities and other
associated urban uses that may include recreation, small scale shopping and community
uses. This precinct provides the ‘hub’ which will assist in diversifying housing types, locating
any community or commercial uses and increasing social inter-connections.
The area zoned RE2 Private Recreation provides for the existing golf course and any
associated structures and/or uses. There are two small degraded waterways within the RE2
zone which are to be rehabilitated and included as part of the open space network. The golf
course/ open space zoned areas are to be connected by pathways to the ‘hub’.
A main central link road will provide the flood free access road commencing in the Eastern
precinct through to Sussex Inlet Road.
The southern boundary of this precinct adjoins the Badgee Lagoon and SEPP 14 Wetland
No. 306. The eastern and northern boundaries of this precinct adjoin the central wildlife
corridor. These are HCV areas, under the SCRS. Setbacks and buffers to these sensitive
areas are necessary to ensure no edge effect impacts from development of this precinct.
5.1.3 Southern Precinct Desired Character
Large areas of this isolated precinct are below the 3.1m flood level and are either forested
or disturbed by previous quarry or gravel pit use. Relatively low density residential
development and extensive open space linkages (including within APZs) are appropriate for
the parts of this isolated precinct that are above the 1% AEP (Annual Exceedance
Probability).
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This precinct is generally bounded by the Badgee Lagoon, SEPP 14 Wetland No. 306 and
Jacobs Drive/ Sussex Inlet Road. Setbacks and buffers to the sensitive areas are necessary
to ensure no edge effect impacts from development of this precinct.
Road connections are to be formed at two locations along Jacobs Drive/ Sussex Inlet Road.
5.1.4 Central Precinct Desired Character
This precinct comprises the most significant environmental attributes of the URA, including
areas adjoining SEPP 14 Wetlands No. 311 and 306, large areas of endangered ecological
communities (EECs) as well as the central wildlife corridor. These are HCV areas, under
the SCRS.
As identified in Figure 3, shared pedestrian/cycleways are to be constructed along the length
of the flood free access road to facilitate pedestrian and cycle access between the Eastern
and Western Precincts. The pathway on one side of the access road will require a width of
2m to provide for a shared cycleway/footpath in addition to the requirements of the
Engineering Design Specifications attached to Shoalhaven DCP Chapter G11 Subdivision
of Land.
An Environmental Management Plan is to be prepared by a suitably qualified person for this
precinct to guide the use and ongoing management of the precinct into the future. This must
be prepared in conjunction with the first stage of subdivision.
5.1.5 Objectives
i.
ii.
iii.

Ensure the desired character of the Badgee URA provides a balance between
urban development of varying densities, conservation and recreation.
Ensure each of the four Precincts are developed in accordance with the desired
character.
To adopt building form and scale that creates and enhances the desired character
of each Precinct.

5.1.6 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

Development subject to this
Chapter will create or contribute
to the desired character of each
precinct in the URA.

A1.1

The development application includes a detailed
statement and plans indicating how the proposed
development creates or contributes to the desired
character as outlined in Sections 5.1.1, 5.1.2, 5.1.3,
5.1.4 and 5.1.5.

P2

A range of lot sizes are
provided in the URA, to
accommodate a range of
dwelling types.

A2.1

Compliance with Shoalhaven DCP Chapter G11
Subdivision of Land.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P3

A3.1

Residential building heights will generally be limited to
one or two storeys in the Eastern and Southern
Precinct.

A3.2

Residential, commercial, recreation and community
building heights will generally be limited to one or two
storeys on the edges of the Western Precinct, and
one, two or three storeys in the ‘hub’ of the Western
Precinct.

Built form and scale relates to
the desired character of the
precinct.
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Figure 3: Precinct Concept Plan showing flood free access road
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5.2

Subdivision & Staging
Note: State Environmental Planning Policy 71 –
Coastal
Protection
identifies
master
plan
requirements for subdivision in the coastal zone.

5.2.1 Objectives
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

To ensure development opportunities for residential development identified in the
adopted Planning Proposal and Part 6 of SLEP 2014 are realised.
To ensure the staging of the subdivision allows for timely and efficient release of
urban land, specifically in relation to the provision of infrastructure.
To ensure ongoing protection and maintenance of environmentally significant
land.
To ensure compliance with all relevant requirements including Planning for Bush
Fire Protection 2006.
To enhance community interaction and outdoor activity through the provision of
public open space.

5.2.2 Mandatory Controls
C1

All subdivision applications are to include a staging plan, consistent with Figure
4.

C2

Based on Council’s infrastructure availability, initial subdivision stages are to start
in the Eastern Precinct followed by the Western Precinct to create the community
‘hub’.

C3

Planning for Bush Fire Protection requirements will be satisfied and APZs will be
maintained in perpetuity.

C4

Should a change in the staging plan be proposed, provision of infrastructure will
be at the expense of the developer, including construction of the temporary Flood
Free Access Road.

5.2.3 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P4

The APZ will not conflict with
or impact on bushland
conservation areas or other
restrictions on the subject lot
or adjoining lots.

A4.1

The URA will be subdivided as shown in Figure 3.

A4.2

Compliance with Shoalhaven DCP Chapter G11
Subdivision of Land.

Provide local public reserves
throughout the URA with
adequate road frontages.

A5.1

Local public reserves are provided at a rate of 12sqm
per person.

A5.2

Reserves must comply with the development
requirements for a ‘local park’ as per Council’s Public
Open Space Plan 2008.

P5
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Figure 4: Staging Plan
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5.3

Flooding and Flood Free Access Road

Flood studies covering the Badgee area have identified some existing and future
development areas to be flood affected and/or isolated in the event of a flood. Specific
requirements are therefore identified below in addition to the provisions in Shoalhaven DCP
Chapter G9 Development on Flood Prone Land. In particular, construction of a flood free
access road (FFAR) is required to ensure safe and timely evacuation in a flood event.
At the commencement of development in the Eastern Precinct, a permanent FFAR is
required to be constructed in its entirety between the Eastern and Western Precincts.
However, should the staging of development be varied from the stages identified in Figure
4, a temporary FFAR may be provided connecting the Eastern and Western Precincts.
The following controls provide guidance in relation to the construction and maintenance of
the temporary FFAR until such time as the permanent FFAR is completed.
5.3.1 Objectives
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

To ensure that development does not increase potential flood risks to people,
property and the environment.
To ensure safe and functional flood free access for emergency service workers
and safe egress for the residents of the Sussex Inlet area.
To provide a flood free access road (FFAR) between the Eastern and Western
Precinct.
To ensure that the provision of a FFAR through the URA is provided from
commencement of development in the Western Precinct.
To ensure the FFAR is constructed to Council and Planning for Bush Fire
Protection requirements.
To ensure the temporary FFAR is maintained to ensure safety and functionality
and minimise adverse impacts on the E2 zoned lands in the Central Precinct.

5.3.2 Mandatory Controls
C1

Development complies with the relevant provisions in Shoalhaven DCP Chapter
G9 Development on Flood Prone Land.

C2

The FFAR is to be constructed based on current flood information for the area.

C3

The FFAR is to commence to the south of the existing Council open space area
in the Eastern Precinct.

C4

The first development application submitted for the Western Precinct shall, at a
minimum, include construction of the permanent FFAR within the Western
Precinct to Sussex Inlet Road and provision of a temporary FFAR connecting the
Western and Eastern Precincts.

C5

The temporary FFAR shall be in the same alignment as the future permanent
FFAR or as an alternative, shall utilise existing trails where possible, where
upgrading of such trails can be carried out with minimal environmental impact.

C6

The temporary section of the FFAR must comply with Clause 4.1.3 – Access (2)
– Property Access of RFS Planning for Bush Fire Protection.
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C7

As a condition of consent, the temporary FFAR will be graded, watered and
compacted at least once annually with written confirmation of annual grades to
be sent to Council.

C8

As a condition of consent, lockable gates and associated barriers are provided at
each end of the temporary FFAR. Locks and keys are to be provided by the
developer and maintained to the satisfaction of SES, RFS and Council.

C9

As a condition of consent, signage shall be erected within the existing residential
area adjacent to the Eastern Precinct, identifying and directing residents to the
temporary FFAR and providing 24 hour contact phone numbers of the holders of
each of the gate keys.

C10

As a condition of consent, a community education program shall be undertaken
in consultation with Council regarding the use of the temporary FFAR. An annual
reminder of its use, including locality map, shall be advertised in the local Sussex
Inlet paper(s).

C11

A management plan for the temporary FFAR shall be submitted with the first
development application for the Western Precinct, detailing how and who will be
responsible for managing the following:
i.

Maintenance of the road, erosion and sediment control devices,
gates/barriers, gate keys and directional/informational signage;

ii.

Repair of the road after a flood incident; and

iii.

Weed control within the road reserve.
Note: Council’s pavement standards do not override
any requirements of the NSW Rural Fire Service but
are to be used in conjunction.

5.4

Transport Movement Hierarchy

5.4.1 Objectives
i.
vii.
ii.

To achieve a simple and safe movement system, throughout the URA, for private
vehicles, public transport, pedestrians and cyclists.
To ensure that a roundabout at the intersection of the Flood Free Access Road
and Sussex Inlet Road is built at commencement of development in the Western
Precinct.
To minimise impacts associated with the intersection of the Flood Free Access
Road with Sussex Inlet Road.
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5.4.2 Mandatory Controls
C12

The first subdivision development application submitted for the Western Precinct
shall include construction of the roundabout.

C13

The roundabout is to be constructed as part of the road works for the first
subdivision in the Western Precinct.

C14

The design of the roundabout and associated road and landscaping works are to
incorporate measures to minimise impacts of the roundabout on adjoining
properties including (but not limited to) safe property access and amenity such as
light spill, noise and vegetation removal.

C15

The design of the roundabout is to incorporate measures to support the speed
zone reduction including but not limited to: kerb and gutter, landscaping, signage,
street lighting and a footpath/cycleway.

5.4.3 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P6

Subdivision includes road
networks, traffic management
facilities, parking, pathway
circulation routes and
connections that are safe and
appropriate for the scale of
development.

A6.1

The transport movement hierarchy is consistent with
Figure 3.

A6.2

The development application includes roads,
pathways, cycleways, traffic management facilities
and parking that support appropriate linkages within
and to/from the URA.

A6.3

Compliance with Shoalhaven DCP Chapter G11
Subdivision of Land.

Design of Sussex Inlet Road
intersection and roundabout
includes features and
measures to minimise impact
on nearby properties.

A7.1

The intersection and roundabout on Sussex Inlet
Road is consistent with the supporting map entitled
‘Chapter S2: Roundabout Concept Plan – Sussex
Inlet Road’.

A7.2

The following matters are to be addressed in the
design of the roundabout and associated road and
landscaping works:

P7







Turning lanes to accommodate a 12.5m rigid
vehicle for access to/from Lot 95 DP 26638 (924
Sussex Inlet Road) and Lot 96 DP 26638 (932
Sussex Inlet Road);
Access to/from roundabout for approved
subdivision SF10392 of Lot 106 DP26639 (919
Sussex Inlet Road);
Extension of driveways to match into roundabout
where required;
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions








Minimisation of vegetation clearing for
construction of roundabout;
Revegetation of the section of Golfcourse Way to
be closed;
Screening for headlights, such as landscape
mounds and/or other barriers such as jersey
kerbs;
Landscaping including planting of vegetation
along western boundaries of Lot 4 DP 568283 (15
Golfcourse Way) and Lot 4 DP713052 (22
Golfcourse Way); and
Stormwater management.

Note: The supporting map ‘Chapter S2:
Roundabout Concept Plan – Sussex Inlet Road’ is a
concept design only. The final location of the
roundabout and other design considerations will be
subject to detailed engineering design at DA stage.

5.5

Biodiversity Conservation

Detailed flora and fauna investigations undertaken from 2007 to 2010 identified a range of
threatened fauna species such as Glossy-black Cockatoos, Yellow-bellied Gliders, Eastern
Pygmy Possums, Owls, and bats. Two threatened orchids (Pterostylis ventricosa and
Cryptostylis hunteriana) were also identified within the URA.
Four of the eight vegetation types identified within the URA are considered to be part of
broader EECs, being:


Coastal Sand Swamp Forest, which is part of the Swamp Sclerophyll Forest on Coastal
Floodplains of the New South Wales North Coast, Sydney Basin and South East
Corner Bioregions and/or Bangalay Sand forest of the Sydney Basin and South East
Corner Bioregions;



Estuarine Fringe Forest, which is part of the Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest of the
New South Wales North Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner Bioregions;



Estuarine Creek-flat Scrub, which is part of the Swamp Sclerophyll Forest on Coastal
Floodplains of the New South Wales North Coast, Sydney Basin and South East
Corner Bioregions; and



Estuarine Saltmarsh, which is part of the Coastal Saltmarsh in the New South Wales
North Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner Bioregions.

Habitat for most of the threatened fauna and orchids in the URA will largely be retained in
the E2 Environmental Conservation zoned lands. The location of this zone has been
designed to contain most of the important habitat trees and provide habitat linkages.
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5.5.1 Legal requirements for considering the impact of proposed development
The NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (TSC Act) provides for the
conservation of threatened species, populations and ecological communities of animals and
plants. Section 5A of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act)
sets out a ‘seven-part test’ for considering the potential impact of a proposed development
on critical habitat, threatened species, populations or endangered ecological communities,
and their habitats.
As development of land in the URA will potentially impact on known threatened species
habitat, a seven-part test will be legally required as part of the development assessment
process. A Species Impact Statement (SIS) will need to be prepared if the seven-part test
concludes that there will be a significant impact.
5.5.2 Objectives
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

To restore, protect and enhance biodiversity value of the vegetated areas,
including any areas which are currently degraded.
To encourage the retention of important habitat trees, including hollow bearing
trees within APZs.
To ensure any known sites of the threatened orchid, Pterostylis ventricosa and
Cryptostylis hunteriana are managed to ensure no individuals are harmed or
removed without the required assessment and approval.
To ensure any residential development is sensitively designed and managed to
protect the integrity of surrounding vegetated areas.

5.5.3 Mandatory Controls
C1

An Environmental Management Plan over the Central Precinct must be prepared
in conjunction with the first stage of subdivision, prior to issue of the subdivision
construction certificate. Refer to Section 6.1 for Environmental Management Plan
requirements.

C2

Noxious and/or environmental weeds will be removed from all land.

5.5.4 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P8

A8.1

Significant impacts on the
threatened orchids Pterostylis
ventricosa and Cryptostylis
hunteriana will be avoided.

All known individuals of the threatened orchids
Pterostylis ventricosa and Cryptostylis hunteriana will
be retained and protected. Alternatively, a seven-part
test and if necessary, a Species Impact Statement
(SIS) is provided by the applicant.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P9

A9.1

Trees and vegetation will be retained and protected in
accordance with AS4970 and as such protection
measures are indicated at application stage.

A9.2

Building material and other items will not be stockpiled
within the root zones of any important habitat trees or
vegetation that have been retained within the APZ.

5.6

Trees that will be retained will
be protected from potentially
damaging activities during
construction.

Bushfire Risk Management

The URA is identified as Bushfire Prone Land on mapping endorsed by the NSW Rural Fire
Service. Application for subdivision in a bush fire prone area is integrated development and
requires a Bush Fire Safety Authority under section 100B of the Rural Fires Act 1997.
Application for subdivision must be accompanied by a bush fire risk assessment report.
5.6.1 Objectives
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

To ensure that appropriate asset protection zones (APZs) are provided and
maintained to separate development from potential bush fire hazards.
To ensure that all bush fire protection measures, including the maintenance of
fuel loads in APZs and perimeter fire trails are able to be maintained.
To ensure that appropriate vehicular access is provided to cater for fire fighting
trucks and other emergency vehicles.
To ensure that bushfire mitigation measures are undertaken in a manner
consistent with the known environmental constraints.

5.6.2 Mandatory Controls
C1

All Asset Protection Zones (APZs) are located within the R1 and RE2 zones.

5.6.3 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P10

A10.1 APZs will be established with dimensions specified by
Planning for Bush Fire Protection.

Environmental attributes within
APZs are appropriately
managed.

A10.2 Important habitat trees or threatened species within
the APZs will be retained and managed in accordance
with the RFS’s Standards for Asset Protection Zones
(available at http://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au).
Notes:
1. Reduction of fuel does not require removal of all
vegetation.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
2. Native trees and shrubs should be retained as
clumps or islands and should maintain a covering
of no more than 20% of the area.

P11

5.7

Fire trails, where required, are
to be designed, constructed
and maintained in a manner
that avoids impact on water
quality by minimising erosion
and appropriately controlling
sediment.

A11.1 Compliance with Planning for Bush Fire Protection.

Stormwater Management

An east-west orientated ridge dissects the URA dividing the site into two main catchments,
north of the ridge draining directly to St Georges Basin, and south of the ridge draining to
Badgee Lagoon. Groundwater is likely to be at high levels particularly in the lower parts of
the URA. The sensitive hydrologic environment requires consideration of stormwater
management measures at both a local scale, when individual developments are undertaken,
and also at a broader subdivision scale, generally when larger infrastructure works are
undertaken.
5.7.1 Objectives
i.

Protect and enhance natural watercourses and their associated ecosystems and
ecological processes.
Mitigate the impacts of development on water quality and quantity.
To ensure compliance with Water Sensitive Urban Design principles including:
a. protection of the natural hydrological and ecological processes;
b. maintenance of the natural hydrological behaviour of catchments;
c. protection of water quality of surface and ground waters; and
d. enhancement of visual, social, cultural and ecological values.

ii.
iii.

5.7.2 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P12

A12.1 An Assessment is prepared showing compliance with
Water Sensitive Urban Design principles and levels
and forms of On-site Stormwater Detention.

The development creates a
neutral or beneficial
stormwater impact on:


The E2 zone from the R1
and RE2 zones; and



The receiving waters of
Badgee Lagoon SEPP 14

A12.2 Compliance with Shoalhaven DCP Chapter G2
Sustainable Stormwater Management and Erosion
and Sediment Control.
A12.3 Compliance with Shoalhaven DCP Chapter G11
Subdivision of Land.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Wetland and St Georges
Basin.

5.8

Landscaping Strategy

5.8.1 Objectives
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

To protect and maintain riparian areas and remnant vegetation.
To promote biodiversity through careful native plant selection of local provenance.
To enhance both the public and private domain within the URA, especially visually
prominent public open space areas.
To contribute to the overall water sensitive urban design approach within the URA.

5.8.2 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P26

A26.1 The landscape strategy for the subdivision is prepared
by a suitably qualified person and includes, as a
minimum:

Any subdivision includes a
detailed landscape strategy
that complements and is
characterised by the native
vegetation and softens the
built form.








extensive landscaping and street tree planting
based around local native species;
protection of riparian areas;
landmark tree planting in entry locations and the
community ‘hub’;
continuity and consistency in the streetscape and
street furniture;
some deep soil planting to enable a substantial
tree cover to be created over time; and
removal of noxious species.

A26.2 Compliance with Shoalhaven DCP Chapter G3
Landscaping Design Guidelines.
A26.3 Compliance with Shoalhaven DCP Chapter G11
Subdivision of Land.
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6 Advisory Information
6.1

Environmental Management Plan (EMP) requirements

The EMP must be prepared in accordance with the supporting document ‘Environmental
Management Plan Guide’ which sets out the following minimum requirements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
6.2

Statement of Commitments;
Site plan;
Schedule of works;
Monitoring and reporting;
Specifications;
Contact details; and
Qualifications.

Information required with subdivision applications

In preparing a development application for subdivision development within the URA, your
application must include:


Plans of the proposed development including:
 Site Analysis Plan showing relevant attributes of the site in relation to adjoining
land, such as topographic features, orientation of lots, character of surrounding
development, flooding drainage constraints, opportunities to link to open
space/commercial hubs, provision of services, asset protection zones and
vegetation corridors.
 Fully dimensioned plan of subdivision including, were relevant, staging schedule.
 A tree and vegetation plan showing significant individual trees such as Hollow
Bearing Trees and Feed Trees which are to be retained within the Asset
Protection Zones. Outside of the Asset Protection Zones, a more general plan
may be provided showing areas where trees and vegetation are to be removed
or retained.
 Preliminary Engineering Plans are required for all subdivision, with particular
reference to land or infrastructure to be dedicated to Council.
 A Soil and Water Management Plan.
 Statement of Environmental Effects (SEE) detailing compliance with this Chapter and
any other relevant Chapters of Shoalhaven DCP 2014 and statutory requirements. The
SEE is to include a Variation Statement if any variation to any DCP requirements is
sought.
 The following MAY be required with a development application:
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 A Threatened Species Assessment.
 A Bushfire Risk Assessment Report.
 An Effluent Disposal Assessment.
 A Drainage/Stormwater Assessment.
 A Hydraulic Assessment.
 A Traffic Study.
6.3

Contributions

Local infrastructure requirements are to be provided as conditions of consent and
development will include contributions levied towards community infrastructure in line with
Council’s Contributions Plan and Development Servicing Plans for Water Supply and
Sewerage Services.
6.4

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application

Council Policies
& Guidelines

External Policies
& Guidelines

Legislation



Contributions Plan



Development Servicing Plans for Sewerage Services 2005



Development Servicing Plans for Water Supply Services 2005



Public Open Space Plan 2008



AS4970 Protection of trees on development sites



Planning for Bush Fire Protection 2006



Standards for Asset Protection Zones 2006



State Environmental Planning Policy No 14 – Coastal Wetlands



State Environmental Planning Policy No 71 – Coastal Protection



Coastal Protection Act 1979



Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979



Rural Fires Act 1997



Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995
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1

Purpose

This chapter provides for the monitoring of sow numbers on site at the Eagle View Farm
Piggery, on a regular basis by inspection.

2

Application

This chapter applies to all land within the 655 metre buffer from the boundary of land
licensed for the disposal of effluent from the Eagle View Farm Piggery, Sky Farm Lane,
Yatte Yattah, as shown in Figure 1 below.
This chapter also applies to all land licensed for the disposal of effluent within Eagle View
Farm.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3

Context

This section provides information and development controls needed to prepare
applications for development in the subject area. This chapter applies to development
applications for:






Subdivision
Dual Occupancy
Tourist Development
Bed and Breakfast Accommodation
Rural Land Sharing Communities (Multiple Occupancy Development).

Dwelling houses on registered lots of land, or on proposed subdivision allotments
approved (bot not registered) prior to 1 September 2003 will not be prohibited by virtue of
the imposition of this buffer.
Compliance with this chapter does not imply automatic approval and all applications shall
be considered on their merits.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
i.
Restrict the subdivision of land within the 655 metre buffer zone.
ii.
Restrict the substantial intensification of existing residential development within the
655 metre buffer zone.
iii.
Ensure that the commercial operation of the piggery is not compromised by
intensification of development within the 655 metre buffer zone.

5

Controls

5.1

Land Licensed for the Disposal of Effluent

The land that is licensed for the disposal of effluent on the Eagle View Farm is identified on
the supporting Plan in Map 1.
5.2

Land Affected by the 655 Metre Buffer

The land either wholly or partially affected by the 655 metre buffer is identified on Map 1
below.
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Map 1: Yatte Yattah Piggery Buffer
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5.3

Variations

Council may approve the erection of a dwelling house/addition which does not comply with
this chapter, where Council is satisfied that the degree of non-compliance is minimal and
the development, if carried out, would not significantly:
 Have an adverse effect on the commercial operation of the piggery; and
 Result in any land use conflict between the piggery and adjacent development,
whereby the number of odour complaints received by Council is increased to an
unacceptable level.
5.4

Review of Chapter if Piggery Ceases to Operate

If the Piggery ceases to operate, Council will review the requirements of this chapter. If
Council resolves to remove the buffer, this chapter will be repealed.

6

Advisory Information

6.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be
required to consider other legislation, policies and
other documents with your application.

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

External Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

Legislation



Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014



State Environmental Planning Policy No. 15 – Rural Land Sharing
Communities
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1 Purpose
The purpose of this Chapter is to is to provide guidelines to assist applicants and to identify matters
being assessed by Council when considering development applications for Milton and surrounds.
The DCP also provides guidance to Council with respect to overall directions for public domain
improvements.
The town centre contains several significant heritage buildings and places, and combined with a
relatively large commercial and retail centre and sub-regional hospital, Milton is a commercial and
community destination for many surrounding rural and coastal communities.
Advisory Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this Chapter,
you must refer to Supporting Map 1 – Indicative Town Centre Master
Plan and Supporting Document 1 – Urban Design Companion.

2

Application

This chapter applies to the area known as the Milton urban area and immediate surrounds, as shown
in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3 Context
Milton is memorable for its rural, historic, village, and community character. Whilst close to larger
urban areas, it retains a village atmosphere where its smaller scale buildings and defined boundaries
give way to rolling rural farmland that meets the coastline beyond. Combined with its stunning views,
Milton is an eclectic place full of local boutique experiences.
The future of Milton will see appropriate growth that retains this character, complements its history
and heritage, and brings opportunities for all ages - from local retail, health and aged care services,
to the retention of the agricultural lands that defines the towns’ edges for future generations to
experience and utilise.

3.1

Existing Character

Milton has a well-established and recognised character primarily resulting from the unique
topography, distinct rural interface and the high number of heritage buildings developed from around
1860. The character of the town can be defined in more detail through four key precincts summarised
below and identified in Figure 2:








Town Centre Precinct: contains a high number of significant heritage buildings in close
proximity to the Princes Highway. One or two storeys predominate with views to the coast
and mountains from either side of the main ridgeline/highway corridor. High traffic levels and
associated parking are ever present, while small, eclectic retail experiences are prominent in
the town centre retail setting, with pedestrian thoroughfares providing for “hidden”
opportunities.
Established Residential Precinct: expands from the town centre, with high quality heritage
character and architectural detailing on numerous original dwellings. Grid streets traverse
downwards from the ridgeline with significant views. Dwellings on streets running down
slopes are typically one storey with a number of two storey dwellings on streets running
across slopes particularly on the high side. Some diversity of use exists through home
businesses and tourist accommodation. Streets have an open feel, with dwellings addressing
the street with carports and garages typically to the rear of allotments. The Precinct also
contains a sub-regional hospital which has evolved into a consolidated area of health
professionals and consulting rooms - referred to as the Health and Hospital Sub-Precinct.
This area has retained and adapted many original dwellings, whilst the hospital complements
this scale and design features.
Emerging Residential Precinct: generally contains more recent residential development with
a range of architectural quality and mixed contribution to the overall town character. The
precinct is broken into a number of areas, none of which have visual prominence from the
primary approaches along the Princes Highway. Architectural styles vary widely between and
have limited consistency.
Rural Surrounds Precinct: includes areas that are highly visible from the town and which
provides a notable characteristic of Milton and its rural history. Farms are predominantly
associated with the dairy industry, many being heritage listed. The farms are characterised
by rolling green hills, basic farm buildings utilising timber and corrugated iron as key
materials, and by landscape features including landscape plantings for wind breaks and
along roads. The precinct also includes a range of non-agricultural uses, such as schools, a
small industrial area and approved but not constructed aged care facilities. These have
varying character traits but fall outside the defined residential boundaries of the town and are
often contiguous to the rural surrounds.
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Figure 2: Precincts
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3.2

Desired Future Character

The desired future character of Milton will seek to retain the key elements of the overall village feel
predominately associated with:
Being small in scale;
Retaining heritage and other contributory buildings;
Maintaining key landscape features and views to rural surrounds;
Maintaining separation from other urban areas to the south and east; and
Maintaining the intricate and unique range of retail experiences.







Within each precinct, the following summary of the desired future character and objectives are
provided:

3.2.1 Town Centre Precinct
Desired Future Character Statement: Continue to facilitate the existing unique attributes which make
Milton a popular place to live and visit. Concentrate on vacant and in-fill development to create a
secondary orientation away from the Princes Highway to capture views and activate off-street
parking areas. Building lines will reinforce and define town entrances, with improved pedestrian
accessibility and comfort being key future directions. The retail character will continue to create a
unique shopping experience through small, independent and high quality outlets. Larger internalised
“shopping centre” type development would be discouraged.
Town Centre Precinct Objectives:
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

To retain the prominent built form along the Princes Highway, with a maximum height of
two storeys along the Princes Highway frontage and stepping down to lower levels for
new buildings further from the highway and thereby retaining longer distance views from
the ridgeline;
To allow for expansion of the town centre through infill development and to activate
existing off-street car parks to the east and west of the Princes Highway;
To retain a fine grain architectural style and patterns of use that have resulted in the mix
of small, unique and interesting retails experiences;
To provide improved connectivity to existing infrastructure such as off-street car parks,
the Village Green and the swimming pool through clearer pedestrian connections; and
To improve definition of Princes Highway crossing points through the creation of nodal
points resulting from streetscape improvements and complementary built form on
adjoining land.

3.2.2 Established Residential Precincts
Desired Future Character Statement: Maintain existing character through careful consideration and
interpretation of the key built form elements of the area including:






Typically single storey building scale;
Low height and permeable fencing;
Utilising setbacks that are consistent with the predominant setbacks in the immediate locality;
Utilising materials and colours that are consistent with the area; and
Wherever possible, that carports and garages are located to the side or rear of properties.
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Intensification would be possible, but designed so as to not compromise the built form and character
of the area.
Established Residential Precinct Objectives:
i.
ii.

To retain the built form and character traits of established areas in any new dwellings or
modification of existing; and
To encourage home occupations and other permissible non-residential uses that promote
the cottage industry feel of the area and which creates small scale employment
opportunities.

3.2.3 Emerging Residential Precinct
Desired Future Character Statement: Newer residential areas should not be forced to mimic
established areas, but to establish their own contemporary character based on more basic controls
to ensure their overall scale does not detract from the views and character of existing areas.
Materiality controls for established areas would guide emerging residential area trends to ensure
some continuity across the town.
Emerging Residential Precinct Objectives:
i.
ii.

To provide contemporary residential areas that reflect the build form scale of the broader
Milton area but do not mimic the original more established residential areas; and
To avoid new residential development becoming prominent from longer distance views
to Milton, or from views currently enjoyed by existing urban areas of the town.

3.2.4 Rural Surrounds Precinct
Desired Future Character Statement: On areas zoned for rural purposes, continue to maintain the
core elements of the existing character being open, productive and well defined through built form
and landscape treatments. Use of existing prominent materials of rural development would continue,
while productive agricultural land would be retained in the long-term for food production. On land
zoned for other purposes, such as the small industrial area, and for development with substantial
built form such as schools or aged care, proposals will be low and open in scale as far as practical,
whilst still seeking to utilise materials and styles that are consistent with the prevailing rural context
and incorporating landscape that softens views to the site.
Rural Surrounds Precinct Objectives:
i.
ii.
iii.

To maintain the open rural views from existing urban areas;
To emphasise the existing built form and character for new development; and
To allow for other forms of permissible development that provide an architectural intent
that responds to the rural setting and utilises techniques to soften the visual impact
through retaining a small scale and incorporating appropriate landscape.
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4 Objectives
The objectives are to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

Enable Milton to grow in a controlled and appropriate way;
Ensure that new town centre development contributes to maintaining the small, rural and
unique experiences that are valued by existing residents and visitors;
Ensure that new development respects the heritage character of the town, seeking to
complement and not compete with identified and potential heritage items;
Enable established residential areas to retain their existing character values through new
development having complementary design elements;
Ensure that emerging residential areas are sympathetic to the character of the existing
town through being of an appropriate scale and style, whilst establishing a more
contemporary character;
Protect the landscape setting of rural lands;
Protect views and ensure that they form an important consideration for development,
including views to, from and past the subject property, and incorporating the principles
of view sharing;
Encourage built form and landscaping that provides a transition to the surrounding rural
landscape; and
Ensure that Milton is well connected through foot and cycle pathways, as well as through
pedestrian access thoroughfares and lanes within the town centre.

5 Controls
5.1

Public Domain

Public domain areas are to form a consistent component of each development to ensure consistency
and connection between the built form and public space. Within the Town Centre Precinct and on
key access routes, the public domain would link to other publically accessible areas, even through
private land where such linkages are available (or otherwise enabling for future allowance for such
linkages where not available).
Improved pedestrian circulation around the town centre and adjoining precincts is also important to
the commercial success of the village centre and in meeting the desire of visitors and locals to
explore the area in relative comfort. Access across the highway and between key areas such as offstreet parking and the Village Green would be improved through public domain works, encouraging
an enlarged central business area.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 identify the extent of proposed public domain works in the town centre area.
Parts of these works have already been completed whilst others are dependent on Council funding
or private development. It is noted that some areas of private land are included in these plans as
being conceptual locations for public domain improvements corresponding with the Indicative Town
Centre Master Plan (Supporting Map 1). Development of these areas shall be subject to agreement
with the relevant owners and Council.
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5.1.1 Objectives
i.

ii.

iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

To strengthen pedestrian accessibility and comfort along the Princess Highway corridor
through:
a. Emphasis on town centre gateways at the intersection of Myrtle/Thomas street
and the Princes Highway in the north-west and Church Street and the Princes
Highway in the south-east;
b. Increase in the size of pedestrian pathways and introducing pedestrian refuge
build-outs (kerb extensions) on the northern side of the intersection of Wason
Street and the Princes Highway;
c. Reinforcing existing pedestrian crossing points adjoining the Post office in the
north and near the Wason Street/Prices Highway intersection;
d. Creating new crossing points near the entry to the Village Green and at the
intersection of Myrtle Street and the Princess Highway; and
e. Introduction of new landmark trees and awnings to be integrated with dining and
other street activity to provide shade and weather protection and to compliment
the village heritage and character.
To strengthen pedestrian links to adjoining established residential areas through
footpaths between the Princess Highway and Croobyar Road along Myrtle, Wason and
Church Streets, and between Thomas Street and the Princess Highway along Church
Street;
To provide a smaller number, but more well defined pedestrian thoroughfares between
off-street parking areas and the Princes Highway and other street frontages;
To provide linkages along the Princes Highway, including the Health and Hospital SubPrecinct, to facilitate pedestrian movement along the main ridge between residential and
commercial areas;
To establish shared paths along major road linkages between Milton and other centres
including along Croobyar Road, Princes Highway and Matron Porter Road; and
To enhance pedestrian amenity in the Town Centre Precinct with public art, signage and
other sculptural elements to reinforce activity nodes in key areas.

The overall intent of these objectives is highlighted in the Indicative Town Centre Master Plan
(Supporting Map 1), as well as the DCP area plans for Access & Circulation and Vegetation Works,
contained in the Supporting Document 1 - Urban Design Companion to this DCP. Public Domain
Hardworks and Vegetation plans for the town centre area are also provided in Figure 3 and Figure
4 respectively. It is reiterated that some areas of private land are included in these plans as being
conceptual locations for public domain improvements corresponding with the Indicative Town Centre
Master Plan (Supporting Map 1). Development of these areas shall be subject to agreement with the
relevant owners and Council.
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5.1.2 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1

Provide pedestrian
connections to connect public
spaces through and around
private development and to
facilitate the delivery of the
overall public domain plan in
the Town Centre Precinct

A1.1

Pedestrian connections are made in accordance with
the Public Domain Hardworks plan at Figure 3 where
applicable; and

A1.2

Where existing pedestrian connections have been
allowed for or approved on a neighbouring or nearby
site, proposed development shall ensure compatibility
with these connections.

Use of materials is consistent
throughout areas of public
accessibility

A2.1

Materials used are consistent with the palette provided
as part of the Public Domain Hardworks plan at Figure
3; and

A2.2

Vegetation and planting shall be designed consistent
with the location and planting palette provided in the
Public Domain Vegetation plan at Figure 4.

P2
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Figure 3: Public Domain Hardworks Plan – Town Centre
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Figure 4: Public Domain Vegetation Plan – Town Centre
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5.2

Activities

The diversity of uses and activities occurring in Milton is recognised as one of the positive attributes
of the town. The continuation of variety and diversity of the retail, community and food and beverage
offerings should be encouraged to the extent of land use permissibility enabled by the applicable
zone.
Within the town centre, uses and activities should maintain the vibrant and high quality retail and
food and beverage offerings, interspersed with community and cultural buildings and functions.
Commercial uses should be located in a second storey or be designed, implemented and operated
in way that creates active interaction with the street or other public areas. Identified activity nodes
should be reinforced and become “meeting points” where public facilities such as street furniture,
information, art, public buildings, spaces and infrastructure are located.
Suitable home occupations, home business and home industries should be encouraged in the
established and emerging residential areas.

5.2.1 Objectives
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

To continue to activate street frontages and other publicly accessible areas through a
vibrant mix of retail and food and beverage offerings at the ground level of the Town
Centre Precinct;
To encourage commercial office or similar uses to be located on an upper storey or to
otherwise demonstrate activation at the street level;
To reinforce activity nodes and areas of public use through activation, connectivity and
an appropriate level of enclosure through surrounding buildings;
To ensure buildings are designed to enable a mix of uses to adequately cater for changing
trends and activities; and
To encourage small scale home occupations, home business and home industries that
are compatible with surrounding residential areas.

5.2.2 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P3

A3.1

The ground level of any development in the town
centre, identified for “street activation” in the Street
Activation plan at Figure 5, is to be open to the street
or publicly accessible areas (including thoroughfares)
to encourage activation, with minimal signage, or
other impediments to visual connections between
internal and external spaces; and

A3.2

Ground level to be predominately or completely
occupied by retail, food and beverage or community
uses; and

A3.3

Where commercial office or other uses are proposed
at the ground floor, such uses are to provide frontages
which provide demonstrated interest and activation to
the street in other ways, such as reception areas
being visible and open to the street.

Active uses provided to street
frontages, public spaces and
core activation area wherever
possible in the Town Centre
Precinct
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P4

A4.1

Provide for home occupations,
home business and home
industries in residential areas

Home activities and businesses are undertaken
consistent with Chapter G19 Home Based Business
Activities and State Environmental Planning Policy
2008 (Exempt and Complying Codes) 2008.

Figure 5: Street Activation
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5.3

Views

The underlying topography of the Milton area provides for a unique opportunity to facilitate views
from the town centre to the ocean to the east, and views to the iconic Pigeon House Mountain and
ranges to the west. Key views exist from the Princes Highway through existing road reserves,
between existing buildings and from the rear of commercial properties with frontages to the Princes
Highway or at higher levels of the prevailing topography. Retention of these views will ensure the
ongoing connection of town centre and residential areas to its rural surrounds.

5.3.1 Objectives
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

To provide generous setbacks to corners and along street where views can be maintained
or enhanced along existing road reserves;
To encourage new development to utilise existing or potential views through private land;
To avoid the blocking of views from existing development, and to embrace the principles
of view sharing; and
To give consideration to the impact of streetscape elements such as street trees and
furniture on existing views.

5.3.2 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P5

A5.1

Buildings and other structures are designed to
maintain the views as identified in Town
Centre Views or DCP Area Views plans at
Figure 6 and Figure 7; or

A5.2

Buildings and other structures in the Town
Centre Precinct are designed to frame views
as described in Town Centre Views plan at
Figure 6 and to utilise them as part of the
design intent; and

A5.3

Potential views identified in Town Centre
Views plan at Figure 6 are promoted through
careful site planning and building design to
enable new view opportunities to be created
and reinforced.

Retain significant short and
longer distance views from the
town to surrounding areas

P6

Respect views from existing
development in the design and
implementation of new
development

A6.1

New development makes reasonable
allowance of view sharing through application
of the NSW Land and Environment Court’s
Planning Principles relating to view sharing.

P7

Ensure development is not
visually intrusive when viewed
from approaches to the town

A7.1

Development proposals demonstrate
consistency with prevailing building heights
when viewed from “Rural View” locations
identified in the Broad Views plan at Figure 7,
as well as from the intersection of Princes
Highway and Little Forest Road to the north.
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Figure 6: Town Centre Views
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Figure 7: DCP Area Views
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5.4

Parking, Access and Circulation

Parking for vehicles is recognised as a major issue in the town centre, with some existing on and
off-street parking areas regularly at capacity. Future development in the town centre would
contribute to the consolidation of car parking areas into a number of key locations that minimise
visual intrusion from the Princes Highway, whilst providing direct pedestrian access to adjoining
properties and access points to the Highway and town centre. On-street parking would also continue
to be available for short-term and the attraction of passing trade. Parking for bicycles would be
located in dedicated areas within the streetscape, and in conjunction with a consistent palette of
street furniture.
Access to and around the town centre would be facilitated by clear, consistent and safe
thoroughfares and pathways. These would provide separation from traffic and servicing areas where
possible and circulation routes around the town centre would be provided at ground and potentially
at upper levels through publically accessible verandahs and walkways that link between private sites.
Outside the town centre, development known to create a demand for car parking would provide an
appropriate level or parking on-site or under an acceptable arrangement to Council and in
accordance with relevant policies of Council.

5.4.1 Objectives
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

To create a compact, accessible and connected town centre where vehicle parking is not
visually dominant;
To locate and provide for consolidated vehicle parking areas that are easily accessible to
the town centre via convenient pedestrian thoroughfares;
To continue to provide for parallel on-street parking, with time limitations at certain times,
in the town centre and in other localities where required;
To ensure development that is outside the town centre provides adequate parking within
the development site;
To encourage the use of bicycles through the provision of conveniently located cycle
parking areas in key locations; and
To establish new and reinforce existing shared or dedicated servicing locations for larger
retail and commercial operations.

Further details are found in the Access and Circulation plan at Figure 8.

5.4.2 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P8

A8.1

Pedestrian thoroughfares are provided in
accordance with locations identified in the
Access and Circulation plan at Figure 8, and in
accordance with other requirements of this
DCP; and

A8.2

Pedestrian thoroughfares are designed with
adequate accessibility and activation of the
space to ensure safe, direct and efficient
access including direct line of sight and
minimum width of 3.0m between the proposed

Pedestrian access between
the Princes Highway and offstreet parking areas is
provided to facilitate
convenient and comfortable
pedestrian movement.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
building and site boundary where a shared
thoroughfare is proposed, or a total width of
5.0m where the thoroughfare is provided
entirely within a site

P9

P10

Pedestrian access through
private land is provided to
facilitate movement along
desire lines that are not
associated with streets.

Car parking for future
development of the following
properties shall be private car
parking located in accordance
with Figure 8:
-

Lot 6 DP 23970 (No. 29)
Church Street;
Lot 7 DP 23970 (No. 31)
Church Street;
Lot 8 DP 23970 (No. 35)
Church Street; and
Lot 9 DP 23970 (No. 37)
Church Street.

A9.1

Pedestrian access is provided in accordance
with pedestrian circulation lines as outlined in
the Access and Circulation plan at Figure 8
whether at ground or upper levels where
possible; or

A9.2

Alternative pedestrian access arrangements
are identified, including potential for future
connections, to facilitate movement through
private sites in the Town Centre Precinct.

A10.1 Future private car parking design must
consider provision of connections between
each property.
A10.2 Future private car parking design considers
the provision of a single driveway access from
Church Street consistent with Supporting Map
1 – Indicative Town Centre Master Plan.

Advisory Note: Council may require as a condition of development
consent that approved and constructed private car parking must be
maintained at a standard equal to the approved construction plans
for the life of the development.
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Figure 8: Access & Circulation Plan
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5.5

Built Form

The original buildings of Milton comprise of two basic forms, commercial buildings with parapets
facing the street and skillion roofs at the rear, and public and domestic buildings usually freestanding,
single or two storeys with pitched roofs both hipped and gabled. Outside Milton's commercial spine,
residential structures tend to be modest and low-key in style, generally one storey, utilising pitched
roofs and having extensive garden areas at the front and/or rear.

5.5.1 Objectives
i.
ii.
iii.

To maintain the distinction between residential and commercial buildings, providing
particular delineation between the town centre commercial core along the Princes
Highway and surrounding residential areas;
To maintain consistency in the built form of commercial buildings in the Town Centre
Precinct, accentuating the existing built form attributes including parapets, awnings and
windows/doors; and
To adopt lower building forms which utilise the key attributes of existing development,
including roof pitch, fencing and scale in residential areas.

5.5.2 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P11

Town Centre Precinct
commercial development shall
maintain the consistency of
built form along the Princes
Highway, reducing in scale as
it moves away from this central
spine to reflect the surrounding
residential scale

A10.1 In the town centre, new buildings should be
consistent with adjoining development (or the
likely future development where this can be
demonstrated), matching where practical to
the parapet, awning and similar built form
attributes; and

Design of residential dwellings
in the Established Residential
Precinct shall be generally
consistent with prevailing built
form

A11.1 Dwellings shall be predominantly single storey
(unless on streets that run across the slope
where two storey dwellings are common), with
use of dormer windows and smaller scale two
storey structures to the rear of dwellings or
where integrated with sloping topography; and

P12

A10.2 Building height shall be consistent with the
controls identified in the Building Height plan
at Figure 9.

A11.2 Pitched roofs shall be used to match existing,
or the predominant pitch of surrounding
properties; and
A11.3 Dwellings shall be broken down into small
elements, avoiding long and large areas of
continuous walls (10m or less), and utilising
built form elements such as pavilions with
individual roof elements.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P13

A12.1 Pitched roofs shall be used generally matching
surrounding properties, typically between 15
and 30 degrees; and

5.6

Design of residential dwellings
in the Emerging Residential
Precinct shall be
predominantly single storey to
the street frontage and avoid
being prominent from distant
views

A12.2 Second storey of buildings to be set back from
the dwelling frontage and utilising the
topography where possible.

Building Height

The height of a building, combined with other attributes such as setbacks and scale, has a direct
bearing on how the building is perceived from public spaces such as roads and parks. Within the
town centre, the height of buildings plays an important role in enhancing view corridors along the
Princes Highway and outward to coastal and mountain views, as well as emphasising definition of
the area. Coordinating building height and scale can also give definition to the street character and
provide a sense of enclosure that is often desired in town centres. For the Milton town centre area,
this is best served by a relatively uniform building height and scale that relates well to other building
and provides appropriate definition to the street.
In other areas, building height should be of relatively low, reflect the prevailing character of the area,
with single storey dwellings being predominant, some with smaller areas of a secondary storey
typically set back from the street. On streets running across the slope, two storeys at the street
frontage on the high side is common and may be appropriate for new development. The building
height, combined with other building controls, should seek to retain the open character and longer
distance views.

5.6.1 Objectives
i.

ii.
iii.

To provide a graduation of height and scale of commercial buildings in the Town Centre
Precinct, with larger buildings along the Princes Highway corridor and reducing gradually
as they move away from the ridge line to protect views and integrate with residential scale
beyond;
To enable height of up to three storeys at the rear of buildings where appropriate in the
Town Centre Precinct as a result of favourable topographical conditions to enable longer
distance views to be captured; and
To ensure relatively low level buildings in residential areas in keeping with the historical
low-key residential development of the locality.

5.6.2 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P14

A13.1 Commercial and retail building heights will
generally be limited to one or two storeys with
the exception of those areas identified in the
Building Height plan at Figure 9, where an
additional third storey may be possible set

Height of buildings is
consistent with adjoining
buildings or desired future
character
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
back from the road and in keeping with the
topography of the locality (also shown in the
Cross-Section at Figure 10); and
A13.2 Height and/or scale of commercial and retail
buildings will reduce as they transition from the
Princes Highway to surrounding residential
areas; and
A13.3 Residential development shall be limited to
one or two storeys, with any second storey to
be set back from the building frontage; and
A13.4 Height of residential development shall
otherwise be consistent with the provisions of
Chapter G12 - Dwelling Houses, Additions and
Ancillary Structures or equivalent Council
policy and relevant Local Environmental Plan
provisions.
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Figure 9: Building Height Plan
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Figure 10: Town Centre Cross Sections
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5.7

Building Setback and Building Lines

Commercial buildings in Milton, particularly in the town centre area, are generally located on the front
boundary whereas residential buildings tend to be set back behind front gardens with variable
setbacks in established areas. These general trends add to the streetscape character of the
respective areas, providing a more intimate and lively main-street character in the town centre where
dining spills out onto the footpaths, whilst providing an open low-scale feel to surrounding residential
precincts.

5.7.1 Objectives
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

To enable buildings in the town centre, particularly along the Highway, to generally be
built to street boundaries unless otherwise identified;
To utilise subtle setbacks in the town centre to highlight existing heritage buildings;
To establish consistent building lines to development which adjoins off-street parking
areas; and
To provide consistency to residential front and side setbacks.

5.7.2 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P15

Retail and commercial
development in the Town
Centre Precinct shall enhance
streetscape character and
functionality through
application of appropriate
building setbacks with
consideration of heritage,
streetscape enhancement or
other extenuating
circumstances

A14.1 Setbacks in the town centre are consistent
with the Setbacks and Building Lines plan at
Figure 11.

P16

In the Town Centre Precinct,
side setbacks are to make
allowances for public
thoroughfares

A15.1 Where no pedestrian access or thoroughfare is
indicated in the Access and Circulation plan in
Figure 8, side setbacks in the town centre
should generally be to the site boundary; or
A15.2 Where pedestrian access is proposed in the
Access and Circulation plan in Figure 8, side
setbacks should be consistent with
requirements of Section 5.2.2.
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Figure 11: Setbacks & Building Lines Plan
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5.8

Contributory Buildings

Many buildings within the town centre and established precincts of Milton contribute to the character
and amenity of the town that is highly valued by residents and visitors. Buildings that contribute to
the character of the area, including heritage and non-heritage listed buildings, should generally be
retained, adaptively re-used or integrated into future development should their current use cease to
function. This is particularly important in the town centre area.

5.8.1 Objectives
i.
ii.

To retain contributory buildings as a core character element of the Town Centre Precinct;
and
To seek the redevelopment or demolition of low visual contribution building rather than
prolonging the life of such buildings through substantial upgrades.

5.8.2 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P17

A16.1 Contributory buildings, as identified in the
Contributory Buildings Plan at Figure 12, are
retained and re-used; or

Contributory buildings are
retained, adaptively re-used or
form part of new development

A16.2 Contributory buildings, as identified in the
Contributory Buildings Plan at Figure 12, are
integrated into future development in a way
that maintains the key character elements of
the existing building/s.
P18

Low visual contribution
buildings are encouraged to be
redeveloped to provide a more
appropriate streetscape and
design response to the locality

A17.1 Redevelopment of sites containing low visual
contribution buildings, as identified in the
Contributory Buildings Plan at Figure 12, will
involve the complete or partial demolition of
the existing building and redevelopment to the
relevant built form standards of this DCP.
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Figure 12: Contributory Building Plan
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5.9

Architectural Character

Whilst the size and scale of a building plays a major role in establishing spaces and relationships,
when in closer contact with individual buildings, the architectural character plays an important role
in creating a memorable and enjoyable experience. In Milton, there is a strong architectural
character stemming from the distinct periods of growth in the town including:
Early growth period, from the mid to late 1800’s, particularly around the town centre;
Post World War II period, when several commercial buildings were replaced in the town
centre, and further residential growth occurred throughout the town; and
Modern growth, in more recent times following the re-orientation of the town and the major
centre to a boutique village.





In the town centre, horizontal detailing tends to predominate in the walls and simple building masses
of historic Milton buildings. Windows and door openings tend to be spaced well apart and have
vertical proportions of 2 to 1. Larger openings are common for the ground floor of commercial
buildings where proportions approach square. Use of windows tends to be simple and regularly
spaced without undue complexity.
Consistency of architectural character within various precincts should be sought through materiality,
colour and style.

5.9.1 Objectives
i.

New development is to respond to the character of the surrounding area with
respect to architectural detailing, identifying the key elements and ensuring
complementary design.

5.9.2 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P19

A18.1 Key design elements of contributing and
heritage buildings are considered and
interpreted into new building designs including:

Building design of retail and
commercial buildings reflects
the architectural character of
prominent buildings in the
Town Centre Precinct









Parapet facades to the street frontage with
generally flat roof behind;
Awnings to street frontages;
Use of solid materials;
Expression of vertical elements within the
façade;
Provision of generous areas of glazed
frontages at the ground floor, potentially
broken up with small sections of wall;
Use of windows with vertical proportions and
smaller sizes at upper levels;
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions




Articulate and fragment building walls using
colour and treatments to add visual interest,
particularly on street frontages; and
Emphasis of built form on key corners and
entrances to the town centre.

Refer Figure 13 for visualisation of these details.
P20

P21

New or substantial modified
residential buildings in the
Established Residential
Precinct reflect or complement
the architectural character of
original dwellings

New or substantial modified
residential buildings in the
Emerging Residential Precinct
complements the architectural
character of original dwellings
of the Established Residential
Precinct

A19.1 Key design elements are considered and
interpreted into the new dwelling or
modification to existing including:


Roof forms have pitched roofs, generous
verandahs and use of corrugated sheet
roofing; and



Fencing has limited height (up to 1.2m) on the
front and side boundary to the building line
and is predominantly permeable (at least 50%)
along the street frontage.

A20.1 Dwellings are of a character the complements
the Established Residential Precinct, including
elements such as verandahs and large
overhangs (600mm+), and avoiding expansive
wall areas (7.5m+) of single materials that are
not broken up by windows/doors, articulation
and variation in materials.
A20.2 Key design elements consider and interpret
the architectural character elements of the
Established Residential Precinct (See P19)
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Figure 13: Town Centre Architectural and Built Form Character Visualisation
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5.10 Awnings
Awnings, typically including balconies over the footways, were a significant component of the built
form of the Princes Highway streetscape up until the mid-1900’s when policies to improve safety saw
the removal of many awnings from buildings adjoining the highway. Since this time, many awnings
have been reinstated, typically cantilevered from buildings and acting only as weather protection
devices (rather than as balconies). Awnings help to define active street frontages and improve the
pedestrian amenity through protection during wet weather or through provision of shade during fine
weather.

5.10.1 Objectives
i.

To provide awnings to all active street frontages in the town centre with
consideration of heritage, views and design consistency

5.10.2 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P22

A21.1 Awning are cantilevered from buildings or
provided with posts to the street frontage to
best match surrounding awnings where
applicable; and

Awnings are to be provided to
active uses to the street,
pedestrian thoroughfares and
public spaces in the Town
Centre Precinct with design to
consider impacts on heritage,
visual intrusion on key views or
view loss

A21.2 Location of any posts associated with awnings
are to consider proposed or future use of the
footway and allowances made for reasonable
pedestrian accessibility (generally being a
minimum clearance of 2.4m); and
A21.3 Awnings shall be setback a minimum of 0.5m
from the street edge to avoid conflict with
vehicles utilising the adjoining roadway.

5.11 Active Frontages and Building Entrances
Within a town centre context, active frontages to streets and other public areas such as car parks
and thoroughfares is an important component of ensuring interest, safety and amenity for
pedestrians. The location and use of entrances to buildings and individual shops also provides an
important component of activating streets and providing legible spaces for customers. Within
heritage buildings, entrances should be located in the original main entrance location, activating the
street as far as possible. Where dual entrances to shops are proposed, any street access should
remain in permanent use and be designed as the primary access point rather than internalising
entrances away from public spaces.
Similar principles apply for residential dwellings. Generally ensuring that dwellings address the
street and are not dominated by parking and garages is important to ensure passive surveillance
and a sense of community.
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5.11.1 Objectives
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

To maximise activation of streets, public spaces and car parking areas in retail and
commercial areas;
To ensure building entrances are primarily focused to the street;
In situations where multiple frontages are proposed, from streets and thoroughfares for
example, to ensure that additional non-street entrances are utilised as a secondary
access points or alternatively activated through glazed walls; and
To ensure residential dwellings address the street in terms of windows/doors, pedestrian
access and visual connection at street level.

5.11.2 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P23

A22.1 Primary access to individual retail or similar
spaces is to be located on the street frontage
wherever possible; and

Primary access to retail or
other uses at the street level is
located on the street frontage

A22.2 Where applicable, secondary access is to be
provided to other publicly accessible spaces
such as thoroughfares; or
A22.3 Where secondary access is not practical, walls
to public spaces should including substantial
areas of glazing to provide visual connection
between internal and external areas.
Note: Figure 14 identifies how these may apply
to buildings with street frontages and arcades.
P24

Residential dwellings are
designed to provide
reasonable street activation

A23.1 Some living spaces, internal or external, are
provided to the street frontage, with clear
indication of pedestrian entry location and front
door; and
A23.2 Garages do not dominate the streetscape,
being located to the side or rear of properties
in the Established Residential Precinct and in
accordance with Chapter G12 - Dwelling
Houses, Additions and Ancillary Structures in
other areas.
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Figure 14: Acceptable Building Entrance Locations

5.12 Materials and Finishes
Milton's town centre commercial and civic buildings have a strong and relatively consistent character
through the following use of materials and finishes:





painted render with string courses;
pediments and quoins picked out in different colours, with some sandstone quoins;
corrugated iron roofing; and
timber framed windows and doors.

These materials present robust and strong building elements which should be complemented in new
development.
In established residential areas, buildings are generally:



weatherboard or other timber or similar cladding; and
corrugated iron roofing.

This basic material palette provides for a basis for new development as outlined in the Architectural
Character section of this DCP.
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5.12.1 Objectives
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

On any individual building, to utilise a limited range materials and colours evident in
Milton's town centre or established residential precincts as applicable;
To avoid the expansive use of any single material or blank walls through appropriate
use of windows/doors, materiality and articulation;
To utilise high quality and durable materials and finishes; and
To avoid use of primary and incompatible colours.

5.12.2 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P25

A24.1 For commercial and retail development, utilise
materials that are consistent with, or have a
design intent that reflects the traditional use of
materials in the area, paying particular
attention to the immediate surrounding
buildings; and

In the town centre area, utilise
materials and styles that are
consistent with existing
commercial development

A24.2 Utilise a clear and minimal palette of materials
with colours that are consistent with the
heritage values of the area; and
A24.3 Ensure blank facades are avoided, or where
necessary and consistent with longer-term
development, provide short term solutions
such as the use of public art or murals to
break down the building mass
P26

In residential areas, utilise
materials and styles that are
consistent with existing
residential development

A25.1 Utilise wall cladding materials, such as timber,
fibre cement sheeting or similar, and avoid the
use of face brick in the Established Residential
Precinct and minimise its use in the Emerging
Residential Precinct; and
A25.2 Utilise pitched roof designs with corrugated
roof sheeting; and
A25.3 Avoid use of primary colours, and utilise colour
sets consistent with surrounding properties or
other historical colour sets used in the Milton
area.

P27

Materials used in development
within the Rural Surrounds
Precinct is cognisant of the
visual impact of such

A26.1 Agricultural buildings and dwellings are
designed to typically include pitched roofs
consistent with the immediate surrounds,
include overhangs and have corrugated roof
sheeting; and
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Performance Criteria
development and reflects rural
design traits of the area

Acceptable Solutions
A26.2 Differentiation is made between wall cladding
and roofing material or other design features
to avoid a humongous building mass; and
A26.3 New agricultural sheds and ancillary buildings
are to avoid pre-fabricated “colorbond” type
construction unless the building would not be
visible from the town and approaches.

5.13 Landscaping
The landscape character of the area is characterised by the open rural areas punctuated by large
landmark trees, including several large fig trees, pines and other screening and wind breaks
associated with surrounding farms. A small but significant area of rainforest also exists on the
periphery of the town centre, being a listed heritage item. Within the town, gardens and other
landscape are more traditional, with hedges, formal gardens and exotic flowering plants generally
associated with the cottages developed in the early period of the town.

5.13.1 Objectives
i.

ii.
iii.

To maintain and reinforce the key landscape elements of utilising larger landmark trees
along the main ridge line and screen/corridor planting for agricultural and environmental
needs;
To reinforce the grid street pattern through street tree planting; and
To assist the integration of emerging residential areas with the rural surrounds through
a mix of onsite and mass planting in open spaces to soften the more dense built form.

5.13.2 Performance criteria and acceptable solutions
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P28

Landmark tree planting is
provided along the main ridge
line to soften and complement
built form, as identified in this
DCP and demonstrated by
way of a landscape plan
prepared by a suitably
qualified person.

A27.1 Appropriate allowances are made in new
development with frontages to the Princes
Highway for the planting of landmark trees in
key locations as identified in the Town Centre
Public Domain - Vegetation plan at Figure 4;
and

Landscape planting assists to
define areas of the town.

A28.1 Development in the Established Residential
Precinct retains or re-establishes landscape

P29

A27.2 Selection of species is consistent with those
identified in the Town Centre Public Domain Vegetation plan at Figure 4.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
garden to the street frontage utilising cottage
gardens and consistent street tree planting; or
A28.2 Development and open spaces in the
Emerging Residential Precinct include
provision for deep planting to enable a
substantial tree cover to be established over
time; or
A28.3 Development in the Rural Surrounds Precinct
utilises screening and hedging and other
landscape treatments that provide a transition
between the urban and rural area of the town.

6 Advisory Information
6.1

Summary of legislation, policies and other documents referred to in this chapter
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be required
to consider other legislation, policies and other documents
with your application.

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Contribution Plan

External Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

Legislation



Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014
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1 Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to provide for and co-ordinate the orderly subdivision of
certain residential-zoned land in the Milton-Ulladulla area.

2 Application
This chapter applies to certain residential zoned land in Milton and Ulladulla, as shown on
the ‘General Overview Maps A and B’. These areas are:
 Milton: Corks Lane and Gordon Street Precincts
 Narrawallee
 Mollymook
 West Ulladulla: Princes Highway, Royal Mantle Drive and Cashman Road Precincts
 Ulladulla: Millard/Church Street Precinct
 Kings Point
 Burrill Lake/Dolphin Point

3 Context
This chapter applies to certain land in the Milton-Ulladulla area that has been identified for
urban expansion. The provisions in this chapter allow for the orderly development in these
areas, and include:




Cohesive access networks
Appropriate forms of development
Scenic and ecological conservation and opportunities for public recreation
Advisory Note: If your property is identified on the
General Overview Maps as being partially or wholly
within the ‘Coastal Zone’, you will need to address the
requirements of State Environmental Planning Policy No.
71 Coastal Protection (SEPP 71).
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Map 1: General Overview Map A
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Map 2: General Overview Map B
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4 Objectives
The objectives are to:
i.
Identify in-principle vehicular access routes, and ensure efficient coordination
between roads and other access networks
ii.
Establish appropriate densities for residential development
iii.
Ensure opportunities for adequate public open space and recreation are provided

5

Controls

5.1

Conditions of Development Consent

The provisions of this chapter will be implemented primarily through the development
application process. These provisions will be considered during development assessment,
and appropriate conditions will be applied to the development consent.
As is normally the case with approved subdivisions, the construction of vehicular roadways
will be the responsibility of the developer. Subdivision applications should identify Open
Space that is consistent with this chapter.
5.2

Shoalhaven Contributions Plan 2010

Much of the development in this chapter is subject to the Shoalhaven Contributions Plan
2010. Development may need to make monetary or land contributions to fund a proportion
of the cost of providing essential community infrastructure. For more information on this
plan, please follow the link at the end of this chapter.
Where development involves an increased demand for water and/or sewerage services,
an increased contribution will be required under the Local Government Act 1993 and the
Water Management Act 2000. Please contact Shoalhaven Water for more information.

6

General Urban Form Requirements

6.1

Access Networks

6.1.1 Intent





To provide a street network with a clear and logical hierarchy. Where practical, this
network should disperse, rather than concentrate, traffic movement.
To provide opportunities to establish a safe, convenient and pleasant
pedestrian/cycle network.
To ensure the boundaries between urban/non-urban land, and residential
areas/public open space are clearly defined and easily accessible to the public.

6.1.2 Development controls

The following access networks apply to all areas in this chapter. Refer to the area-specific
maps for detailed in-principle alignments and locations of these networks.
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Collector roads
In-principle alignments have been identified on a number of the area-specific maps. These
alignments have been applied to co-ordinate through-routes, and to enable the operation
of public transport through these areas. Subdivision proposals must take into account the
specific operational requirements of buses, such as indented bus bays and bus-friendly
intersection design.
Perimeter roads
Where practical, new subdivisions located in residential areas should be framed by a
perimeter road to create a clear delineation between residential and public open
space/rural areas. The purpose of these roads is to:





Provide easy access for bushfire emergency response and bushfire prone land
management.
Prevent the semi-privatisation of public open space that can often occur where
private backyards adjoin public open spaces, such as parks or reserves.
Ensure that streets and houses face public open spaces to enable casual
surveillance, resulting in a reduction in undesirable behaviour in these areas.
Enable co-ordinated access to adjoining areas should further urban expansion
occur in the future.

Intended local access
If any existing ‘dead-end’ local street extends to (or near) the boundary of any of the areas
identified on the maps in this chapter, new subdivision proposals must include the
extension of that street.
Co-ordinated access
There are a number of residential areas identified in this chapter where it is intended for
new subdivisions to contain larger lots. In order to avoid physically fragmented
neighbourhoods, enclosed subdivision patterns in these areas should be avoided. If your
DA involves the subdivision of lots identified on the maps for co-ordinated access, your
proposal must demonstrate how this access can be achieved with adjoining lots.
Pedestrian/bicycle paths
In order to achieve and encourage safe pedestrian/bicycle movement a number of inprinciple shared pathway alignments have been identified in certain areas on the maps. If
your DA involves the subdivision of any of these affected lots you must provide these
pathways as part of your proposal.
6.2

Form of Residential Subdivision and Development

6.2.1 Intent



To ensure that residential subdivision and development complies with, and makes a
positive contribution to, the intended future urban structure of the Milton/Ulladulla
district.
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To allow for residential development that is sympathetic to the existing local
character, responds to housing demand, and promotes the ideals of ecological and
community sustainability.

6.2.2 Development controls



The following forms of residential development apply to all areas in this chapter. Refer
to Section 7 of this chapter, and accompanying maps, for area-specific provisions.

Medium density residential lot size and development
Refer to Chapter G14: Other Residential Accommodation for detailed site and design
requirements for medium density development.
Standard urban residential lot size and development
Standard urban residential lots are defined as having an area of between 500m 2 and
749m2. Permissible development on these lots includes a single dwelling house, attached
dual occupancy, or a detached dual occupancy if the lot is greater than 700m2.
Large urban residential lot size and development
Large urban residential lots are defined as having an average minimum area of 750m 2,
with a maximum of 20% of lots between 650-750m2. Permissible development on a large
urban residential lot includes a single dwelling house, and attached or detached dual
occupancy.
6.3

Public Open Space

6.3.1

Intent






To provide linkages and pockets of public open space in the new neighbourhoods.
To ensure that open space linkages perform an ecological function where
appropriate, in terms of providing a link between and along areas of ecological
significance, such as natural drainage lines.
To maintain the visual integrity of ridgelines.
To provide a buffer between the urban area and the Princes Highway in Ulladulla
West.

6.3.2 Development controls



The following forms of public open space apply to all areas in this chapter. Refer to
the area-specific maps for detailed in-principle alignments and locations of these
spaces.

Drainage reserves
Generally, a minimum 20m buffer is required from the centreline of natural draining lines,
creating a 40m wide corridor. Council may consider of variation of this if supported by
appropriate circumstances. These reserves will maintain riparian vegetation and provide
new and in some areas, extend existing passive open space linkages.
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Ridgeline protection
An important part of the visual setting of coastal settlements is the green backdrop
provided by coastal hills or ranges. Essentially, these raised areas are important as they
provide the ‘skyline’ for the urban area. Where possible, the green backdrop provided by
ridgelines should be maintained, rather than encouraging development over elevated land.
Princes Highway buffer
This chapter provides for a vegetated buffer and/or noise attenuation either side of the
Princes Highway in order to mitigate impacts on adjoining residential areas. This provision
applies in the Ulladulla West area (Princes Highway Precinct).
Other public open space
Additional public open space is identified on certain area-specific maps to provide
opportunities for passive recreation and/or extending open space linkages.
6.4

Water Supply

Where necessary, developers will need to prepare a water supply strategy that details how
the proposed development will be integrated with Council’s water supply scheme. This
strategy must comply with the current approved design standards. Developers are
responsible for all costs associated with any investigations, and must liaise with
Shoalhaven Water during the preparation of this strategy. Council’s approval of the
strategy will be required prior to the determination of the development proposal.
6.4.1 Sewerage

Where necessary, developers will need to prepare a sewerage serving strategy that details
how the proposed development will be integrated with Council’s sewerage scheme. This
strategy must comply with the current approved design standards. Developers are
responsible for all costs associated with any investigations, and must liaise with
Shoalhaven Water during the preparation of this strategy. Council’s approval of the
sewerage strategy will be required prior to the determination of the development proposal.
6.5

Stormwater

6.5.1 Intent



To minimise stormwater run-off from new residential development

6.5.2 Development controls

The minimisation of stormwater run-off should be achieved by the adoption of water
sensitive urban design principles. These include:




Limiting impervious areas that are directly connected to the drainage system.
Maximising the reuse of stormwater for non-potable purposes (i.e. rainwater tanks).
Maximising the use of vegetated flow paths.
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Using stormwater infiltration ‘at source’ where appropriate.

The reduction in stormwater run-off has the benefit of reducing the pollution load
(sediment, phosphorus and nitrogen) into receiving waters. Consequently, the stormwater
pollution structures, such as sediment ponds and wetlands, may be of a reduced size. This
could benefit the developer by allowing an increased area of land for development, and
Council in future maintenance costs.
Subdivision designs should be developed within the context of a water cycle strategy,
adopting low impact street drainage design, low impact trunk drainage, infiltration and
retention basins.

7

Area-Specific Urban Form Requirements

7.1

Area 1 – Milton

7.1.1 Access network

With the exception of the Princes Highway, the traditional grid street pattern in Milton has a
formal north-south or east-west orientation containing rectangular street blocks. Owing to
the differing street block orientation, the layouts of the town centre and adjoining urban
area to the east are quite distinct.

The Gordon Street Precinct is located to the east of the town centre, while the Corks Lane
Precinct is located to the west. Given the importance of heritage values to Milton, local
street networks in both precincts will, as far as practical, reflect the traditional grid pattern
comprised of rectangular blocks, particularly near Corks Lane.
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The future street network will have multiple access points and routes, both internally and to
other areas, and have a clear hierarchy. Corks Lane and Croobyar Road will form effective
perimeter roads for the Corks Lane Precinct.
Pedestrian/bicycle paths are identified in the public open space to enable safe links (away
from the Princes Highway) between the Catholic School, the town centre, and Croobyar
Road.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Street networks should continue the
traditional patterns established by the
existing street networks.

A1.1

Where practical, street networks must form
a grid pattern and provide rectangular
blocks. Acceptable engineering standards
must be maintained.

P2 Street networks should form an efficient
and purposeful access system with a
clear hierarchy. As far as practical, the
street network should disperse, rather
than concentrate, traffic flows.

A2.1

Perimeter roads and local streets should
be provided in accordance with the inprinciple alignment identified on Map 3.

A2.2

Lots identified for ‘co-ordinated’ access on
Maps 3 and 4 must demonstrate how
access can be achieved to adjoining lots.

P3 A safe pedestrian/bicycle link should be
established between the Catholic School,
the town centre and Croobyar Road.

A3.1

Pedestrian/bicycle paths should be
provided in accordance with the inprinciple alignments shown on Map 3.
These must be constructed to the
appropriate Australian Standard.

7.1.2 Residential subdivision

The traditional character of many areas away from the retail core of Milton is comprised of
modest, low-key residential structures, and consistent front and side setbacks. Given the
importance of heritage character to Milton, and the location of these new subdivision areas
on the fringes of the township, this traditional character is adopted as the desired future
character of the Milton area for the purposes of this chapter.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P4 Residential lot sizes should enable
generous front and side setbacks, while
remaining relevant to the village context.

A4.1

Lots should be subdivided to a size
applicable to ‘large’ urban residential,
unless geotechnical and drainage advice
states to the contrary. Suitability will be
determined at the development
assessment stage.

A4.2

Lots should be subdivided to a size
applicable to ‘medium density
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development’ in the relevant area identified
on Map 3, to allow for medium density and
integrated development.
P5 Residential lots should reflect the
traditional rectangular lots in the fringe
areas of Milton.

A5.1

As far as practical, lots should be
rectangular in shape.

7.1.3 Open space network

This chapter identifies intersecting open space linkages traversing the Corks Lane
Precinct. These linkages are centred on a natural drainage line (north to south) and an
existing easement for water (east to west).
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P6 Drainage reserves and other open spaces
should reflect the topography and the
existing ‘easement for water supply’
across the Corks Lane Precinct

A6.1

Drainage reserves and other public open
spaces should be provided in accordance
with the in-principle spaces identified on
Map 1

Notes:

Development within the Corks Lane Precinct is
subject to the provisions in the Burrill Lake Estuary and
Catchment Management Plan.

Development in the Gordon Street Precinct is
subject to the provisions in the Narrawallee Inlet Natural
Resources Management Strategy.

7.1.4 Development guidelines

Milton is a historic settlement set within a culturally significant pastoral landscape. Any new
residential development should respect and, where possible, reflect existing urban themes.
Milton has been described by the National Trust of Australia as “a fine example of a private
township of the mid nineteenth century that has not grown much beyond its original
boundaries. The town is an integral part of an extensive landscape, commanding
exceptional views both seaward and landward”.
Density
The town is contained within a relatively restricted area. It is characterised by dense
clusters of buildings separated by significant areas of open space, offering views of the
surrounding countryside. Glimpses of distant countryside between buildings and down
streets crossing the highway are characteristic features of Milton.
Guidelines
There are opportunities to provide a range of densities. Gaps should be created between
buildings to break up the built form, emulating the scale and grain of the township.
Residential development should provide for views of the distant countryside.
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Building forms
The historic buildings of Milton are of two basic forms:



Commercial buildings with parapets facing the street and skillion roofs at the rear;
and
Public and domestic buildings, usually freestanding, single or two-storey with
pitched roofs of both hipped and gabled designs

Behind the parapet fronts, formality tends to give way to a more diverse range of
roofscapes, including skillions and more domestic forms. Pyramidal roof designs are
relatively common amongst the domestic buildings.
Guidelines
The distinction between residential and commercial buildings should be maintained.
Residential development should adopt lower building forms with domestic-scale pitched
roofs. Residential development should be predominantly single-storey, with limited scope
for variation in the form of attic bedrooms with dormer windows, and the occasional twostorey structure.
Setbacks
Commercial buildings in Milton are generally located on the front boundary, whereas
residential buildings tend to be set back behind gardens on a building line. Residential
front and side setbacks tend to be consistent.
Guidelines
Front and side setbacks should be consistent on a street-by-street basis. However, there
are opportunities to provide variety between streets, with front setbacks brought forward to
create a more urban character in certain streets.
Scale
Horizontal proportions tend to predominate in the walls and simple building masses of
historic Milton buildings. Windows and door openings tend to be spaced well apart and
have vertical proportions of 2 to 1. Larger openings are common for the ground floor of
commercial buildings where proportions approach square. Doors and windows tend to be
simple and regularly spaced.
Guidelines
Use simple, horizontally proportioned walls and built masses. Windows and doors should
be vertically proportioned at least 2:1 and simple in arrangement.
Materials
Milton’s buildings are characterised by the following use of materials and architectural
features:



Painted render with string courses.
Pediments and quoins, some in sandstone, picked out in different colours.
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Weatherboard walling to residential areas and more modest buildings behind the
commercial spine.
Corrugated iron roofing.
Timber framed windows and doors.

Guidelines
Use a collage of materials and colours evident in Milton’s historic core, and use walling
materials to differentiate individual buildings.
Style
Outside Milton’s commercial spine, residential structures tend to be modest and low-key in
style.
Guidelines
There is no need to replicate the styles of the past. Buildings can be contemporary in style,
but should relate to the historic context by means of sympathetic forms, scale and
materials.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P7 Subdivision proposals should be
consistent with the provided design
guidelines for dwelling density, building
forms, setbacks, scale, materials and
style.

A7.1

‘Restriction as to user’ requirements are
necessary, and must be consistent with
existing subdivision approvals in the area
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Map 3: Milton Area (Corks Lane Precinct)
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Map 4: Milton Area (Gordon Street Precinct)
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7.2

Area 2 – Narrawallee

7.2.1 Access network

A perimeter road system will provide a definitive boundary between the Narrawallee urban
area and the ecologically significant area to the west. The local street network will
correspond and interrelate, as much as practical, with the existing local street network to
the east and south. Pedestrian/bicycle paths are identified and required to enable safe
links throughout the area, and also to Narrawallee Beach and the wooded area to the
west.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P8 The street network should form an
efficient and purposeful access system
with a clear hierarchy. As far as practical,
the street network is to disperse, rather
than concentrate, traffic flows.

A8.1

Collector roads and perimeter roads
should be provided in accordance with the
in-principle alignments on Map 5.

A8.2

The ‘dead-end’ streets of Seaspray Street,
Gemini Way, and the unnamed road off
Leo Drive should be utilised as potential
access points into the area.

A8.3

Blake Place should be provided as an
appropriately controlled (locked gate or
similar) emergency and pedestrian access,
if required.

A8.4

Multiple access points and routes should
be provided within the subject area
(extensive cul-de-sac systems are to be
avoided).

A9.1

Pedestrian/bicycle
paths
should
be
provided in accordance with the inprinciple alignments on Map 5. They must
be constructed to the appropriate
standards.

A9.2

Safe bicycle routes should be provided
through the centre and along the eastern
edge of the area.

P9 Pedestrian/bicycle paths should be
established
throughout
the
area,
providing linkages to Narrawallee Beach
and the open space to the west.

7.2.2 Residential subdivision

Due to the existing character of areas to the east and south, and the distance to the
Ulladulla town centre and other service facilities, the predominant form of development for
the Narrawallee area is ‘standard urban residential’. Given the increasing demand for
higher density housing, opportunities for medium density development should be provided
around the future open space in the southern section of the area.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P10

A10.1 Lots should be subdivided to a size
applicable to ‘standard urban residential’.

Residential lots sizes should be
relevant to demand and context.

A10.2 Lots should be subdivided to a size
applicable to ‘medium density
development’ around the future open
space (extended public reserve) in the
southern section of the area.
7.2.3 Open space network

It is expected that the existing public reserve to the adjoining south of the area is extended
into the subject site. Additional public open space may be provided at the highest points
along the ridgeline, in order to conserve the visual integrity of this elevated land.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P11

Open space within the area should
link with adjoining open space, and
must be adequate to the needs of
future residents.

A11.1 The existing public reserve to the adjoining
south of the area should be extended into
the subject site.

P12

Where possible, the scenic quality of
the ridgeline must be maintained.

A12.1 Proposals must demonstrate that, where
possible, the scenic quality of the ridgeline
is not compromised by development.
Notes:

Development in the Narrawallee area is
subject to the provisions in the Narrawallee Inlet
Natural Resources Management Strategy.

A subdivision application has been lodged over
this area and has been assessed as a Major Project
by the State Government.
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Map 5: Narrawallee Area
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7.3

Area 3 – Mollymook

7.3.1 Access network

This chapter identifies the road reserve off Bishop Drive as a collector road that bisects the
area, providing direct access from the Princes Highway to Matron Porter Drive. As a result,
limited access points will be provided on Bishop Drive to reinforce its function as a major
collector road.
As much as practical, the local street network will correspond and relate with the existing
local street network to the south.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P13

A13.1 Collector roads should be provided in
accordance with the in-principle alignments
on Map 6.

The street network should form an
efficient and purposeful access
system with a clear hierarchy. As far
as practical, the street network is to
disperse, rather than concentrate,
traffic flows.

A13.2 The ‘dead-end’ streets of Mison Circuit and
the unnamed street off Mison Circuit
should be utilised as local access points.
A13.3 Multiple access points and routes should
be provided within the subject area.
Extensive cul-de-sac systems should be
avoided.

P14

Access points to/from Bishop Drive
should be limited, but not prohibited.

A14.1 Two to three new access points may be
provided in accordance with the general
locations identified on Map 6.

7.3.2 Residential subdivision

Due to the existing character of area to the north-east and south, and the distance to the
Ulladulla town centre and other service facilities, the predominant form of development for
the Mollymook area is ‘standard urban residential’. Given the increasing demand for higher
density housing and tourist orientated development in the area, there are opportunities for
appropriately located higher density residential development. In addition, there is an area
adjoining the Mollymook Golf Course that is specifically identified for ‘medium density
development’.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P15

A15.1 Lots should be subdivided to a size
applicable to ‘standard urban residential’ in
the relevant area identified on Map 6.

Residential lot sizes should be
appropriate in terms of demand,
location and context.

A15.2 Lots should be subdivided to a size
applicable to ‘medium density
development/small urban residential’ in the
relevant area identified on Map 6.
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A15.3 Between 10-20% of the total area of land
identified as ‘standard urban residential’ on
Map 6 may be subdivided to allow for
‘medium density development’. This must
occur on land fronting either the collector
road, or another road that is capable of
accommodating the additional traffic
generated by higher density development.
7.3.3 Open space network

This chapter identifies an open space linkage that is centred on Mollymook Creek. This
linkage will contribute towards and open space connection between the wooded area west
of the subject site to Mollymook Beach, including the privately owned Mollymook Golf
Course.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P16

Public open space should reflect the
topography of the area, maintain the
riparian integrity of Mollymook Creek,
and provide linkages across and
within the area.

A16.1 Drainage reserves should be provided in
accordance with the in-principle areas
identified on Map 6. Any water quality
control measures should be provided
within the land to be subdivided.

P17

Public open space must be adequate
to serve the needs of future residents.

A17.1 Public open space should be consistent
with the demand generated by the
proposal and must be in accordance with
the Shoalhaven City Council Public Open
Space Plan.
Note: Subdivision applications for this area will
require detailed investigations for appropriate
bushfire control measures.
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Map 6: Mollymook Area
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7.4

Area 4 – Ulladulla West

7.4.1 Access network

The Princes Highway bisects the northern section of the area, and the future Ulladulla
Bypass will adjoin the area to the west. Despite the proximity, residential subdivision in this
area will have little interaction with the highway and the bypass. As such, access points
will be limited and development will not front these roads. To reinforce this a landscaped
buffer is identified along the Princes Highway. This chapter identifies a number of collector
roads that will enable efficient access within the area and also to the Ulladulla town centre
and other areas. Perimeter roads are identified to adjoin the public open spaces and the
northern boundary of the area. The local street network will correspond and interrelate, as
much as practical, with the existing local street network to the north and east.
Pedestrian/bicycle paths are identified along Millards Creek to extend the existing network
throughout Ulladulla.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P18

A18.1 Collector Roads and Perimeter Roads
should be provided in accordance with the
in-principle alignments on Maps 7-9.

The street network should form an
efficient and purposeful access
system with a clear hierarchy. As far
as practical, the street network will
disperse, rather than concentrate
traffic flows.

A18.2 The ‘dead-end’ streets of Springfield Drive,
Molloy Street, Silky Oak Avenue,
Budawang Drive and Abbey Road should
be utilised as local access points.
A18.3 A local access street should be established
on Ilett Street opposite Buckland Drive.
A18.4 Local access options to Lot 20 DP 597513
must be investigated.
A18.5 Multiple access points and routes should
be provided within the subject area.
Extensive cul-de-sac systems should be
avoided
A18.6 Lots identified for ‘co-ordinated access’ on
Maps 7-8 must demonstrate how access
can be achieved on adjoining lots.
A18.7 One vehicular access should be provided
in the general location identified on Map 7.

P19

Access points on the Princes
Highway and Ulladulla Bypass should
be limited, but not prohibited.

A19.1 Options for access points on the Princes
Highway and Ulladulla Bypass should be
investigated.

P20

The Millards Creek pedestrian/bicycle
network should be extended through
the area.

A20.1 A pedestrian/bicycle path should be
provided along Millards Creek in
accordance with the in-principle alignment
on Maps 7-8. This must be constructed to
the appropriate standards.
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7.4.2 Residential subdivision
Due to the existing character of the areas to the north and east, and the distance to the
Ulladulla town centre and other service facilities, the predominant form of development for
the Ulladulla West area is ‘standard urban residential’. Given the increasing demand for
higher density housing in the area this chapter provides the opportunity for a component of
appropriately located higher density residential development.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P21

A21.1 Lot sizes should be subdivided to a size
applicable to ‘standard urban residential’.

Residential lot sizes should be
relevant to demand, location and
context.

A21.2 Up to 20% of each subdivision application
within the land identified as ‘standard
urban residential’ on Maps 7-9 may be
subdivided to provide for ‘medium density
development’. This must be located on a
road/street capable of accommodating the
total traffic generated. Additional areas
over and above this may also be
nominated at the subdivision stage if
required.

Proximity to the Ulladulla Bypass
Where residential areas are in close proximity to the proposed Ulladulla Bypass, you will
need to address the potential issue of increased levels of traffic noise (Environmental
Protection Authority 1999). In instances where lots back onto the bypass corridor, larger
lots with increased rear setbacks may be an option.
7.4.3 Open space network
This chapter identifies public open space linkages centred on Millards Creek and its
tributaries. The public open space will form an extension to the Millards Creek open space
network and pedestrian/bicycle footpath network that already exists in central Ulladulla. In
addition, a landscaped buffer will be provided to lessen the noise, visual and air pollution
impacts of the Princes Highway on the residential area. The buffer will also prevent
informal vehicular access from the Highway. It is expected that a similar treatment will be
provided within the future Ulladulla Bypass road reserve.
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P22

Public open space should reflect the
topography, maintain the riparian
integrity of Millards Creek and its
tributaries, and provide open space
linkages across and within the area.

A22.1 Drainage reserves and other open space
linkages should be provided in accordance
with the in-principle areas identified on
Maps 7-9.

P23

A landscaped buffer and/or noise
attenuation measure should mitigate
the impacts of the Princes Highway.
This should also prevent informal
vehicular access to the residential
area.

A23.1 Adequate sound attenuation and vegetation
buffer should be provided along the
highway frontage.
A23.2 The buffer should be established as a
public reserve.
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Map 7: Ulladulla West Area: Princes Highway Precinct
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Map 8: Ulladulla West Area: Royal Mantle Drive Precinct
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Map 9: Ulladulla West Area: Cashman Road Precinct
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7.5

Area 5 – Ulladulla

7.5.1 Access network

A perimeter road abutting the Millards Creek drainage reserve will make the open space
accessible and safe for pedestrians, and provide a connection between Jindelara Road
and Timbs Street. The local street network of the precinct will reflect the pattern of the
surrounding street network, and connect to it at existing ‘dead-end’ streets and ‘T-junction’
intersections.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P24

A24.1 Multiple access points and routes should
be provided within the subject area.
Extensive cul-de-sac systems should be
avoided.

The street network should form an
efficient and purposeful access
system with a clear hierarchy. As far
as practical, the street network will
disperse, rather than concentrate
traffic flows, and correspond with the
surrounding street network.

A24.2 Lots identified for ‘co-ordinated access’ on
Map 10 must demonstrate how access can
be achieved to adjoining lots.

7.5.2 Residential subdivision

Essentially, the Ulladulla precincts offer and opportunity for urban consolidation (‘in-fill
development’) in easy access of the facilities and services of the Ulladulla town centre. In
order to fully utilise these sites, subdivision appropriate for ‘medium density development’
is preferred.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P25

A25.1 Lots are subdivided to a size applicable to
‘medium density development/small urban
residential’.

Residential subdivision and/or
development should aim to:


Enable effective urban
consolidation that utilises its
proximity to the services and
recreational facilities of the
Ulladulla town centre, and



Increase housing choice in
Ulladulla.
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7.5.3 Open space network

This chapter identifies public open space networks along Millards Creek and its tributaries,
in order to reinforce the existing open space networks in the area.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P26

A26.1 Drainage reserves and other open space
linkages should be provided in accordance
with the in-principle areas identified on
Map 10.

Public open space should reflect the
topography, maintain the riparian
integrity of Millards Creek and its
tributaries, and provide open space
linkages across and within the area.
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Map 10: Ulladulla Area: Millard/Church Street Precinct

7.6

Area 6 – Kings Point

7.6.1

Access network

Kings Point Road will be maintained as a collector road. While it is intended to limit access
points on this road to reinforce its function as a collector road, limited access points will be
provided to prevent fragmentation of the area.
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It is intended that perimeter roads will provide a definitive boundary between the Kings
Point urban area and the wooded areas to the north, east and south. As far as practical,
the local street network will disperse, rather than concentrate, traffic flows.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P27

The street network should form an
efficient and purposeful access
system with a clear hierarchy. As far
as practical, the street network will
disperse, rather than concentrate
traffic flows, and correspond with the
surrounding street network.

A27.1 Collector roads and perimeter roads
should be provided in accordance with the
in-principle alignments on Maps 11 and 12.

P28

Access interchanges from Kings Point
Drive should be limited, but not
prohibited.

A28.1 Two new intersections on Kings Point
Road (including the perimeter road) should
be provided in accordance with the
locations identified on Maps 11 and 12.

7.6.2 Residential subdivision

Due to the existing character of the areas to the west, and the distance to the Ulladulla
town centre and other service facilities, the predominant form of development for the Kings
Point area is ‘standard urban residential’. Given the increasing demand for higher density
housing and tourist orientated development in the area, this chapter provides opportunities
for appropriately located ‘medium density development’.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P29

A29.1 Lots should be subdivided to a size
applicable to ‘standard urban residential’

Residential lot sizes should be
relevant to demand and context

A29.2 Between 10-20% of the total area of land
identified as ‘standard urban residential’ on
Maps 11 and 12 may be subdivided to
provide for ‘medium density development’.
This must occur on land fronting the
collector road, or other road that is able to
accommodate the additional traffic
generated by higher density development
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7.6.3 Public open space

Two public open spaces are identified in this chapter. Their purpose is to protect the
ecological integrity of drainage lines near the boundaries of this area.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P30

A30.1 Development must not occur within 20
metres of these identified natural drainage
lines

Public open space must maintain the
riparian integrity of nearby natural
drainage lines

Note: Development within the Kings Point area is
subject to the provisions in the Burrill Lake Estuary
and Catchment Management Plan.
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Map 11: Kings Point Area
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Map 12: Kings Point Area
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7.7

Area 7 – Burrill Lake/Dolphin Point

7.7.1

Access network

The Princes Highway passes through the Burrill Lake Precinct, and it is intended that the
urban expansion area will have limited interaction with the highway. Access points will be
restricted and development should not front the highway. This chapter identifies a collector
road that connects the Burrill Lake and Dolphin Point urban expansion areas, and enables
efficient access within and to other areas.
Perimeter roads are identified to adjoin the public open spaces, the adjoining E2
Environmental Conservation zoned land, and the southern and western boundaries of the
area. It is also expected that the local street network will correspond and interrelate, as
much as practical, with the existing local street network of Dolphin Point to the east.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P31

A31.1 Collector roads and perimeter roads
should be provided in accordance with the
in-principle alignments on Map 13.

The street network should form an
efficient and purposeful access
system with a clear hierarchy. As far
as practical, the street network will
disperse, rather than concentrate
traffic flows.

A31.2 The ‘dead-end’ streets of Vista Drive and
the unnamed road off Vista Drive should
be utilised as local access points.
A31.3 Multiple access points and routes should
be provided within the subject area.
Extensive cul-de-sac systems should be
avoided.

7.7.2 Residential subdivision

Due to the existing character of the areas to the north and east, and the distance to the
Ulladulla town centre and other service facilities, the predominant form of development for
the Burrill Lake/Dolphin Point area is ‘standard urban residential’. Given the increasing
demand for higher density housing and tourist orientated development in the area, this
chapter provides opportunities for appropriately located ‘medium density development’.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P32

A32.1 Lots should be subdivided to a size
applicable to ‘standard urban residential’ in
the relevant area identified on Map 13.

Residential lot sizes should be
revenant to demand and context

A32.2 Between 10-20% of the total area of land
identified as ‘standard urban residential’ on
Map 13 may be subdivided to provide for
‘medium density development’. This must
occur on land fronting the collector road, or
other road that is able to accommodate the
additional traffic generated by higher
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density development.
7.7.3 Open space network

This chapter identifies two public open space linkages centred on a natural drainage line
running through the Dolphin Point Precinct. These linkages will contribute towards an open
space connection between the wooded area south of the Dolphin Point Precinct to the
Burrill Lake Outlet.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P33

A33.1 Drainage reserves should be provided in
accordance with the in-principle areas
identified on Map 11.

Public open space should reflect the
topography, maintain the riparian
integrity of natural drainage lines, and
provide open space linkages across
and within the area.

Notes:

Development within the Burrill Lake/Dolphin Point
area is subject to the provisions in the ‘Burrill Lake
Estuary and Catchment Management Plan’

There may be minor inconsistencies between this
chapter, and Chapter S11 Burrill Lake Dolphin Point.
Where inconsistencies exist between these two chapters,
the provisions in this chapter will prevail.

Significant Aboriginal Archaeological finds have
been located during previous development of this area.
As a result, the issue of Aboriginal Archaeology requires
consideration and detailed consultation with the
traditional owners and relevant government department
during any development or subdivision applications in the
area.
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Map 13: Burrill Lake/Dolphin Point Area
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8 Advisory Information
8.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be required
to consider other legislation, policies and other documents
with your application.

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Burrill Lake Estuary and Catchment Management Plan



Narrawallee Inlet Natural Resources Management Strategy



Shoalhaven Contributions Plan 2010

External Policies
& Guidelines



Planning for Bushfire Protection 2006

Legislation



Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014



State Environmental Planning Policy No. 71 – Coastal Protection
(SEPP 71)
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1

Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to encourage and facilitate the vision for the Town Centre
and harbour of Ulladulla as a vibrant mixed use shopping centre based on a maritime
theme and focusing on its major asset – the harbour. It will have a diversity of business
and quality residential and holiday apartments and convenient shopping which creates a
place for people to work, live, meet, shop and enjoy life in an attractive, accessible, safe
and sustainable environment.

2

Application

This Chapter applies to land generally bound by Parson Street, St Vincent Street, Church
Street, the Harbour and Burrill Street South as shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3

Context

This chapter identifies seven land use precincts as shown on Map 1 below. Development
within these precincts will need to comply with the following requirements.

Map 1: Land Use Precincts
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3.1

Retail Area

The retail area includes the commercial core precinct and the Marlin Hotel Tourist
Accommodation sub precinct.
Development within the precinct should:
 Reinforce the retail area as the predominant shopping centre for the district and no
major retail facility, including supermarkets, discount department stores, department
stores and the like, will be permitted outside the retail area.
 Reinforce the harbour as an important asset to the town.
 New development should relate positively to the Harbour by way of quality building
designs and permeability within the developments which allow for view sharing and
ease of movement to principle activity nodes e.g. public car parks, civic open space,
café precincts, etc.
3.2

Precinct 1: Commercial Core

The commercial core precinct identified on Map 1 is to be developed as a lively mixed
retail use precinct with a clear identity shaped by the character of its maritime history,
buildings, streets and public spaces and its location on the foreshores of Ulladulla
Harbour. It may allow opportunities for tourist accommodation about the first storey.
Development within the precinct should:
 Not reduce opportunities for future retail floor space in the commercial core through
incompatible land use or development.
 Only have commercial or retail development on the ground floor of developments and
demonstrate compliance with Clause 7.16 in Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
 Sites with an area of less than 1600m2 will be limited to a floor space ratio (FSR) of
1.0:1 to encourage amalgamation of lots and larger retail modules.
 Encourage opportunities for seniors living in the retail area. A minimum of 25% of the
total number of residential units and apartments within any one development are to be
designed for adaptable housing.
Note: Tourist and visitor accommodation may include
temporary and short term accommodation such as hotel
and motel accommodation, serviced apartments,
backpackers’ accommodation and the like, subject to
compliance with the Residential Flat Design Code (also
see Chapter G14: Other Residential Accommodation).

3.2.1

Precinct 1a: Marlin Hotel accommodation sub-precinct

The Marlin Hotel Tourist Accommodation Sub Precinct includes the land on which the
Marlin Hotel is situated being Lots A & B DP 155990, Lot 1 DP 743246 and Lots 11 & 12
DP 759018.
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Development in this precinct:
 May include a combination of tourist accommodation and permanently occupied
residential accommodation. The number of permanently occupied residential units will
not exceed 50% of the total number of units on the site.
 Any future development would need to maintain the historical significance of the existing
Marlin Hotel.
 Tourist accommodation may include temporary and short term accommodation such as
hotel and motel accommodation, serviced apartments, backpackers’ accommodation
and the like, subject to compliance with the Residential Flat Design Code Residential
Flat Design Code (also see Chapter G14 – Other Residential Accommodation).
 Compatible retail/commercial uses may include restaurants and cafes, gift shops,
galleries, personal services and the like.
3.3

Precinct 2: Mixed Use (Commercial Residential)

Mixed use development encourages opportunities for residential living within or in close
proximity to the commercial core and good mixed use involves the provisions of
compatible land uses in a balanced way. Physically the precinct should include vertical
and horizontal mix of uses. It may include higher density tourist and residential
accommodation as well as commercial uses in any storey. Located on the southern side
of the town centre, this area historically includes fringe commercial development
associated with the commercial core (mixed use density residential/commercial precincts
are shown as Precinct 2 on Map 1).
Development within the precinct should:
 Allow for a combination of tourist apartments, residential units and commercial
businesses in any storey. Tourist accommodation may include temporary and short
term accommodation such as hotel and motel accommodation, serviced apartments,
backpackers’ accommodation and the like, subject to compliance with the Residential
Flat Design Code (also see Chapter G14 – Other Residential Accommodation).
 Compatible retail/commercial uses including restaurants and cafes, gift shops, galleries,
personal services, leisure and indoor recreational facilities and the like.
 Ensure that residential uses do not compromise the role of the retail area by limiting
opportunities for larger type retail modules or by placing undue controls on trading hours
or practice.
 Ensure that no single use dominates other uses.
 Demonstrate the compatibility of the proposed uses within a mixed use development
context with specific reference to adjoining and adjacent development such as leisure
and entertainment uses.
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3.4

Precinct 3: Recreation and Special Activities

This precinct includes Millards Creek Park, the Civic Centre, the bowling club and the
Anglican Church. It acts as the Northern Gateway to the Town Centre. Future land use
needs to reinforce the sense of arrival from the north by maintaining quality open space
between the harbour foreshores and the civic precinct. It is strategically located to be
accessible to the retail area and is one of the few large open spaces in the Ulladulla Town
Centre that is capable of holding major festivals and events. There is also provision for
long stay car parking, tourist coach parking and comfort facilities.
Development in this precinct should:
 Maintain the relationship of the civic precinct with the Ulladulla Harbour and reinforce
the sense of arrival to the town centre.
 Streetscape and landscape works are to reinforce the maritime character of Ulladulla.
 Building and landscape designs need to aspire to the architectural standards that reflect
and promote the vision for Ulladulla.
 Reduce the amount of surface level car parks within public open space areas by
encouraging multi-level parking facilities that are suitable for both public and private
land use activities and that cater predominately for long stay patrons.
 Ensure that the visual integrity is maintained between the harbour foreshore and
Precinct 3. No permanent structures apart from directional signage, street furniture,
public art elements and the like are to be located within the view lines of the civic
precinct and the harbour foreshore or the Millards Creek environmental corridor.
 Makes provision for a future festival park/civic precinct with high quality civic spaces
linked to the Ulladulla Harbour foreshore.
 Encourage tourist accommodation uses in conjunction with private recreation facilities
where additional quality multi-purpose public facilities (Civic Centre/Tourist Information
Centre) are to be retained in public ownership.
 Promote the environmental attributes of Millards Creek and recognise its contribution to
the northern gateway to the town centre. adverse environmental impacts to Millards
Creek are to be avoided and development proposals are to comply with the Millards
Creek Plan of Management’
3.5

Precinct 4: Higher Density Residential

The purpose of this precinct is to encourage permanent residential apartment living within
and in close proximity to the retail area. This will increase activity levels in the Town
Centre outside of business hours and improve the quality of the urban environment.
There are 3 areas of residential unit living that make up Precinct 4 in this Chapter.
Development within this precinct should:
 Include a range of apartment types and be adaptable to a range of uses, particularly an
aging population. Generally 25% of all units in any one development should be
designed for adaptable housing.
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 Have regard to existing and potential development opportunities on adjoining land –
particularly in regards to achieving view sharing.
Note: The site specific higher density residential
provisions contained in State Environmental Planning
Policy No.65, the Residential Flat Design Code and the
Residential Flat Design Pattern Book will override any
Council policies for medium density residential
development.

3.6

Precinct 5: Business Development (Bulky Goods)

Precinct 5 is subdivided into large parcels and is well suited for bulky goods retailing. The
area will become increasingly important to accommodate support activities for the retail
area. Minimal public infrastructure is envisaged and most developments will need to
provide what infrastructure they require themselves i.e. car parking, landscaping and the
like on site or shared where possible with adjoining owners.
Development within this precinct should:
 Be uses that are normally located on the fringe of the central business district and which
requires large sites for storage or display. Subdivision will generally be discouraged
unless it relates to an approved development and shows how infrastructure
requirements can be met.
 Promote a high quality public realm and maintains an appropriate character for the
precinct. In this regard, development is to:
 Be visually attractive and have an active street interface and shopfront environment
avoiding blank walls.
 Contribute to pedestrian amenity and scale of the town and through appropriately
scaled signs and advertising.
 Maintain the character of existing streetscapes by avoiding excessive setbacks to the
street frontage (also see Section 5.3 Building Setback of this chapter).
 Provide a continuous sheltered and attractive pedestrian environment.
 Provide landscaping and shade to at grade car parks.
 To minimise the need to provide publicly funded infrastructure and to promote shared
use of privately funded facilities, new developments are encouraged to design future
infrastructure so that it can be shared, particularly by adjoining users.
3.7

Precinct 6: Working Waterfront

Precinct 6 generally includes all the land fronting the harbour, currently zoned special
purposes and public recreation. The Department of Lands has land use proposals for the
area under their control. The harbour is strategically important to the commercial viability
of the centre.
Development in this precinct should:
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 Maintain the viability of the harbour as an economic resource for the town. A variety of
uses including recreational boating and industrial uses associated with fishing and
related maritime activities and compatible commercial uses including boating and
fishing related retail, office and commercial outlets including restaurants, cafes and the
like.
 Establish opportunities for the local community and tourists alike to access the harbour
foreshores in a way that is safe, convenient and accessible and develop a pedestrian
network that provides access generally in accordance with the Ulladulla Harbour
Landscape Master Plan.
 Protect existing and future visual linkages from the Civic domain to the Harbour as
shown on Map 2, so that such views will be retained.
 Protects and enhances the existing passive nature of public recreation opportunities
around the foreshore of the harbour. Existing areas of passive recreation are to be
retained. Additional areas requiring an activity interface for recreation or operational
boating usage will only be permitted in accordance with a publically advertised and
adopted Harbour Management Plan.

4

Objectives

The objectives are to:
4.1

Economic
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

4.2
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Provide appropriate controls and incentives to attract sustainable investment in the
Ulladulla Town Centre and Harbour.
Encourage harbour related activities that stimulates new retail, tourist, leisure,
commercial, and residential activities.
Encourage the efficient use of land and ensure that the necessary infrastructure is
provided to facilitate sustainable growth.
Ensure an experience for tourists and residents generates value in economic and
social terms.
Maintain and promote Ulladulla as a major town centre in the hierarchy of
business centres in Shoalhaven.
Environment
Encourage ecologically sustainable development.
Sustain or enhance character in the townscape and landscape by responding to
and reinforcing, where appropriate, locally distinctive patterns and forms of
development, landscape, topography and harbour setting.
Encourage reasonable acoustic amenity for residents.
Address the likely impacts of climate change such as increased temperatures and
less rainfall through appropriate building and landscape design features and
sensitive urban stormwater measures.
Protect and manage the cultural heritage of the area.
Encourage the use of roof tops to increase the amount of private open space
within mixed use developments.
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4.3

Built Form and Character
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

4.4

Accessibility
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

4.5

Manage the traffic and parking for the benefit of visitors, residents and businesses,
ensuring that both elements are functional.
Create a compact and accessible retail core which promotes diverse modes of
travel and discourages major retail development outside this retail core.
Encourage residential apartments, bulky goods and fringe commercial uses to the
south of South Street.
Provide for car parking within walking distance of the retail focal point (corner
Wason Street and Princes Highway).
Promote a public transport focus within the retail core.
Minimise pedestrian conflict by ensuring traffic volumes are limited to two lanes of
traffic in any street, identifying a route for a highway bypass away from the
business centre, and maintaining and improving off-street service access.
Urban Design/Lifestyle

i.
ii.
iii.
4.6

Encourage a well-designed, safe and active public domain that contributes to the
wellbeing of the community and visitors and promotes an overall maritime theme.
Improve the quality and safety/accessibility of public places and their views to the
harbour and other visual attractors.
Promote a quality built environment which is responsive to community values.
Employment

i.

5

Establish a clear identity and maritime image for the Ulladulla Town Centre as a
working port, tourist centre and service centre incorporating diverse residential
activities and an enhanced public domain.
Development of linkages between the town and the harbour.
Establish an appropriate scale of development that is in proportion with projected
growth and demand for infrastructure.
Control overshadowing of public spaces.
Providing improvements to streetscapes.
Foster the creation of a sense of place and sustainable community through the
promotion of a mix of land use and activities.
Foster and reinforce the town’s potential competitive advantage centred on its
highway and harbour context, coastal facilities and natural environment.

Promote employment opportunities in the Ulladulla Town Centre and harbour
relevant to the character and desired land use activities.

Controls

The following development guidelines apply to any development under this Chapter.
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5.1

Subdivision

Any subdivision of land within the boundary of this Chapter is subject to the provisions of
this plan.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P1 Land subdivision is to ensure that orderly
development in the Town Centre is
carried out to improve permeability and
connectivity.

A1.1

As a general principle, you are encouraged
to consolidate land under 2000m2 to create
larger development parcels.

A1.2

If you propose to subdivide land, including
strata or community title subdivision, into
parcels less than 2000m2, you will need to
demonstrate how the subdivision realises
the objectives of this Chapter.

A1.3

You must comply with Chapter G11:
Subdivision
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Important views and vistas (see Map 2)

Map 2: View Analysis
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P2 Maintain important views and vistas.

A2.1

Views along public streets to the water and
distant surrounding landscape are
protected and embellished through
framework planting and the like.

P3 Development will contribute to the careful
management and retention of strategic
view corridors and filtered views of the
coast, harbour and treed backdrop.

A3.1

You must consider opportunities to
reinforce views to the harbour and
mountains to the west as part of your
development proposal.

A3.2

You must consider the concept of view
sharing in the siting and design of your
development.

A3.3

You must integrate large buildings with the
scale of the overall built environment.

A3.4

Your development should generally step
buildings down the slope in line with the
relevant contours.

A3.5

Your development is to reinforce major or
minor gateways as identified on Map 2
through high quality architectural and
landscape design.

A3.6

Development in the working harbour shall
protect existing and future visual linkages
from the Civic domain to the harbour as
shown on Map 2.
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5.1.2

Building setbacks (see Map 3)

Map 3: Setbacks
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P4 Principal setbacks shall enhance
streetscape character, street, role and
function. All developments are to
consider impacts on view corridors.

A4.1

Your development must comply with the
setbacks in Table 1 below and Map 3.

A4.2

If your development contains residential or
tourist levels, it must conform to the
Residential Flat Design Pattern Book.

Note:
1.
Rooftop areas resulting from setbacks may be used
for landscaping and private or open space.
2.
Balconies adjoining street frontage and integrated
with the design of the building may encroach over the
building setback line by no more than 450mm. Open
balconies fronting harbour walkways may encroach over
the building setback line by a max of 2m.
3.
Sun shade devices and the like integrated with the
development may encroach over the setback line by no
more than 450mm.
Table 1: Setbacks

Land Use
Precinct
Commercial Core
Precinct 1 – Retail
commercial office
and residential
above 1st storey
only
(Urban Apartment
style as per RFDPB)
Harbour Triangle
Sub Precinct (see
map 1)
(Coastal and
Garden Apartment
style as per
RFDPB)

Storey
1st Storey
retail
2nd Storey
above 2nd
Storey

1st and 2nd
Storey for 8694 Princes
Highway
Above 2nd
Storey

Setback
Zero setback
Zero setback from the principal street
5 metres from a service laneway
5 metre setback from street frontage or at a distance
which cannot be seen from opposite side of the
street whichever is greater
Min 8 – 12m (average 10m) setback as measured
from the top of the bank; top of the bank as defined
by the plan of acquisition. (See Figure 1a)
5 metre setback from the frontage to the Harbour
(see figure 1a)

1st and 2nd
storey 23-25
Wason Street

Min 4m setbacks as measured from the top of the
bank (see figure 1b)

above 2nd
Storey

5 metre setback from the frontage to the Harbour
(see figure 1b)

1st & 2nd
Storey Lot 51
DP 82822
Above 2nd
Storey

Min 4m setbacks as measured from the top of the
bank (see figure 1c)
5 metre setback from the frontage to the Harbour and
5 metre setback from Wason street or at a distance
which cannot be seen from opposite side of the
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street whichever is greater (see figure 1c)
Marlin Hotel Sub
Precinct 1(a)
(Coastal and
Garden Apartment
style as per
RFDPB)
Residential Unit
Living Precinct 4.
(Coastal and
Garden Apartment
style as per
RFDPB)

1-2 Storeys
Above two
storeys

1st Storey
2nd storey
above 2nd
Storey

To align with existing hotel setbacks to both street
frontages
Setbacks to comply with a Conservation
Management Plan for the Hotel

Average 5 metre setback to principal street address
Average 5 metre setback to principal street address
5 metre setback from street frontage or at a distance
which cannot be seen from opposite side of the
street whichever is greater

Drainage corridor
open space
network Church to
North street

N/A

A 5 metre setback from the rear boundary of
properties fronting St Vincent Street between Church
and North Streets and a 15 metre setback from the
rear property boundary for properties fronting the
Princes Highway. Lot 12 DP 565744 and Lot 2 DP
831274 Church street will have a variable setback
consistent with an overall width of 20m (see Map 4).

Millards Creek

N/A

A 20 metre setback and an average 10 metre buffer
from the top of the banks adjoining the Creek for the
protection of the Riparian corridor and as defined by
Council survey plan.

Business
Development
Precinct 5.

N/A.

Preferably setbacks should relate to the provision of
visible onsite car parking on the street frontage but
will be limited to a depth of 24m.

N/A.

A 5m setback to either side of Deering Street to allow
for major ridge top tree planting.

Recreation and
Special Activities
Precinct 3 (Civic
Centre site)

N/A

No permanent structures/buildings to be forward of
the existing Civic Centre building. 5metre setback to
St Vincent St.

Lot 2 DP 759018
Cnr. Princes
Highway and
Church Street

N/A

30 metre wide as measured along the southern
boundary of Church Street from the corner of the
Princes Highway being the western boundary of Lot
2 DP 759018 Sec 6A.

NE Corner Princes
Highway and
Wason Street

N/A

Variable setback: This is a prominent corner located
in the retail focal point of the CBD and identifies an
important entry point to the elevated Harbour
walkway/shared way ‘prow’ or focal point on the
walkway. Setbacks to Wason Street and the Princes
Highway are to be balanced to achieve a high quality
urban design outcome.
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General See Map
6
5.1.3

N/A

Building setbacks to allow for future infrastructure 6m
in width and key pedestrian links (service roads)

Building height and floor space ratios (FSR)

The maximum height for any development in the area to which this Chapter applies is 5
storeys and 17 metres (as per the Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan (SLEP) 2014
Height of Buildings Map). This height excludes architectural roof features (see Clause 5.6
of SLEP 2014). The maximum Floor Space Ratio (FSR) is 2.0:1 (as per the SLEP 2014
Floor Space Ratio Map).
The Ulladulla Harbour Triangle Sub Precinct is subject to a variable height plane and
provides for a maximum of two storeys and 7.5m in height as measured from the top of
kerb (TOK) in Wason Street and the Princes Highway adjoining the footpath and extending
to a horizontal plane towards the Harbour (see Figures 1a, 1b and 1c). Height adjacent to
the Harbour may be up to 3 storeys but will be subject to the slope of the land. Any
storeys about the 2nd storey will be setback as detailed in Table 1.
To achieve implementation of the elevated walkway concept adjoining the harbour, an
additional storey may be permitted on Lot 51 DP 828221 subject to the development site
area being greater than 1600m2.
Floor space ratios in the B5 Business Development zoned areas on the fringe of the
commercial core are lower to encourage on site car parking.
The floor space ratio for Precinct 3: Recreational and Special Activities and the land to the
north of Millard’s Creek is less than the retail area to encourage a greater amount of open
space at the northern gateway to the Town Centre.
Note: All heights are measured from the natural ground
level except for the Harbour Triangle Sub Precinct (see
above).

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P5

New buildings are appropriately
scaled in relation to street widths and
desired future character as detailed
the Built Form and Character
objectives at the start of this chapter.

A5.1

Building heights and FSRs are in
accordance with the SLEP 2014 Height of
Building and Floor Space Ratio maps,
Table 2 and Maps 4 & 5.

P5.2

Proposed building heights are
designed to protect the amenity of the
public and private open space.

P6

Reduces the impact to the urban
environment by minimising the
apparent size of buildings when
viewed from street level.

A6.1

Compliance with building setbacks as
described in Table 1.
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P7

Urban development is at an
appropriate scale which is in keeping
with the surrounding natural features.

A7.1

Locating taller buildings on key corner site
to mark the gateway to the retail centre.

P8

Development limits the effects of
overshadowing and ensures that solar
access is maintained to public open
spaces and nearby residences.

P1

Ensure high quality residential amenity
with good solar access and natural
ventilation where development adjoins
public open spaces and residential
development.

Table 2: Building Heights and Floor Space Ratios

Land use
Precinct (see
Map 1)
Commercial
Core Precinct 1.

Max Building Height
Storeys
2-5

Metres
17

7.5 m as
measured
from Wason
Street or the
Princes
Highway top
of kerb and
horizontal
plane
11 m as
measured
from Wason
Street top of
kerb &
horizontal
plane
11m

Max Floor Space Ratio (FSR)
Min lot size m2

Max FSR

< 1600
1600-2000 + Orphan
sites (see definitions)
>2000
Up to1600
>1600

1.0:1
1.8:1

>1600

1.5:1

As per commercial
core

As per
commercial
core

2.0:1
1.0:1
1.5:1

Ulladulla
Harbour triangle
sub-precinct

Two storeys
and variable
(see
instrument)

Ulladulla
Harbour triangle
precinct Lot 51
DP828221 only
(min site area
1600m2)

Three to four
storeys
depending
on slope of
the natural
surface

Hotel Marlin
Mixed Use
Precinct
(Tourist)

Three
storeys

Mixed use
Precinct 2.
(commercial +
residential)

Three and
Four

11 and 14

No minimum area

1.5:1

Recreation and
Special
activities
Precinct 3.

Three and
Four

11 and 14

No minimum area

1.5:1
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Residential unit Three
living Precinct 4.

11

No minimum area

1.0:1

Lots 50-54 DP
263391, Wason
Street and
Burrill Street
South
Lot 1 DP
529128, South
Street and
Burrill Street
South
Business
development
Precinct (5)

Three

11

No minimum area

1.5:1

Two

8

No minimum area

1:0:1

Two

7.5

No minimum area

1.5:1

Working
waterfront
Precinct (6)
Medium density
residential
Precinct (7)
(west of Burrill
Street South)

Two

7.5

No minimum area

1.0:1

Two

7.5

No minimum area

1.0:1

Figure 2: Ulladulla Harbour Triangle Zone Building Height Control
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Figure 3: Ulladulla Harbour Triangle Zone Building Height Control (With Height Incentive): Lot 51 DP 828221
Only
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Map 4: Building Height Limits
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Map 5: Floor Space Ratio
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5.1.4

Landscape

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P9

A9.1

Landscaping shall provide a unifying
framework and context for the
revitalisation of the Town Centre. It
will clearly define the street edge or
space as well as creating a strong
visual link with the public domain.

Your development application must include
a landscape plan that addresses:
 Any adopted streetscape master plans.
 General planting schemes within the
site and indicative species.
 Visual penetration into the site and
embellishment of views.
 Hard surface materials within the site
including paving, terracing, ornaments,
street furniture and the like.
 Landscape management/maintenance
strategies for short and long term.
 Protection and treatment of vegetation
proposed to be retained or established
on site.

P10

Development should aspire to the
highest standards in landscape
design construction and maintenance,
and exhibit themes that reflect and
promote the achievement of the vision
for the Town.

A10.1 You are to provide landscaping that is
appropriately scaled and located relative to
both the building bulk and incorporating
existing vegetation where desirable or
practical.
A10.2 If you are planting adjacent to intersections
and driveways, you must select vegetation
that has a mature height of less than
900mm high to maintain safe sightlines.
A10.3 Streetscape trees shall be tall branching
species and be of a mature size (calliper
width of 600mm minimum) and adequately
staked to ensure survival from initial
planting stage.
A10.4 Ensure works are durable and resistant to
damage.
A10.5 If your development is a new development
in Deering Street, it may need to be
setback to accommodate future street tree
planting of tall species (minimum mature
height 15m) to accentuate the ridgeline
e.g. Norfolk Island Pines.

P11

Landscaping should promote the
latest ESD principles, improve air
quality and improve microclimate and
solar performance

A11.1 If providing at grade car parking spaces,
you must provide shade trees.
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5.1.5

The public domain

The creation of a distinct identity for the Ulladulla Town Centre is an important urban
design principle of this Chapter. In doing so the Town Centre will be an attractive place to
visit and stay longer, particularly into the evening and night time.
It is proposed to achieve this through the use of:
 A co-ordinated palette of paving, signage, lighting, street furniture and street planting.
 The use of public art in streetscape design.
 The use of banners, seasonal flowers and other elements to celebrate different events
and activities.
 The creation of town activity nodes in each of the two principle retail blocks.
 A safer pedestrian environment with high amenity created by:
o Active uses fronting streets and public places.
o Widened paved footpaths for outdoor eating.
o Continuous awnings where possible that incorporate pedestrian lighting.
o The use of landscaping adjacent to the kerb to buffer traffic impacts.
 The creation of an attractive night time image though the use of distinctive street
lighting, façade and shop window lighting, special effects and special events lighting.
 The undergrounding or bundling behind the awnings of overhead power lines.
The need to upgrade utility services, electricity, lighting, telephone, water, sewerage and
drainage to service the needs of a diverse and increasingly residential based town centre
will require careful planning and efficient use of resources. As these services will be
provided at the time of development, streetscape masterplans will need to be considered
at an early stage.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P12

A12.1 Where there is a relevant streetscape
master plan, you should incorporate the
relevant components of the master plan
into your development application.

Encourage street beautification
measures in conjunction with
development and improve the visual
appearance of the Town Centre.

A12.2 If your development is in the retail area,
you are to underground utility services i.e.
electricity, telecommunications, water and
sewer.
A12.3 You are to keep clear any tree planting
reservation adjoining existing kerb lines of
any utility services apart from street
lighting.
A12.4 Tree planning in the centre median south
of Green Street and north of Church
Street on the Princes Highway should
occur following any highway bypass of the
town.
A12.5 Significant tree planning should be carried
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out on both sides of the St Vincent Street
road reserve in locations which minimise
impacts to resident’s views.

P13

Streetscape and landscape works
within public streets and places
should be co-ordinated to reinforce
the character of the Town and ensure
the development of attractive, high
quality, memorable and comfortable
public places.

A13.1 You should aspire to the highest
standards in landscape design,
construction and maintenance and exhibit
themes that reinforce the maritime
character of the Town Centre.
A13.2 Future works in the public domain should
relate to any adopted Urban Design
Concept (see Figure 2) or master plan
and paving and street planting should be
carried out in accordance with Council’s
Landscaping Design Guidelines.
A13.3 When planting within the retail area, you
must maintain the following existing
themes:
 Lophostemon conferta (Brushbox) on
major thoroughfares interspersed with
native or exotic shrubs.
 Ground covers in garden beds.
 Where appropriate, planting of annuals
to give added colour.

P14

Ulladulla Harbour Walkway
Development in the Harbour Triangle
Precinct integrates with the Harbour
Walkway and future shared way.
The walkway will primarily be used by
pedestrians but a section may be a
shared way and will be designed for
use by light service vehicles,
emergency access, cyclist,
maintenance vehicles and the like.
The shared way would be subject to
the completion of a servicing
management plan. Servicing from the
highway will be discouraged where
possible.

A14.1 You are to incorporate an open dining
area adjoining the walkway/shared way.
Public access must be guaranteed.
Specifically:
 Your development should provide
adequate at grade areas adjoining the
pedestrian movement corridor to cater
for outdoor sitting, cafes and other
compatible activities. In this regard,
development will be required to be set
back a min 8-12m (average 10m) from
the top of the bank facing the Harbour
(see Figures 1a and 2). This area will
be designed to allow a future shared
way for light servicing, emergency
access, maintenance vehicles and the
like.
 The width of the pedestrian walkway
shall be a minimum 3-4m (see figure 2,
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1a, 1b and 1c). The walkway
component maybe partly cantilevered
from the top of the bank.
 The width of the shared way from the
top of the bank facing the Harbour will
be 6m wide.
 The width of the shared way from the
“Prow” on the walkway (see Figure 3)
to Wason St will be 6m wide.
 Additional pedestrian thoroughfares
(private) shall be provided to the
walkway generally as shown on Figure
3 and Map 3.

Figure 4: Ulladulla Harbour Triangle Zone Shared Way Concept (Typical Section)
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Figure 5: Ulladulla Harbour Triangle Precinct: Walkway Shared Way

5.1.6

Land adjoining the harbour foreshore

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P15

A15.1 Your development must address the
foreshore zone and ensure environmental
values are maintained.

Development and activities should
facilitate the use of the harbour
foreshore as an available recreation
and visual asset.

A15.2 If your development adjoins the elevated
walkways, you are to provide active
frontages on the ground floor and
balconies and terraces above. Awnings
must be lightweight in construction and
must not dominate the façade. Where
possible, you are to provide transparent
awnings to encourage natural light on the
footpaths.
A15.3 You must not construct permanent
structures, car parks, garages or external
storage on land having frontage to the
harbour foreshore unless it is ancillary to
the working harbour or unless a right-ofway is available across Crown land.
A15.4 If your development adjoins public land, it
is to be consistent with any adopted
harbour management plans and landscape
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master plans for the foreshore area around
the Harbour.
A15.5 There shall be only one point of access
from Crown land to Council land for the
purpose of providing vehicle access to
private land in the Harbour Triangle Sub
Precinct, subject to legal access being able
to be obtained.

5.1.7

Signage

Signs attached to buildings should be designed as an integral part of the building.
Performance Criteria
P16

Signage provides structure and
legibility and serve to reinforce the
town’s image and identity in an
integrated manner.

Acceptable Solutions
A16.1 All signage must confirm with Chapter
G22: Advertising Signs and Structures and
State Environmental Planning Policy No.
64 – Advertising and Signage (SEPP 64).

Signage does not increase visual
clutter.

5.2

Residential Flat Buildings, Residential Tourist Mixed Use & Shop Top Housing

The following guidelines apply to residential flat buildings,
accommodation, serviced apartments, shop top housing and the like.

residential

tourist

Note: In addition to complying with the requirements of
this chapter, any development of this nature is to comply
with State Environmental Planning Policy No. 65 –
Design Quality of Residential Flat Development (SEPP
65), the Residential Flat Design Code and generally with
the Residential Flat Design Pattern Book .

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P17

A17.1 You must design residential flat buildings,
shop top housing and residential style
tourist accommodation such as serviced
apartments to comply with the
requirements of the Residential Flat
Design Code and to generally comply with
the Residential Flat Design Pattern Book.

Satisfy the requirements of State
Environmental Planning Policy No. 65
– Design quality of Residential Flat
Development

Note: Designs should be coastal and garden
apartment however, urban apartment may be
acceptable in the commercial core where zero
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setbacks apply.

P18

Residential style tourist
accommodation such as serviced
apartments are to be designed to
comply with the Residential Flat
Design Code and the Residential Flat
Design Pattern Book to maintain high
quality urban design and amenities for
tourist and adjoining residential
apartments.

A18.1 You must submit a local context analysis
as part of your statement of environmental
effects with any development application.
(see Appendix 4: Local Context Analysis in
the Residential Flat Design Code.

5.2.1

Ecologically sustainable developments

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P19

A19.1 You must consider the siting, layout and
construction methods for your
development to minimise the need for fuel
based heating, cooling or lighting.

Achieve energy and water efficient
development by:
 Reducing the necessity for
mechanical heating and cooling.
 Reducing reliance on fossil fuels.
 Minimising greenhouse gas
emissions.
 Supporting and promoting
renewable energy initiatives.

A19.2 You should use water saving features and
energy efficient water heating systems.
A19.3 All buildings must:
 Adopt waste recycling and water reuse
strategies and actions.
 Adopt energy and water efficient fittings.
 Incorporate stormwater detention and
treatment.
 Comprise walls, fencing and screens
that are designed and located to allow
penetration by winter sun and provide
shade against summer sun.
 Set aside a waste recycling area.
 Incorporate appropriate industrial and
commercial waste treatment (including
grease traps for restaurants and food
manufacturing uses) where necessary.
A19.4 Compliance with Part J of the Building
Code of Australia (BCA) for all relevant
BCA class 3 & 5 to 9 buildings.

P20

Deep soil zone
 Assist with management of water
levels and quality, and to improve
the amenity of developments.

A20.1 You must provide a minimum of 25% of the
total area of open space within the site as
a deep soil planting zone.
A20.2 Where possible you must locate deep soil
planting zones next to adjoining deep soil
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zones on adjacent properties to maximise
benefits.
A20.3 You should provide sufficient deep soil
planting zones to allow for the retention
and/or planting of large and medium size
trees.
P21

5.2.2

Mitigate against the future impacts of
climate change.

A21.1 If your development is located in the vicinity
of the harbour foreshore, including
frontage to Millards Creek, you must
provide a coastal hazard assessment.

Building form/orientation

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P22

A22.1 Your building design must demonstrate
continuity with neighbouring buildings
through the use of similar floor and ceiling
heights.

Buildings should integrate
harmoniously into the townscape and
relate to one another through their
architectural design quality,
landscape or streetscape setting.
They should optimise solar access to
residential apartments and adjacent
developments.
Buildings are to be appropriately
modulated and articulated in order to
provide well-proportioned elevations
and human scale when viewed along
the street within the retail area.

A22.2 Your building design must respond to the
streetscape and surrounding buildings
through the use of a palette of similar
elements and/or architectural styles in
accordance with the built form and urban
design objectives of this plan.
A22.3 You are to avoid large areas of featureless
walls and curtain walls.
A22.4 You are to recess garage doors/loading
docks so that they are not the dominant
element in the overall presentation of the
development and should not be located at
the end of a street vista.
A22.5 If your buildings are over two storeys in
height, it must contain highly articulated
façade elements to visually break down the
scale of the street wall, clearly expressing
base, middle and top. Development along
active street frontages in the retail area is
to provide building separation at 50m
intervals and further modulation of facades
at 15 – 20m intervals.
A22.6 Arcades are encouraged to be provided,
particularly where they provide access to
activated areas such as off street car parks
and the elevated harbour walkway (see
Figure 5).
A22.7 You must plan your site to optimise solar
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access by positioning buildings to
maximise north facing walls where
possible (within 30 degrees east and 20
degrees west of north).
A22.8 Select buildings types or layouts which
respond to the streetscape.
A22.9 Optimise solar access to living spaces and
associated private open spaces by
orientating them to the north.

5.2.3

Accessibility

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P23

Accessibility across common property
is convenient and establishes
comfortable conditions for pedestrian
access.

A23.1 Your building must be connected to the
public footpath network.

All new buildings are accessible for
people with disabilities.

A24.1 Any residential development is to provide
an access plan demonstrating compliance
with relevant access legislation, codes and
standards.

P24

5.2.4

A23.2 You must provide a separate entry to the
residential component of your development
for all residential and mixed use buildings.
This entrance must be directly visible and
address a permanently trafficable street or
lane.

Building roofscapes

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P25

Roof treatments form an unobtrusive
A25.1 You must break up massing of roofs.
yet visually interesting and landmark
silhouette when viewed from adjoining
streets and public vantage points
within the Town Centre.

P26

Rooflines, including architectural roof
features, are designed to be
compatible with the natural built
environment and present an attractive
screened or landscaped structure
when viewed from nearby buildings or
public places which overlook the
development.

A26.1 You must minimise flat roofs and screen
any flat roofs with parapets.
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P27

5.2.5

Rooflines, including architectural roof
features, should not adversely impact
upon view corridors or view sharing of
heritage items.

A27.1 Articulated parapets and cornice lines
should emphasise the top of the building,
combining to create a cohesive design and
appropriate scale for the overall façade.

Building appearance, materials and finishes

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P28

A28.1 Your building materials, colours, textures
and styles reflect a distinctive,
contemporary maritime time theme. In
particular:

Development reflects the maritime
character of the area and the positive
contribution that the fishing industry
and harbour infrastructure makes to
the sense of place in the town.





Lapped weatherboard or equivalent
combined with coloured gable metal
roofing or similar is encouraged as is
rendered brick or block work. Face
brickwork is discouraged.
Windows should be of timber
construction or alternatively well
detailed powder coated aluminium.

A28.2 High quality durable UV stabilised/resistant
building materials are favoured. Materials
should be durable and low maintenance.
A28.3 A well-considered mix of materials is
encouraged.
P29

Minimal reflective materials are used.

A29.1 The reflectivity index for glass used
externally in the construction of a building
shall not exceed 20%.

P30

Colour palettes relate to the maritime
character of the area.

A30.1 Your development should draw upon a
colour palette that provides a tangible link
to the character and history of the place as
well as surrounding development and
comprise of light hues of white or pastel
colours (terracotta) with contrasting trims.
A30.2 You must provide sample boards that
provide details on materials and colours
with your development application.

5.3

Infrastructure

It is proposed that short stay public car parks (up to 3 hours) are located within 150-200
metres walking distance of the retail focal point i.e. the intersection of Wason Street and
the Highway. All day parking mainly for employees would also be provided within a radius
of up to 400 metres (10 minutes walking distance) from the retail focal point. The two
public car parks in Boree Street and South Street to the rear of the Marlin Hotel are
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identified as future infrastructure sites and are to be retained in public ownership unless
the nominated infrastructure components (see Map 6) are integrated into a larger
development proposal. Where possible, angle parking should be provided to maximise the
amount of on street parking.
Within the commercial core, all development must provide rear service access which does
not conflict with or reduce pedestrian or vehicle movements. The location of such service
roads will be in accordance with the Infrastructure Plan (see Map 6). Development which
does not have access to a service road will be required to provide off-street servicing
within their property such that all vehicles can enter and leave the site in a forward
manner.
All car parking areas and spaces shall be designed in accordance with the following
provisions and in accordance with the Chapter G21: Car Parking and Traffic.
5.3.1

Car parking and access

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P31

Commercially orientated car parks is
visually accessible and convenient for
shoppers and employees.

A31.1 Provide public car parks (short stay) within
150-200 metres walking distance of the
retail focal point i.e. the intersection of
Wason Street and the Highway. Long stay
car parking should be provided within 10
minutes walking time of the retail focal
point (400 metre radius).

P32

Car parking is adequate for the future
requirements of the Town.

A32.1 Allow for the construction of 200 additional
car parking spaces within the CBD to the
year 2035.
A32.2 The Boree Street and South Street public
car parks are to be retained for public car
parking with provision for multi-level car
parks.
A32.3 A site for long stay multi-level car parks is
to be retained at the rear of the Civic
Centre site.
A32.4 Notwithstanding A3 above, the public car
parks may be integrated in a future larger
development site provide that:
i. Identified infrastructure components
are integrated into the development
site including:
 the provision of all development
generated car parking and the
replacement of existing public car
parking on site; and
 additional civic open space, typically
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2000m2; and
 pedestrian linkages to the Princes
Highway and/or Wason Street.
and
ii. provision of a next order retail facility
e.g. discount department store; and
iii. inclusion or residential/tourist
accommodation.
P33

Car park entries and driveways are to
be kept to a minimum and where
practicable are not located in
pedestrian areas.

A33.1 Car parking entries and driveways are to
be avoided on the Princes Highway in
favour of the provision of rear service
access. Temporary access may be
available until such laneways are available.
Where alternative access via a secondary
road or rear lane is available, access to the
primary road frontage is to be avoided.
A33.2 Where vehicle access across footpaths
cannot be avoided, then a maximum of
one access point for each road frontage for
the development is provided.

P34

The 30m wide road reserves are used
where possible for on street public car
parking.

A34.1 On street car parking is to be maintained in
the following streets:


The Princes Highway between
Deering Street and Millards Creek.



Wason Street between Burrill Street
South and the Princes Highway.



Green Street between the Highway
and St Vincent Street.



South Street between Burril Street
South and St Vincent Street.



St Vincent Street between Millards
Creek and South Street.

P35

Prevent interruption to existing or
potential active street frontages or
public open spaces.

A35.1 Car parking structures at street level must
present an active frontage preferably with
ground level retail or residential tenancies
and avoid being next to public places.

P36

Minimise the visual impacts of hard
standing areas, maximise site area
available for building footprints and
maintain a compact and accessible
centre.

A36.1 You must hide car parking areas from
view. Car parking areas are ideally located
in the basement or the building structure
where possible.
A36.2 Your development should not include
basement car parks above the surface
level. Basement car parks must be
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adequately screened by landscaping
should this occur.
A36.3 You should avoid at grade car parking or at
least provide softening by generous
landscaping and shade trees.

5.3.2

Traffic facilities, pedestrian movement and safety

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P37

A37.1 Traffic movement on any street within the
CBD shall be limited to two traffic lanes.

A balance is achieved between
pedestrian amenity and traffic
volumes.

A37.2 Future streetscapes and kerb
reconstruction shall incorporate traffic
calming devices which encourage speeds
not exceeding 50kph.
A37.3 Where pedestrian desire lines cross roads,
traffic lights should only require
pedestrians to cross a maximum of five
pedestrian lanes and a max of two traffic
lanes in the case of pedestrian refuges.
A37.4 The depth of any pedestrian refuge is to be
designed to accommodate an aged
person’s electric cart or a parent with a
baby’s pram in accordance with RMS and
Council standards.
A37.5 Mid-block pedestrian thresholds are to be
provided to any street located within the
retail core.
A37.6 Wason Street, Boree Street and the area
in Green Street between Boree Street and
the Highway are to be designed as parking
streets to improve pedestrian and tourist
amenity and to allow for outdoor café
precincts.
A37.7 Traffic roundabouts are to be provided at
the following intersections:
 Boree Street and South Street.
 Jubilee Avenue and South Street
together with the relocated entrance to
the South Street car park.

P38

Minimises the impacts of pedestrian
traffic conflicts within the Town Centre

A38.1 Provision is made for median strips on the
Princes Highway between Green Street
and Parsons Street.
A38.2 Traffic lights should be provided at the
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following intersections:
 South Street and the Princes Highway.
 St Vincent Street and South Street.
 Wason Street and Burrill Street.
A38.3 A mountable roundabout should be
provided at the intersection of St Vincent
Street and Parson Street.
A38.4 Pedestrian facilities (mid-block crossing)
should be provided at the following
locations:
 On the Princes Highway south of
Church Street (mid-block crossing).
 On St Vincent Street north of Millards
Creek (mid-block crossing).
 On the Princes Highway opposite the
Civic Centre (mid-block crossing).
 On the Princes Highway between
Wason Street and South Street (midblock crossing).
 On the Princes Highway between South
Street and Deering Street (mid-block
crossing).
 On Wason Street (double mid block
crossing or wombat).
A38.5 The following key pedestrian links should
be protected:
 In the vicinity of 22-24 Wason Street –
South Street car park to Wason Street
café precinct and elevated harbour
walkway.
 Lot CP SP 69933 existing link from
South Street to the Highway.
 Lot 46 DP 597282 Boree Street car park
to the Highway proposed vehicle and
pedestrian thoroughfare.
 Lot 2 DP 525618 Boree Street car park
to the St Vincent Street Community
Centre.
P39

Identifies major traffic access routed
to the Town Centre and minimises
their impacts on residential amenity.

A39.1 The main feeder roads to the business
centre have been nominated as:
 The Princes Highway (note: access
from proposed bypass to the southern
end of the CBD should be via Kings
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Point Road).
 St Vincent Street and its extension
south to the Princes Highway (see
Chapter S10: Ulladulla South).
 Green Street to St Vincent Street
(access from future bypass).
Where such streets are located in
residential areas, traffic calming and noise
reduction measures are to be undertaken
to maintain satisfactory residential amenity.
P40

Ensures that pedestrian networks are
accessible, safe and convenient and
comply with the relevant Australian
Standards.

A40.1 Ensure that all footpaths that contribute to
the pedestrian network conform to the
relevant Australian Standards.
A40.2 Floor levels relating to future development
are set in accordance with existing and
proposed footpath designs.
A40.3 All main entrances should be accessible
from such footpaths.

P41

Encourages public transport which is
accessible to the travelling public,
safe and convenient.

A41.1 Extend the existing bus stop adjacent to
the Marlin Hotel.
A41.2 Provide a dedicated bus station in
conjunction with the upgrade of the Civic
Centre.
A41.3 Provide bicycle parking facilities in
accordance with the Australian Standard.
A41.4 Provide shower and change room facilities
with any commercial development having a
minimum gross floor area of 500m2.

5.3.3

Roads and rear service lanes

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P42

Ensures that the existing road
network is able to service the needs
of the projected growth for the area.

A42.1 St Vincent Street is identified to carry
additional local traffic and the pavement be
upgraded in accordance with expected
traffic volumes.

P43

Ensures that the light of major arterial
roads within the Town Centre are not
diminished and traffic safety
threatened by new developments
requiring service and car parking
access from these roads.

A43.1 Develop a system of rear service lands
and provide a series of infrastructure
master plans allowing new developments
to construct and integrate with adjoining
developments. Where access is not
available all vehicles must enter and leave
the site in a forward direction.
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A43.2 Child care centres and schools will not be
encouraged on lots fronting the Princes
Highway.
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Map 6: Infrastructure Improvements Concept Plan
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5.4

Utility Service, Waste Management and Soil and Stormwater Management

5.4.1

Waste

Waste generated on site should be reused where possible or disposed of in an
environmentally responsible manner.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P44

A44.1 You are to provide rubbish and recycling
bin enclosures which, together with other
site facilities, must be adequate in size,
durable, weatherproof, easily cleaned,
visually integrated with the development
and be located having regard to the
protection of amenity, vehicle service
access, visual impact and access.

Waste facilities are provided that are
adequate in size and conveniently
located for residents, centre users,
and visitors.
Waste facilities are practical,
attractively designed and easy to
maintain.

A44.2 You are not to locate rubbish storage
areas between the front alignment of any
building and any road or public space.
Rubbish storage areas must include a bin
wash down facility.
A44.3 All service vehicles are to enter and leave
any development in a forward direction
unless rear service lanes have allowed
service embayments.
5.4.2

Water supply

Town water supply is available for domestic, production and firefighting support purposes.
In respect of production needs, the water supply system may need to be augmented to
satisfactorily service the development where the levels of customer service are not
achieved at the developer’s full cost.
In respect of firefighting support, individual systems will need to be sized to support their
respective development. This may require the augmentation of the water supply
reticulated system at the developer’s full cost.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P45

A45.1 You must make adequate provision for
water supply:

Water supply infrastructure is
provided to all development within the
area to which this Chapter applies.

 Provision of components (stops valves,
hydrants etc.) to ensure flexible
operation of the reticulation in
minimising disruption to customers.
 Ensure sizing of infrastructure to allow
possible future expansion, to minimise
pressure loss and maximise flows
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P46

Water services shall be provided to
development within the area to which
this Chapter applies.

(within acceptable parameters).
Design shall minimise long term
operational costs.
Minimum 150 diameter water mains
shall be provided to commercial
development where reticulated system
cannot provide adequate customer
levels of service (including requirements
for firefighting).
Water supply shall be extended from
suitably sized water mains and
interconnected to other suitable sized
main as required by Shoalhaven Water.
Water mains shall be located within
public road reserves.
Minimisation of dead ends.

A46.1 Water services shall be sized to support
the overall development.
A46.2 All metered services shall have
unobstructed access at all times.
A46.3 Commercial development shall minimise
the number of connections to the water
supply system.
A46.4 Commercial developments will require
backflow device(s).

5.4.3

Sewerage

Town sewerage reticulation is available for connection. Where the sewerage system is not
adequate to fully support the development, augmentation of the reticulation system will be
required by the developer at their full cost.
Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P47

A47.1 You must make adequate provision for
sewerage infrastructure:

Sewerage infrastructure is provided to
all development within the area to
which this Chapter applies.

 Minimisation of lengths of sewers.
 Sewer designs being above the
minimum design limitations to provide
tolerances during construction.
 Ensure sizing of infrastructure to allow
possible future expansion (within
acceptable parameters).
 Provision of components to ensure
minimum operational costs to the
sewerage system, minimise infiltration
and inflow into the system and
disruption to customers.
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 Sewerage infrastructure shall be located
within private lands.
 All access points shall have
unobstructed access at all times.
 Easements for drainage of sewage in
favour of Council are required to be
dedicated to ensure all lands can
access the town sewerage system.
Width of easement to be determined at
development application stage.
 Easement for drainage of sewage shall
be required to extend across the
property(s) to ensure future upstream
developments to extend and connect to
the sewerage system.
 Pressure sewer systems may be
required to serve development which
cannot drain to the gravity sewerage
system.
 Sewerage systems must be integrated
to service the whole sewerage system.
P48

Sewerage services shall be provided
to development within the area to
which this Chapter applies.

A48.1 Commercial development shall have one
connection point to the sewerage system.
A48.2 Individual pressure sewer units not part of
a pressure sewer system must connect to
a manhole.
A48.3 All connection points shall have
unobstructed access at all times.
A48.4 Commercial development may require
trade waste approval.

5.4.4

Soil and stormwater management

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P49

A49.1 Preparation of a Water Quality

Minimise impacts of development on
the natural stream systems in Millards
Creek and ensure that the water
quality of discharges to surface and
underground receiving waters,
including Ulladulla Harbour, is
maintained both during and after
construction.
Prepare appropriate management
strategies based on the principles of
Ecologically Sustainable
Development and Water Sensitive

A49.2 Management Strategy showing how the
water quality in Ulladulla Harbour will be
maintained and improved.
A49.3 Hard engineering solutions involving overly
large piped drainage systems should be
avoided.
A49.4 Reduce runoff from area to pre-developed
levels up to 1:100 year event by on site
detention.
A49.5 Adequate provision is to be made during
construction to ensure that landform is
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Urban Design.
Management strategies should be
prepared by suitably qualified persons
and address:
 The reduction of runoff from the area to
pre-development levels of up to 1:100
year events using on site detention.
 On-site infiltration.
 The ability of existing structures and
the subsoil to withstand the effects of
retained water on site.
 A site drainage system which can be
economically maintained with ready
access provided to all relevant
components.
 The minimisation of detrimental
impacts on existing water balance.
 The safety and convenience of
pedestrians and people with disabilities
using the site.
 Provision is made to ensure damage or
nuisance flows to adjoining properties
are not exacerbated but reduced where
possible.
 The design of the minor drainage
system takes full account of both
upstream and downstream systems.
 Community benefit is maximised
through the retention of natural
watercourses and vegetation where
possible.
 The system design optimises the
interception, retention and removal of
water borne pollutants through the use
of appropriate fitness for use criteria.
 Stormwater systems which are
effective in reducing the overall cost of
drainage within the catchment.
P50

Identify areas where drainage
systems are inadequate or need to be
upgraded.

stabilised and erosion is controlled.
A49.6 Drainage easements in favour of Council
may be required to be dedicated and
constructed by the developer.
A49.7 Natural floodway of all creek and drainage
systems are not to be altered except where
alterations are required to ameliorate
problems caused by existing development
to clear restrictions in natural
watercourses.
A49.8 No untreated stormwater from any future
development within the DCP boundaries
will directly enter any creek or drainage
line, which ultimately drains into Ulladulla
Harbour.

A50.1 To adequately manage stormwater
generated from the higher density
residential areas bounded by Church
Street, St Vincent Street, the Princes
Highway and North Street, a drainage
reserve is to be acquired. This drainage
reserve will also act as a pedestrian
movement corridor to the Town Centre.
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5.4.5

Lighting

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

P51

A51.1 Strip neon flashing or moving lights should
only be associated with activities that
operate at night e.g. restaurants and bars.
Neon type signs will not be permitted to be
fixed to heritage items, except where they
form part of the heritage significance of the
item.

Lighting is designed to relate to the
type of activity and the time it will be
used.

A51.2 All external lighting must be of high energy
efficiency.
5.4.6

Statutory authorities

Performance Criteria
P52

6
6.1

Acceptable Solutions

The restoration of landscape and
A52.1 Statutory authorities and utility providers
streetscape works associated with
are encouraged to consult with Council prior to
public utility infrastructure and
undertaking any major service augmentation
maintenance activities should be
projects or maintenance programs to assist in
ensured and should be undertaken to
the co-ordination of embellishment and
agree with the design or and vision for
redevelopment initiatives within the Town
the public domain.
Centre.

Advisory Information
Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be required
to consider other legislation, policies and other documents
with your application.

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Contributions Plan

External Policies
& Guidelines



Residential Flat Design Code



Residential Flat Design Pattern Book

Legislation



Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014



State Environmental Planning Policy No. 65 - Design Quality of
Residential Flat Development



State Environmental Planning Policy No. 71 – Coastal Protection
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1 Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to:
 Ensure that development is designed to effectively use limited industrial land;
 Enhance the southern entrance to the Ulladulla central business district; and
 Ensure that development does not conflict with the Ulladulla retail centre

2 Application
This chapter applies to land adjoining the Princes Highway between Kings Point Road and
Parson Street between Racecourse Creek and Parson Street as shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Subject Land Map
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3 Context
The desired future character for this area is:
 An attractive entrance to the Ulladulla Town Centre with well-designed developments
located within an attractive landscaped setting.
 A vibrant business centre which acknowledges its visual access to the highway but
respects the need for traffic safety, the long term efficiency of the Princes Highway and
the viability of the Ulladulla retail centre.
 Development which takes into consideration the principles of ecologically sustainable
development consistent with the land uses.

4 Objectives
The objectives are to encourage development which:
i.
Maintains the efficiency of the Princes Highway by reducing the number of
driveways having direct access to the highway.
ii.
Does not conflict with the predominance of the Ulladulla retail centre.
iii.
Provides for customer and employee cap parking on the site of that
development.
iv.
Allows traffic movements to and from the Princes Highway that are safe and
convenient for vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians.
v.
Provides landscaping at a height and density that softens the development from
the Princes Highway and which may include planting on the Princes Highway
footpath reserve.
vi.
Is environmentally sensitive, acknowledges the biodiversity of the area,
contributes in a positive manner to the quality and character of the landscape
and is appropriate for the land use.
vii.
Ensures that storm water management is designed to have not net impact on
any receiving waters.
viii.
Minimises waste products and encourages recycling where possible.

5 Controls
In addition to the controls mentioned in this section, you should also refer to the maps in
Figures 2 and 3 at the end of this chapter for supplementary controls.
Note: In addition to the provisions outlined in this
chapter, other environmental considerations must be
addressed in your
development
application.
Specifically a bushfire risk assessment in accordance
with Planning for Bushfire Protection 2006 and
consideration of other environmental factors as
mapped in Shoalhaven LEP 2014.

5.1

Suitable Land Uses

Council intends to create a bulky goods precinct for the Milton Ulladulla area which
supplements the Ulladulla retail centre and provides a range of goods which by their
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nature require good visual accessibility, large sites for display, manoeuvring for large
service vehicles and customer collection.
It is also intended to provide for other forms of commercial and light industrial activities that
would normally be located on the fringe of the central business district.
Land on the eastern side of the highway is identified for tourist and visitor accommodation
and infrastructure.
5.1.1




5.1.2

Objectives

To ensure that Ulladulla’s town centre continues to act as the primary shopping
destination for shopping trips.
To ensure that activities are compatible with the objectives of the B5 Business
Development and IN2 Light Industrial zones.
Design Solutions

General
To maintain the integrity of the zones, any extension or rebuilding of an existing dwelling
should be limited. Complete or substantial demolition of dwellings for replacement with a
new single dwelling will not be supported unless applied for under existing use rights.
Fringe commercial and light industrial precinct
Light industrial uses should be located to the rear of sites which front onto the Princes
Highway.
Lot consolidation
You may be required to consolidate lots to facilitate orderly redevelopment and optimise all
development opportunities identified in this chapter.
Note: In preparing your application, you should
consider Clause 7.6 Riparian land and watercourses
of the Shoalhaven LEP 2014 if your site is within 50m
of the top of the bank of a watercourse. You should
also consider the provisions of Planning for Bushfire
Protection and the Building Code of Australia for
bushfire and building requirements.

5.2

Building Form: Height and Setbacks

Most buildings in the South Ulladulla area are either single or two-storey construction.
Building heights and setback controls are designed to ensure that this precinct maintains a
compatible scale to the rest of the town and its natural surroundings (including natural
watercourses and bushfire risk). In the bulky goods precinct, setbacks are designed to
provide flexibility through a variable building line. These setbacks will also allow for the
future connection of off-street car parks and improved visibility to showroom displays.
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5.2.1






5.2.2

Objectives

To retain an appropriate scale of development that is in keeping with the future
character of the area.
To encourage development of a height and mass that creates a visually attractive
streetscape, and minimises and recognises the impact on adjacent development
and future land use potential.
To reinforce the role of the Princes Highway as the gateway to the Ulladulla
Shopping Centre,
To establish building setbacks that:
o Allow for the safe and efficient access to the site; and
o Achieve car parking requirements that do not encroach on the public domain.
Minimise the risk to development from the risk of bushfire and flooding.
Height of buildings

Bulky Goods/Fringe Business/Light Industrial Area
Maximum height of buildings are as shown on the Shoalhaven LEP (SLEP) 2014 Height of
Buildings map, however, development is limited to two storeys behind the 18 metre
building line, while development forward of the building line (Transitional zone) is limited
to two storeys.
Tourist Accommodation Area
Maximum height of buildings are as shown on the SLEP 2014 Height of Buildings map.
Note: Architectural roof features may exceed the
maximum height of buildings as per Clause 5.6 of the
SLEP 2014.

5.2.3

Setbacks

Setbacks determine how a building is placed on a site. In the bulky goods precinct
setbacks are designed to provide flexibility through a variable building line. At the same
time setbacks will allow for the future connection of off-street car parks and improved
visibility to showroom displays. Furthermore development will need to protect the riparian
zone associated within the natural watercourse and address bushfire risks.
Bulky Goods/Fringe Business/Light Industrial Area
Your development is to have a front setbacks of a minimum 18m as measured from the
front boundary of the property adjacent to the Princes Highway (west side).
You may be able to reduce the front setback to 12.5m where you can demonstrate that the
building mass and bulk of the main structure will be reduced through the addition of a
lightweight structure e.g. showroom or office. See Diagram 1 below.
Tourist Accommodation Area (east of Highway)
If your lot has frontage to the Princes Highway, your development is to be setback 10m
(after road widening) from that frontage.
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Diagram 1: Setbacks

5.3

Architectural Design

The general pattern of buildings found in the Ulladulla area is contemporary in design.
Your development should be innovative and use sympathetic materials and finishes that
reinforce the maritime character of the area.
5.3.1






5.3.2

Objectives

To encourage simplicity in building form and roof shapes and contemporary in
nature so that new development positively relates to adjoining buildings and
promotes the maritime coastal setting.
To ensure buildings are responsive to ESD principles.
To encourage the use of awnings, sunshade devices, etc. that are elegant in
appearance and lightweight in construction.
To achieve a balanced proportion of masonry elements to open elements – glass
voids, etc.
Design solutions

Facades
All new buildings in your development are to contain modulated facades to provide relief,
light and shadow. Simple or repetitive facades are to be avoided. Special attention should
be given to the design and detailing of the base, middle and roof of new structures through
the use of varied materials and finishes.
Materials and colours
Your development is to be constructed of materials and colours that relate to the seaside
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environment and give a lightweight contemporary feel. Where your development has large
expanses of walls, these should be a neutral or earth tone colour with brighter colours
used for trim detail and decorative architectural elements. You will need to justify any
variation to this approach.
Wall Cladding
Wall cladding should be a combination of rendered masonry and lightweight flat sheet
products including timber Hardiplank®/plywood, metal or glass. Masonry surfaces should
not dominate over other external surfaces.
Roofs
Roofs should be of pre-coloured materials and have a corrugated profile or similar.
Shutters
You are not permitted to use block out roller shutters on ground floor windows having
frontage to a public road (75% permeability is required) as the blank frontage detracts from
the quality and interest of the streetscape.
Air conditioning
You are to inconspicuously locate air conditioning units, fans, stacks and hoods etc.
Concrete slabs
Your development must not have concrete floor slabs visible on the external face of a
building.
Parapets
The parapets of new buildings should relate to the building function and structure and not
merely decorate the building.
Enclosed structures
Enclosed structures in front of the 18 metre building line in the Bulky Goods Precinct are to
have variable roof pitches. The wall area located in front of the building line should be
constructed as 40% brick and 60% of variable materials with an emphasis on glass, or to
have open sides.
Tourist accommodation
The multi dwelling housing provisions contained in Chapter G14: Other Residential
Accommodation of this DCP should be used as a guide.
5.4

Vehicle Access, Servicing and Car Parking

Bulky goods retailing and fringe commercial development will have adequate and visible
car parking from any public street. Service vehicles will be able to enter the site safely
from any major road and leave the sire in a forward direction. The ability to connect car
parking spaces forward of the front building lines is an important provision for long term
efficient access to the Princes Highway. This chapter also requires a central car parking
facility and alternative access to the highway for commercial and light industry north of the
proposed road connection to St Vincent Street.
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5.4.1






Objectives

To provide convenient, accessible and safe car and bicycle parking.
To ensure the provision of off street car parking is designed and located to satisfy
the needs of occupants, customers and visitors, including people with disabilities.
To encourage the design of vehicle access and parking facilities to integrate with
overall site planning and landscaping design to minimise their visual impact.
To ensure that adequate provision is made for loading and unloading facilities.
Note: Refer to Diagram 2 below.

5.4.2

Design solutions

Car parking
All car parking is to comply with Chapter G21: Car Parking and Traffic, however, where
there is a discrepancy between these provisions and that chapter, then these provisions
will prevail.
The surface and slope of driveways and parking areas should facilitate stormwater
infiltration on site where possible and are to be suitably landscaped. Large areas of
concrete surfaces, coloured or uncoloured, are to be avoided.
Access
If your lot fronts onto the Princes Highway and has a width of 25 metres or less, you are
encouraged to share access with an adjoining lot.
Limited access will be available to any development having frontage to the east side of the
Princes Highway.
Easements for access in favour of Council may be required for any development that
required shared access by one or more adjoining parties to off-street car parking or where
shared driveways are required to the Princes Highway.
Corner lots
If your property is a corner lot, you may be required to dedicate splay corners for road
widening purposes to improve sight distances at intersections. Splays will generally be 3m
x 3m.
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Diagram 2: Vehicle Access Servicing and Parking

5.5

Stormwater Management

It is important that stormwater discharges are limited through the use of on-site detention
systems to minimise adverse impacts to the Tasman Sea. Similarly, development activities
must not cause an adverse impact on adjoining or any other downstream properties. This
includes preserving surface flow paths and not increasing water levels. Site discharges will
be restricted to pre development discharges using on-site stormwater detention (OSD). On
larger sites (greater than 10002) increased permeability by providing deep soil areas will
be encouraged for any new development,
5.5.1




5.5.2

Objectives

To control stormwater quality and quantity, and reduce impacts on adjoining
properties to ensure that there will be no net impact on the receiving waters of the
Tasman Sea.
To ensure cost-effectiveness in the provision and maintenance of stormwater
drainage systems.
Design solutions

OSDs will be required for all developments except for extensions where the proposed roof
or paved area is less than thirty (30) square metres.
Detailed drainage plans for on-site stormwater management systems are to be submitted
for any development where proposed roof or paved area exceeds thirty (30) square
metres.
The following criteria will be considered in assessing the plan:
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The downstream capacity and need for stormwater detention and reuse.
The scope for on-site infiltration of water.
The minimisation of detrimental impacts on existing water balance and quality.
The sustainability and maintenance needs of the stormwater system.
The safety of pedestrians and vehicles.
Emergency spillways and/or overland flow paths.

Surface flow paths are to be preserved, or alternatives provided, wherever they pass
through or affect the development site. Site discharges are not to be concentrated to a
degree greater than that which naturally occurs. Flow paths are to be retained within
easements. All stormwater drainage connected to Council’s drainage system shall be by
gravity means.
Note: Further controls for stormwater management can
be found in Chapter G2: Sustainable Stormwater
Management and Erosion/Sediment Control.

5.6

Site Contamination

Contaminated land means a building or place that is affected by a chemical or any other
waste, and is:



5.6.1



5.6.2

Unsafe or unfit for occupation by persons or animals,
Has reduced capacity to support vegetation,
Otherwise environmentally degraded.
Objectives

To ensure that the redevelopment of contaminated or potentially contaminated land
does not pose a risk to public health or the environment.
Design solutions

Development applications for sites that are contaminated or potentially contaminated must
demonstrate:



The suitability of the site to accommodate the intended use(s) without posing a risk
to public health or the environment; and
Any measures necessary to develop the site will not pose a risk to public health or
the environment.
Note: Further controls for site contamination can be
found in Council’s Contaminated Land Policy.
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5.7

Utility Services

As part of your development, you are to provide for the undergrounding of electricity and
telephone services within the boundary of your site. Any extension of supply shall be
placed underground at the applicant’s expense.
You are to locate and design site and waste facilities to have an attractive visual
appearance that complements the townscape character when viewed from a public street
or place.
5.8

Open Space and Landscaping

Adequate landscaped open space is to be provided for any development to maintain the
future desired character of the area. The provision of on-site landscaping plays an
important part in integrating a development into the desired streetscape for the area. High
quality landscaping is encouraged throughout the City.
5.8.1




5.8.2

Objectives

To enhance the appearance, amenity and energy efficiency of new development
through landscape design and the provision of appropriate trees and shrubs.
To integrate onsite landscape works with landscaping within the public footpath
domain.
Maximise solar access.
Design solutions

Open Space
All landscaping is to minimise site disturbance and contribute to energy efficiency and
amenity. You can achieve this by providing:




Summer shade and winter sun, especially to north facing elevations; and
Private open space; and
Car parking for both employees and the public.

Any landscaping that is forward of the front building line is to be an average width of three
metres, of which one metre of the public footpath area may be utilised in achieving total
requirements.
Note: Any planting within the public footpath area is to be
in accordance with the Council designed landscape
master plan for this area.

The shared cycleway/footpath on the western side of the highway - as indicated in Figures
2 and 3 below - shall be constructed in coloured concrete (light grey) to a width of 2.5
metres and located 1 metre from the front property boundary. Landscaping should not
obstruct the use of this facility.
Note: Should the cycleway be relocated to the eastern
side of the highway, provision is to be made for a 1.5
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metre footpath, and the areas available for landscaping
may be increased to 2 metres as measured from the front
property boundary and the footpath.

Street Trees
Any street tree planting should be in accordance with Council’s landscape master plan.
Landscaping Works
Landscaping is to be provided to 5% of the area between the building line and the front
property boundary.
Any landscaping provided within the road reserve is to be in accordance with Council’s
landscape master plan.
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Figure 2: Bulky Goods Precinct
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Figure 3: Fringe Commercial Industrial Precinct
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6 Advisory Information
6.1

Other legislation or policies you may need to check
Note: This section is not exclusive and you may be required
to consider other legislation, policies and other documents
with your application.

Council Policies
& Guidelines



Shoalhaven City Council Contaminated Land Policy



Contribution Plan

External Policies
& Guidelines



Nil

Legislation



Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014



State Environmental Planning Policy No. 71 – Coastal Protection
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Chapter Title and Purpose
1 Introduction
The Introduction Chapter provides an overview of the Shoalhaven DCP and how to
use it. It is to be read in conjunction with all DCP Chapters.
2 General and Environmental Considerations
Chapter 2 outlines a number of general and environmental matters for you to consider
when preparing your development application. These matters include:
 Potentially contaminated land;
 European heritage; and
 Aboriginal cultural heritage.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clause 5.10 and Schedule 5 of the
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
3 Exempt Development
Chapter 3 identifies exempt development in addition to those identified in the State
Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and Complying Development Codes) 2008
(Codes SEPP), Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan (LEP) 2014 and Shoalhaven
LEP (Jerberra Estate) 2014.
G1 Site Analysis, Sustainable Design and Building Materials in Rural, Coastal and
Environmental Areas
Chapter G1 is a generic chapter that applies to all development in Shoalhaven. It
provides controls for the management of the natural and built environment including
site analysis, energy efficiency and solar access.
If your property is mapped on the following Shoalhaven LEP 2014 Map overlay, you
must also consider the following:
SLEP 2014 Map Overlay
Scenic Protection Area

SLEP 2014 Clause
Clause 7.8

G2 Sustainable Stormwater Management and Erosion/Sediment Control
Chapter G2 is a generic chapter that relates to stormwater and erosion/sediment
control requirements for all development in Shoalhaven.
If your property is mapped on the following Shoalhaven LEP 2014 Map overlay, you
must also consider the following:
SLEP 2014 Map Overlay
Riparian Lands and Watercourses

SLEP 2014 Clause
Clause 7.6

Chapter Title and Purpose
G3 Landscaping Design Guidelines
Chapter G3 is a generic chapter that relates to landscaping requirements for all
development in Shoalhaven. This chapter is based on the landscaping provisions in
previous DCPs. Generic landscaping provisions are not contained in any other
chapters of the Shoalhaven DCP, and are instead located in this chapter for
consistency and ease of use.
G4 Removal and Amenity of Trees
Chapter G4 is a generic chapter that relates to tree management in Shoalhaven. This
is a new chapter that has recently been prepared and adopted by Council, and
applies to all land within Shoalhaven.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clauses 5.9, 5.10(3) and 5.10(5) of
the Shoalhaven LEP 2014. In addition, if your property is mapped on any of the
following Shoalhaven LEP 2014 Map overlays, you must also consider the following:
SLEP 2014 Map Overlay
Terrestrial Biodiversity
Riparian Lands and Watercourses
Scenic Protection Area

SLEP 2014 Clause
Clause 7.5
Clause 7.6
Clause 7.8

G5 Threatened Species Impact Assessment
Chapter G5 is a generic chapter that applies to all land within Shoalhaven. It provides
guidelines to consider and protect threatened species, populations or endangered
ecological communities or their habitats.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clause 7.5 of the Shoalhaven LEP
2014.
G6 Coastal Management Areas
Chapter G6 is a generic chapter that provides guidelines for various coastal areas
throughout Shoalhaven. It relates to development within coastal management areas,
and includes residential development in foreshore areas and building on sand dunes.
You should check to see if the provisions in Chapter V2: Building Lines apply to your
site.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clauses 5.5, 7.4 and 7.7 of the
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
G7 Waste Minimisation and Management Controls
Chapter G7 is a generic chapter that provides controls for waste management for all
development across Shoalhaven.

Chapter Title and Purpose
G8 Onsite Sewage Management
Chapter G8 is a generic chapter that relates to the management of onsite sewage for
all development in Shoalhaven. It provides controls for on-site storage, treatment and
application of effluent for areas that are not connected to the sewerage system.
G9 Development on Flood Prone Land
Chapter G9 is a generic chapter that applies to development on all flood prone land
within Shoalhaven. It provides information and development controls to assist in
preparing and assessing development applications on flood prone land.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clause 7.3 of the Shoalhaven LEP
2014.
G10 Caravan Parks in Flood Prone Areas
Chapter G10 is a generic chapter that applies to all flood prone land within
Shoalhaven. It provides information and development controls to assist in preparing
and assessing development applications for manufactured home estates, caravan
parks, camping grounds, moveable dwellings, rigid annexes and associated
structures on flood prone land.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clause 7.3 of the Shoalhaven LEP
2014.
G11 Subdivision of Land
Chapter G11 is a generic chapter that provides controls and guidelines for the
subdivision of land across Shoalhaven.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Part 4 of the Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
G12 Dwelling Houses, Rural Worker’s Dwellings, Additions and Ancillary Structures
Chapter G12 is a generic chapter that provides development controls for dwelling
houses and rural workers dwellings within Shoalhaven, including additions and
ancillary structures.
You should check to see if the provisions in Chapter V2: Building Lines apply to your
site.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clauses 4.2D, 4.2F, 4.3 and 5.4(9) of
the Shoalhaven LEP 2014. In addition, if your property is mapped on any of the
following Shoalhaven LEP 2014 Map overlays, you must also consider the following:
SLEP 2014 Map Overlay
Heritage (or is in the vicinity of a
mapped property)
Flood Planning
Natural Resource Sensitivity – Land

SLEP 2014 Clause
Clause 5.10
Clause 7.3
Clause 7.7

Chapter Title and Purpose
G13 Dual Occupancy Development
Chapter G13 is a generic chapter that provides controls for both attached and
detached dual occupancy development across Shoalhaven.
You should check to see if the provisions in Chapter V2: Building Lines apply to your
site.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clauses 4.1A, 4.1B, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5
of the Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
G14 Other Residential Accommodation
Chapter G14 is a generic chapter that relates to a range of residential
accommodation that is not addressed in other chapters of the Shoalhaven DCP. This
chapter addresses multi dwelling housing, attached dwellings, integrated housing,
residential flat buildings, shop top housing, seniors housing, boarding houses, group
homes and hostels.
You should check to see if the provisions in Chapter V2: Building Lines apply to your
site.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clause 4.3 of the Shoalhaven LEP
2014. In addition, if your property is mapped on the following Shoalhaven LEP 2014
Map overlay, you must also consider the following:
SLEP 2014 Map Overlay
Floor Space Ratio

SLEP 2014 Clause
Clause 4.4

If your property is a heritage item, within the vicinity of a heritage item, or located in
Kangaroo Valley, Berry or Milton, you must address Clause 5.10 of the Shoalhaven
LEP 2014.
G15 Tourist and Visitor Accommodation
Chapter G15 is a generic chapter that provides guidelines for the following tourist
accommodation across Shoalhaven:
 Tourist cabins
 Bed and breakfast accommodation
 Farm-stay accommodation
 Adaptive reuse of rural buildings for tourist accommodation
 Guesthouse accommodation
 Tourist resorts
 Eco-tourist facilities
You should check to see if the provisions in Chapter V2: Building Lines apply to your
site.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clause 4.2A, 4.2D, 5.4(1), 5.4(5) and
5.13 of the Shoalhaven LEP 2014. In addition, if your property is mapped on any of
the following Shoalhaven LEP 2014 Map overlays, you must also consider the
following:

Chapter Title and Purpose
SLEP 2014 Map Overlay
Heritage (or is in the vicinity of a
mapped property)
Acid Sulfate Soils
Flood Planning Area
Riparian Lands and Watercourses
Natural Resource Sensitivity – Land

SLEP 2014 Clause
Clause 5.10
Clause 7.1
Clause 7.3
Clause 7.6
Clause 7.7

G16 Short Term Rental Accommodation
Chapter G1 is a generic chapter that relates to the management of short term rental
accommodation across Shoalhaven. It provides guidelines for managers, owners and
occupants and clarifies amenity impact.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clauses 2.8 and 7.13 of the
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
G17 Business, Commercial and Retail Activities
Chapter G17 is a generic chapter that provides guidelines for the establishment and
operation of business, commercial and retail activities, as well as the specific uses of
markets, roadside stalls and commercial activities on footpaths.
You should check to see if the provisions in Chapter V2: Building Lines apply to your
site.
G18 Streetscape Designs for Town Centres
Chapter G18 is a proposed generic chapter that will provide guidelines for
streetscape design in town centres within Shoalhaven. This Chapter is currently
subject to an extensive review before its incorporation into the Shoalhaven DCP.
G19 Home Based Business Activities
Chapter G19 is a generic chapter that provides guidance for home-based business
activities within Shoalhaven, including home businesses, home industries and home
occupations.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clauses 5.4(2), 5.4(3), 7.18 and
Dictionary of the Shoalhaven LEP 2014.

G20 Industrial Development
Chapter G20 is a generic chapter that relates to all industrial development within
Shoalhaven.
You should check to see if the provisions in Chapter V2: Building Lines apply to your
site. This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clause 4.3 of the Shoalhaven
LEP 2014.

Chapter Title and Purpose
G21 Car Parking and Traffic
Chapter G21 is a generic chapter that relates to car parking, access and servicing
requirements for all development in Shoalhaven. Generic car parking, access and
servicing provisions are not contained in any other chapters of the DCP, and are
instead located in this chapter for consistency and ease of use.
G22 Advertising Signs and Structures
Chapter G22 is a generic chapter that provides controls and guidelines for advertising
signs and structures within Shoalhaven.
G23 Jetties, Wharf and Boating Facilities, Moorings, Mooring Pens and Boat
Launching Ramps
Chapter G23 is a generic chapter that relates to the following development and land
uses within Shoalhaven:
 Jetties.
 Wharves.
 Moorings and mooring pens.
 Boat launching ramps.
 Wharf and boating facilities.
G24 Restricted and Sex Services Premises
Chapter G24 is a generic chapter that relates to the development and use of
restricted premises and sex services premises within Shoalhaven.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clause 7.24 of the Shoalhaven LEP
2014.
G25 Stationary Food Vans/Vehicles on Service Station Sites and Food Stalls
Chapter G25 is a generic chapter that provides guidelines for the development and
operation of stationary food vans/vehicles on existing (operating) service station sites
within Shoalhaven. It also provides notes for temporary food stalls and mobile food
stalls.
G26 Acid Sulfate Soils and Geotechnical (Site Stability) Guidelines
Chapter G26 is a generic chapter that relates to land in Shoalhaven that is subject to
acid sulphate soils or geotechnical instability.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clauses 7.1, 7.2 and 7.7 of the
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
G27 Chapter G27: Dog Breeding and Boarding Establishments (Including Catteries)
Chapter G27 provides guidance for persons establishing and operating premises for
dog breeding and boarding establishments (including catteries) within the
Shoalhaven, to protect resident amenity and ensure good animal keeping practices.

Chapter Title and Purpose
G28 Chapter G28: Design Guidelines for Permanent Occupancy of Caravan Parks
Chapter G28 provides guidelines for the permanent occupancy of caravan parks to
support the provisions of State Environmental Planning Policy No 21—Caravan Parks
(SEPP), including its implementation.
V1 Lot Averaging Subdivision
Chapter V1 provides lot averaging controls and guidelines for a number of ‘rural
lifestyle areas’ within Shoalhaven. Lot averaging provides a more flexible method of
subdivision in certain areas and can:
 Establish a pattern of future residential use of the land;
 Allow the creation of a variety of lot sizes of a specified average area; and
 Allow the creation of a residue area of environmentally sensitive land or
agricultural land to be set aside for protection or future use.
You should check to see if the provisions in Chapter V2: Building Lines apply to your
site.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clause 4.2B of the Shoalhaven LEP
2014. In addition, if your property is mapped on any of the following Shoalhaven LEP
2014 Map overlays, you must also consider the following:
SLEP 2014 Map Overlay
Terrestrial Biodiversity
Riparian Lands and Watercourses

SLEP 2014 Clause
Clause 7.5
Clause 7.6

V2 Buildings Lines
Chapter V2 provides controls for various building lines across Shoalhaven. This is the
distance a building must be set back from property boundaries and other features,
such as main roads and foreshore areas.
This Chapter has supporting maps that show the location of these building lines
throughout Shoalhaven. These supporting maps should be read in conjunction with
this Chapter.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clause 4.6 of the Shoalhaven LEP
2014.
V3 Chapter V3: Miscellaneous Site Specific Issues
Site specific provisions for a number of locations across the Shoalhaven:
 Leebold Hill Road, Parish of Cambewarra.
 Burrill Lake Foreshore.
NB1 Mundamia Urban Release Area
Chapter NB1 is an area specific chapter that provides development controls and
guidelines for land within the new Mundamia Urban Release Area.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Part 6 of the Shoalhaven LEP 2014.

Chapter Title and Purpose
NB2 Worrigee Urban Release Area
Chapter NB2 is a proposed future chapter that will provide development controls and
guidelines for the land within the Worrigee Urban Release Area.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Part 6 of the Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
N1 Kangaroo Valley
Chapter N1 is an area specific chapter that provides development guidelines to
protect the unique character and scenic beauty of Kangaroo Valley village and its
environs.
You should check to see if the provisions in Chapter V2: Building Lines apply to your
site.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clause 4.3 and 5.10 of the
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
N2 Berry Town Centre
Chapter N2 is an area specific chapter that provides guidelines to reinforce the role of
Berry as a service centre and to ensure that development in the Berry Town Centre is
compatible with the historic character of Berry.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clause 5.10 of the Shoalhaven LEP
2014.
N3 Berry Residential Subdivision
Chapter N3 is an area specific chapter that includes provisions to ensure that
subdivision of land to the south of Berry is in keeping with the residential zoning and
that appropriate open space and infrastructure is provided.
N4 Shoalhaven Heads Village Centre
Chapter N4 is an area specific chapter that provides guidelines for the development
of the Shoalhaven Heads village centre, surrounding vacant land and public
recreation areas.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clause 4.3 of the Shoalhaven LEP
2014.
N5 Bomaderry Town Centre
Chapter N5 is an area specific chapter that relates primarily to the future development
and revitalisation of the Bomaderry Town Centre.
N6 North Nowra
Chapter N6 is an area specific chapter that provides guidelines for the subdivision
and development of the residential area of Condie Crescent and Illaroo Road in North

Chapter Title and Purpose
Nowra.
N7 Nowra Hotel Site and Civic Precinct
Chapter N7 is an area specific chapter that relates primarily to the development of the
northern portion of the site identified as the ‘Nowra Hotel Site and Civic Precinct’.
N8 Nowra CBD Urban Fringe
Chapter N8 is an area specific chapter that provides integration and equitable
development opportunities to the land bounded by Worrigee Street, Kinghorne Street,
Plunkett Street and Lawrence Avenue, Nowra.
N9 Bulky Goods Precinct – East Street, Nowra
Chapter N9 is an area specific chapter that provides controls to coordinate the future
development of the land adjoining the Stockland Shopping Centre, bounded by East
Street, North Street, Junction Street and part of Brereton Street, Nowra.
N10 Worrigee Residential Area
Chapter N10 is an area specific chapter that provides controls to guide development
of the Worrigee area within the residential environment.
N11 Nowra Hill – Cabbage Tree Lane
Chapter N11 is an area specific chapter that provides controls for the subdivision and
development of land at Nowra Hill in the vicinity of Cabbage Tree Lane.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clause 7.10 of the Shoalhaven LEP
2014.
N12 Culburra Beach – The Marina Area
Chapter N12 is an area specific chapter that provides controls to manage the
residential development at Culburra Beach along The Marina (and road reserve).
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clause 7.4 of the Shoalhaven LEP
2014.
N13 Culburra Beach Expansion Area
Chapter N13 is a proposed future chapter that will provide development controls and
guidelines for the land within the Culburra Beach Expansion Area. Its inclusion in the
Shoalhaven DCP will be subject to a separate exhibition and consultation process.
N14 Culburra Beach Village Centre
Chapter N14 is an area specific chapter that provides controls to co-ordinate future
development in the Culburra Beach commercial centre for a range of commercial,
retail and business activities.

Chapter Title and Purpose
N15 Vincentia Coastal Village and District Centre
Chapter N15 is an area specific chapter that provides a consistent development and
design approach within the subject land area. The chapter includes the content of:
 The Major Development SEPP not carried across into the Shoalhaven LEP 2014;
 The relevant Exempt and Complying Development controls; and
 Stockland's Design Essentials.
N16 Falls Creek, Woollamia Rural Residential Areas
Chapter N16 is a proposed future chapter that will provide development controls and
guidelines for the land within the Falls Creek/Woollamia rural residential area, which
is currently the subject of a planning proposal.
N17 Woollamia Farmlets – Large Lot Residential
Chapter N17 is an area specific chapter that provides guidelines to assist with the
residential development of five specific lots in the Woollamia area.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clauses 7.1 and 7.20 of the
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
N18 Huskisson Town Centre
Chapter N18 is an area specific chapter that provides controls to encourage the
development of the Huskisson Town Centre to incorporate the business centre with a
tourist town focal point.
You should check to see if the provisions in Chapter V2: Building Lines apply to your
site.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clauses 4.3 and 7.20 of the
Shoalhaven LEP 2014. In addition, if your property is mapped on the following
Shoalhaven LEP 2014 Map overlay, you must also consider the following:
SLEP 2014 Map Overlay
Heritage

SLEP 2014 Clause
Clause 5.10

N19 Huskisson Mixed Use Zones
Chapter N19 Huskisson is an area specific chapter that relates to four precincts
zoned B4 Mixed Use in Huskisson. It provides controls to guide tourist
accommodation and facilities within this zone.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clauses 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 7.20 of the
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
N20 Jerberra Estate
Chapter N20 is an area specific chapter that relates to the area east of Tomerong
known as Jerberra Estate. It provides additional guidance to support Shoalhaven
Local Environmental Plan (Jerberra) 2014, and covers detailed issues relevant to

Chapter Title and Purpose
development in the Estate including bushfire, effluent, stormwater and conservation
management.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Shoalhaven Local Environmental
Plan (Jerberra Estate) 2014.
N21 Basin View
Chapter N21 is an area specific chapter that provides controls for the potential
subdivision and development of large lot residential zoned land in Basin View. It
provides detailed guidance on future road widening, traffic safety, setbacks,
construction materials and reduced bushfire potential, while maintaining the scenic
amenity and environmental characteristics of the area.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clauses 4.1 and 7.20 of the
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
N22 Sanctuary Point Local Centre
Chapter N22 is an area specific chapter that guides the development of retail,
commercial, tourist and community uses within the Sanctuary Point local centre.
You should check to see if the provisions in Chapter V2: Building Lines apply to your
site.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clauses 4.3 and 7.20 of the
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
N23 St Georges Basin, Village Centre
Chapter N23 is an area specific chapter that guides development of the
neighbourhood shopping centre in St Georges Basin.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clauses 4.3 and 7.20 of the
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
N24 HMAS Albatross Military Airfield Buffer
Chapter N24 is an area specific chapter that outlines controls and guidelines for areas
affected by the HMAS Albatross Buffer Area, Clause 7.10 of SLEP 2014, and the
Australian Noise Exposure Forecast (ANEF) mapping. These controls prevent certain
developments from being located near HMAS Albatross Military Airfield and its flight
paths.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clauses 7.9, 7.10 and 7.20 of the
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
S1 Verons Estate, Sussex Inlet
Chapter S1 is an area specific chapter that relates to the area west of Sussex Inlet
known as Verons Estate. It provides detailed guidelines relevant to development in
the Estate including bushfire, effluent, stormwater and conservation management.

Chapter Title and Purpose
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Part 4 and Clauses 4.2D and 5.9 of
the Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
S2 Badgee Urban Release Area
Chapter S2 is an area specific chapter that provides controls to guide future
subdivision and development within the new Badgee Urban Release Area.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Part 6 of the Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
S3 Sussex Inlet Town Centre
Chapter S3 is an area specific chapter that includes controls to coordinate the future
commercial development of the Sussex Inlet Town Centre.
You should check to see if the provisions in Chapter V2: Building Lines apply to your
site.
S4 Chapter left intentionally blank
S5 Yatte Yattah – Piggery Buffer
Chapter S5 provides controls relating to the operation of Eagle View Farm Piggery,
Yatte Yattah.
S6 Town of Milton
Chapter S6 is an area specific chapter that provides controls and guidelines for the
future development of Milton and surrounds. It aims to ensure controlled and
appropriate development that maintains the distinct character and heritage associated
with the area.
You should check to see if the provisions in Chapter V2: Building Lines apply to your
site.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clauses 4.3 and 5.10 of the
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
S7 Development Guidelines for Certain Residential Zoned Land in Milton –
Ulladulla
Chapter S7 is an area specific chapter that provides controls and guidelines for the
orderly subdivision and development of certain land within the Milton/Ulladulla area.
S8 Ulladulla Town Centre
Chapter S8 is an area specific chapter that provides controls for the appropriate
development of the Ulladulla Town Centre.
You should check to see if the provisions in Chapter V2: Building Lines apply to your
site.

Chapter Title and Purpose
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clauses 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 5.6 and 7.16 of
the Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
S9 South Harbour Precinct, Ulladulla
Chapter S9 is an area specific chapter that provides controls for the order
development of the Ulladulla Harbour Precinct.
S10 South Ulladulla
Chapter S10 is an area specific chapter that provides controls for the orderly and
appropriate development of commercial land in South Ulladulla.
This Chapter should be read in conjunction with Clauses 4.3, 5.6 and 7.6 of the
Shoalhaven LEP 2014.
S11 Chapter left intentionally blank
- Dictionary
The Shoalhaven DCP Dictionary has been compiled from the definitions in all
previous DCPs that were integrated into the Shoalhaven DCP 2014. It includes terms
that are not defined in the Shoalhaven LEP 2014 Dictionary, and must be read in
conjunction with all DCP Chapters.

NOTE: This Chapter should not be read in isolation. You may need to consider other chapters of this DCP when preparing your application.

DICTIONARY
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Dictionary
Note.
This dictionary must be read in conjunction with the Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan
(SLEP) 2014. Terms excluded from the Shoalhaven Development Control Plan (DCP)
Dictionary 2014 are as defined in SLEP 2014.
Where not identified in this document, definitions are based on the ordinary Australian
dictionary meaning or other relevant legislation.
For information on the SLEP 2014 Dictionary, please view the SLEP 2014 document.

‘A’ board sign means any style of portable self-supporting/free-standing sign.
Above awning sign means any sign located on top of an awning or verandah where no
part of the sign projects above the roof, parapet or ridge-line, or beyond the awning edge.
Absorption when used in reference to Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage Management means
the uptake of effluent or sullage or both into the soil.
Acceptable solutions or controls you must comply with are provided as examples of
what is considered acceptable to Council to enable the performance criteria to be
achieved.
Access street means a street providing local residential access with shared traffic,
pedestrian and recreation use with local traffic priority.
Active shop front means a frontage for retail or similar activity where the activity within is
visible because the shop frontage is transparent or open, or where the window display
occupies the full width of the shop frontage and provides visual interest to the street.
Adaptable Housing Unit is a housing unit which is designed and constructed to meet
performance standards of the current Australian Standard for Adaptable Housing, or is
capable of being modified easily in the future to become accessible to both occupants and
visitors with various levels of mobility, disability or frailty as provided in this Australian
Standard.
Adult Shop means: A shop or commercial premises used for the purposes of selling
sexually explicit products in which:
a) publications classified Categories 1 and/or 2 restricted or RC under the
Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) Act 1995 of the
Commonwealth are shown, exhibited, displayed, sold or otherwise rendered
accessible or available to the public; or
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b) a business to which section 578E of the Crimes Act 1900 applies is conducted on
the premises; or
c) a business is conducted, an object of which is the display or exhibition of any
product (such as articles, compounds, preparations or devices, but not printed
matter) within the meaning of that Act, that is primarily concerned with sexual
behaviour.
Advertisement or sign has the same meaning as in the Act.
Note. The term is defined as a sign, notice, device or representation in the nature of an
advertisement visible from any public place or public reserve or from any navigable water.
Advertising sign has the same meaning as Advertisement.
Aerated waste treatment system (AWTS) means a system that uses the processes of
aeration, clarification and disinfection to treat effluent from septic tanks to a standard that
complies with the requirements of the relevant regulatory authorities.
Allotment or lot means an area of topographical space shown on an approved plan of
subdivision and on which it is intended to construct a dwelling or dwellings.
Amenities include staff and public toilets as well as staff rooms/rest areas.
Amenity block when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone
Areas means a community building used as a shower block, toilet block or laundry block.
Annexe when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone Areas is
as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan Parks,
Camping Grounds & Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005.
Note. The term is defined as a moveable dwelling that:
a) is an attachment to a relocatable home or caravan, and
b) is used as an extension of the habitable area of the relocatable home or caravan,
and
c) is capable of being erected or removed within 24 hours.
Annual exceedance probability (AEP) means the chance of a flood of a given or larger
size occurring in any one year, usually expressed as a percentage.
Appropriate engineer means:
a) a suitably experienced and qualified professional including: someone with
experience and qualifications leading to recognition as NPER in Civil or Structural
Engineering (Institution of Engineers, Australia); or other professionals with good
standing in the fields of flood risk management, flood studies and/or emergency
management; and
b) acting at all times within their experience and qualifications; and
c) able to demonstrate to Council that they have the experience and qualifications to
act as required. This normally means being able to provide documentation to
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Council indicating they have acted in the required capacity on at least three
occasions in the last three years, and that the work was carried out to a high
standard and was recognised by Council or another local council.
Arboreal means found dwelling within the crown of trees
Arboriculture means cultivating and managing trees as individuals and in small groups for
amenity purposes.
Articulation or building articulation is the treatment of a façade of a building and how it
is emphasised architecturally by using distinctive building elements such as:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Balconies
Verandahs
Recessed terraces
Bay windows and external shading devices
Variations in setbacks
Fenestration
Materials and detailing
Patterned and featured walls.

Asset protection zone (APZ) is an area between a bushfire hazard and a building, which
is managed to minimise fuel loads, inhibit a fire path and reduce the effects of heat, flame,
ember and smoke attack.
Associated structure when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood
Prone Areas is as defined by the Local Government Act 1993.
Note. The term is defined as follows:
a) a carport, garage, shed, pergola, verandah or other structure designed to enhance
the amenity of a moveable dwelling and attached to or integrated with, or located on
the same site as, the dwelling concerned, or
b) a separating wall between 2 moveable dwellings.
Australian height datum (AHD) is a common national surface level datum corresponding
approximately to mean sea level.
Awning means a permanent, roof-like structure attached to, and projecting from, the wall
of a building and generally designed or constructed to provide pedestrians with protection
against the weather.
Awning face/fascia sign means any sign painted on or attached to the front face of an
awning that does
a) not project above or below the fascia or return end of the awning to which it is
attached
b) not extend more than 300 mm from the fascia or return end of the awning
c) not extend or project beyond a point 600 mm within the vertical projection of the
kerb line.
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BAL-29 means a construction standard under “AS3959 – Construction of buildings in
bushfire prone areas”. ‘BAL’ stands for bushfire attack level and ‘29’ means the building is
designed to withstand ember attack and radiant heat of up to 29kW/m2.
Bandit sign means any sign displayed on or attached to a tree, post, utility pole, vehicle or
structure located within or near any water, road or rail transportation corridor and includes
fly posters.
Bearing capacity is defined in geotechnical engineering as the capacity of soil to support
the loads applied to the ground, such as the loads from housing foundations for example
Bedrock means any rock shelf under a site that is low strength or harder.
Billboard/bulletin board may be on-building or free-standing, painted or comprise two or
more poster panels.
Biobanking agreement when used in reference to Chapter S1: Verons Estate, Sussex
Inlet, means a legally binding agreement between the landowner and the NSW
Environment Minister that describes how the biodiversity values of a ‘biobank site’ will be
conserved and protected. Biobanking is an offsetting program whereby the biobank site
offsets development and environmental loss on another site.
Biosolid waste application means the application of sludge or other semi-solid products
of human sewage treatment plants to land for the purpose of improving land productivity,
that is undertaken in accordance with the NSW Environment Protection Authority‘s
guidelines titled Environmental Guidelines: Use and Disposal of Biosolids Products (EPA
1997) and Addendum to Environmental Guidelines: Use and Disposal of Biosolids
Products (EPA 2000a).
Black water means soil (toilet) wastes mixed with water.
Bonded asbestos means any material that contains asbestos, other than friable asbestos
materials.
Note. Bonded asbestos materials include asbestos-cement, vinyl-asbestos floor tiles,
asbestos brake linings and asbestos roof felt, and other materials where the asbestos is
generally ‘locked’ into the matrix of the material. (AS 4964-2004).
Buffer distance when used in reference to Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage Management
means a distance measured in metres that represents the length of flow line between a
wastewater disposal area and the high water mark of a waterbody or watercourse.
Building Code of Australia (BCA) is as defined in the Environmental Planning &
Assessment Act 1979.
Note. This term means the document, published by or on behalf of the Australian Building
Codes Board, that is prescribed for purposes of this definition by the regulations, together
with:
a) such amendments made by the Board, and
b) such variations approved by the Board in relation to New South Wales, as are
prescribed by the regulations.
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Building envelope means a three dimensional zone determined by height, width, depth
and setbacks that defines the buildable area on a site.
Building height plane means a plane projected at an angle of 45 degrees over the actual
land to be built upon from a distance of 5 metres above ground level at the side
boundaries of the site. Where the site is more than 20 metres in width or two or more lots
are amalgamated or the common boundaries built over, Council shall determine the
location of the Building Height Plane to that particular property.
Building line when used in reference to Chapter S1: Verons Estate, Sussex Inlet, means
the line within which the dwelling and associated buildings should be located.
Bulky goods mean large goods that are, in the opinion of Council, of such a size and
shape as to require:
a) a large are for handling, storage or display; and
b) easy and direct vehicular access to enable the goods to be collected by customers
after the sale;
but does not include foodstuffs or clothing whether or not sold in association with any such
goods.
Bunting means and includes decorative flags, pennants and streamers.
Bushland means land on which there is vegetation which is either a remainder of the
natural vegetation of the land or, if altered, is still representative of the structure and/or
floristics of the natural vegetation.
Bushland Conservation Area (BCA) when used in reference to Chapter N20: Jerberra
Estate means an area in which no development is allowed must be fenced and retained as
native bushland. If the land is currently cleared, it must be allowed to regenerate and/or be
rehabilitated.
Bushland Management Area (BMA) when used in reference to Chapter N20: Jerberra
Estate has the same controls as BCA, except that driveways are allowed.
Business owner when used in reference to Chapter G17: Business, Commercial and
Retail Activities means the operator or trader of the business conducted within a business
or commercial premises. It may be different to the owner of the premises building.
Bypass channels redirect a portion of floodwater away from areas under threat from
flooding, and so reduce flood levels along the channel downstream of the diversion.
Cambium/Cambial layer means the living part of a tree trunk that allows the movement of
water and nutrients up and down the stem.
Camp site when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone Areas
is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan Parks,
Camping Grounds & Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005.
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Note. This term is defined as an area of land within a camping ground on which a
campervan or tent may be installed or, in the case of a primitive camping ground, on which
a campervan, tent or caravan may be installed, and that is designated as a camp site by
the approval for the camping ground.
Canopy means a roof-like structure without walls that may be free standing, affixed to a
building and supported by one or more posts or cantilevered and includes a covered
walkway; roof over a service station driveway and a tensioned tent-like roof designed to
provide protection from the weather.
Carport when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone Areas
means a covered car parking space with no walls other than the abutting walls of a
moveable dwelling from which the structure projects, provided that no more than two sides
of the carport are enclosed.
Caravan when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone Areas is
as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan Parks,
Camping Grounds & Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005.
Note. This term is defined as a moveable dwelling that is designed so as to be registrable
as a trailer under the Road Transport (Vehicle Registration) Act 1997, but does not include
a camper trailer.
Carriageway or roadway means the area of street reserve that is provided for the
movement or parking of vehicles and is determined by the invert of kerb and gutter and or
concrete edge strip.
Cation exchange capacity means the ability of the soil to take up (or bond with) ions
such as sodium and phosphorous.
CBD when used in reference to Chapter G21: Car Parking and Traffic means those areas:
a) identified as a Contribution Area for a Car Park Project in Shoalhaven Contributions
Plan 2010; and/or
b) in the commercial centre of the town and within 400m walking distance to a public
Council car park.
Collection area means the location where garbage or recyclable material is transferred
from a building's storage containers to a collection vehicle for removal from the site.
Collection point means the usual (or agreed) point on the footpath/roadway, or on-site,
where garbage and recyclables are loaded onto vehicles.
Commercial use when used in reference to Chapter G17: Business, Commercial and
Retail Activities includes the display of goods, an advertising A-board or menu board, and
alfresco dining within a defined public footpath area.
Common effluent system means a system in which septic tank effluent in a gravity
reticulation system is piped from a number of residences to a central treatment and/or
application system.
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Community means a group of people living in the same locality or having common
interests.
Community building when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood
Prone Areas is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates,
Caravan Parks, Camping Grounds & Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005.
Note. This term is defined as a building (such as a shower block, toilet block or laundry
block) that is used or intended to be used in connection with a community amenity, and
includes a building that is to be used as a manager‘s or caretaker‘s office or residence.
Community map when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone
Areas is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan
Parks, Camping Grounds & Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005.
Note. This term is defined as:
a) in relation to a manufactured home estate – means a scale map that accurately
shows the road reserves, the community amenities and the dwelling sites within the
manufactured home estate, and
b) in relation to a caravan park or camping ground – means a scale map that
accurately shows:
i.
the access roads, community amenities and community buildings within the
caravan park or camping ground, and
ii.
the number, size, location and dimensions of dwelling sites or camp sites
within the caravan park or camping ground, and
iii.
in relation to a dwelling site or camp site within the caravan park or camping
ground, the particular off-site parking space or spaces (if any) designated for
use by the occupier of the dwelling site or camp site.
Community title subdivision means a subdivision under the Community Land
Development Act 1989.
Companion animal means companion animal as defined under the Companion Animals
Act 1998.
Note. This term is defined as:
a) a dog,
b) a cat,
c) any other animal that is prescribed by the regulations as a companion animal.
Note. The fact that an animal is not strictly a “companion” does not prevent it being
a companion animal for the purposes of this Act. All dogs are treated as companion
animals, even working dogs on rural properties, guard dogs, police dogs and
corrective services dogs.
Complex when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone Areas
means a caravan park, camping ground or manufactured home estate.
Compliance report when used in reference to Chapter G9 Development on Flood Prone
Land and Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone Areas is a document prepared by a
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suitably qualified engineer, detailing how a proposed development complies with the
requirements of those chapters.
Compostable material means vegetative material capable of being converted to humus
by a biological decay process e.g. compost.
Composting toilet means a ‘waterless’ effluent treatment system that treats toilet wastes
by composting as a result of natural decomposer organisms in the composting chamber.
Consent means an approval granted by Council following the lodgement of a
Development Application in accordance with Part 4 of the EP&At Act 1979.
Conservation property vegetation plan (Conservation PVP) when used in reference to
Chapter S1: Verons Estate, Sussex Inlet is a voluntary, legally binding agreement between
a landholder and the Local Land Services (LLS) that describes how vegetation on your
land will be managed.
Conveyance or flood conveyance means a direct measure of the flow carrying capacity
of a particular cross-section of a stream or stormwater channel. (For example, if the
conveyance of a channel cross-section is reduced by half, then the flow carrying capacity
of that channel cross section will also be halved).
Council means the Shoalhaven City Council or any officer authorised to act on behalf of
the Shoalhaven City Council.
Crown maintenance pruning is as defined in Australian Standard AS 4373, 1996
“Pruning of Amenity Trees” and is considered to involve a reduction in tree foliage and
branches by up to 10 percent in any one (1) year with no reduction in the height of the
main trunk.
Cul-de-sac refers to a street, lane etc. closed at one end. The cul-de-sac head is the
closed end and is designed to allow a turning area for vehicles.
Demolition means the complete or partial dismantling of a building by pre-planned and
controlled methods, and including the removal of any whole or part of a building from a
site.
Design Solutions mean solutions considered acceptable to Council to enable the
objectives to be achieved.
Designated development is development listed in Schedule 3 of the EP&A Regulation
2000 for which an environmental impact statement is required.
Designated stock storage area means an area within the internal faces of the walls of a
building, which is purposely designed and constructed for storage only, physically
separated from the retail floor area and out of sight of customers.
Destroy when used in reference to vegetation means any activity leading to the death,
disfigurement or mutilation of a tree.
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Detached habitable room means a room or suite of rooms which are used in association
with the rooms of a dwelling as a single dwelling occupancy.
Development has the same meaning as in the EP&A Act 1979.
Note. The term is defined as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

the use of land, and
the subdivision of land, and
the erection of a building, and
the carrying out of a work, and
the demolition of a building or work, and
any other act, matter or thing referred to in section 26 that is controlled by an
environmental planning instrument,
but does not include any development of a class or description prescribed by the
regulations for the purposes of this definition.
Development control plan (DCP) is a written document that supports the SLEP 2014.
The DCP provides detailed planning controls and guidelines for certain types of
development and/or localities.
Dilapidation/defects report when used in reference to Chapter G6: Coastal Management
Areas means a report prepared by a “suitable qualified person” detailing the existing
condition of a building and identifying building defects and non-compliances with current
building requirements, including the Building Code of Australia and associated Australian
Standards.
Disinfection when used in reference to Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage Management means
the process by reducing all pathogenic and other harmful organisms to safe levels in
secondary treated effluent. Processed effluent is only suitable for non-potable purposes
such as irrigation.
Display when used in reference to Chapter G22: Advertising Signs and Structures may
include clothing racks, fences, merchandise on display/sale, moveable bollards, pot plants,
planter boxes, screens, stands, stalls, tables, umbrellas, and any similar movable object
(not including an ‘A’ board sign), associated with the advertising of commercial premises.
Dog-proof fencing means fencing provided around the perimeter of the APZ on each
property, to prevent dogs from escaping.
Double-sided sign means two signs, back to back, on a single structure, where both
sides of the sign are identical in sign face area, dimensions and content.
Drainage means any activity that intentionally alters the hydrological regime of any locality
by facilitating the removal of surface or ground water. It may include the construction,
deepening, extending, opening, installation or laying of any canal, drain or pipe, either on
the land or in such a manner as to encourage drainage of adjoining land.
Drying area when used in reference to Chapter G13: Dual Occupancy Development
means that part of the site which is principally used for the purpose of drying of clothing
etc.
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Dwelling site when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone
Areas is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan
Parks, Camping Grounds & Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005.
Note. The term is defined as follows:
a) in relation to a manufactured home estate – means an area of land within the
manufactured home estate that is designated as a dwelling site by the approval for
the manufactured home estate, and
b) in relation to a caravan park – means an area of land within the caravan park on
which a moveable dwelling may be installed and that is designated as a dwelling
site by the approval for the caravan park.
Economic activity zones in relation to Chapter N1: Kangaroo Valley include the defined
retail core, tourist precinct and craft industry precinct as shown on the Map in Appendix 1
of that chapter.
Eddies mean small whirls caused by movement in a flowing stream of liquid.
Effective warning time when used in reference to flooding means the time available after
receiving advice of an impending flood and before the floodwaters prevent appropriate
flood response actions being undertaken. The effective warming time is typically used to
move farm equipment, move stock, raise furniture, evacuate people and transport their
possessions.
Effluent when used in reference to Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage Management means
liquid discharge from a septic tank, sullage treatment farm or aerated wastewater
treatment system.
Effluent application area means the area of land where it is intended to dispose of or
apply effluent and any by-products of sewage from the management facility.
Effluent disposal absorption means the uptake of effluent or sullage or both into the soil.
Employee when used in reference to Chapter G19: Home Based Business Activities
means a person that works on the premises but does not reside there, and may include
relatives.
Ensuite facility when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone
Areas is defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan Parks,
Camping Grounds & Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005.
Note. This term is defined, in relation to a building, as part of a building or an associated
structure that contains at least a shower, toilet and handbasin, is provided for the exclusive
use of the occupiers of the site and is located on or adjacent to the site.
Environmental planning instrument has the same meaning as in the EP&A Act 1979.
Note. The term is defined as an environmental planning instrument (including a SEPP or
LEP but not including a DCP) made, or taken to have been made, under Part 3 and in
force.
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EP&A Act or the Act means the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.
Epicormic bud means dormant emergency buds located just beneath the bark that shoot
when stimulated by a stress event such as pruning, burning, etc.
Epidermis when used in reference to vegetation means the outer layer of a plant (bark).
Epiphytic means a tree dwelling plant.
Equivalent population when used in reference to Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage
Management means the number of persons deemed to be accommodated must be
calculated in accordance with the requirements of Part D of the Building Code of Australia
(BCA) in conjunction with design requirements from the Department of Public Works
“Manual of Practise (Sewer Design)” (1987).
Evacuation capability when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood
Prone Areas means the ability of a park manager and staff to evacuate people and to
remove all the towable on-site moveable dwellings and other assets identified to be
relocated (e.g. tourists‘ vans, vehicles, boats) from the flood-prone area to a location
above the PMF, having regard to the number of moveable dwellings and assets to be
moved, the available resources with which to move them (caravan park staff and
equipment, without recourse to the emergency services), the required time to move them,
the capacity and suitability (e.g. in terms of impacts on traffic) of the evacuation route and
intended storage location, and the effective warning time.
Evapotranspiration means the loss of moisture to the atmosphere by direct evaporation
and also by transpiration through a plant’s leaves.
Exempt development is development that may be carried out without the consent of
Council, subject to compliance with State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt and
Complying Development Codes) 2008 and SLEP 2014.
Existing sign when used in reference to Chapter G22: Advertising Signs and Structures
means any sign that was lawfully displayed on a building or site as at the date of adoption
of this DCP, or any sign approved by Council at that date, but not yet displayed or erected.
Fence means a structure or posts, rails, palings, metal, wire, profiled fibrous cement,
masonry or other materials enclosing or bounding land and includes any foundation,
foundation wall or retaining wall but does not include a wall which is part of a house or
other building or structure.
Fence Sign means a sign painted on or otherwise affixed to a fence that is:
a) designed and constructed to permanently delineate and identify a boundary
alignment or enclosure.
b) purpose built and designed as a backdrop to a display area (eg motor vehicle sales
yard) and is not more than
i.
4 m in height; and
ii.
not within 20 m of a front property boundary
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c) a temporary fence or hoarding to delineate and protect a construction site.
Flexible annexe when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone
Areas is defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan Parks,
Camping Grounds & Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005.
Note. The term is defined as an annexe that (apart from any rigid support frame and any
floor, or any door, window or other securable opening, constructed of non-flexible material)
consists entirely of canvas or other flexible material.
Flood means a relatively high stream flow which overtops the natural or artificial banks in
any part of a stream, river, estuary, lake or dam, and/or local overland flooding associated
with major drainage before entering a watercourse, and/or coastal inundation resulting
from super-elevated sea levels and/or waves overtopping coastline defences excluding
tsunami (Floodplain Development Manual, 2005).
Flood affected means that a parcel of land is either fully or partly within the floodplain.
Flood assessment report is a document prepared by a suitably qualified hydraulic
engineer, detailing existing flood risk for a catchment.
Flood certificate is a document providing flood information for a particular parcel of land it can be obtained from Council.
Flood compatible building components means a combination of measures incorporated
in the design and/or construction and alteration of individual buildings or structures subject
to flooding, and the use of flood compatible materials for the reduction or elimination of
flood damage.
Note. A list of typical flood compatible building components is provided in Schedule 4 of
Chapter G9: Development on Flood Prone Land.
Flood compatible materials include those materials used in building that are resistant to
damage when inundated. A list of flood compatible materials is contained in Schedule 4 of
Chapter G9: Development on Flood Prone Land.
Flood fringe is that part of the floodplain remaining after the floodway and flood storage
areas have been defined.
Flood marker post is a structure erected in a prominent position which depicts the height
of known significant floods of record and predicted floods.
Flood planning area means the area of land below, or islands within, the flood planning
level and thus subject to flood related development controls.
Flood planning level means the combination of flood levels and freeboards selected for
planning purposes, as determined in floodplain risk management studies and incorporated
in floodplain management plans.
Flood prone land means the land susceptible to flooding by the probable maximum flood
event (that is, land within the floodplain) as indicated on the map marked "Flood Prone
Land" deposited in the office of the Council as amended from time to time.
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Flood proofing means a combination of measures incorporated in the design,
construction and alteration of individual buildings or structures subject to flooding, to
reduce or eliminate flood damages.
Flood storage areas are those parts of the floodplain that are important for the temporary
storage of floodwaters during the passage of a flood.
Flood study is a technical investigation of flood behaviour. It defines the nature of flood
risk by establishing the extent, level and velocity of floodwaters. The study also provides
information on the distribution of flood flows across various sections of the flood plain for
the full range of flood events up to and including the PMF.
Floodplain means the area of land which is subject to inundation by floods up to and
including the probable maximum flood event, that is, flood prone land.
Floodplain risk management plan is a plan developed in accordance with the principles
and guidelines contained in the NSW Government Floodplain Management Manual.
Usually includes both written and diagrammatic information describing how particular
areas of flood prone land are to be used and managed to achieve defined objectives.
Floodplain risk management study is a study that identifies and compares various risk
management options. This includes an assessment of their social, economic, ecological
and cultural impacts, together with opportunities to maintain and enhance river and
floodplain environments.
Floodway means those parts of the floodplain where a significant discharge of water
occurs during floods. They are often aligned with natural defined channels. Floodways are
areas that, even if only partially blocked, would cause a significant redistribution of flood
flow, or a significant increase in flood levels.
Floor area of a guestroom or tourist cabin when used in reference to Chapter G15:
Tourist and Visitor Accommodation means the area of a guestroom or tourist cabin,
measured within the finished surfaces of the walls, and includes the area occupied by any
cupboard or other built-in furniture, fixture or fitting and all decks and verandahs.
Floor area means, in relation to a room, the area of the room measured within the finished
surfaces of the walls, and includes the area occupied by any cupboard or other built-in
furniture, fixture or fitting.
Fluvial geomorphology is the branch of geology that examines the formation and
structure of the features of the surface of the earth which is created by flowing rivers.
Footpath means the hardstand area between private property and the kerbline, whether
the area is paved, grassed or concreted.
Freeboard is a factor of safety typically used in relation to the setting of floor levels, levee
crest levels, etc. Freeboard is expressed as additional height on top of the flood level and
provides a factor of safety to compensate for uncertainties in the estimation of flood levels
across the floodplain. Freeboard is included in the flood planning level.
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Free-standing sign means any sign not attached to a building or structure and includes
any three-dimensional replica, object or shape.
Friable asbestos materials (AS 4964-2004) Any material that contains asbestos and is in
the form of a powder or can be crumbled, pulverized or reduced to powder by hand
pressure when dry.
Note. Friable asbestos materials include asbestos lagging and sprayed asbestos
insulation.
Garage when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone Areas
means an enclosed single storey structure capable of accommodating not more than two
motor vehicles, which is either attached to a moveable dwelling or detached.
Garage sale means the sale from a residential, school, church or other community related
premises of second hand items only that have been used by the person(s) or group
organising the garage sale.
Garbage means refuse or waste material other than trade waste, effluent, compostable
material, green waste or recyclable material.
Garbage and recycling room means a room where garbage and recycling receptacles
are stored, awaiting reuse or removal from the premises.
Garbage chute means a duct in which deposited material descends from one level to
another within the building, due to gravity.
Granny flat when used in reference to Chapter G12: Dwelling Houses, Rural Worker’s
Dwellings, Additions and Ancillary Structures is a room or suite of rooms for use by a
family member(s) of the dwelling occupants in conjunction with the main dwelling house.
Green waste means vegetative matter including trees, branches, shrubs, cuttings, lawn
clippings and untreated timber and wood products.
Grey water means sullage wastes (e.g. laundry, shower, kitchen, etc.) excluding toilet
wastes.
Gross leaseable floor area means the sum of the areas at each floor of a building where
the area of each floor is taken to be the area within the internal faces of the walls,
excluding stairs, amenities, lifts, corridors, parking areas and designated stock storage
areas.
Ground level (natural) means the natural level of a site at any point before any filling,
excavation or building work has commenced.
Ground water means water that exists under the surface and within the soil.
Groundcover means any type of herbaceous vegetation, but it is only to be regarded as
native vegetation that occurs in an area where not less than 50% of the herbaceous
vegetation covering the area comprises indigenous species. In determining that
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percentage, not less than 10% of the area concerned must be covered with herbaceous
vegetation (whether dead or alive).
Group when used in reference to Chapter G15: Tourist and Visitor Accommodation means
a collection of two or more tourist cabins.
Guesthouse means a building or buildings used for temporary visitor accommodation of
up to twenty accommodation rooms in a domestic scale of architecture, where the building
or buildings incorporate a common facility for the provision of meals either to people
temporarily resident or to the general public, whether or not those facilities are licensed.
Guestroom is a room or suite of rooms within a guesthouse used for tourist
accommodation.
Habitable floor area means the floor areas and rooms used within a dwelling for normal
domestic use, including a bedroom, living room, lounge room, music room, television
room, kitchen, dining room, sewing room, study, playroom, family room and sunroom.
Habitable room has the same meaning as in the Building Code of Australia.
Note. The term is defined as a room used for normal domestic activities, other than a
bathroom, laundry, toilet, pantry, walk in wardrobe, hallway, lobby, clothes drying room or
other space of a specialised nature that is not occupied frequently or for extended periods.
Habitat when used in reference to vegetation means vegetation that is capable of being
used for the nectar feeding, roosting or nesting of birds, arboreal marsupials, micro-bats or
vegetation which supports the growth of locally indigenous epiphytic plants such as
orchids.
Hazard when used in reference to flooding, is a source of potential harm or a situation with
the potential to cause loss. In relation to Chapter G9: Development on Flood Prone Land
the hazard is flooding which has the potential to cause damage to the community. Hazard
can be categorised as high hazard and low hazard. In high hazard areas there is a
possible danger to personal safety, evacuation by trucks is difficult, able bodied adults
would have difficulties wading to safety, and flooding can cause potential significant
structural damage to buildings. In low hazard areas, trucks could evacuate people and
their possessions and able bodied adults would have little difficulty in wading to safety.
Hazardous waste means any waste that, because of its physically, biologically or
chemically damaging properties, is capable of causing a danger to the life or health of any
living thing if it is released into the environment, and is, or contains, a substance specified
in Schedule 1 of the Waste Minimisation and Management Regulation 1996.
Height of building means the vertical distance measured in metres from the top most
point of the building, roof or parapet (including plant and lift overruns, but excluding
architectural roof features and communication devices) to the natural surface area
immediately below that point (architectural roof features are non-habitable, minor
decorative features).
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Height of tree means the distance measured vertically between the horizontal plane of the
lowest point of the base of the tree which is immediately above ground and the horizontal
plane of the uppermost point of the tree.
Highly trafficked footpaths mean those footpaths which receive a high flow of pedestrian
traffic on any given day, including; the Princes Highway, Junction Street
Holding in relation to Chapter V1: Lot Averaging Subdivision means all adjoining and
adjacent land within the areas shown on the accompanying maps in that chapter, and
under the same ownership as at the 16 July 1999. See also Clause 6.2.1 of that chapter.
Holding tank when used in reference to Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage Management means
a tank used for holding wastewater prior to pumping out, sometimes called a collection
well.
Holiday van when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone
Areas is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan
Parks, Camping Grounds & Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005.
Note. The term is defined as a moveable dwelling (other than a tent) that is or usually is
continuously located on a short-term site and used primarily by its owner for occasional
occupancy for holiday purposes.
Home activity when used in reference to Chapter G19: Home Based Business Activities
means any activity carried out by a resident for either paid or unpaid employment
purposes:
a) in a dwelling or dwelling house;
b) from a building (or area) within the curtilage of a dwelling house;
c) from an outbuilding (or area) on a property in a rural location; or
d) on adjoining land in the same ownership; and
e) the dominant use of the dwelling or land is for domestic purposes; and
f) the activity does not involve the use of the property for the purposes of sexual
services premises.
Hydraulic impact assessment report means a document prepared by a suitably qualified
hydraulic engineer, detailing how a proposed development will change flood behaviour on
and off the site as well as how the new development itself will be impacted by flooding.
Hydraulics means the study of water flow in waterways, in particular the evaluation of flow
parameters such as water level and velocity.
Illuminated sign describes the method of presentation and means any sign that is
illuminated either internally or externally by static or moving lights and includes floodlit
signs, neon, flashing, chasing, or animated signs and colour changing fibre optic displays.
Important habitat trees when used in reference to Chapter N20: Jerberra Estate mean
hollow-bearing trees (including Yellow-bellied Glider den trees and Gang-gang Cockatoo
nest trees), Glossy-Black Cockatoo feed trees (Allocasuarina littoralis) and Yellow-bellied
Glider feed trees.
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Infill development means urban development that takes place within existing urban
zones on land that is currently or has most recently been used for urban land use
purposes.
Infiltration when used in reference to Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage Management means
the ability of the soil to accept effluent and rainfall at the surface.
Inflatable when used in reference to Chapter G22: Advertising Signs and Structures
means any fixed or captive balloon, blimp, kite or cold air inflatable or the like and includes
lighter than air devices used for short term promotional purposes.
Injury when used in reference to vegetation means damage to a tree and includes lopping
and topping poisoning, including applying herbicides and other plant toxic chemicals to a
tree or spilling (including washing off or directing water contaminated by) oil, petroleum,
paint, cement, mortar and the like onto the root zone cutting, tearing, breaking or snapping
of branches and roots that is not carried out in accordance with accepted arboricultural
practices, or is done for invalid reasons, including vandalism ringbarking, scarring the bark
when operating machinery, fixing objects (eg. signs) by nails, staples or wire, using tree
climbing spikes in healthy trees marked for retention (except for access to an injured tree
worker) or fastening materials that circle and significantly restrict the normal vascular
function of the trunk or branches damaging a trees root zone by compaction or excavation,
asphyxiation including unauthorised filling or stockpiling of materials, and/or
underscrubbing, unless carried out by hand tools, such as brushcutters and the like.
Installation when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone Areas
is defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan Parks,
Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005.
Note. The term is defined as:
a) in relation to a manufactured home or a relocatable home— the process of
connecting together the major sections of the manufactured home or relocatable
home, and any associated structures forming part of the manufactured home or
relocatable home, and attaching them to footings, or
b) in relation to an associated structure—the process of constructing or assembling
the components of the associated structure, and (if appropriate) attaching them to
footings, and includes the connection of gas, electricity, telephone, water, sewerage
and drainage services.
Integrated development is development that is described under Section 91 of the EP&A
Act 1979.
Integrated housing development means a subdivision of land into five or more
allotments and the simultaneous design and construction of a single dwelling-house or
dwelling on each of the allotments created by that subdivision.
Intent means a general statement that describes the purpose for applying a particular
development control measure.
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Intermittent watercourse or stream means any stream, channel, canal or surface water
drainage depression that forms a waterbody that flows during periods of rainfall or
flooding.
Irrigation area when used in reference to Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage Management
means an area of prepared soil and aggregate through which a network of either
perforated pipes is laid or spray irrigators are provided. Effluent is either sprayed or
permitted to percolate into the soil bed and is removed primarily by evaporation and
transpiration by plants. The area outlined within these guidelines incorporates sufficient
area of land to provide for the resting of effluent disposal areas through a rotational
schedule.
Lawful when used in reference to building development in Shoalhaven means that the
building or structure has development consent and a construction certificate, complying
development certificate or building approval; or was erected prior to 28 February 1964
[commencement of Interim Development Order (IDO) No. 1].
Land capacity study means a study that examines the potential environmental impacts of
on-site effluent disposal and includes detailed soil survey topographical analysis and
drainage assessment.
Land filling means to place, or allow to fall, upon any land any ballast, rock, stone,
shingle, gravel, sand, clay, earth, cinders, debris or any other matter or thing so as to alter
the contours or levels of the land.
Landscape plan when used in reference to Chapter G11: Subdivision of Land means a
plan outlining the extent, type and location of landscaping proposed for subdivision
development generally within the street, and may include public reserves that are to be
dedicated.
Licensed floor area means that area of a development which is licensed for the purposes
of the Liquor Act 2007.
Lightweight materials mean structural and cladding materials incorporating timber, steel
and the like, but do not include masonry such as bricks and concrete blocks.
Likely habitat tree means any tree which has developed hollows in the trunk or limbs
suitable for nesting birds, or arboreal marsupials or mammals, or is supporting the growth
of locally indigenous epiphytic plants such as orchids.
Living area means a living, dining, entertainment or other recreation area or room, but
does not include bedrooms, studies, bathrooms or other amenities.
Local development means development, not being exempt development, complying
development or State significant development, which is permissible with consent of
Council under SLEP 2014.
Local drainage means small scale inundation in urban areas outside the definition of
major drainage as defined in the Floodplain Development Manual. Local drainage
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problems invariably involve shallow depths (less than 0.3m) with generally little danger to
personal safety.
Local drainage management plan means a plan that examines all elements of drainage
including storm drainage water quality management and stormwater harvesting.
Local overland flooding means inundation by local runoff rather than overbank discharge
from a stream, river, estuary, lake or dam.
Locality means an area so named and gazetted by the Geographical Names Board.
Long term occupation means the occupation of a dwelling site for more than one
hundred and fifty (150) days in any twelve (12) month period.
Long-term site when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone
Areas is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan
Parks, Camping Grounds & Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005.
Note. The term is defined as a dwelling site that is specified in the approval for a caravan
park as being a long-term site.
Lopping means the unacceptable practice of cutting between branch unions or at
internodes on young trees.
Low and moderately trafficked footpaths mean those footpaths which receive a low to
moderate flow of pedestrians on any given day, including; Wason, Kinghorne and Berry
Streets.
Main road frontage in relation to land means the frontage of that land to a main or
arterial road; or a road connecting with a main or arterial road, if the whole or any part of
the frontage is within 90 metres (measured along the road alignment of the connecting
road) of the alignment of the main or arterial road.
Manufactured home is as defined by the Local Government Act 1993.
Note. The term is defined as a self-contained dwelling (that is, a dwelling that includes at
least one kitchen, bathroom, bedroom and living area and that also includes toilet and
laundry facilities), being a dwelling:
a) that comprises one or more major sections, and
b) that is not a registrable vehicle within the meaning of the Road Transport (Vehicle
Registration) Act 1997, and includes any associated structures that form part of the
dwelling.
Manufactured home estate is as defined by the Local Government Act 1993.
Note. The term is defined as land on which manufactured homes are, or are to be,
erected.
Merit approach when used in reference to flooding is an approach, the principles of which
are embodied in the Floodplain Development Manual, which weighs social, economic,
ecological and cultural impacts of land use options for different flood prone areas together
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with flood damage, hazard and behaviour implications, and environmental protection and
well-being of the State‘s rivers and floodplains.
Motor vehicle sign means any sign fitted to, placed upon or beside a motor vehicle,
caravan or trailer stopped on a public road or private property for the primary purpose of
displaying such sign but does not include any sign on a motor vehicle which is able to be
driven on public roads with the sign displayed.
Moving sign means any sign, either illuminated or non-illuminated, including rotating,
trivision, carousel, animated, computer controlled, moving display or message signs with a
single or variable message.
Named river when used in reference to Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage Management means
any waterbody that has been specifically identified by Sydney Water or Shoalhaven City
Council as being an important resource within a drinking water catchment.
Normal business hours mean:
 Monday to Friday – 8.00 am to 5.00 pm.
 Saturdays 8.00 am to 1.00 pm.
 No work on Sundays or Public Holidays.
NSW Coastal Policy means the publication titled NSW Coastal Policy 1997: A
Sustainable Future for the New South Wales Coast, published by the Government.
Objectives are a general statement of the overall intention of applying a design element.
Operational land has the same meaning as in the Local Government Act 1993.
Orchid management area when used in reference to Chapter S1: Verons Estate, Sussex
Inlet means areas where the Leafless Tongue Orchid (Cryptostylis hunteriana) and/or the
greenhood orchid species Pterostylis ventricosa occur (refer to supporting map of Chapter
S1). Note that potential habitat for Pterostylis ventricosa in Swan Lake has not been
surveyed.
Orphan site when used in reference to Chapter S8: Ulladulla Town Centre means a site in
the retail area where maximum development in accordance with that chapter has occurred
on at least two adjoining sites. Note. This control only relates to floor space ratio (see
definition in SLEP 2014).
Other advertised development means any development that is identified as advertised
development in a local environmental plan or DCP.
Outbuilding means any of the following:
a) Balcony, deck, patio, pergola, terrace or verandah, carport or garage that is
attached or free-standing,
b) Cabana, cubby house, fernery, garden shed, gazebo or greenhouse, shed or shade
structure,
c) Rainwater tank,
d) Above ground swimming pool
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Outdoor eating area means an approved sit down, un-enclosed, open-air (al-fresco)
dining area with associated furniture located on either a public footpath or on private
property. The area is defined by that area occupied by the furniture with sufficient room for
diner manoeuvrability and any associated menu boards, pot plants, planter boxes and/or
screens or crash barrier.
Owner is as defined in the Local Government Act 1993 No. 30.
Note. The term is defined as
a) in relation to Crown land, means the Crown and includes:
i.
a lessee of land from the Crown, and
ii.
a person to whom the Crown has lawfully contracted to sell the land but in
respect of which the purchase price or other consideration for the sale has
not been received by the Crown, and
b) in relation to land other than Crown land, includes:
i.
every person who jointly or severally, whether at law or in equity, is entitled
to the land for any estate of freehold in possession, and
ii.
every such person who is entitled to receive, or is in receipt of, or if the land
were let to a tenant would be entitled to receive, the rents and profits of the
land, whether as beneficial owner, trustee, mortgagee in possession, or
otherwise, and
iii.
in the case of land that is the subject of a strata scheme under the Strata
Schemes (Freehold Development) Act 1973 or the Strata Schemes
(Leasehold Development) Act 1986, the owners corporation for that scheme
constituted under the Strata Schemes Management Act 1996, and
iv.
in the case of land that is a community, precinct or neighbourhood parcel
within the meaning of the Community Land Development Act 1989, the
association for the parcel, and
v.
every person who by this Act is taken to be the owner, and
c) in relation to land subject to a mining lease under the Mining Act 1992, includes the
holder of the lease, and
d) in Part 2 of Chapter 7, in relation to a building, means the owner of the building or
the owner of the land on which the building is erected.
Parallel development when used in reference to Chapter G15: Tourist and Visitor
Accommodation means development for Bed & Breakfast Accommodation and Tourist
Cabins carried out on the same land.
Parapet means a low wall projecting from the edge of a platform, terrace or roof.
Park van when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone Areas is
as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan Parks,
Camping Grounds & Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005.
Note. The term is defined as a moveable dwelling (other than a tent), whether or not
capable of being registered under the Road Transport (Vehicle Registration) Act 1997,
that:
a) is or usually is continuously located on a short-term site, and
b) is provided for hire, and
c) is used by a site occupier other than the owner of the moveable dwelling primarily
for holiday purposes.
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Parking space means a space dedicated for the parking of a motor vehicle, including any
manoeuvring space and access to it, but does not include a car park, which is separately
defined in the SLEP 2014.
Performance criteria Is a general statement of the means of achieving the intent. They
provide designers and developers an opportunity to work through a variety of design
criteria. Not all performance criteria will be applicable to every development.
Permeability when used in reference to Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage Management means
the ability of the soil to ‘absorb’ and transmit effluent through its profile.
Permeable paving means paving construction using impervious materials that are
physically shaped and/or arranged to allow infiltration through gaps in the pavement
material.
pH means the measure of acidity or alkalinity measured on a scale of 0 to 14 with 7 as a
neutral point. From 0 to 7 is acid; from 7 to 14 is alkaline.
Phosphorous sorption capacity when used in reference to Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage
Management means the ability of the soil to take up phosphorous from the effluent.
Plan of survey or survey plan means a plan prepared in accordance with survey practice
and prepared by a registered surveyor.
Pond-based aquaculture means aquaculture undertaken in structures that are
constructed by excavating and reshaping earth, which may be earthen or lined, and
includes any part of the aquaculture undertaken in tanks, such as during the hatchery or
pre-market conditioning phases, but does not include natural water-based aquaculture.
Note. Typical pond-based aquaculture is the pond culture of prawns, yabbies or silver
perch.
Porous paving permits water to pass through the paving material by virtue of the
properties of that material.
Potential building area when used in reference to Chapter N20: Jerberra Estate means
the area identified on Figure 11 of that chapter, where dwellings and associated structures
should be located so that your property and neighbouring properties can be safely and
appropriately developed. Some flexibility is provided within the bushfire asset protection
zones (APZs), however locating your dwelling and associated structures within the
potential building area will make the development approval process more straightforward.
Potential building area/line when used in reference to Chapter S1: Verons Estate,
Sussex Inlet, means the area or line identified on the supporting map in Chapter S1 within
which dwellings and associated buildings should be located so that your property and
neighbouring properties can be safely and appropriately developed.
Potential development area when used in reference to Chapter S1: Verons Estate,
Sussex Inlet, encompasses the potential building area and bushfire asset protection zones
(APZ) and on-site effluent treatment and application area.
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Prescribed waters mean any waterbody that has been specifically identified by Sydney
Water or Shoalhaven City Council as being an important resource within a drinking water
catchment.
Primary treatment when used in reference to Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage Management
means the separation of suspended material from wastewater by settlement and/or
flotation in septic tanks, primary settling chamber, anaerobic process of treatment, prior to
effluent discharge to either a secondary treatment process, or to a land-application
system.
Probability when used in reference to flooding is a statistical measure of the expected
chance of flooding (see AEP).
Probable maximum flood (PMF) is the largest flood that could conceivably occur at a
particular location, usually estimated from probable maximum precipitation. Generally, it is
not physically or economically possible to provide complete protection against this event.
The PMF defines the extent of flood prone land, that is, the floodplain.
Probable maximum precipitation (PMP) is the greatest depth of precipitation for a given
duration meteorologically possible over a given size storm area at a particular location at a
particular time of the year, with no allowance made for long-term climatic trends (World
Meteorological Organisation, 1986). It is the primary input to the estimation of the probable
maximum flood.
Professional consulting rooms means a room or a number of rooms forming either the
whole of or part of, attached to or within the curtilage of a dwelling-house and used by not
more than three legally qualified medical practitioners or by not more than three dentists
within the meaning of the Dentists Act 1934, or by not more than three health care
professionals, who practise therein the profession of medicine, dentistry or health care
respectively, and if more than one, practise in partnership and who employ not more than
three employees in connection with that practice.
Professional engineer means a person:
a) who is a registered professional engineer in the relevant discipline who has
appropriate experience and competence in the relevant field; or
b) who is
i.
a Corporate Member of the Institute of Engineers, Australia; or
ii.
eligible to become a Corporate Member of the Institute of Engineers,
Australia, and has appropriate experience and competence in the relevant
field.
Projecting wall sign means any sign attached to and projecting at right angles from a
wall.
Provisional hydraulic and hazard categories are the categories used in place of
hydraulic and hazard categories where no Floodplain Risk Management Plan has been
prepared as yet and are based on velocity and depth considerations only.
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Prune or pruning is defined as all other pruning which is not ‘crown maintenance pruning’
and includes ‘crown modification’ as defined in Australian Standard AS 4373-1996,
"Pruning of Amenity Trees".
Public dining area means that area set aside for patrons to eat meals and excludes
kitchen, bar and amenity areas but includes reception areas.
Public open space means land used or intended for use for recreational purposes by the
public and includes parks, public gardens, riverside reserves, pedestrian and cyclist
accesses, playgrounds and sports grounds.
Public road has the same meaning as in the Roads Act 1993.
Note. The term is defined as:
a) any road that is opened or dedicated as a public road, whether under this or any
other Act or law, and
b) any road that is declared to be a public road for the purposes of this Act.
Public work means work carried out by the Council on Public Land.
Pump-out effluent system means a normal septic tank system, followed by a holding
tank, used for the storage of effluent which is pumped out by a Council contractor at
regular intervals with a specified number of services per year. This effluent is transferred to
one of Council‘s sewage treatment works for further treatment and ultimate disposal.
Pylon sign means any freestanding elevated sign supported by one or more columns,
pylons or poles where the display area may include separate removable and replaceable
slats, panels or other components.
Recyclable means capable of being reprocessed into usable material or re-used.
Regulation when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone Areas
means the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan Parks, Camping
Grounds & Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005.
Reliable access means the ability for people to safely evacuate an area subject to
imminent flooding within effective warning time having regard to the depth and velocity of
floodwaters, the suitability of the evacuation route, and without the need to travel through
areas where the “water depth - velocity product” is greater than 0.3m2/s.
Relocatable home when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood
Prone Areas is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates,
Caravan Parks, Camping Grounds & Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005.
Note. The term is defined as:
a) a manufactured home, or
b) any other moveable dwelling (whether or not self-contained) that comprises one or
more major sections, including any associated structure that forms part of the
dwelling, but does not include a tent, caravan or campervan or any moveable
dwelling that is capable of being registered under the Road Transport (Vehicle
Registration) Act 1997.
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Remnant tree or vegetation means a native tree or any patch of native vegetation which
remains in the landscape after removal of most or all of the native vegetation in the
immediate vicinity.
Remove when used in relation to vegetation means to cut down, take away or transplant a
tree from its place of origin.
Restricted development site means land identified as a restricted development site on
the Natural Resource Sensitivity Land map overlay in the SLEP 2014.
Retailing when used in reference to Chapter G19: Home Based Business Activities
involves the display for sale of goods in small quantities to the public but does not include
mail order, ‘Just in time’ retailing or ‘E-commerce’.
Rigid annexe when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone
Areas is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan
Parks, Camping Grounds & Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005.
Note. The term is defined as an annexe that is not a flexible annexe.
Risk means the chance of something happening that will have an impact. It is measured in
terms of consequences and probability (likelihood). In the context of Chapter G9:
Development on Flood Prone Land and Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone
Areas, it is the likelihood of consequences arising from the interaction of floods,
communities and the environment.
Roughness coefficients describe the resistance of the bed of a channel to the flow of
water within it. They are used in equations calculating energy loss due to roughness of a
surface.
Rural Lifestyle Area when used in reference to Chapter V1: Lot Averaging Subdivision
refers to localities 1-8 identified in Clause 4.2B of SLEP 2014.
Scale means relative dimensions to ground level, including height, bulk and number of
storeys.
Secondary treatment when used in reference to Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage
Management means anaerobic and aerobic biological processing and settling or filtering of
effluent received from a primary treatment unit. Effluent quality following secondary
treatment is expected to be equal to or better than 20 g/m3 five-day biochemical oxygen
demand and 30g/m3 suspended solids.
Septic tank a tank used for the collection, primary settling and anaerobic treatment of
household wastewater.
Sewage includes any effluent of the kind referred to in paragraph (a) of the definition of
waste in the dictionary to the Local Government Act 1993.
Sewage management system means
a) a human waste storage facility; or
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b) a waste treatment device intended to process sewage, and includes a drain
connected to such a facility or device.
Short-term site when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in Flood Prone
Areas is as defined by the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan
Parks, Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005.
Note. The term is defined as a dwelling site on which a moveable dwelling that is ordinarily
used for holiday purposes may be installed and that is specified in the approval for a
caravan park as being a short-term site
Sign face area means the area bounded by the framework of a manufactured panel,
hoarding or illuminated sign case and is calculated by the sign face height and sign face
width.
Single storey when used in reference to Chapter N1: Kangaroo Valley means a single
storey construction with pitched roofs and being no greater than 5.5 metres in height as
measured from any point on the natural surface below a structure.
Site specific flood warning system is where the following is provided:
a) an alarm system which alerts occupants to the need to evacuate, sufficiently prior to
likely inundation to allow for the safe evacuation of pedestrians and vehicles; and
b) signage to identify the appropriate procedure and route to evacuate.
SLEP 1985 means the Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 1985.
SLEP 2014 means the Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014.
Slow point or local area traffic management device (LATM) when used in reference to
Chapter G11: Subdivision of Land means sections of a street which have geometric
features which limit the travel speed of vehicles. These include bends, constrictions to
carriageway width etc.
Sodicity means the level or presence of exchangeable sodium salts in the soil. Effluent
contains high levels of sodium that may act to disperse clay particles, resulting in a
significant reduction in the permeability of the soil.
Soil profile means the different layers (horizons) of different soil types with depth.
Special waste means a waste that posed or is likely to pose an immediate or long-term
risk to human health or the environment. This includes hazardous waste, clinical waste
and contaminated waste. Special arrangements need to be made for the management of
these wastes.
Split systems when used in reference to Chapter G8: Onsite Sewage Management
means where black and grey water are split into separate waste streams at the source.
Full on-site split systems dispose of both streams on-site but into separate disposal
systems. Partial on-site split systems dispose of grey water on-site and rely on a cart-away
system for the black water stream.
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Stability analysis report or geotechnical report means a report that examines the
geological profile of the site and includes the soil and moisture condition and watertable
and bedrock characteristics.
State significant development is development that is declared to be State significant
development by a State Environmental Planning Policy, Regional Environmental Plan,
Local Environmental Plan or the Minister as the case may be in a range of particular
circumstances.
Structurally independent when used in reference to Chapter G6: Coastal Management
Areas means in relation to parts of a building located in Precinct 2 (of beach
erosion/oceanic inundation hazard area), does not provide structural support to any portion
of the building located in Precinct 3, and should the portion of the building be removed on
the future (by either natural or man-made processes), will not result in significant structural
damage or collapse of any part of the building located in Precinct 3.
Stormwater infiltration trench or bioretention system means a purpose built absorption
trench designed to store and filter stormwater runoff from dwelling and associated
structures.
Structure (not including an ‘advertising structure’) means a construction, not necessarily
roofed, which performs a function or functions requiring rigidity and includes a fence.
Sufficient time/access means the ability to safely evacuate to an area above the PMF
prior to the onset of flooding, within the effective warning time, having regard to the
suitability of the route and the possible prevailing environmental conditions including the
depth and velocity of floodwaters, and without reliance on a private flood warning facility.
Suitably qualified hydraulic engineer means an experienced and qualified professional
engineer, recognised as a chartered professional engineer by the Institution of Engineers
Australia in the field of civil engineering, flood risk management, emergency management,
structural engineering or similar, acting at all times within their experience and
qualifications, and able to demonstrate to Council that they have the experience and
qualifications to act as required.
Suitably qualified person means any of the following:
a) Professional engineer as defined above,
b) Licenced builder,
c) Level 1 or 2 Accredited Certifier – Building Surveying,
d) Registered Architect
Temporary sign means an advertisement for short term promotional purposes that:
a) announces any local event of a religious, educational, cultural, social or recreational
character or relates to any matter in connection with such an event; and
b) the event is organised by a charitable organisation, sporting association or public
authority; and
c) does not include advertising of a commercial nature (except for the name(s) of an
event‘s sponsor(s)).
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Tertiary treatment means the process by which disinfection and additional Biological
Oxygen Demand (BOD) removal are achieved upon secondary treated wastewater.
Disinfection should reduce all pathogenic and other harmful organisms to safe levels.
Processed effluent is only suitable for non-potable purposes such as irrigation.
Top of bank means the point closest to the boundary of the active floodplain of a stream
where a break in the slope of the land occurs such that the grade beyond the break is
flatter than 3:1 at any point for a minimum distance of 15 metres measure perpendicularly
from the break.
Topping means cutting away part, or all, of the tree canopy leaving a trunk and stubbed
main branches.
Tourist accommodation unit means a dwelling used, designed, constructed or adapted
to be used for the provision of holiday accommodation, not permanent occupation, being
one of a group of similar dwellings forming part of a tourist facility.
Tourist cabin means a freestanding building used to provide short-term self-contained
holiday accommodation.
Note: Tourist cabin is a type of tourist and visitor accommodation as defined in
Shoalhaven Local Environmental Plan 2014.
Tourist and camping site when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan Parks in
Flood Prone Areas means a short-term or camping site in a caravan park or a camping
site in a camping ground that is available for hire by tourists and does not have or usually
have a moveable dwelling continuously located on site.
Tourist resort means a building or buildings containing more than twenty (20)
accommodation units providing for short term visitor accommodation and recreation, which
building or buildings may include a refreshment room and space capable of being used for
functions such as receptions, conventions and may provide other recreational facilities
incidental to such accommodation.
Towable on-site moveable dwelling when used in reference to Chapter G10: Caravan
Parks in Flood Prone Areas means a moveable dwelling (including a caravan or annexe)
that is or usually is continuously located on site and is designed, installed and maintained
in a manner so as to be removed from the flood-prone area within the effective warning
time (e.g. quick-release tie-down, draw-bar and wheels attached and serviceable, services
readily detachable, not attached to non-towable moveable dwellings or associated
structures). Experience indicates that moveable dwellings located on long-term sites tend
to lose their mobile status and so would not generally qualify as towable on-site moveable
dwellings. Similarly, holiday vans tend to lose their mobile status, and their removal could
place unreasonable burdens on the park manager and emergency services, so these also
would not generally qualify as towable on-site moveable dwellings.
Town activity node means concentration of a high level of human activity and social
interaction at a particular point in the town, or at that point where human activity is
concentrated in the town.
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Trade waste means refuse or waste material arising from any trade or industry but
excludes liquid waste, demolition waste, building waste, special waste, contaminated
waste, green waste or recyclable waste.
Traffic generating development means development that requires in excess of three offstreet car parking spaces and/or frequent vehicle access by a large rigid truck or bus
containing over twelve seats.
Tree means a perennial plant with at least one self-supporting woody or fibrous stem,
being:
a) more than 5m tall, or
b) more than 5m wide across the foliage crown or
c) having a trunk circumference of more than 500mm measured 1m above ground
level.
Tree dripline or zone means the area defined, under a tree, by the outer edge of the tree
canopy projected to ground level.
Two storey when used in reference to Chapter N1: Kangaroo Valley mans a two storey
construction with pitched roofs and being no greater than eight metres in height as
measured from any point on the natural surface.
Under awning sign means a sign suspended from underneath an awning or verandah.
Undesirable species means plants that have characteristics which may lead to poisoning,
weed infestation, brittle and dangerous wood, excessive spread of roots or bushland
invasion.
Urban design master plan means a comprehensive Plan for an area of renewal where
particular attention must be paid to design and layout principles required in the Plan and
for consultation with the local community.
Urban area means any land zoned Residential, Commercial or Industrial under SLEP
2014.
Variation statement means a written statement accompanying a development application
demonstrating how the objectives and relevant performance criteria will be achieved if an
alternative to the ‘acceptable solutions’ is proposed.
Vegetation means all native plant communities other than trees as defined in this plan.
Vegetation management plan means a structured program adopted by the Council for
the protection, maintenance, restoration and replacement of trees and native vegetation.
Village Centre in relation to Chapter N1: Kangaroo Valley is generally the built-up area of
the town between the school and the showground.
Village Retail Core in relation to Chapter N1: Kangaroo Valley is the area shown on the
map and bounded to the west by the Anglican Church and the School, to the east by the
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Police Station and Heritage Precinct, to the north by the proposed cycle path and to the
south by existing premises having frontage to Moss Vale Road (lot depth of 25-30 metres).
Vicinity of a heritage item or conservation area means the extent of land, natural
environment and/or built environment which has a physical or visual relationship to the
heritage item or conservation area. The objective of control of development in the “vicinity”
of heritage items and conservation areas is to ensure new development does not
adversely impact upon the heritage significance of other sites.
View means what is seen from a particular point.
View Corridor means a cone of vision extending from a selected point towards the valued
view.
Vista means an enclosed view usually long and narrow.
Visual impact statement when used in reference to Chapter N1: Kangaroo Valley means
a report that examines the effects of development on the scenic values of Kangaroo Valley
and recommends ways to neutralise any adverse impacts.
Volume reduction equipment means devices, which reduce the volume of waste or
recyclable material including compressing devices such as compactors and balers, and
shredding, pulverising or crushing devices.
Voluntary conservation agreement (VCA) when used in reference to Chapter S1:
Verons Estate, Sussex Inlet, a VCA is a voluntary, legally binding agreement between a
landholder and the NSW Environment Minister. Conservation agreements are used to
permanently protect land which has special environmental features.
Wall or courtyard wall means a wall, screen or fence, screening part or portion of an
allotment of land for privacy, security or safety reasons.
Waste has the same meaning as in the Protection of the Environment Operations Act
1997.
Note. This term is defined as follows:
a) any substance (whether solid, liquid or gaseous) that is discharged, emitted or
deposited in the environment in such volume, constituency or manner as to cause
an alteration in the environment, or
b) any discarded, rejected, unwanted, surplus or abandoned substance, or
c) any otherwise discarded, rejected, unwanted, surplus or abandoned substance
intended for sale or for recycling, processing, recovery or purification by a separate
operation from that which produced the substance, or
d) any processed, recycled, re-used or recovered substance produced wholly or partly
from waste that is applied to land, or used as fuel, but only in the circumstances
prescribed by the regulations, or
e) any substance prescribed by the regulations to be waste.
A substance is not precluded from being waste for the purposes of this Act merely
because it is or may be processed, recycled, re-used or recovered.
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Waste cupboard means a storage area within each dwelling (usually in the kitchen) of a
size sufficient to enable source separation of a single days work into garbage, recyclables
and compostable material.
Waste minimisation and management plan means a table showing the volume and type
of waste to be generated, stored and treated on site, how the residual is to be disposed of
and, if required, how ongoing management will operate.
Waste storage and recycling area means a designated area or a combination of
designated areas upon the site of a building for the housing of approved containers to
store all waste material (including recyclable material) likely to be generated by the
building‘s occupants.
Waterfront means the sea, bays, rivers and lakes (as defined by the 1:25,000
Topographic Map series as prepared by the NSW Land and Property Information).
Water cycle management study means a study examining:
a) the existing volumes of water and pollutant levels leaving the site and predict any
changes which might result from the development. This information must be
provided for both wet and dry weather conditions;
b) how the development will maintain or improve existing water quality;
c) how the management systems which used to control impact on water quality will be
able to operate properly over the life of the development;
d) how the development will achieve any water quality objectives for rivers and
streams;
e) the effect of the development on the waterbodies to which it discharges;
f) the outline management strategies and practices to control those affects;
g) how the performance of water quality control systems will be monitored over time.
Water sensitive urban design (WSUD) is the integration of urban town planning and
development with the management, protection and conservation of the water cycle as a
whole.
Waterbody means:
a) a natural waterbody including
i.
a lake or lagoon either naturally formed or artificially modified; or
ii.
a river or stream, whether perennial or intermittent, flowing in a natural
channel or bed or in a natural chanel artificially modifying the course of the
stream; or
iii.
tidal waters including any bay, estuary or inlet; or
b) an artificial waterbody, including any constructed waterway, canal, inlet, bay,
channel, dam, pond or lake, but does not include a detention basin or other
construction that is only intended to hold water intermittently.
Wholesale supplies mean a building or place used for the display, sale or hire of goods
or materials by wholesale only to businesses that have an Australian Business Number
registered under the A New Tax System (Australian Business Number) Act 1999 of the
Commonwealth.
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Wildlife friendly fencing when used in reference to Chapter N20: Jerberra Estate and S1:
Verons Estate, Sussex Inlet means fencing provided in the bushland conservation area
(BCA) or bushland management area (BMA) to limit disturbance whilst not impeding the
movement of wildlife, comprising posts and plain wires.
Window includes a roof skylight, glass panel, glass brick, glass louvre, glazed sash,
glazed door, translucent sheeting or other device which transmits natural light directly from
outside a building to the room concerned.
Zero lot line means a dwelling with no side boundary setback on one side of the lot – i.e.
the dwelling is built to the boundary. The wall of the dwelling on the lot line has no
windows and is constructed in accordance with the Building Code of Australia.
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